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Abstract 
The broadcasting sector is a subject of continual debate in modern society.  One of the 
oldest segments of the rapidly-evolving information technology and communications 
industry, it is still the most content rich and the most popular.  Australians who watch 
television spend more time doing so than doing any other leisure activity – except those 
who fish (ABS 1998).  Broadcasting is highly pervasive.  Some kind of service is 
available and used in every Australian household.  Everyone is an expert, everyone has 
an opinion.  Since the Federal Government decided to allow the introduction of 
domestic subscription television in 1992, pay television has been broadly dismissed by 
its media rivals as being unpopular, unprofitable and unnecessary.  In turn, the 
Australian pay television industry considers that it is over-regulated, especially 
compared to the free-to-air sector, and that much of this regulation severely constrains 
its ability to grow its subscriber base.  This thesis examines whether the Australian 
subscription television industry has achieved the aims set for it by the legislators in 
1992 – that is, whether it has ‘met its promise’.  To achieve this, the thesis first 
identifies the ‘promises’ of an Australian subscription television industry.  In assessing 
whether the industry has met its promise, the thesis considers various aspects of the 
industry, including what the industry has needed to do to make itself profitable and 
ensure its longevity and the environment within which the industry operates.  The thesis 
examines the role that content plays in attracting subscribers and considers whether 
minimal content regulation has resulted in a paucity of local content on subscription 
television in Australia.  The thesis draws on existing academic literature, government 
publications, information released by the subscription television industry itself and 
interviews conducted in the course of the project with the Australian subscription 
television sector.  It also uses and builds on ratings data to examine the programs and 
channels that are offered by Australian pay television services.  In concluding, this 
thesis makes an assessment of whether the Australian pay television industry has met its 
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Preface 
Although the first subscription television service was launched more than ten years ago, 
it is continuing to evolve.  This thesis examines the period leading up to the established 
of the industry, to the release of the Federal Government’s proposals for media reform 
in March 2006.  It includes some commercial events and commentary up to 1 May 
2006.   19 
1.  Introduction 
The broadcasting sector is a subject of continual debate in modern society.  As one of 
the oldest of the rapidly evolving information technology and communications 
industries, it is the most popular.  Australians who watch television spend more time 
doing so than doing any other leisure activity (ABS 1998).  Broadcasting is a highly 
pervasive industry – some kind of service is available and used in every Australian 
household.  Everyone is an expert, therefore everyone has an opinion. 
Culturally, socially and politically, the broadcasting sector is a key sector in modern 
society (Withers 2003, p.102) .  The broadcasting industry is also one of the most 
regulated industries in Australia, even after 20 years of microeconomic reform.  The 
economics of the broadcasting sector is also unlike others, with traditionally only an 
indirect relationship between the producers of programs and consumers. 
Until the 1980s, broadcasting in Australia consisted only of radio and television 
services, which were transmitted over the air using the radiofrequency spectrum.  Since 
then, innovations within the broadcasting industry and changes in regulation have 
allowed broadcasters to use new and different delivery technologies, and to use existing 
technologies more efficiently.  These changes continue, with the introduction of digital 
free-to-air broadcasting, the relaunch of subscription television as a digital service and 
the development of Internet-based services. 
The effect of these changes is twofold:  the ways in which consumers listen to and 
watch broadcasting services are changing; and the power balances within the industry 
itself are shifting.  Commercial free-to-air services are likely to become less dominant, 
as consumers become accustomed to having greater control over selecting the content 
they wish to enjoy. 
Although the current regulatory framework is relatively young (the current 
Broadcasting Services Act 1992 (BSA) has been in place for 14 years – a fraction of the 
preceding Broadcasting and Television Act 1942’s (BTA) 50 years), the rapid rate of 
change within the communications industries risk it becoming obsolete.  In 2000, the 
Productivity Commission commented: ‘broadcasting is not what it was when the BSA   20 
was introduced in 1992.  In five years time it will be different again’ (Productivity 
Commission 2000, p.47). 
This dissertation explores the success of the BSA in allowing for the establishment of an 
Australian subscription television industry.  It identifies ‘promises’ made by its 
stakeholders during its establishment and assesses whether they have been met.  It looks 
in detail at the demand for local content on subscription television in Australia, and how 
the subscription television industry meets that demand.  By necessity, I have used an 
economic framework to examine the characteristics of demand and supply in the 
Australian subscription television industry.  The findings are therefore subject to some 
underlying assumptions, including that privately-owned and controlled broadcasters aim 
to maximise profits, not to maximise viewer satisfaction. 
This thesis first looks at the characteristics of demand and supply of television services 
and programs, and approaches to regulation and examines how they interact in the 
Australian subscription television industry.  This constitutes the literature review.  It 
then develops a methodology for examining audience preferences in relation to 
Australian content on pay television, and how the industry meets these preferences. 
Chapter 2 describes the approach adopted in developing the thesis and identifies the 
‘promises’ that make up its central hypothesis.  Chapters 3 and 4 each explore the 
economics of television services and television program production and discuss how 
these characteristics can be expected to play out in an Australian subscription television 
industry.  Chapter 5 examines the regulation of subscription television in Australia and 
how regulation has affected the development of the Australian subscription television 
industry.  Chapter 6 provides a description of the Australian subscription industry, 
including brief histories of the major players.  Chapter 7 is based primarily on 
interviews conducted with representatives of the Australian subscription television 
industry and provides a discussion of the forces affecting the production and scheduling 
of content and in particular local content.  Chapters 8 and 9 provide an analysis of 
content available on subscription television and demand for that content between 2003 
and 2005, with a particular focus on local content.  The thesis finally concludes that pay 
television ‘has met its promise’, as defined by the intentions of government and by the 
promises of the industry itself.   21 
2.  Approach 
The original title of this project – Is pay TV meeting its promise? – forms its central 
hypothesis: has the Australian subscription television industry achieved the intentions of 
its stakeholders?  In making this assessment, I take the following general factors into 
account throughout the thesis: 
1.  what subscription television in Australia was set up to achieve, in particular, the 
aims of government in terms of choice, diversity, competition and industry 
development; 
2.  what the Australian subscription television industry has needed to do to make itself 
profitable and ensure its longevity; 
3.  the environment in which subscription television services operate; 
4.  the role that content plays in convincing pay television customers to subscribe, in 
particular the role of local content in the mix of services offered to subscribers; and 
5.  whether minimal content regulation has resulted in a paucity of local content on 
subscription television in Australia. 
This analysis was performed within a limited budget which precluded development of a 
large-scale audience or industry surveys.  Further, given the significant resources put 
into market research by television broadcasters – according to UKTV’s Tony Iffland, 
‘television is the most over-researched industry in the world’ – replicating the type of 
research already done by the industry itself would probably have been of limited value.  
Instead, I have drawn together information from existing sources, conducted interviews 
with representatives from the major subscription television organisations in Australia 
and extended the ratings data already collected by the Australian television industry to 
examine the availability and use of local content on subscription television services.  
2.1  Terminology 
This dissertation uses the terms ‘subscription television’ and ‘pay television’ 
interchangeably.  The author recognises that the industry prefers the term ‘subscription   22 
television’ and that this is the term used in the BSA.  ‘Pay television’ is, however, so 
commonly used in Australia to justify its use as a synonym. 
Terms such as ‘broadcasting service’, ‘commercial broadcasting service’ and 
‘subscription broadcasting service’ are taken to be defined as set out in section 6 of the 
BSA. 
Simply, pay television services are television services that are supplied to consumers for 
a charge.  In Australia, they are delivered directly to the home by privately-owned or 
leased cable networks and satellites.  They have in the past also been delivered by 
microwave distribution systems (MDS).  The broadcasting services bands of the 
radiofrequency spectrum, used for broadcasting free-to-air radio and television services, 
are not currently used to transmit subscription television services in Australia. 
‘Free-to-air television’ is a term used to refer to television services broadcast using the 
broadcasting services bands of the radiofrequency spectrum.  In Australia, free-to-air 
television services include commercial television licensees, the national public networks 
and community television services. 
2.2  Analytical approach 
This dissertation takes an unashamedly multi-disciplinary approach to examining the 
hypothesis and the five factors described above.  Although television is a cultural 
product, its supply and quality are dependent on the economics of the television and 
production industries.  While I acknowledge the cultural worth (or otherwise) of 
television programming and feature films, in order to understand why and how 
television services select particular types of program for broadcast and how they 
respond to regulation, it is necessary to study the business and economics of television.  
Cultural economics, which combines different economic disciplines, forms the central 
framework of this analysis, although I do, wherever possible, endeavour to describe 
economic concepts in layman’s terms.  This thesis is not, however, purely an economic 
analysis – it is also a historical analysis of the development of the Australian 
subscription television industry.   23 
Throughout the thesis, I draw on existing academic literature, government publications, 
industry information and interviews I have conducted with the Australian subscription 
television sector.  I also use and build on ratings data to examine the programs that are 
offered by Australian pay television services.  In order to set up a simple frame of 
reference for determining whether pay television has met its promise, I first identify 
what I consider to be the promises of pay television in Australia.  I then outline relevant 
areas of economic theory to predict how the Australian subscription television industry 
might operate (chapters 3 and 4).  The implications of the regulation of pay television in 
Australia are explored in a socio-political and historical analysis in chapter 5.  Chapter 6 
includes a broad financial analysis of the Australian pay television sector, and includes a 
discussion of the factors affecting supply of and demand for pay television services in 
Australia.  Chapter 7 examines the factors that influence how subscription television 
services select programming for their channels.  Ratings data forms the basis of the 
quantitative analysis in chapters 8 and 9.  Chapter 8 describes the data set and how I 
have extended the OzTAM ratings data to allow an assessment of the amount of local 
content and the diversity of content broadcast on Australian subscription television.  
Chapter 9 attempts to determine whether demand for local content on Australian pay 
television is significantly different to demand for content from other countries.  Finally, 
the chapter 10 concludes whether pay television has – or has not – met its promise in 
Australia. 
2.3  Promises of pay television in Australia 
As this thesis’s central hypothesis, I test whether the intentions of Government in 
deciding to allow the establishment of pay television services in Australia have been 
achieved.  The ‘promises’ of subscription television can be grouped into four historical 
periods.  These groupings overlap, which means that they are not particularly useful for 
analytical purposes, but they do assist in understanding how expectations of the industry 
have changed.  These groupings can be summarised as: 
•  The BSA – the framework within which the industry would operate was established.  
The BSA is of central importance in identifying the ‘promises’ of pay television:   24 
For industry players, activists and regulators, the Broadcasting Services Act functions 
as a point of reference and blueprint of sorts for their actions taken in the present and 
is integral to future planning in the short to medium term (O'Regan 1996, p.66) 
Speeches and explanatory documentation supporting the BSA provide other assessable 
measures.   
•  Cable roll out – the telecommunications carriers began establishing optic fibre-based 
claims to service households.  The promise was cable infrastructure capable of 
delivering high-bandwidth interactive services.  The reality was an abruptly-terminated 
cable roll out and do-or-die bidding for subscription television programming. 
•  ACCC interventions – although the ACCC prevented the ailing Australis Media 
merging first with OPTUS Vision and then with FOXTEL, Australis Media went into 
bankruptcy, allowing its competitors to take over its business anyway.  The promise was 
a competitive industry – the reality was that some financial forces cannot be regulated 
against. 
•  The Content Sharing Agreement (CSA) – industry cooperation to reduce costs through 
sharing programming, requiring ACCC approval.  The CSA resulted in FOXTEL 
becoming the main aggregator of subscription television content in Australia, supplying 
channels to AUSTAR and OPTUS for retail sale.  This time the promises were from the 
industry itself, including digitisation and lower programming costs. 
The remainder of this section identifies the ‘promises’ of subscription television that 
will be assessed in the course of this thesis.  It draws upon Chapter 5. 
2.3.1  A competitive, market-driven industry 
Up to the time of the introduction of the BSA, broadcasting in Australia had been a 
heavily regulated activity.  Access to spectrum was controlled by government, the 
number and type of broadcasting licence was limited by government, and broadcasting 
licences were granted only to those organisations that the government thought were 
suitable.  Broadcasters were bound by regulations that controlled programming, 
advertising and ownership that balanced their privileged access to broadcasting 
spectrum and to audiences.     25 
The BSA was to change this, and an important element of this change was the 
introduction of subscription television.  Unlike the free-to-air television services that 
had existed up until 1992, subscription television would be market-driven.  Access to 
obtaining a subscription television licence would not be artificially restricted by 
government.  Subscription television services would have to pay for access to or invest 
in their own transmission technologies.  And, subscription television viewers would be 
customers, free to choose to pay for the services on offer or not: 
Pay TV is different. It is a market place for programs, somewhat like a retail shop. The 
individual viewer chooses whether to buy and which products. The monthly subscription 
returns should give a clear indication of individual levels of satisfaction with types of 
programs in a way not hitherto possible in television […] 
The government has to take into account the direct contractual relationship between pay TV 
subscribers and program providers: if viewers don’t like programs […] they will not subscribe 
(Beazley 1991). 
At the Broadcasting Services Bill’s second reading in the Senate on 4 June 1992, 
Senator Bob Collins stated that a market-driven subscription television industry would 
yield greater choice for Australian audiences: 
Subscription Television Broadcasting:  Part 7 provides for a competitive, more market-
driven, approach to the introduction of these services, colloquially known as pay TV, and 
for their continued regulation.  The arrangements will realise greater diversity in 
ownership and program types and provide a wide choice of services to subscribers.  They 
offer unlimited scope for commercial and technical innovation […]. 
This after all will be the most significant and largest scale new entertainment service that 
we will see in the next few years. 
These services must be customer-driven to survive.  They are subject to the ultimate test 
that is people don’t want them, they won’t pay (Collins 1992b). 
The Government intended that the first subscription television services available in 
Australia would be delivered by satellite, and that the market would be subsequently 
opened to broader competition from other technologies.  Three satellite licences would 
be allocated – Licence A and Licence B to new and existing media players and Licence 
C to the ABC.  Collins emphasised that the allocation of the A and B satellite licences   26 
would not be a BTA-style beauty contest, instead allowing would-be licensees to 
compete openly for the licences: 
The Trade Practices Act will apply at licence allocation, ensuring consistent application of 
competition policy across the industry (Collins 1992b) . 
An important element of the underlying free-market policies of the BSA was 
‘technological neutrality’.  The Act was intended to ‘foster the use of new or developing 
technologies to provides broadcasting services, consistent with Government policy’ 
(DOTAC 1993, p.3): 
The technological neutrality of the Bill is no more apparent than for subscription 
broadcasting services.  Licensees are encouraged to use whichever delivery mechanism 
suits their commercial needs.  This will contribute to the commercial modernisation of 
Australia’s communications infrastructure (Collins 1992b) . 
Despite this statement, the BSA actually supported technical neutrality only after the 
deregulation of the telecommunications industry on 30 June 1997.  For its first five 
years, the BSA differentiated between satellite and other technologies that could be used 
to deliver pay television on the expectation that only satellite-delivered subscription 
television would be viable and available to most Australians in the immediate term. 
Promise #1: The subscription television industry will contribute to a competitive, market-
driven broadcasting industry. 
2.3.2  Choice and diversity 
The potential of subscription television to deliver new and different types of television 
services was well-recognised before the introduction of the BSA: 
Pay TV will [add to] the diversity of quality services […] 
Although most Australians will get to know subscription TV through the national pay 
service, the exposure draft leaves the way open for niche services. This is an opportunity 
for community language services which would not be viable on a national scale and also 
for highly localised operations and the licensing regime will reflect this (Beazley 1991, 
pp.4 and 8).   27 
Although the BSA does not give subscription television a specific responsibility to 
provide choice and diversity, Government expected that it would contribute to ‘the 
availability of a diverse range of radio and television services’ (Australian Government 
1992, p.1): 
The arrangements will realise greater diversity in ownership and program types and 
provide a wide choice of services to subscribers (Collins 1992b) . 
As discussed in the section on regulating television services, governments regulate to 
control diversity across television services themselves, and to ensure diversity in 
programming.  The BSA was used by the Australian Government to control entry into 
the subscription television industry up to June 1997.  The Government, on the other 
hand, considered that the supply of a diverse range of programs and channels was best 
left to the subscription television industry (with the important exceptions of sports and 
drama programming).  
One of the intentions of the subscription broadcasting provisions of the BSA was to 
open the Australian television market to new participants.  In his second reading speech, 
to the Act on 4 June 1992, Collins explained that this would be achieved by placing 
ownership limits on satellite licence A, effectively reserving it for acquisition by a new 
media player: 
Cross-media ownership limits will apply to licence A […] 
This will prevent control and allow a maximum of two per cent equity for commercial 
television broadcasters, large circulation newspapers and the telecommunications carriers. 
These provisions facilitate diversity in media ownership by allowing at least one new 
player in Australia’s media […] 
Foreign ownership limits are to be the same as those proposed earlier – that is, no more 
than 20 per cent individual and 35 per cent aggregate foreign holdings in any subscription 
television broadcasting licence (Collins 1992a). 
Cross-media ownership constraints were not placed on non-satellite subscription 
television licences, although they were subject to the foreign ownership limits. 
Program diversity continued to be cited as the raison d’etre of pay television by the 
services themselves.  At the launch of the joint venture that would become FOXTEL,   28 
for example, Telstra and News Corp’s joint press release announced ‘the diversity of 
programming offered by this venture will be second to none and will cover premium, 
first run and classic movies, news, sport and music channels, games, children’s 
entertainment and ethnic community channels’ (Bartholomeusz 1994; Westfield 2000, 
p.282). 
Promise #2: The subscription television industry will deliver further choice and diversity 
in programming and ownership of broadcasting services in Australia. 
2.3.3  Regulatory approch 
In the second reading speech to the subscription broadcasting amendments on 
4 November 1992, Bob Collins said: 
Underpinning the whole framework is the intention that different levels of regulatory 
control apply across the range of broadcasting services according to the degree of 
influence that such services are able to exert […] 
Different degrees of regulation apply to each category of service based on an assessment, 
against listed criteria, as to how influential the service is.  The categories are: national 
broadcasting services; commercial broadcasting services; community broadcasting 
services; subscription broadcasting services; subscription narrowcasting services; and 
open narrowcasting services (Collins 1992a). 
In 1993, in its booklet on broadcasting reform, DOTAC explained why the BSA took a 
lighter approach to regulating subscription television services than free-to-air services: 
Services such as narrowcasting and even subscription broadcasting services are not 
considered to be a pervasive as commercial and community broadcasting services.  In the 
case of subscription services, the public has to make a financial commitment to receive 
the services and there is a direct contractual relationship between the service provider and 
its audience.  The mechanism is essentially self-regulating because if material is offered 
that the audience does not want to watch, then people will generally stop paying for it.  It 
is reasonable to expect that because the program content is discretionary, it is less 
pervasive and is this less likely to be able to have as strong an influence on public opinion 
as commercial services.  Therefore it can be subject to less intrusive regulation (DOTAC 
1993, p.32).   29 
Promise #3: Content regulation will be relevant to the pervasiveness and influence of the 
broadcasting service. 
2.3.4  The Australian Broadcasting Corporation 
Although Bob Collins was supportive of the potential role of ABC in pay television in 
his second reading speech to the subscription broadcasting amendments, his speech 
belied the obstacles the ABC would face in getting a service operational. 
The Government has always sought to have the ABC participate in a sensible, commercial 
manner with three vitally important caveats: 
￿  the ABC’s core free-to-air TV services suffer no detriment 
￿  the tax payer not be exposed to any financial risk from ABC involvement 
￿  the ABC Board accept responsibility for the extent of the national broadcaster’s 
involvement, given their fiduciary duties 
This Bill provides […] that a third licence […] to provide up to two pay TV services be 
allocated to a subsidiary of the ABC. 
The Government will maintain its commitment to give the ABC $12.5 million in seed 
finance. 
The extent to which the ABC participates in pay TV, forms commercial relationships with 
licensee A and/or B and other subscription service providers, and the nature and extent of 
programming will be left to the discretion of the ABC Board… (Collins 1992a). 
The ABC Board considered that ABC involvement in subscription television was 
essential.  For example, in its 1994-95 annual report the ABC stated, ‘if the ABC [was] 
not part of subscription television: 
￿  it would be a critical departure from Australia’s system of broadcasting which relies on 
both the commercial and public broadcasting sectors; 
￿  there would be no strong driver of Australian content – commercial imperatives of other 
organisations involved in subscription television would lead to imported content being 
used in favour of more expensive Australian content; 
￿  there would be a diminution of plurality and a consequent lack of an independent 
Australian perspective; and 
￿  the ABC would not have a bridge to the developing broadband services (ABC 1995).   30 
ABC Managing Director David Hill had lobbied the Government and opposition parties 
extensively during the preparation of the Broadcasting Services Bill.  He convinced 
Labor Caucus, the Democrats and the Liberals that the ABC should have a role in pay 
television, even though Keating and a series of Communications Ministers were not as 
supportive (Lecky and Davies 1995). 
The ABC was required to establish a separate corporate structure to manage and operate 
services under the licence.   Further terms and conditions included financial and 
editorial separation from the ABC, and that the services were fully commercial and 
involved no risk exposure to the Commonwealth or the ABC.  The licence itself 
contained conditions including local content requirements for each of the two channels, 
which were much stricter than the requirements faced by other subscription television 
operators (ABC 1995; Potter 1995a).  
Promise #4: The ABC will be granted a subscription television satellite licence and it will 
be able to develop subscription television services as it finds appropriate. 
2.3.5  The Special Broadcasting Service 
In the second reading speech to the subscription broadcasting amendments on 
4 November 1992, Bob Collins said: 
The Special Broadcasting Service can choose to participate in pay TV. 
It could do this by being a provider of programs to pay TV operators or by participating in 
commercial arrangements for the provision of satellite and other subscription services 
(Collins 1992a). 
Press commentary at the time of the passing of the subscription television amendments 
suggested that the Government had favoured the ABC over the SBS.  For example, 
writing for The Age, Fred Brenchley said: ‘the network has been left out in the cold on 
pay TV.  The ABC gets two free channels, SBS none’ (Brenchley 1992b).  SBS’s 
incoming Manager Director, Malcolm Long, however, saw the situation differently.  At 
the announcement of his appointment in February 1993, Long said that Australians 
would be offered another 11 or 12 pay television services within the next few years, and 
a proliferation of international satellite services, and that this was likely to ‘strengthen   31 
the SBS’s position as a quality broadcaster committed to diversity in programming’ 
(Cornwall and Davies 1993).   
Promise #5: The SBS will be able to develop subscription television services as it finds 
appropriate. 
2.3.6  Australian program producers 
The opportunity for program production presented by a new television industry was one 
of the major selling points for the introduction of subscription television services.  After 
the release of the first draft of the Broadcasting Services Bill, the Minister for 
Communications, Kim Beazley spoke about his expectations of subscription television 
for local content: 
The government believes that Australian content is an essential component in fulfilling its 
broadcasting objectives. There is evidence that audiences have a preference for Australian 
drama, sport and news. I expect pay TV to achieve a high level of Australian content, from its 
inception, on any sport and new channels. 
Where coverage of cultural events or educational programming is part of the package, it 
will also need Australian content to build subscriber interest. This will provide 
employment opportunities for presenters, reporters, producers and camera crews (Beazley 
1991). 
In his speech, Beazley acknowledged that in its early years, with only a small subscriber 
base, the new Australia pay television industry would be financially limited in its 
capacity to commission expensive local drama programming.  Beazley considered that 
there was potential to misallocate resources if an attempt was made to prescribe local 
content requirements before the industry and its cost structures were better understood: 
But there is no question of the government’s commitment to the role of pay TV in 
deepening the resource base for Australian programming. We must all learn as we go how 
best to do this (Beazley 1991). 
By the time the Broadcasting Services Bill was presented to Parliament, a minimum 
drama expenditure requirement had been inserted in the legislation.  Collins stated in his 
second reading speech to the Bill:   32 
Our film and television production industry will also benefit from the new demand for 
programming.  An Australian content requirement for drama channels on all satellite 
broadcasting services has been set.  Licensees will be required to spend at least 10 per 
cent of program expenditure on these channels on new Australian programs.  This will 
make a significant contribution to the development of the Australian production industry 
in providing jobs and developing creative Australian product, with potential for export.  
The Government’s aim in setting Australian content regulation for subscription satellite 
services is to send a signal to the industry that it has a role to play in the development of 
the Australian film and television industry (Collins 1992b). 
Collins confirmed the 10 per cent expenditure requirement in his second reading speech 
to the subscription broadcasting amendments: 
[The Bill] confirms our earlier decision [to place] a 10 per cent program expenditure 
requirement on satellite drama services.  The Bill places several imposts on the new 
industry that will add to the cost of Pay TV.  It will take some years before Pay TV 
services reach break even.  To impose further expenditure requirements on them could 
threaten their commercial viability.  Opportunities for Australian production are enhanced 
under this model.  There are more channels available and three licences in the market 
from day one (Collins 1992a). 
Since 1992, the 10 per cent drama expenditure requirement rules have been 
strengthened, but no further local content requirements have been imposed on the 
subscription television industry. 
Promise #6: Australian program producers will benefit from the new demand for 
programming from the subscription television sector and, more specifically, a 
requirement will be introduced that drama channels spend at least 10 per cent of 
program expenditure on new local drama productions. 
2.3.7  Australian electronics manufacturers 
As well as promising industry development opportunities for Australian program 
producers, the Government intended that the BSA deliver a new market to Australian 
electronics manufacturers.  In the second reading speech to the subscription 
broadcasting amendments on 4 November 1992, Bob Collins said:   33 
The introduction of pay TV and the mandating of digital technology presents exciting 
opportunities for Australian industry. 
The legislation allows licence conditions to be imposed to ensure than licensees A and B 
put in place adequate Australian industry development arrangements. 
The details are to be worked out by myself and the Minister for Industry, Technology and 
Commerce. 
As we settle these details an important focus will be on the employment opportunities 
provided by this new industry… 
… minimum requirements will be that licensees A and B will need to select consumer 
reception equipment that is available for manufacture under licence in Australia (Collins 
1992a). 
In the early 1990s, however, this style of industry development policy was becoming 
unfashionable.  Governments were instead adopting market-based policies that 
encouraged the development of industries with an economic advantage compared with 
other industries or countries (Emmery 1999).  
Promise #7: Australian electronics manufacturers will benefit from requirements that 
satellite licensees be required to source their equipment locally. 
2.3.8  Commercial television licensees 
During the 1980s, commercial television licensees were protected from competition 
from subscription television by incumbent technologies and by legislation.  Aussat had 
not been set up to handle television broadcasting, even though the ABT had 
recommended the introduction of subscription television services in its 1982 review, 
because Murdoch, who in 1983 controlled the Channel Ten stations in Sydney and 
Melbourne, had persuaded the Government that it was not desirable (Barry 1993, 
p.470).  The ‘equalisation’ of commercial television services and the introduction of the 
cross-media rules were used as reasons to impose a moratorium on the introduction of 
pay television.  The moratorium was explicitly put in place to ‘protect the investments 
required of commercial television licensees under the policy of commercial television 
equalisation’ (DOTAC 1989, p.xvii).   34 
When it became clear that the Government would go ahead with introducing pay 
television through the BSA, the commercial television licensees began lobbying to 
ensure that they would not lose access to the program material that attracted some of 
their biggest audiences – and revenues – sport.  The subscription television amendments 
to the BSA contained a new section 115 that allowed the Minister to protect the ‘free 
availability of certain types of programs’.  That is, it was designed to prevent 
‘siphoning’ of important events.  According to the Explanatory Memorandum to the 
1992 subscription television amendments to the BSA: 
Program siphoning in this context means the obtaining by a subscription television 
broadcasting licensee of the rights to broadcast events of national importance and cultural 
significance that have traditionally been televised by free-to-air broadcasters, such that 
those events could not be received by the public free of charge (Australian Senate 1992). 
Although the anti-siphoning provisions of the BSA are worded broadly, they have only 
been used to limit the availability of sports programming to subscription television 
broadcasters.  According to Westfield (2000, pp.244-246), ‘a senior minister would later 
concede that of all the lobbying by the networks to date, their ability to deny pay 
television any sports programming was “the big one”’.  At the establishment of the 
rules, the Trade Practices Commission submitted to the ABA that the anti-siphoning 
rules were ‘an artificial constraint on competition’ (Meredith 1994).  The only pay 
television operator close to providing a service, Australis, was already incurring losses 
in 1994, and was not in a position to bid directly for sporting rights against the 
commercial networks.  The threat to the networks was likely to be real only in ten years 
or so, but the ten-year protection period gave them an opportunity to ensure they would 
continue to out-compete pay well into the next century.  The creation of the anti-
siphoning list, locking up all of the most popular sports programming, drove the 
subscription television industry to start developing its own sporting events. 
The Federal Government’s intention to protect the free-to-air broadcasters was widely 
acknowledged.  When SBS announced that it had invested in a new company that would 
provide foreign language pay television programming, Malcolm Long said: ‘Under the 
ground rules laid down by the Federal Government, we must do nothing that would be 
detrimental to free-to-air’ (Meredith 1995).   
Promise #8: The interests of free-to-air television services will be protected.   35 
2.3.9  Third party access to subscription television infrastructure 
In the second reading speech to the subscription broadcasting amendments on 4 
November 1992, Bob Collins said: 
Pay TV needs costly and sophisticated central subscriber data bases, control systems and 
technology to turn subscribers ‘on’ and ‘off’ and to bill them. 
All licensees are free to operate their own subscriber management systems but will be 
required by a licence condition set under the powers at section 100(3)(b) to provide access 
for other operators to their systems at a fair price (Collins 1992a). 
DOTAC expanded on this further: 
Consumer interests are further protected through requiring a single digital transmission 
standard for satellite-delivered pay TV, by requiring that satellite reception equipment is 
accessible by other satellite pay TV licensees (DOTAC 1993, p.24). 
Third-party access to subscription television infrastructure parallels access obligations 
for telecommunications carriers.  It is an important competition issue, and has been of 
particular importance in the ACCC’s deliberations concerning the Australian 
subscription television industry. 
Promise #9: Third parties will have access to subscription television infrastructure. 
2.4  Summary 
This thesis will examine what the Australian pay television industry has achieved since 
its inception compared to the promises identified in this chapter.  The thesis does not 
have a classic literature review / method / experiment structure, but instead explores 
relevant economic theory, politico-historical developments, and qualitative and 
quantitative research to test the outcomes of the promises and their likelihood.  
Comparisons with the ‘promises’ are made throughout the thesis.  The thesis uses an 
economic framework, and assumes that commercially-operated television services are 
motivated by long-term profit maximisation. 
The following chapters examine the economic drivers of the television industry, and in 
particular, the subscription television and program production industries; the regulation   36 
of broadcasting in Australia, with an emphasis on subscription television; a quantitative 
assessment of local content on Australian subscription television; and a quantitative 
analysis of demand for local content on Australian subscription television.  The 
concluding chapter makes a final assessment of whether the promises of pay television 
have been achieved.   37 
3.  Television services 
The whole point for pay TV viewers is choice, vast amounts of choice (survey respondant, 
Dale 2005). 
Broadcasters, like railways, road systems, electricity supply systems and 
telecommunications services, operate as networks.  These industries all have to manage 
the same type of problem: how to minimise the cost of meeting many interdependent 
demands, given relatively fixed costs of connection and switching.  The primary 
challenge for broadcasters is to exploit economies of scale by supplying content, which 
is expensive, to as large an audience as possible.  There is a trade off in supplying 
content to a large audience, as consumer satisfaction falls when content is not tailored to 
the taste of individual or niche viewers. 
The broadcasting industry can be characterised as embracing a sequence from program 
production and program selection for television services to the eventual program 
delivery and the funding of this process.  The structures of input industries – program 
production, transmission and advertising markets – are influenced by the broadcasting 
sector, but are usually not regarded as central to broadcasting issues (Withers 2003, 
p.102). 
The main industry players are broadcasters, cablecasters, satellite service providers, 
program producers, advertisers, networks and viewers.  Others include equipment 
manufacturers for the production, sending receiving, storage and replay of audiovisual 
signals.  Surrounding this cast is government that has involved itself in numerous ways 
(Maule 2003, p.454). 
The economics of broadcasting focuses on the nature of broadcasting markets and the 
nature of government involvement in those markets.  The markets are primarily based 
on demand for broadcasting programs and are heavily influenced by the technology of 
program delivery.  They are also profoundly influenced by government intervention in 
these markets, including involvement for non-economic reasons (Withers 2003, p.102).   38 
Television services are not necessarily in the business of broadcasting programs.  Like 
other for-profit businesses, they are in the business of making money.  How television 
broadcasters go about maximising profits affects how they go about selecting programs 
for their service and how they build their audience.  Television broadcasters provide 
audiovisual entertainment and information services directly to households, in return for 
time viewing broadcast advertisements or subscription fees, or both.  Broadcasters 
acquire programs from independent domestic and overseas producers, and produce their 
own.  Government intervenes in the relationships between broadcasters and producers, 
by imposing local content quotas and subsidising local content production, to benefit the 
general public and sometimes to benefit one group over another (BTCE 1993, 1996; 
Given 2003; Owen and Wildman 1992, p.5). 
Television services are typically heavily regulated compared to other industries.  There 
are a number of reasons for this – they are public goods, they use public resources and 
they are almost universally available and highly influential (BTCE 1996; Flew and 
Gilmour 2006).  Television services are non-exhaustible and non-excludable.  That is, 
they can be copied or retransmitted indefinitely with little or no loss of quality, and once 
the service is available, it is impossibly to control who benefits from it.  Economic 
theory calls this type of product a public good (Vogel 2001).  These characteristics have 
profound implications for the economics of the industry.  For example, a television 
program produced for the US domestic market can be supplied to a large number of 
markets for very little duplication cost, and usually significantly less than producing 
new similar programs in other markets (BTCE 1993, 1996).  This is one of central 
arguments for content regulation and is explored fully in the regulation chapter. 
The hurdles for entering the television services industry are high.  Governments limit 
the number of free-to-air services using the broadcasting services bands by licensing.  
The costs associated with delivering television services through alternative 
communications technologies such as cable and satellite are very high, necessitating 
significant market penetration to ensure financial viability. 
The affordability and flexibility of alternative communications technologies are 
increasing.  As a result, the location and size of markets for communications products 
and services is changing:   39 
Worldwide realignment and expansion of existing markets and the breakdown on 
traditional national markets are occurring.  As a result, there is increasingly the 
establishment of natural markets based on regional, continental and global 
communications, with less emphasis on the role of the national-state in the markets […] 
Because markets have expanded beyond the artificial borders of nation-states, issues of 
trade in communications products and services are playing an increasingly important role 
in global politics.  Concerns over trade barriers, protection of copyrights and trademarks, 
and whether communications should be considered goods and services under bilateral and 
multilateral trade agreements, are leading to significant international conflicts and debates 
(Picard 2003, pp.303-304). 
Convergence between the broadcasting and broader electronic communications 
industries has also meant that the definitions of broadcasting have blurred.  Local and 
international radio services can be heard on a home computer via the Internet.  Pay 
television can be purchased as part of a package, bundled with fixed line and mobile 
telephony services and broadband Internet services (Turner and Cunningham 2006, p.3). 
This and the following section on television programs describe the characteristics of the 
television industry in terms of supply and demand for services and programs.  
Economics aggregates individuals’ demand and industry supply into market demand 
and supply functions (Vogel 2001).  Demand and supply functions are characterised by 
the relationship between quality and price, and sensitivity to price and quality changes 
(called elasticity).  Although some references are made to the industry in Australia, later 
chapters will examine the evolution and characteristics of subscription television in 
Australia more fully. 
3.1  Economics of television 
Commercial television services, like other non-cultural businesses, exist primarily to 
make money: television services and programs are primarily made for profit and are 
bought and sold in markets.  Like Owen and Wildman, this thesis assumes that 
commercial television services operate to maximise long-term profits, and that this is a 
fundamental key in understanding their behaviour:   40 
The economic motivation of television stations and other video enterprises is taken from 
granted here.  We assume that licensees want to maximise their long-term profits, taking 
due account of regulation, their behaviour of their competitors, risk avoidance, and so on.  
The paradigm of economic behaviour is useful in understanding television markets, and 
equally useful on strategic and policy analysis.  We do not regard it as inherently ‘bad’ or 
‘good’ that television stations, networks, cable systems, and video specialty stores seek 
profits.  Rather, we examine the consequences of the motivation for strategic and policy 
choices (Owen and Wildman 1992, p.5). 
Like other mass media industries, the economics of the television services industry can 
be defined in terms of the cost savings that result from mass consumption of 
information, countered by a lessening of appeal to individual or local tastes; the demand 
by advertisers for access to audiences with potential demand for their products; and 
competition among the media to obtain appealing programming to attract subscribers 
and to generate audiences to sell to advertisers (BTCE 1993, 1996; Owen and Wildman 
1992, pp.151-152).   
How television services operate is profoundly affected by their funding.  There are three 
conventional sources of financing for television services: 
•  Advertising – programs are supplied free of direct charge to the audience.  The 
broadcaster is in the business of producing audiences, rather than creating product or 
broadcasting programs, and selling access to the audience to advertisers.  The ultimate 
cost of the service, however, is born by consumers, as the cost of advertising goods and 
services will generally be built into their purchase price (Owen and Wildman 1992). 
•  Direct payment by audiences – programs are supplied on payment of a subscription fee.  
Take-up of subscription services depends on viewers’ willingness to pay for the offered 
programs or television services.  This is the closest arrangement in broadcasting to the 
way in which standard commodities are purchased.  Video/DVD hire has similar 
characteristics (Withers 2003, p.104). 
•  Donations by viewers or subsidy by government.  Support by voluntary donation is 
common in community broadcasting.  State revenues – sourced either from general 
taxation or from ear-marked revenues or fees – often support public and community 
broadcasting, and can support commercial activities too.  These broadcasters are usually 
established to achieve purposes other than financial gain (Withers 2003, p.104).   41 
3.1.1  Advertiser-supported television 
Free-to-air, advertiser-supported television networks effectively operate as ‘audience-
delivery wholesalers’ – their most important activity is selling audiences (Vogel 2001, 
p.181; Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000, p.13).  Free-to-air broadcasters tend to be 
structured vertically and control every step of creating a broadcasting service, from 
program selection to the technicalities of producing a broadcasting signal  They 
broadcast programs obtained from domestic and international distributors and 
independent producers, as well as programs they produce themselves (Figure 3.1).   
The major factors affecting the viability and profitability of advertiser-supported 
television services are economic growth and the cost of programming.  As advertiser-
supported television broadcasters are generally free-to-air television services that use 
the broadcasting services bands of the radiofrequency spectrum, their transmission costs 
are relatively fixed, and have little effect on long-term profitability. 
Commercial television broadcasters seek to build large audiences, but not necessarily 
the largest possible audience.  Advertisers are interested in the characteristics of an 
audience – its demographics – as well as its size.  Some audiences of a given size are 
more valuable than others.   
Strictly speaking, commercial broadcasters sell time that is used for dissemination of 
advertising messages.  In actuality, though, what is sold is access to the thoughts and 
emotions of people in the audience.  Companies selling beer prefer to buy time on sports-
events programs, whereas toy and cereal manufacturers prefer time on children’s shows 
(Vogel 2001, p.173-174). 
The dependence of commercial broadcasters on advertising revenues links their revenue 
growth to that of the general economy – the overall condition of the economy is the 
most important determinant of profit for advertiser-supported broadcasters.  Advertising 
expenditure tends to grow during times of economic growth and falls (ABA 2001a; 
Vogel 2001, p.195).   
Competition between broadcasters for advertising can be in the interest of the audience, 
as broadcasters compete by increasing the attractiveness of their programs.  This, 
however, does not mean that advertiser-supported television services will broadcast the   42 
types of programs that viewers value most highly.
1  Program competition increases the 
cost of content, as broadcasters will compete to buy the rights to popular programs and 
producers seek to extract the broadcasters’ advertising revenues.  This can in turn 
reduce profitability, as competition for scarce inputs and the use of more inputs makes 
the development of an attractive product more expensive.  Thus, the cost of increasing 
an audience may be prohibitive.  Instead, rational station management will aim to 
maximise the difference between advertising revenue and costs, that is, profit by trading 
off a larger audience and advertising revenues for lower programming costs (Owen and 
Wildman 1992, pp.3-4).   
Advertiser demand for television services 
Advertisers are the primary customers of commercial free-to-air television services.  
Advertisers seek to reach potential purchasers of their products.  They have different 
preferences for the audiences that they wish to reach, usually defined in terms of 
geography, age, gender, income and education.  Commercial broadcasters compete 
between themselves and with other media on the basis of the prices they charge 
advertisers and viewer demographics (BTCE 1996, p.20).  The broadcaster with the 
most popular shows attracts the largest audiences, and the broadcaster with the highest 
ratings can charge a premium for advertising time slots because they are usually in short 
supply.  High-rating programs are preferred by advertisers because of their reach, their 
consistency and their potential for creating merchandising opportunities (Vogel 2001, 
p.182). 
Higher-rating programs also achieve higher advertising time slot prices because media 
buyers purchase large quantities of advertising time well in advance of use and often 
will bid aggressively to acquire time slots during programs that are popular with their 
desired target audience.  The remaining spots are sold closer to the time of broadcast 
and may not be as desirable to advertisers and so tend to generate lower prices.  Prices 
for these spots may rise if there is a late-breaking advertising campaign or if advertising 
time slots are scarce (Vogel 2001, p.184). 
                                                   
1 This is an important rationale for regulation of commercial free-to-air broadcasters, which is discussed in the 
regulation chapter.   43 
Technological developments have begun to fragment the mass audience generally 
enjoyed by commercial television services into niche audiences, altering their 
importance to advertisers.  A small audience watching one of a plethora of channels 
may be less valuable to an advertiser, however, smaller audiences with focused interests 
may have greater appeal.  The growth in bandwidth that can be achieved through 
digitisation and through using non-broadcasting services bands transmission 
technologies such as cable has seen the introduction of a wide range of channels that 
specialise in programs of different genres – for example, news and current affairs, 
sports, movies, and children’s programs (Maule 2003, pp.461-462; Owen and Wildman 
1992). 
There are two distinct advertising marketplaces: national advertising, which extends 
beyond one city or region, and local advertising.  Advertisers wishing to reach a 
national audience in Australia can choose between media: commercial broadcasters, pay 
television services, magazines and newspaper inserts.  Advertisers wishing to reach a 
local audience can purchase time directly from local television and radio stations, as 
well as newspapers, and regional feeds of broadcast networks.  Television is the 
preferred medium for national advertising in Australia.  For example, in 2004, free-to-
air and pay television accounted for 36.12 per cent of total expenditure on advertising in 
Australia, metropolitan and national daily newspapers accounted for 24.06 per cent, and 
magazines 9.90 per cent.  Newspapers are the preferred means of advertising outside the 
major capital cities.  In 2004, regional and suburban newspapers accounted for 16.17 
per cent of advertising expenditure in Australia (CEASA 2005). 
Networking 
Television networks have grown out of two characteristics of the television 
broadcasting industry: government licensing of terrestrial television broadcasters and 
the non-exhaustibility of television signals.
2  Terrestrial broadcasters are typically 
licensed to provide services to a strictly defined geographic area.  The non-
exhaustibility of television services means that a signal broadcast from one transmitter 
can reach anyone within range of the signal for no additional cost (Maule 2003, p.458).  
                                                   
2 This is one of the characteristics of a broadcasting service that defines it as a ‘public good’ (BTCE 1993).   44 
Similarly, transmitting a television signal to a new broadcast area is much less costly 
than assembling the service from scratch.   
Networks act as economic agents or brokers for local broadcasters both in selling 
audiences to advertisers and acquiring programs (Owen and Wildman 1992, p.5).  In 
Australia, the major free-to-air networks own stations in most capital cities and are 
affiliated with independently-owned stations in most regional areas.   
There are four important advantages of networking: 
1.  It reduces transaction costs.  This applies to selling advertising time as well as 
procuring programming. 
2.  Networks offer advertisers an efficient way to distribute their advertising budgets 
over many programs.  This means that advertisers can minimise the risk of losing its 
investment if a particular program does not do well, and it makes it easier to target 
particular types and size of audience. 
3.  Networks can take advantage of ‘adjacency’ effects if they select all of the programs 
in their schedules.  Advertisers supplying programs could not coordinate 
programming as effectively. 
4.  Networks reduce transmission costs by transmitting programs simultaneously to all 
affiliates within a time zone (Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.53-54). 
Networking can come at a cost to viewers, as programs are selected to maximise profits 
over a large audience base.  As audiences get larger, it is less likely that some niches 
within the audience will have access to programs that are of strong interest to them.  In 
particular, programs of interest to geographically-defined audiences, which would have 
been of interest to local advertisers, will tend to be replaced by programs that attract a 
broad, mass market audience valued by national advertisers. 
3.1.2  Subscription television 
Whereas competitive advertiser-supported broadcasters attract viewers through product 
competition, subscription television services compete for viewers through both product 
and price competition (Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.93-94).  Thus, subscribers will 
elect only purchase subscription television services if they consider that the service is   45 
value for money and they are willing to pay for it.  Because the viewer of a subscription 
television service is its customer, rather than an advertiser, subscription television 
services are more likely to supply services that are valued highly by the viewer than 
advertiser-supported services.  Another difference is that because they carry many 
channels, they can cater to minority interests in a way that commercial and national 
broadcasters cannot (ACCC 2003c, p.75).  This will be discussed further under demand 
for programs. 
An important feature of subscription television is the direct relationship between the 
service provider and the subscriber.  This relationship provides subscribers with 
freedom of choice – they can choose to pay or not for different bundles of channels, and 
they can select programs from a wider range of channels.  The Australian subscription 
television industry describes itself as an ‘invited guest, brought into the home in the full 
and prior knowledge of the guest’s character’ (ASTRA 2003).  In interviews conducted 
in the course of this thesis, Christian Murphy, Group Channels Manager - Factual, 
FOXTEL emphasised the importance of customer satisfaction as a performance measure 
for subscription television services: 
Customer satisfaction is a function or outcome of loyalty, retention, those things are 
absolutely key.  Average revenue per user is equally important to us from a business 
perspective.  Providing a good service to our customers is paramount (Christian Murphy, 
FOXTEL, interview, 18 August 2005). 
Pay television channels follow a publishing model of information distribution.  Rather 
than programming to maximise an audience at any particular point in time, like the 
commercial networks, the channels brand themselves as places where you can find 
particular types of information.  Like magazines at a newsagency, a subscription 
television customer can choose from channels that specialise in music, lifestyle, 
business current affairs and general entertainment.  And also like a magazine, a pay 
television channel can be dipped into as the consumer chooses, as programs are 
generally broadcast several times, and some channels are offered on time-shift delays.  
In interview, Tony Forrest of Movie Network likened subscription television to a 
newsagent: ‘subscription TV is not really a traditional thing, it’s like a newsagent.  You 
have all the magazines down this side’ (interview, Tony Forrest, Movie Network, 28 
April 2005).   46 
The structure of the pay television industry differs slightly to that of free-to-air 
television (Figure 3.2).  Whereas free-to-air broadcasters tend to be structured vertically, 
the various functions and stages of producing a pay television service are performed by 
different organisations that may or may not be associated with each other.  Instead of 
compiling a single program stream, pay television service providers package bundles of 
channels.  Consumers can choose a basic package of channels, or augment it with 
packages that can include sports channels, movie channels or foreign language 
channels.  Pay television services produce some channels themselves, but often acquire 
them from specialist channel providers.  Channel providers in turn can either be 
specialists in packaging programs from a range of sources, or are operated by studios to 
ensure greater control over the distribution of their product. 
The success of a pay television business lies in the relationship between profit per 
subscriber, churn and subscriber acquisition costs.  It is interesting to compare the 
fundamentals of the pay television business in Australia with those of the early days of 
cable television in the US.  Up to the early 1970s in the US, pay television was 
experiencing a boom:  
Few cable systems had ever failed up to this point because the values of the systems that 
were trading hands kept rising.  It was genius, really, to anyone who took the time to 
figure it out.  Cable TV systems, to every new owner’s delight, generated bundles of cash 
from installation charges, $100 to $300 a customer in the 1970s, and monthly service fees 
of $5 to $20.  Most of the money was ploughed back into the companies, with hardly 
anything going to pay dividends to shareholders.  This high cash flow could service an 
immense amount of debt, which was used to buy more systems.  So the actual value of the 
acquired systems was always growing.  Moreover, the companies paid hardly any tax 
because of the high depreciation of the equipment.  The average cable system enjoyed a 
profit margin of 57 per cent, far fatter than most businesses (Robichaux 2002, pp.14-15). 
Tele-Communications Inc’s (TCI’s) John Malone built a cable empire on cash flow, 
rarely producing earnings: 
Because TCI had high interest payments and big write-offs on cable equipment, it 
produced losses, and because it produced losses it paid hardly any taxes to the 
government.  As long as cable operators collected predictable, monopoly rent from 
customers, met interest payments, and grew from acquisitions, why worry…  Tax-  47 
sheltered cash flow could be leverage to land more loans to create more tax-sheltered cash 
flow (Robichaux 2002, pp.45-46). 
In Australia, ABN AMRO considers that the key drivers of the financial performance of 
pay television are:  subscriber growth; churn; revenue per subscriber; wholesale 
revenues; programming costs; and subscriber acquisition costs (ABN AMRO 2002).  
Each of these is discussed below.  This section draws heavily on ABN AMRO’s 2002 
report on the Australian pay television industry, which I understand was prepared by 
News Corp and FOXTEL as the ‘experts’ on Australian subscription television.  There 
is little publicly-available information about the business of subscription television in 
Australia, or overseas.  For example, Anstine (2001) commented on the US cable 
television industry: ‘There has been very little work done on the cost structure of the 
cable television industry as data are difficult to obtain’.  In Australia, for example, pay 
television operators are held indirectly and have no obligation to report to the stock 
exchange and as they are regulated more lightly than commercial television 
broadcasters, they have fewer reporting requirements imposed by government.  ABN 
AMRO commissioned News Corp to produce its 2002 report on FOXTEL – it provides 
a valuable insight into the economics of subscription television.   48 
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Source  based on Vogel (2001, p.180).   49 
Subscriber numbers 
The number of subscribers is the most important driver of value for any pay television 
business.  The decision to subscribe to a pay television service is primarily dependent 
on whether the service is regarded as being value for money: 
Ultimately … the willingness of consumers to continue to subscribe to [pay] services 
depends on the quantity and quality if the programming that is provided (Vogel 2001, 
p.209) 
Other factors that can affect subscriber numbers include: free-to-air programming; other 
platforms; geography; barriers to entry; macroeconomic factors; and subscriber 
incentives (ABN AMRO 2002, pp.96-97).  The strength of free-to-air programming also 
affects subscription levels.  Figure 3.3 shows that countries with fewer numbers of free-
to-air channels have higher levels of pay television penetration.  ABN AMRO suggests 
that, in 2002, the penetration of pay television in Australia was very similar to the early 
years of pay in the UK, with both countries having five free-to-air channels. 
Macroeconomic factors affect potential subscribers’ ability to pay for subscription 
television.  Although upfront costs for subscribers are usually low due to provider 
subsidies, the ongoing fees are significant.  Thus economic activity affects subscriber 
levels, and particularly affects subscriber growth.  Pay television providers can lower 
the upfront costs of subscribing by subsidising hardware (set-top boxes and satellite 
dishes) and installation costs, by offering discounted program packages and by offering 
bundled packages that combine television and telephony products at a discount.  
Bundling is used by operators to reduce churn and subscriber acquisition costs.  
Subscriber numbers do not, however, affect fixed costs: 
Owen and Greenlaugh (1986) concluded that economies of scale likely do exist in the 
cable industry in the long run.  While average and marginal costs fall as a cable system 
grows substantially in size, small increases in the number of subscribers in the short run 
will likely not affect costs substantially.  Marginal costs are likely to be constant over the 
relevant range, decreasing only with large increases in the number of subscribers served 
(Anstine 2001).  
Churn, or customer loss, is ‘the enemy of pay television companies’ (ABN AMRO 
2002).  Churn is defined as the number of subscribers cancelling their subscription   50 
contract in a particular period, expressed as a percentage of the average subscriber base 
during that period.  It is influenced by people moving house, customer satisfaction, the 
economic climate, pricing and the level of competition.  Churn tends to be lower for 
subscribers that take bundled products. 
Churn is an important performance variable for a pay television business because it 
gives an indication of how difficult it is for an operator to grow its subscriber base.  
Churned customers must be replaced before net growth can be achieved.  It also has a 
significant effect on the return on subscriber acquisition costs.  Churn in different 
countries ranges from less than 10 per cent to about 35 per cent.  In Australia, it is 
estimated to be about 20 per cent.  FOXTEL has stated that subscribers to its digital 
service have lower churn rates than those of its analog service (ABN AMRO 2002, 
pp.36-37, 107; K. Williams 2004).   51
Figure 3.3  Pay television penetration (per cent) vs number of free-to-air channels, 2001 
 
Source ABN AMRO (2002, p.33)   52 
Revenue 
The bulk of pay television revenues are subscription fees, with additional revenues 
coming from discretionary (that is, pay-per-view) services, equipment charges and 
advertising.  Additional revenues are also derived from on-demand and interactive 
services.  Cable also allows the provision on other services such as Internet and 
telephony (ABN AMRO 2002, p.98-99). 
Revenue growth is, in general, the most important way of increasing profits for pay 
television operators: 
Except for programming-related outlays, which are the primary expense components, the 
costs of network operations remain relatively fixed regardless of ratings performance or 
numbers of affiliates.  Incremental revenues thus normally become almost pure operating 
profit for the ratings leader (Vogel 2001, p.184).   
ABN AMRO considers that pay television revenue in Australia is driven by discounting 
to re-sellers; price rises; premium services; and pay per view.  Since publication of the 
ABN AMRO report in 2002, digitisation and the offer of additional channels and 
interactive services appear also to have been significant demand drivers in Australia – 
this is explored further below.  Also, pay television advertising revenues have grown 
significantly since 2002 (Table 3.1).  Subscription television’s share of advertising 
expenditure has increased from 2.8 per cent of total expenditure on television 
advertising in Australia in 2002 to 3.9 per cent in 2004 (CEASA 2005).  Subscription 
television advertising revenues are expected to continue to grow, but will be limited by 
viewer demands and by the BSA, which prevents subscription television licensees from 
earning more from advertising than from subscription revenues. 
Pay television operators offer their services as tiers, usually centring on a basic package 
of channels which all customers must take for a monthly fee, premium services and pay-
per-view services.  The more subscribers take up premium and pay-per-view services, 
the more revenue per subscriber increases, without the need to increase price (Adams 
and Yellen 1976; Stigler 1963).  Premium services include sports, movie, foreign 
language and ‘adult’ channels.  Pay-per-view services include one-off sports and 
concert events and video on demand (VOD)-type services.    
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There are two main motivations for bundling channels: 
•  Bundling can increase revenues and profits when viewers differ in how much the value 
the various channels in the bundle.  The price of the bundle reflects the sum of the 
viewers’ willingness-to-pay for all the channels in the bundle.  By getting viewers to 
pay at least small amount for channels they value little, broadcasters extract some 
payment from viewers who would not be prepared to pay the profit-maximising price 
(Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.149-150). 
•  Prices paid by pay television services for independent channels often assume minimum 
subscriber levels.  This reinforces the incentive to extract some payment for these 
channels from viewers who would not otherwise choose to purchase them. 
The welfare implications of bundling are ambiguous.  By aggregating the demands of 
viewers who differ in their willingness-to-pay for different services, bundling may make 
it possible to supply program services that could not be supported on a stand-alone 
basis.  In some situations, however, bundling or mixed bundling may prevent purchases 
that otherwise would be made with stand-alone pricing (Owen and Wildman 1992, 
pp.132-134).  Australian channel providers are well aware that they benefit from 
supplying their channels in bundled tiers.  In interviews conducted in the course of this 
thesis, Premier Media Group’s Jon Marquard said: 
You’ve got to have product, and it comes down to the underlying content, that people are 
going to say, yeah, I’m going to pay an extra, whatever it is, $16.99 or $17.99.  Because 
you don’t sell [channels] on an a-la-carte basis, I think that is really helpful, because 
people are very unlikely to pick and choose and say yeah, I’m going to acquire channel X.  
But they might acquire that in conjunction with Lifestyle Food and How To Channel and 
whatever else is on that particular tier.  The whole is greater than the individual parts (Jon 
Marquard, PMG, interview, 8 April 2005). 
Potential subscription television customers seek a service that is value for money.  This 
includes a mix of broadcast channels featuring programming with mass appeal, and 
niche channels that may only be viewed occasionally.  UKTV CEO Tony Iffland 
described this as a ‘value equation’: 
Like Discovery and National Geographic, they research really well, but their viewing 
levels don’t match their index in terms of how people feel about them.  People love to 
have BBC World, may not watch it that much, but gee it’s nice to have it.  It’s nice to   54 
know you can see an opera on subscription TV.  It’s part of the value equation that a 
subscriber has.  And it is an expectation that we have to manage as an industry.  Because 
in reality people just watch five or six channels, they don’t watch all 40.  But they like to 
know that it’s there (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005). 
This view was also reflected by Sky News Australia’s CEO, Angelos Frangopoulos: 
People know to come to us for news.  It’s when the big events happen that they know 
they’ve that extra reason to stick with us.  We are a dip in, dip out service.  It’s all part of 
that retention tool (Angelos Frangopoulos, Sky News Australia, interview 3 June 2005).   
Pay television subscribers will pay a premium for additional services, provided that it 
delivers something that they want: 
It has been popular belief for the past decade that the marginal pay television subscriber 
generates [lower average revenue] that the existing average as the result of being [more 
sensitive to price] and therefore less willing/able to pay for the service.  However, the 
most recent experience with BSkyB in the UK is that 80 per cent of new subscribers are 
taking the top tier package, despite having rejected pay television for the past decade.  In 
other words, may new subscribers are those that previously saw the pay television service 
as inadequate (possibly at any price), but are now prepared to pay full price for the digital 
package (ABN AMRO 2002, p.38). 
In April 2005, Tony Forrest, Chief Executive Officer, Movie Network supported the 
ABN AMRO view, stating in interview that Movie Network’s research had found that 
pay television subscribers were postponing purchasing premium tier packages such as 
the movie channels until the service were digitised.  According to Tony Forrest, it was 
only once the FOXTEL and AUSTAR digital services were launched in March 2004 
that subscribers moved to upgrade to the top package.  
Where a channel is placed within the tiers affects its subscription revenues.  According 
to Ben Richardson, Executive Producer, Channel [V], a channel’s revenue structure can 
vary depending on whether it is available as part of a basic package or on a tier.  In the 
case of Channel [V], which is available as part of the basic package on both AUSTAR 
and FOXTEL Digital, its subscription revenues are much stronger than XYZnetwork’s 
other music channels, so its revenues subsidise the other channels (interview, 1 April 
2005).  Channels on higher tiers are also more vulnerable to changes in customer  
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satisfaction.  In interview, Tony Pollitt, Chief Operations Officer of Premium Movie 
Channel, said that customer satisfaction ‘is a really big issue for us.  If you’re a channel 
on a basic service, a subscriber may not want you at all, but you’re still paid.  But if a 
subscriber doesn’t watch Showtime they turn out of our channel’ (Tony Pollitt, PMP, 
interview, 8 April 2005). 
Customer satisfaction may run second to other business goals for some subscription 
channels.  In interview, Trevor Eastment commented that independently-owned 
channels may be more focused on profitability than customer satisfaction.  For example, 
independent basic tier channels may be more dependent on advertising revenue and 
therefore more ratings focused than premium tier channels.  Similarly, channels that are 
owned or controlled by platforms have different motivations to independent channels.  
If the platform is powerful enough, however, it may be able to induce independent 
channels to act in its own business interests. 
If a channel was not owned by a distributor – and there’s not that many– that would mean 
that their main aim in life would not necessarily always be customer satisfaction, it may 
well be profitability...  But even they would be held to account by the [platforms] if the 
customer satisfaction wasn’t high, because their existence on the platforms is dependent 
on them working for the subscriber (Trevor Eastment, LifeStyle Channel, interview, 10 
February 2005). 
Table 3.1  Advertising expenditure on main media, 2002 to 2004 ($ million, nominal dollars) 
  Free-to-air 
TV  Pay TV  Newspapers  Radio  Magazines  Outdoor  Cinema 
2002  2,592  74  2,991  702  789  261  58 
2003  2,831  93  3,251  737  822  297  66 
2004  3,142  123  3,637  842  895  327  74 
First half 
2005  1,569  75  1,872
a  416  326  154  41 
Note  a.  Includes 2004 newspaper-inserted magazine revenues, which were excluded from 
the previous year’s estimates. 
Source  CAESA (2005); Sinclair (2005). 
Delivery platform 
Establishing a network capable of delivering pay television services is very expensive.  
The costs associated with acquiring satellite capacity or rolling out a cable network are 
considerable.  This increases the risk of entering the subscription television market, as   56 
these ‘sunk costs’ cannot be recovered if the service provider decides to leave the 
market.  New infrastructure networks are typically established to generate three revenue 
streams: telephony, pay television and other broadband services.  Failure to achieve 
these economies of scope may make the network unviable (Jones 2003).   
The capital-intensive nature of cable is also a barrier to entering the subscription 
television market.  The first operator to roll out cable generally achieves an enormous 
advantage, as a second cable would be very unlikely to earn sufficient returns to justify 
investment in it.  In Australia, for example, OPTUS and Telstra were both sufficiently 
concerned about each other gaining a first mover advantage that they both rushed to roll 
out cable in the same economically attractive areas, resulting in an 80 per cent overlap 
(Knight 1997; Westfield 2000, pp.324-326; Williams 2002, p.6). 
The success of a particular platform in any given market is also affected by competing 
platforms.  For example, a satellite service is unlikely to attract significant market share 
where a cable network is already well established.  In Australia, the market has evolved 
so that satellite and cable systems do not compete directly with each other in most areas.  
Also, geography often dictates which type of platform is appropriate in any given area. 
For example, cable is not financially viable in areas with diffuse populations.  Satellite 
is not always suitable in apartments where a dish may not achieve line-of-sight 
reception. 
As the capacity of broadcasting technologies increases, allowing a plethora of services, 
cable and satellite channels will ‘evolve from the general to the particular’ (Vogel 2001, 
p.203).  High bandwidth cable and satellite platforms have capacity to offer a large 
number of different channels to pay television subscribers.  By digitising its cable 
network, for example, FOXTEL has expanded its offering from 45 to 130 channels 
(FOXTEL 2005).   
Programming costs 
Content is the ‘raw material’ of pay television.  It is the biggest expense for television 
operators.  Internationally, pay television companies spend between about one third to 
one half cent of revenue on programming (ABN AMRO 2002, p.44; Vogel 2001, 
p.208).  In its 2004 financial reports, AUSTAR reported that its programming costs  
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were nearly 40 per cent of total revenue (Austar 2005).  In comparison, in 2001-02 
commercial broadcasters spent about 30 per cent of revenue on programming (ABA 
2003). 
Programming costs are affected by whether the pay television service is an integrated 
platform or a pure distributor.  An integrated platform either acquires rights from 
content owners or creates content itself and packages the content into channels to sell to 
the consumer.  Pure distributors acquire channels from third parties, usually on a per-
subscriber basis. 
As a rule of thumb European satellite operators are typically integrated players, while US 
pay television and European cable operators are generally pure distributors.  The most 
notable exception is AOL Time Warner, which owns several leading networks.  The three 
major pay television operators in Australia operate on integrated platforms, both through 
their equity interests in content providers and the acquisition of rights from content 
owners (ABN AMRO 2002, p.101). 
ABN AMRO (2002, pp.101-103) categorises the programming costs faced by 
subscription television providers into: basic package channels, sport and movies.  Basic 
channels are the core of any pay television service.  Prices paid for basic channels 
depend on their popularity and the level of pay television penetration, and are usually 
paid on a per-subscriber basis.  As penetration rises, the cost of basic channels tends to 
fall as a proportion of revenue.  A new channel can, in some circumstances, expect to 
pay to be carried on a pay television platform.   
Sports programming is usually the most expensive form of content on a cost-per-hour 
basis and have little value beyond their first broadcast.  Globally, sports programming is 
regarded as a major demand driver for subscription television – Rupert Murdoch once 
described sports rights as ‘the battering ram of pay TV’ (Hewett and Marriner 2001).  In 
Australia, however, anti-siphoning legislation has prevented the most popular sports 
from moving from free-to-air to subscription services.  In 2002, ABN AMRO estimated 
sports rights inflation to be running at 15 to 30 per cent globally. 
Movies are acquired through output deals, pay-per-view arrangements or are acquired 
independently.  Output deals are a long-term agreement with a studio to take their entire 
output.  They usually run for five years and are often exclusive.  They allow the pay   58 
television operator to show each movie a certain numbers of times in a certain time 
period, usually 9 to 18 months after the video rental release.  The cost of an output deal 
is either fixed or based on subscriber numbers with a minimum subscriber guarantee 
and depends on the size of the country and competition for the rights.   
Pay-per-view rights are often non-exclusive and cover a three-month window some 
three to nine months after video rental release.  Revenues (after costs) are shared 50/50 
between the platform and the rights owner, supported by a minimum guarantee.   
Pay television programming costs in Australia are higher than industry averages 
overseas.  Reasons for this have included FOXTEL’s supply contract, movie costs and a 
falling Australian dollar.  The cost of Fox Sports to FOXTEL doubled in the three years 
to 2002, as payments were in US dollars per subscriber.  Movie costs are also high, 
going back to Australis Media bidding $4.5 billion for Showtime programming in the 
early 1990s.  FOXTEL has since reduced the cost of movies from US$9.20 per 
subscriber per month to US$7.20, however, this is still high compared with other pay 
television operators (ABN AMRO 2002, p.45).
3 
Subscriber acquisition costs 
Along with profit and churn, subscriber acquisition costs affect the value of each 
subscriber that signs up for pay television.  Higher subscriber acquisition costs mean a 
longer period before a new subscriber becomes profitable unless there are changes in 
other variables.  The central issue underlying any pay television business is the balance 
between subscriber acquisition costs, the time it takes to recover these costs (from 
monthly income) and the average life span of a customer.  Subscriber acquisition costs 
include all costs associated with a new subscriber, including hardware (set-top box, 
satellite dish) subsidies, installation costs, retailer incentives, marketing and advertising 
costs, free programming and internal costs.  Subscriber acquisition costs tend to be 
higher in more competitive markets, as operators compete by subsidising the cost of 
hardware to attract new customers (ABN AMRO 2002, p.49). 
                                                   
3 For example, ABN AMRO estimated that in 2001-02, US movie rights would cost FOXTEL about $120 
million, or 22 per cent of revenues, compared with 15 per cent for BSkyB.  
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3.1.3  Technology 
Television services are dependent on the technologies that make them possible.  As 
technologies change, so does the nature of television.  Since the introduction of black 
and white television in the 1950s, technological innovations have changed the nature of 
television, and the ways in which it is viewed:  colour, video cassette recorder, remote 
controls, DVD and home theatre, cable, satellite and digital technologies have all 
influenced television use.  Each change in technology alters the relationship between the 
players in the television industry.   
Colour television made this medium more competitive.  The videocassette recorder 
allowed the viewer to record and store programs for watching when desired and skip 
commercials.  Pre-recorded programs can either be rented or purchased … leading to 
competition with the broadcaster’s schedule. 
The remote control allows viewers easy dominance over what is watched.  They can 
readily switch between programs and exclude commercials.  The impact on advertisers 
can be substantial and broadcasters can no longer expect that viewers will stay with a 
particular station.  Programs are often scheduled sequentially in the hope that a popular 
offering will attract an audience to the previous and following programs.  The remote 
control undermines this strategy (Maule 2003, pp.460-461). 
Combinations of delivery system are possible, for distribution of the signal and delivery 
to viewers.  Technologies are evolving, and influence the economics of the industry 
(Withers 2003, p.103).  Technological development in television has also boosted related 
communications businesses (Doyle 2000, p.1). 
… throughout the history of broadcasting, the economic values of television and radio 
properties have been closely related to the technological characteristics of the means of 
transmission (Vogel 2001, p.174). 
Currently, the most significant change is the digitisation of both terrestrial television 
services and television services delivered by cable and satellite.  Digital transmission 
has a number of advantages over analog:  use of radiofrequency spectrum is more 
efficient, the capacity of cable and satellite systems is increased, the quality of the 
picture and sound is improved, and two-way, interactive services are possible.   60 
Terrestrial transmission using radiofrequency spectrum is still the dominant technology 
for delivering television signals.  The technical quality of the transmission depends on 
the part of the spectrum used, the strength of the signal, the distance to the receiver and 
the shape of the landscape.  The number of television services in any one area must be 
limited to avoid interference.  This has implications for service diversity.  Although 
digital television, with its increased channel capacity and clear signals, would seem to 
provide a solution, it leads to another problem for advertiser-funded services.  More 
television services leads to lower advertising revenue per channel, affecting the 
economics of the business of supplying a television service. 
Cable is an alternative to terrestrial delivery, with signals sent along the cable to 
receivers.  Cable systems first came into being to provide television signals to viewers 
who could not receive wireless systems, as geography does not affect cable signal 
quality.  In the US, cable companies came into being to pick up terrestrial television 
signals and transmit them by cable to households in poor reception areas for a fee.  
Cable also gave broadcasters extra capacity to deliver more signals and remove the 
constraints posed by spectrum scarcity.  Initially, cable companies transmitted television 
services designed for distant markets to local audiences.  Next, specialist channels 
provided sports, films, weather, history and children’s programs and dedicated 
advertising and shopping services (Maule 2003, p.461). 
The cost of rolling out cable is very high compared to terrestrial systems.  Satellites 
provide a third delivery platform for delivering television services.  Satellite transmitters 
in geostationary orbit above the earth can distribute signals over a very wide area, or 
‘footprint’.  Each receiver within the footprint can be reached at no extra cost.  
Microwave systems can also be used to deliver television services.   In Australia, 
microwave services are predominately used to distribute program feeds between 
broadcasters.  Microwave was used briefly to deliver pay television services to 
households in the mid-1990s. 
3.1.4  Quality 
Different disciplines take different approaches to defining ‘quality’ in relation to 
television.  Producers of television programs, arts academics and, most likely, viewers 
would regard a quality television service as consisting of a selection of high quality  
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television programs (whatever they may be) and a reliable broadcast signal with good 
quality picture and sound.  Australian film funding agencies use ‘excellence’ as a 
criteria for subsidising audiovisual productions (eg. Film Victoria 2003).  Those in the 
business of supplying television services would be more likely to regard a quality 
television service as being one that attracts a large audience and is profitable. 
Quality is a difficult concept to define and measure.  Analytical frameworks that require 
quality to be defined as a quantitative measure, including economics, need to make 
assumptions about television service quality.  Common approaches include equating 
quality with the number of channels available or with program expenditure.  An 
approach used in economics is to use the number of channels and how they are valued 
to estimate an economic measure called ‘consumer surplus’.  Most studies of the US 
cable television industry assume that the quality of a cable service can be defined in 
terms of the number of channels that are available (Anstine 2001).   
Quality and consumer surplus 
Consumer surplus is an estimate of the difference between what a viewer would be 
willing to pay for a service (or program) and the amount that is actually paid.  Economic 
theorists consider that consumers’ welfare is higher for choices with greater surplus.  
Consumers are worse off with choices that result in low or negative surplus. 
In the US, the ready availability of industry-wide data has assisted the development of a 
considerable body of academic literature on the cable television industry.  Much of this 
research is centred on the price and quality decisions of the cable monopolist under 
various regulatory regimes, or with the presence of other competitive cable systems 
(Anstine 2001, p.131).  Many of these studies equate quality with the number of 
channels supplied to viewers by a cable service for a given price.  Generally, they 
suggest that both the price and quality of cable television services fall in periods of 
regulation, and that although deregulation results in higher prices, quality also increases.  
For example, Hazlett and Spitzer (1997, p.10) show that the deregulatory phase between 
1987 and 1992 was accompanied by increases in price but also by increases in quality: 
‘The fact that output appears to rise during the deregulation period is evidence that the 
price increases were driven – and matched – by quality improvements’.   62 
Other studies associate quality with market structure and ownership status.  For 
example, Emmons and Prager (1997, p.733) suggest that quality doesn’t differ between 
competition and monopoly.  Hazlett and Spitzer (1997) argue that the ‘re-regulation’ of 
cable in 1992, while developing incentives to avoid price regulation (through, for 
example, ‘re-tiering’ and the development of the ‘going forward rule’), lowered rates by 
eight to ten per cent but with no change in the growth of cable subscribership.  In short, 
[US] FCC regulation of rates lowered quality but did not lower quality-adjusted rates’ 
(Beard et al. 2001).  Rubinovitz (1993) looks at the prices of basic cable services before 
and after the 1984 deregulation, and concludes that the subsequent price increases were 
partially due to an increase in monopoly power,  Rubinovitz does not take quality into 
account, and notes that more work is required on the welfare effects of deregulation.  
Crawford (2000) examines the effect of the US 1992 Cable Act’s per-channel retail 
price caps.  Crawford found that even though the regulation mandated price decreases of 
10 to 17 per cent, there was no resulting gain in consumer welfare due to subsequent 
price increases. 
Unlike in the US, there is not sufficient available industry data in Australia to undertake 
these types of analysis readily.  A study of the relationship between quality, price and 
welfare in Australia would require a time series of price and subscription data, which is 
not available outside the subscription television carrier organisations.  
Quality is defined by programs 
The quality of a television service is partially determined by the quality of the programs 
it makes available to viewers.  Higher quality programs are more likely to attract 
viewers, so broadcasters are rewarded either by advertisers willing to pay more to 
access a larger audience, or by viewers willing to pay more to receive their service.  
Program quality is discussed further in the section below on television programs. 
Quality and technology 
Television sound and image quality have improved continuously since the introduction 
of television.  Most recently, the number of services available over the air and by cable 
and satellite has also increased markedly due to digitisation and compression 
technologies.  Improvements in technology can drive take up as consumers are attracted  
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by greater choice and variety in offerings.  In the UK, for example, BSkyB’s subscribers 
grew from three million to eight million a few years after it converted to an all-digital 
platform in 1998 (Power 2004b).  In Australia, by December 2004, nine months after the 
launch of the digitised subscription television platform, AUSTAR and FOXTEL’s 
subscriber base had grown by ten per cent (multi channel network 2005). 
3.1.5  Diversity 
Competitive broadcasters – particularly free-to-air broadcasters – will tend to neglect 
minority tastes and reduce program diversity.  Popular programs will generally attract 
such large audiences that broadcasters will duplicate program types as the resulting 
audience share will be greater than that from other programs.  For example, a number of 
services may supply one type of program (for example, a reality TV program) and still 
achieve higher audience numbers than by providing programs catering to smaller 
audiences (for example, arts and culture).  In economics, this is called the Principle of 
Maximum Differentiation, which is also used to explain why bank branches cluster 
together, why airline schedules may be parallel and why political parties have similar 
policies (Withers 2003, p.106-107). 
This tendency to supply the same kind of programming is recognised by regulators, who 
licence a number of different types of broadcasters to provide different types of 
services.  In Australia, the BSA allows for commercial, subscription, community, public 
and narrowcast broadcasters, some of which have charters that defined the types of 
programs they are expected to provide.  (This is discussed further in Chapter 5).  
Thus, commercial television services often broadcast very similar types of programs 
(such as news programs at 6.00pm).  Public broadcasters fulfil their charters to provide 
a range of entertainment and educational programming.  And, viewers can opt to 
purchase subscription television services to access another, different range of program 
choices.  Pay channels do not tend to compete with free-to-air broadcasters by 
replicating their programming.  Instead, they tend to chose entirely different formats, 
with channels specialising in one area.  For example, Fox Sports with sport, Channel 
[V] with music, Nickelodeon with children’s programs.  In interview, Channel [V]’s 
Director of Programming and Production, Trevor Eastment stated:   64 
The offer [of subscription television] is not another channel – you could put all the best 
things on pay TV on one channel and then take on the free-to-airs.  Well, that isn’t the 
offer of pay TV.  The offer of pay TV is based on customer satisfaction, on someone 
paying $15 a week for having the choice.  So, on free-to-air television they will never see 
a program that doesn’t appeal to 90 per cent of people (Trevor Eastment, LifeStyle 
Channel, interview, 10 February 2005).   
Anstine (2001) uses economic hedonic price analysis to examine the relationship 
between the prices consumers are willing to pay for cable television services in the US, 
the characteristics of the television services and the characteristics of the consumers.
4  
She finds that consumers are prepared to pay more for programming that is different to 
what is available on free broadcast services.  Family programming channels, such as 
Nickelodeon, and sports channels are valued most highly.  General programming 
channels that are similar to the free-to-air broadcast networks are not valued 
significantly or positively. 
Most studies of diversity in relation to television tend to focus on program delivery.  For 
example, economic models of program choice attempt to predict program diversity 
under different market conditions.  Diversity is discussed more fully in the following 
chapter on television programs. 
3.2  Regulating television services 
Government regulation of the broadcasting sector is more extensive than for most other 
industries. Regulation of broadcasting extends from a historical need to allocate scarce 
radiofrequency spectrum, the tendency of television services to be vulnerable to what 
economists call ‘market failure’ and to political considerations of what television 
services should be.  As the most widely used form of mass media in Australia, and most 
probably the world, television also has exceptional power and influence over its 
audiences.  Government decisions about the form regulation should take have had 
indelible effects on the development of television services in different countries – for 
example, the emphasis on public broadcasting and the recent success of digital 
                                                   
4 Hedonic price analysis relates the price of a good to its characteristics.  For example, the price of a car relates 
to its characteristics – comfort, style, economy, technology, economy, etc.  
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broadcasting in the UK, and the pervasiveness of cable broadcasting in the US (Vogel 
2001, p.179). 
Governments have a number of tools available to them to intervene in broadcasting.  
One choice is to own and/or manage a broadcasting organisation.  Another is 
subsidisation, which can be direct or indirect.  Direct subsidies may be lump sum grants 
or uses achieve a particular policy outcome – for example the subsidies provided to 
regional commercial television licensees in Australia to assist with the costs of 
digitisation.  Indirect subsidies include waiving taxes and using tax breaks – for 
example the tax-based assistance to the Australian film and television production 
industry.  Governments may also exert control by regulation.  Broadcasters on the 
whole are subject to laws, rules and conventions including self-regulation, but may also 
benefit from subsidies provided to program makers (Towse 2003, p.4).   
Analysis of regulation takes two forms: positive, which seeks to explain what 
governments actually do, and normative, which reviews what governments should do 
(Withers 2003, p.105).  Positive theories of regulation emphasize the self-interest of the 
regulating body as well as other participants in the market for the regulated service.  
This type of approach is most relevant where the state operates broadcasting services 
directly as a propaganda arm, rather than to serve the public interest.  Most formal 
analysis of positive approaches to regulation is conducted within the field of political 
science rather than economics. 
Economics focuses more on normative approaches to regulation; considering what 
governments should do to best serve the public interest and often involves trade offs 
requiring value judgements.  Brown and Cave describe the normative aims of 
broadcasting regulation as two-fold: 
Normative theories of regulation start from the proposition that the government is 
pursuing certain ‘benign’ objectives and intervening in the broadcasting system in order 
to pursue such goals as economic efficiency or equity.  Normative motives for regulation 
can themselves be usefully divided into two groups.  In the first, the nature of the 
regulation is ‘economic’; the government intervenes to avert the market failures of 
departures from efficiency to which an unregulated system would otherwise be prey.  This 
can be distinguished from ‘social’ regulation, through which the government pursues 
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from unsuitable broadcasting material, of the development of national culture.  For some 
forms of cultural regulation the distinction is not hard and fast.  The Australian program 
content rules, for example, have both the economic function of protecting domestic 
industry, and the social functions of promoting national pride and cultural values (Brown 
and Cave 1992, p.379). 
A basic tenet of welfare economics is that a competitive market will ensure that 
individual preferences are met at the lowest possible cost to society.  Markets are not 
always competitive, however, and individuals may not be able to exert their preferences.  
In these cases, the market may not yield an optimal outcome, called market failure.  
Market failure exists where resources are not allocated properly – demand and supply 
for a good or service do not encourage efficient allocation of scarce resources to achieve 
the highest possibly social welfare.  Common instance of market failure include: 
•  Public goods, which are defined by the Productivity Commission (2000, p.93) as a good 
or service for which ‘(a) the provision for one person means provision is available for 
all people at no additional cost; (b) consumption or use by one person does not deprive 
others of any of the benefits; and (c) it is not feasible to exclude people from the 
benefits of provision’.  Some private goods have public good characteristics – television 
is an example. 
•  Externalities, which are effects that flow on to people who are not directly involved in a 
transaction.  Externalities may be negative or positive. Examples include air pollution 
from industry and the cultural benefits that accrue from a domestic film and television 
production industry.   
•  Information failure, sometimes called ‘the tragedy of the commons’, where there is a 
lack of understanding about how one’s own conduct affects a public resource.  
Examples include overdevelopment and littering. 
•  Natural monopolies, where it is more efficient for one organisation to supply a service, 
rather than a competitive industry.  One example may be telecommunications 
infrastructure, in particular the local loop, although this is controversial. 
•  Merit goods, where the availability of a good or service is in the best interests of 
society, however, no one individual or organisation has an incentive to supply it.  
Examples include health services, public libraries, education, the arts and some types of 
television programming (community service announcements, children’s programming).  
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All of these forms of market failure can be found in the broadcasting industry: 
In broadcasting, such common features of its economic structure as limited frequency 
spectrum for product supply, product demand derived from advertisers, and economies of 
scale and scope, combined with an output which is uniquely persuasive and pervasive, 
have all given rise in the past to concern over major market failure and market adequacy 
under free market provision. 
Monopolisation has been seen as one likely problem arising from economies of scale and 
scope, spectrum access limitations and sometime low elasticity of substitution for 
alternative services and products.  Asymmetric information has also commonly been seen 
as a likely source of further market failure, arising from advertiser-derived demand not 
reflecting program consumer demand intensity beyond the threshold decision to watch or 
listen (Withers 2003, pp.105-106). 
In Australia, spectrum management, the vulnerability of local content to import 
replacement, and the potential of broadcasting content to affect audiences are seen as 
important enough to warrant government intervention.  The remainder of this section 
looks at the characteristics of broadcasting services and television programs that make 
them vulnerable to market failure, and examines these types of failures more closely. 
3.2.1  Spectrum is a limited resource 
Television would be a more ordinary business if it did not use the electromagnetic 
spectrum to broadcast its signals (Owen and Wildman 1992, p.14) 
The range of television programs available to audiences is limited by two characteristics 
of broadcasting systems.  First, spectrum availability limits the number of television 
signals that can be broadcast in traditional broadcasting – although with the additional 
transmission capacity provided by cable and satellite and digital broadcasting, this 
constraint may lessen.  Second, broadcasters competing for viewers will tend to 
duplicate program types and neglect minority tastes (Withers 2003, p.106).  This second 
effect is discussed in the next section on television programs. 
Currently, most television viewing in Australia is of radiated terrestrial signals that use 
the broadcasting services bands of the radiofrequency spectrum.  Spectrum is used as a 
distribution medium by a wide range of communications and media applications, which   68 
compete for its use.  Fifty-seven channels of spectrum between 45 and 820 MHz are 
planned for free-to-air television in Australia, however, it is not possible to use all 
channels in all licence areas due to interference.  Interference management limits the use 
of spectrum within licence areas, and between adjacent licence areas, making a limited 
resource scarce (ABA 2002a, p.18; BTCE 1996, p.7; McCutcheon and Thomas 2003). 
Governments limit use of spectrum for broadcasting in any given area to ensure signal 
quality and to meet social objectives such as ensuring the availability of a range of 
services, programs and opinions.  In Australia, broadcast licensing processes aim to 
ensure that diversity in licence types yields diversity in services: 
The [Broadcasting Services] Act will encourage and facilitate the provision of both ‘free-
to-air’ broadcasting services as well as subscription and ‘niche’ broadcasting services to 
allow a broad range of general and special interests and needs to be met.  Diversity of a 
range of services is encouraged by … a licensing regime which is designed to encourage 
the emergence of new ‘niche’ services (Australian Senate 1992). 
The Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA, formerly the ABA) 
plans for and licences varying numbers of different types of broadcasting services in 
each licence area, given each licence area’s demographic and geographic 
characteristics: 
•  national broadcasting services funded by government (the ABC and SBS); 
•  commercial broadcasting services, open narrowcasting services and datacasting services 
funded by advertising; 
•  community broadcasting services and services provided under the Broadcasting for 
Remote Aboriginal Communities Scheme, which are funded by a combination of 
government subsidy, subscriptions and sponsorship; and 
•  terrestrial subscription broadcasting and narrowcasting services, which are provided on 
a user-pays basis.  (Subscription television services delivered by technologies such as 
cable and satellite are not affected by the licence area planning processes of the ABA, 
although they do need to obtain a licence from the ABA.  Theoretically, an unlimited 
number of subscription television services could operate in any part of Australia.) 
In return for allowing broadcasters to use scarce and publicly-owned spectrum, 
governments generally require that they provide something in return for its use (BTCE  
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1991, p.4).  Thus, the BSA relies on the broadcasting licensing system to both regulate 
broadcaster behaviour and manage the broadcasting services bands of the 
radiofrequency spectrum.  The BSA sets the benefits of a broadcasting licence (such as 
privileged access to spectrum and limits on competition) against obligations (such as 
local content requirements) through a series of quid pro quos rather than through direct 
and independent pursuit of each activity.  The obligations associated with a licence to 
provide a broadcasting service using spectrum are therefore interrelated, and their true 
cost, especially their net effect on the community, is difficult to quantify.  This approach 
has attracted some criticism for being inefficient and for introducing anomalies – 
including, for example, the Productivity Commission (2000). 
The development of new spectrum management and alternative delivery technologies 
have the potential to alleviate limits on broadcasting use of spectrum.  These changes 
are so great that some commentators consider that any special status accorded to 
broadcasting in terms of spectrum access has disappeared.  In particular, the potential of 
digitisation and new communications technologies for new broadcasting services will 
affect diversity, and direct user payment options give viewers greater control over what 
they buy, making broadcasting more like other user-pays, supply-responsive industries.  
For some industry observers, deregulation is a natural response to these trends (Withers 
2003, p.111). 
Subscription television services do not generally use the broadcasting services bands, 
but instead distribute their signals via privately-owned cable and satellite infrastructure.  
Subscription television services also use parts of the radiofrequency spectrum allocated 
for and acquired in competition with other communications activities including 
telecommunications and non-entertainment information services.  In Australia, the 
potential benefits associated with allowing subscription television services to find a 
market-driven solution to selecting an appropriate transmission technology were 
recognised when the Broadcasting Services Bill was debated in Parliament: 
[The rules for subscription television services] offer unlimited scope for commercial and 
technical innovation. 
The technical neutrality of the Bill is no more apparent than for subscription broadcasting 
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commercial needs.  This will contribute to the commercial modernisation of Australia’s 
communications infrastructure (Collins 1992b). 
As subscription television services are not reliant on the broadcasting services bands of 
the radiofrequency spectrum, the BSA does not impose quid pro quos on subscription 
television licensees to the extent that it does commercial television broadcasters.  
Nevertheless, as the costs of market entry are so high, subscription television services 
do have privileged access to their audiences.  Investing in large and complete cable and 
satellite systems before a customer base is mature poses an enormous cost burden, but 
has been undertaken in Australia as a defensive investment position to ward off 
potential competition.  In the US, such systems evolved more slowly, but nevertheless 
required enormous debt burdens before revenues could cover the cost of infrastructure.  
To balance this, subscription television licensees are subject to the telecommunications 
access provisions of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Trade Practices Act), the 
Radiocommunications Act 1992 (Radcoms Act) and the Telecommunications Act 1997 
(Telecommunications Act), and the BSA imposes some content and ownership and 
control-related rules. 
3.2.2  Broadcasting services (and television programs) are ‘public 
goods’ 
An important question in cultural economics has been whether the allocation of resources 
via the price mechanism can produce the socially desirable output of cultural goods and 
services.  The general consensus is that they cannot, for a variety of reasons.  One reason 
is that, by their very nature, cultural goods have some of the qualities of public goods.  
Depending upon the extent of external benefits, the greater the degree of ‘publicness’, the 
more likely it is that the state will intervene in markets either to provide the good directly, 
to subsidise it, or to control its production of distribution by regulation (Towse 2003, p.2-
3). 
The basis of most economic justifications for the regulation of television services and 
programs is that they are very nearly pure public goods.  Economics defines goods and 
services as either ‘private’ or ‘public’.  A private good is a good whose cost of 
production is directly related to the number of people who consume it.  The cost of 
production of a public good, on the other hand, is independent of the number of its  
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consumers and one person’s consumption does not affect the quantity available to others 
(Owen and Wildman 1992, p.23; Vogel 2001, p.189).
 5   
Broadcasting services, like national defence services, are public goods: The cost of 
production is independent of the number of consumers who enjoy benefits, and one 
person’s consumption does not reduce the quantity available to others. (Vogel 2001, p.189)   
A television service has some elements of a private good, as it costs a broadcaster more 
to provide a service to a large audience than a small number of people, assuming 
uniform population distribution (Maule 2003, p.458).  Within a broadcast area, however, 
it is a public good as it can be consumed by a large or small proportion of the potential 
audience with no effect on the cost of the service.  Similarly, a television program is a 
public good, as it can be distributed ready for broadcast at minimal additional cost to the 
producer once created.  A television program’s cost is independent of the number of 
services that acquire its broadcast rights, and it can be seen by many consumers for the 
minimal cost of operating their receiver.   
This can mean that any uniform price for a television service, even zero, is 
economically inefficient.  (Economic efficiency requires that each consumer be charged 
no more for a good or service than the price he or she values it at.)  As it costs close to 
nothing to supply an additional consumer with a television service, it is economically 
inefficient to exclude any customer who values the good.  As the broadcaster, or the 
producer, needs to earn at least enough revenue to cover fixed costs, no uniform price 
can be efficient (Owen and Wildman 1992, p.24). 
Like other broadcasting services, subscription television services are characterised by a 
dual private/public good nature.  However, subscription services have more private 
good characteristics than free-to-air services.  In terms of transmission, the cost of 
distributing a pay television signal by cable increases with each additional household 
the passed by the cable.  The cost of both cable and satellite services also increases with 
each new connection.  Subscription television services are more likely to be encoded, 
excluding non-subscribers from accessing the signal.  Also, subscription television 
                                                   
5 The Productivity Commission  (2000, p.93) defines a public good as a good or service for which ‘(a) the 
provision for one person means provision is available for all people at no available cost; (b) consumption or use 
by one person does not deprive others of any of the benefits; and (c) it is not feasible to exclude people from 
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gives consumers greater discretion over what they purchase, what they watch and when 
they watch it, which makes pay television services similar to theatre, film, magazines 
and books (Noam 1991, p.29).  Nevertheless, once connected, one subscriber’s 
consumption of a pay television service does not affect the consumption of any other 
subscriber, maintaining at least one public good characteristic (Maule 2003, pp.458-
459). 
These characteristics mean that subscription television systems, especially cable 
systems, verge on operating in a way that economists describe as a ‘natural monopoly’ – 
that is, a market in which there is room for only one firm of efficient size.  Natural 
monopolies are typically businesses where the cost of entry is very high, but average 
costs tend to fall as sales increase (Vogel 2001, p.208).  Subscription television 
platforms are, therefore, of particular interest to competition regulators and generally 
subject to telecommunications competition regimes.   
The public good nature of television services and television programs make them 
vulnerable to piracy: 
The combination of non-exhaustibility and non-excludability makes protection of 
intellectual an important property issue.  Content is protected by copyright and 
distributors obtain the rights for program distribution in a given format, language and 
region. 
Piracy is probably the biggest problem facing the industry, but more so for some 
programs than others.  News and current affairs programs have a short time value that 
discourages piracy.  Entertainment such as films or popular series and children’s 
programs that are viewed repeatedly are more likely to be pirated.  This problem has 
become more acute with the Internet, where file sharing makes it cheap to exchange 
digital files (Maule 2003, pp.458-459 and 462). 
The illegal distribution of television programs on the Internet, for example, has the 
potential to adversely affect the size of audiences that underpin the value of programs to 
television broadcasters.  
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Minority interest and expensive content is vulnerable to market failure 
All types of broadcasting service are subject to an agency dilemma – broadcasters (the 
agents) are not likely to deliver the type of service that the audience (the principal/s) 
would value most highly.  Regardless of their funding source or ownership structure, 
broadcasters are more likely to place the interests of the audience second to those of 
their management and/or shareholders.  
Advertising-supported broadcasters make programs available to their audience free of 
charge.  A commercial broadcaster does not do this to meet audience preferences, but to 
sell access to its audience to advertisers.  As advertisers will pay more for wider 
exposure of the advertisements to its target population, commercial broadcasters seek to 
maximise profits by attracting the largest possible audience with the most desirable 
demographics at the lowest possible program costs (most other costs are fixed).  
Viewers’ intensity of demand for different programs is not an important factor in 
selecting programs for free-to-air broadcasters, nor are any cultural benefits that may 
accrue from viewing locally-produced programs (Papandrea 1996, p.1; 1998, p.3).  This 
has the following effects: 
•  Advertising-supported broadcasters pursuing a mainstream, mass audience will pursue 
the same strategy.  Broadcasters will duplicate program types as long as the audience 
share obtained is greater than that from other programs.  This often results in 
broadcasters offering the same type of programming (for example, news or sport) at the 
same time, reducing program diversity and viewer choice (BTCE 1996, p.8; Withers 
2003, p.106).  (This effect is related to ownership concentration, and is considered 
further in the sections on program diversity and modelling program choice.) 
•  Imported programming is substituted for locally-produced programming.  This is due to 
the public good characteristic of programming.  Local programs are expensive relative 
to imports of similar quality as broadcasters must cover most, if not all, of the costs of 
production (ABA 2002d).  Imports are relatively cheap, as overseas producers sell their 
programs at prices well below cost once they have recouped their investments.  
Although prices paid for imported programs are influenced by economic factors 
including the number of television sets and GDP in the purchasing country, they are 
also affected by ‘cultural discounting’ (McFadyen, Hoskins, and Finn 2004).   74 
A cultural discount for traded programs or films arises because viewers in importing 
markets generally find it difficult to identify with the way of life, values, history, 
institutions, myths, and physical environment depicted.  Language differences are also an 
important reason for a cultural discount as the appeal of viewing is reduced by the need to 
dub or subtitle and by the difficulty in understanding unfamiliar accents (McFadyen, 
Hoskins, and Finn 2000). 
These problems are not unique to Australia.  The European Union also battles to assist 
its program producers to make programs for European audiences: 
The situation of the US film and television industry formed a benchmark for those 
reflecting on the weakness of the European industry:  the former benefited from a large 
internal market in which costs could be recouped and profits made.  Its large enterprises 
concerned with development, production and promotion of film and television, as well as 
favourable tax conditions, made the provision of risk capital relatively easy.  Its ability to 
export to the rest of the world was helped by US multi-national film distribution networks 
and the low price which it could charge for television programs and series after their costs 
had been covered in the US.  (An hour of original drama production in Europe may cost 
up to ten times as much as an hour of a repeat of a US series.) (Forrest 1996). 
Stuart McFadyen, Colin Hoskins and Adam Finn have considered issues relating to ‘the 
competitive strength of US producers in Canada and other international markets, and the 
question of how Canadian independent producers could effectively compete in the US, 
third countries, and within Canada itself’ (McFadyen, Hoskins, and Finn 2000).  They 
have found that cultural differences between countries importing programs and 
countries producing and exporting programs (usually the US) are much more important 
in explaining program prices than are economic variables: 
US pre-eminence in film as abetted by the development of a star system and recently by a 
move to a blanket exhibition strategy supported by large promotional budgets.  This 
makes it more difficult for films from smaller countries, such as Canada, which rely on 
gradual roll-out supported by ‘word-of-mouth’ promotion, to compete.  US television has 
benefited from the long-established feature film infrastructure, including the world’s 
major reservoir of agents, deal-makers, entertainment lawyers and financiers, and 
technicians skilled in all aspects of shooting and processing film (McFadyen, Hoskins, and 
Finn 2000).    
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National and community broadcasters can be directed to supply complementary or 
minority-taste programs to enhance diversity and counter the dominance of commercial 
broadcasters.  They can also be directed to take the social and political effects of 
broadcasting into account by, for example, emphasizing children’s and current affairs 
programs (Withers 2003, p.109).   
National and community broadcasters, however, are also subject to an agency problem.  
Viewers cannot convey their preferences or control available programming, so the 
broadcaster may substitute their own preferences for those of the audience.  As career 
advancement in public sector organisations may depend more on the judgement of peers 
than on audience size or appreciation, the welfare loss associated with the agency 
problem has the potential to be considerable (Brown and Cave 1992, pp.379-380).  
Public broadcasters that are directly accountable to government are also vulnerable to 
political interference, especially in areas like news and current affairs.  Many countries 
have arm’s length arrangements that aim to limit political interference in editorial 
functions while retaining public accountability (Withers 2003, p.110).  Also, like 
advertising-supported broadcasters, national and community broadcasters have an 
incentive to substitute cheaper imported programs for more expensive local equivalents.  
Budgets for these broadcasters are generally fixed, regardless of audience size.  This 
means that they are even less likely to take audience preferences into account than 
commercial broadcasters, instead selecting content that meets their own preferences 
within their given budget constraints. 
Subscription television, unlike purely advertiser-funded television, should theoretically 
be free of agency problems, as viewers will only purchase those services they want to 
watch (OECD 1999).  However, the relationship between subscription television 
services and their audiences is not that straightforward.  It is possible for subscription 
broadcasters to capture the audience’s willingness to pay through charging higher prices 
for special one-off events, or for premium channels, although this may restrict 
consumption.  Viewers may have little real opportunity to express their preferences by 
choosing to pay more or less for favoured or unfavoured programs or by being able to 
select preferred channels.  Further, subscription services are subject to the same 
programming cost constraints as commercial broadcasters, and, as a result, are unlikely   76 
to broadcast expensive programs that are highly appreciated by a minority audience 
(Brown and Cave 1992, p.380; Owen and Wildman 1992, p.111). 
In Australia, commercial and subscription television services are regulated to ensure 
minimum levels of the types of programming that are vulnerable to market failure.  
Local content on commercial television is regulated by mandatory ACMA standards: 
the Australian Content Standard and the Australian Content Standard in Advertising 
(Television Program Standard 23).  The Australian Content Standard requires all 
commercial free-to-air television licensees to broadcast an annual minimum 
transmission quota of 55 per cent Australian programming between 6:00am and 
midnight. In addition there are specific minimum annual sub-quotas for Australian 
(adult) drama, documentary and children’s programs.  The Australian Content Standard 
in Advertising requires that 80 per cent of advertising time between 6:00am and 
midnight be used for locally-produced advertisements.  In addition, the Children’s 
Content Standard ensures that children have access to a variety of quality television 
programs made specifically for them, including Australian drama and non-drama 
programs (ACMA 2005). 
Local content on subscription television services is regulated via provisions in Division 
2A of the BSA.  These provisions require that subscription television drama channels 
direct at least 10 per cent of their expenditure on programming to new Australian (and 
New Zealand) drama programs.   
3.2.3  Some types of programs are merit goods 
The economic notions of ‘merit good’ and ‘externality’ are closely related to the issue 
of public responsibility.  A merit good is an item that may be regarded as preferable to 
its alternatives and therefore imposed on society.  The term merit good can also refer to 
the opposite situation where access to a good is limited because of its negative 
connotations.  Examples include children’s programming, which is a ‘good’ merit good, 
and violent programs that are regarded as being harmful to society.  In the case of 
violent television programming, an externality would be any violence induced in 
viewers (Withers 2003, p.108).  
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Profit-based decisions are likely to neglect both the social costs associated with 
imported culture, violence and pornography and the social benefits that accrue from 
children’s and educational programming, and political and community affairs, ‘except 
to the limited extent compatible with commercial imperatives’ (Withers 2003, pp.105-
106).  Where television programs provide external benefits, the market will not operate 
efficiently because program producers, distributors and broadcasters will not receive 
compensation for supplying the benefits.  Thus, the existence of external benefits justify 
government intervention to the extent that it compensates for this failure (McFadyen, 
Hoskins, and Finn 2000). 
It is worth noting that the above arguments for government intervention [in supporting 
merit goods] are not confined to the arts but are made also in relation to health and 
education (Towse 2003, pp.2-3). 
Subscription television broadcasters need to consider the expectations of their customers 
in programming their services, and are to at least some extent, less likely to broadcast 
offensive content than commercial broadcasters.  As mentioned earlier, for example, the 
Australian subscription television industry describes itself as an ‘invited guest, brought 
into the home in the full and prior knowledge of the guest’s character’ (ASTRA 2003).  
If the service does not meet expectations, customers are likely to cancel their 
subscriptions. 
In Australia, the merit good aspects of television services are supported by direct 
regulation through the BSA and through sector-specific codes of practice.  The BSA 
directs the ABA (now the ACMA) to develop local content and children’s content 
standards to be met by commercial broadcasters and sets out local content requirements 
for subscription television services.  Commercial, community and subscription 
television services all have their own codes of practice, which are developed in 
cooperation with the ACMA.  The codes of practice regulate television content in 
accordance with community standards, and include program classification guidelines 
and complaints procedures.  
The television industry has also adopted other voluntary codes that provide guidance on 
other matters.  For example, the Commercial Television Industry Advisory Notes ‘help 
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concerns about privacy, the portrayal of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, 
cultural diversity, women and men, people with disabilities and commercials or 
community announcements directed to children’ (Free TV Australia 2004). 
3.2.4  Broadcasters have power to influence – media diversity 
Television is one of the most important sources of information and news in developed 
countries.  For example, in 1997, Australians who watched television spent about three 
hours doing so per day (ABS 1998).
6  Free-to-air television is used as a source for news 
and current affairs by nearly 90 per cent of Australians, and Australians spend more 
time watching news and current affairs on television than reading the paper or listening 
to radio (Pearson and Brand 2001, p.321).  According to Terry Flew and Callum 
Gilmour:  
The sheer volume of time that television viewing occupies in people’s lives points to its 
importance, and it has increasingly displaced the newspaper as the principal source of 
news and information for the majority of the population.  It has also become increasingly 
apparent that television has become central to the contemporary political and other public 
processes, and that the management of television images is now fundamental to the 
political process (Flew and Gilmour 2006, p.175)   
Media ownership has long been considered a matter of special public policy concern 
because of the socio-political and cultural case for media diversity (Doyle 2000, p.2).   
The [media] requires close consideration because their products are so complex, so 
powerful and yet so intangible.  A consequence of this in most countries is some degree of 
government regulation and control of the industries (Turner and Cunningham 2002, p.12) 
Because television is so pervasive, it has the potential to influence people’s opinions 
and thus to have a significant effect on political processes.  A key objective of 
broadcasting regulation in most developed countries is to ensure access to a broad range 
of services.  That is, there should be diversity in programming and the sources of 
information and opinion that go to air (Productivity Commission 2000, p.308).   
                                                   
6 This is the most recently available ABS time use data as at 1 April 2006.  
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Ownership of Australia’s traditional media industries – newspapers, radio and television 
– are relatively highly concentrated compared with other industries, but not necessarily 
when compared with the media industries of other countries.  There are few major 
players, and substantial barriers to entry, both economic and regulatory, discourage or 
prohibit new entrants.  Although strong economies of scale and scope in broadcasting 
drive concentration, the structure of broadcasting in most countries often appears to owe 
as much or more to regulatory intervention and spectrum scarcity as to what the market 
might support (Productivity Commission 2000, pp.303-305). 
Spectrum licensing has long been a means of controlling entry into the television 
industry.  In Australia, for example, broadcasting licences were allocated through 
‘beauty contests’ until the introduction of licence auctions under the BSA in 1992.  
Although new communications technologies have reduced the importance of spectrum 
management issues in limiting access to the broadcasting market, governments continue 
to license television broadcasting services.   
One of the most obvious manifestations of government regulation is the granting of 
licenses and rules concerning how many broadcasting licences a single owner can 
control.  In Australia, the BSA not only limits the number of broadcasting licences that 
can be owned or controlled by one organisation, it also prevents organisations that 
control print media businesses from controlling a television or radio service.  The BSA 
also prevents non-Australians from controlling a commercial broadcasting licence. 
Governments tend to impose ownership restrictions on broadcasting services to limit 
their perceived ability to influence the attitudes and opinions of viewers.  Ownership 
and control rules usually take the form of limitations upon: 
•  the size of number of broadcasting services that can be owned or controlled by any one 
entity (group ownership); 
•  the ownership or control of broadcasting services by owners of newspapers (cross-
media ownership); and 
•  the ownership or control of broadcasting services by non-nationals (foreign ownership) 
(Brown and Cave 1992, p.386).     80 
Theoretically, broadcasters can maximise economies of scale and scope by establishing 
networks and running services in the same geographic area, thereby spreading 
production costs across product and geographic markets.  Potential efficiency gains also 
drive media businesses to participate in other areas of the supply chain – for example, 
broadcasters produce their own content, and producers distribute their programs.   
Horizontal and vertical integration can both lead to concentration of ownership, limiting 
the number of available media sources.  An overly-concentrated media can allow abuses 
of power, lack of diversity of opinion, conflicting interests, and suppression of 
journalistic freedom (Doyle 2000; Pearson and Brand 2001, pp.7 and 28-29).   
Although control of more than one broadcasting service in an area may, under some 
conditions, encourage program diversity (see chapters on diversity and program choice 
theory) it may also limit the range of ideas and information available to the community.  
There is a trade-off between the number of broadcasters that service a market, diversity 
and quality of service: a small number of advertising-supported broadcasters is likely to 
aim to attract a mass audience by providing middle-of-the-road programming; whereas 
a larger number may provide a wider range of program styles, but also be unlikely to 
attract sufficient viewers to support its service.  Community broadcasting services 
provide an important opportunity for minority-taste populations to receive programming 
that is not otherwise commercially viable (Productivity Commission 2000, p.309). 
In 2000, the Productivity Commission criticised the restrictions on foreign ownership 
and control in particular as being anti-competitive.  It considered that the rules were not 
consistent, and that commercial radio and television services should be treated 
equitably.  Loosening the rule would improve access to capital, increase the pool of 
potential media proprietors and act as an safeguard against media concentration 
(Productivity Commission 2000, p.340).  Further, the potential of new communications 
technologies to allow for a plethora of media outlets and voices has lead to some 
pressure to lift some elements of ownership regulation, in particular cross-media 
ownership rules.  In Australia, ‘the Government [is] committed to reform cross-media 
ownership and media specific foreign ownership restrictions in the BSA’ (DCITA 
2005).  In 2002, the government attempted to change the BSA to allow companies to 
own two kinds of commercial television, commercial radio or print media service in any 
market, but the bill was rejected by the Senate.  In July 2005, the Minister for  
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Communications, Helen Coonan, suggested that new cross-media rules would limit the 
number of large companies that may operate in each market (Shoebridge and Crowe 
2005). 
Despite the impetus for change, there is little evidence that technological change has 
affected the media firms’ incentive to expand either vertically or horizontally.  For 
example: 
The evidence collected here refutes the proposition that technological and other market 
developments affecting UK media firms in the 1990s provide a new and compelling case in 
favour of relaxing either monomedia or cross-media ownership restriction.  Economies of 
scale and of scope have always been a ‘natural’ feature of the media and the fact of their 
existence, under changing technological and market circumstances, does not constitute a new 
development (Doyle 2000, p.23). 
In Australia, subscription television services are not affected by media ownership rules.  
The primary objectives of the BSA include to ‘encourage diversity in the control of the 
more influential broadcasting services’ and to ‘ensure that Australians have effective 
control of the more influential broadcasting services’.  Subscription television is not 
regarded as ‘influential’ as commercial television services.  In line with this, the foreign 
control limits for subscription television licensees are higher than for commercial 
television licensees – 20 per cent for a foreign person up to a maximum of 35 per cent 
for all foreign persons, compared to a total of 20 per cent for commercial television 
licensees.  The Federal Government’s 2006 media reform agenda does not include 
changes to the ownership rules for subscription television services. 
3.2.5  Other regulations 
Like other industries, the broadcasting sector is subject to consumer protection and 
competition regimes.  Unlike most other industries, however, broadcasting, and 
subscription television in particular, is becoming subject to telecommunications 
regulation.  This is the result of convergence – high bandwidth communications 
infrastructure is used to carry audiovisual, data and telecommunications services: 
Cable systems, by their very nature, operate in a way that is pretty close to what 
economists might define as a natural monopoly: a market in which there is room for only 
one firm of efficient size (because its average cost continues to decline as its scale   82 
increases).  They also bundle the provision of transmission services along with the 
provision of program services.  It is therefore not surprising that government regulation – 
more a political process than an effective antidote to monopolistic conditions – has 
become a prominent part of the industry’s economic landscape (Vogel 2001, pp.208-209). 
Subscription television platforms are, therefore, subject to the specialised competition 
rules that counter the same natural monopoly tendencies of telecommunications carriers.  
In Australia, the effect of telecommunications competition policy on the subscription 
television sector is most apparent in the failed mergers of various subscription television 
services, and the ACCC’s recent approval of a content sharing agreement (CSA) 
between the three major subscription television service providers.  Pay television has 
long been considered an important demand driver for justifying the rapid roll out of high 
bandwidth cable and satellite telecommunications services.  In considering the 
subscription television merger proposals, the ACCC placed a heavy weight on the effect 
of the proposed mergers on competition in the provision of the broadband services used 
to deliver pay television.   
3.3  Summary 
This chapter has examined the characteristics of television services, and in particular, 
subscription television services and the reasons why they tend to be regulated more 
intensively than other industries.   
The primary aim of commercial television services is not to supply a cultural product to 
appreciative audiences, but to maximise long-term profits.  The economics of the 
television services industry can be defined in terms of: the cost savings that result from 
mass consumption of information, countered by a lessening of appeal to individual or 
local tastes; the demand by advertisers for access to audiences with potential demand 
for their products; and competition among the media to obtain appealing programming 
to attract subscribers and to generate audiences to sell to advertisers.  There are three 
conventional sources of funding for television services: advertising revenue; direct 
payments by audiences in the form of subscription fees; and subsidy by government or 
viewer donation.  Subscription television services rely mostly on subscription revenues, 
and may also be dependent on advertising as an additional revenue source.  The success  
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of a pay television business lies in the relationship between profit per subscriber, churn 
and subscriber acquisition costs.   
Unlike advertiser-supported broadcasters, which attract viewers through product 
competition, subscription television services compete for viewers through both product 
and price competition.  A subscription television service thus has a direct relationship 
with its subscribers – subscribers can choose to pay, or not to pay, for different channels 
and they can select programs from a wider range of channels.  This characteristic places 
subscription television services well to contribute to the competitive, market driven 
industry described in promise #1. 
The number of subscribers is the most important driver of value for any pay television 
business.  The decision to subscribe to a pay television service is primarily dependent 
on whether the service is regarded as being value for money, which is also an outcome 
of a competitive market for television services.  Other factors that can affect subscriber 
numbers include free-to-air programming; competition from other platforms; 
geography; barriers to entry; macroeconomic factors; and subscriber incentives. 
Significant costs for subscription television services are the delivery platform and 
programming.  The costs associated with acquiring satellite capacity or rolling out a 
cable network are considerable, and increase the risk associated with entering the 
subscription television market, as they cannot be recovered if the service provider 
leaves the market.  Content is the biggest expense for television operators.  Pay 
television programming costs in Australia are higher than industry averages overseas, 
due to unfavourable program supply deals negotiating while fledging operators were 
competing for valuable US content, in particular movies, and a falling Australian dollar.   
All television services are dependent on the technologies that make them possible.  In 
Australia, subscription television services are primarily dependent on cable and satellite 
communications technologies.  Cable provides significant bandwidth, but is costly to 
roll out, especially to a dispersed population. Satellite can provide television services to 
a large area at a fixed cost, but bandwidth depends on the number of transponders leased 
by the broadcaster. 
Government regulation of the broadcasting sector is more extensive than for most other 
industries. Regulation of broadcasting extends from a historical need to allocate scarce   84 
radiofrequency spectrum, the tendency of television services to be vulnerable to market 
failure and to political considerations of what television services should be.  In 
Australia, spectrum management, the vulnerability of local content to import 
replacement, and the potential of broadcasting content to affect audiences are seen as 
important enough to warrant government intervention. 
In return for allowing broadcasters to use scarce and publicly-owned spectrum, 
governments generally require that they provide something in return for its use.  
Subscription television services do not generally use the broadcasting services bands, 
but instead distribute their signals via privately-owned cable and satellite infrastructure.  
In Australia, subscription television services are not reliant on the broadcasting services 
bands, so BSA does not impose quid pro quos on subscription television licensees to the 
extent that it does commercial television broadcasters.  Nevertheless, as the costs of 
market entry are so high, subscription television services do have privileged access to 
their audiences and to balance this subscription television platforms are required to 
allow third parties to access their infrastructure.   
The basis of most economic justification for the regulation of television services and 
programs is that they are very nearly pure public goods.  Subscription services, 
however, have more private good characteristics than terrestrial television services, 
encouraging them to operate as natural monopolies.  In Australia, this tendency led 
Telstra and OPTUS to rush rolling out cable in 1994 to gain a first-mover advantage and 
to Australis Media signing up to program supply contracts at a price it could not afford 
to block its competitors. 
All types of broadcasting service are subject to an agency dilemma – broadcasters (the 
agents) are not likely to deliver the type of service that the audience (the principal/s) 
would value most highly.  Regardless of their funding source or ownership structure, 
broadcasters are more likely to place the interests of the audience second to those of 
their management and/or shareholders.  Subscription television, unlike purely 
advertiser-funded television, should theoretically be free of agency problems, as viewers 
will only purchase those services they want to watch.  However, viewers may have little 
real opportunity to express their preferences by choosing to pay more or less for 
favoured or unfavoured programs or by being able to select preferred channels.  Also, 
subscription services are subject to the same programming cost constraints as  
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commercial broadcasters, and, as a result, are unlikely to broadcast expensive programs 
that are highly appreciated by a minority audience. 
As discussed during this chapter, profit-based decisions are likely to neglect economic 
externalities.  In the broadcasting industry, these include the social costs associated with 
imported culture, violence and pornography and the social benefits that accrue from 
children’s and educational programming, and political and community affairs.  
Subscription television services are more likely than free-to-air services to select 
programming that is valued by their customers, however, they are nevertheless 
vulnerable to putting commercial interests before those of their viewers. 
Television is one of the most important sources of information and news in developed 
countries.  Because television is so pervasive, it has the potential to influence people’s 
opinions and thus to have a significant effect on political processes.  Spectrum licensing 
has long been a means of controlling entry into the television industry.  Governments 
tend to impose ownership restrictions on broadcasting services to limit their perceived 
ability to influence the attitudes and opinions of viewers.   
The material discussed in this chapter suggests that subscription television services can 
be expected to deliver a greater degree of program diversity than free-to-air services, as 
they supply multiple channels directed at niche audiences.  This suggests that 
subscription television services should be able to deliver the increases in choice and 
diversity in programming of promise #2 without regulatory intervention.  Increases in 
programming choices and diversity may also naturally lead to the new opportunities for 
local program producers described in promise #6.  Greater diversity, however, can come 
at a cost of lower program quality and increases in the number of scheduled repeats.   86  
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4.  Television programs 
Once upon a time, Goldilocks went for a summer walk in Australian television and pretty 
soon she came upon a house.  She knocked but no one answered, so she walked right in.  In 
the corner of the living room, there were five networks.  She turned on the first network.  
‘Where have all the premieres gone?’ she exclaimed.  So she flicked to the next.  ‘What about 
the exclusive local productions?’ she said.  In desperation she watched all the networks.  
‘These guys just aren’t trying over the summer!’ she roared as she switched them off in 
disgust.  One again the free-to-air bears had gone into hibernation for the Australian summer 
and there was absolutely nothing for Goldilocks to watch.  ‘Thank goodness I’ve got 
FOXTEL Digital’, she said as she raced back to her house to enjoy FOXTEL’s biggest 
summer ever…  … and she lived happily ever after (FOXTEL 2004a). 
Although the broadcasters themselves are the most prominent players in the television 
industry, many other organisations and institutions, including the producers and 
distributors of television programs, are also important.  Producers specialise in the 
manufacture or creation of television programs.  This paper uses the term ‘program 
producers’ to refer to producers of television programs and feature films. 
Programming is the most important way for broadcasters to attract viewers.  Programs 
share many of the characteristics of television services described in the previous 
chapter.  Like television services, television programs are public goods: a program’s 
production cost is unaffected by the number of its viewers.  Programs can be used 
repeatedly without further outlays of resources.  Programs can be translated into other 
languages and distributed to new markets at very little additional cost, encouraging an 
international market in television programs and films.  Programs also retain currency 
over time, so that new and old programs compete with each other (Maule 2003, p.458; 
Papandrea 1997, p.11). 
This chapter describes some of the more important characteristics of television 
programs.  Like the previous discussion of television services, the chapter emphasises 
the economic qualities of television programs.  The chapter is primarily concerned with   88 
the use of programs in commercial and subscription broadcasting environments rather 
than by national and community broadcasters. 
4.1  Television programming supply 
Seen in its broadest perspective, the production industry is competitive.  Entry is easy, 
ownership is diverse and unconcentrated and the market shares of producers vary from 
year to year due to the unpredictability of viewer taste.  ‘Many small businesses are 
active in these areas.  But easy this business is not’ (Vogel 2001, p.130).  Even though 
each film and television program is different, they are close substitutes for each other.  
In general, the competitive nature of program supply means that producers are forced to 
sell their programs at cost, although the allocation of a program’s profits between its 
producer and its distribution service can depend on the parties’ relative bargaining 
strengths (Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.38-62).   
Producers also compete for inputs, in particular the talent required to make programs.  
This can markedly inflate the cost of production, as producers are forced to pay high 
amounts to cast well-known actors and personalities, or to incur the cost of training and 
promoting new talent.  Producers compete indirectly for viewers, because the success of 
their programs is linked inexorably to that of the broadcasters.  Producers also compete 
with each other over time, as older programs are substitutes for new programs.  This is 
managed by staging the release dates of programs – windowing – so that the most 
valuable releases occur first (Maule 2003, p.458). 
Program production is an inherently risky activity: 
The economics of program production, especially for drama and entertainment 
programming, is beset by uncertainty.  No one knows if a movie or a program will be 
successful or not, and yet expenditure has to be made to complete the program before it 
can be shown.  All production expenditure are sunk costs and, of the program fails, few if 
any costs may be recovered.  A second type of risk stems from productions where artistic 
and technical teams must develop the program within tight schedules.  Costs escalate with 
production delays.  Opportunistic behaviour by key players choosing not to cooperate 
after most of the program has been shot may break the budget.  The ability to protect 
intellectual property rights is a third type of uncertainty.  Once broadcast, the program can 
be easily captured on tape and copies made inexpensively.  Owned or rented material can  
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also be copied cheaply.  For each of these risks, the industry has developed contractual 
and organisational responses (Maule 2003, p.462) 
4.1.1  Windowing 
Windowing is an important element in competition between program producers.  
Programs do not only compete with other programs in the same distribution channels, 
but also with programs in other channels.  Old programs also compete with newer 
programs produced by the same studios.  Almost all outlets repeat programs to some 
degree and windowing provides additional outlets on which older programs may be 
shown.  Windfall gains – significant unexpected revenues – can occur when unexpected 
new distribution channels open up.  Gone with the Wind and Casablanca, for example, 
continue to generate television revenues well after their initial release (Maule 2003, 
p.462; Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.39-41; Wildman and Lee 1989). 
In film and television, a ‘window’ is the period of time during which a particular type of 
distributor can exclusively exhibit a product.  For example, three to six months after a 
feature film’s initial theatrical release, it would usually go to a home-video window, 
then pay television and free-to-air television windows (Vogel 2001, p.432). 
Windowing is a form of price discrimination, where producers and their distributors sell 
exhibition rights at different prices to different program services in order to maximise 
profits.  It allows the production industry to exploit the public good characteristics of 
films and television programs.  Because the cost of producing a program is fixed, it is 
cheaper it deliver it to a larger audience on a per-viewer basis.  Distributors of films and 
television programs discriminate among audiences by releasing programs at different 
times and in different distribution channels.  Staggering releases forces buyers to sort 
themselves out according to how much they are willing to pay for the program close to 
its initial release date (Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.27-29). 
Owen and Wildman (1992, pp.30 and 62) identify a number of different factors that 
affect windowing strategies: 
1.  Differences in the per-viewer price achievable in the different distribution channels.  
Each showing of a program reduces its value in subsequent windows, because the 
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fall.  Distributors make programs available to higher profit-per-viewer windows 
before windows that are less profitable. 
2.  Differences in the channels’ incremental audiences – that is, the new viewers 
available in each channel.  Windows with large audiences will receive programs 
before those with smaller audiences. 
3.  The opportunity cost of money, usually measured as an interest rate – revenues 
earned sooner rather than later are worth more as they can be reinvested.  
Distribution schedules will be compressed when interest rates rise. 
4.  The extent to which viewers exposed to a program through one channel are 
eliminated from its potential audiences in other channels – for example, even though 
a hit movie may be viewed by more people in its theatrical release, a high proportion 
of this audience will be likely to want to view it again in another distribution 
window. 
5.  Differences among channels in the vulnerability to unauthorised copying – this may 
become a greater concern with digital broadcasting. 
6.  The rate at which viewer interest in a program declines following its initial release – this 
is a particularly important factor for time-critical programs such as news and sport. 
The relationship between a producer and the potential outlets for its programming can 
also influence how its programming is distributed: 
The economies of scale in the creation of media products such as television programs, 
movies, magazines and newspapers might suggest that it would be in the interests of the 
producer of such material to distribute it as widely as possible. Such products have very 
high ‘first copy’ costs. However, once the product has been created, the costs of supplying 
additional customers is typically very low. A non integrated supplier of programming 
channels to a pay TV distributor would generally prefer distribution over as large a 
number of delivery systems as possible. The cost of exclusivity would be substantial and 
therefore the content supplier would require much higher prices to compensate for the 
lower distribution. Current program supply arrangements incorporate minimum subscriber 
levels which effectively place a floor on the cost of acquiring programming. 
Vertically integrated companies creating their own content channels and distributing them 
through their own distribution mechanisms would have conflicting objectives. The costs 
associated with ‘first copy’ would create an incentive to distribute to independent delivery  
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systems. However, the benefits to the delivery partner of exclusivity may be sufficient to 
prevent widespread distribution via independent delivery systems if the integrated firm 
has a substantial share of the market for pay TV delivery. An integrated company may be 
able to make more profit from its operations by preventing the entry of competing 
delivery systems, even given the economies of scale in wide distribution. Further, if such 
action leads to market dominance then the integrated supplier will ultimately get the 
widespread distribution and gain the scale economies also (OECD 1999, p.170). 
Windowing tends to increase the production budgets of those programs that are most 
suitable for distribution in a variety of windows.  Feature films in particular are 
characterised by continuing demand, and it tends to be film producers who are able to 
spend more on their programs.  Where demand for future repeated showings is limited, 
producers must make do with smaller budgets and lesser talents (Owen and Wildman 
1992, pp.48-49). 
In Australia, FOXTEL’s Home Box Office near-video-on-demand (NVOD) channel 
shows feature films three months after the rental window (Porter 2005).  The 
subscription television distribution window for feature films has in the past been about 
12 months after theatrical release, however, this period is getting shorter: 
As new distribution technologies take hold and as older one fade into relative importance, 
shifts in [windowing] strategies will occur.  For example, the Internet’s ability to make 
films instantly available anywhere now requires (to avert losses to piracy) simultaneous 
worldwide day-and-date release for major projects (Vogel 2001, p.83).   
In interviews conducted in the course of research for this thesis, representatives of both 
movie channel providers stated that the cinema and video distribution windows for 
feature films were shrinking.  Anthony Mrsnik and Tony Pollitt of PMP identified 
digitisation, and the take-up of DVD players and widescreen televisions as other factors 
behind the acceleration of the distribution windows for feature films.  Rather than 
reducing income from a film, the shorter windows accelerate revenue flows: 
Tony Pollitt– I think it’s one of our studio partners that is down to eight months.  The 
other three are nine months after video.  A year ago it was all 12 months.  So the windows 
are collapsing. 
Anthony Mrsnik – It’s going to come down to six.  There has a knock-on effect for 
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Marion McCutcheon – Is it likely to end up reducing the total revenue pool? 
Anthony Mrsnik – Quicker velocity of circulation. 
Marion McCutcheon – So, same money over a shorter period of time? 
Anthony Mrsnik – The money comes in quicker.  Everyone gets their money sooner.  For 
example, the licence fee for the film, they get their licence fee closer to the date they 
made the film.  Because you don’t pay a licence fee until you use...  So that means repeats 
get accelerated as well (Anthony Mrsnik and Tony Pollitt, PMP, interview, 8 April 2005). 
The length of the subscription television distribution window for feature films, however, 
does not appear to be affected by these changes.  According to Tony Forrest, Movie 
Network’s distribution window ‘is always a solid 12 months’. 
4.1.2  Market size and import competition  
Locally-produced television programs and feature films compete directly with foreign 
programs.  Similarly, programs produced for small, geographically or niche-defined 
audiences compete with programs produced for the mass national audience.  Programs 
produced for small niche audiences do not fare well in competition with programs 
produced for wider distribution, although local news and sports programs can be 
exceptions.   
Large cost savings can be realised by spreading the fixed costs of production over a 
large audience, and there is an incentive to produce more expensive programs for larger 
audiences.  This affects both the international and domestic supply of programs.  
Domestically, unless there is strong regional variation in program appeal, programs with 
wide geographic distribution will tend to attract the largest audience shares.  This drives 
an incentive to aggregate audiences by distributing programs nationally.  At the margin, 
each extra production dollar increases the number of viewers when the potential 
audience is large (Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.52-53).  Internationally, for example, 
the large national audience in the US allows producers to make drama programs with 
high production values.  These programs can then be sold on to overseas markets at a 
relatively low cost, such that acquiring domestic drama productions becomes 
unattractive to broadcasters:  
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With few incremental costs, a program can be translated into other languages and reach 
wider markets.  These economies of scale encourage program producers to sell in 
international as well as domestic markets (Maule 2003, p.458). 
Although imports can be very attractive to broadcasters as they allow for greater 
profitability, audiences will often value them less highly than local programs.  This is 
discussed further under demand for programming. 
In an international context, Australia is a small, niche market.  Australian producers 
operate with less favourable economies of scale and scope than producers in the US and 
UK.  Australian audiences are smaller than comparable markets overseas.  Local 
producers must work with smaller budgets and resulting lower production values and 
earn less from their programs than American and British producers.  Government 
cultural policies, through funding programs and television content regulations, are 
designed to level this uneven playing field by ensuring sufficient funding is available to 
produce Australian films and television programs ‘to achieve cultural objectives and to 
enrich the cultural life of all Australians’ (Gonski 1997, p.15). 
4.1.3  Quality 
As discussed in section 3.1.4, quality is an important characteristic of a television 
program, as its quality is often the main reason for its consumption (Ginsburgh and 
Weyers 1999, p.269): 
Access to quality content appears to be critical, with access to premium content important 
in terms of driving a high volume pay TV business (Jones 2003, p.12). 
Program quality is an ephemeral characteristic and is difficult to define or quantify 
(Mason 2004).  Some argue whether it is necessary to measure the quality of cultural 
goods at all (Throsby 1990).  Sometimes, however, it is necessary to place some 
measure on it in order to assess its importance to viewers and the television industry.  
Definitions of quality differ depending on the user’s perspective: 
Philosophers put the burden of the proof of quality on specialists, economists think that 
the choice should be left to consumers; philosophers stress the importance of time, and 
this is not raised by economists in this context (Ginsburgh and Weyers 1999, p.270).   94 
For a program producer or a critic, quality may be best represented by artistic or 
technical excellence – a program’s production values.  For a broadcaster, a quality 
program is more likely to be one that attracts a large audience in a valuable 
demographic.  These definitions do correlate, with programs that are lauded by experts 
tending to have higher appeal with audiences. 
Quality in programming is driven by the audience as much as the production and 
broadcasting industries.   
Artistic goods are ‘experience goods’, [and] it is doubtful whether we can actually 
identify demand for the arts separately from the supply of the arts – and vice versa.  
Health economists have come in recent years to believe in what they call ‘supplier-
induced demand’, that is, that doctors in most health care systems have the power to shift 
out the demand curve for their services …  Is there supplier-induced demand for visual 
and performing arts?  There must be if tastes for the arts are formed by the prior act of 
consuming the arts.  This dynamic interlinking of demand for and supply of the arts has 
not so far been successfully tackled, or even squarely faced in cultural economics (Blaug 
2001, p.127). 
New material can trigger audience interest which leads in turn to the creation of new 
programs.  The recent popularity of reality television programs is an example of this.  
Quality is driven also, to some extent, by government regulation (Gunter 1993).  The 
Australian content regulations are an example of government influence on program 
quality: government subsidies and local content quotas underpin the availability of 
higher-quality local programming to commercial television audiences.  Commercial 
television licensees regularly exceed some their local content requirements, suggesting 
that viewer demand for this material is often an influence on scheduling decisions 
(Gonski 1997, p.56).  According to Grainger (2000, n.p.) ‘Australian content regulation 
has helped create an environment within which the preference for and popularity of 
Australian programs has been fostered’. 
Film funding agencies in Australia take both objective and subjective measures of 
quality into account when assessing projects.  For example, among other criteria, the 
FFC takes into account the ‘creative, commercial and audience potential of a project’ 
and the ‘commercial and critical track record of the creative principals’ when assessing 
film and television productions for funding (FFC 2005).  The AFC takes similar  
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measures of quality into account is assessing applications for funding.  The AFC’s 
assessment criteria for drama programs, for example, include ‘the quality, originality 
and creative ambition of the submitted script or proposal, the quality and rigour of the 
supporting materials, [and] the skill and talent of the principals as evidence in the 
submitted materials and previous track record’ (AFC 2005a). 
The following sections explore two quantitative approaches to measuring program 
quality – value and ratings – and at attempts to measure quality using the assessment of 
peers and critics.   
Quality and value 
Higher-quality programs tend to be more expensive programs.  Costs increase with the 
reputation of the director, the star appeal of the cast, the scale of the explosion and the 
sophistication of the special effects.  Viewers can recognise and rank some of the 
attributes by technical quality – for example, the sets, sound and visual effects, camera 
work, costume, script writing, music and acting.  Generally, there is a correlation 
between the quality of these attributes and production costs (Anderson, Swimmer, and 
Suen 1997; Owen and Wildman 1992, p.41).  However: 
It is possible to sink lots of money into stars, advertising and script development and still 
be stuck with a ratings loser if what it offers does not attract the interest of imagination of 
the audience (Turner and Cunningham 2002, p.14). 
Program value is not always easily defined and can be complex (Gonski 1997, p.57).  
The value of a program can differ depending on the perspective from which it is 
measured.  For example, the production industry could value a program as either the 
sum of costs incurred in creating it, or the discounted sum of revenues that are expected 
to by earned from it.
7  Broadcasting service providers do not place the same value on 
programs as producers.  For example, commercial broadcasters participate in three key 
markets: purchasing television programs, selling adverting time, and providing 
programs free-to-air, to viewers (BTCE 1996, p.18).  There are, thus, three possible 
approaches to estimating the economic value of a program within the context of the 
commercial television industry:  the price paid by the broadcaster for the program, the 
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price paid by the advertiser to access the audience attracted by the program, and the 
price the audience would be willing to pay to view the program. 
Many studies on television programs and films, especially those based on economic 
theory, relate program quality to revenues and costs: 
A program’s quality is measured by its contribution to the audience of the network.  
Popularity can be increased by a very uncertain process of feeling out public tastes in 
relation to the offerings of rival networks…  Program popularity, quality and cost are 
highly correlated (Owen and Wildman 1992, p.165). 
Providing that a program’s intellectual property is adequately protected, revenues 
generated by it can provide a long-term assessment of quality, allowing some 
differentiation between ‘fashion and art’ (Jimenez 1997 quoted in Ginsburgh and Weyers 
1999). 
In developing the 1989 Australian content standard for commercial television licensees, 
the ABT intended to determine a regulation capable of distinguishing the cost and risk 
differences to licensees of different program genres: 
Although quality is a subjective judgement which cannot necessarily be equated with cost, 
the purchase price for a program is a useful indicator of its production value and what it 
will look like.  It is important to recognise the difference is cost to licensees particularly in 
relation to drama programs made for television.  One-off drama such as miniseries and 
telemovies cost more to produce than series or serials.  A fixed quota identifying the 
number of hours of drama which has to be produced does not recognise this difference 
(ABT 1991, p.30). 
The ABT considered whether the cost of production or the cost to the broadcaster 
should be the relevant measure of quality in the standard and concluded that ‘a purchase 
price of a program is a useful indicator of its production value and what it will look like’ 
and of the broadcaster’s assessment of program quality.  The ABT also considered that 
prices paid by broadcasters ‘have relativities which would be less likely to change than 
those of the average production prices’ (ABT 1991, pp.30 and 34).   
The 1989 standard incorporated a ‘drama/diversity score’ for drama programs, 
calculated as a multiple of program duration, a ‘quality factor’, which represented 
differences in cost and risk, and an ‘Australian factor’.  The ABT determined three  
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quality factors for different drama genres, based on average licence fees paid per hour 
for serials, series and one-off drama programs.  The ABT considered that the drama 
quality factors would provide for flexibility and encourage diversity of drama, enabling 
a broadcaster to choose, for example, between broadcasting fewer hours of high cost 
miniseries or telemovies or more hours of lower cost series (ABT 1991, p.30).   
In 1995, the ABA followed a similar approach to ensuring an incentive to broadcast 
quality drama programs.  The ABA renamed the quality factor as a ‘format factor’ and 
simplified the factors to represent relativities in cost rather than actual average costs of 
the different drama genres (ABA 1995, p.35).  In 2002, the format factors were revised 
under the same approach (ABA 2002d). 
Quality and ratings 
Ratings are not a perfect measure of quality.  Ratings are influenced by a range of 
factors that complicate their interpretation.  They are affected by the popularity of the 
channel on which a program is broadcast, limitations of the range of choice of channels 
and programs, viewing habits and audience capture and the marketing strategy 
employed to promote the channel and its content.  They are also affected by the time of 
day a program is broadcast, seasonality, the popularity of preceding and following 
programs and competition from programs on other channels.  Higher quality programs 
do, however, tend to attract more viewers, and therefore higher advertising revenues 
(Anderson, Swimmer, and Suen 1997). 
There is an inevitable relationship between a program’s cost of production and its 
attractive ness to viewers.  By hiring more skilled talent, increasing the quality of special 
effects, or otherwise increasing production values, a producer can generally expect to 
attract a larger audience and improve their viewing experience (Waterman 1992, p.7). 
In its assessments of competition in the Australian pay television industry, the ACCC 
does not doubt that there is a relationship between program quality and ratings.  It 
assumes that there is a circular relationship, with pay television services with higher 
market penetration being better able to negotiate to acquire premium programming 
which subscribers are more likely to watch (ACCC 2003a).   98 
Quality and critical assessment 
Ginsburgh and Weyers (1999) provide a useful summary of research that have used 
measures of quality to include expert opinion.  Early studies of the relationships 
between short-term indicators of success include Hirschman and Pieros (1985) and Smith 
and Smith (1986)  Hirschman and Pieros explored the relationships between reviews of 
Broadway plays and movies, awards they received and their box office receipts, finding 
that reviews and awards tended to be consistant, but were negatively correlated with box 
office returns.  Smith and Smith looked at the characteristics of movies released 
between the 1950s and 1970s (mainly awards), and found that short-run determinants of 
success have changed over time.  Eliashberg and Shugan (1997) found that critics were 
more likely to predict the long-term success of a film than short-run revenues: 
Eliashberg and Shugan (1997) concentrate on the role of critics on box office revenue and 
show that positive reviews have no impact on box office performance in the short run 
(weeks 1-4 after the release of the movie) but have a significant influence for later weeks 
(weeks 5-8) as well as for cumulative receipts.  They believe that if moviegoers were 
influenced by critics, reviews should be correlated with early box office revenue (realised 
shortly after the reviews are published).  Since this is not the case, their finding suggests 
that critics are predictors rather than influencers of box office numbers (Ginsburgh and 
Weyers 1999).   
During the 1990s research on film quality included the influence of ‘stars’ and 
marketing budgets, with Ginsburgh and Weyers pointing to the trend of aggressive 
promotion of Oscar contenders:  
Wallace, Seigerman and Holbrook (1993) try to price the worth of movie stars by running 
hedonic regressions of rental income on movie characteristics that include dummy 
variables representing movie stars.  These studies are extended by Prag and Casavant 
(1994), who show that academy awards and the presence of major stars contribute 
significantly to revenue only when marketing expenditures are not included in the 
regressions, thus casting doubt on the role of experts who distribute the awards.  This 
result may even imply that experts could be influenced by advertising and marketing 
expenditures when awarding Oscars (Ginsburgh and Weyers 1999).    
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Ginsburgh and Weyera also indentify a number of papers which study the pure success 
of films, by analysing time series of box office revenues.  These include de Vany and 
Walls (1997), Krider and Weinburg (1998) and Sawhney and Eliashberg (1996). 
Ginsburgh and Weyers (1999) studied short and long-term evaluations of feature films, 
looking for consistencies and differences between consumers and experts, using awards, 
box office receipts and ratings, broadcasting frequency and film guides.  They find no 
correlation between ratings and awards, and conclude that short-term expert evaluations 
are prone to fashion and political and economic influence and do not recognise artistic 
quality.  Consumers tend to be consistent, with box office receipts correlating with 
broadcast frequency on free-to-air television in Belgium, France, Germany, the 
Netherlands and the UK.  They also find that awards are correlated with box office 
receipts. 
4.2  Demand for television programs 
Unlike more conventional products, the consumers of television programs fall into two 
groups.  Broadcasters’ demand for television programs is direct, as it is broadcasters 
who pay a commercial price for programs from their makers.  Audience demand for 
programs, although less direct, has an important role in determining what types of 
programs are likely to be broadcast.   
4.2.1  Broadcaster demand for programs 
Broadcasters obtain programs from three sources: they may produce them in-house, 
may commission them from independent producers or they made purchase them ready 
made from domestic or foreign distributors.  The programs scheduled by a broadcaster 
depends on audience size and demographics, which may in turn be influenced by time 
of day and the programs typically offered by the broadcaster, and regulatory obligations.  
When faced with a choice between two programs, rational profit-making broadcasters 
will select the program that is expected to maximise profits.  This means different things 
for commercial free-to-air and subscription television broadcasters. 
Advertiser-supported commercial broadcasters maximise profit by spending as little as 
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that advertisers are willing to pay to access.  Thus, free-to-air broadcaster demand for 
programs is driven by the needs of advertisers, not viewers’ intensities of demand 
(Papandrea 1996, p.1; 1998, p.3).  Because consumers do not contribute directly to the 
revenues of commercial broadcasters, they do not have direct influence of the programs 
shown by broadcasters.  Commercial broadcasters instead respond to ratings in selecting 
programs to attract audiences that will maximise profits (BTCE 1996, p.22) 
Subscription television services, on the other hand, do take audience demand into 
account in selecting programming.  In order to maximise profit, pay television services 
will spend as little as possible on the programming that they consider will attract and 
retain subscribers.   
Ultimately […] the willingness of consumers to continue to subscribe to [pay] services 
depends on the quantity and quality of the programming that is provided (Vogel 2001, 
p.209). 
Interviews conducted for this project confirmed that the primary business focus for pay 
television services is providing content that customers are prepared to pay for.  For 
example, PMG’s Jon Marquard said: 
Our business strategy is to provide compelling content that people will see value in and 
actually pay for (John Marquard, PMG, interview 8 April 2005). 
The extent to which viewers’ tastes influence subscription television programming 
decision depends on the business goals of the subscription television organisation in 
question.  As discussed earlier, customer satisfaction is particularly important for 
channels on optional subscription tiers.  However, customer satisfaction may not be as 
important a factor in selecting programming for channels that are primarily motivated 
by profit.  Such channels may be independent of the platform and on basic subscription 
tiers.  For these channels the cost of programming and the size of the audience it attracts 
are more likely to be taken into account when acquiring programming. 
4.2.2  Audience demand for programs 
Television viewing can be viewed as a two-stage process:  first, the decision is made to 
turn the television on, then another is made as to what to watch (Webster, Phalen, and 
Lichty 2000, p.164).  Although some viewers may be passive, watching whatever their  
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favoured channel broadcasts at any time, most viewers are constrained by their daily 
routine and by their preferences for particular types of programming.  Audience demand 
for television programs depends on a wide range of often difficult-to-define factors 
including taste, program quality, the availability of similar programs, the time of day, 
season and other sources of competing entertainment.  Broadcasters can manipulate the 
audience of a program through marketing and scheduling strategies, for example, by 
boosting viewers of a less popular program by broadcasting a very successful program 
before it (Papandrea 1996, p.1).   
Program popularity is also affected by the channel on which it is broadcast.  Viewers 
tend to spend most of their time watching television with a limited number of channels 
(for example, Ferguson and Perse 1993; Rust and Alpert 1984).  Recent growth in the 
number of available entertainment services, including television channels, home 
theatres, Internet and video games, is fragmenting audiences for individual programs, 
even though the overall audience for audio-visual products continues to increase (Given 
2003). 
Television audiences are declining, and the numbers of people watching services that 
have traditionally relied on reaching a mass audience have declined the most.  Younger 
people in particular are watching less television, and use a variety of other media 
including video, pay television, computer games and the Internet (Sternberg 2006; 
Turner and Cunningham 2002, p.11).   
Pay television services, however, with their high bandwidth capacity and plethora of 
channels can more easily cater to the niches created by this fragmenting audience for 
television.  By catering to a range of viewer requirements, from entertainment to news 
and information services, subscription television is designed to capture a wide range of 
customers with divergent interests.  For example, the following statements were made in 
interviews conducted in the course of research for this thesis: 
[Audience fragmentation is] not an issue, because that’s what our service is all about – we 
provide niche channels for different audiences (Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, interview, 
18 August 2005). 
[Audience fragmentation] is a reality.  You look at the numbers now that we get from 
OzTAM and there is a big ‘other’ section.  ‘STV other’ is growing.  Other includes   102
FOXTEL Box Office, all the time +2’s, CNN, BBC World and it also includes digital 
channels (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005). 
As discussed in the section of the economics of subscription television, subscription 
television customers are generally willing to pay for channels that they do not watch, or 
at best watch rarely, as they represent a potential benefit or reward for purchase.  In a 
fragmenting environment, requiring audiences to acquire television in bundles of 
popular and niche services is increasingly necessary for channels to afford to acquire 
niche content. 
The next section will examine different ways of assessing demand for programs (in no 
particular order), and then look at approaches to predicting demand for programs.  Last 
of all it will consider whether programs choice models can be used to assess whether 
subscription television services can be expected to deliver different ranges of programs 
to other types of broadcasting service. 
4.2.3  Examining demand for programs 
Broadcaster expenditure on programming 
The price a television service is willing to pay for an individual program depends on the 
program’s expected popularity and quality.  Thus, a broadcaster will pay more for a 
program of mass appeal than one that attracts a small, niche audience.  Similarly, a free-
to-air broadcaster with access to a national audience will pay more for a program than a 
niche subscription television channel audience for the same program.   
The price that a broadcaster is willing to pay for a program also depends on the business 
model being followed by the broadcaster itself.  Whereas advertiser-support 
broadcasters will tend to view profitability on a per-program and per-time slot basis, and 
acquire programming accordingly, subscription television services will acquire 
programming according to the role in fills in their overall offering.  An example is the 
Australian subscription television industry’s recent strategy to invest in and feature 
unique programming to attract and retain subscribers.   
Research and interviews conducted for this project suggest that program acquisition is a 
highly competitive activity.  Prices paid for programs are not generally revealed by  
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either producers or broadcasters.  Where data are available, they tend to be patchy and 
incomplete.  Such data are, therefore, not a particularly useful measure of demand for 
programming.  Aggregated program expenditure data is available for some television 
services, and it can provide a useful indication of how significant programming is for 
broadcasters.  Programming is the largest expense item for most broadcasters (ABN 
AMRO 2002).  In the US, for example, programming represents about one third of all 
costs for pay television operators.  Between 1992-93 and 2003-04, program 
amortisation costs incurred by Australian commercial free-to-air broadcasters have 
consistently been around 35 per cent of total expenditure.  In comparison, in 2004 
AUSTAR spent more than 50 per cent of its total costs on programming (ABA 2003; 
Austar 2005; Vogel 2001, p.208).
8 
Ratings 
Ratings provide the simplest measure of audience demand for television programs – 
estimates of the number of people with particular demographic characteristics viewing a 
program.  Ratings are all-pervasive in television: 
Ratings are a powerful force in broadcasting and communications.  They determine the 
price that will be paid for programs and the pay that performers will receive.  They govern 
the rates that advertisers will pay for 60-second and 30-second or smaller commercial 
units in and around each program.  Ratings determine stations’ audience and rank order in 
their market, and to a large degree they dictate the profitability of broadcasting stations 
and their value when they are put up for sale.  The salary and bonus compensation of key 
network and station officials is also governed by ratings success.  Ratings results 
ultimately determine whether top management and program and new management in 
television and radio broadcast organisations will retain their jobs, be promoted, or 
demoted (Beville 1988, quoted in Webster, Phalen and Lichty 2000). 
Despite their continued ubiquity, ratings are an imperfect measure of demand as they 
only provide an indication of a program’s attractiveness relative to other programs and 
other activities available at the time of broadcast.  The audience has little means of 
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influencing the programming decisions of broadcasters – viewers are consumers of a 
given offering (O'Regan 1996, p.67): 
Consumer demand does not reflect the full value of these goods because they are 
experience goods; therefore, all consumers’ tastes are not fully formed and they cannot 
have full information about cultural goods.  Information problems mean that expert 
judgement has to be relied on to ensure quality and that leads to what is called supplier-
induced demand (Towse 2003, pp.2-3) 
Ratings also do not provide information about the intensity of demand for a particular 
program (for example Gunter 1993; Lichty 1993; Russell and Puto 1999).  These 
criticisms of ratings data are dealt with to some extent by subjective measures of viewer 
demand, which are discussed further below. 
Unlike advertiser-supported broadcasters, the primary business goal of subscription 
television services is to attract and retain subscribers.  This means that ratings are of 
secondary importance to some subscription television broadcasters, after customer 
satisfaction.  Typical comments about the usefulness of ratings data in interviews 
conducted for this project included: 
One time slot on cable is not life or death like free-to-air, so you can be a lot more 
experimental.  If Desperate Housewives had got half a million, it would have been a 
massive disaster.  If one of our shows comes in and it only gets half the ratings, we’ll see 
if we can raise it, we’ll see if we can promote it a bit more, we’ll have a look at the way 
we were promoting it.  If at the end it’s still not doing well we’ll try a different time slot, 
we’ll try a different way of promoting it.  We’ve got time, we don’t have the massive 
pressure that every single time slot has got to perform.  Our parameter is to keep people 
satisfied over the long term...  And, what may upset someone may be the reason for 
keeping pay for someone else.  Again, it’s choice.  If they don’t want to watch it, it’s fine, 
they can flick onto one of the other cable channels, it doesn’t matter (Trevor Eastment, 
LifeStyle Channel, interview, 10 February 2005). 
According to Tony Forrest: 
[We are] customer focused.  It is growth of subscribers at all costs.  It is not ratings driven 
(Tony Forrest, Movie Network, interview, 5 April 2005). 
And Angelo Frangopoulos made a similar statement:  
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That’s one of the great things about subscription TV – I’m not chasing viewing figures, 
I’m out to produce the best content we possibly can (Angelos Frangopoulos, Sky News 
Australia, interview, 5 June 2005). 
On the other hand, some of the independent channels interviewed for this thesis 
consider ratings data to be an important tool.  In interview, MTV’s Chris Keely, for 
example, said that ratings data is ‘really useful’.  Leisa Sadler explained further: 
Ratings are not an important driver for the platform, but they are a big driver for MTV.  
Making sure that you’re getting exclusive programming is critical for the platform, but 
MTV doesn’t really care about that because they need to get their programming out to 
build their consumer product from other business lines.  To get the distribution result, the 
properties from a distribution television world, they need to get free-to-air exposure.   
Really more than anything, they need to know that [a program is] going to work for a 
variety of territories, we’d be pitching it to different targets, or promoting it different 
ways, but they want to know that it is going to work internationally.  That’s their biggest 
challenge really (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 2005). 
Some care needs to be taken in comparing ratings results for different broadcasting 
services.  Trevor Eastment considers, for example, that comparing ratings for programs 
shown on free-to-air and subscription channels is meaningless.  Instead, the valid 
comparison is between each free-to-air network and the overall subscription service: 
[Subscription television] is constantly compared with free-to-air.  Free-to-air is big.  Big 
is a bug-bear that they always go to the market with – you can fit the viewers in a phone 
box –  there’s 100,000 people watching that channel and they think that’s fabulous, and 
why do they think that that is fabulous?  Well when you look at – and to an extent that’s 
right – that’s 100,000 and you compare that with 1 or 2 million watching Desperate 
Housewives…  But the reality is you’re looking at a channel, and the real way of looking 
at it is that you’ve got Nine, Seven, Ten, ABC, SBS and then pay…  That’s the key figure 
(Trevor Eastment, LifeStyle Channel, interview, 10 February 2005) . 
Willingness-to-pay  
Pay television subscription levels 
For the subscription television industry measures of willingness-to-pay and customer 
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subscription levels provide an indication of the number of people who consider that the 
service is value for money at any particular point in time.  Time series analysis of 
subscription levels can be complicated by variations in the price and quality of the 
service. 
Ensuring that subscription television is value for money was regarded as important by 
interviewees: 
If someone is happy to pay, it doesn’t actually matter if they watch it just once a month.  
As long as they perceive it to be good value, and that is actually what the business is 
about.  It is completely different to the free-to-air business, which is completely 
dependent for revenue on viewer numbers (Trevor Eastment, LifeStyle Channel, 
interview, 10 February 2005). 
The way we present ourselves on screen and everywhere else is a Home Beautiful sell – 
that is, customers who buy Home Beautiful or subscribe to Home Beautiful, it arrives in 
the mail on a Thursday, it doesn’t mean that they read it on a Thursday night.  It sits there 
and they are comfortable in their purchase decision.  Movie Network – it sits there 
because people are comfortable in their purchase decision.  If we keep giving them crap 
all the time, the next time they turn it on eventually they are going to say I don’t want it 
sitting in my lounge room any more (Tony Forrest, Movie Network, interview, 5 April 
2005).   
Free-to-air programs 
Prices paid by consumers are not an option for assessing audience demand for television 
services.  Consumers do not generally incur a direct cost when they view a television 
program.
9  However, there is an opportunity cost in terms of the time devoted to it – the 
value of the time spent watching television must be worth at least as much as that of the 
next best available alternative use of a consumer’s time.  It is thus possible to use 
indirect approaches that take intensity of demand into account to value the benefits that 
viewers derive from television, or willingness to pay.  Such approaches include hedonic 
pricing, which uses direct and indirect market data to draw inferences about related 
commodities, conjoint analysis, which uses surveys to identify stated preferences of 
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digital Home Box Office service.  
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individuals, and contingent valuation, which uses surveys to allow respondents to 
express preferences for the benefits derived by a good  (Papandrea 1996, pp.1-2). 
Examples of studies that attempt to measure consumer willingness-to-pay are rare.  One 
of the few is Papandrea’s (1997) study of Australians’ willingness to pay for local 
content, using a contingent valuation survey.  He found ‘widespread acceptance of the 
community benefits that are likely to accrue from the provision of Australian films and 
television programs’.  He estimated that the benefits to society of Australian content 
regulation were similar to its costs.  The survey also found that there was unmet demand 
for Australian television programs.  Forty-eight per cent of survey respondents said they 
would be willing to pay an extra $12 per annum to fund a 10 per cent increase in local 
content (40 per cent disagreed and 12 per cent were undecided).  Seven per cent of 
respondents would have been willing to pay less than 12 per cent for the 10 per cent 
increase (Papandrea 1997, p.155). 
Qualitative measures of consumer demand 
Although standard neoclassical economic theory can deal well with explaining the 
behaviour of profit-seeking broadcasters, it does not extend to explaining the taste-
driven motivations of television viewers.  Instead, economics often assumes that all 
individuals have identical tastes, following the rational choice theory of Stigler and 
Becker (1977).  Behavioural economists have only recently begun to disprove this 
assumption.  Cultural economists, however, have provided a range of evidence that 
shows that audience tastes for the arts are varied and complex.  Blaug explains: 
Endless studies in cultural economics, beginning with Baumol and Bowen (1966, Chap. 
4) show that audiences for the arts are skewed to the right in income, age, occupation, and 
levels of education and indeed offer more markedly in years of schooling achieved than 
any other personal characteristics (see, in particular, Donson and West 1988; Dickenson 
1992).  If this is not direct evidence for differences in individual tastes, I do not know how 
else to account for it.  In addition, there is ample evidence of the crucial importance of 
early arts education in accounting for later participation in arts events independently of 
differences in incomes and the costs of attendance (O’Hagan 1996), in short, of the 
endogenous formation of taste for the arts […]. 
The fact that products of cultural industries are typically ‘experience goods’ for which 
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‘rational addiction’, only strengthens the point that stable and identical tastes are an 
implausible assumption (Blaug 2001, pp.125-126) 
Marketing and advertising researchers, on the other hand, have no issue with 
recognising that viewers’ tastes and preferences are highly variable: 
Individuals vary in the way they watch television and […] each individual-show 
relationship between can be characterised on a continuum from no involvement to 
fanaticism (Russell and Puto 1999, p.393).   
The most important individual-level determinants of exposure to programming are 
people’s preferences (Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000, p.172).   
There is a growing body of work on developing qualitative measures of the influence of 
television programs on viewers.  Russell and Puto, for example, develop a measure of 
the relationship of the audience with a television program and how the program effects 
the audience’s lives, which they call ‘audience connectedness’.  They find evidence that 
audience connectedness varies, and that it can effect marketing efforts: 
Informants who demonstrated stronger degrees of connectedness with their shows noticed 
and responded to product placement efforts in a very positive manner.  Furthermore, 
although highly connected viewers are influenced by the products portrayed in ‘their’ 
show, they do not necessarily perceive the commercial intent of the technique (Russell and 
Puto 1999, p.405) 
In Australia, Audience Development Australia (ADA) has developed a measure of the 
relationship between viewers and television programs and talent which it calls ‘Q-
scores’. The Q-score incorporates enjoyment, motivation and involvement in a single 
measure of viewer attitude.  ADA publishes Q scores for subscription television 
channels.  In interviews, a number of participants stated that they found the subscription 
television Q scores to be a valuable source of information in tracking customer 
satisfaction with their channel.  For Tony Pollitt: 
The other thing we use is Q scores.  That’s actually a really interesting tool.  It’s about 
how people feel about stuff, and how they feel about channels.  And it’s interesting that 
the channels that do really well, in terms of how people feel about them – like Nat Geo 
and Discovery – they don’t watch...  Showtime rates well, TV1 rates well.  If you’re going  
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to overlay Q scores on to what people watch, they are two different stories (Tony Pollitt, 
PMP, interview, 8 April 2005). 
And, for Tony Forrest: 
[We look at customer satisfaction] all the time.  And retention – when they pay their bill 
each month they don’t say, oh, I’m so bloody sick of Movie Network and that’s how we 
work.  So from a qualitative point of view, we spend all our money on things like Q 
scores where we know what the mood of the people is about our service.  Not whether or 
not they watched Lord of the Rings – it doesn’t matter.  But it was important to us that 
everybody knew that we were the service that had Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings, 
Matrix, all this sort of stuff, we’ve got it.  We’ve got the best movies.  So when they are 
choosing between us and another service they say, I want the one that’s got all the good 
movies (Tony Forrest, Movie Network, interview, 28 April 2005). 
4.2.4  Program choice theories – predicting diversity 
The television industry is often criticised for broadcasting too many mass appeal 
programs and too few programs that cater to minority tastes (Owen and Wildman 1992, 
p.64).  The exact effect of a particular broadcasting market on service and program 
diversity depends on a range of factors, including the alternatives, viewer preferences, 
program costs, television technologies and industry structure.   
Different disciplines take different approaches to considering why viewers choose to 
watch particular programs and how broadcasters will respond to their demand.  
Webster, Phalen and Lichty (2000, p.163) identify four popular theories of program 
choice: working theories used by industry practitioners; economic models of program 
choice; selective-exposure theory; and uses and gratifications research.  All assume that 
audiences have individual preferences and that programs can be defined by genre. 
This section uses Webster et al’s theory groupings to describe each of the theories and 
any relevant research, and then considers what these theories suggest about subscription 
television services.    110
Working theories 
Working theories are rules of thumb, principles and assumptions routinely used by 
media professionals.  They may not necessarily be based in academic theories, but 
reflect the experience of tracking audience responses to programming decisions and are 
often informed by ratings analysis and qualitative audience research. 
For example, it is widely assumed that viewers will consistently prefer content of one 
type over another.  This tends to be supported by anecdotal evidence as well as market 
research: 
Popular movies become television series of the same sort.  Hit television programs are 
imitated on the assumption that there is an audience out there who likes that kind of 
material.  In television, as one pundit put it, nothing succeeds like excess.  Market 
researchers […] have generally discovered […] that common sense industry categories 
some as close to a viewer-defined typology as anything (Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000, 
p.163). 
Other research into audience preferences has shown that dislikes are more clearly 
related to program type than likes.  What people like might be eclectic, and they may 
find identifying their likes difficult, but their dislikes can be categorised.  Also, there is 
a link between certain types of content and audience demographics.  For example, news 
and information programs draw an older audience, more men watch sport and children 
like cartoons.  Some viewers will watch programs that do not match their usual 
preferences rather than turning off their sets.  Major events attract viewers that would 
not usually be watching television.  Promoted programs can attract new viewers and 
program schedules using strategies such as lead-in effects and block programming are 
used to build a loyal audience (Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000, pp.163-164).  
The US is home to a body of literature on television viewing choice models that predict 
viewer response to when and what programs are broadcast.  According to Mittell (2001, 
p.3), ‘every aspect of television exhibits a reliance on genre’.  With their model, Rust 
and Alpert (1984) found that viewers tend to stay with the one channel, and that 
preferences for genre tend to vary with viewer demographic.  Shachar and Emerson 
developed a model that allowed for unobserved differences between individual viewers 
and included the characteristics of a show’s cast.  The found that US networks should  
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use counter-programming and homogeneous scheduling to maximise ratings, as they 
generally do (Shachar and Emerson 2000). 
One example of a working theory of subscription television is that subscription 
television does not have a prime-time viewing period.  This is true to some extent in 
Australia.  Although audience measure by share is lower for subscription television 
services during evenings, it nevertheless peaks during traditional prime time when 
measured in terms of audience numbers.  Although viewing numbers for subscription 
television services do not peak in the evenings to the same extent as for free-to-air 
services, there is, nevertheless, an increase in the number of viewers, and the increase 
begins earlier in the evening and ends later than for free-to-air broadcasters (Figure 4.1). 



































































































































Source  Nielsen Media Research (2002) 
In interview, Trevor Eastment  of the LifeStyle Channel suggested that subscription 
television programming practices are not rigid and that there is a two-way discourse 
between the channel and its viewers, with one influencing the preferences of the other: 
I meet my audience a lot.  Every time I go out socially I’ll meet someone who watches the 
channel and they’ll tell me what they like and what they don’t like and what they watch 
and when they watch.  And we get a lot of feedback from viewers.  We have a really good 
idea...  Our audience is quite specific in what they like and what they don’t like and they 
way they like things presented.  And I think they are a lot less conservative.  In some   112
ways, when you work on a channel for a long time and you are programming you can take 
people on a journey – over the years you start with the familiar and then you add a few 
things that are less familiar and then you add even more things that aren’t familiar.  And 
what you end up with is really quite unique – it doesn’t look like anything else (Trevor 
Eastment, LifeStyle Channel, interview, 10 February 2005). 
Economic models of program choice 
Microeconomics provides a formal approach to explaining program choice through 
consumer choice theory.  Program choice models attempt to explain how different types 
of television services choose the programs that they broadcast, and how industry 
structure, competition and the mix of services affect program diversity.   
Owen and Wildman’s Video Economics (1992) provides detailed descriptions of much 
of the foundation research on program choice modelling.  I have relied heavily here on 
their work, as it is an important source in this area.  Owen and Wildman write that 
program choice models build on three ‘truths’ about the broadcasting industry: 
First, there is a sharp distinction between the behaviour of a monopolist and the behaviour 
of a competitive industry.  Second the spectrum of available programs is greatly affected 
by whether advertisers or consumers pay for the programs.  Third, the structure of 
competition is much different when multichannel distributors, such as cable systems or 
retail video stores, are competing, than it is when single-channel distributors, such as 
television stations or broadcast networks are competing (Owen and Wildman 1992, p.65). 
Program choice models are based on two important assumptions.  The first is that 
programs can be defined in terms of audience preferences.  This assumption is not 
unreasonable, as viewers often conceptualise their likes and dislikes in terms of program 
types.  The second assumption is that advertiser-supported programs are ‘free’ to 
viewers.
10  If programs are consumer products, and they are free, it is probably 
reasonable to explain audience choice in terms of preference, as there is no price signal 
that could otherwise provide information about how viewers value particular programs.  
                                                   
10 As discussed earlier, free-to-air television is not cost free.  Advertising is paid for via the inflated cost of 
advertised goods and services, and there is an opportunity cost associated with the time spent watching 
television.  However, this cost does not discriminate between program types.  
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The assumption that preference drives choice is similar to psychology’s expectation of 
attitude-behaviour consistency (Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000, p.165). 
Early program choice models focus on whether free-to-air broadcasters performed in the 
public interest, and the observed tendency for advertiser-funded broadcasters to provide 
similar programs targeted at mass audiences.  Later models build on the earlier work to 
incorporate more complex industry structures and are based on simpler assumptions.  
The program choice literature is quite complex.  The following sections aim to 
summarise some of the predictions of the more seminal program choice models and 
those that are relevant to subscription television. 
The early models 
The first program choice model was developed in 1952 by Peter O. Steiner, who had 
extended Hotelling’s Principle of Maximum Differentiation to examine why 
broadcasters duplicate programming.
 11  Under an extensive number of assumptions, 
including that audience size was determined by program type, Steiner concluded that a 
monopolist would provide a more diverse range of programs than a competitive 
television industry (Steiner 1952).   
Subsequent to Steiner, other researchers experimented with relaxing the assumptions of 
his model, and in 1977 Jack H. Beebe published a general version of the Steiner model 
(Beebe 1977).  Beebe found that five factors determine the range of television programs 
that are offered by broadcasters (Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.99-100).  These can be 
summarised as follows: 
1.  Preferences of viewers for particular types of programs – if viewers are willing to 
watch programs other than their preferred type, broadcasters will tend to offer 
‘common denominator’ programming. 
2.  The number of television channels – the more channels available in a market, the 
more fragmented the audience and the more likely that minority-taste viewers will 
be served. 
                                                   
11 The Principle of Maximum Differentiation was first developed to explain why mobile ice cream vendors 
would always locate themselves next to each other in a public space.   114
3.  Whether the industry is monopolistic or competitive – competitor advertising-
supported broadcasters are more likely to duplicate programming to access a mass 
audience.  Monopolist advertising-supported broadcasters will not duplicate 
programs because additional expenditure on a program of the same type will not 
attract additional viewers.  A monopolist will only add programs if the additional 
cost can be covered by an equivalent increase in audience.   
4.  Whether broadcasters are advertiser-supported or subscription services – the value 
advertisers place on an audience is the primary determinant of program choice for 
advertiser-supported broadcasters.  Intensity of viewer demand for particular 
program types is ignored by advertiser-supported broadcasters.  Subscription 
services are more likely to provide the types and diversity of services desired by 
viewers:  
If television is supported by its viewers, a competitive industry will generally provide more 
programs that will a monopolist, because the monopolist will count viewers and revenue 
diverted from other programs as a cost of a new program while competitive firms will not 
(Owen and Wildman 1992, p.100). 
5.  Program cost – competition for programming will affect its cost, which can limit the 
number of broadcasters who can profitably supply a particular type of program. 
Willingness-to-pay 
A significant disadvantage of the Steiner models is the tallying methodology used to 
compare different outcomes.  Tabulating the number of viewers receiving their first or 
second choices does not take into account the intensity of viewers’ preferences – each 
viewers choice is given the same weight regardless of how important that decision is to 
the viewer.  The next generation of program choice models uses a concept from 
economic welfare analysis, willingness-to-pay, to measure the intensity of viewers’ 
preferences. 
The first model to use willingness-to-pay was the Spence-Owen model (Spence and 
Owen 1975).  Spence and Owen’s analysis compared the value of consumer benefits 
associated with a subscription-funded television industry with those of an advertising-
funded television industry, and the benefits of a monopolistic television industry 
structure with those of a competitive structure.  Consumer benefit is generally measured  
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as the price a consumer is willing to pay for a product or service.  Products with high 
intensities of demand will be associated with higher measures of consumer benefit than 
goods with lower demand intensities, even if they are available for the same price. 
For competitive subscription services, the Spence-Owen model suggests that a new 
program should be scheduled as long as the value of the program to viewers is greater 
than the cost of producing it.  A competitive broadcaster will, however, only supply a 
program if it is profitable to do so.  Competitive subscription broadcasters are biased 
‘against programs that have demands such that revenues capture a small fraction of the 
gross benefit’ (Spence and Owen 1975, p.151).  That is, competitive subscription 
television services are biased against programs that are highly valued by a few viewers 
and against expensive programs.  When advertising revenues are added to the mix, 
however, subscription services can lower their fees and increase their audience, making 
marginal programming more attractive. 
The Spence-Owen model suggests that advertiser-supported television services are 
likely to generate lower levels of consumer benefit than pay services.  For advertiser-
supported services, audience size is the most important factor in selecting programs.  As 
a result, the programs offered by advertising-supported television services will not yield 
maximum consumer benefits.  The bias against programs for which benefits are 
concentrated among a small proportion of viewers is even greater for advertiser-
supported services.  Advertiser-supported services do not take the intensity of viewer 
preferences into account at all.  Thus, they are even less likely to offer programs that are 
highly valued by viewers than subscription services. 
Also, advertiser-supported services are likely to be biased in favour of programs that 
attract large audiences – that is, they are biased towards advertisers and away from 
viewers.  These biases are aspects of a general bias of advertiser-supported television 
services away from programs with steep, or inelastic, demand curves – that is programs 
for which the audience generated is not likely to be affected by the cost of the program 
(Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.116-118). 
Although both advertiser-supported television services are less likely to offer a service 
that maximises benefits to consumers than subscription services, advertiser-supported 
services are priced more efficiently.  The zero up-front price of advertiser-supported   116
services to viewers means that no viewer who wishes to watch a program is deterred by 
its price (Owen and Wildman 1992, p.119) 
Whether pay or advertiser-supported television services produce higher consumer 
benefits under the Spence-Owen model is ambiguous: 
Pay television and advertiser-supported television are both biased against minority, or 
special interests, tastes and expensive programs, but these biases are more pronounced 
with advertiser support.  From the point of view of biases, pay television is preferable to 
advertiser support.  However, the zero price for advertiser-supported programs means that 
no viewer who enjoys a program will be deterred by its price.  Therefore pricing is more 
efficient with advertiser support (Owen and Wildman 1992, p.119).   
Wildman and Owen (1985) extended the Spence-Owen model to allow television 
services to be funded both by subscription and advertising, to allow subscription 
television services and advertiser-funded services to compete and allow the time 
dedicated to commercials to vary.  The model assumes that viewers dislike 
commercials, and that a profit-maximising broadcaster will increase its commercial time 
and advertising revenue until any further increase has an adverse effect on audience 
size.  The model treats commercials as the price paid by viewers to watch television 
programs.  The time devoted to commercials affects viewers’ willingness-to-pay for 
their television subscription as well as the amount of time they are willing to watch.  
Thus, a broadcaster’s revenue for each subscriber is the sum of viewers’ willingness-to-
pay and advertising revenue per subscriber.   
Given that viewers will differ in their willingness-to-pay for programming and their 
tolerance for commercials, aggregate viewer welfare probably would be maximised if 
there were a mixture of services, including pure pay services, services supported by 
advertising only, and program services supported by advertising and viewer payments 
(Owen and Wildman 1992, pp.130-131). 
Papandrea used willingness-to-pay in his study of demand for local content on 
Australian commercial (advertiser-supported) television services.  He found that the mix 
of program genres dictated by Australian content regulation may not be meeting the 
community demands:  
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Demand for additional domestic programming was strongly influenced by genre.  The 
survey tested the relative intensity of demand for the six principal program categories.  
The greatest intensity of demand for additional expenditure was associated with children’s 
programs.  Demand for documentaries was also founds to be strong and only slightly less 
intensive that that for children’s programs. Intensity of demand for drama was relatively 
weak.  The only category with a lesser intensity was light entertainment (Papandrea 1997, 
p.156). 
Program choice and time 
Pay television broadcasters tend to schedule repeats of programs more often than free-
to-air broadcasters, regularly cycling programs through the day or week.  Wildman and 
Lee (1989) found that subscription cable networks in the US broadcast programs almost 
four times a month on average whereas broadcast stations showed programs only once.  
They did, however, find large variations in the numbers of repeats, especially within 
basic cable services.  Repeating programs can reduce programming costs.  The incentive 
to repeat a program is influenced by its audience share.  The smaller its share on its first 
showing, the greater the financial appeal of repetition.  In interviews conducted for 
research as part of this thesis, Peta Watermeyer, Program and Acquisitions Manager, 
National Geographic Channel explained her channel’s approach to scheduling repeat 
programs: 
Given that people come in and out of the channel, we do need to repeat – once something 
is shown once in its initially slot, we’ll then need to repeat it three or four times across 
that week at different times of the day and night just to try and catch different audiences 
because people come and go out of subscription television and then maybe rest the title 
for six to eight weeks and then pop it into the schedule again. Depending on how popular 
it has been or how short we are on product.  A title will probably come up again once 
each quarter, maybe on average I would think (Peta Watermeyer, National Geographic 
Channel, interview, 12 October 2005). 
Repeats have a flow-on effect to other television services.  When a channel repeats a 
program, the total number of channels competing for the remaining audience falls, 
thereby reducing competitive pressure.  As the number of channels increases, more and 
more channels will find it profitable to repeat programs (Owen and Wildman 1992, 
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Stripping is the practice of scheduling the same series at the same time on consecutive 
days.  It is also a form of program repetition.  Program genres that are often stripped 
include game shows, soaps, talk/interview shows and news programs.  The same types 
of programs tend to be stripped on free-to-air and pay services.  Stripping assists in 
minimising the costs associated with selecting programs and developing schedules.  
Broadcasters will commit more resources to programming during times when audiences 
are larger, so program stripping is common outside of prime time and weekends (Owen 
and Wildman 1992, pp.136-138). 
Regulation 
Factors that influence programming decisions are not just endemic to the television 
industry.  Government regulation also influences television programming.  Commercial 
broadcasters must provide programs that are deemed to be in the public interest.  
Community and public broadcasters are funded and mandated by government to deliver 
particular types of programming to audiences.  All broadcasters must comply with 
classification and other broadcasting standards rules. 
Noam (1987; 1991) incorporates direct government influence in a program choice 
model.  Noam uses a public choice approach to consider the political trade offs and 
consequences of government intervention in the broadcasting industry.  His analysis 
covers different combinations of public and private broadcasters.  His model results in 
three predictions: 
1.  The program biases of commercial broadcasters create political demands for 
publicly-sponsored programming targeted to minority audiences not served by 
commercial broadcasters. 
2.  Private broadcasters may respond to public broadcaster programs targeted to 
minority audiences by becoming even more majoritarian. 
3.  A proliferation of private broadcasters will be more likely to cater to minority tastes, 
undermining political support for public broadcasting. 
Spitzer’s (1991) study of community broadcaster licensing in the US is consistent with 
Noam’s theory that government influences programming.  Spitzer found that US 
Government broadcast licensing policies may be effective in making programming  
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available to minority groups who would not otherwise be served by commercial 
broadcasters. 
Program quality 
The earlier program choice models assume that program costs and therefore, to a great 
extent, program quality, are fixed.  However, as discussed earlier, a program’s cost and 
its quality are related.  Programs with large budgets tend to appeal to viewers more than 
programs with small budgets, because its it more likely that money will be spent on 
things that viewers like – popular actors, better scripts, successful directors and special 
effects.  Broadcasters can affect the prices they pay through budget setting and by 
deciding how much they are willing to pay for programs.  It is this willingness-to-pay 
that influences the prices of popular programs such as Hollywood movies (Owen and 
Wildman 1992, p.144).   
In Wildman and Lee’s (1989) model of program choice, they allow program budgets to 
vary with changes in industry structure.  They find a trade off between program 
diversity (which increases with competition) and quality (which increases as production 
budgets increase).  Thus, if the number of channels increases and it becomes more 
difficult for channels to increase their audience, broadcasters will spend less on 
programs.  If channels are highly differentiated, viewers will be less likely to explore 
new channels that may be trying to attract a new audience by showing expensive 
programs. 
Waterman (1992) examines how the trade-off between diversity and quality affects the 
availability of programs with broad and narrow appeal on monopoly advertiser and pay-
supported television services.  Waterman’s model suggests that the introduction of 
subscription television and video distribution windows has not only fragmented 
audiences, but has promoted the prosperity of relatively-expensive, broad-appeal 
programs that are repeated over time in different media.  Waterman identifies two 
conditions where multi-channel subscription services may favour relatively expensive 
common denominator content.  One is that viewer demand for expensive broad appeal 
programs is higher than for narrow appeal programs.  The other is the audience for 
broad appeal programs can be segmented over time, or that it will watch repeats of 
broad appeal programs (Waterman 1992, p.20).   120
My models underscore […] economic limitations on [minority-taste] programming.  
Unless price demands by viewers for narrow appeal content (or price demands by 
advertisers for those viewers) increase in proportion to the decrease in size of their 
potential audiences, such programs can be profitably produced only with relatively low 
production investments.  To the extent that audiences respond to investment levels, the 
limits on audience appeal of these programs are thus accentuated (Waterman 1992, p.25).  
Thus, while the early program choice models predict that competitive subscription 
television services will supply more diversity than advertiser-supported services and 
therefore be more likely to satisfy viewers with minority tastes, quality of these minority 
taste programs may also fall, increasing the appeal of higher-quality programs with 
broader appeal. 
This trade off complicates the application of program choice theory to television policy.  
Diversity, the ‘good’ produced by encouraging competition, is now seen to have a higher 
cost than just the possibility of wasteful investments in programs that are too similar to 
each other to generate viewer benefits commensurate with their production costs.  With 
the traditional models of program choice, diversity generally increases as the number of 
competing channels increases, and this benefits viewers.  The variability of quality in the 
more modern models raises the possibility that viewer welfare may decline as diversity 
increases, because of the associated decline in production quality (Owen and Wildman 
1992, p.147). 
Overall, the program choice literature suggests that both advertiser-supported and 
subscription television services are biased against programs that have narrow appeal and 
against programs that are expensive.  ‘These biases are less pronounced for pay 
television, because the intensity of viewers’ preferences is reflected in the prices they 
pay’ (Owen and Wildman 1992, p.148). 
Selective-exposure theory 
Selective-exposure theory was developed by social psychologists interested in 
understanding the effect of the media on people.  According to Webster, Phalen et al. 
(2000), early studies in the 1950s and 1960s indicated that people selected media that 
supported their existing belief systems or views about the world.  By the 1970s, broader 
studies in this area found that programming choices vary with emotion and mood.   
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‘Emotional states, in addition to more dispassionate cognitions, all seem to influence 
program preferences’ (Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000, p.166) 
Uses and gratifications research 
Studies of uses and gratifications are, like selective-exposure theory, are also by social 
psychologists, but instead focus on what people do with the media, rather than how it 
affects them.  This approach explains patterns of media use in terms of how well 
different programs will satisfy their needs.  Webster, Phalen and Lichty suggest ‘it 
seems likely that the gratifications being sought translate into preference for the media 
and their content.  Gratifications there, therefore, has much in common with economic 
models of program choice and theories of selective exposure’ (Webster, Phalen, and 
Lichty 2000, pp.-166-167) 
4.3  Summary 
Television program producers and distributors are important players in the television 
industry.  The production industry is competitive.  Entry is easy, ownership is diverse 
and unconcentrated and the market shares of producers vary from year to year due to the 
unpredictability of viewer taste.  The competitive nature of program supply means that 
producers are forced to sell their programs at cost, although the allocation of a 
program’s profits between its producer and its distribution service can depend on the 
parties’ relative bargaining strengths. 
Windowing is an important element in competition between program producers.  
Programs do not only compete with other programs in the same distribution channels, 
but also with programs in other channels.  Windowing is a form of price discrimination, 
where producers and their distributors sell exhibition rights at different prices to 
different program services in order to maximise profits.  It allows the production 
industry to exploit the public good characteristics of films and television programs.  The 
subscription television distribution window for feature films has in the past been about 
12 months after theatrical release, however, this period is getting shorter.  The length of 
the distribution window for subscription television is currently steady at 12 months.   122
The introduction of subscription television in Australia gave program producers a new 
distribution window for their product.  Program sales to locally-represented 
international channels also provides a straightforward entrée to the international 
program market.  Although it is doubtful that this was the intention behind promise #6, 
the opening of a new distribution window for local programs does represent a new 
opportunity for Australian program producers to boost revenues. 
Locally-produced television programs and feature films compete directly with foreign 
programs.  Similarly, programs produced for small, geographically or niche-defined 
audiences compete with programs produced for the mass national audience.  Large cost 
savings can be realised by spreading the fixed costs of production over a large audience.  
Australian producers, for example, operate with less favourable economies of scale and 
scope than producers in the US and UK.  Although imports can be very attractive to 
broadcasters as they allow for greater profitability, audiences will often value them less 
highly than local programs.   
Quality in programming is driven by the audience as much as the production and 
broadcasting industries.  Demand for programming is driven by past experience as well 
as exogenous tastes.  For example, regulation of Australian content on commercial 
television has helped create an environment within which the preference for and 
popularity of Australian programs has been fostered.  Subscription television services 
are more likely to program and commission higher-quality programs where there is 
demand for it.  Channels with higher market penetration are better able to acquire 
premium programming which subscribers are more likely to watch. 
Subscription television services are more likely than commercial free-to-air services to 
take its audience’s intensity of demand into account in selecting programming.  Like 
free-to-air services, they work to maximise long-term profits, and aim to attract and 
retain subscribers while spending as little as possible on appealing programming.  
However, the extent to which viewers’ tastes influence subscription television 
programming decision depends on the business goals of the subscription television 
organisation in question, with independent channels more likely to behave like 
commercial free-to-air services.    
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Audience demand for television programs depends on a wide range of often difficult-to-
define factors including taste, program quality, the availability of similar programs, the 
time of day, season and other sources of competing entertainment.  Program popularity 
is also affected by the channel on which it is broadcast.  Television audiences are 
declining as they become fragmented across more entertainment choices, including 
more television channels.  Pay television services, with their high bandwidth capacity 
and plethora of channels cater more easily that free-to-air services to the content niches 
created by fragmenting audiences.   
Ratings provide the simplest measure of audience demand for television programs.  
However, they do not provide information about the intensity of demand for a particular 
program, which means that they are of secondary importance to those subscription 
television channels that focus on customer satisfaction as their most important success 
factor.  For the subscription television industry measures of willingness-to-pay and 
customer satisfaction are more relevant measures of audience demand than ratings.  
There is a growing body of work on developing qualitative measures of the influence of 
television programs on viewers.  In Australia, ADA’s Q score, a measure of viewer 
attitude to a program, is a popular qualitative measure used by much of the subscription 
television industry in tracking customer satisfaction with their service. 
The television industry is often criticised for broadcasting too many mass appeal 
programs and too few programs that cater to minority tastes.  Different disciplines take 
different approaches to considering why viewers choose to watch particular programs 
and how broadcasters will respond to their demand.  For example, interviews conducted 
in the course of researching this thesis suggests that subscription television 
programming practices are not rigid and that there is a two-way discourse between the 
channel and its viewers, with one influencing the preferences of the other. 
More formal approaches developed by microeconomic theorists suggest that although 
both subscription television and advertiser-supported television are biased against 
minority interests, niche tastes and expensive programs, these biases are less 
pronounced with subscription television.  This points to the likelihood that subscription 
television services are well placed to delivered the greater choice and diversity in 
programming of promise #2.  There is a risk, however, that higher diversity will lead to   124
a fall in quality as audiences fragment, unless customer satisfaction and within-industry 
cross-subsidisation can justify investments in high quality niche content. 
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5.  Regulating pay TV in Australia 
When [subscription television] did arrive, program classification restrictions and an expansive 
government anti-siphoning list prevented the operators screening the sexiest movies and the 
live and exclusive major sporting events which had been key subscription drivers elsewhere 
(Given 2003, p.192). 
In the past, broadcasting was radio and television services delivered via the 
broadcasting services bands.  Convergence has meant that broadcasting-type services 
can now be delivered different communications platforms.  The Australian subscription 
television industry is a primary example of a convergent communications service – 
television and interactive information services delivered to its customers via cable and 
satellite networks.  The convergent nature of subscription television means that it falls 
under the regulatory regimes of both the broadcasting and the telecommunications 
industries. 
There are three areas of regulation that are specific to the subscription television 
industry: 
1.  the BSA, which is the main vehicle for regulation of the broadcasting industry in 
Australia; 
2.  the Telecommunications and Radcoms Acts, which require that anyone using 
different types of communications infrastructure has an appropriate licence, and 
impose the telecommunications competition regime on subscription television 
services; and 
3.  the Trade Practices Act, which contains competition regulations that specifically apply 
to the telecommunications industry. 
This chapter provides a description of the regulatory regime under which subscription 
television services operate in Australia and a brief history of the development of 
subscription television services and subscription television policy in Australia, 
highlighting the ‘promises’ of the industry.   126
5.1  The Broadcasting Services Act 
Household subscription television services were illegal in Australia up until the 
introduction of the BSA in 1992.
12  The BTA did not explicitly allow for subscription 
television services, and, in 1985, the Hawke Government imposed a minimum four-year 
moratorium on the introduction of subscription television, which continued to be 
extended up to 1992. 
The proclamation of the BSA in 1992 permitted ‘pay TV … for the first time in 
Australia’ (DOTAC 1993, p.24).  The review of broadcasting regulation was 
foreshadowed as part of the Hawke Government’s 1987 micro-economic reform 
agenda, and was prompted by ‘widespread disquiet about the complexity and 
inefficiency of the BTA, especially in its ability to deal with emerging technologies and 
services’(DOTAC 1993, p.1) . 
Consistent with the wider objectives of Hawke Government’s micro-economic reform 
agenda, the broadcasting review set out to: 
￿  develop broadcasting legislation to serve Australia into the next century, and 
complement the landmark reforms in telecommunications; 
￿  move away from the closely prescriptive approach of the Broadcasting and Television 
Act 1942; 
￿  provide a framework which would accommodate the future and which promoted an 
industry that could adapt to new commercial and technological realities; 
￿  promote an efficient and competitive broadcasting sector; 
￿  produce regulatory arrangements that were consistent and predictable and which did not 
unnecessarily impede commercial activity; 
￿  provide opportunities for public consultation in transparent and accountable decision-
making processes; and 
                                                   
12 Although supplied pay television services to households was illegal up to 1992, the Radcoms Act allowed 
multi-channel video and audio entertainment services to be provided to pubs and clubs.  This produced the first 
commercial customers of the A series satellite: Sportsplay, a consortium of Melbourne businessmen; Robert 
Holmes a Court’s Club Superstation; and Kerry Packer’s Sky TV.  These services began to give the public ‘a 
taste of what pay television may offer’.  By the end of the decade these three services had shrunk to one – Alan 
Bond defeated both his rivals during his brief ownership of Sky TV (Boylen 1990).  In February 1992, Steve 
Cosser launched Newsvision, a 24-hour news service, as a VAEIS service (Brenchley 1992a).  
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￿  provide a regulatory framework which was, to the greatest extent possible, consistent 
with wider commercial law (DOTAC 1993, p.1). 
These social and economic goals had to be meshed in the regulatory framework with 
judgements about the influence of broadcasting in society, including: 
￿  a recognition that broadcasting plays an integral role in developing and reflecting a 
sense of Australian identity, character and cultural diversity, and that obligations to 
protect the public interest should continue to be placed upon broadcasters; and 
￿  that the public interest, in its social, cultural and economic dimensions, continues to be 
served through the provision of broadcasting services that are balanced and present a 
diverse range of views representative of the interests, and consistent with the attitudes, 
of the Australian community (DOTAC 1993, p.1). 
The BSA aims to keep regulation to a minimum and imposes different levels of 
regulatory control according to the degree of influence those services have on shaping 
community attitudes.  The intention of Parliament was that regulation address public 
concerns, but impose the minimum possible financial and administrative burden on 
upon licensees. 
According to O’Regan (1996), the introduction of subscription television in Australia 
had been delayed in Australia compared with other developed countries, not so much 
because of policy failure, but as existing broadcasters’ concerns about new competition 
influenced government, bureaucrats, producers and public interest advocates.  By 1992, 
although Labor Caucus was divided on the merits of subscription television – in 
particular, it was concerned with alienating its sports-loving supporters – there seemed 
to be fewer and fewer reasons to delay the introduction of pay television.  Don Watson, 
Keating’s speech writer, observes in his memoirs: 
Why deny Australians the delights of 200 pay television channels and fibre optics with 
‘interactivity’ and other technology we had never heard of, and thousands of jobs, all for 
the sake of narking Kerry Packer? It was true that few Australians gave a hoot about pay 
television; inside and out of the Labor Party it was commonly thought better to do nothing 
about it than offer it up for the greater wealth and power of people who were already too 
wealthy and too powerful; from other quarters came predictions that pay television would 
mean only more American and less Australian content – perhaps worse, that the day 
would come when Australians had to pay to watch sport.  And yet it was impossible to   128
imagine how any government, much less a beleaguered one, could ignore pay television 
while insisting that jobs were its highest priority and new technologies inseparable from 
them, and that it still had vision, imagination, energy and all those other things its 
opponents and the press were anxious to say it lacked (Watson 2002, p.199).   
Subscription television services were originally intended to be licensed as class licences, 
but attracted so many rules during the development of the BSA that they now form their 
own category.  Concerns that motivated the introduction of rules specifically for 
subscription television included the potential impact of subscription TV on free-to-air 
broadcasting, concerns about broadcasting of adult levels of violence and sex to 
children, the use of the AUSSAT satellite transmission system, uncertainty about the 
introduction of digital satellite-based transmission systems, and confusion about 
competing technologies such as satellite, cable, and land-based radiation systems 
(Armstrong, Lindsay, and Watterson 1995, p.157).  These issues are explored further in 
the context of the promises of pay television. 
5.1.1  Licensing subscription television services 
The BSA provides for two types of subscription television service: subscription 
broadcasting and subscription narrowcasting services.  Section 16 of the BSA defines 
subscription broadcasting services as services that: 
(a)  provide programs that, when considered in the context of the services being provided, 
appear to be intended to appeal to the general public; 
(b)  are made available to the general public but only on payment of subscription fees 
(whether periodical or otherwise); and 
(c)  comply with any determinations of clarifications [made by the ACMA]. 
Section 16 of the BSA defines subscription narrowcasting services as broadcasting 
services: 
(a)  whose reception is limited: 
(i)  by being targeted to special interest groups; or 
(ii)  by being intended only for limited locations, for example, arenas or business 
premises; or 
(iii)  by being provided during a limited period or to cover a special event; or  
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(iv)  because they provide programs of limited appeal; or 
(v)  for some other reason; and 
(b)  are made available to the general public but only on payment of subscription fees 
(whether periodical or otherwise); and 
(c)  comply with any determinations of clarifications [made by the ACMA]. 
Any Australian company or individual can become a subscription television licensee.  
Subscription television service providers require a licence from the ACMA, which is 
available on application for a one-off fee.  A subscription television licence does not 
guarantee a licensee an audience: the high costs associated with establishing or 
accessing infrastructure to deliver a service are the major barrier to entering the pay 
television market.  To ensure this barrier is not unreasonably high, the ACCC has 
‘declared’ the pay television networks, which means that the owners of the networks 
must make access to them available to others at a reasonable commercial price.  
However, what this price should be and how access should be defined are not always 
clear – as can be seen in the lengthy legal battles between Channel Seven and FOXTEL 
over Seven’s access to the FOXTEL subscription television platform.  This is discussed 
further in the sections on the access regime and competition below. 
The BSA does not impose any cross-media ownership limits on subscription television 
licensees.  This is in line with the regulatory policy underpinning the Act, that different 
levels of control be applied across the range of broadcasting services according to the 
degree of influence that different types of services are about exert in shaping 
community views.  Section 109 of the Act does set foreign ownership limits for 
subscription television licensees: 20 per cent for a foreign person and 35 per cent for a 
total of foreign interests.  These limits are higher than the foreign ownership and control 
limits for commercial broadcasters, again in line with the regulatory policy on 
broadcaster influence.  The Federal Government’s 2006 proposals for media reform do 
not include changing any of the foreign ownership limits for subscription television 
services, although they do include allowing commercial television broadcasters, which 
are affected by different and potentially changing ownership rules, to establish 
subscription services via digital multi-channelling (DCITA 2006). 
The subscription television platforms (or service providers – AUSTAR and FOXTEL 
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government.  Subscription television channels and program providers do not require any 
kind of licence.  All responsibilities for compliance with regulation fall with them.  The 
platforms are responsible for ensuring compliance with the Australian drama 
expenditure requirements, the anti-siphoning rules and the codes of practice.   
Part 7 of the BSA imposes a number of rules that must be taken into account by the 
ACMA in allocating subscription television licences and places a range of conditions on 
subscription television licensees.  Some of these rules applied only up to 30 June 1997, 
when the Australian telecommunications market was opened to competition.  
Before 30 June 1997, subscription television broadcasting licences could be issued 
either under section 93 or section 96 of the BSA.  When the BSA was passed, the 
Government had intended that the main subscription television services in Australia 
would be supplied to households by the AUSSAT satellite.  The section 93 licences 
were thus limited to the three satellite licences A, B and C.  Four channels of 
programming could be provided via AUSSAT under Licence A and Licence B and two 
under Licence C.  The A and B licences were auctioned, and eventually came into the 
control of Australis, and the Licence C was allocated to the ABC.  Although 
Government intended to give the satellite licensees a first-mover advantage, the 
telecommunications carriers, OPTUS and Telstra, soon started rolling out their own 
cable-delivered pay television services. 
Subscription television licences are now only allocated under section 96 of the BSA.  
Before 30 June 1997, section 96 licences were limited to non-satellite services but now 
may be used to provide subscription television services by any means of delivery.  
Section 96 licences are allocated on the basis of one licence per service.  A licence 
commences on the date of allocation, has no licence term, no licence area and does not 
provide any exclusive rights in relation to the nature of the services to be provided 
(ACMA 2005). 
The remainder of this section examines the evolution of subscription television services 
under the BSA.  It discusses satellite, cable and MDS services, the subscription 
television licence provided to the ABC and the SBS’s involvement in subscription 
television.  
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Satellite television and early developments 
In 1979, the Fraser Government established Aussat to order and launch a Government-
owned satellite.  The decision to launch a satellite, which was made despite a lack of 
clear evidence in favour of its financial viability, was made after years of lobbying by 
Kerry Packer.  Packer wanted to centralising the three metropolitan commercial services 
and networking them to regional and remote Australia (Davies 1995, p.5; Westfield 2000, 
p.vii).  When the Hawke Labor Government came to power in 1983, it decided to 
proceed with Aussat, leading to the launch of the first A series satellite in 1985.  The 
decision was to prove a major turning point for communications policy development in 
the 1980s and 1990s: 
Having committed to buy the satellite, Labor policy over the following decade has been 
made to fit the needs of the satellite.  It has been influential not only in shaping solutions 
to bringing television to regional Australia – its most obvious virtue – but also in 
triggering changes to the ownership laws, shaping options for pay television and spurring 
deregulation of the telecommunications industry (Davies 1995, p.6). 
By the early 1990s, Aussat was accruing large losses.  Its main source of income was 
carrying back-haul traffic for the national and commercial broadcasters, and it was 
unable to increase its revenues as Government had precluded it from carrying 
telecommunications traffic.  Potential bidders regarded it as an unattractive asset.  In 
October 1991, to make the satellite business more attractive and despite the moratorium 
and Labor Party policy opposing pay, the Communications Minister, Kim Beazley, 
decided that the Aussat satellites should be designated the exclusive carrier of a new pay 
television service.
13, 14  Beazley estimated that giving Aussat a pay television monopoly 
could add $80 million to its sale price (Barry 1993, p.471; Westfield 2000, pp.59-60). 
The eventual sale of the second telecommunications carrier licence and Aussat to 
OPTUS bound the Government to legalising and proceeding with pay television.  It also 
                                                   
13 Beazley became Communications Minister after the 1990 election. 
14 Although it had not been set up to carry broadcasting services, Aussat had decided early on that pay 
television would be inevitable at some stage in the future and that it should not be excluded.  It designed both 
the A and B satellites to be capable of transmitting broadcast-quality multi-channel television (Westfield 2000, 
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created a new player with a vested commercial interest in the success of pay television 
(Given 1995; Westfield 2000, p.76).   
After the release of the draft Broadcasting Services Bill, however, Beazley downplayed 
any role of Aussat in its decision to allow subscription television: 
Lifting the pay TV moratorium was not a decision about adding to the sale value of 
Aussat.  It was about the sorts of issues thrown up by change in the industry: about adding 
diversity of choice in in-home entertainment, information and education services; about 
providing for the upgrading of the nation’s communications infrastructure; about 
providing the chance for a new high technology industry in Australia which should 
provide jobs in programming, retailing and servicing of pay TV; and creating 
manufacturing opportunities for Australian industry with export  
potential […]. 
Our decision on pay TV […] represents a workable policy balance between facilitating 
commercial interests and safeguarding public interests (Beazley 1991, pp.2-3). 
Before the Broadcasting Services Bill went to Parliament, Paul Keating deposed Hawke 
as prime minister in December 1991.  Keating replaced Beazley with Graham 
Richardson as Communications Minister.  Under the stewardship of Richardson, who 
did not favour pay television, the subscription television provisions of the Broadcasting 
Services Bill became the subject of a series of backroom deals with the networks and 
within the Labor Party.  With no solution in sight, the Marshall Islands affair came to a 
head, forcing Richardson to resign from Cabinet and Bob Collins took over the 
communications portfolio (Barry 1993; Westfield 2000).
15   
On 12 October, Keating announced a new pay television proposal to Caucus.  
Legislation would enforce digital satellite transmission, allowing more than six 
subscription television channels.  Government would auction two satellite licences for 
four channels each (the A and B licences), with one being reserved for a new entrant; 
and the ABC would be given one news and current affairs channel.  No new satellite 
services would be permitted before 1 July 1997, the same date as telecommunications 
deregulation.  Pay television services could not show advertisements before 1 July 1997.  
                                                   
15 Graeme Richardson had been alleged to have sought improperly to influence the president of the 
Marshall Islands.  
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Foreign ownership would be limited to a total of 35 per cent, with individuals restricted 
to 20 per cent. 
In the second reading speech to the Broadcasting Services Bill on 4 June 1992, Collins 
made it clear that the Government firmly believed that satellite was such a superior 
technology for the delivery of pay television, that other technologies were unlikely to be 
viable for some time: 
Satellite is the only technology that allows immediate access to 94 per cent of Australians 
(Collins 1992b). 
This sentiment was reiterated in Collins’ second reading speech to the subscription 
broadcasting amendments on 4 November 1992: 
Opting for digital satellite systems will place Australia at the forefront of world 
developments on direct-to-home satellite broadcasting technology (Australian Senate 
1992). 
Collins said that the Government would mandate the use of digital technology for pay 
television using the OPTUS satellite.  OPTUS had told the Government that it intended 
moving to digital transmission as soon as the technology was available and potential 
bidders for the satellite licences consulted by Government had said they would wait for 
digital technology to be available before commencing services.  The choice of digital 
system would be up to the licensees and OPTUS. 
The decision to adopt a digital transmission standard for the satellite was expected to 
delay the introduction of pay television for at least 18 months.  The delay suited the 
commercial networks, who, although they opposed the introduction of pay television, 
were nevertheless planning to control it (Earl 1992; Potter 1992).  The delay also suited 
industry newcomers.  Even before Part 7 was passed, the broadcasting and 
telecommunications industries were making moves to establish pay television 
businesses.  Steve Cosser, who had established a narrowcasting business, Broadcom, 
had started acquiring MDS licences with the aim of creating a metropolitan pay 
television service by the end of 1993 (Gray and Lewis 1993).  The telecommunications 
sector was also making a move.  In November 1992, Telecom announced that it would 
roll out fibre optic cable in Wollongong and Centennial Park in Sydney to trial services 
such as pay television and home shopping (Barry 1993, pp.479-480).     134
MDS 
Within days of Part 7 of the BSA being passed, Collins announced that the Department 
of Communications would call for tenders for 200 unallocated MDS licences (Meet the 
Press, Ten Network, 6 December 1992).  MDS was already well placed to become the 
first means of delivery of Australian pay television.  It was the fastest growing 
technology in the US, and had been recommended by the 1989 HRSCTCI report as the 
best delivery system along with optic fibre (Barry 1993, p.480).  However, Collins and 
his advisers had underestimated the value of MDS as a transitional or subsidiary 
technology: 
The Bill recognises that satellite is the only technology that is readily accessible now to 
most Australians to receive pay TV services (Australian Senate 1992). 
They did, however, recognise that it would be some time before a digital satellite 
service could be offered.  The commercial networks had also failed to consider MDS as 
a potential means of delivering a pay television service. It was not until after the MDS 
auction was announced that the Nine Network investigated MDS more closely (Gray 
1993; Westfield 2000, p.75). 
By the end of 1992, Australis Media already held 12 MDS licences each in Melbourne 
and Sydney and had commenced narrowcasting an information and news service, 
Newsvision, to businesses (Barry 1993, pp.479-480; Westfield 2000, p.127).  By 
January 1993, it seemed that Australis would be able to provide a pay television service 
to about 70 per cent of Sydney and Melbourne by mid-1993 (Barry 1993, pp.480-481; 
Gray 1993; Westfield 2000, pp.132-134). 
On 26 January, the Australian Financial Review reported that the commercial networks 
and other potential satellite service investors had met in Los Angeles to discuss 
blocking the MDS auction.  Cosser sought and received assurances from Collins that the 
auction would go ahead.  Three days later, the Government had changed its mind.  On 
28 January, Collins told Cosser that the auction had been cancelled – the government 
had banned MDS delivery of pay television to allow for a satellite service to commence.  
Collins also directed the ABA not to issue any non-satellite subscription television 
licences (Barry 1993, p.487).  
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In response, Kerry Stokes and Steve Cosser both took legal action against the 
Government; Stokes in the Federal Court in Perth, claiming that the tender should go 
ahead, and Cosser to overturn the direction to the ABA.  Cosser also started attacking 
the Government in a series of full-page newspaper advertisements running up to the 
federal election, implying that the decision to overturn MDS had been influenced by 
Packer and his lobbyists (Gray and Beyer 1993).   
On 18 March, the Federal Court decided that Minister Collins had no power to revoke 
an invitation to tender for MDS licences (Barry 1993, p.485).  Department papers filed 
in the Federal Court suggested that the Prime Minister had forced Collins and his 
Department to reverse the policy on MDS.  The Prime Minister considered that he and 
the Cabinet had been ‘notoriously misled’ on the extent to which MDS would be used 
for pay television (Barry 1993, p.487; Walsh 1993).  The press was quick to point out 
the possibility of a conspiracy: 
Press commentators certainly had no doubt that the Prime Minister had buckled under 
intense pressure from the industry.  It was ‘amazing’, ‘astonishing’ or ‘quite 
breathtaking’, depending on which newspaper one chose to read.  It made Australia look 
like a ‘banana republic’ and ‘called into question the integrity of the entire government, 
according to Fred Brenchley in the Sydney Morning Herald.  It had made Australia ‘the 
laughing stock of the world’, said Helen Meredith in the Australian.  Tom Burton in the 
Financial Review went even further.  It was ‘a shameful, cowardly decision’, he 
commented, showing ‘a weak and desperate government, prostituting its most 
fundamental policy principles to win favour with the media mates it thinks it needs 
somehow to cling on to power […].  And they used to call Bob Hawke spineless (Burton 
and Lewis 1993). 
Despite the ruling of the Federal Court, on 13 May 1993, Collins amended the BSA, 
relying on the Democrats’ vote to recognise MDS as a broadcast technology, but to 
prevent its use until the satellite pay television services were operating or until 31 
December 1994, whichever was earlier.  Although this gave the future satellite licensees 
20 months to establish their services, it also gave Australis some certainty leading up to 
its planned stock market listing in September (Westfield 2000, pp.257 and 265). 
By 17 May 1993, Collins was again forced to cancel the MDS tender process, this time 
due legal problems with the process (Davies and Potter 1993).  The sale was not   136
completed until August 1994.  The Packer/Murdoch/Telstra consortium did not bid.  
Australis Media secured a majority of the MDS licences in metropolitan areas and 
United International Holdings (UIH) and Continental Century most of the regional 
licences (M. Furness 1995; Westfield 2000, pp.267-268). 
By the final date of the MDS auction, Australis was in control of both the A and B 
satellite licences.  The Government’s attempt to prevent a MDS subscription service 
from having any first-mover advantage over its favoured satellite technology had failed, 
but the potential for a national satellite-distributed subscription television service 
seemed assured.  
The satellite licence auction 
On 30 April 1993, two unknown companies won the two satellite pay television 
licences.  UCOM bid $177 million for the A licence, and Hi Vision $211 million for the 
B licence.  Neither, however, had the funds necessary to cover their winning bids.  
UCOM was owned by Albert Hadid, a Lebanese-born computer reseller and a self-
professed frustrated filmmaker.  Hadid had originally been approached by Hi Vision as 
a potential source of funds for its business.  Hi Vision had been set up by a group of 
manufacturers and importers to supply MDS services such as Australis Media.  
Although Hi Vision sparked Hadid’s interest in pay television, Hadid decided to bid 
separately through his company United Communications (UCOM), in cooperation with 
Hi Vision.  Hi Vision was interested in the B licence, which was open to all bidders, and 
Hadid in the A licence, which was open to new media players (Davies 1993; Korporaal 
1993; Potter 1993). 
UCOM and Hi Vision had used two aspects of the bidding process to control the 
outcome of the auction.  First, there was nothing to prevent a number of associated 
companies lodging bids at successively lower levels.  If the successful bidder couldn’t 
find a backer, the licence would fall to the next highest bid, allowing time to find 
finance at a lower level.  Second, was the lack of any requirement that a bidder have any 
particular financial standing.  Only $500 need be lodged with each bid and the 
successful bidder then had a substantial period to seek investors.  There was potential 
for substantial delays if a number of successful bidders failed to attract the necessary 
investment (Hadid v Lenfest Communications Inc 1999).  
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As the bids cascaded through the UCOM and Hi Vision bids, Hadid eventually struck a 
deal with the head of the US cable television operator Lenfest Communications, Gerry 
Lenfest.
16  Under the agreement, Lenfest would pay deposits for both the A and B 
licences, $10.7 million, and in return receive 50 per cent of whichever licence he 
wanted (Westfield 2000, p.198).  The relationship between UCOM and Lenfest 
Communications, however, quickly broke down (Lewis 1993; Westfield 2000, p.207).  
On 18 November 1993, just as the licence bids were about to expire, Lenfest managed 
to acquire full control of the B licence from UCOM and onsold it to Australis in 
exchange for nearly 50 per cent of the equity in Australis Media, worth $138 million 
(Potter and Willox 1993; Westfield 2000, p.222). 
Hadid was forced to let his hold on the A licence expire, and bought himself time by 
locking up the next four bidders to allow the auction to cascade to his next bids of 
$82 million and $77 million (Westfield 2000, pp.225-226).  On 3 December 1993, 
UCOM was able to pay the $3.85 million deposit for the A licence through a deal with 
the US cable operator Century Communications Corporation (Century) (Potter 1993).  
The relationships underpinning this deal were complex and eventually unstable.  
Payment of the deposit was arranged through Lenfest Communications, and Century 
and Australis Media negotiated to share infrastructure costs.  Also, the licence was 
technically controlled by an outsider.  Century could only hold 20 per cent of the licence 
under the foreign ownership rules, and Hadid’s holding was 8.5 per cent.  To meet the 
ownership rules, the remaining 71.5 per cent ended up being held by the venture capital 
firm Continental Venture Capital (CVC) for no financial interest (Westfield 2000, 
p.252).  CVC wanted to take a roll in running the partnership, ultimately undermining it.  
In March 1994, the Continental Century partnership bought out Hadid, in the form of 
19 million Australis Media shares – Australis Media was effectively in control of the A 
licence as well as the B (Westfield 2000, pp.249-250). 
The price paid for the satellite licences was very high – higher than any established 
media company in Australia was prepared to pay.  But, at the time, it may have 
appeared to be a good deal.  Holding both the A and B licences meant that Australis had 
the exclusive right to use the Aussat satellite to transit eight channels direct into 
Australian homes, complemented by two channels to be offered by the ABC.  Given its 
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exclusive use of the satellite until June 1997, it was unlikely to face any competition in 
the near future (Warneke 1995).  In addition, holding the MDS licences meant that 
Australis would be able to commence a pay television service and start earning revenues 
before the satellite service could commence. 
Australis launched its Galaxy service on Australia Day 1995, broadcasting its Premier 
Sports Network and business news channel using MDS.  Ron Casey launched the 
service with the words ‘Welcome to the future’.  Australis eventually started large-scale 
satellite distribution of its eight-channel Galaxy service in November 1995 (Mark 
Furness 1995b; Warneke 1995).  By then, however, FOXTEL and OPTUS Vision had 
already started offering their subscription television services by cable – providing more 
channels to the wealthier metropolitan areas most likely to take up pay television. 
Cable 
In 1994, established media players began to align themselves with telecommunications 
carriers to develop cable-based pay television services.  The resulting strategic 
jockeying, corporate restructures and legal actions are ongoing. 
Although FOXTEL did not come into existence until 1995, Telstra started making 
moves to establish a pay television cable service in early 1994.  In April 1994, Telstra 
announced that it would build a cable network passing 1.1 million homes in two-and-a-
half years.  On 27 July 1994, OPTUS Communications announced that it would build a 
cable network that would deliver local phone calls, a multi-channel pay television 
service and, eventually, interactive entertainment and information services.  Two 
million homes would be able to access the network within four years.  Telstra had 
already commenced its rollout, but the threat posed by OPTUS had pushed it to increase 
the planned reach of its cable to 1.7 million homes (Furness and Burton 1994; Hoare 
1995; Westfield 2000, pp.271-271, 282). 
On 20 September 1994, PBL, the Seven Network, OPTUS Communications and 
Continental Cable created a pay television consortium, which they called OPTUS 
Vision.
17  OPTUS Communications would be the dominant shareholder with 35 per 
cent, Continental Cablevision would take 30 per cent, the Nine Network 20 per cent and 
                                                   
17 Continental Cable was later bought out by US West Group.  
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Seven 15 per cent (Australis franchisees scoop MDS regional licences 1995; Furness 
and Lewis 1994; Westfield 2000, p.279).  OPTUS Vision aimed to roll out cable to at 
least 50 per cent of 5.5 million homes by the end of 1998, starting with the capital cities.  
It estimated that the roll-out would cost $3 billion.  The consortium had attempted to 
bring in News Corporation, but was unsuccessful – in October, Murdoch had stated that 
News had ‘no plans’ to go into pay television in Australis, ‘maybe nothing at all’.  
Unbeknown to the OPTUS Vision partners, however, News was talking with Telstra 
about establishing another joint venture (Furness 1994; Westfield 2000, p.286).   
On 11 November 1994, Telstra and News Corporation announced a joint venture to 
establish a cable network that would support 64 pay television channels.  The cable 
rollout would pass 4 million homes and was estimated to cost up to $4 billion.  The joint 
venture became FOXTEL in early 1995.  FOXTEL was to compete with OPTUS 
Vision, with Telstra supplying the cable infrastructure and News the content, subscriber 
management and marketing.  News would not contribute to any infrastructure costs, and 
Telstra would not be required to share its telecommunications revenues.  Telstra and 
News’s joint press release announced: ‘the diversity of programming offered by this 
venture will be second to none and will cover premium, first run and classic movies, 
new, sport and music channels, games, children’s entertainment and ethnic community 
channels’ (Bartholomeusz 1994; Westfield 2000, p.282). 
As OPTUS and Telstra started rolling out their cable networks, it was becoming 
apparent that there would be a significant duplication of the two networks, with each 
operator targeting the same potentially most profitable areas.  OPTUS approached the 
Minister, Michael Lee, with a proposal to allocate different areas to each carrier.  In 
November 1994, Lee responded that monopolies would not be permitted in cable 
infrastructure: 
Duplication of infrastructure, or the threat that it may develop, is essential for competition 
[…].  In recent weeks some have argued that I should intervene to prevent duplication 
between Telstra and OPTUS … that in response the OPTUS Vision consortium had advocated 
splitting the country into regional monopolies for cable operators.  I see no merit in either 
myself or any regulator drawing lines on maps to give carriers monopolies over this 
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Lee did, however, agree to requests from Telstra and OPTUS Vision to exempt them 
from an open access regime, and allow them to run private pay television networks at 
least until July 1997.  If competition was sufficient, the open access exemption could be 
extended until mid-1999.  This was seen as a big win for Telstra and News, as they had 
opposed the regional monopoly concept.  In response, OPTUS Vision threatened to 
cancel its cable roll-out and become a pay television service provider using the Telstra 
cable network.  Seven immediately pulled out of the OPTUS Vision consortium and 
PBL announced that it would not proceed with its investment in OPTUS 
Communications, and reduced its stake in OPTUS Vision from 20 to five per cent 
(Furness and Lewis 1995; Potter 1995d; Westfield 2000, pp.286-288 and 306-307). 
FOXTEL was launched in Sydney on 9 March 1995, providing Australis’ eight-channel 
Galaxy service (Potter 1995f; Westfield 2000, pp.316-317).  The name ‘FOXTEL’ 
allowed the consortium to exploit the well-known Fox name and logo to differentiate 
the service from OPTUS Vision.  On 23 October 1995, FOXTEL switched on its initial 
full service of 20 channels, including the eight Galaxy channels.  The channels included 
four movie channels, sports channels, Nickelodeon, a cartoon channel, the Discovery 
Channel, four news channels, two music channels and a weather channel.  FOXTEL 
charged $20 for connection and $40 per month for the 20-channel service (Ryan 2003a). 
At the end of August 1995, OPTUS Vision announced its pricing package.  OPTUS 
Vision would offer 11 channels: four movie channels, two sport channels, a cartoon 
channel, CNN International, a documentary channel, a country music channel and a 24-
hour weather channel.  Connection would be $29.95, a core service of news, 
entertainment, education and music channels $25 a month and the full set of 11 
channels $39.95 a month.  In addition, OPTUS announced that it would double its roll-
out rate and was aiming to pass 2.3 million homes and overtake Telstra’s roll-out by the 
end of 1996, pushing manufacturers to increase production. 
OPTUS Vision’s prices were well below those offered by Australis for its Galaxy 
service, and below those likely to be charged by FOXTEL, which had indicated it would 
price its service at around the same as Australis’s.  OPTUS Vision commenced 
transmission of its cable pay television service on 20 September 1995, exactly a year 
after OPTUS Vision launched, and a month before FOXTEL’s service commenced 
(Barry 1993, p.470).    
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In summary, the Federal Government set up satellite to become the carrier of pay 
television services in Australia, through the BSA and subsequent legislation.  The 
Government itself breached its promise of technological neutrality.  Its attempts were to 
no avail, however, as different players moved in to foreclose each other as much as to 
offer a service.  Market forces eventually determined which technologies were used to 
carry pay television services. 
A new media player 
More choice and diversity, and in particular a new media player, were among the 
‘promises’ of the subscription television provisions of the BSA.  According to the 
Explanatory Memorandum to the 1992 subscription television amendments to the BSA: 
Cross-media ownership limits will apply to licence A […] 
This will prevent control and allow a maximum of two per cent equity for commercial 
television broadcasters, large circulation newspapers and the telecommunications carriers. 
These provisions facilitate diversity in media ownership by allowing at least one new 
player in Australia’s media (Australian Senate 1992). 
The introduction of a new media player seemed assured when Australis finally won the 
A and B satellite licences in addition to its MDS network and launched its Galaxy 
subscription television service.  Australis allowed further new broadcasters into the 
Australian market, when it sold the rights to deliver the Galaxy service in regional areas 
via MDS to the US companies Continental Century and UIH.  Australis soon lost its 
competitive advantage when FOXTEL and OPTUS Vision started rolling out their cable 
pay television services.  FOXTEL and OPTUS Vision both offered more comprehensive 
packages at cheaper prices than Australis.  Without its anticipated subscriber base, 
Australis deteriorated rapidly.  It attempted to merge with both FOXTEL in 1995 and 
1997, but had both mergers rejected by the ACCC and eventually went into bankruptcy 
in 1998 (Burke and Lewis 1997; Davies and Kidman 1997a; Kidman 1997; Maiden and 
Simpson 1998).   
FOXTEL purchased Australis’ subscriber base at a significantly lower cost than it 
would have incurred if its proposed merger with Australis had been approved.  The 
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contracts, saving it about $60 million per year.  AUSTAR was not able to add to its 
subscriber base as a result of the Australis collapse.  It did, however, buy Continental 
Century’s franchise for US$35 million using UIH shares as payment.  This transaction 
also resulted in AUSTAR acquiring 50 per cent of the channel provider XYZ 
Entertainment (Burke 1998; Westfield 2000, p.373). 
By 2005, the only ‘new’ media players among the Australian subscription television 
service providers were AUSTAR and the major telecommunications carriers.  AUSTAR 
continues to be controlled by the US company United Global Communications 
(UnitedGlobalCom), despite being listed on the Australian Stock Exchange.   Telstra 
controls 50 per cent share of FOXTEL and is a likely contender to move into other 
media and broadband content investments as its stranglehold on the Australian 
telecommunications market loosens.  OPTUS, however, had stepped back from an 
active role in investing in pay television services and now only resells the FOXTEL 
package.  In addition to the national subscription television platforms, there are also 
some smaller providers that resell the FOXTEL channel package.  For example, 
Neighborhood Cable supplies subscription television services via cable in Ballarat, 
Geelong and Mildura in Victoria and TransACT supplies services in the ACT. 
By far the greatest increase in diversity in voices and programming resulting from the 
introduction of subscription television in Australia has been through the channels.  
Since Galaxy was launched with its eight channels, FOXTEL now offers over 130 
channels on its digital cable service.  The subscription television channels available in 
Australia include channels owned and compiled locally and channels that are distributed 
on an international basis out of the US and Europe.  A list of the channels available in 
Australia in 2005 and their owners is included in Chapter 6. 
The ABC 
In December 1994, the Federal Government allocated the two-channel satellite licence, 
Licence C, to the ABC’s subsidiary Arnbridge Pty Ltd.  The $12.5 million seed funding 
was not sufficient for the ABC to establish a pay television service on its own, and in 
February 1995, it set up Australian Information Media (AIM) as a consortium with 
Fairfax Holdings and Cox Communications (with Turner International and Viacom’s 
Nickelodeon).  The ABC held 52 per cent of AIM and Fairfax and Cox each held 24.5  
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per cent, but editorial control was to rest with the ABC.  AIM was to provide a 24-hour 
news service, to be called The News Channel (TCN), and a children’s channel with the 
US company Nickelodeon.  In addition to the ABC’s $12.5 million, Fairfax and Cox 
committed about $24 million each (Mark Furness 1995c; Potter 1995a).  The channels 
were intended to provide ‘the substantial majority of Australian content throughout the 
pay television system’ (Kim Williams, then AIM CEO quoted in Korporaal 1995).   
TCN was a serious attempt to create a new Australian news-gathering service, 
employing about 110 staff.  The channel would also rely on unbranded material from 
Turner’s CNN service.  Turner would take up to 20 per cent of equity in TCN, leaving 
AIM 80 per cent.  The children’s channel was set up with Viacom owning about 40 per 
cent of the channel and AIM the other 60 per cent.  It was envisaged that the channel 
would provide a mix of children’s programs, light entertainment, arts and drama.  The 
children’s channel employed another 19 staff. (ABC 1995; Mark Furness 1995c; Potter 
1995a).   
At its launch in February, AIM was already negotiating to distribute its programming on 
all available platforms – the MDS and satellite-distributed Australis Media and the 
OPTUS Vision and the then Telecom-News Corp cable systems (Mark Furness 1995c).  
During 1995, the strength of the cable services became increasingly apparent as OPTUS 
and the newly-formed Telstra rolled out their cable networks.  AIM could not force the 
cable carriers to transmit AIM’s channels, since Michael Lee had exempted them from 
the telecommunications open access regime until at least July 1997 (Furness 1994). 
By August after months of negotiations and market speculation, FOXTEL and OPTUS 
Vision announced that they would not buy AIM’s news service – AIM’s price was too 
high.  Murdoch had reportedly vetoed a FOXTEL carriage deal in July 1995 (Lecky and 
Davies 1995; Potter 1995a, 1995c). 
OPTUS Vision and FOXTEL considered their target audience to be ‘people who watch 
more than 25 hours of TV a week’ and both spent big on sports and movies, the most 
important subscription drovers.  They argued they could not afford AIM’s asking price for 
a service they doubted their viewers would watch (Potter 1995a). 
[Frank Blount, Telstra CEO] said Telstra formed partnerships with News, Microsoft and 
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advice weights very heavy on my mind.  It doesn’t seem to fit our interests to go forward 
with AIM’ (Potter 1995c). 
By late September 1995, the media was reporting that AIM had come to an agreement 
with Australis to carry TCN.  Australis’s Galaxy service was already using all of its 
eight channels, and it would need the ABC’s two channels in order to transmit any new 
services.  In lieu of launching its news service on a subscription service, AIM started 
testing the fully-operational TCN through the in-house system at Parliament House, 
Canberra (Mark Furness 1995a, 1995f; Lecky and Davies 1995; Potter 1995b). 
On 21 September, BSkyB and Nine announced a joint venture to establish a news 
channel for the OPTUS Vision and FOXTEL cable services.  They had also extended an 
invitation to the Seven Network to join as an equal partner.  It was the second time in a 
month that News Corp and PBL has set differences aside to come to an agreement on 
their Australian pay television businesses (Mark Furness 1995e; Potter 1995a).   
This was the final blow for AIM, despite having come to an agreement with Australis, 
and on 28 September, AIM it announced that it would suspend business operations.  
TCN was closed and Nickelodeon withdrew from AIM and joined XYZ Entertainment 
to produce a children’s channel for distribution on FOXTEL.  AIM said that the 
decision reflected ‘the inability of AIM to secure cable distribution for TCN which 
meant that the company was unable to achieve the commercial objective of its business 
plan’.  AIM was to ‘continue to evaluate alternative opportunities to participate in pay 
television’ (ABC 1995).  Subsequently, however, AIM staff were retrenched and the 
major assets were purchased by the ABC (ABC 1996). 
The ABC […] has withdrawn from the industry at least for the foreseeable future and is 
understood to have rejected Galaxy offers to lease its channels to try to make its service 
more competitive.  That is despite the fact that the national broadcaster blew about $25 
million gearing up to provide a news channel and a children’s channel, both of which 
were scrapped several months ago before they got to air. Industry sources say the only 
way the ABC can recoup some of that money is by leasing its two channels to Galaxy. 
(Warneke 1995). 
From the original $12.5 million, the ABC returned $6.9 million to the Federal 
Government in July 1996 (ABC 1996).  
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Media commentary suggested that AIM was doomed from the outset (Lecky 1995; 
Potter 1995c).  With the roll out of cable infrastructure, the focus of the industry shifted 
from setting up a satellite-based subscription television service to claiming access to 
future broadband telecommunications revenues.  In addition, both Murdoch and Packer 
regarded Fairfax as a competitor and were reluctant to help the ABC spread its influence 
and audience base.  In its defence, AIM argued that it had been encouraged by all three 
pay television distributors to believe that a distribution deal was a fait accompli (Mark 
Furness 1995d). 
The ABC now retransmits its standard and digital television services and radio services 
on AUSTAR and FOXTEL cable and satellite services.  ABC Managing Director 
Russell Balding said: ‘This outcome is of strategic importance to the ABC and is a 
matter we have been pursuing for some time as we believe that as the national public 
broadcaster all ABC services should be available on all platforms.  This agreement is an 
extremely positive outcome for the ABC as it sees the growing subscription television 
sector as a primary element of its digital television aspirations. The fact is you cannot 
hope to properly develop digital television plans without participation in the FOXTEL 
Digital platform’(ABC 2004). 
5.1.2  Censorship 
From the instigation of the BSA, subscription broadcasting services, like free-to-air 
services, have been prevented from broadcasting R- and X-rated material.  According to 
the Explanatory Memorandum to the 1992 subscription television amendments to the 
BSA: 
The ban on ‘X’ rated programs and restrictions on ‘R’ material already incorporated in 
Schedule 2 of the Broadcasting Services Act 1992 have been retained for all subscription 
television broadcasting services (Australian Senate 1992). 
The Government also expected subscription television broadcasters to put in place 
technologies to limit access to certain types of program material: 
Consumer interests are further protected through […] requiring disabling devices to 
protect children from accidentally viewing inappropriate programs (DOTAC 1993, p.24).   146
Clause 10(g) of the BSA prevented the broadcast of R-rated content on subscription 
television broadcasting services until ‘the ABA had completed extensive, Australia-
wide qualitative and quantitative research on community standards of taste and decency 
in relation to classification for pay television and on what levels of violence and 
depiction of sex should be allowed, and the ABA has recommended, and the Parliament 
has, be resolution of each House, approved, the broadcast of such programs (Australian 
Government 1992). 
The ABA published its research findings in late 1994, finding that 82 per cent of its 
respondents favoured allowing adults to watch R-rated content on subscription 
television broadcasting services.  However, this result could not be clearly interpreted, 
as the survey also found that only 70 per cent of respondents thought sex scenes should 
be shown, 69 per cent believed violence should be shown and just over half through 
sexual violence should be shown  In February 1995, the Senate Community Standards 
Relevant to the Supply of Services Utilising Electronic Technologies Committee (an all-party 
committee chaired by  ALP Senator Margaret Reynolds) used these ambivalent results to 
unanimously decide that R-rated movies should be banned indefinitely from subscription 
television (Kingston 1995).  The issue subsequently lapsed. 
Although subscription television broadcasting channels were prevented from showing 
R-rated material, there was no such restriction on either subscription television 
narrowcasting services or open narrowcasting services.  The allowed Galaxy to establish 
its Nightmoves channel.  Nightmoves broadcast R-rated material between 11pm and 
4am to an audience of 12,000 subscribers for a additional subscription fee.  Access to 
the channel was restricted through the use of a PIN number (Rose 1997). 
In November 1997, Parliament passed legislation to prevent open narrowcasters from 
broadcasting R-rated content.  The decision allowed subscription television 
narrowcasting services, such as Galaxy’s Nightmoves channel, to continue to operate, 
provided that there were strict access controls (Davies 1997).  The ban on subscription 
television broadcasting services showing R-rated material still stands (ASTRA 1999). 
Currently, subscription television platforms offer two narrowcast channels featuring R-
rated material, Adults Only and Adults Only Select.  To ensure their narrowcast status, 
both services must be purchased separately from the channel provider and are only  
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available for viewing over limited periods.  Adults Only is available between 10.45pm 
and 4.15am and Adults Only Select runs for 24 hours a day with purchases limited to 
two-hour blocks.   
5.1.3  Local content – drama expenditure rule 
The 10 per cent drama expenditure rule has two purposes – it is a mechanism to guard 
against market failure in programming and program production, and it is a production 
industry support mechanism.  The rule targets drama programs as they are the most 
expensive form of television programming and therefore are more vulnerable to market 
failure than other genres.  The role of the rule as a support mechanism to generate the 
production of new material was recognised in the Explanatory Memorandum to the 
BSA when the first form of the rule was introduced: 
It is intended that this licence condition will provide opportunities for the Australian 
drama production industry to provide new material for these services that people are 
willing to watch to pay (Australian Senate 1992). 
In accordance with this policy, section 102 of the BSA required that each subscription 
television licensee ensure that, in any year, 10 per cent of program expenditure by 
‘predominantly drama channels’ must be on new Australian drama programs.  The Act 
also required the Minister to conduct a review of the expenditure rule by July 1997, 
including the feasibility of increasing the level of expenditure to 20 per cent.  In June 
1996, the ABA released guidelines to encourage compliance with section 102, 
following a consultation that found that ‘few, if any, pay television licensees will 
themselves spend money directly on programming’.  Instead, the majority of program 
expenditures were incurred by the channels.  The rules were unenforceable as it was the 
platforms that held the broadcasting licence, not the channels.  The 1997 review 
recommended that Government develop an enforceable scheme (ABA 1996a, 1996b). 
Expenditure to date on new Australian drama by the pay TV industry has occurred in the 
context of an unenforceable scheme as few of the pay TV licensees to whom the condition 
applies actually purchase programming.  This is the role of channel providers.  
Expenditure on new Australian drama by pay TV broadcasters and pay TV channel 
providers has therefore been on a voluntary basis…  This is not satisfactory (ABA 1997, 
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The ABA also concluded that a 20 per cent requirement for new Australian drama could 
lead to financial problems for movie channels, although it may be reasonable to impose 
a higher requirement on non-movie channels. 
The BSA was amended in December 1999 to make the 10 per cent requirement an 
enforceable licence condition.  This time it was a Coalition Government speaking in 
support of the Australian production industry, and emphasising its cultural benefits: 
The Government recognises the important role of television drama in developing and 
reflecting a sense of Australian identity, character and cultural diversity. The aim of the 
licence condition is to require the subscription television industry to contribute to the 
production of Australian drama programming for the cultural benefit of Australian 
audiences. The licence condition will also promote the further development of the highly 
acclaimed Australian drama production industry, providing further employment 
opportunities and new Australian product available for export. The amendments will also 
ensure that the licence condition complies (Australian Senate 1999c). 
The enforceable condition requires subscription television licensees to ensure that 10 
per cent of the total program expenditure on subscription television drama services be 
on new eligible drama programs.
18  The 10 per cent is similar to the proportion of total 
expenditure that commercial television licensees spend on local drama programs (ABA 
2003).  Although the responsibility for ensuring that the licence conditions are fulfilled 
remains lies with the licensee, the application of the conditions depends upon who 
actually provides the channels for the particular subscription television service.  
Channel providers as well as licensees are required to report to the ACMA.  The 1999 
amendments also allow 12 months for a licensee to ‘make up’ any shortfall in 
expenditure by its channel providers (Australian Senate 1999b). 
The 1999 amendments also committed the Government to reviewing the 10 per cent 
requirement again by March 2003.  In February 2005, the Minister for Communications, 
Helen Coonan announced that the 10 per cent requirement would stay, emphasising its 
economic benefits for the production industry.   
                                                   
18 The Act defines a ‘new eligible drama program’ as a drama program that meets the definition of Australian 
set out in the Broadcasting Services (Australian Content) Standard and has not yet been broadcast in the region 
serviced by the subscription television service.  
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The Review found the 10 per cent new eligible drama expenditure requirement is an 
appropriate measure.  
The requirement is flexible enough to respond to developments in the pay TV sector such 
as the expanding range of channels available as we move to digital television. 
The Review also found that the requirement is highly valued by the Australian production 
industry as it promotes development and provides employment opportunities and new 
Australian product for export. 
The Australian Government wants to ensure the subscription television sector continues to 
make a cultural contribution by telling Australian stories and making quality Australian 
drama (Coonan 2005b). 
Some changes were made to the rule.  The Government decided to allow pre-production 
expenditure to be counted towards the requirement, with the following limitations: 
•  allowable expenditure is limited to third parties; 
•  writers and producers must be Australian or New Zealand citizens; 
•  total claimable pre-production expenditure will be capped at 10 per cent of the total 
obligation of the channel; and 
•  previously counted pre-production expenditure will be disallowed if the eventual 
program is produced offshore. 
Coonan also announced that the Government would allow pre-production expenditure 
on script development to count towards the 10 per cent requirement and excess 
expenditure to be carried forward and treated as new expenditure in the following year. 
Both changes will require legislative amendment, which is expected to occur during the 
autumn 2006 sittings of Parliament.
19  A further review of the requirement will be 
undertaken in 2008 (Coonan 2005a, 2005b; DCITA 2005). 
The contribution of the subscription television industry as a result of the expenditure 
rule has been significant.  The rule has resulted in the subscription television industry 
contributing as much as $20.6 million to the production of feature films and television 
drama programs – equivalent to about a third of what is available from government 
funding agencies (Table 5.1).  Since reaching this peak in 2001-02, spending on 
Australian drama in compliance with the rules has fallen as total expenditure by drama 
                                                   
19 At 1 May 2006, the legislation amending the drama expenditure requirements was yet to enter Parliament.   150
channels has fallen, perhaps as the industry curtailed its high program expenditures by 
renegotiating program supply contracts.  Neither the ACMA or the subscription 
television regularly publish lists of the programs that receive funds under the drama 
expenditure rule, so it is not possible here to undertake any analysis of the numbers or 
types of programs that attract funding. 
Subscription television services are not required to broadcast minimum amounts of local 
content.  This initially encouraged expenditure on Australian drama to be on programs 
that would have their first run on free-to-air television – for example SeaChange (2000) 
and Changi (2001) – and on feature films.  More recently, there appears to be a trend 
towards directing drama requirement expenditure monies towards ‘unique’ subscription 
television program material.  Examples include Movie Network’s Green Light project, 
PMP’s investments in mini-series and FOXTEL’s and AUSTAR’s investments in the 
second series of Love My Way (2005).   
The subscription television industry itself considers that local content plays an 
important role in creating a service that its customers are willing to pay for.  ASTRA 
currently gives on its website its policy position on the role of local content on 
subscription television: 
ASTRA members are committed to producing new Australian programming and 
recognise that Australian content has an important role to play in promoting and 
developing a sense of Australian identity character and cultural diversity.  ASTRA 
members also aim to provide their subscribers with new, innovative and high quality 
programming and a variety of choices across the vast array of channels (ASTRA 2005b). 
The effect of the drama expenditure rule on subscription television programming and 
acquisition practices is explored in Chapter 7.   
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1995-96  24.6  -  1.7  - 
1996-97  64.6  -  3.2  - 
1997-98  100.8  -  8.2  - 
1998-99  118.8  -  6.3  - 
1999-00  127.1  12.7  7.6  5.5 
2000-01  195.0  19.5  18.2  7.8 
2001-02  206.4  20.6  19.9  8.2 
2002-03  199.3  19.9  19.1  9.0 
2003-04  188.3  18.8  17.7  10.4 
2004-05  189.8  18.9  15.9  13.6 
Note  The shortfall in expenditure to be made-up in the next financial year does not equal the 
difference between the 10 per cent requirement and the expenditure nominated toward 
this requirement as some services spent in excess of 10 per cent of their total program 
expenditure on new Australian drama programs. 
Sources  (ABA 2000b, 2002b, 2004) 
5.1.4  Anti-siphoning 
Sport broadcasting is often highly regulated.  The importance of sport as a program 
offering and as a key driver of demand for television services ‘has forced governments 
to intervene in media merger proposals, sports-rights contract negotiations, and disputes 
among television distribution systems over access to content’ (Hoehn and Lancefield 
2003).  Anti-siphoning rules for sports programming limit which broadcasters can 
acquire broadcast rights for particular sports events on the assumption that a 
broadcaster, by obtaining key content, can establish a dominant position in the market 
for that content and restrict competition for that content by other outlets (OECD 1999, 
p.77).   
When the introduction of subscription television in Australia was first considered, there 
was concern that coverage of popular sporting events would move from free-to-air to 
pay television.  To prevent the ‘siphoning’ of important events from free-to-air 
television, section 115 of the BSA gives the Communications Minister the power to 
specify events or types of event that should be ‘available free to the general public’.  
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Program siphoning in this context means the obtaining by a subscription television 
broadcasting licensee of the rights to broadcast events of national importance and cultural 
significance that have traditionally been televised by free-to-air broadcasters, such that 
those events could not be received by the public free of charge (Australian Senate 1992). 
The rules do not reserve specific events for exclusive coverage on free-to-air television 
(SECITALC 2005, p.3).  The Explanatory Memorandum to the BSA intended that: 
[The] process should ensure, on equity grounds, that Australians will continue to have 
free access to important events.  It will, however, also allow subscription television 
broadcasters to negotiate rights to provide complementary, or more detailed, coverage of 
events (Australian Senate 1992). 
Thus, the anti-siphoning rules give priority to free-to-air television broadcasters in 
acquiring the broadcast rights of ‘events of national importance and cultural 
significance’ by preventing subscription television broadcasters from acquiring the 
rights to cover such events before the free-to-air broadcasters have had an opportunity 
to obtain the broadcast rights (D. Williams 2004).  Free-to-air broadcasters are not 
obliged to acquire the rights to events on the anti-siphoning list.  If a free-to-air 
broadcasters acquires the right to broadcast an event, a subscription television service 
may also acquire the pay television rights to the same event (SECITALC 2005, p.3). 
The rule thus works to protect the interests of free-to-air broadcasters as well as those of 
viewers.  The anti-siphoning provisions were, however, promoted as protecting the 
interests of consumers, rather than those of the commercial television licensees.  The 
Department acknowledged the dual role of the anti-siphoning rules in its description of 
the BSA in 1993: 
The interests of consumers and existing commercial television licensees are protected by 
anti-siphoning provisions to ensure that events of national importance and cultural 
significant currently available remains available on free-to-air television (DOTAC 1993, 
p.24). 
The rule itself operates through a condition that forms part of the subscription television 
broadcasting licence: 
The licensee will not acquire the right to televise, on a subscription television 
broadcasting service, an event that is specie in a notice under subsection 115(1) unless:  
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a national broadcaster has the right to televise the event on its broadcasting services; or 
(ii)  the television broadcasting services of commercial television broadcasting licensees 
who have the right to televise the event cover a total of more than 50 per cent of the 
Australian population (Schedule 2, paragraph 10(e) of the BSA). 
The inclusion and removal of events on the anti-siphoning list is completely at the 
discretion of the Communications Minister.  In order for an event to be considered for 
inclusion in the list, it must have tradable broadcast rights.  Many events that could be 
considered to be of national importance and cultural significance – and Anzac Day is a 
commonly cited example – can not be included on the list as they are public events that 
all broadcasters are entitled to cover freely (ABA 2001b, p.10).  The focus of the anti-
siphoning list is, therefore, major sporting events.   
The first anti-siphoning list was compiled in 1994 by the then Communications Minister 
Michael Lee with advice from the commercial networks.  The list has since been 
reviewed – and lengthened – by Ministers Richard Alston and Darryl Williams, with 
advice from the ABA.  The most recent revision of the list was in 2004.  The current list 
includes only sporting events, including the Olympic and Commonwealth Games, all 
the major football leagues, major cricket tests and tennis competitions and international 
netball (the full anti-siphoning list is included at Table 5.2).   
There are two ways in which an event can be removed from the anti-siphoning list 
(delisted): by Ministerial amendment, or by automatic delisting.  When the anti-
siphoning list was first put together in 1994, an event could only be removed from the 
list by the Minister for Communications issuing a delisting notice (SECITALC 2005, 
p.4).  In 1995, the Government amended the rules to automatically delist an event one 
week after the event was held to allow secondary coverage on subscription television.  
In 2001, the automatic delisting period was increased to six weeks before the 
commencement of an event where the rights had been made available to free-to-air 
broadcasters.  Once an event has been delisted, subscription television broadcasters can 
negotiate for the rights to the event.  In 2005, the automatic delisting period was 
increased again to a 12 week period.   
Free-to-air broadcasters are discouraged from hoarding the broadcast rights to live 
television coverage of listed events by Part 10A of the BSA, which came into effect in   154
1999.  The anti-hoarding provisions were intended to provide an ‘incentive for free-to-
air broadcasters to only acquire live rights to a designated event or events in a series 
they can actually use’ (Australian Senate 1999a). 
The anti-hoarding provisions do not, however, compel free-to-air broadcasters to show 
the sporting events that they acquire in full.  It is sufficient for them to broadcast 
highlights of events, either as a stand-alone program or in a magazine-style sports 
program, as is typical of free-to-air coverage of the Olympic Games and international 
Formula 1 races.  The number of programming hours not actually broadcast is 
controversial, and has been a matter of long-standing debate between free-to-air and 
subscription broadcasters.  ASTRA has argued, for example, that free-to-air coverage of 
anti-siphoning listed events should be monitored by the ACMA.  It considers that 
proper monitoring of sports coverage would act as an incentive for the free-to-air 
broadcasters to televise listed events and that it could form the basis of an anti-
siphoning scheme based on a principle of ‘use it or lose it’ (ASTRA 2005c)  
Australia’s anti-siphoning scheme and its list of events are both more extensive and 
restrictive than similar regulations overseas.  In Europe, anti-siphoning regulations 
encourage non-exclusive live coverage of listed events.  Governments may list 
important events that must be broadcast free-to-air, live or delayed.  In the UK, 
exclusive live rights are generally not permitted to either free-to-air or subscription 
television broadcasters (ABA 2001b, p.13) 
The ACCC considers that, along with the prohibition on multi-channelling and 
restrictions on the use of broadcasting spectrum, the anti-siphoning regime limits 
competition between the free-to-air and pay television sectors.  Under the ACCC’s 
approach, competition between the two sectors is important: 
These markets are relatively immune to competitive pressure from the threat of new entry, 
given the high barriers to entry to both sectors.  This is particularly so in the free-to-air 
broadcasting sector where government regulation rules out new entry.  If competition 
between the pay television and free-to-air sectors were allowed to develop, the 
competitive discipline on pay television operators would be likely to increase (ACCC 
2003c, p.74).  
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The subscription television industry vehemently opposes the anti-siphoning regime.  
ASTRA considers that the ‘rules effectively set up the commercial networks as sports 
rights brokers with a statutory monopoly and no countervailing obligation to show any 
of the events to which they have been granted a statutory monopoly’ (ASTRA 2005b). 
In the interviews conducted for this project, Jon Marquard, Chief Operating Officer of 
PMG said: 
The regulation that hinders us most is anti-siphoning.  It distorts the market.  It is a 
competitive imbalance between us and free-to-air television.  It affects the sports bodies – 
they could invest a lot more if we didn’t have it.  And also, it really affects the public 
because it distorts in an indirect way – it is not a direct way.   
[The free-to-airs] can negotiate an outcome which does not require them to show a sport 
live and the result of that is that they get the sport and they do what is called hoarding.  It 
drives sports fans batty.  They will acquire the rights and they’ll say we’re actually not 
going to put that on live, we’re going to put that on delay or we’re going to put it in a 
highlights form… 
Our anti-siphoning regime is outrageous and the most extensive in the world and makes 
us a laughing stock around the world.  And the viewers are the people who are missing 
out because the free-to-airs are hording all of this sport that they’ll never be able to show.  
Our argument has been that if they’ve been showing something, keep it on the list, if they 
haven’t shown it in 12 months, it should come off the list and be able to be purchased by 
whoever wants to buy it.  It’s crazy (interview, Jon Marquard, PMG, 8 April 2005). 
In 2004, the Government introduced to Parliament a proposal to amend the anti-
siphoning scheme to extend the automatic de-listing period for events on the list to 
12 weeks.  The Senate referred the amendments to its Environment, Communications, 
Information Technology and the Arts Legislation Committee for inquiry and report.  
Although the Committee found broad support for the proposed amendments, it also 
discovered some concern that subscription television broadcasters could acquire pay 
television broadcast rights to events before free-to-air broadcasters had purchased their 
broadcast rights.  Free-to-air broadcasters considered that this had the potential to 
undermine their ability to generate an audience to watch an event and therefore made 
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Undoubtedly, the list does reduce the amount of popular sports programming on pay 
television.  The pay television industry believes that sport is an important demand driver 
and that the anti-siphoning list has constrained its growth.  It does concede that free-to-
air television is the appropriate broadcast medium for popular sports: 
There can be no doubt that the icon events, or what in Britain are known as the crown 
jewels, can and should be on free-to-air television.  No-one in their right mind would seek 
to take the Melbourne Cup, State-of-Origin Rugby League, the NRL and AFL Grand 
Finals, the Australian Open Tennis Final and similar events off free-to-air.  In any case, 
the owners of those rights, the sporting bodies, would ensure the opposite for their own 
manifest self-interest as well as the interests of their fans.  The ratings ensure their live 
national broadcast (Greiner 2004, p.14).  
The industry continues to lobby for changes to the anti-siphoning rule.  For example, the 
subscription television industry has suggested that the rule to be modified to allow for 
dual rights – for subscription broadcasters to be able to broadcast events that are also 
being shown on free-to-air television.  This approach attracted support from the ACCC 
in its 2003 report to the Communications Minister on competition in communications 
services (ACCC 2003c).  In its March 2006 media reform white paper, the Government 
has suggested that it ‘would review the rationale for the anti-siphoning scheme’ prior to 
the expiry of the current list at the end of 2010  (DCITA 2006, p.10).  
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Table 5.2  Anti-siphoning lists, 2004 to 2010 
Sport  Event  11 May 2004 to 
31 December 2005 
1 January 2006 to 
31 December 2010  
Olympic Games  Each event held as part of the 
Olympic Games 
  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
Commonwealth 
Games 
Each event held as part of the 
Commonwealth Games 
  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
Horse racing  Each running of the Melbourne 
Cup organised by the Victoria 
Racing Club 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
Australian rules 
football 
Each match in the Australian 
Football League Premiership 
competition, including the Finals 
Series 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each Australian Football League 
State of Origin match 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
Rugby league 
football 
Each match in the National Rugby 
League Premiership competition, 
including the Finals Series 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each match in the National Rugby 
League State of Origin Series 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each international rugby league “ 
test” match involving the senior 
Australian representative team 
selected by the Australian Rugby 
League, whether played in 
Australia or overseas 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Any other match involving the 
senior Australian representative 
team selected by the Australian 
Rugby League, whether played in 
Australia or overseas 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
Rugby union 
football 
Each international “test” match 
involving the senior Australian 
representative team selected by 
the Australian Rugby Union, 
whether played in Australia or 
overseas 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each match in the Rugby World 
Cup tournament 
  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each match in the Hong Kong 
Sevens Tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
Cricket  Each “test” match involving the 
senior Australian representative 
team selected by Cricket Australia, 
whether played in Australia or 
overseas 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Tests played in 
Australia or UK 
  Each one day cricket match 
(including World Series Cricket 
matches) involving the senior 
Australian representative team 
selected by Cricket Australia, 
whether played in Australia or 
overseas 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Tests played in 
Australia or UK 
  Each one day cricket match 
involving the senior Australian 
representative team selected by 
Cricket Australia played as part of 
a series in which at least one 
match of the series is played in 
Australia 
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Sport  Event  11 May 2004 to 
31 December 2005 
1 January 2006 to 
31 December 2010  
  Each World Cup one day cricket 
match 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
Soccer  The English Football Association 
Cup final 
  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each match in the Fédération 
Internationale de Football 
Association World Cup tournament 
held in 2006 
  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each finals match in the Ericsson 
Cup competition organised by the 
National Soccer League 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
  The English Football Association 
Cup final 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
Tennis  Each match in the Australian Open 
tennis tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each match in the Wimbledon (the 
Lawn Tennis Championships) 
tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each match in the French Open 
tennis tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each match in the United States 
Open tennis tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
Singles quarter-
finals, semi-finals 
and finals matches 
  Each match in the AAPT 
Championships tennis tournament 
held in Adelaide 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
  Each match in the Uncle Toby’s 
Hardcourt tennis tournament held 
in Brisbane 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
  Each match in the Adidas 
International tennis tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
  Each match in each tie in the 
Davis Cup tennis tournament 
when an Australian representative 
team is involved 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
Netball  Each international netball match 
involving the senior Australian 
representative team selected by 
the All Australian Netball 
Association, whether played in 
Australia or overseas 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
Basketball  Each match in the Australian 
National Basketball League 
playoffs. 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
Golf  Each round of the Australian 
Masters tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each round of the Australian Open 
tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each round of the United States 
Masters tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each round of the United States 
Open tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
  Each round of the United States 
Professional Golf Association 
Championship tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿   
  Each round of the British Open 
tournament 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  
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Sport  Event  11 May 2004 to 
31 December 2005 
1 January 2006 to 
31 December 2010  
Motor sports  Each race in the Fédération 
Internationale de l’Automobile 
Formula 1 World Championship 
(Grand Prix) 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Races in Australia 
  Each race in the Moto GP  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Races in Australia 
  Each race in the V8 Supercar 
Championship Series (including 
the Bathurst 1000) 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
  Each race in the Champ Car 
World Series (IndyCar) held in 
Australia 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  ￿ ￿ ￿ ￿ 
Source  (ABA 2003; D. Williams 2004)   160
5.1.5  Advertising 
Section 101 of the BSA banned advertisements and sponsorship announcements on 
subscription television services up to June 1997.  They must still ensure that their 
advertising revenues are no greater than their subscription revenues.  Australian 
subscription television channels earn revenues from the platforms usually on a per-
subscriber basis.  They are also able to earn additional revenues through selling 
advertising, although, according to UKTV’s Tony Iffland, channel advertising revenues 
are no more and generally somewhat less than about 20 per cent of subscription 
revenues (interview, 3 February 2005).   
Whether the subscription television requires regulation of advertising content is 
questionable.  Customers’ expectation that a pay service will not broadcast the levels of 
advertising seen on commercial free-to-air television is likely to place a market-based 
constraint on the amount and type of advertising that subscription television channels 
include in their services.   
5.1.6  Manufacturing industry support 
The Government intended that the BSA deliver a new market to Australian electronics 
manufacturers.  Any industry development plans were to be enforced through imposing 
requirements as a licence condition via section 100(4) of the BSA (Australian Senate 
1992).  Without the Minister approving a licence condition, there were no conditions 
binding licensees to acquire equipment from Australian manufacturers. 
By April 1993, the Department had told the electronics industry that it had downgraded 
the importance of the industry development plans as part of the bidding process and that 
it would contest the satellite licences on a price-only basis (Dunlevy 1993; Gray and 
Lewis 1993).  The electronics industry was sidelined: 
The Government’s shift on industry development plans brought an angry response from 
aspiring manufacturers yesterday, with Kambrook accusing it of having double standards.  
Kambrook’s managing director, Mr Barry Davies, said: ‘Some bidders (for the satellite 
pay-TV licences) say that they intended to make something of their industry development 
plans and were going to include an Australian manufacturer in their bids.   
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‘But as a result of being told by the Government ‘don’t worry about that, just get price 
bids in’, they have dropped those plans.’ 
The potential to create jobs from the new industry was one of the key reasons that Caucus 
and Cabinet had accepted the pay TV policy plans.  
Mr Davies said that the Government officials on the satellite licence selection team had 
suggested that expenditure on films or programming for pay TV may offset a failure to 
include local manufacturing proposals.  
‘Foreign companies expect to be pushed a bit by the Government,’ he said. ‘But there has 
definitely been a weakening of the manufacturing industry position’ (Gray and Lewis 
1993). 
Information collected via semi-structured industry interviews conducted in the course of 
researching this thesis suggests that the Government policy to support the Australian 
electronics manufacturing industry was stymied by DOTAC bureaucrats, who did not 
favour a ‘picking favorites’ approach to industry development.  The Labor 
Government’s promise that Australian electronics manufacturers would benefit from 
requirements that satellite licensees be required to source their equipment locally, 
therefore, had little opportunity to come to fruition. 
5.1.7  Codes of practice 
The BSA imposes a self-regulatory regime where responsibility for responding to 
complaints and matters of community concern rests with the broadcaster, in the first 
instance.  The regulatory authority (ACMA) intervenes only if a complaint is 
unresolved or community safeguards have proven inadequate. 
Commercial, community and subscription radio and television services are all required 
to develop their own codes of practice to cover matters of community concern as set out 
at section 123 of the BSA.  These matters include the classification of programs, 
accuracy and fairness in news and current affairs, advertising time, complaints handling, 
captioning and, for subscription television licensees, dealings with customers such as 
billing and fault repair and any issues revealed in ACMA research.  Once determined by 
the regulatory authority, codes of practice become a condition of licence for all relevant 
broadcasters and narrowcasters (ASTRA 2003, 2005a).    162
5.2  Other regulations affecting the pay television industry 
In addition to its responsibilities under the BSA, subscription television services must 
comply with the Telecommunications Act, the Radcoms Act and the Trade Practices 
Act.  Australia opened its telecommunications market to full and open competition in 
July 1997.  Under the Telecommunications Act, anyone using a fixed line link, requires 
a telecommunications carrier licence and is potentially subject to the 
telecommunications competition policy regime.  Telecommunications service providers, 
who do not own or control infrastructure, are subject to a class licensing regime.   
Free-to-air broadcasting services that use the broadcasting services bands of the 
radiofrequency spectrum are exempt from the telecommunications regime unless they 
supply telecommunications services with their signal.  Owners of cable-based 
broadcasting platforms require a telecommunications carrier licence in addition to a 
subscription broadcasting or narrowcasting licence.  Owners of broadcasting platforms 
using non-broadcasting services bands of the radiofrequency spectrum, such as satellite 
and microwave services, require a radiofrequency spectrum licence and may require a 
telecommunications carrier licence in addition to a subscription broadcasting or 
narrowcasting licence. 
The telecommunications industry-specific competition policies of the Trade Practices 
Act have an important role in governing convergence of Australian broadcasting and 
telecommunications services.  The parts of the Trade Practices Act that affect the 
operation of the Australia subscription television industry are: 
•  Part IV, which prohibits practices such as anti-competitive agreements, the misuse of 
market power and anti-competitive mergers; 
•  Part VII, which deals with the authorisation of anti-competitive conduct; and 
•  Parts XIB and XIC, which establish a competition regime that is specific to the 
telecommunications industry.  Part XIB contains anti-competitive provisions that are 
based on the general provisions of Pat IV.  Part XIC contains an access regime, which 
aims to promote the long-term interests of end users.  Part XIC empowers the ACCC to  
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declare carriage services and to require service providers to comply with standard 
access obligations (Jones 2003, p.3).
 20 
The ACCC has primary responsibility for the enforcement of competition policy in 
Australia and for enforcing the industry-specific competition policies that apply to 
telecommunications services.  In this role, the ACCC has considered ‘issues of market 
definition, content monopolisation, vertical integration and anticompetitive market 
foreclosure’ in relation to the proposed mergers of Australis Media with FOXTEL and 
OPTUS Vision and the in relation to the CSA (OECD 1999, p.165). 
5.2.1  The telecommunications access regime 
The access regime aims to ensure access to carriage services is available on reasonable 
terms and conditions and includes necessary ancillary services such as interconnection, 
billing information and access to customer equipment with the aim of promoting any-to-
any connectivity, diversity and competition in carriage and content services. 
In 1997, the ACCC deemed broadcasting access services to be ‘declared’ (that is, they 
must comply with Parts XIB and XIC of the Trade Practices Act), and, in 1999, 
declared analog subscription television platforms after concluding that it would be in the 
long-term interests of end users.  This meant that Telstra and OPTUS were now 
required to give other analog pay television operators access to their cable networks.  
Following the declaration, the Seven Network and TARBS notified the ACCC of access 
disputes with Telstra. 
Seven had wanted to have its C7 sports channel and two proposed Olympics channels 
available on the Telstra cable in time for the 2000 Sydney Olympics.  Telstra considered 
that its contractual arrangement with FOXTEL prevented it from hosting another pay 
television service.  Telstra also argued that it did not have the capacity to carry another 
pay television service (Burke 1999a).
21  Seven immediately applied to the Federal Court 
to declare invalid FOXTEL’s pre-existing contractual right to have exclusive use of 
                                                   
20 Telecommunications infrastructure ‘declared’ by the ACCC under Part XIC of the Trade Practices Act must 
be made available to third parties at a reasonable cost. 
21 Of Telstra’s 64 analog cable channels, 50 were used by FOXTEL and 40 of those were already in use.  The 
remaining 14 channels were reserved for Telstra’s high-speed cable services and the conversion to digital.   164
Telstra’s cable for pay television services (Access without aggression 2000; Burke 
2000b, 2000c; Foxtel Management Pty Ltd v Seven Cable Television Pty Ltd 2000).  
FOXTEL and Telstra launched a separate Federal Court action to overturn the ACCC 
decision to declare the analog cable open to competition.   
In March 2000, the Federal Court ruled that FOXTEL could not stop Telstra from 
granting access to Seven or TARBS.  Seven appealed in June 2000, however the case 
was dismissed and costs were awarded against FOXTEL and Telstra.  Kerry Stokes said 
the ruling meant ‘Telstra will now have to carry Seven’s subscription television 
services, including our C7/AFL channel, which, appropriately, will not be available to 
all Australians’.  FOXTEL was quick to comment that the court rulings would have no 
immediate effect on its service.  FOXTEL’s chief executive, Jim Blomfield said: ‘The 
rulings do not mean FOXTEL, as part of its channel line-up, will be offering any new 
channels supplied by TARBS or the Seven Network’ (Access without aggression 2000). 
By August 2000, TARBS was in arbitration with Telstra before the ACCC (Lacy 2000).  
In September, Seven joined it, providing legal opinion to the ACCC (Collins 2001a, 
2001b).  In January 2001, the ACCC issued a draft determination setting out its 
proposals for appropriate pricing for access to Telstra’s cable and FOXTEL’s set-top 
boxes.  Agreement on pricing was reached in April 2000.  Seven accepted the pricing 
later that month, and later reached an agreement to launch C7 on FOXTEL in July 2001 
(Kitney 2000). 
Later in March 2002, C7 lost the AFL pay television rights – its last broadcast rights to 
a major sporting event – to FOXTEL, forcing the end of its channel supply agreements 
(Potter 2002).  In May 2002, Seven shut down C7, saying it was ‘no longer financially 
viable’ as it had lost the rights to major sporting events and its contracts with OPTUS 
and AUSTAR had ended in April.  Seven’s chief executive of new media and 
investments, Steve Wise said: ‘We will continue to pursue our right for access on the 
Telstra cable. The delays to date in securing access have caused considerable damage to 
our subscription TV business and the closure of C7 as a competitor in the pay-TV 
market’ (Australian Stock Exchange 2002; Washington 2003) 
In November 2002, Kerry Stokes took Telstra, News and PBL to the Federal Court, 
claiming that they had colluded to block C7 from acquiring the broadcast rights for the  
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AFL and the NRL.  Seven considered that they had been working together to ‘enshrine a 
monopoly in subscription television infrastructure and content, and to seriously damage 
Seven’.  Other respondents included FOXTEL, Fox Sports, the National Rugby League, 
the Australian Football League, Ten, OPTUS and AUSTAR.  A Seven spokesman, 
Simon Francis, has said: ‘As we’ve put to the Federal Court, our business was 
compromised – indeed “killed” – by what we allege to be anti-competitive behaviour, 
which to an observer appears to have been an approach undertaken since the first days 
of pay television in Australia’ (Ryan 2003b).  The case started in May 2004, after more 
than 18 months of legal document discovery and hearings.  It is likely to be the biggest 
case of its type heard in Australia.  Much of the argument is expected to focus on the 
definition of a pay television market, with News seeking to disprove the ACCC’s past 
position that pay and free-to-air television services operate in separate markets (Schulze 
2004c).  By the end of April 2006, the court had finished questioning ‘witnesses of fact’ 
after seven months of hearings, and expected to spend six to eight weeks questioning 
expert economists and accountants about ‘how markets work, how competition works, 
how the pay TV industry works, and how much a supplier of sports channels called C7 
could have been worth today if it had not closed its doors after four short years of 
operation’ (Sexton 2006). 
On 12 December 2003, the ACCC announced that it had decided to accept Telstra and 
FOXTEL’s applications to exempt digitised pay television services from the 
telecommunications access regime.  FOXTEL and Telstra had undertaken that if they 
digitised their networks prior to 31 December 2007, they would provide access to the 
networks to third parties on terms approved by the ACCC.  The ACCC had not 
approved a similar application for analog services in 1998, on the basis that some of the 
costs associated with the network were overstated and some of the non-price elements 
of the undertakings, including dispute resolution, needed strengthening (ACCC 2003a).  
Currently, according to FOXTEL: 
Independent channel providers are able to access the FOXTEL analogue and digital 
distribution networks, and through them access the FOXTEL subscriber base 
independently of the FOXTEL service, through FOXTEL’s digital and analogue access 
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As of 2005, FOXTEL had come to an arrangement to carry one third-party channel, 
TVN, which focuses on horse racing.  Third-party channels can access the FOXTEL 
platform for a cost set by FOXTEL on a rate card.  Customers purchase the channel 
directly from the provider and FOXTEL actives the service (Christian Murphy, 
FOXTEL, interview 18 August 2005). 
5.2.2  The Content Sharing Agreement 
The ACCC and the Trade Practices Act have had a role in shaping the Australian 
subscription television industry through preventing proposed mergers and through the 
auspices of competition policy.  In 1995 and 1997, the ACCC prevented Australis 
Media from merging with FOXTEL, under section 50 of the Trade Practices Act.
22  The 
ACCC opposed a merger between Australis and FOXTEL on the grounds that it would 
lead to a substantial lessening of competition in the pay television and telephony 
markets.  The ACCC considered that a merged Australis/FOXTEL would be in a 
position to marginalise OPTUS Vision and weaken OPTUS’s position as a competitor 
to Telstra.  Should OPTUS fail, FOXTEL and Telstra would both end up monopoly 
suppliers of pay television and telephony services (OECD 1999, p.174). 
In 2002, FOXTEL and OPTUS came to an agreement to share programming, the CSA.  
Discussions had commenced in late 2001, but the bulk of the detail was negotiated in 
the three weeks prior to the announcement of the agreement.  A major catalyst for the 
deal was OPTUS agitating for access to Fox Sport’s rugby league programs and 
FOXTEL’s Footy Channel.  Sam Chisholm, who was appointed as FOXTEL chairman 
in July 2001, was looking for ways to improve the economics of pay television, but it 
was not until Lachlan Murdoch attended a FOXTEL board meeting in February 2002 
that negotiations commenced in earnest (Schulze 2002).   
The agreement was reached despite all of the related parties having differing agendas: 
Each of the interested parties has a differing primary motivation.  Telstra is in pay 
television for telephony defence reasons, News Corp is in pay television to: (a) develop a 
profitable platform; and/or (b) supply profitable content.  PBL primarily wants a role in 
                                                   
22 Section 50 of the Trade Practices Act which prevents mergers or changes in ownership between two or more 
entities which result in a substantial lessening of competition.  
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FOXTEL to hedge its position in free-to-air broadcasting.  The Government wants to keep 
Australia apace with global technology developments and the ACCC wants a competitive 
(but viable) market for both pay television and telephony.  The other media and telco 
players don’t want to be left out in the digital television environment.  As such a single 
solution will never satisfy all stakeholders (ABN AMRO 2002, p.3) 
As some aspects of the agreement had the potential to be regarded as anti-competitive 
under the competitive conduct provisions of the Trade Practices Act, FOXTEL and 
OPTUS sought clearance of the agreement by the ACCC.  At the time the agreement 
was announced, ACCC Commissioner for Mergers and Acquisitions, Ross Jones said: 
‘Effectively, you now have FOXTEL as a monopoly pay television wholesaler selling to 
a series of retailers.  That in itself generates some interesting issues that we want to talk 
to the parties and a lot of other people about’ (Elliot and Schulze 2002).   
On 21 June 2002, the ACCC announced that the CSA would likely breach the Trade 
Practices Act.  It believed that the CSA would result in a substantial lessening of 
competition in the market for acquisition of broadcast rights for pay television, the 
market for wholesale aggregation and supply of programming for pay television, the 
market for the supply of retail pay television services, and the market for 
telecommunications fixed customer access networks.  As it stood, the ACCC considered 
that the agreement would diminish the incentive for OPTUS to acquire programming, 
and enhance FOXTEL’s negotiating position in acquiring content.  The independence 
and rivalry between FOXTEL and OPTUS in the retail pay television market would be 
lessened.  The agreement could results in increased barriers of entry for competing pay 
television operators as access to pay TV content would be even more difficult to obtain 
given FOXTEL’s enhanced purchasing power.  The concentration of control of key 
programming would make accessing premium programming more difficult for 
competing networks.  The arrangements also increased the incentive for collusion 
between Australia’s two largest telecommunications carriers (ACCC 2003b; 2003c, 
pp.27-28) 
Subsequently, an additional agreement between FOXTEL and AUSTAR, ensuring the 
supply of content to AUSTAR, was submitted to the ACCC.  FOXTEL, OPTUS, 
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were designed to address its concerns about any anti-competitive effects of the CSA.
23  
The undertakings were released for public comment in September 2002, and after some 
amendments, the ACCC announced on 13 November 2002 that it believed the 
competition concerns that it had identified had been addressed (Kitney 2002). 
Telstra and FOXTEL undertook to provide access to the declared analog pay television 
service.  They also committed to digitise the Telstra cable network provided the 
government passed legislation that allows exemptions to be granted from requirements 
to provide access to a telecommunications service to third parties before the service is 
‘declared’.
24  They undertook to commence supplying retail digital cable and satellite 
services within 12 months of a decision to exempt the digital cable pay television 
carriage service.  
FOXTEL and AUSTAR undertook to supply content to infrastructure operators who 
wish to resell their services.  The FOXTEL and AUSTAR services would be available 
as retransmissions, and could be bundled with other pay television services. 
FOXTEL and OPTUS made a number of undertakings relating to the acquisition of 
content: 
•  FOXTEL and OPTUS will not acquire the pay television rights to shared channels on an 
exclusive basis.  Shared channels are channels broadcast by both FOXTEL and OPTUS 
before the agreement and include: Antenna, BBC World, Cartoon Network, CNBC, 
Disney, National Geographic, RAI, Sky News, Sky Racing, TCM, TVSN, World 
Movies and ESPN International. 
                                                   
23  Section 87B of the Trade Practices Act provides that the ACCC may accept a written undertaking in 
connection with a matter in relation to which the ACCC has a power of function under the Trade Practices Act.  
Undertakings given under section 87B are court enforceable insofar as the ACCC may apply to the court where 
it considers that a term of an undertaking has been breached.  Such orders can include directing the providers of 
the undertaking to comply with the undertaking or to compensate a person who has suffered loss or damage as 
a result of the breach, as well as any other order than the court considers appropriate. 
24 The Telecommunications Competition Act 2002, which allows for exemptions to be granted before the 
declaration of a service, was assented to on 19 December 2002.  Before the act was passed, the ACCC could 
only exempt an existing service, which Telstra and FOXTEL argued discouraged investment in new 
telecommunications services.  
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•  FOXTEL will not bid for Movie Network or PMP channels on an exclusive basis, other 
than under certain circumstances. 
•  At least 30 per cent of the FOXTEL pay television channels will be non-affiliated 
channels. 
•  For the duration of the CSA, OPTUS will continue to provide two channels compiled by 
OPTUS from sources other than FOXTEL or a FOXTEL shareholder member. 
•  FOXTEL and OPTUS will maintain expenditure on Australian programming produced 
by independent third parties. 
•  FOXTEL will not jointly bid for rights to 3G, internet or broadband content rights with 
its shareholders or related bodies.  If it does acquire these rights and sub-licences them, 
it must offer the rights to all third parties on comparable terms and conditions. 
The CSA opened the path for the digitisation of Telstra’s HFC network, which was 
estimated as costing about $500 million at the time the agreement was announced.  Kim 
Williams said: ‘Today’s agreements prepare the ground work for a confident digital 
decision path, provided there are appropriate safe harbours in a regulatory sense which 
acknowledge the investment risk’ (Burke 2000a). 
5.2.3  Closed captioning 
In June 2004, the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission 
(HREOC) approved a plan presented to it by the subscription television industry to roll 
out closed captioning services under the Disability Discrimination Act 1992.  Under the 
plan, subscription television services have provided captioning on five per cent of 
programs across a minimum of 20 digital channels since October 2004.  The quote 
increases by five per cent every year over five years to 2008 and expanded to 40 
channels in 2006.  By 2008, subscription television services will be broadcasting more 
hours of closed-captioned programs than free-to-air broadcasting services (ASTRA 
2004; HREOC 2004a, 2004b). 
5.3  Summary 
The Australian subscription television industry is a convergent communications service 
– it bundles television and interactive information services for delivery to customers via   170
cable and satellite networks.  The convergent nature of subscription television means 
that it falls under the regulatory regimes of both the broadcasting and the 
telecommunications industries. 
Household subscription television services were illegal in Australia up until the 
introduction of the BSA in 1992.  The BSA aims to keep regulation to a minimum and 
imposes different levels of regulatory control according to the degree of influence those 
services have on shaping community attitudes.  The BSA provides for two types of 
subscription television service – subscription broadcasting and subscription 
narrowcasting services – which attract different regulatory burdens in accordance with 
their perceived influence.   
The BSA does not impose any cross-media ownership limits on subscription television 
licensees.  Any Australian company or individual can become a subscription television 
licensee.  The subscription television platforms are the only participants in the pay 
television industry that are licensed by government.   
Despite stating that the subscription television industry should be able to choose its own 
delivery technologies, at the outset, Government favoured distribution by satellite.  The 
Government’s attempt to prevent a MDS subscription service from having any first-
mover advantage over its favoured satellite technology had failed, but the potential for a 
national satellite-distributed subscription television service seemed assured.   
The price eventually paid for the A and B satellite licences by Australis Media was very 
high – higher than any established media company in Australia was prepared to pay.  
Australis also held the MDS licences, which allowed it to commence its service before 
the satellite could commence broadcasting.  Australis launched Australia’s first 
subscription television service, Galaxy, using MDS on Australia Day 1995 and its 
satellite service in November 1995.  By November 1995, however, FOXTEL and 
OPTUS Vision had commenced broadcasting their cable-based subscription television 
services.  FOXTEL and OPTUS Vision launched their services in October 1995 and 
September 1995 respectively, both offering more comprehensive services than Galaxy.  
This effectively squeezed Galaxy out from the higher-income, and potentially higher-
profit metropolitan markets where FOXTEL and OPTUS Vision had rolled out their 
cable networks.  
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The Federal Government set up satellite to become the carrier of pay television services 
in Australia, through the BSA and subsequent legislation.  The Government itself 
breached its promise of technological neutrality.  Its attempts were to no avail, however, 
as different players moved in to foreclose each other as much as to offer a service.  
Market forces eventually determined which technologies were used to carry pay 
television services. 
One of the core promises of pay television identified in this thesis was more choice and 
diversity, and in particular a new media player (promise #2).  The introduction of a new 
media player seemed assured when Australis finally won the A and B satellite licences 
in addition to its MDS network.  Australis allowed further new broadcasters into the 
Australian market, when it sold the rights to deliver the Galaxy service in regional areas 
via MDS to the US companies Continental Century and UIH, which eventually became 
AUSTAR.  By 2005, the only ‘new’ media players among the Australian subscription 
television service providers were AUSTAR and the major telecommunications carriers.  
AUSTAR is controlled by the US company UnitedGlobalCom.  FOXTEL, controlled by 
Telstra, News Corp and PBL, has come to dominate the subscription television market, 
being the largest platform and owning or co-owning a range of channels.  By far the 
greatest increase in diversity in voices and programming resulting from the introduction 
of subscription television in Australia has been through the channels.  FOXTEL now 
offers over 130 channels on its digital cable service.  The subscription television 
channels available in Australia include channels owned and compiled locally and 
channels that are distributed on an international basis out of the US and Europe.   
Promise #4 identified in this thesis was that the ABC would be granted a subscription 
television licence and that it could develop subscription television services as it saw 
appropriate.  In December 1994, the Federal Government allocated the two-channel 
satellite licence, Licence C, to a commercial subsidiary the ABC.  The ABC did not 
have sufficient funding to set up a subscription television service on its own, and 
entered a partnership, AIM, with Fairfax, Cox Communications, Turner International 
and Nickelodeon to produce a 24-hour news service and a children’s channel.  AIM was 
unable to find a customer for its channels.  Both FOXTEL and OPTUS Vision claimed 
the price was too high, but it also likely that News Corp and PBL were unwilling to give 
their competitor Fairfax a place in the subscription television market.  Currently, the   172
ABC retransmits its standard and digital television services and radio services on 
AUSTAR and FOXTEL cable and satellite services. 
Under promise #3, content regulation should be relevant to the influence and 
pervasiveness of the service.  In accordance with this, subscription television services 
are subject to three content-related rules under the BSA relating to censorship, local 
content and anti-siphoning.  Subscription television narrowcasting services are 
permitted to transmit R-rated content.  The BSA, however, prevents subscription 
broadcasting services from broadcasting such content without Parliamentary approval. 
In line with promise #3, subscription television services are not required to meet 
minimum content quotas.  However, to protect a genre particularly vulnerable to market 
failure, subscription television drama channels are required to ensure that at least 10 per 
cent of total program expenditure is directed to new eligible Australian drama 
production.  It is worth noting that, proportionally, this is a similar level of expenditure 
as that of the commercial television licensees, which are required to broadcast minimum 
levels of local content.  It is debatable whether this means that subscription television 
drama channels carry a similar regulatory burden to commercial free-to-air 
broadcasters, as the overall level of subscription television expenditure is significantly 
lower.  The drama expenditure rule has contributed up to approximately $20 million to 
the Australian feature film and television drama program production industry in any 
given year, although it appears that required expenditures under the rule may be settling 
to slightly lower levels as channels negotiate more favourable program supply contracts. 
The anti-siphoning rules are intended to counter concern that the coverage of popular 
sporting events would migrate from free-to-air to subscription television.  The anti-
siphoning rules give priority to free-to-air television broadcasters in acquiring the 
broadcast rights of ‘events of national importance and cultural significance’ by 
preventing subscription television broadcasters from acquiring the rights to cover such 
events before the free-to-air broadcasters have had an opportunity to obtain the 
broadcast rights.  The rule thus works to meet promise #8, protecting the interests of 
free-to-air broadcasters, as well as those of viewers.  The anti-siphoning rules, however, 
work against promise #1, a competitive, market-driven industry, as they prevent 
competition for the acquisition of the Australian broadcast rights for most popular 
sporting events.  
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The BSA limits subscription television services from earning revenues from advertising 
greater than subscription revenues.  Whether this is necessary is questionable.  The 
regulation of advertising is counter to promise #1, that subscription television services 
contribute to a competitive, market-driven broadcasting industry.  Subscription 
television broadcasters have a strong incentive to broadcast only minimal amounts of 
advertising. 
The Government intended that the BSA deliver a new market to Australian electronics 
manufacturers (promise #7).  Little action was taken to achieve this promise, as the 
focus of the satellite licence allocation shifted from industry development ideals to 
price-based allocation mechanisms, in accordance with the market-driven broadcasting 
industry of promise #1. 
The BSA imposes a self-regulatory regime where responsibility for responding to 
complaints and matters of community concern rests with the broadcaster, in the first 
instance.  Commercial, community and subscription radio and television services are all 
required to develop their own codes of practice to cover matters of community concern.  
This approach is in accordance with both promise #1 of a market-driven broadcast 
industry and promise #3 that content regulation be relevant to the influence of the 
service, as the codes are periodically renegotiated to take into account changes in the 
broadcasting market and changes in community concerns. 
In addition to its responsibilities under the BSA, subscription television services must 
comply with the Telecommunications Act, the Radcoms Act and the Trade Practices 
Act.   
The direct relationship between subscription television services and their viewers in turn 
affects their regulation.  Subscription television services are more likely to use 
privately-owned communications infrastructure, and are not required to meet public 
interest quid pro quos in return for using scarce publicly-owned radiofrequency 
spectrum.  In addition, as their audience is increasingly fragmented over multiple 
channels, subscription television services are less likely to have power and influence 
over it than free-to-air channels over their mass audiences.  Due to their direct 
relationship with their audience, subscription television services are less vulnerable to 
market failure in programming provision and are more likely to broadcast programs   174
highly valued by their customers than commercial free-to-air services.  Therefore, it 
would appear appropriate that subscription television services would attract a less 
intrusive level of regulation, as suggested by promise #3. 
In addition to the anti-siphoning rules, commercial television licensees are protected 
from competition for advertising revenues by subscription television services.  Until 30 
June 1997, subscription television licensees were banned from broadcasting 
advertisements.  Subscription television licensees must still ensure that any advertising 
revenues that they earn are no greater than their subscription revenues.  This is despite 
the fact that there is little incentive for subscription television services to broadcast 
significant amounts of advertising.   
The ACCC has primary responsibility for the enforcement of competition policy in 
Australia and for enforcing the industry-specific competition policies that apply to 
telecommunications services, such as the telecommunications access regime.  The 
access regime underpins promise #9 that third parties will have access to subscription 
television infrastructure.  It aims to ensure access to carriage services is available on 
reasonable terms and conditions and includes necessary ancillary services such as 
interconnection, billing information and access to customer equipment with the aim of 
promoting any-to-any connectivity, diversity and competition in carriage and content 
services.  Currently, FOXTEL allows third-party channels on its platform in accordance 
with prices set out in a rate card. 
The ACCC and the Trade Practices Act have had a role in shaping the Australian 
subscription television industry through preventing proposed mergers and through the 
auspices of competition policy.  In 1995 and 1997, the ACCC prevented Australis 
Media from merging with FOXTEL, on the grounds that a merged Australis/FOXTEL 
would be in a position to marginalise OPTUS Vision and weaken OPTUS’s position as 
a competitor to Telstra.  Market forces, however, prevailed, when Australis Media 
collapsed, allowing FOXTEL to pick up its customers and equipment at little cost.   
In November 2002, the ACCC approved an agreement, the CSA, between FOXTEL and 
OPTUS to rationalise the supply of content in the subscription television market.  The 
CSA resulted in the end of exclusive channel supply deals, and allowed all subscription  
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television platforms to offer customers all subscription television channels available in 
Australia.  The CSA also opened the path for the digitisation of Telstra’s HFC network.   176 
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6.  The Australian pay TV industry 
The Australian subscription television industry is complex, with service providers, 
channel providers and program producers sharing multi-dimensional interrelationships.  
This chapter examines the organisations in the subscription television industry in 
Australia and their relationships.  It describes each of the major players, their history 
and their position in the market.  The chapter also examines demand for subscription 
television services in Australia. 
6.1  Industry structure 
One of the most important characteristics of the subscription television industry is that 
the relationships between the various organisations and their roles are not clear cut, 
especially when compared to the free-to-air broadcasters.  Of these, the organisations 
that form the actual face of the subscription television industry are the subscription 
television platforms, or service providers, and the channel providers.  These 
organisations form the central focus of this analysis.  The service providers are the retail 
face of the industry and tend to dominate policy discourse.  Channel providers package 
programs together as streams of programming and sell them as channels.  The channels 
probably have the most valuable brands in the industry. 
The way in which the subscription television industry is structured is a function of its 
economics and the regulatory framework within which it operates.  This is equally true 
of commercial free-to-air broadcasters, which tend to be discrete, vertically-integrated 
organisations.  Commercial broadcasters control every step of putting together their 
broadcast service.  They determine which programs are made or purchased, how they 
are put together as a broadcast stream and how they are delivered to the audience.  
Currently, no one can control more than one free-to-air television network in Australia.  
This is reinforced by the limited number of free-to-air television licences available in 
Australia: there is every incentive for these broadcasters to establish their own mass 
audience and little reason to cooperate to share niche audiences. 
For subscription television services, on the other hand, other than competition 
regulation and some foreign ownership rules that affect subscription television licensees   178
(the platforms), there are no regulatory constraints on who can own what.
25  As a result, 
the relationships within the industry are highly complex (Figure 6.1).  For example: 
•  Half of FOXTEL is held by News Corp and PBL.  News owns channels such as Fox 
News, PBL owns the Nine Network and ACP magazines.  PBL and BSkyB (which is 
controlled by News Corp) have a joint venture with the Seven Network to produce Sky 
News Australia. 
•  XYZnetworks, which produces channels including Arena TV, Channel [V] and 
Lifestyle Channel is owned by FOXTEL and AUSTAR. 
•  Nickelodeon Australia is a joint venture between the local XYZnetworks and Viacom. 
•  And, when Fox Sports was set up, it was 50 per cent owned by Australis and FOXTEL.  
PMG, which produces the Fox Sports channels, is now co-owned by News Corp and 
PBL. 
The subscription television industry’s main competitor are the free-to-air television 
networks: 
The main thing to understand, that we really are in a battle with the free-to-air networks 
for programming, eyeballs, for everything (Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, interview, 18 
August 2005). 
Although most organisations within the subscription television industry do also compete 
with each other for programming, viewers and subscription dollars, they must also work 
together ensure their mutual success.  The unusual nature of the relationships within the 
industry was a common theme in the interviews conducted for this thesis.  For example, 
Jon Marquard described PMG’s relationship with the major platforms as symbiotic: 
We have a very symbiotic relationship with FOXTEL and AUSTAR, because their 
success is our success, and their failure is our failure, because that is where the vast 
majority of the revenue comes from.  So, without them doing well, we won’t eventually 
do well and we’re tied to them (Jon Marquard, PMG, interview 8 April 2005). 
                                                   
25 Although the Government’s March 2006 proposals for media reform do not include any proposals to change 
the ownership limits for subscription television licensees,  commercial television licensees which are subject to 
different and potentially changing ownership rules may be permitted to establish digital subscription services 
using the broadcasting services bands of the radiofrequency spectrum (DCITA 2006).  
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Trevor Eastment and Tony Iffland both described how their channels compete with 
other channel providers for content, but then cooperate to compete with other 
entertainment industries: 
Pay TV has always been an interesting area because your competitors work within the 
same building.  And they are your allies.  So, on one side you are trying to take viewers 
from them, but in a lot of ways you are cooperating together.  There’s the individual 
business of the channel and then there’s the business of pay TV.  Without the distributors 
doing well, we can’t do well.  But, the same time, the distributors may co-own their 
nearest competitor.  So, it’s a very odd kind of industry – quite a hard industry from the 
outside to get a handle on.  You’re going out to market and bidding against people who 
literally sit three desks away.  And on some occasions you are trying desperately every 
means possible to secure product that they also want, but once you’ve worked out who 
has the programming, then you might all work together how you’re going to sell it to the 
public.  It’s a very interesting dynamic to work in – it’s not as clear cut as free-to-air 
(Trevor Eastment, LifeStyle Channel, interview, 10 February 2005).   
It’s a funny relationship [with other channels] in lots of ways.  A really strange 
relationship…  A strong subscription television sector is a strong individual channel 
sector.  So, a strong AUSTAR, a strong FOXTEL and a strong OPTUS is a strong UKTV.  
There are cross-overs in some areas.  We compete with LifeStyle, because our audience is 
very similar to LifeStyle, but we hardly compete in a programming sense, at all.  From an 
audience point of view we have a cross-over in a content sense.  FOX8 and TV1 who 
have the biggest reaches, we compete just for eyeballs.  A lot of UKTV’s audience watch 
FOX8, but that’s because FOX8 has such a big audience, not so much that there is any 
viewer competition.  So you’ve got to look at where the competition lies.  We’ll compete 
with the Comedy Channel for a new comedy program coming out of Britain that is not 
covered by our BBC or Fremantle deals….  It’s like a three-tiered game of chess or drafts, 
where you’ve got competition over all sorts of levels (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 
February 2005). 
Nevertheless, channels aiming to attract a similar audience do keep an eye on each 
other.  Movie Network’s Tony Forrest quipped in interview that ‘we all say that we’re 
not competing with each other and all that sort of thing but everything we do Showtime 
copies’ (Tony Forrest, Movie Network, interview 28 April 2005).   180 
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Source  Based on ABN AMRO (2002, p.13)  
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6.2  Subscription television service providers 
The service providers are the retail face of the industry and are probably its most 
powerful players.  The largest service providers are AUSTAR, FOXTEL and OPTUS 
TV.  Other smaller service providers are franchisees or resellers of the services provided 
by the larger pay television providers.  These include TransACT in the ACT and 
Neighbourhood Cable in regional Victoria.  Table 6.1 lists the key owners of 
subscription television organisations in Australia. 
FOXTEL has access to more Australian households than other platforms, delivering its 
service via the Telstra HFC network and via satellite to un-cabled metropolitan areas 
and Western Australia (Table 6.2).  All Australian households have access to a 
subscription television service, either by cable or satellite.  Most regions do not have a 
choice of subscription television service.  Exceptions include areas of regional Victoria, 
the ACT and Queanbeyan where cable networks have been rolled out by competing 
service providers. 
The Australian subscription television industry, in particular the platforms, has only 
recently become profitable.  The ABS’s most recent survey of the television, film and 
video production industries shows that, in 2002-03, the subscription television industry 
earned total revenues of $1,348 million and incurred total costs of $1,837 million, 
resulting in a total loss of nearly half a billion dollars (Table 6.3).  In 2002, AUSTAR 
reported positive earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA).  
FOXTEL reported its first positive EBITDA in 2005.  The subscription television 
industry is a significant employer in the audiovisual industries in Australia, employing 
between 2000 and 3000 personnel (Table 6.4).
26 
                                                   
26 The ABS’s 2002-03 survey of the television, film and video production industries is its most recent survey of 
the sector.  It is anticipated that the ABS will update this survey in 2007.   182
Table 6.1  Key owners of Australian subscription television service providers 
FOXTEL  Metro pay TV operating company.  Distributes via the Telstra cable network 
and the OPTUS satellite.  Also owns 50% of XYZ.  Owned by Telstra (50%), 
News Corp (25%) and PBL (25%). 
OPTUS TV  Metro pay TV operating company.  Distributes via the OPTUS cable 
network.  Formerly OPTUS Vision.  Owned by SingTel. 
AUSTAR  Regional pay TV operating company. Was distributed via PanAmSat 
satellite and a MMDS network, now uses same satellite as FOXTEL.  Owns 
50% of XYZ.  AUSTAR is majority owned and controlled by Liberty Global. 
Telstra  Owns 50% of FOXTEL via Telstra Media and the 2.5m homes-passed HFC 
cable via Telstra Multimedia.  Owned 51% by Federal Government. 
News Corp  Owns 25% of FOXTEL and 50% of Fox Sports via News Ltd.  Has 
management control of FOXTEL.  Also supplies movies and news content 
to FOXTEL. 
PBL  Owns 25% of FOXTEL and 50% of PMG via PBL Enterprises. 
UnitedGlobalCom  Owns 81.5% of AUSTAR along with private equity investor CHAMP. 
Source  ABN AMRO (2002, p.12), AUSTAR (2006), Boyd (2005). 
Table 6.2  Australian subscription television coverage 
  Homes passed 
(million)  Coverage 
Telstra HFC network  2.5  Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Gold Coast, 
Canberra 
OPTUS HFC network  2.2  Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane 
Neighbourhood Cable 
network  0.09  Ballarat, Geelong, Mildura 
TransACT network  0.09  Canberra, Queanbeyan 
Total HFC coverage  3.0   
FOXTEL satellite footprint  2.0  Un-cabled metro households and Western 
Australia 
AUSTAR satellite footprint  2.4  Regional Australia excluding Western 
Australia (some cable in Darwin) 
Australian television 
homes  7.0   
Note  Total HFC coverage is less than the sum of the coverage of each network due to the 
significant overlap of the Telstra and OPTUS networks. 
Source  ABN AMRO (2002, p.13) , Boyd (2005), Neighbourhood Cable (2004), TransACT (2006).  
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Table 6.3  Revenues, costs and operating profit/loss before tax for subscription television 
broadcasters, 1996-97, 1999-2000 and 2002-03 (nominal dollars) 
  1996-97  1999-00  2002-03 
Revenues ($m)       
Subscription and membership fees  311.4  789.1  1,158.7 
Other  103.2  121.7  189.5 
Total revenues  414.6  910.9  1,348.2 
Costs ($m)       
Labour costs  n.a.  185.6  168.0 
Payments to channel providers  249.2  469.8  784.5 
Depreciation and amortisation  216.8  390.0  278.6 
Other  748.6  570.3  606.2 
Total costs  1,473.1  1,615.7  1,837.3 
       
Operating profit/loss before tax   -1,058.4  -675.8  -451.5 
Note  Gross income from the sale of airtime is included in other income. 
Sources  ABS (2001; 2004), from AFC (2005b). 
Table 6.4  Numbers employed by subscription television broadcasters, 1996-97, 1999-00 and 
2002-03 
   1996-97  1999-00  2002-03 
Full-time  1,810  2,379  n.a 
Part-time  2751  482  n.a 
Total  2,0851  2,861  2,517 
Notes  As at June each year.  The 1996-97 survey includes full-time and permanent part-time 
employees only; the 1999-2000 survey also includes casuals. 
Sources  ABS (2001; 2004), from AFC (2005b). 
6.2.1  AUSTAR 
AUSTAR covers a potential market of 2.4 million households.  AUSTAR services 
regional Australia.  Its market consists of all of Australia, excluding Western Australia, 
Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra, Melbourne and Geelong, and Sydney up to Newcastle.  
AUSTAR services homes on the Gold Coast that cannot be reached by FOXTEL’s 
cable.  AUSTAR initially delivered its subscription television service by microwave, 
which limited it to offering between 13 and 15 channels.  In 1997, AUSTAR began 
broadcasting from the B3 satellite to the east coast of Australia.  In 2003, AUSTAR 
moved all of its service to the C1 satellite.  AUSTAR now services all of its customers 
using the C1 satellite, with the exception of Darwin, which it services by cable, as rain 
fade problems adversely affect microwave signal quality (Deanne Weir, interview, 28 
April 2005).  AUSTAR passed the 500,000 subscriber mark in 2005, and signs up about 
5000 new subscribers a month.  Its penetration rate is about 20 per cent, marginally 
below that of FOXTEL (Boyd 2005).   184
AUSTAR was formed in 1995 when United Global Communications (then United 
International Holdings) amalgamated its Australian subscription television franchises.  
United Global Communications owned by John Malone’s Liberty Media.  AUSTAR’s 
focus on regional Australia is a historical development based on programming rights.  
The franchises from which AUSTAR had been formed had acquired program rights 
only for those areas that they serviced.  Similarly, FOXTEL had only obtained rights for 
the metropolitan areas where it was rolling out cable.  These area definitions sit within 
long-term programming agreements which run to 2020 and have become the basis for 
the structure of the AUSTAR and FOXTEL businesses (Deanne Weir, interview, 28 
April 2005).   In 1996, its connection costs were $99 for its MDS service and $299 for 
its satellite service.  Connection discounts of up to $100 were available.  The monthly 
cost of its basic subscription package was $39.95, which included Arena, BBC World, 
Comedy Channel, Cartoon Network, CNNI, Discovery Channel, Encore, Fox Sports, 
Nickelodeon, Red, Showtime, TNT, TV1 and TVSN (Pay TV take up estimates 1996). 
The business strategy underpinning AUSTAR’s owner, United Global 
Communications, is ‘triple play’ – that is, leveraging communications technologies to 
deliver voice, video and data services to consumers.  For AUSTAR, its television 
service was the first element of this business strategy that it put in place.  In 2000, 
AUSTAR bought spectrum at auction with the intention of selling wireless broadband 
services and launched its first interactive television services.  In interview, Deanne 
Weir, AUSTAR’s Group Director of Corporate Development and Legal Affairs, said: 
‘We had quite grand visions’.  Although AUSTAR had made significant investments in 
its communications services, its customer base was not large enough to support them.  
Nor could it persuade the subscription television channels to develop interactive 
services.  From the channels’ perspective, the majority of their customers received their 
services through FOXTEL, whose cable system was yet to be digitised and could not 
support interactivity, and most channels were still in start-up phases and poorly placed 
to undertake risky investment (Deanne Weir, interview, 28 April 2005).   
[Economies of scale were] a problem with our whole triple-play strategy from day one.  
Triple play is fantastic when you are a cable provider providing the three types of services 
on the same infrastructure.  We were actually going to be providing those services on 
three different bits of infrastructure.  A little bit difficult in terms of scale, particularly in 
regional Australia (Deanne Weir, interview, 28 April 2005).    
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According to John Porter: 
We were high flyers.  It was very much the Icarus getting our wings burned off and then 
we crashed to the ground (Boyd 2005). 
In 2001, AUSTAR came close to bankruptcy, breaching covenants on a $400 million 
bank loan.  At the end of 2001, AUSTAR sacked 400 staff and closed 40 regional 
offices.  In April 2003, private equity group Castle Harlan Mezzanine Partners 
(CHAMP) provided AUSTAR with fresh capital.  Currently CHAMP and 
UnitedGlobalCom control about 81.5 per cent of AUSTAR (Boyd 2005).  In interview, 
Deanne Weir described the state of the company in the early 2000s: 
With the company hitting the wall at the end of 2001, we had to pull the business right 
back, back to focus on the core business of television.  We were growing for the sake of 
growing, we weren’t adding quality customers.  We weren’t doing things like credit 
checking, we weren’t enforcing a two-year contract.  Churn was very high.  Bad debtors 
were high.  It was not good, particularly when we are such a capital intensive business.  
2001, 2002 were pretty challenging years for the company (Deanne Weir, interview, 28 
April 2005). 
AUSTAR’s business model is now quite simple.  According to John Porter, ‘we have to 
acquire quality customers, who are committed to the service and will pay us on a regular 
basis, and deliver them good value for money’ (Boyd 2005). 
The CSA, which was negotiated through 2002 gave AUSTAR a means of renegotiating 
its place in the Australian pay television industry: 
The FOXTEL-OPTUS deal of 2002 – the content sharing deal – that was very interesting.  
We were actually in merger discussions with OPTUS at the time.  And then we read in the 
papers that they’d done this deal with FOXTEL and it was, like, I guess the merger’s off 
then.  What they announced they were going to do in terms of FOXTEL reselling its 
content to OPTUS, and then also these new satellite arrangements where FOXTEL was 
going to purchase the capacity on C1 from OPTUS, because of pre-existing contractual 
arrangements, between us and OPTUS in relation to satellite capacity and us and 
FOXTEL in relation to the XYZ channels within the suite of FOXTEL services, they 
couldn’t do either deal without our permission.  And we were challenged at that time and 
I’m sure that there was some discussion of well, when AUSTAR falls over, blah, blah, 
blah, and that they were counting in part on that.  So the great thing from our point of   186
view was that our contractual rights gave us a seat at the table and so then they had, in a 
sense, to re-do part of the deal that they’d done to incorporate our requirements.  [The 
deal] gave FOXTEL a lot of what it wanted, it gave OPTUS a lot of what it wanted and it 
gave us what we needed (Deanne Weir, interview, 28 April 2005) 
Under the CSA, AUSTAR transferred the operation of the satellite platform to 
FOXTEL (AUSTAR and FOXTEL supply the same satellite feed to their customers).  
Since November 2002, AUSTAR has sub-leased capacity on the C1 satellite from 
FOXTEL.  In early 2003, after FOXTEL had announced that it would digitise its 
services, AUSTAR began planning a relaunch of its satellite service, which had always 
transmitted a digital signal.  By the end of 2003, AUSTAR had reached an agreement 
with FOXTEL about what the new digital line up should look like, including sharing the 
Sports Active and News Active applications and how the digital service should be 
promoted (Deanne Weir, interview, 28 April 2005).  By August 2005, AUSTAR offered 
86 television channels (including retransmitted free-to-air channels), Home Box Office, 
four games channels and 49 music channels on its digital satellite service, and 43 
channels on its analog service (Austar 2005). 
In April 2005, AUSTAR announced that it had gone into profit in the second half of 
2004, earning a total profit of $1.8 million for the year to 31 December (Table 6.5).  
Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) had increased 77 
per cent from 2003.  Its churn levels reached an all-time low of 1.28 per cent for 2004 
and 1.18 per cent for the fourth quarter of 2004 (Austar 2005).    
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Table 6.5  AUSTAR financial results, 1999 to 2005 (nominal dollars) 
Year ending 31 December 




AUSTAR United Com               
Revenue ($m)  263.8  384.5  345.0  320.4  323.9
a  388.5  219.9 
EBITDA ($m)  (21.3)  (73.8)  (89.0)  22.6  56.6
a  100.2  61.6 
Profit/ loss ($m)  (229.3)  (319.4)  (682.1)  (131.0)  3.8
a  1.8  17.9 
               
Television only               
Revenue ($m)  221.0  281.4  293.6  289.1  294.0  355.0  204.7 
Gross margin
b ($m)  101.3  114.2  109.1  124.8  153.6  197.3  109.1 
Subscribers
c    421,000+  432,056  402,739  427,296  493,252  514,450 
Penetration (%)  18.33  20.22  20.74  19.33  18.72  20.64  21.4 
ARPU ($)  53.71  53.68  54.39  55.32  55.96  60.61  65.54 
Churn per month
d (%)  2.93  2.87  2.54  2.68  1.80  1.28  1.21 
Note  a.  Includes proceeds from a one-off sale of TelstraClear of $25 million. 
b.  Gross margin is calculated as total revenue less programming and communications 
expenses. 
c.  Subscriber figures are as at the end of each calendar (reporting) year. 
d.  Churn is defined by AUSTAR as the number of account holders whose service is 
terminated, less those accounts which are restarted within 30 days of termination, 
divided by the average number of subscribers, divided by the number of months in 
the period. 
e.  Results include TVSN finances up to 2001.  AUSTAR ownership in TVSN was 
diluted in 2002. 
Sources  AUSTAR (2001; 2002; 2003; 2004; 2005). 
6.2.2  FOXTEL 
FOXTEL is the largest of the subscription television service providers.  It is a 
consortium, held 50 per cent by Telstra and 25 per cent each by PBL and News 
Corporation.  FOXTEL is available in Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra, Geelong, 
Melbourne, Newcastle, the NSW Central Coast, Sydney and some parts of WA.  It is 
available to about 70 per cent of Australian homes, via either Telstra Multimedia’s 
broadband network (to 2.5 million homes in Brisbane, Melbourne, Gold Coast, Sydney, 
Adelaide, Perth) or, where cable is not available, the satellite service (to an additional 
two million homes).  In mid-2005, 1.1 million households received FOXTEL’s 
subscription television services either directly from FOXTEL or from resellers 
including OPTUS TV.   
In August 2005, in an interview conducted in the course of research for this thesis, 
Christian Murphy, FOXTEL’s Group Channels Manager Factual described FOXTEL’s 
position in the television market:   188
From a business point of view what we’re trying to do is grow subscribers, grow the 
customer base, and then to retain those customers and increase the revenue we receive 
from them.  From a creative point of view if you like, we’re aiming to provide the best 
entertainment experience for our customers (Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, interview, 
18 August 2005). 
As discussed earlier, the business that became FOXTEL was launched on 11 November 
1994, when Telstra and News Corporation announced that they had formed a joint 
venture to establish a cable network that would support 64 pay television channels.  The 
cable rollout would pass four million homes and was estimated to cost up to $4 billion.  
The joint venture was named FOXTEL in early 1995.  The name ‘FOXTEL’ allowed 
the consortium to exploit the well-known Fox name and logo, which were heavily 
associated with entertainment, to differentiate the service from OPTUS Vision.  
FOXTEL was to compete with OPTUS Vision, with Telstra supplying the cable 
infrastructure and News the content, subscriber management and marketing.  News 
would not contribute to any infrastructure costs, and Telstra would not be required to 
share its telecommunications revenues (Bartholomeusz 1994; Westfield 2000, p.282). 
On 23 October 1995, FOXTEL switched on its first full service offer of 20 channels, 
including the eight Galaxy channels .  The channels included four movie channels, 
sports channels, Nickelodeon, a cartoon channel, the Discovery Channel, four news 
channels, two music channels and a weather channel.  FOXTEL charged $20 for 
connection and $40 per month for the 20-channel service (Potter 1995f; Ryan 2003a; 
Westfield 2000, pp.316-317). 
In October 1998, PBL announced that it would exercise its option to buy half of News 
Corp’s share of FOXTEL, taking each of their holdings to 25 per cent.  Murdoch and 
Packer had agreed in June 1997 to equalise their pay television interests, ending a long-
standing feud to control the industry (Chenoweth 1997; Davies and Kidman 1997b; 
Ryan 2003a; Westfield 1998).   
FOXTEL expanded its offer to 31 channels and satellite distribution in 1999 and then to 
45 channels in 2002 following the completion of the FOXTEL -OPTUS Content Supply 
Agreement (CSA).  In March 2004, FOXTEL launched its FOXTEL Digital service, 
which offers 130 digital channels.  ‘These channels are provided by 51 different 
Australian and international media and communication companies, 21 of which are  
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Australian-owned or Australian-based’ (FOXTEL 2005).  Digitisation allowed 
FOXTEL to commence offering interactive services, including its Home Box Office 
channel, a near-video-on-demand movie channel and interactive advertising, and 
allowing channel providers to commence developing interactive applications.  
FOXTEL launched its personal digital recorder (PDR), the FOXTEL iQ, in February 
2005.  The iQ uses a hard-disk drive to record and re-play programs broadcast on the 
FOXTEL service.  It can record 60 hours of television on a 160Gb drive and allows 
viewers to begin watching a program, to fast forward through it while it is being 
recorded and to record two shows at once while watching a previously recorded 
program (FOXTEL 2005; Taylor 2005).  
In the first half of 2005, FOXTEL posted an EBITDA of $31 million.  It had accrued 
negative earnings of $46 million in the second half of 2004.  70 per cent of its customers 
subscribed to its digital service, up from 63 per cent in the March quarter (Shoebridge 
2005).  By August 2005, FOXTEL offered 90 television channels (including 
retransmitted free-to-air channels), 30 music channels, and two games channels on its 
digital service and 45 television channels on its analog service (FOXTEL 2005). 
Table 6.6  FOXTEL financial results (nominal dollars) 
Year  Revenue  Loss ($ million)
a  Subscribers
b  Churn (%) 
2003-03    $66.0 million  1,058,000
   
2003-04  $767 million  $108.8 million  1.10 million
  15 
2004-05  $1064 million  $112.8 million  1.18 million
  12 
Note  a.  Loss figures are estimates based on losses reported by PBL. 
  b.  Includes OPTUS and TransAct wholesale subscribers.  Wholesale subscribers were 
157,000 in June 2005, 164,000 in March 2005 and 196,000 in June 2004.   
Sources  PBL (2003; 2004); Shoebridge (2005). 
6.2.3  OPTUS TV 
OPTUS TV (previously OPTUS Vision) is wholly owned by OPTUS.  It provides pay 
television services over OPTUS’s broadband cable network.  OPTUS was FOXTEL’s 
biggest pay television competitor, but now operates as a reseller of pay TV services, 
bundling pay television with its more profitable telephone services.  OPTUS provides 
cable services in some metropolitan areas, with most of its infrastructure in Sydney and 
Melbourne.   190
OPTUS Vision was established on 20 September 1994, as a consortium between PBL, 
the Seven Network, OPTUS Communications and Continental Cable.  OPTUS 
Communications was the dominant shareholder with 35 per cent, Continental 
Cablevision would take 30 per cent, the Nine Network 20 per cent and Seven 15 per 
cent (Furness and Lewis 1994; Pay TV take up estimates 1994; Westfield 2000, p.279).  
PBL and Seven pulled out of the consortium months later when the Federal Government 
knocked back OPTUS’s proposal to set up regional monopolies for pay television cable 
operators to avoid network duplication.     
OPTUS Vision commenced transmission of its cable pay television service on 20 
September 1995 (Barry 1993, p.470).  OPTUS Vision offered 11 channels: four movie 
channels, two sport channels, a cartoon channel, CNN International, a documentary 
channel, a country music channel and a 24-hour weather channel.  Connection would be 
$29.95, a core service of news, entertainment, education and music channels $25 a 
month and the full set of 11 channels $39.95 a month.  OPTUS Vision’s pricing was 
very low compared to those of the other service providers.  Telstra estimated the 
average cost of each new connection at $1200 plus an extra $150 that it paid FOXTEL 
for each connection.  FOXTEL’s programming costs were more than $40 per customer 
per month.  OPTUS’s pricing inevitably led to heavy losses (Potter 1995e; Westfield 
2000, p.324). 
On 13 August 1996, Australis and OPTUS Vision announced that Australis would give 
OPTUS Vision access to its satellite platform in exchange for a payment of $25 million.  
OPTUS Vision had intended to launch a satellite service once Australis’s licence 
monopoly ended in July 1997.  The agreement would allow both service providers to 
reduce costs by combining their installation and service divisions, customer service 
centres and subscriber management systems.  In response, FOXTEL announced that it 
would oppose the agreement before the ACCC, and sue to stop the arrangement on the 
grounds that it breached its program supply deal with Australis (Westfield 2000, p.355). 
By late 1996, the OPTUS Vision consortium was splintered by legal actions, which 
resulted in a postponement of the listing of OPTUS Communications.  In September 
1996, the Seven Network, which still held two per cent of OPTUS Vision, launched 
litigation against OPTUS Vision, claiming that a 1995 deal with PBL and Continental 
Cable breached the original shareholders’ agreement, because it allowed PBL to lift its  
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stake from five to 33 per cent.  Seven also claimed that it had not been consulted on a 
decision in October 1996 to commit $160 million over five years to the ARL – the 
decision protected both OPTUS Vision’s and Nine’s rugby league broadcast rights.  In 
return, OPTUS Vision filed a series of cross-claims against Seven, including one for 
damages in delaying its float.  Settlement was eventually reached in March 1997, with 
OPTUS Communications buying out all of the other OPTUS Vision partners – US West 
Group, the Seven Network and PBL – by offering shares in the parent. By the end of 
April, OPTUS Communications had set up OPTUS Vision as a separate pay television 
company and had absorbed the cable network (Bartholomeusz 1994; Brewster 1997b; 
Maiden 1997; Westfield 2000, p.375). 
On 30 May 1997, the NSW Supreme Court decided that the proposed joint venture 
between Australis and OPTUS Vision breached Australis’s exclusivity agreement with 
FOXTEL.  Australis expected the failure to establish the joint venture would have a 
‘materially adverse’ effect on its ability to continue as a going concern.  In December 
1997, Australis appealed the decision and won, however, by this stage the relationships 
within the pay television industry had again shifted (Brewster 1997a; Burke and Lewis 
1997; Kidman 1996; Westfield 1997b; 2000, pp.356-359).  In June 1997, one of 
OPTUS’s shareholders, Bell South, sold in 24.5 per cent stake in the company to Cable 
& Wireless.  The resulting change in management resulted in pressure for it to get out of 
pay television all together and end any further discussions with Australis (Brewster 
1997c; Mathieson 1997).  By late 1997, OPTUS Vision changed its business strategy 
from trying to ‘pull through’ pay television subscribers as phone customers to 
‘bundling’ pay television, fixed line and mobile telephone services to attract customers 
(Westfield 1997a; 2000, pp.361 and 375).   
The CSA was a turning point for OPTUS’s pay television business.  The ACCC’s 
approval of the agreement meant that FOXTEL would assume OPTUS’s financial 
obligations under OPTUS’s existing channel supply contracts, OPTUS and FOXTEL 
would share content and that FOXTEL would lease capacity on the OPTUS C1 satellite 
(OPTUS 2002).   
The agreement allowed OPTUS to step back from its unprofitable pay television 
operations.  In February 2003, OPTUS sold its digital media centre in Sydney to 
FOXTEL and outsourced the production of its remaining pay television channels.    192
OPTUS also concluded its 12 month trial of interactive television services.  Although 
the trial was successful, it had found that interactive television required high capital 
investments and significantly higher customer spending levels to generate an acceptable 
return (Kitney 2003; OPTUS 2003).  At the ASTRA Conference in 2003, Martin 
Dalgleish, OPTUS’s CEO commented that before the CSA, OPTUS had had to ‘push 
volume to cover the Hollywood deals’.  Now OPTUS was free to focus on selling 
bundled communications products to ‘quality customers’ (Dalgleish 2003). 
OPTUS’s pay television subscribers, however, fell by as much as 100,000 – more than a 
third of its subscribers – from the time of the CSA to early 2005.  OPTUS’s profit 
margins for selling FOXTEL’s pay television service were negligible, which provided 
little incentive for promoting the re-sold service.  Also, OPTUS was reselling 
FOXTEL’s analog service, just as the new digital service was received wide publicity 
(Shoebridge 2005). 
In April 2005, FOXTEL and OPTUS announced that they had reached an agreement for 
OPTUS to commence selling the FOXTEL digital service.  The press reported that the 
deal broke an impasse between FOXTEL’s shareholders, who were concerned about its 
growing losses, and about ‘FOXTEL giving Telstra’s largest telecom rival a financial 
leg up’ (Kruger 2005).  Under the new arrangement, OPTUS will fund the upgrade of 
its cable network to transmit the digital signal, but will receive higher revenue through 
the CSA if it can boost its subscriber numbers (FOXTEL 2005; Maiden 2005; 
Shoebridge 2005).  SingTel reported in its analysis of its business operations up to 
March 2005 that ‘the recently announced arrangements with FOXTEL give OPTUS 
more incentive to promote the FOXTEL digital service’ (SingTel 2005) 
Table 6.7  OPTUS TV financial results (nominal dollars) 
Year to 31 March  Revenue ($m)  Subscribers
b 
2004  146  202,000 
2005  134  164,000 
Sources  Singtel (2005).  
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6.2.4  Other service providers 
Franchisees and resellers 
Neighbourhood Cable and TransACT are regional subscription television resellers.  
Neighbourhood Cable resells FOXTEL via its own cable network in Ballarat, Geelong 
and Mildura in regional Victoria.  In addition to subscription television, it offers voice-
over-Internet-protocol (VOIP) telephony, broadband and high-speed data services and 
virtual private networks.  According to its website, Neighbourhood Cable was originally 
established to bring modern telecommunications and entertainment services to 
‘disadvantaged’ regional cities.  In 1997 the company was invited by the Mildura Rural 
City Council to build an HFC network in Mildura.  In June 2001, the Hong Kong-based 
Telecom Venture Group invested $40 million in the company.  By 2003, 
Neighbourhood Cable had connected three networks in Ballarat, Geelong and Mildura.  
In April 2003, FOXTEL came to a content sharing agreement with Neighbourhood 
Cable to provide its programming (FOXTEL 2005; Neighbourhood Cable 2004). 
TransACT is an initiative of the ACT’s electricity supplier ACTEW, which used its 
electricity supply corridors around the ACT and Queanbeyan to roll out cable.  Since 
2004, TransACT has been managed by ActewAGL, which is shared equally between 
Australian Gaslight Company (AGL) and ACTEW Corporation, a government-owned 
enterprise.  TransACT started rolling out its fibre-optic network in 2001 and is now 
available to 90,000 households.  Its penetration rate is one third of homes in cabled 
areas.  Initially TransACT was unable to negotiate a service supply deal with any major 
service provider and instead provided free services such as DeutscheWelle and BBC 
World Service at discounted rates.  Under the content sharing agreement, FOXTEL 
undertook to provide access to its programming to small service providers and, in 
February 1993, FOXTEL came to an agreement with TransACT to supply its 
programming.  TransACT also offers VOIP telephony, broadband and mobile telephony 
services (AFC 2005b; FOXTEL 2005; TransACT 2006). 
The CSA also allowed Telstra to commence reselling FOXTEL.  Telstra currently offers 
FOXTEL services bundled with other telecommunications services, including fixed line 
and mobile telephony and Internet services.   194
TARBS and UBI 
Television & Radio Broadcast Services (TARBS) provided mainly foreign language 
channels by satellite.  TARBS was established in 1999 by Mike Boulos, who had lent 
money to Australis Media in the mid-1990s which he later converted into equity.  He 
eventually inherited most of Australis’s equipment and broadcasting licences when it 
was placed into receivership in 1998 (Frew 2004; Power 2004a).  TARBS went into 
receivership on 8 July 2004 after failing to reach an agreement with Telstra to distribute 
its services on its cable network under the CSA access conditions negotiated with the 
ACCC.  This rendered it incapable of paying its debts to its satellite service provider, 
PanAmSat, which was owned by News Corp’s DirecTV.  TARBS had also complained 
that SBS had refused to run ads for TARBS’s pay television services (Burke 1999b; 
Power 2004a; Schulze 2004a, 2004b).   
TARBS used four of the eight transponders on PanAmSat’s PAS-8 satellite to distribute 
its signal across Australia (Schulze 2004a).  By 2004, TARBS had a customer base of 
60,000 subscribers and generated revenues of about $50 million per year.  It was 
broadcasting 65 subscription television channels in Australia and distributed programs 
in the US, Asia and Oceania (Power 2004a).   
Boulos subsequently started a new ethnic pay television service, United Broadcasting 
International (UBI) with Gerry Lenfest who had also funded Australis.  Within days of 
TARBS going into receivership, Boulos had registered UBI with ASIC and secured 
space on OPTUS’s B3 satellite (Schulze 2005).  By March 2006, UBI was broadcasting 
65 foreign-language channels but had attracted less than half of TARBS’s original 
60,000 subscribers (Canning 2006). 
World Media International 
World Media International provides the Al Jazeera (Arabic), Antenna Pacific (Greek) 
and RAI International (Italian) channels to AUSTAR and FOXTEL, and delivers seven 
Arabic channels to its own subscribers via its satellite service, MySat (B&T; Canning 
2006).  It has been operating since 1994, and claims the largest foreign-language 
subscription television audience in Australia (World Media International 2006).  
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MySat’s basic package costs $40 per month and includes six Arabic language channels: 
Arabic Radio and Television, ART Movies, Lebanese Broadcasting Corporation 
International, Al Jazeera, MBC and Future.  Noursat is also available for an additional 
$10 per month (World Media International 2006). 
SelecTV 
SelectTV was established in 2005 by Jim Blomfield, a former CEO of FOXTEL and 
property investor Nicholas Argyrou.  It plans to list on the Australian stock exchange in 
May 2006, and lodged a prospectus with ASIC on 27 April 2006 (ASIC 2006; Leyden 
2006).  SelecTV’s website states that it focuses ‘on providing premium content in 
comparatively low priced packages to a number of specialised market segments’ 
(SelecTV).  Channel package prices are set below FOXTEL packages to target an older 
and lower-income demographic.  According to Jim Blomfield, however, SelecTV will 
not be directly competing with the established subscription television service providers, 
‘because if we did we would just get blown out of the water’ (Schulze 2006). 
SelecTV delivers foreign and English language subscription television packages  
Australia-wide via PanAmSat’s PAS-8 satellite. Currently its package prices are: 
Spanish - $44.95 per month; Greek - $24.95 per month; English - $29.95; Vietnamese - 
$24.95; German - $19.95; Italian - $29.95; and CurveTV - $24.95.  Twenty channels are 
available in SelecTV’s English language package, including Movie Network’s channels, 
Turner Classic Movies, BBC World, CNN, Cartoon Network, National Geographic 
Channel, A1, Eurosport, Ovation, Bloomberg TV and MTV (SelecTV).  In April 2006, 
SelecTV had 2200 subscribers, and requires about 80,000 to break even.  It hopes to 
attract 150,000 subscribers within five years (Leyden 2006; Schulze 2006). 
6.3  Channel providers 
Channel providers package programs together as streams of programming and supply 
them to subscription television service providers for broadcast.  The channels are 
possibly the most valuable brands in the subscription television industry.  According to 
FOXTEL’s Christian Murphy, ‘channels and a choice of channels for everyone is the 
whole reason for [FOXTEL’s] being’.   196
To date, the channel providers are the most financially successful players in the pay 
television industry.  Channel revenues may, on the whole, be strong.  Based on 
AUSTAR’s accounts, about 44 per cent of revenue earned by the platforms probably 
goes to content providers.  On this assumption, content providers may have received 
about $560 million from AUSTAR and FOXTEL in 2004.  Also, advertising revenues 
are growing, and most goes to the channels.  Pay television advertising revenue grew 
from $60 million in 2003 to $95 million in 2004 (Washington 2005).   
Channel supply agreements tend to be structured on a fee-per-subscriber basis.  Some 
agreements assume a minimum subscriber level, so the platform must pay the same 
amount for the channel if subscribers are below a specifying level.  The per-subscriber 
fee can be flat, or set as a stepped structure, becoming lower as subscriber numbers 
increase. 
Channels are also better able to control their costs than the platforms.  They are not 
burdened by high infrastructure costs, either direct or passed on through leasing charges.  
They have been able to negotiate favourable deals with service providers who have been 
hungry for content.  They can also control their content costs as they use a lot of 
program material that has been produced for markets outside Australia and is not always 
new.   
Pay television channels are more likely to be targeted at niche audiences rather than the 
mass market.  Rather than providing a similar balance of programming as a free-to-air 
channel, pay television channels will specialise in, for example, movies, sport, 
children’s programming, documentaries and news.  Programs are often repeated on high 
rotation compared to free-to-air television.  This allows viewers multiple opportunities 
to catch a program, as well as making the channel cheaper to operate.  Repeats do split 
the pay television audience, so ratings for a particular show can be misleadingly low. 
Terry Flew (2002) suggests that subscription television has had two effects on content 
provision in Australia.  First, he writes that commercial free-to-air broadcasters have 
attributed the demise of their daytime programming, such as Midday and Wide World of 
Sports to the departure of non-prime time audiences from free-to-air to subscription 
television.  Second is the greater integration that subscription television promotes 
between local and international programming.  Much of the increase in diversity and  
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quality of programming promised by Government as the result of the introduction of 
subscription television has been derived through the opportunity for international 
broadcasters to establish themselves in Australia, as well as the development of locally-
produced channels.  Many subscription television channels available in Australia are 
international brands that were not available in Australia prior to the introduction of 
subscription television, or were only available in the form of some selected 
programming.  In interview on 24 November 2005, Nickelodeon’s New Media Manager 
Katie Cordes said: 
Subscription television has brought to Australia international brands that we have been 
able to make local.  OK, we knew about Disney, we may not have known about 
Nickelodeon, but to what extent did we know about Disney?  National Geographic, sure 
that was a brand, but the channel has really been able to make it come to life.  For 
Nickelodeon’s perspective, Nickelodeon didn’t really exist here.  You might have seen 
The Rugrats on the ABC, a couple of the toys in Kmart or Target, but it didn’t mean 
anything and I think subscription television has opened that world.  International brands 
have been able to work, we’ve been able to bring them to life. 
Channel providers in Australia are not licensed, and government does not impose 
regulatory constraints on them directly.  Despite this, the content regulations represent 
an important cost for channel providers.  Anti-siphoning affects the entire industry, as it 
suppresses subscription rates.  The pay television industry considers that sport is an 
important demand driver.  It argues that subscriber numbers are artificially suppressed 
because they are prevented from acquiring the rights to many popular sporting events, 
even though they are not broadcast on free-to-air.  Low subscriber numbers do not just 
affect the retailers – it also affects the channels, who generally charge the service 
providers on a per subscriber basis. 
The drama expenditure rule affects channel providers more directly.  Although the 
requirement is imposed on service providers as licensees, much of the cost is borne by 
the drama channels.  It affects some channels more than others – Showtime has made 
broadcasting and investing in Australian films part of its business strategy, so the 
requirement is not likely to impose a significant additional burden.  Channels such as 
UKTV, with its specialisation in British programming, are hard pressed to find content 
to invest in that suits their business strategy.   198
In November 2002, before the 1 December commencement of the CSA, there were 
more than 75 pay television channels available in Australia.  In August 2005, both 
AUSTAR and FOXTEL offered access to 89 television channels (Table 6.8, Table 6.9 
and Table 6.10), games channels and radio channels.  The majority of the subscription 
channels available in Australia are owned or controlled by Australians.  Of the 
subscription television channels available in August 2005, 52 were owned or co-owned 
by Australian organisations.  Of the 33 companies supplying subscription television 
channels, 14 were Australian or joint ventures with an Australian partner. 
The radio channels include 28 genre-based channels packed by Satellite Music 
Australia, a talk channel called Radio 2, BBC World Service, SBS AM, SBS FM, and a 
selection of ABC radio services, including the ‘dig’ channels which the ABC broadcasts 
in the Internet.  The radio channels appear to be one of the first attempts to deliver 
subscription radio services to Australian households – the commercial radio industry, 
however, had not reacted to their launch in any significant way (Day 2004). 
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Table 6.8  Ownership of subscription television channels in Australia, August 2005 
Ownership  Home 
country 
Channel Name 
BBC World Ltd  UK  BBC World 
Buena Vista International Inc.  USA  Disney Channel 
Crown Media International Inc.  USA  Hallmark 
Discovery Communications Inc. 
(50%), BBC Worldwide (50%) 
UK / USA  Animal Planet 
Discovery Networks  USA  Discovery Health 
Discovery Science 
Discovery Travel and Adventure 
Discovery Channel (XYZnetworks has exclusive 
distribution rights for Australia) 
Dow Jones (50%), NBC (50%)  USA  CNBC Australia 
E! Entertainment Television Inc.  Australia  E! 
ESPN Inc.  USA  ESPN 
Eurosport Societe Anonyme  France  Eurosportsnews 
F.TV (BVI) Ltd  France  Fashion TV 
FOXTEL  Australia  Box Office 
Crime & Investigation Network (under licence from 
AETN) 
FOX Classics 









The Biography Channel (under licence from AETN) 
The Comedy Channel 
The Comedy Channel +2 
The History Channel (under licence from AETN) 
The History Channel +2 (under licence from AETN) 
FOXTEL (60%), BBC Worldwide 






Greek language channel.  
Distributed in Australia by Overlook 
BV 
Greece  Antenna Pacific 
Interfine Holdings  Australia  EXPO 
TVSN 
Main Event Television Pty Ltd 
(33.3% FOXTEL, 33.3% AUSTAR, 
33.3% Singtel OPTUS) 
Australia  Adults Only 
Adults Only Select 
Main Event 
Michael Bloomberg  USA  Bloomberg Television 
Movie Network (Warner Bros 25%; 







Movie One Take Two 
MTV Networks  USA  VH1 
National Geographic Channel 
Australia Pty Ltd (100%) 
USA  National Geographic Channel 
National Geographic Channel 
Network Asia, LLC (100%) 
USA  A1 
News Corporation  USA  FOX News 
Nine Network (33.3%), Seven 
Network (33.3%), BSkyB (33.3%) 
Australia  Sky News Australia 
Sky Racing 
Non-profit organisation  Australia  Aurora Community Television 
Non-profit organisation  Australia  Australian Christian Channel 
PMG (News Corp 50%, PBL 50%)  Australia  FOX Sports 1 
FOX Sports 2 
Fuel 
How To Channel 
PAN TV (SBS 40%; Australian 
Radio Network Pty Ltd 30%; 
Australian Capital Equity 30%) 
Australia  World Movies   200
Ownership  Home 
country 
Channel Name 
PMP (Sony 20%; Universal 20%; 
Paramount 20%; 20th Century Fox 
20%; Liberty Media 20%) 
USA  Showtime 
Showtime 2 
Showtime Greats 
RAI Italy. Distributed in Australia by 
Overlook BV 
Italy  RAI International 
Singtel OPTUS   Australia  MTV Australia (under licence from MTV Networks USA) 
Ovation 
Sony (33.3%), Universal (33.3%), 
Paramount (33.3%) 
USA  TV1 
TV1 +2 
Turner Broadcasting System Asia 
Pacific, Inc. 




XYZnetworks Pty Ltd (AUSTAR 
50%, FOXTEL 50%) 
Australia  Arena TV 
Arena TV +2 
Channel [V] 
Club [V] 
Country Music Channel 
LifeStyle Channel 
LifeStyle Channel +2 
LifeStyle FOOD 
Max 
The Weather Channel 
XYZnetworks Pty Ltd (50%), 





Source  AETN (2004);AUSTAR (2005); The Biography Channel (2005); FOXTEL (2005); Inside 
Retailing (Interfine buys TVSN and Expo shopping channels 2004; Rival buys 
Danoz Directions 2005). 
Table 6.9  Free-to-air channels retransmitted by subscription television services in 
Australia, August 2005 
Channel Name  Retransmitted on AUSTAR  Retransmitted on FOXTEL 
ABC  Yes  Yes 
ABC2  Yes  Yes 
SBS  Yes  Yes 
SBS World News  Yes  Yes 
Seven  No  Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth 
only, on analog services 
Nine  No  Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne only 
Ten  No  Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth 
only, on analog services 
Source  AUSTAR (2005); FOXTEL (2005) 
Table 6.10  Subscription television games channels in Australia, August 2005 
Channel Name  Ownership  Home country 
MindGames  Two Way TV Australia  Australia 
Playin’TV  Visiware  France 
The Arcade  Visionik AS and Taito Corp  Denmark / Japan 
Source  AUSTAR (2005); FOXTEL (2005) 
 
6.3.1  Aurora Community Television 
Aurora Community Television was launched in March 2005.  It is an independent, not-
for-profit organisation that aims to provide people and groups who would not otherwise 
have a voice on mainstream television access to a national audience.  In interview on 20  
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May 2005, Marque Owen said that Aurora became possible when FOXTEL made a 
non-binding undertaking to provide a channel for community groups.  The opportunity 
to set up a community channel was taken up by a Jesuit priest, Michael Kelly, who put 
in place the people and finances to create Aurora.  Aurora is available only on 
AUSTAR’s and FOXTEL’s digital platforms. 
Aurora has a membership base and a board of directors, which is a very small group of 
professionals who oversee the running of the channel.  Membership is by invitation of 
the board.  Programs can be submitted for broadcast on Aurora by anybody in the 
community, provided they are Australian or represent Australians.  Marque Owen 
described Aurora’s approach to selecting content in interview: 
If [a program has] got a connection to Australia, we will look at [it]. Aurora Community 
Television is all about Australia.  Now, that can be an outsider’s look at Australia, or an 
Australian’s look towards the outside, but there’s got to be some relevance to Australia.  
It’s about it being as inclusive as possible.  So, for example, it would be wrong of us to 
exclude the Australian backpacker’s journey through India.  Because they are looking at it 
from a purely Australian perspective.  And just because it was made overseas…  As 
Australians we are incredibly interested in what other people think of us (Marque Owen, 
Aurora Community TV, interview, 19 May 2005). 
6.3.2  Discovery Networks Asia 
Discovery Channel was launched in Australia in October 1995 with the commencement 
of the FOXTEL cable service.  In 2002, with the digitisation of the FOXTEL platform, 
Discovery Networks Asia commenced supplying its Discovery Health, Discovery 
Science and Discovery Travel and Adventure channels in Australia. 
Discovery Networks Asia is the Singapore-based division of the International arm of 
Discovery Communications Inc.  It supplies its Discovery Channel and subsidiary 
channels Discovery Health, Discovery Science and Discovery Travel and Adventure for 
distribution in Australia.  Although the network is operated and managed by Discovery 
Networks Asia, in Australia it is distributed by XYZnetworks under agreement with 
Discovery Networks Asia.  The agreement expires in 2007 subject to a three-year 
renewal option.  XYZnetworks pays monthly subscriber fees to Discovery Networks 
Asia (Discovery Networks Asia 2002; XYZnetworks 2004).     202
6.3.3  FOXTEL-owned channels 
FOXTEL is a vertically integrated broadcaster that produces its own channels for 
distribution on its own and other pay television networks.  It produces FOX Classics, 
FOX8, The Comedy Channel and W for distribution on its and AUSTAR’s platforms.  
FOXTEL uses its own channels to align its interests as a platform with providing 
programming that is valued by subscribers that they may not be accessing elsewhere.  
The channels are more likely to cross-promote platform events than independent 
channels. 
The Comedy Channel was launched in 1996 on FOXTEL and Galaxy.  The Comedy 
Channel was a joint venture between Artist Services (20 per cent) and FOXTEL (80 per 
cent) and is now 100 per cent owned by FOXTEL.  Local productions are produced in-
house and by other production companies including Granada Productions, Shooting Star 
and Animax Films (Maher 2004; Stretton 1996; The Comedy Channel).   
Fox Footy is dedicated to covering AFL, and as such is the only subscription television 
channel that can claim to be 100 per cent Australian.  Fox Footy is produced by 
FOXTEL at Southbank in Melbourne.  FOXTEL states on its website: 
During the Premiership Season, FOX Footy Channel produces three EXCLUSIVELY 
LIVE games from every round, replays every other game, and all with coverage 
uninterrupted by advertising from siren-to-siren. During Season 2003, FOX Footy 
Channel produced 17 hours of LIVE AFL magazine programming in-house every week 
(FOXTEL 2005). 
Fox Footy programming is predominantly coverage of live, recent and archived games, 
but also includes commentary and sports variety programs. 
FOXTEL has agreements in place with A&E Television Networks International 
(AETN) to produce a number of its channel brands in Australia.  These channels include 
The Biography Channel, The History Channel and Crime & Investigation Network.  
The channels are produced, programmed, broadcast and controlled in Australia, using 
material from AETN’s program libraries.  FOXTEL launched The History Channel in 
1998 and The Biography Channel on its digital platform in 2004.  In January 2005,  
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FOXTEL was the first carrier in the world to premiere Crime & Investigation Network 
(AETN 2004; FOXTEL 2004b; The Biography Channel 2005). 
6.3.4  Main Event Television 
Main Event Television is a joint venture between AUSTAR, FOXTEL and OPTUS.  It 
produces three channels: Main Event, a pay-per-view channel that features boxing, 
wrestling and concerts, and two soft-porn channels, Adults Only and Adults Only 
Select.  All three channels are available on all platforms.   
Little public information is available about Main Event Television and its channels.  
According to a 2002 interview with Main Event’s general manager, Kim Carver, up to 
three per cent of subscribers order pay-per-view programming, on par with the US.  
Main Event’s most popular content is boxing (Murphy 2002). 
6.3.5  Movie Network 
Movie Network was set up in 1996 as a partnership between the Hollywood studios 
Warner Bros., Disney and MGM with OPTUS and later Village Roadshow.  As with 
PMP, Movie Network was set up by major studios so that they could retain control of 
the distribution of their product.  Initially, Movie Network’s partners had a separate 
agreement with OPTUS for it to produce the channels.  In 1999, Movie Network was 
established as a separate organisation and it started broadcasting on 1 January 2000. 
Although originally established as an exclusive OPTUS service, Movie Network is now 
available on a non-exclusive basis to all platforms.  It became available on the 
AUSTAR platform in 1998 and to FOXTEL customers after the establishment of the 
CSA in December 2002 (FOXTEL 2005).  FOXTEL customers can only buy Movie 
Network channels on a ‘buy-through’, that is, it can only be purchased once the basic 
and Showtime movie tiers have been subscribed to (interview, Tony Forrest, CEO 
Movie Network, 28 April 2005). 
Movie Network supplies three channels: Movie One, Movie Extra and Movie Greats.  
Movie One features films that are current releases in the subscription television 
window.  Movie Extra features award-winning films and is genre driven – for example, 
comedies are broadcast on Sunday nights, action films on Tuesdays.  Movie Greats   204
features films from the studio owners’ libraries – Tony Forrest said in interview that ‘it 
breathes life into the old dog’. 
As well as sourcing films from its shareholders, Movie Network obtains titles from 
Steven Spielberg’s Dreamworks SKG, Newvision, New Line and Turner Pictures.  
Movie Network packages and broadcasts its channel to the platforms from its office in 
St Leonards.  It employs 32 people (Movie Network 2005). 
6.3.6  MTV Networks Australia 
MTV Networks Australia has interests in the music channels MTV Australia and VH1, 
and the children’s channels Nickelodeon and Nick Jr.  MTV Networks Australia is 
owned by Viacom International. 
MTV is one of the most widely recognised television brands in the world.  
Internationally, MTV exists both as a free-to-air and subscription television service, but 
places an emphasis on its subscription channels.  In interview, Chris Keely, Director of 
Strategy and Business Development, MTV Australia described MTV as preferring to 
operate its channels as a subscription service ‘because if you look back at the US there’s 
a lot more opportunity to be edgy than there is on broadcast TV’.  MTV’s key 
demographic is 18 to 25 year olds, plus ages either side.  MTV features ‘creative, edgy, 
straining-at-the-leash-sort-of programming that is representative of youth culture’ (Chris 
Keely, interview, MTV Australia, 17 June 2005). 
MTV programming had been available in Australia on the Nine Network between 1987 
and 1993.  In March 1997, OPTUS Vision relaunched its ARC Music Television 
channel as MTV: Music Television.  ARC Music Television had been set up in 1996 as 
a joint venture between Austereo, Village Roadshow and OPTUS Vision.  With the 
introduction of advertising on 1 July 1997, the ARC joint venture sought to strengthen 
their marketability and purchased the right to license the MTV brand and MTV 
programming, reportedly for $5 million.  Initially MTV was produced by OPTUS and 
was distributed exclusively on OPTUS’s pay television service.  Since 2004, MTV has 
been produced by MTV Networks Australia under an outsourcing agreement with  
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OPTUS.
27  MTV is now available on all subscription television platforms.  MTV 
employs about 60 staff in Australia (Australian Stock Exchange 1996; Elder 1997).    
MTV Networks launched the music channel VH1 when FOXTEL digitised its 
transmission platform in 2004.  VH1 is the only channel that MTV Networks fully owns 
and operates in the Australian marketplace.  It is available only on digital services and 
broadcasts a mix of light entertainment series, documentaries, live events and music 
videos (Milk Bar Media and MTV Asia (Singapore) 2004). 
Nickelodeon launched in Australia on 23 October 1995 as a 50/50 joint venture between 
XYZnetworks and Viacom.  They had entered a 15-year joint venture agreement which 
expires in 2010 to produce the Nickelodeon channel for Australia.  XYZnetworks pays 
monthly subscriber fees to the joint venture (XYZnetworks 2004). 
Nickelodeon’s target audience is children aged five to twelve.  Nickelodeon launched its 
channel for zero to four year olds, Nick Jr as a digital channel in 2004. 
6.3.7  National Geographic Channel 
Internationally, National Geographic Channel is owned by BSkyB, the majority owner, 
and National Geographic Channels International.  Australia was the first country to 
receive the National Geographic Channel when it was launched in September 1997.  In 
the following months National Geographic Channel launched in other countries. 
In Australia, National Geographic Channels International has two subscription 
television channels: National Geographic Channel, which is produced within Australia, 
and A1, which is distributed out of Hong Kong.  National Geographic Channel is 
available on all platforms and A1 is available on digital tiers.   
The premise of the channel was to bring National Geographic television programming 
to one channel.  It its launch, its then Director of Program Development said that the 
channel would soon be commissioning Australian documentaries (Weiniger 1997).  In 
interview, however, National Geographic’s Program and Acquisitions Manager, Peta 
Watermeyer, said that has only been in the last one to two years that the Australian 
                                                   
27 The CSA obliges OPTUS to retain creative control over producing MTV and Ovation for the duration of the 
agreement.   206
channel has successfully been able to access funds to localise: ‘There’s big support in 
Washington for each market around the world to localise because they see the economic 
sense of it’.  Peta Watermeyer said that National Geographic Channel aims to be the 
number one documentary channel in Australia, while maintaining its quality and 
credibility.   
6.3.8  Premier Media Group 
Premier Media Group (PMG) is a joint venture between News Corp (50 per cent) and 
PBL (50 per cent).  Previously called Fox Sports, it changed its name in early 2004, 
when digitisation of FOXTEL’s platform gave it the opportunity to produce new 
channels and diversify beyond sport production (PBL 2004).   
PMG produces four channels: Fox Sports 1, Fox Sports 2, Fuel and How To Channel.  
The Fox Sports channels among the channels that FOXTEL first offered when it 
launched in 1995.  They are now available on all analog and digital platforms in 
Australia.  PMG launched Fuel and How To Channel on the AUSTAR and FOXTEL 
digital platforms in March 2004.  PMG also has a commercial division that supplies the 
Fox Sports, ESPN and Fox Footy channels to pubs and clubs (interview, Jon Marquard, 
8 April 2005) .   
PMG has about 200 full-time employees and indirectly employs approximately another 
200 freelancers and contractors in production and broadcast operations across Australia 
(Premier Media Group 2004).  It produces programs in house, and also out-sources 
external broadcasting services.  It has developed relationships with most major sporting 
bodies in Australia (interview, Jon Marquard, 8 April 2005).  With its emphasis on 
sports programming, PMG is the subscription television organisation most directly and 
most significantly affected by the anti-siphoning rules. 
Table 6.11  PMG financial results (nominal dollars) 
Year  Profit ($m)  Subscribers (m) 
2002-03  32.0    
2003-04  32.0  1.50 
2004-05  42.6  1.68 
Note  Profit figures are estimates based on after tax figures reported by PBL. 
Sources  PBL (2003; 2004; 2005).  
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6.3.9  Premium Movie Partnership 
Premium Movie Partnership (PMP) is owned by 20th Century Fox, Paramount Pictures, 
NBC Universal, Liberty Media and Sony.  PMP produces three channels:  Showtime, 
which broadcasts new releases, Showtime2, which is the Showtime channel delayed by 
two hours, and Showtime Greats (initially called Encore), which features catalogue up 
to about 25 years old.  PMP does not produce a channel dedicated to older movies – 
according to PMP’s Tony Pollitt, PMP sees older movies as being catered for by Turner 
Classic Movies (Tony Pollitt, PMP, interview, 8 April 2005).  
Showtime and Encore launched on Australia Day 1995.  The signal was originally sent 
via Burbank from the US.  PMP started producing its channels in Australia in October 
1995.  The channels are currently produced at Fox Studios in Sydney and are available 
on all subscription television platforms. 
PMP’s Showtime channels are likely to be profitable.  In 2003, one partner, Liberty 
Media Australia, reported $25.6 million in revenue and $4.5 million in net profit in 
2003 (Washington 2005).  Industry insiders suggest that channels such as Showtime 
would be profitable, based on their share of revenue paid by subscribers for higher-tier 
subscription television packages (Eliezer et al. 2005). 
6.3.10  Shopping channels 
Two shopping channels are available on Australian subscription television: TVSN and 
Expo.  TVSN was one of the first channels available on subscription television when 
FOXTEL launched in September 1995.  Both channels were acquired in November 
2004 by home shopping group Interfine Holdings and AUSTAR when TVSN went into 
administration (Court Authorises TVSN DOCA 2005). 
TVSN broadcasts live from 9.30am to 9.30pm and replays highlights from the day 
outside of those hours. On weekdays, 90 per cent of the audience is women, but at 
weekends it is 60 per cent women and 40 per cent men.  The average age of a TVSN 
viewer is about 46 and its core audience ranges from 30-35 to 55-58.  Its most popular 
items are beauty products, fashion and jewellery, but it also sells electronic goods and 
homewares.  TVSN and Expo are available on AUSTAR, FOXTEL and OPTUS 
(MacLean 2005).   208
6.3.11  Sky News Australia 
Sky News Australia was launched in February 1996.  It is a joint venture of PBL, the 
Seven Network and BSkyB.  In interview on 3 July 2005, General Manager Angelos 
Frangopoulos said that Sky News ‘is positioned simply as being Australia’s news 
channel’.  The Sky News Australia channel is available as part of the basic tier on all 
subscription television platforms.  Its Sky News Active service is available on FOXTEL 
Digital and AUSTAR Digital. 
Sky News Australia generates it own content and acquires content from local and 
overseas sources.  It supplies ‘news and current affairs of an Australian origin and 
flavour’.  Sky News Australia also supplies a daily free-to-air news service for Prime 
Television in New Zealand, which is produced in Australia (Angelos Frangopoulos, Sky 
News Australia, interview, 3 July 2005).  Sky News Australia has been ‘trading 
profitably’ since at least 2002-03’ (PBL 2003, 2004). 
6.3.12  UKTV 
UKTV specialises in British television programs – it is ‘committed to providing the best 
in British programming from the classics through to the most contemporary shows’ 
(UKTV).  It is owned by FOXTEL (60 per cent), BBC Worldwide (20 per cent) and 
FremantleMedia (20 per cent).    
The unique ownership of UKTV means we have access to the largest made for TV library 
in the UK, a guaranteed supply of highly acclaimed productions plus exclusive first 
option on Australian subscription TV rights to BBC/FremantleMedia comedy & drama. In 
short, it gives us a unique environment to provide an unrivalled line-up of outstanding 
British entertainment! (UKTV). 
UKTV is available as part of the basic tier on FOXTEL and OPTUS, and as part of the 
‘laughter and living’ general entertainment tier on AUSTAR. 
6.3.13  Turner Broadcasting System Asia Pacific 
Turner Broadcasting System Asia Pacific supplies its cartoon channels, Boomerang and 
Cartoon Network, news channel CNN International, and classic movies channel, TCM,  
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to all Australian subscription television platforms.  It is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
AOL Time Warner, Inc. 
6.3.14  World Movies (Pan TV) 
Malcolm Long, who was appointing Managing Director of SBS in 1993, is credited 
with first developing the concept that SBS package foreign-language films for 
subscription television.  ‘It is understood that it was Long’s pay TV plans, including the 
concept of packaging foreign language programs, which impressed the board that 
appointed him’ (Loane 1993). 
In January 1995, SBS set up a joint venture, Pan TV, with Kerry Stokes’ Australian 
Capital Equity and Australian Provincial Newspapers Holdings through its subsidiary 
Multilingual Subscriber Television Services.  The joint venture initially announced that 
it would offer two channels, World Movies and World News.  World Movies would 
leverage SBS’s library of foreign films and its subtitling.  The World News channel 
would feature foreign language news (Meredith 1995). 
In May 1995, in an article about the growing international reputation of SBS, Malcolm 
Long wrote: 
SBS has found interest in our ability to gather, shape and transmit programming that 
reflects, compares and contrasts world cultures.  SBS’s recent entry into subscription 
television has been the vehicle for much of this interest.  In a joint venture with two 
commercial organisations, Mr Kerry Stokes’ Australian Capital Equity Limited and the 
O’Reilly Group’s Australian Provincial Newspapers Holdings, SBS has been working on 
two subscription channel concepts which may well appeal to audiences of many 
multicultural nations.  One of these concepts is the ‘World Movie Channel’.  Like SBS, it 
is a unique concept, the world’s first non-English language movie channel showing the 
greatest films of the century in the original languages, incorporating high quality English 
language subtitles.   
The SBS film library is very extensive, the result of painstaking movie selection and 
meticulous subtitling over the fourteen years of SBS’s existence.  It contains almost 4000 
movies from over 100 countries and additions occur at the rate of some 300 titles a year. 
SBS sees significant potential in the World Movie Channel and similar concepts.  We will 
be promoting these services to satellite and cable operators in Australia, but also overseas.    210
SBS is specifically empowered, as a subsidiary function, to carry on within or outside 
Australia any business or other activity incidental to the fulfilment of our charter.  Our 
goal with these concepts is to help promote cross-cultural understanding internationally 
and produce revenue that can flow back into SBS’s free-to-air service in Australia (Long 
1995). 
World Movies launched on Galaxy and FOXTEL in October 1995, and was available 
for an additional $6.95 per month.  The press regarded it as ‘an interesting exercise in 
experimental broadcasting and a fascinating example of the unusual commercial 
alliances being forged by pay TV’ (Elder 1996). 
World Movies is a niche movie channel with a specialist focus on international cinema, 
mostly foreign language cinema and launched in October 1995 as one of the first 
channels on the FOXTEL cable service.  World Movies is owned by the public 
broadcaster SBS (40 per cent), Australian Radio Network Pty Ltd (30 per cent) and 
Australian Capital Equity (30 per cent).  Pan TV employs 12 full-time staff.  It 
generates revenues of between $3 million and $4 million a year (Kitney 2005). 
World Movies leverages SBS’s experience and expertise in sourcing and subtitling 
movies from around the world.  SBS held a significant business asset in its high-quality 
subtitles but did not have capital to establish a commercial subscription television 
channel alone.  SBS contributes resources, including subtitling and film selection and 
acquisition services to World Movies (interview, Jacquie Feeney, CEO, World Movies 
Channel, 5 May 2005). 
World Movies was originally retailed as a separate channel for $5.95 per month.  Since 
the launch of FOXTEL’s digital platform, World Movies has been offered as a channel 
on the optional movie tiers on AUSTAR and FOXTEL. 
In 2005, the press reported that ACE had transferred half of its 30 per cent stake in Pan 
TV to the government-owned Chinese media company Shanghai Oriental Pearl Group.  
The acquisition is the Chinese company’s first outside China (Kitney 2005). 
6.3.15  XYZnetworks 
XYZnetworks is a joint venture between AUSTAR (50 per cent) and FOXTEL (50 per 
cent), with senior executives from the two companies making up its board.  XYZ  
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produces The LifeStyle Channel, LifeStyle Food, Channel [V], Max, Club [V], Country 
Music Channel, Arena TV and The Weather Channel.  XYZnetworks also has joint 
ventures with Nickelodeon and Discovery.  According to its website, XYZnetworks 
produces 1500 hours of local content each year, which it says is more than any other 
television company in Australia (XYZnetworks 2005).   
In 1995, XYZ launched four channels: Discovery Channel, Nickelodeon, Arena TV and 
Red.  XYZnetworks had entered distribution agreements with Discovery Asia and 
Nickelodeon in 1995.  Discovery and Nickelodeon had previously established 
relationships with Australis and the ABC, who had exclusive rights to distribute 
subscription television services by satellite.  As FOXTEL and OPTUS moved to build 
their cable television businesses, however, these agreements were severed in favour of 
XYZ.  In interview on 10 February 2005, Trevor Eastment, Director of Programming 
and Production for The LifeStyle Channel said: ‘both Discovery and Nickelodeon were 
keen to access the Australian market, so a deal was done between them and XYZ’. 
The LifeStyle Channel was launched in 1997 (Weiniger 1997).  Trevor Eastment stated 
in interview that The LifeStyle Channel spends about 40 per cent of its programming 
production on original Australian productions.  LifeStyle Food was launched at the 
digitisation of the FOXTEL cable platform in March 2004 (interview, Trevor Eastment, 
The LifeStyle Channel, 10 February). 
XYZnetworks produces four music channels. Channel [V] was originally launched as 
Red on the Galaxy platform in early 1995.  In 1997, Red was relaunched under a brand 
sharing agreement with the South-East Asian Channel [V] service, which is owned by 
Star TV, Sony Pictures Entertainment, BMG, EMI Music and the Warner Music Group 
(Elder 1997; XYZnetworks 2004).  Club [V] is a dance music channel and was 
launched at the same time at LifeStyle Food.  Channel [V] and Club [V] are directed at 
the 16-to-24 demographic (Ben Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005).   
Max, originally launched as MusicMax, caters to an older demographic than Channel 
[V].  CMC (the Country Music Channel) was launched in May 2002, after the US 
country music broadcaster CMT left the Australian market.  In interview, Ben 
Richardson from Channel [V] said that AUSTAR’s research indicated that there was 
significant unmet demand for a country music channel.  CMC’s website states that 30   212
per cent of its programming is Australian.  CMC is available on AUSTAR and as part of 
the FOXTEL Digital package (Country Music Channel 2005). 
XYZnetworks has been profitable since at least 2002-03 (Table 6.12).  Its most recent 
financial results suggest that its profits are possibly small and volatile.  Its net liabilities 
exceed its net assets and it has only been able to continue operating into the future 
because of cash support from AUSTAR and FOXTEL.  This might be a problem, 
however – XYZ’s management has stated that XYZ was not set up to generate profits 
but to provide content for its shareholders (Washington 2005; XYZnetworks 2004).  In 
2004, XYZnetworks employed 165 people (XYZnetworks 2004). 
Table 6.12  XYZnetworks financial results (nominal dollars) 
Year   Revenue ($m)  Net profit/loss ($m)  Subscribers 
1998      694,600 
1999  61.2  4.9  934,000 
2000  84.1  30.3  1,091,533 
2001  90.0  ~20   
2002-03  95.3  9.1   
2003-04  96.6  1.8  1.2 million 
Sources  AUSTAR (2000a; 2000b; 2001; 2002; 2005); XYZnetworks (2004) 
 
6.4  Demand for pay television in Australia 
Two possible ways of looking at demand are a bottom-up approach, which focuses on 
the diffusion of hardware platforms, and a top-down approach, which analyses patterns 
of consumer use of pay television and related services over time (Shurmer 1997).  The 
most readily available measures of demand for subscription television services in 
Australia are subscriber numbers, which the operators release periodically, and ratings 
data.  Consumer expenditure data is closely guarded by the industry: aggregate revenue 
data is published in financial reports, but even this is difficult to analyse as the operators 
use different financial reporting periods.  This section therefore does not attempt a 
financial analysis of the Australian subscription television industry.  Nevertheless, it is 
worth noting that expenditure on subscription television services appears to be growing 
strongly, from $311 million in 1996-97 to well over $1 billion by 2002-03 (Table 6.3).  
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6.4.1  Demand for subscription television services 
Growth in pay television subscribers is shown in Figure 6.2.  Between the launch of pay 
television in 1995 and 2001, subscriptions grew by a compound average of 40.1 per cent 
per annum.  In 2002, however, growth in subscriptions was stagnant, falling by 0.3 per 
cent in the year.  In 2003, following the signed of the CSA, growth picked up slightly, 
increasing by 3.3 per cent per annum.  It was not until FOXTEL launched its digital 
platform in 2004, however, that subscription numbers began to increase significantly 
again, however – between December 2004 and June 2005 subscriber numbers increased 
by a compound average of 8.7 per cent per annum. 
In mid-2005, about 1.7 million households subscribed to pay television services in 
Australia (Figure 6.2).  Based on the 2001 Census estimate of 7.4 million households, 
this represents a penetration rate of approximately 23.0 per cent of Australian 
households.  If household growth, with a long-term average of 2.4 per cent per annum, 
is taken into account, then the likely penetration of subscription television in 2005 was 
closer to 20.9 per cent of households (ABS 2005). 
In interview, the CEO of Movie Network, Tony Forrest confirmed that before 
digitisation, potential customers were holding back subscribing to pay television or 
upgrading to higher tiers.  When customers opted to subscribe to the digital FOXTEL 
platform, they chose the top package: 
Our research said – when digital comes I will [upgrade].  And we found that because the 
call centre was getting in touch with them and saying do you want to upgrade to digital – 
yes! – and which package do you want – the top package.  So when they first started, 
about 80 per cent of sales were Platinum so our sales went through the roof (Interview, 
Tony Forrest, Movie Network, 28 April 2005). 
OzTAM ratings data shows that pay television subscribers are weighted towards 
families.  For example, OzTAM estimates that, in 2005, 30.5 per cent of subscription 
television homes consisted of five or more persons, whereas 23.9 per cent all national 
homes had five or more persons (OzTAM 2005c).  The importance of children 
influencing their parents’ decision to subscribe was highlighted by Nickelodeon’s Leisa 
Sadler in interview:   214
It’s really showing through with a lot of research that we’ve done that the kids are a major 
influence in [the subscription] decision.  Whatever you want to call it, kids’ influence, 
pester power, kids are having a lot to say about what they are doing as a family unit, and 
down to what they are using individually.  And they are more aware of the media products 
that are out there. So they are a big influence (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 
November 2005). 
Ratings data also suggest that demand for subscription television services picked up in 
2005, after falls in 2003 and 2004 (Figure 6.3).  According to OzTAM estimates of 
subscription television reach, in 2005, the number of people watching subscription 
television services increased by a compound average of 8.7 per cent per annum, 
following an average decrease of 6.3 per cent per annum between September 2003 and 
the end of 2004 (estimates based on OzTAM (2005a)).
28   
In addition to the overall growth in subscription levels, subscribers are watching more 
pay television relative to free-to-air television (Figure 6.4).  Between September 2003 
and November 2005, subscription television’s share of all viewing in subscription 
television homes increased by a compound average of 7.7 per cent per annum.  In 
comparison, over the same period in subscription television homes, the share of all free-
to-air networks except SBS fell, the ABC’s share fell by a compound annual average of 
4.3 per cent, Seven and its affiliates’ share fell by 6.7 per cent, Nine and its affiliates’ 
fell by 6.1 per cent and Ten and its affiliates’ by 6.7 per cent.  The SBS’s share 
increased by 26.7 per cent, but from a much smaller base than the other broadcasters 
(estimates based on OzTAM (2005a)). 
Clearly, pay television subscribers are substituting their viewing of free-to-air services 
with their subscription services.  These estimates of share loss suggest that the greatest 
audience losses have been experienced by the commercial free-to-air broadcasters.  The 
commercial broadcasters appear to have lost a greater proportion of their audiences than 
the ABC or the SBS, indicating that the number of viewers that are watching 
subscription television rather than commercial television is significantly higher than 
those who have moved away from the ABC. 
                                                   
28 Defitions of reach and share are included in Chaper 8.  
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Note  In 1998, Australis Media went into receivership and East Coast Television was acquired by AUSTAR. 
Sources  AFC (2005b); AUSTAR (2005); FOXTEL (2005); Pay TV take up estimates (1994, 1996) ; SingTel (2005)   216 
Figure 6.3  Reach of all subscription channels, viewing within subscription television homes only, total people (weekly 000s), 18:00 to 23:59, August 























































































































































Note  a.  The trendline indicates average growth and compensates for non-ratings periods.  
Source  OzTAM (2005a)  
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Figure 6.4  Share of all viewing within subscription television homes, 18:00 to 23:59, August 2003 to November 2005 with trendline
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Note  a.  The trendline indicates average growth and compensates for non-ratings periods.  
Source  OzTAM (2005a)   218
6.4.2  Demand during the day and week 
Subscription television broadcasters experience the same increase in prime time viewers 
as free-to-air broadcasters.  Subscription television audience share, however, falls from 
about 5.00 as subscribers view more mass appeal programs on free-to-air services 
(Figure 6.5).  This dichotomy was described by UKTV’s Tony Iffland in interview: 
Prime time is not necessarily important, but prime time is where there is the biggest pond 
to fish in.  Often people go to subscription TV on the fringes of peak.  Some channels are 
a bit counter-intuitive, one of them being us.  Our prime time audience is really, really 
strong.  It’s funny, when the going is toughest, that’s when we tend to do our best.  And 
we are not sure why.  Prime time in share terms is often not the best for pay TV, but in 
numbers terms, in bums on seats, it is often the biggest area (Tony Iffland, UKTV, 
interview, 3 February 2005). 
The importance of prime time differs between subscription television channels, 
depending on their key audiences’ viewing characteristics.  For Channel [V], its most 
important time slots are before and after free-to-air prime time: 
There’s two periods.  I think the way we look at things as really important is: 4.00 to 
7.00pm is really important, then I find there’s no point competing with the free-to-airs 
who get all of their viewers from 6.30 to about 9.00pm.  And then if you look at the trends 
they come back to us about 9.30/10.00pm.  And then we get really good growth late 
evening (Ben Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005). 
For children’s channels, prime time is determined by when children arrived home from 
school: 
Our prime time is different to free-to-air prime time.  And it’s different to other 
subscription television channels, because of the nature of our audience.  After school is 
our prime time (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 2005). 
Subscription television services attract their biggest audiences on Saturdays (Figure 
6.6).  This is partly influenced by coverage of popular sports such as rugby league, but 
strong weekend ratings appear to be a characteristic of subscription television viewing.  
According to Channel [V]’s Ben Richardson:  
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Weekends are just great for us.  Weekends are really good for sub TV.  That’s why all the 
channels, like Fox8 may have a Simpsons marathon, or Max will do a songs of the 90s - 
that’s where that block of programming comes into it (Ben Richardson, Channel [V], 
interview, 1 April 2005).   220 





















































































































































Source  ACNielsen (2001)  
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Figure 6.6  Share of viewing in subscription television homes by day of the week, 2.00am to 2.00pm, 2004 
54.9






























































































Source  multi channel network (2005)   222
6.4.3  Demand for subscription television channels 
Ratings shares for subscription television channels are significantly lower than for free-
to-air channels.  However, as discussed earlier, one channel’s or one program’s rating 
result does not measure the success of a subscription television channel.  According to 
Trevor Eastment: 
The offer is not another channel.  You could put all the best things on pay TV on one 
channel and then take on the free-to-airs – well, that isn’t the offer of pay TV.  The offer 
of pay TV is customer satisfaction, choice.  They will never see a program on free-to-air 
television that doesn’t appeal to 90 per cent of other people.  But pay TV can do that.  It 
isn’t really about viewer numbers, it’s about viewer choice (Trevor Eastment, LifeStyle 
Channel, interview, 10 February 2005). 
The most important determinant of a channel’s viewing levels is the popularity of the 
programming that it offers.  Tony Iffland described a channel’s viewing levels as 
‘chicken and egg’: 
Some channels and big and broad, like a TV1 and a FOX8. Some channels are small, like 
Ovation.  Some of it is chicken and egg – FOX8 is big and broad because of what it’s got 
but it also gets what it’s got because it is big and broad (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 
February 2005). 
Other factors, however, also can affect its ratings results.  These include how they are 
sold to subscribers and how easy they are to access.  Channels included in the basic 
subscription television tier are likely to attract large audiences than those on higher tiers 
simply because they are available for viewing in more households.  The list of channels 
in Table 6.13, for example, clearly suggests that subscription television channels 
available on FOXTEL’s basic tier tend to achieve higher ratings results than higher tier 
channels. 
It is also likely that channels located lower on the ‘dial’ attract larger audiences than 
those with higher channel numbers ( 
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Figure 6.7).  This is not a straightforward result, however, as channels with more mass 
appeal programming may be allocated lower channel positions so that they are easier to 
find, or that channel types with similar audience demands have been allocated similar 
channel numbers.  The tendency of channels located near popular channels to also 
attract larger audiences is recognised within the subscription television industry, for 
example: 
If you think of FOX 8, you’re between 7 and 9 - it’s a great position on a dial (Ben 
Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005).     224
Table 6.13  Average ratings share by channel and genre, 18:00 to 24:00, 2005 (per cent) 
Channel  Genre  Basic or tier
a  Average share 
(per cent) 
Fox Sports 1  Sport  Basic  2.5 
FOX 8  General entertainment  Basic  2.4 
Fox Sports 2  Sport  Basic  2.2 
TV1  General entertainment  Basic  2.2 
UKTV  General entertainment  Basic  1.8 
Lifestyle  Infotainment  Basic  1.7 
Showtime  Movies  Tier  1.5 
FOX Classics  General entertainment  Basic  1.4 
Discovery  Documentary  Basic  1.2 
FOX Footy  Sport  Basic  1.1 
ARENA  General entertainment  Basic  1.0 
Disney  Children  Tier  1.0 
Showtime Greats  Movies  Tier  1.0 
Movie One  Movies  Tier  0.9 
W  General entertainment  Basic  0.9 
FOX 8 +2  General entertainment  Basic  0.8 
National Geographic  Documentary  Basic  0.8 
Showtime 2  Movies  Tier  0.8 
Nickelodeon  Children  Basic  0.7 
Sky News Australia  News  Basic  0.7 
Cartoon Network  Children  Basic  0.6 
Comedy  General entertainment  Tier  0.6 
History  Documentary  Tier  0.6 
Movie Extra  Movies  Tier  0.6 
MTV  Music  Tier  0.6 
Hallmark  General entertainment  Tier  0.5 
Nick Jr  Children  Tier  0.5 
Comedy +2  General entertainment  Tier  0.4 
Fox Classics +2  General entertainment  Basic  0.4 
Lifestyle +2  Infotainment  Basic  0.4 
Movie Greats  Movies  Tier  0.4 
TV1 +2  General entertainment  Basic  0.4 
Animal Planet  Documentary  Tier  0.3 
ARENA +2  General entertainment  Basic  0.3 
Channel [V]  Music  Basic  0.3 
ESPN  Sport  Tier  0.3 
Max  Music  Basic  0.3 
UKTV +2  General entertainment  Basic  0.3 
E!  General entertainment  Tier  0.2 
Lifestyle Food  Infotainment  Tier  0.2 
VH1  Music  Tier  0.2 
Boomerang  Children  Tier  0.1 
How To Channel  Infotainment  Tier  0.1 
Ovation  Arts  Tier  0.1 
CNBC  News  Basic  0.0 
Other STV      8.8 
All STV channels      42.5 
Note  Based on FOXTEL’s offer in November 2005. 
Source  OzTAM (2005a) 
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6.5  Summary 
The subscription television industry does not consist of discrete groups and the 
relationships between the various organisations within the industry and their roles are 
not clear cut.  The organisation of central interest here are those that form the retail face 
of the subscription television industry, the platforms, and the brands that they sell, the 
channels.  Although most organisations within the subscription television industry are 
competitors, they must also work together ensure their mutual success.  Competition 
occurs at many different levels. 
The largest subscription television service providers in Australia are AUSTAR, 
FOXTEL and OPTUS TV.  Other smaller service providers are franchisees or resellers 
of the services provided by the larger pay television providers.  These include 
TransACT in the ACT and Neighbourhood Cable in regional Victoria.  FOXTEL has 
access to more Australian households and thus more subscribers than other platforms.  
Under the CSA, FOXTEL supplies its service to OPTUS, Telstra and other resellers. 
Channel providers package programs together as streams of programming and supply 
them to subscription television service providers for broadcast.  The channels are 
possibly the most valuable brands in the subscription television industry.  Much of the 
increase in diversity and quality of programming promised by Government as the result 
of the introduction of subscription television has been derived through the opportunity 
for international broadcasters to establish themselves in Australia and for local 
companies to establish new channels.   
Channel providers in Australia are not licensed, and government does not directly 
impose regulatory constraints on them.  Despite this, the content regulations represent 
an important cost for channel providers.  Anti-siphoning affects the entire industry, as it 
suppresses subscription rates and the drama expenditure rules impose a direct cost on 
the drama channels.   
In mid-2005, about 1.7 million Australian households subscribed to pay television 
services, representing a penetration rate of just above 20 per cent.  Take up of  
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subscription television grew strongly during 2005.  Potential subscribers had delayed 
signing up to pay television during 2003 and 2004 until they knew what the digital 
service would offer.   228 
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7.  Content on Australian subscription 
television 
One of the things about subscription TV channels is that they just eat programming.  They eat 
hours (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005).   
Subscribers primarily acquire pay television services to access a greater range of content 
than that available on free-to-air services.  Like a free-to-air broadcaster, a subscription 
television service will aim to be everything to everyone in order to maximise 
subscription sales, but contained within the subscription television package is a range of 
television programming and other content that is intended to meet both general and 
niche tastes to maximise viewer appeal.  Thus, the central aim of most subscription 
television platforms and channels is to provide compelling content that people will see 
value in and pay for and the acquisition and scheduling of program material is of central 
importance to subscription television services.  According to Premer Media Group’s Jon 
Marquard: 
We spend a lot of time and resources on investment internally, to ensure that the 
programming content we put to air is something that is going to be attractive, that the 
Marion McCutcheons of the world will say ‘I’m happy to spend X dollars on my pay TV 
subscription’ (Jon Marquard, PMG, interview, 8 April 2005). 
This chapter examines how subscription television services go about providing their 
customers with a service that they are prepared to pay for – how they select 
programming, why they commission content and how subscription services are 
constrained by the nature of the television market and by regulation.  The analysis in 
this chapter relies on information gathered in interviews carried out for this thesis with 
representatives of the Australian subscription television industry during 2005.   230
7.1  Programming subscription television services 
A subscription television service is programmed on two levels.  First, the platform 
selects which channels will be available on its service, and second the channels acquire 
and schedule programs.  Due to its role as primary channel aggregator under the CSA, 
FOXTEL has a particularly influential role in selecting the channels that are available 
on subscription television services in Australia: 
We’re in continual discourse throughout the agreement with the channel to make sure that 
we feel that we are getting the best out of the channel and that their performance is good.  
There’s a constant movement, and refresh, it’s moving kind of a beast, if you like.  In my 
memory, I couldn’t think of a channel we have taken away.  The minute we start taking 
channels away from people, we decrease the value of service and customers get annoyed 
(Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, interview, 20 October 2005).   
Thus, although the subscription television platforms try to shape the nature of the 
independent channels by feeding their research results back to them, they are unlikely to 
remove a channel from their offering.  When agreements terminate they are most likely 
to be renegotiated, as the channels and their brands are well established, especially 
among subscribers.   
Channel providers undertake a similar process, focussing on the programs that they 
offer and changing audience tastes.  National Geographic Channel, for instance, keeps 
an eye on the types of documentary programming that is attracting viewers.  Peta 
Watermeyer said in interview that although National Geographic Channel will always 
schedule a lot of wildlife programming, the types of documentaries that currently work 
to build an audience are those that examine ‘the forensic dissection of what happened, 
why did that aircraft fall out of the sky, through accident or human intervention’ 
(interview, 12 October 2005). 
As discussed in Chapter 3, pay television subscribers watch only a small proportion of 
the channels they subscribe to – interview participants estimated that most people watch 
between five and seven channels.  This belies the value that subscribers place on the 
channels that they may watch only infrequently: part of a viewer’s ‘value equation’  
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derives from the potential posed by a broad choice of channels and viewing 
opportunities.  Deanne Weir, for example, spoke in interview about the importance of 
providing a number of news channels:  
Most people watch a maximum of about seven channels.  But knowing that the other 
channels are there – for example, a news channel, people might only watch 20 minutes of 
news but when there’s a war in Iraq or there’s something going on, the channels and the 
choice of news channels is really important (Deanne Weir, AUSTAR, interview, 28 April 
2005). 
Christian Murphy spoke about the different factors that are taken into account when 
programming FOXTEL’s channels: 
Publicity and talk-ability are huge factors.  Sponsorship and funding support for the 
programming are very important.  Ratings support is very important, tells you how much 
people enjoy it.  Cost.  What we get out of it.  A whole range of things (Christian Murphy, 
FOXTEL, interview, 18 August 2005). 
Among the ‘range of things’ mentioned by Christian Murphy is loyalty to a channel and 
the service, or customer satisfaction.  From the platform’s perspective, programming is 
the lure to get people over the subscription threshold.  For channels it is also about 
keeping viewers within their space, rather than another channel’s, for example: 
We want [films] that the audience will watch and come to our service for.  And we are 
about attracting and retaining subscribers (Anthony Mrsnik, PMP, interview 8 April 
2005). 
Because of subscription television’s focus on customer satisfaction rather than ratings, 
channels can afford to take more risks in programming than commercial free-to-air 
services.  For example, they are less likely to terminate or reschedule a series that is not 
achieving a high audience: 
That’s the good thing about cable – it’s not life or death.  One time slot on cable is not life 
or death like free-to-air, so you can be a lot more experimental.  If Desperate Housewives 
had got half a million, it would have been a massive disaster.  If one of our shows comes 
in and it only gets half the ratings, we’ll see if we can raise it, we’ll see if we can promote   232
it a bit more.  If at the end it’s still not doing well, we’ll try a different time slot, we’ll try 
a different way of promoting it.  We’ve got time, we don’t have the massive pressure that 
every single time slot has got to perform.  Our parameter is to keep people satisfied over 
the long term.  And what may upset someone may be the reason for keeping pay for 
someone else.  Again, it’s choice.  If they don’t want to watch it, it’s fine, they can flick 
onto one of the other cable channels, it doesn’t matter (Trevor Eastment, LifeStyle 
Channel, interview, 10 February 2005).   
You don’t move things around like the free-to-airs do.  You allow things to settle.  You 
hold your nerve.  You let your audience come to you.  People hate the way free-to-air 
channels play two episodes of something and then dump it.  That’s arrogance – that’s 
free-to-air channels not having their interests at heart (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 
February 2005. 
Subscription television channels do compete for the rights to programming, although the 
specialised nature of most channels and content supply deals mean that it does not occur 
often.  According to Christian Murphy, there have been instances where free-to-air 
broadcasters have acquired the pay television rights to popular foreign programs, in 
order to prevent the programs being broadcast on local subscription television services.  
If FOXTEL could afford free-to-air rights to block its competitors, Christian Murphy 
said that it would do the same. 
Other broad factors identified in interviews as influencing the acquisition of 
programming include: the niche a channel is directed at, the significance of its brand, 
and ownership structure. 
7.1.1  Niche channels 
Channels acquire programming according to how they position themselves within the 
subscription television market.  Although some channels regard themselves as ‘general 
entertainment’ channels, most specialise in a genre such as movies, documentaries, 
children’s programs or sports coverage.  Within these specialisations, channels may 
focus on a particular sub-genre, for example, classic television programs, new release 
movies, science documentaries, pre-schooler programs and AFL.  
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Movie channels are a high-profile example of niche subscription television services.  
There are four channel providers that specialise in movie channels in Australia: Movie 
Network, PMP, Turner Broadcasting System and Pan TV.  Movie Network and PMP 
both supply multiple channels that specialise in recent release and older films.  Movie 
Network, for example, produces three different channels.  In interview, Tony Forrest 
described the three channels as: 
Movie One is blockbuster, current releases as they hit the pay TV window.  Movie Extra 
is our independent channel, anything that has won Academy Awards, or Moondance [sic] 
or Cannes Film Festival Awards.  They’re all movies from 1992 to 2002 and a lot of them 
are films that have not necessarily had big theatrical release.  It might have big names or 
big awards or big directors.  That’s a value add – people buy us for blockbusters.  We 
have a Greats channel, because it’s studio product that’s in the library and still working.  
And financially it works for the studio – it breathes life into the old dog (Tony Forrest, 
Movie Network, interview, 28 April 2005). 
PMP also has a recent release channel and a channel featuring films up to 25 years old.  
It does not broadcast older films as it considers that niche is already well covered by 
Turner’s TCM classic movies channel.  Pan TV’s World Movies channel features 
mainly foreign language films, although it does occasionally broadcasting English-
language cinema that fits within its film festival schedules. 
Movie channels take sub-genre specialisation even further by scheduling different film 
genres on different nights of the week.  For example, in interview Tony Forrest said that 
Movie Extra broadcasts comedies on Sunday nights, dramas on Mondays and action 
films on Tuesdays.  PMP’s Tony Pollitt said that Showtime broadcasts blockbusters on 
Sunday evenings, art films on Tuesdays, series drama on Wednesdays and features a 
‘boys’ night in’ on Fridays with action films and MA-rated Playboy movies.  Tony 
Pollitt stated, ‘What we are trying to do is create a sense of destination’ (interview, 8 
April 2005). 
Since movie channels manage their schedule by dedicating time slots and bandwidth to 
particular types of film, film acquisition becomes about availability.  Tony Pollitt and 
Anthony Mrsnik described how they view PMP’s approach to acquisition:   234
Tony Pollitt – We buy for a spot.  We literally say, OK, we need 52 art house movies a 
year to fill Tuesday nights.  And we are looking at expanding that to a double feature, so 
Tuesday 8.30 and 10.30.  So, that’s 104 new movies to fill that spot.   
Anthony Mrsnik – 52 Sunday night premiers.  With four studios we don’t get 52 Sunday 
night premiers.  If you said that we were getting half of what Hollywood produces, we 
don’t have enough movies for Sunday night.  If we wanted, we could fill both our 
channels with movies from our four studios, but that’s not the channel that we want to 
have.  So, that said, if we have certain destination viewing spots, Sunday night, Tuesday 
night, Friday night, we have to fulfil that promise (Anthony Mrsnik and Tony Pollitt, 
PMP, interview, 8 April 2005).   
Films that come with a public profile and do not require aggressive marketing are 
particularly attractive to movie channels.  As their budgets for blockbusters is limited, 
they look for films featuring popular actors that did not achieve a successful cinematic 
release, or that may not have been released in Australia: 
We’ll even form the view that if it doesn’t work at the box office, there’s an upside to 
that.  Because people haven’t seen it.  But we want it to come with a brand and a profile.  
So, that’s generally a good marketing campaign or good attachments (Anthony Mrsnik, 
PMP, interview, 8 April 2005). 
World Movies looks for films that have an international profile.  They may have done 
well at the box office in their home country, have achieved acclaim at film festivals or 
have achieved attention in the international film press.  According to Jacquie Feeney: 
I don’t just ring China and say, send us your latest 100 films.  In fact, we use that as a way 
of protecting ourselves from getting 100 films from China or India.  We will look at a 
film that’s had very high box office in its country of origin – it may never have gone 
outside the country but really was a cracker at the box office.  But in the main, we source 
films that break out in an international sense in some way.  So if you are reading trade 
press on cinema, you probably know more about the films on World Movies.  A lot of it is 
unknown.  But occasionally you’ll just get a cracker kind of thriller, or sexy drama from 
Spain, which they churn out in the droves (Jacquie Feeney, World Movies, interview, 6 
May 2005).  
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Targeting too small a niche can pose limitations in an environment where bandwidth 
availability is growing and there are greater numbers of channel and other entertainment 
offerings.  Some channels schedule programs that they consider will appeal to a broad 
audience to ensure that their audience does not become too finely defined.  National 
Geographic Channel, for example, is trying to broaden the appeal of the channel beyond 
its core audience of male, 40 plus.  Peta Watermeyer said: ‘our challenge is to broaden 
that audience base, try and actually find some programming that appeals to women 
without scaring away the existing core base’.  Increasing the appeal of a channel to a 
broader or a younger or a slightly different audience was a common theme in 
interviews: 
We’re looking for ways to continue to replenish audience at the lower end.  At the 35 plus 
end.  Because your audience grows old with you.  And you’ve got to be dynamic, you 
can’t sit with an audience and age with it.  You’ve got to keep recruiting in at the top 
because quite frankly you keep losing people out the other end (Tony Iffland, UKTV, 
interview, 3 February 2005).   
Our goal is to bring in a younger audience and peak their interest enough so they say, I 
have to check that out.  And getting people to take that extra step to tune in.  For three 
years we’ve had a strategy of trying to do more, including delivering greater curatorial 
effort across the schedule.  We had Milestones of World Cinema which ran for a year as 
curated months.  We know classics work.  People seem to like access to the great world 
cinema of the 1960s and 1970s and even earlier.  So [25 Movies To See Before You Die] 
was purposely pitched at a slightly younger audience, but the content is definitely not 
offensive to our older film buff audience – they are our core, but for us the challenge is 
about how to you appeal to that occasional viewer without offending the core.  So that’s 
pretty much what we manage at the moment, is trying to take the channel in a slightly 
more mainstream direction, while keeping its heart, if you like, and heartland (Jacquie 
Feeney, World Movies, interview, 6 May 2005). 
For channels with younger viewers, creating content that is targeted at their tastes means 
adopting a particular attitude and incorporating opportunities for viewer interaction.  
Channels with a strong sense of audience involvement include Channel [V] and 
Nickelodeon:   236
A core value is that we are owned and operated by our audience is absolutely key.  And 
that we are reflective of our audience, that we have a certain attitude is important to us 
(Ben Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005). 
One of our original philosophies is ‘TV you can do’, so everything that we do, even if it is 
a giveaway premium that’s going out, it shouldn’t just be a little toy, it should do 
something.  And we apply that ‘TV you can do’ expression to everything.  Whether it is 
an email newsletter or an event or an online destination it has to have that Nick thing 
about being fun (Katie Cordes, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 2005). 
It is possible for a niche to be too small for service providers to justify allocating 
bandwidth to a specialist channel.  Christian Murphy said in interview, for example, that 
FOXTEL had found that the channel Tech TV was not attracting the viewers it needed 
to.  The supply contract for the channel was subsequently not renewed, but primarily 
due to a change in channel ownership.  
7.1.2  Significance of the channel brand 
As stated earlier, subscription television channels follow a publishing model of 
information distribution.  Rather than programming to maximise an audience at any 
particular point in time, like commercial free-to-air channels, subscription channels 
brand themselves as according to their chosen niche and then acquire content that fits 
their desired brand image.  The importance of channel brand in selecting programming 
was a common theme in interviews: 
[Channel brand is] vital.  People go to the channels they know.  People watch programs, 
but they will, when they don’t have something they will go and watch a channel brand.  
Programs come first.  I watch Fawlty Towers.  I watch The Simpsons.  Early research, 
people used to say – you’d ask them what channel – I watch channel 14, 21, 36 – now 
they say I watch a television brand (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005). 
Everything that we do has to confirm to [our brand].  Instantly, its UKTV – it’s got to be 
British.  We’re talking about physical, we’re talking about representation, we’re talking 
about red, white and blue – they’re our colours, we’re talking about our logo, which is 
here and we’re talking about what we call our carrots which are these things – the V’s.   
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They are a device that we use in all our materials, both in print and on screen.  They are 
big deconstructed sections of the Union Jack (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 
2005). 
[A program] has to fit in with the channel positioning.  We do a lot of research into how 
kids see our brand, where it fits in to their lives, bring out our brand values.  Our 
programming needs to reflect that.  It needs to be quirky, it needs to be edgy, it needs to 
be kid centric, it needs to funny, that real sense of humour.  We’ve got phrases that we use 
– it’s got to be sick, you know, in a good way, it’s got to really make you laugh.  So, they 
are the core values we like to bring to our programming (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, 
interview, 24 November 2005). 
People trust that [a channel] will have a particular set of characteristics or focus or attitude 
(Chris Keely, MTV, interview, 17 June 2005). 
Branding, however, can be irrelevant for strong programming that is sought out by 
audiences.  PMGs’s Jon Marquard said in interview that viewers are not ‘slaves to a 
brand of a channel’ and that they go where the content is: ‘if we put up the cricket on 
the History Channel, that is where the audience would go’.  Nevertheless, Marquard 
regards brand as important: ‘[brand] is about consistency in relation to the product’.  For 
example, Fox Sports stopped broadcasting the world wrestling programs, despite its 
favourable ratings, as they decided it was not a ‘proper sport’ and that therefore it did 
not fit with their desired brand image.   
Branding is of particular importance to tier channels that must persuade subscribers to 
pay for a service beyond the basic subscription tier.  Channel providers use branding to 
differentiate themselves from similar services: 
Channel branding is – we believe it is really important.  I guess it is a lot more important 
for us being on the premium tiers than it is for the channels on the basic tiers.  We want 
our subscriber base, and we want the people who are potentially our subscribers, to know 
of Showtime and to believe that it is the premium movie service.  So given the choice in 
the current FOXTEL market, the Movie Network is a buy-through from us and if you’re 
an OPTUS subscriber we’re a buy-through from the Movie Network, there’s some sort of 
protection in the metro markets in that respect.  But AUSTAR is like open slather 
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will say we have two movie channels, which one do you want? – we want them to say 
Showtime (Tony Pollitt, PMP, interview, 8 April 2005). 
Channels with a high degree of audience involvement tend to build brand awareness 
through activities that go beyond broadcast content.  Ben Richardson from Channel [V] 
said in interview that non-television activities assisted in developing awareness of its 
brand.  These included setting up a studio at Fox Studios where the audience could 
become involved in making television, touring bands around regional Australia, 
incorporating SMS messaging in programming and aligning itself with the Big Day Out.  
Nickelodeon uses its Nick Takes Over… franchise to connect with its audience outside 
the television service and to promote its brand among non-viewers. 
Channels will promote high-quality, high-profile programming to build their channel 
image, for example the US dramas Deadwood (2004) on Showtime and Entourage 
(2004) on Arena TV.  Similarly, the programs a channel selects can assist in changing 
the image of a channel.  Peta Watermeyer said in interview: 
There’s a fairly conservative line in National Geographic, but they are changing.  The fact 
that they are launching a series of long-form documentaries, called No Borders, is quite 
important.  Now we now have title to run which are feature-length documentaries.  Some 
of them have had runs in cinema here…  It’s a prestige thing.  It doesn’t necessary 
translate into ratings, but it’s taken a conscious decision that we want to add this to the 
character of the channel (Peta Watermeyer, National Geographic Channel, interview, 12 
October 2005). 
Strong branding, however, does not necessarily mean that a channel will achieve higher 
audience levels, although it may contribute to the decision to subscribe to pay 
television.  National Geographic Channel, for example, has high brand recognition and 
enhances consumer interest in subscription television: 
The brand has such huge recognition.  Anecdotally, everybody says they watch the 
channel and they love it.  The channel seems to carry a lot of good will towards it.  It’s 
just not reflected in the actually ratings we see (Peta Watermeyer, National Geographic 
Channel, interview 12 October 2005).  
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Interstitial programming also plays a role in developing the image of the channel brand 
and informing viewers about the greater subscription television offering.  This is, 
however, programming out of necessity, as most programs broadcast by subscription 
television services do not run for a perfect hour or half hour, and channels must produce 
relevant fillers to create an easily understandable program schedule.  According to 
Christian Murphy, interstitial production is more likely to occur within the channels.  
Interstitials need to be produced cheaply, and they need to reflect the image of the 
channel. 
7.1.3  Influence of ownership structure 
The ownership of a channel has an influence on where it obtains its programming.  
Channels with studio and distributor owners, for example, acquire content from their 
owners, but may also acquire programming from independent sellers to suit the local 
market.  The vertically-integrated nature of the Australian subscription television 
industry means that there are few truly independent channels who do not have output 
deals with a studio or producer owner.  PMP, for example, acquires programming from 
both its studio owners and from third-party producers: 
We’ve got output deals [with our owners].  We acquire about 160, 180 independent 
movies a year.  The process is, they map out – I’ve got a few holes, I need about three 
Sunday night movies, so you know you’re looking for big Sunday night blockbuster 
movies.  They’re hard ones to buy because they are already generally sold or someone’s 
got a right on them.  Our programming and acquisitions guys constantly monitor what’s 
coming up in the market place in films.  Which is an expense for the company because 
you send people off to film markets.  And we work with, for example, Hoyts.  Hoyts 
knows what we want on our service and when they are out in the market place acquiring 
all rights for Australia, they’ll acquire the pay rights for us (Tony Pollitt, PMP, interview, 
8 April 2005). 
The Movie Network has similar acquisition arrangements: 
I buy all my product from my partners at rates that the joint venture arranges – it’s just a 
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international films as well.  As well as our studio product, we also buy at all the 
international markets (Tony Forrest, Movie Network, interview, 28 April 2005).   
As stated in the previous chapter, UKTV similarly relies on its owners for most of its 
program acquisitions: 
If you want to establish a brand, a channel brand – and we’ve got a lovely one , what’s 
written on the tin is what you get when you open it, UKTV – you need a guaranteed 
supply and you need a live supply, not a archive supply.  And we have that – the BBC, 
the biggest public broadcaster, a big production house and Fremantle, again a really big 
producer of programming.  They’re our two main suppliers and that means we could go 
to market when we launched eight-and-a-half years ago, we can go to market today and 
we know we can go to market in eight years time and still deliver on the promise of the 
output of the content (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005). 
Sky News Australia is in a unique position in the Australian subscription market as a 
content aggregator and a producer of news and current affairs programming.  As 
discussed earlier, Sky News Australia acquires material from a range of other 
broadcasters, including its shareholders, PBL, the Seven Network and BSkyB, the ABC 
in Australia, Reuters, APTN, the ABC and CBS in the US and Television NZ and TV3 
in New Zealand.  In interview, Angelos Frangopoulos said ‘we’re not backwards about 
coming forwards in seeking content from other players’.  World Movies also acquires 
content in a unique manner, as it was set up with the explicit aim of leveraging SBS’s 
expertise in acquiring and subtitling foreign films. 
Channels with strong international branding generally rely on their central management 
to set their programming directions.  For example, National Geographic Channel 
International’s Washington office negotiates program acquisitions on the behalf of its 
regional offices.  Peta Watermeyer described how her programming choices are 
influenced by National Geographic Channel International: 
The bulk of our programming schedule is decided out of Washington by a programming 
head who commissions the work and then an annual grid of available program is 
presented to you, and then as far as each region goes, as the programming person in each  
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region you can then decided whereabouts in the schedule to put it.  The only totally 
autonomous thing I have to do is if I’ve actually acquired a title just for our region and I 
can schedule it wherever I like.  But the bulk of the core programming decisions are made 
back at a Washington level, at the commissioning point of saying what they’ve decided to 
buy.  They will have designated, they have bought a series of Seconds from Disaster and a 
series of Aircrash Investigation, so that is what is available and that is what you will play.  
You are part of this umbrella of a National Geographic family (Peta Watermeyer, 
National Geographic Channel, interview, 12 October 2005). 
Nevertheless, National Geographic Channel can identify local programs that it is 
interested in acquiring for the Washington office to purchase.  If the local program is of 
global interest, Washington will generally acquire it for international distribution.  
According to Peta Watermeyer, although sellers of documentaries can submit directly to 
Washington, they could expect to receive a more favourable response if the program has 
the support of the local channel.  Once the Australian channel commences 
commissioning its own programs it will manage more of its own acquisitions.   
MTV Australia is also dependent on its US parent company for setting its programming 
direction.  For example, the slower take up of SMS in the US has led to MTV 
developing messaging applications much later than Channel [V] and similar services 
overseas: 
In the US we’re beginning to see the resurgence or the emergence of a very strong digital 
mobile telephony based culture.  I don’t know the statistics but I understand that SMS is a 
much more minor part of people in the United States’ life than it is here.  [MTV’s] policy 
direction has emerged from the US.  In the last six to twelve months the US has suddenly 
focused very strongly on digital media (Chris Keely, MTV, interview, 17 June 2005). 
Nickelodeon, on the other hand, as a joint venture between MTV Networks and 
XYZnetworks, has greater freedom to produce a channel specifically for a local 
audience: 
We probably have the best of both worlds by being a JV.  There is only one other JV in 
the Nickelodeon world, in the UK, and they are owned by BSkyB and half owned by 
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operations because we can take the best of the programming that we want from the 
Nickelodeon library.  Obviously we have to pay for it in commercial terms, but it is 
available to us.  Locally we have to make the decisions that work for the market.  We 
have to make those programming production as well as communication decisions that are 
right for our audience and we can do that.  Our schedule is very different to the American 
schedule because we have to get it right for our audience.  [Ownership] doesn’t restrict us 
because they are not the only people we buy programming from.  So, if they don’t do 
programming that’s going to be right for us, or a type of programming or genre, we’ll 
look elsewhere.  (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 2005). 
Channels with platform ownership can potentially caught between making 
programming decisions that are best for the channel and those that are best for the 
platform.  Nickelodeon’s platform ownership partners, for example, have some 
influence on its programming direction: 
I think a good example of that kind of relationship was when we were trying to do our 
World Wide Day of Play, which was taken on by Nickelodeon.  Part of the mantra was 
that the channel would go to black or orange for a period of time on a day internationally.  
And when we presented this idea to the platforms, while some of the communications 
people were very much behind it (it’s a powerful message, it’s fantastic, it’s about going 
out and playing and not watching the box, a very confident message) the actual operations 
people in the platforms did not want to do it.  It was, we’re not ready to go there yet, [we 
can’t] send the message that TV is bad (Katie Cordes, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 
November 2005). 
Thus, channels with platform ownership or influence are more likely to acquire 
programming that fits with the overall offer of the subscription television service.  
Independent channels are more likely to make acquisition decisions that life the profile 
or reputation of the channel and its global brand image. 
7.1.4  Role of research  
Like other broadcasters, subscription television services heavily research their audience, 
its taste and its viewing patterns to ensure that they are attracting as many viewers as 
possible at minimal cost.  Unlike other broadcasters, however, subscription services  
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value satisfaction with the service and its components as highly as its audience numbers.  
Christian Murphy, for example, said in interview that FOXTEL is always reviewing the 
overall package and interviewee from non-FOXTEL channels spoke about receiving 
feedback from FOXTEL about their performance with subscribers. 
The most important sources of research used by subscription television channels in 
reviewing the performance are focus groups, independent quantitative research, Q 
scores, OzTAM ratings data and informal viewer feedback.  LifeStyle Channel, for 
example, judges its performance, and the performance of its programs using a number 
of information sources: 
We constantly get customer feedback from the call centres, where people call and say the 
do like a show or they don’t like a show.  That gets fed back to us.  We do our own 
customer satisfaction surveys on a fairly regular basis, about every six months.  We see 
how we’re tracking, what they are liking, what they’re not liking.  What they’d like more 
of.  We take that on board.  We get a lot of feedback from the distributors like FOXTEL 
and AUSTAR.  We have a three-monthly review where how the channel is tracking via 
their own customer satisfaction surveys, by things like Q scores and ratings.  They use a 
mixture of things.  Whenever anyone churns or takes the service off, they are asked a 
series of questions.  That is all fed back to us as well (Trevor Eastment, LifeStyle 
Channel, interview, 10 February 2005). 
Channels with younger audiences are heavily dependent on qualitative research.  
Nickelodeon has developed a large online panel of children that it uses to check the 
success of its content: 
We test most of our programming before we buy it, like focus groups.  And a lot of other 
studies that we do about where we believe our brand is sitting.  And then what we have to 
do to deliver our brand.  With our local stuff that we are  making, Sarvo, SN:TV, we are 
always researching.  We research the taglines for SN:TV, because we’ve got an online 
panel, a thousand of them.  We can send out stuff to however many are enrolled.  We 
invite them to apply.  And we’ve used recruitment agencies (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, 
interview, 24 November 2005). 
Nickelodeon’s viewers are willing participants in audience research:   244
Kids love to give their opinion.  They can also be very conservative, scathing.  Even the 
shyest kids (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 2005). 
As well as relying on qualitative and quantitative research, channels specialising in 
trend-based content like Channel [V] also take a subjective approach to content 
selection. 
We do a lot of research.  And we do it on different levels.  We do Q scores, we do 
comparisons with other brands.  We take findings back to the right people, back to 
presenters.  Andrew and James are probably the two best-known Australian television 
personalities, so it’s not really a problem for them.  It’s more for the lesser-known ones.  
We look at a lot of social research - measures of things that are most important to me 
ranked in order, you know.  They do music research, where they play the music and rank 
the kind of music they like.  But there’s also gut feeling, looking at who’s buying what 
record, looking at who’d going to what tour (Ben Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 
April 2005). 
Channel [V] also uses online discussion forums to track changing trends in music 
among its audience. 
7.2  Local content 
Representatives of the subscription television industry interviewed in the course of this 
thesis were unanimous that local content plays an important role in attracting and 
retaining pay television subscribers.  Examples of interviewees’ comments about local 
content include: 
We’ve always been focused on exclusive product, because it is a point of difference.  And 
we’ve always been focussed on producing local content (Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, 
interview, 18 August 2005). 
I’m a board member of XYZ.  Localisation of content is incredibly important to us 
because it is important to our viewers.  They don’t just want to see American or [British 
programming] (Deanne Weir, AUSTAR, interview, 28 April 2005).  
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It’s imperative that your brand is relevant to people otherwise they won’t be tuning in.  
There is that point of difference (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 
2005).   
Our point of difference to our competitors is the fact that we are the local service.  There’s 
an old, sort of, catch cry in the US, in TV stations, that local is vocal.  We’ve proven over 
time that we’ve got a greater relevance to the market here by the fact that we are local.  
Localism too is paramount – it’s the heart and soul of everything that we do.  And we are 
producing local content that really isn’t being produced by other services, even outside 
the subscription TV environment (Angelos Frangopoulos, Sky News Australia, interview, 
3 June 2005). 
Expenditure on local programming by Australian subscription television services is not 
easy to estimate.  Most channel providers and platforms were reluctant to provide any 
information about their expenditure levels in interview.  Rough guides of the overall 
proportion of total program expenditure on local content provided in interview included: 
•  Fox Sports – about three quarters of total expenditure. 
•  National Geographic Channel – less than ten per cent, but intends to spend more. 
•  PMP – ten per cent.  Tony Pollitt said: ‘it is not an insignificant investment for us’. 
•  Movie Network – ten per cent. 
•  Nickelodeon – more than ten per cent, and would like to be able to spend more. 
•  LifeStyle Channel – 40 per cent of program expenditure 
Local content plays a number of different roles for subscription television services.  For 
example, it provides an avenue for the development of a channel’s brand image, and it 
is a necessary ingredient to attract and retain subscribers, as people will only pay for a 
service that is relevant and of interest to them.  These different roles and they ways in 
which subscription televisions acquire local content are discussed below. 
7.2.1  Channel image 
Channels and service providers have developed their own ‘stars’ and program vehicles 
to give Australian subscription television its own image and style.  LifeStyle Channel,   246
for example has developed its own stable of names and faces, including the chef Neil 
Perry, for which it has developed on-air personas and which they can use to promote 
their channel.  Channel [V] has used its presenters to cross-promote itself in association 
with the free-to-air program Australian Idol.  And the FOXTEL channels all have their 
own dedicated personalities, for example Antonia Kidman on W, and Molly Meldrum 
on FOX8. 
It’s actually been internally within National Geographic that they see that those channels 
that localise – even just the small things of bringing in Australian hosts to explain or 
introduce product to viewers makes a little bit of a connection (Peta Watermeyer, 
National Geographic Channel, interview, 12 October 2005). 
The predominance of foreign channel brands with foreign content on Australian 
subscription television underscores the need for a local image.  Deanne Weir spoke in 
interview about how the presence of US-dominated music channels increases the need 
for Australian music on subscription television: 
Channel [V] for example is all about an Australian music channel and we do a huge 
amount of production on Channel V of local music production, promoting local artists, 
promoting…  We’ve been looking at it in the context of having MTV widely available on 
the platform.  MTV is more of a general entertainment, long form…  It’s all American, 
it’s really good, but that only reinforces the need for Channel [V] to be about Australian 
youth and Australian voices and Australian ideas (Deanne Weir, AUSTAR, interview, 28 
April 2005). 
Channels consider that localising interstitials is particularly important so that they fit 
with their desired brand image.  As a result, a significant amount of the production work 
undertaking by channels is on interstitials, including revoicing promotional segments 
produced overseas: 
We revoice 99 per cent of our promos.  Anything we get from overseas, you don’t 
actually use them unless they’ve been revoiced so we have an Australian voice.  But we 
make a lot of our own stuff anyway.  We have to because, our programming line up is 
completely different and we target various features of programming differently to the way  
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they do in the US.  Probably today about 80 per cent of our promo material we make 
ourselves (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 2005).   
I think the bulk of local production is that interstitial, supporting the brand, making the 
schedule more meaningful programming.  And that is produced very much for a local 
audience.  And that’s what our local content is – it localises or gives meaning to material 
that is largely foreign (Jacquie Feeney, World Movies, interview, 6 May 2005). 
It is not necessarily appropriate for all channels to localise or emphasise local content.  
When UKTV first launched it included some Australian drama series including 
Prisoner, as initial research suggested there may be some audience backlash about an 
‘all-British’ service.  Subsequent research indicated that viewers expected only British 
content on a channel labelled UKTV, and so it now broadcasts purely British 
programming.
29 
7.2.2  Acquired local content 
Most local programming broadcast on subscription television consists of repeats of 
programs produced for initial broadcast on free-to-air television.  An important 
exception to this is time-critical content such as news and sports coverage, which is 
more likely to be produced by the channels themselves.  Channels are more likely to 
acquire local television genres that are relatively expensive to produce such as drama, 
documentary programming, although they also acquire infotainment and general 
entertainment programs that have already been broadcast on free-to-air television.  
Chapter 8 provides estimates of the hours of acquired local content broadcast on 
subscription television between 2003 and 2005. 
Subscription television provides a new, and in many cases unanticipated, distribution 
window for local television productions.  Hallmark Channel, for example, broadcasts 
well-known long-running Australian drama series such as A Country Practice, All 
Saints, and Blue Heelers.  LifeStyle Channel broadcasts local infotainment programs 
including Harry’s Practice, Rex Hunt’s Fishing Adventures and Surfing the Menu.  
                                                   
29 UKTV does broadcast Australian programs funded under its Australian drama expenditure obligations, such 
as the BBC co-production Supernova (2005).   248
These programs play an important role in supporting the relevance of the channels, 
which are otherwise heavily dependent on foreign content, to a local audience.   
As with general program acquisition practices, local content acquisition is influenced by 
ownership structure.  Sky News Australia is able to enhance its own news coverage with 
current affairs programs produced by its commercial free-to-air owners: 
We’ve got great resources from our two Australian shareholders, Seven Network and the 
Nine Network.  So for us to send a camera crew to a news conference in Perth would be 
silly if there were already crews there from our shareholders.  However, in Parliament 
House, where every moment there’s a news story and they focus on certain times of the 
day, that’s a place that we have resources quite heavily, because that’s filling in the gaps.  
Business news is another area.  The Nine Network in particular has a fantastic business 
unit, but they only really focus on one program a week on Sunday morning, whereas we 
have a nightly program and do hourly updates (Angelos Frangopoulos, Sky News 
Australia, interview 3 June 2005). 
This approach gives Sky News Australia access to content that would be cheaper than 
current affairs programs it could produce itself, and also provides a second distribution 
window for the programs that is not usually possible for time-critical content. 
Of the movie channels, one of Movie Network’s partner owners is Village Roadshow, 
which makes its feature films available to the channel provider under an arm’s-length 
supply agreement.  PMP acquires local movies primarily through investment, and 
World Movies has broadcast some Australian documentaries, acquired through the 
general market. 
In interview, National Geographic Channel’s Program Acquisition Manager, Peta 
Watermeyer said that the channel has recently commenced a concerted effort to localise 
its channel, and has begun by purchasing locally-produced documentaries from Film 
Australia and will be attending the 2006 Australian International Documentary 
Conference with the aim of acquiring programs.  At the time of interview, National 
Geographic Channel had only recently commenced broadcasting its newly-acquired 
local documentaries, but was experiencing some success:  
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We recently ran a Film Australia title that the ABC had run a few years back called 
Cunnamulla – very colourful tale of life in a remote Queensland town – this was at 9.30 
on a Saturday night.  Controversial in terms of a National Geographic audience – we 
didn’t receive any bad flack.  And the ratings were two or three times what they would 
normally be.  So, it was very obvious that Australians respond to an Australian story.  
They lapped in up and it wasn’t in the best timeslot in the world (Peta Watermeyer, 
National Geographic Channel, interview, 12 October 2005). 
The predominance of local television dramas and documentaries made initially for 
commercial free-to-air broadcast suggests that the regulation of Australian content on 
commercial television is partially responsible for much of the local content on 
subscription television.  Any relaxation of the commercial television content quotas, 
particularly those for drama and children’s drama programs would most likely result in 
less local content on subscription television.  Leisa Sadler spoke in interview about how 
Nickelodeon can not afford to produce its own children’s drama series, suggesting that, 
regardless of the drama expenditure rules, if there were not programs for the channel to 
invest in, it would not be able to broadcast locally-produced drama series: 
We wanted a long-form, aged-up program that is relevant for Australia.  And we can’t 
create our own, we don’t have the level of money required to do it (Leisa Sadler, 
Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 2005). 
Although anti-siphoning allows free-to-air broadcasters to block subscription television 
access to broadcast rights for sports programs, there is little suggestion that they are 
taking the same approach to other programs such as drama.  Nickelodeon has faced 
negotiations with free-to-air services about broadcast windows, but has not been 
blocked from acquiring a program.  According to Christian Murphy, local content 
initially produced for free-to-air television is acquired by FOXTEL channels through 
libraries and there have been no instances of free-to-air broadcasters preventing 
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7.2.3  Original local content 
Subscription television services must continually invest in new material to keep 
customers watching and subscribing.  During 2005, AUSTAR and FOXTEL both 
emphasised the importance of producing original local content to attract more 
subscribers to pay television (Porter 2005; Williams 2005).   This appears to be an 
increasingly important policy within the industry, with most interviewees stating that 
they were looking for ways to emulate the success of programs like Love My Way 
(2005).   
In interview, Christian Murphy said that, for FOXTEL, commissioning content is more 
important than acquisitions: 
It’s not so much acquiring as commissioning local content.  It depends what the channel is 
and what we require on air on that channel.  So, Fox8 we’ve done the drama Love My 
Way, which was a huge hit, pretty cool and popular.  But then on the factual channels, 
History, CI and Biography we obviously look for factual programming.  It mostly comes 
to us.  Producers pitch a good idea that fits with the channel that is appealing, entertaining 
– at the end of the day it has to be compelling and entertaining.  Always there is 
negotiation and compromises to build a partnership with producers (Christian Murphy, 
FOXTEL, interview, 18 August 2005). 
For FOXTEL, original local content serves to enhance its overall service offering.  The 
ratings that its productions achieve are not a primary consideration.  Christian Murphy 
said: 
We don’t think of it in terms of justifying the local programming against a certain 
number.  Certainly we like it to perform.  But, it’s not the major thing.  We create 
different programming for different audiences.  Unlike a free-to-air where unless a 
program performs and gets a certain rating or a certain number of eyeballs it’s canned, it’s 
gone.  We have a much, much stronger commitment to local programming than that.  We 
play it regardless.  We’re happy with it, we think our audience is enjoying it, event though 
it may be smaller, we continue to play it (Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, interview, 18 
August 2005).  
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Christian Murphy also described funding as the biggest constraint on commissioning 
local programming for subscription television services: 
Budget is the issue.  We are still a business that hasn’t yet made any money.  But once we 
start to make some money, we will really turn out some wonderful local programming 
which we have proven that we can do.  So, our major constraint at the moment is budget 
(Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, interview, 20 October 2005). 
Balancing a budget and meeting audience expectations are important factors 
constraining new local production for subscription television.  For some channels, 
viewers simply do not require significant local content in order to be persuaded to watch 
the channel.  Relatively expensive local content may even be counter to audience 
interests:  
At the end of the day it comes back to those efficiency arguments – you think that you 
could spend a lot more money on [local content] and in fact are we actually serving our 
audience better by getting them the latest film from a film festival (Jacquie Feeney, World 
Movies, interview 6 May 2005). 
Programming genres with the most significant proportions of original local content on 
subscription television include time-critical sports and news and current affairs 
programming.  Other genres with significant amounts of original local programming are 
infotainment and music programs.  Original drama and documentary productions are 
becoming increasingly important for subscription television broadcasters.  Production in 
each of these genres is discussed below.  Chapter 8 identifies original local content 
broadcast on subscription television between 2003 and 2005. 
Sport 
Fox Sports’ original sports programming is driven predominantly by live sport.  It 
regards the three key elements of its product as being that its content is live, relevant 
and comprehensive.  The cost of outside broadcasts is a significant component of 
program expenditure for the Fox Sports channels, and is in addition to the cost of 
acquiring the broadcast rights for sports events.  Fox Sports covers some sports   252
internationally – for example, it pays itself for the production of cricket coverage in 
Bangladesh, India and the West Indies. 
When we went to the West Indies, we actually had to send in, in 1999, the actual satellite-
gathering equipment, which we had to import from the UK, so we could beam the signal 
out, because there were no local facilities there.  They are just not cheap, they are not 
cheap. 
At the end of the day we have to get viewership and we do.  Rugby league and union and 
Australian cricket and netball and all these things are things that people want to watch 
because Australians are competing and they are important.  But it doesn’t mean, just 
because something happens at 3pm on a Saturday – you’ve got to look at the whole 
framework around the cost of acquiring those rights (Jon Marquard, PMG, interview, 8 
April 2005).    
The subscription television industry feels strongly that its coverage of sports events and 
other sports productions are under-valued: 
We take a very elitist view of what local production is.  Fox Sport – the amount of local 
production they do is just huge.  And if that’s what people want to see, that’s what [we 
provide] (Deanne Weir, AUSTAR, interview, 28 April 2005). 
Much of PMG’s investments in new sporting competitions and in its Fuel and How To 
channels has been about continual investment to ensure customer satisfaction.  In 
interview, Jon Marquard offered two examples of recent investments: PMG’s support of 
the new A League competition and the Fuel channel, which was the first non-music 
channel targeted at the youth audience.  Jon Marquard said ‘A lot of those things are 
risky – you spend money on them – do you get a direct benefit from them?  No.  We are 
investing in those’. 
News and current affairs 
Live coverage is also important for Sky News Australia.  Because the currency of news 
and current affairs must be immediate, Sky News Australia produces among the highest 
number of hours of local content, and in particular new local content, in the Australian 
subscription television industry.  Sky News Australia produces its own material when it  
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is unable to obtain what it needs from its shareholders or other content suppliers.  One 
of the challenges in programming the channel is balancing the cost associated with 
constantly producing new content with the need to be fresh and current.  Angelos 
Frangopoulos described Sky News Australia as a ‘video monster, it just eats up, 
munches up video’.   
Infotainment 
LifeStyle Channel, according to Trevor Eastment, spends 40 per cent of its 
programming budget on local production.  He estimated in interview that LifeStyle 
Channel cooking production is probably in the order of ten times more costly than a 
similar acquisition .  He described the most important factors for justifying the 
investment in a relatively costly local production are the program’s publicity value and 
promotability and the customer satisfaction derived from the program. 
LifeStyle Channel finds that advertisers are keen to associate themselves with their local 
productions.  According to Trevor Eastment, the programs stand out, they deliver an 
attractive audience and they like to be associated with a niche, local production.  
Documentary 
National Geographic Channel intends to start commissioning programs in the near 
future.  According to Peta Watermeyer, the channel’s more recent focus on acquisitions 
is due to the long lead time with commissioned programs. 
In terms of business strategy, that’s definitely been laid out that we are to aggressively go 
out and acquire more local, Australian content.  Just purely from a business point of view, 
it’s regarded as this is the sensible way to go, it will make us a more dynamic, more 
successful channel, apart from being a good thing to do, to invest money in a local 
documentary industry.  So, yes, we’re definitely heading that way.  It could go beyond ten 
per cent, if we find enough successes locally – again it will be results driven (Peta 
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Discovery Channel already commissions documentaries within Australia.  These have 
included Beyond Productions’ Deadly Women (2005), Poisonous Women (2003) and 
Mythbusters (2005).
30 
Television drama and feature films 
Drama and movie channels are obliged to spend at least ten per cent of their program 
expenditure on new local productions.  Until the production of Love Bytes (2003) and 
Love My Way (2005), most of the funds invested in local drama and feature film 
production by the subscription television industry have gone to programs that would 
have their first showing on free-to-air television or the cinema.  This resulted in a 
tendency, especially with drama productions, for subscription television investments to 
substitute for investment by free-to-air broadcasters, or for international sales.  
FOXTEL appears to be making a concerted effort to ensure that subscription television 
drama expenditure dollars stayed within the subscription television industry, and were 
used to produce unique, high-quality content that would attract more subscribers.  The 
common point of reference is the US subscription channel HBO, which produced high-
risk, but highly-successful programs such as Sex in the City (1998), The Sopranos (1999) 
and Angels in America (2003). 
We’d love to be in a position in five years time where we have our own HBO and we’re 
producing stuff like Sex in the City.  It’s going to be very hard because we don’t have the 
scale but we’ll keep trying to find…  So we’re investing in series two of Love My Way, 
we’re investing in Mango River.  But, because we have this Oz drama obligation, what I’m 
certainly adamant about and I know FOXTEL feel the same way, we’ll never put one 
more cent of our Australian drama money into anything that doesn’t appear, doesn’t 
premier on subscription TV.  No more feature films, no more whatever.  Why should our 
customers’ money – because that’s what it is – when they’re choosing to watch 
subscription TV – why put that in towards films?  When they can go and pay money at 
the cinema to watch it (Deanne Weir, AUSTAR, interview, 28 April 2005). 
                                                   
30 Further research on the cumulative ratings achieved over time by Australian programs such as these on 
subscription television could be informative, but is, however, outside the scope of this project.  
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As the drama and movie channels have begun to adopt an ‘HBO’ approach to content 
and have commenced commissioning original drama programs, the amount of first-run 
locally-produced drama broadcast on subscription television has increased.  UKTV, for 
example, invested in the FOX8 drama series, Love Bites (2003), and commissioned the 
Australian/British co-production Supernova (2005) with the BBC, whereas in the past it 
has invested in series such as the ABC’s Changi (2001). 
Reasons for this move to original drama programming included channels believing that 
they understand their programming requirements better than producers outside the 
industry, and poor financial returns from film investments.  Some drama channels were 
critical of the production industry’s understanding of subscription television, for 
example: 
The production industry has been very slow in understanding subscription television.  A 
lot haven’t been bashing down this door saying “tell me what you need”.  What’s 
happened in a lot of cases is projects have been shopped around free-to-airs, around 
subscription television without understanding what we might need.  People pitching ideas 
without asking you what you want, what are you looking for.  Or at the worst possible 
case, ‘we’ll just make that character British’ (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview 3 February 
2005). 
FOXTEL’s Christian Murphy, on the other hand, had no criticisms of local producers, 
stating that ‘there are some wonderful local producers that we work closely with’ 
(interview, 18 August 2005). 
Movie channels look for films that fill their available slots and fit within their budgets.  
Both movie channel providers spoke in interview about the availability of films, 
especially local films, being a constraining factor in programming their new release 
channels – there are already acquiring as many local films as are available to the market.  
The number of new ‘blockbuster’ films they can premier in any given month is limited 
by budget – Movie Network, for example, premiers four new release films each month. 
If there was a bucket load of Australian movies out there, I’d buy them and put them on.  
But if they’ve been on free-to-air then I don’t get any value for buying them, it’s not first 
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The movie channels have found local feature films to be poor investments: 
We’ve been burnt by the whole idea of investment.  With an investment, you should get 
your money back.  We actually now look it as our licence fee, whatever, it’s just a total 
programming cost.  So, bearing that in mind, we’re getting harder with the producers that 
come to us and say, you know, why don’t you put a million bucks on this project (Tony 
Pollitt, PMP, interview, 8 April 2005). 
We’re currently in 16 movies.  We have on our books probably $25 million worth of 
investment over the last five years and the total return to the company is in the vicinity of 
about $38.  Nothing.  We have to invest because we are a drama channel.  And I’m wary 
of tossing money to all these long hairs who arrive in their soft-top Mercedes smoking 
grass and saying you have to invest in this movie – we’ve got you down for a million in a 
$10 million film.  And I say, well you can take us out for a million, we’re not in.  And 
they say, oh, but we’ve got you down.  And I say, I don’t care.  This one [Hating Alison 
Ashley] – it’s finished its run this weekend, this last weekend – it’s going to nudge over 
$2million.  The film cost over $7 million and it’s $2 million at the box office.  Before an 
investor gets any money, the film has to take nearly double what it would cost.  So, until 
that film make $12 to 15 million, we get nothing back for the enormous amount of money 
we put into it, and so far it has taken $2 million (Tony Forrest, Movie Network, interview, 
28 April 2005). 
They are also critical of the quality of Australian films: 
If we’re going to buy the rights for a movie, we won’t buy the rights if the movie is crap 
just because it’s Australian.  We just won’t do it.  And there’s a lot of crap out there.  And 
the more you put on the screen, the more it devalues your channel (Tony Forrest, Movie 
Network, interview, 28 April 2005). 
As a result, the movie channels have been looking for new ways to invest their local 
drama expenditure obligations in addition to becoming more discerning about the 
feature films that they invest in.  PMP is investing in original programming that will 
premier on its channel, the first example of which is Kennedy Miller’s mini-series 
Mango River.  Movie Network has picked up the concept of Matt Damon and Ben 
Affleck’s reality television series Project Greenlight to produce its own Project 
Greenlight Australia to find a new local filmmaker.  Although the cost of the 12-part  
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series did not qualify as drama expenditure, the cost the pre-production and production 
of the winning film do qualify.  The winner of the first series, Morgan O’Neill, beat 
1200 entrants with a script called Solo about the Australian underworld.  A second 
series of Project Greenlight Australia follows the production of the film (TM Publicity 
2005).  Movie Network has also entered an agreement with Tropfest: 
Next Tropfest, the 16 winners will enter into a million dollar competition which will be 
the Tropfest feature film project.  We’ll be funding 100 per cent of it.  We’ll just be 
handing over a cheque and they’ll be spending it (Tony Forrest, Movie Network, 
interview, 28 April 2005). 
PMP is adamant that if its original programming succeeds commercially, it will 
continue to invest in these types of programs: 
If we see that the original programming thing is the way to go, then theoretically, there is 
no commercial reason why there should be a cap on the amount that we spend on 
Australian programming.  None whatsoever.  Providing it satisfies the audience (Anthony 
Mrsnik, PMP, interview, 8 April 2005). 
This trend way from investing in feature films is apparent in the program expenditure 
and investment estimates of the AFC’s national survey of feature film and television 
drama production.  In 2004-05, the survey found that investment in feature films by 
commercial broadcasters, including subscription television services, was at its lowest 
for nine years (AFC 2005c). 
The movie channels also produce film review programs about films currently showing 
in the cinema, for example World Movies’ Movies This Week, and review-style and 
advertising-style interstitials which serve to promote their own films. 
Children’s programs 
According to Leisa Sadler, most of Nickelodeon’s local production is of short-form 
interstitial programming.  Examples include the Sarvo afternoon program hostings and a 
co-production with Open Sesame featuring an Australian-accented muppet Ollie for 
Nick Jr.  Longer-form programs produced locally by Nickelodeon include SN:TV, a   258
hosted show in the vein of Hey Hey it’s Saturday, Cooking for Kids with Luis, and 
Yakkity Yak which was made locally with Canadian and international funding.   
An important aspect of programming for Nickelodeon is that it should be ‘about having 
kids on television and having kids talk to kids’ (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 
24 November 2005).  Vehicles for achieving this include Nick Takes Over Your School, 
Camp Orange and Nickelodeon’s Kid’s Choice Awards.  Nick Takes Over Your School 
is up to its fourth 13-episode series.  Nickelodeon’s current flagship program is Camp 
Orange, a reality-type program about children meeting personal and physical challenges 
in an Australian bush setting.  Leisa Sadler said, ‘It’s really what Nick’s about and 
we’re very proud of it’. 
Television broadcasts built around a single event, called ‘event television’, are an 
increasingly popular form of programming on subscription television.  Nickelodeon has 
established its own awards event, Kid’s Choice Awards, which it uses to involve its 
audience in the channel.  Nickelodeon’s Katie Cordes and Leisa Sadler describing in 
interview the importance of the event to the profile of the channel: 
Katie Cordes – Kid’s Choice Awards is our big massive event every year.  It’s like the 
Oscars for kids.  In the US it started 15 years ago and we’ve been doing it for four years.  
Every year it just gets bigger and bigger.  It checks all the boxes.  It’s kids’ choice, kids 
say who their favourites are in everything like acting.  We use all the avenues available to 
us – red button activity, mobile, or online or print – to vote.  When kids go to a Nick 
event, you get slimed, you get dirty and we make it a really special night.  And then of 
course it goes on air and kids around Australia can see this massive event.   
Leisa Sadler – [It is] our key pinnacle property.  But the difference with the Nick Choice 
Awards, it comes back to how you make new connections, loyalty to your channel.  We 
promote that through the nominations for the categories, for the whole voting, getting 
tickets to go to the event.  So, that really is on air for about six months out.  Once you can 
build up that recognition and awareness of that franchise Kids’ Choice, you’re driving 
your audience to want to come back to find out more about Kids’ Choice and what’s 
different about your programming around the world.  It’s an added value about being part 
of a community, it’s not just about watching SpongeBob, it’s about Kid’s Choice too 
(Katie Cordes and Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 2005).  
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For Nickelodeon, events like its Kid’s Choice Awards and other events promoted by 
subscription television channels, provide a source of readily controllable, relatively 
inexpensive and unique programming and they also provide a point of differentiation to 
the free-to-air channels: 
And I think it is also because free-to-airs don’t have the capacity to niche market as much 
as events need.  You can’t put on an event that is going to be everything to everybody, 
generally speaking, unless you’re going to do the fireworks for New Year’s Eve.  It’s 
taking it out on the road.  Free-to-airs can’t do that.  Nick’s done that. Channel V has done 
that.  MTV has done that.  The sports channels have done that (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, 
interview, 24 November 2005). 
Music 
Original local content and Australian music are central to Channel [V]’s market 
positioning.  According to Ben Richardson: 
We are a channel that produces content.  A lot of the other channels are just replaying 
content. 
To [V], local content is key.  It is one of our key brand values, it is one of the key 
motivators for every thing we do.  Any research will say that the audience wants to see 
local stories.  So, if a big American band’s here, we give it a local angle, we put a local 
presenter with them, we put a local voice and tell the story in a local way.  We cover 
Australian festivals.  So when we cover a music festival it is as much about the 200,000 
people at the Big Day Out as it is about the bands.  In some ways, the band can be 
superfluous to the story of these people having the time of their lives and having a marked 
experience (Ben Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005).   
Music channels feature very high proportions of local content compared with other 
subscription television channels.  This is primarily because much of their time slots 
feature music video programs, which are hosted locally.  Channel [V] makes a point of 
including Australian music in its playlists: 
We play a lot of Australian music because it is requested.  Last year I think was the 
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singles or albums, which is a record. With a mixture of things like Idol, and also a lot of 
rock bands coming to a real maturity, like Powderfinger and Spiderbait, Australia music 
seems to be really, really healthy, and that’s what we want to reflect (Ben Richardson, 
Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005).   
Ben Richardson spoke about how Channel [V]’s audience determines the programs that 
it produces: 
As a brand we always have to remind ourselves who [our audience] is.  It’s a 19-year-old 
girl who may live in Baulkam Hills who has a mobile phone, whose parents earn good 
money (Ben Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005).   
Channel [V] looks for program ideas that appeal to young audience, allows interaction 
with the audience and are national, to coincide with the channel’s reach.  According to 
Ben Richardson, the Channel [V] production Aussie Friggin Hip Hop, a national MC 
competition, met these requirements: ‘we allow our audience to be a star, because they 
are part of the process, because there is some sort of dream and aspiration in what we do 
– you can win this, you can participate in this, you can see this’. 
Local hostings and local music also play an important role for MTV Australia, although 
its programming choices are constrained to some extent by its US owners: 
In this early stage where Viacom has been essentially operating the channels here in 
Australia for about 14, 15 months now – it’s baby steps at this stage but there’s significant 
local content in terms of VJs, hosted shows, and we would only see that extending.  It’s 
quite obvious that you have to have what suits local tastes (Chris Keely, MTV, interview, 
17 June 2005). 
Event television is particularly important for music channels.  Examples of music events 
include coverage of the Big Day Out on Channel [V] and the Live8Live charity concert 
on FOX8, and subscription television-generated events such as Channel [V]’s Band in a 
Bubble and the MTV Australia Awards.  The importance of event television to the 
subscription television industry is multi-fold.  Events generate publicity for the relevant 
channels and platforms across the media and create brand awareness well beyond the 
pay television subscription market.  The MTV Australia Awards, for example, received  
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coverage on the ABC National News in 2005.  Channel [V] set up a studio at Fox 
Studios and started touring bands in regional Australia: 
The studio was part of our key business plan to make television that wasn’t removed from 
the audience, so our presenters were from the audience and the audience could tell them 
what to show.  They could meet the band, they could ask questions of the band, they 
could see television being made.   
We took television to Australia.  In the first year I think we did 60 towns in Australia and 
we took a bus and we took television and we took bands.  We’d change location every 
day and we went from, like, West Australia to Cairns.  It was a statement of intent at a 
time when the regions were feeling quite neglected in Australia.  All of a sudden people 
got to touch our brand – they’re doing a different thing, they’re bringing bands to our 
town that have never come to our town (Ben Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 
2005). 
Channel [V] covers its costs of filming The Big Day Out by selling its footage to the 
bands that perform at the event.  Ben Richardson said in interview that Channel [V] has 
‘learnt to be a cheap and innovative producer of television’, especially in relation to 
filming its events.  Channel [V]’s outside broadcasts are produced out from a single 
satellite truck, rather that a series of trucks.  This has reduced the cost of its outside 
broadcast productions, without a significant loss of quality. 
A virtuous cycle? 
At the 2005 ASTRA conference, AUSTAR’s Chief Executive Officer, John Porter said 
that the ‘economic engine’ of the subscription television industry could be described as 
a virtuous cycle: as subscribers increase, revenue increases, more money goes to content 
providers, so more money goes to developing content (Porter 2005).  There was some 
support for this theory among those interviewed during this thesis.  Christian Murphy, 
for example, considers that FOXTEL could be spending more on original content: 
I hope that we get to a point where we are making a lot of money, commissioning a whole 
lot of local content.  Because once we get to that point, we will do even more brilliant 
programming.  We’re doing it now, but we’ll do so much more of it.  And people will 
start saying, ‘Oh my God, I’ve got to get FOXTEL to get great Aussie programming,   262
rather than that rubbish the free-to-air networks show up’ (Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, 
interview, 18 August 2005). 
Channel [V]’s Ben Richardson could see a direct relationship between growth in 
subscription levels and expenditure on local content: 
I think with preparing my own budget there’s got to be a point where there’s this much 
available audience and then the board would say that that audience is worth this much 
production or this much money to be spent on the channel.  It has to be pretty capped like 
that.  Then if we doubled our audience and we doubled our penetration, there would 
inevitably be more resources available it you were being seen by more people because 
there is going to be more sales money.  Revenue would really come into play a lot more if 
that was the case (Ben Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005). 
Some channels have program supply agreements that result in higher programming 
costs as subscriber levels increase.  For drama and movie channels, such increases in 
programming expenditure will immediately lead to higher levels of spending on local 
production under the drama expenditure rules.  The ‘HBO model’ currently being 
adopted by drama and movie channels is based on the idea of the virtuous circle.  It 
assumes that subscribing will be more attractive if high-quality, locally-relevant 
programs are available exclusively on pay television services. 
Program sales 
Sales of original subscription television content is a useful additional source of revenue 
for subscription television services, that may enhance budget for future production.  
Love My Way, for example, was released on DVD in late 2005, and is now available for 
purchase by non-subscribers.  Interviewed channels, however, downplayed the 
importance of selling their programs into new territories. 
LifeStyle Channel appears to be making its money back on at least some of its 
productions and has sold Neil Perry’s programs and Bills Food to the BBC.  Perry’s 
show has been sold into 65 territories.  According to Trevor Eastment, ‘there are good 
economic reasons for doing your own local productions’.  
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Channel [V] does not deliberately make programs for overseas sale, but does sell 
concert footage to foreign broadcasters, including its coverage of The Big Day Out 
overseas.  Overseas broadcasters have also expressed interest in acquiring the Band in 
the Bubble format. 
7.3  New media content – content convergence 
The subscription television industry is at the forefront of producing convergent 
audiovisual content in Australia.  In research conducted for the AFC, Marion Jacka 
(2001) identifies five different types of audiovisual content convergence: repurposing 
existing content for new media formats; production of new content for use on both 
traditional television and online platforms; production of new content specifically for 
online distribution; including online users and audiences in programs; and 
enhanced/interactive television content. Examples of these convergence types were 
apparent during interviews: 
•  Most channels make information about their programs available on their websites. 
•  Nickelodeon’s Kids Choice Awards was developed to work across media, and allows 
viewers to vote via the Internet, the FOXTEL set-top box, SMS and old-fashioned paper 
and fax. 
•  Nickelodeon has produced podcasts featuring its ‘Sarvo program, which it distributes 
via its website. 
•  Channel [V] allows viewers to email and SMS messages and photos which it displays 
on screen during some music clip programs. 
•  Sky News Australia, Fox Sports and The Weather Channel have introduced interactive 
services that allow viewers to select the content that they want to watch. 
Subscription television channels were experimenting with convergent content before the 
digitisation of the FOXTEL platform.  Channel [V], for example, was one of the first 
broadcasters in Australia to use SMS messaging to allow viewers to post messages 
onscreen and to vote in live polls.  According to Ben Richardson interactivity has 
always been an important aspect of the channel: ‘it’s messaging, it’s polling, it’s   264
scrolling’.  Innovations in television production have been crucial in allowing channels 
to be more inventive, for example: 
The other technical innovation that has revolutionised us and the other music channels is a 
thing called DekoCast, which is like a computer that is at the back end of the channel.  So 
when you are watching the channel you’ll see a lot more animation and live animation 
happening.  And what DekoCast has allowed us to do is put a picture of a person’s face 
and their message up on screen.  It allows us to have moving text, it allows us to do live 
voice overs, it allows us to do a whole bunch of stuff.  That innovation has been as 
important in some ways to the presentation of the channel as going digital (Ben 
Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005). 
Experimentation with new media content is driven primarily by audience demand.  
Children’s channels and music channels that cater to younger audiences are more likely 
to develop technologically cutting-edge programming to be seen as being one step 
ahead of competitors and the audience itself.  Nickelodeon, for example, wants its 
audience to think that it is on top of anything new: 
Our core, target audience, the 5 to 12 year olds, are the early adopters of key technologies.  
So, Nickelodeon being a brand which always wants to be where kids are and in their 
world, means that we always have to be just that one step ahead.  When kids are 
discovering and adopting all those technologies early we want them to think that Nick 
will have that, Nick will be able to do that and before they are even able to have that 
though they’ll see it on television (Katie Cordes, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 
2005).   
Music channels not only attract the young, technology-literate audiences that are 
interested in new media content, but the fragmented nature of music-based programs 
means that they are more conducive to interruptions and experimentation than drama 
programs or feature films. 
Regardless of the enthusiasm of an audience for new media, or of how much it is taken 
for granted, a project can not succeed based on technology alone.  Comments in 
interviews about the importance of compelling new media content included:  
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But at the end of the day, a good story is a good story is a good story.  The content is king 
thing.  You’ve got to have the idea.  I find that when I go to MILIA and Net TV there are 
a lot of ideas that have been borne out of the-cart-leading-the-horse ideas or the tail 
wagging the dog.  They think that they are great killer applications and then go, let’s 
come up with an idea or story that can get the application.  It really needs to be the other 
way round.  Because kids see right through it (Katie Cordes, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 
November 2005). 
But you’ve got to make sure that you don’t let the technology drive what you to do, but 
you let the technology be a slave to the actual output, because it does go back to the actual 
content.  If you are producing stats on sports that people are not watching, there’s not 
much point, but if you are doing innovations on things that matter to people, then it will 
be something to watch (Jon Marquard, PMG, interview, 8 April 2005). 
The next sections look at the effects of the digitisation of the FOXTEL platform on 
content provision, and development of content for other media. 
7.3.1  Digitisation of the FOXTEL platform 
Although subscription television delivered by satellite launched as a digital service in 
Australia, it was not until FOXTEL digitised its cable network that content providers 
began developing content that took advantage of a digital platform.  Digitisation 
resulted in greater bandwidth capacity, which has allowed the introduction of new 
services, including new channels, interactive features, an electronic program guide 
(EPG) different aspect ratios and closed captioning.  FOXTEL considers that 
digitisation has ‘revolutionised’ its service: 
It’s completely revolutionised our business. It’s a whole new paradigm through which we 
work.  It provides us with amazing scope to provide our customers amazing choice, 
convenience and flexibility.  There’s a whole new range of content, a whole new depth of 
quality to our service, if you’re looking at the interactive sorts of things and the movie 
service – FBO movies.  The interactive weather, the interactive news, everything’s on 
demand.  It’s absolutely revolutionised the whole service (Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, 
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Christian Murphy said that FOXTEL’s subscribers have readily adapted to the new 
service, although some older viewers are nervous about picking up a remote control: 
There are so many different customers and so many things appeal differently to different 
customers.  The News Active service is particularly popular.  The Sports Active service 
on tennis and cricket.  The Weather Active service is very popular.  The time shifted 
channels where we delay by two hours, very, very popular.  FBO is hugely popular.  So, 
it’s a range of things.  The EPG, the navigational system… (Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, 
interview, 18 August 2005). 
In its 2002 report on FOXTEL, ABN AMRO predicted that digitisation would not result 
in large increases in programming costs, even though it expected the number of 
available channels to double, because the majority of programming costs relate to sport 
and movies (ABN AMRO 2002, p.55).  Comments in interviews tended to concur that 
additional content-related costs associated with digitisation were limited.  Christian 
Murphy said that the costs associated with interactive content are coming down, as 
channel providers ‘re-use and re-skin’, or put a new ‘creative face’ on the technologies 
they use.  The introduction of the time-shifted +2 channels presented no additional 
costs: 
We’re fortunate in this country – fortunate or not fortunate – we have Western Australia 
two hours behind the East Coast.  So our point of view is that it’s the same service but to a 
different customer in a different time zone.  That’s the real reason for time shifting.  
Choice and convenience for local customers is absolutely wonderful, but the rationale for 
us is absolutely that we have customers in Perth who we would like to see our timed 
programming in their time zone (Christian Murphy, FOXTEL, interview, 18 August 
2005). 
Ben Richardson, however, pointed out creating additional content for new channels 
does come at an additional cost to the service provider.  Further, digitisation is not likely 
to result in increases in revenue beyond attracting new subscribers.  According to Tony 
Iffland: 
There aren’t any direct revenue benefits.  There are models around which say that 
captioning for the deaf and hearing impaired [should be] revenue neutral, slightly revenue  
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positive.  Then there’s interactive advertising and all that sort of stuff.  But at the moment, 
it’s cost, not revenue, out of digital (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005).   
Digitisation meant significant change for some channel providers, with the opportunity 
to launch new channels and new interactive services.  According to Jon Marquard, 
digitisation has meant that PMG has ‘fundamentally changed the way in which [it does] 
business’.  For the general entertainment and movie channels the effects of digitisation 
were limited to aspect ratios and closed captioning.  These channel providers were more 
likely to underplay the effect that digitisation had had on their businesses, for example: 
Anthony Mrsnik – It is just a delivery medium.   
Tony Pollitt  – A movie is a movie at the end of the day (Anthony Mrsnik and Tony 
Pollitt, PMP, interview, 8 April 2005). 
However, the take up of wide screen televisions and home theatre systems increased the 
need for subscription television channels to compete with DVD rentals and purchases 
by improving their picture quality.  Digitisation has allowed channels to broadcast in 
widescreen aspect ratios and to improve their sound quality, posing significant costs in 
particular for the movie channels, as they needed to replace their tapes:   
We’ve had 16x9 and 4x3 issues.  We cross promote on three channels and Movie Extra 
and Movie Greats are not 16x9 yet.  But the reason is that most of the material on Movie 
Extra is independent movies that we buy and they only produce it in 4x3.  We switched 
Movie One on to 16x9 and because our movies come on for a year, we re-bought [16x9] 
dubs, which cost $1000 each, so we’re not messing around here, for anything that had 
been on the service for less than six months… and we kept running the 4x3 movies to let 
them run out if they only had six months to go.  We’ll probably do the same thing on 
Movie Greats in time, wen we know that we can get enough product.  16x9 on a 4x3 
service is bearable but if we change Movie Greats over to 16x9 and half the films are 4x3, 
it doesn’t work, it looks awful.  So, you’ve got to get away from that.  Whereas vice 
versa, the odd 16x9 movies come through and look fine on Movie Greats (Tony Forrest, 
Movie Network, interview, 28 April 2005).   
Tony Pollitt– The move from 4x3 to 16x9 was a significant cost.  We changed I think 
from 1 March – so for each film we licensed we have a 4x3 copy, which we’d play on   268
28 February and we may repeat the next day but we needed another tape of the 16x9 
version.   
Anthony Mrsnik – Another master, shipping costs, quality control.   
Tony Pollitt – It was literally our tape duplication costs for a year, which is not 
insignificant.  It is a one off (Anthony Mrsnik and Tony Pollitt, PMP, interview, 8 April 
2005). 
Closed captioning poses another additional cost for channel providers, which will 
increase as the captioning requirements increase.  According to UKTV’s Tony Iffland: 
There’s the cost of licensing captioning, mailing down the tapes, those sorts of things. We 
will go further than Eastenders.  As the HEREOC requirements increase we will increase 
our hours.  We’ve got to do five per cent and we’re doing about eight per cent of airtime 
because Eastenders is such an important show to us and we’ve been doubling up over the 
summer (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005). 
Other outcomes of the digitisation of the FOXTEL platform included re-structuring the 
subscription tiers to account for new channels.  This allowed the established World 
Movies Channel to be bundled with the other movie channel tiers.  World Movies had 
previously been available as a stand-alone channel, but is now offered as part of the 
movie tiers on both AUSTAR and FOXTEL. 
The Fox Sports channels, Sky News Australia and The Weather Channel were the first 
subscription television channels to introduce interactive television content following the 
digitisation of the FOXTEL platform.  PMG, for example, considers that its investment 
in Sports Active has added to the value of its service: 
The cost of interactivity has been a big investment for us to make, which we have made 
jointly in conjunction with FOXTEL in particular, but also with AUSTAR.  That is 
something that we believe is really important; to provide personalisation of choice for 
people who believe that it adds to the viewing experience of the things that we’ve done.  
The investment for us has been in a number of areas.  It has been in capital equipment, it’s 
been software and hardware development in relation to how we get the signals out there 
and the data feeds and so on, it’s been in relation to people, we’ve employed more people, 
and it’s been in relation to our own production costs, getting various feeds, data feeds and  
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also signals into the building to get them out (Jon Marquard, PMG, interview, 8 April 
2005). 
PMG does not expect to see an immediate return in subscription revenue as a result of 
its investments in interactivity.  Instead, Jon Marquard said that it is ‘an important part 
of who we are and what we are trying to do’ and that ‘we want to provide quality 
product, that is compelling to people, it is exclusive where possible, and most of all it is 
live and the people go wow, this is a really important, compelling way to watch, to 
absorb that particular sport’ (interview, 8 April 2005). 
Sky News Australia was well placed to launch its interactive news service, Sky News 
Active, as it had set up a digital news room using a system called Quantel when it 
launched in 1996.  Digitisation simply allowed it to exploit the infrastructure that it 
already had in place.  Sky News Active provides a choice or eight different channels 
plus text-based information.  Angelos Frangopoulos said in interview that although the 
introduction of Sky News Active has affected its main channel, the central channel is 
still the most important of its offerings: 
Our main service has changed somewhat.  It’s become more comprehensive.  But the 
basic principle with Sky News Active is that there is so much content that comes through 
any news room or any news organisation that it is difficult actually to get it out there.  The 
digital era [has] liberated us to provide that content any time you like via the other 
channels.  The main game is still the main channel and a lot of our focus, the bulk of our 
focus goes into our main channel.  And we have a team that works specifically on our Sky 
News Active product (Angelos Frangopolous, Sky News Australia, interview, 3 June 
2005). 
Bandwidth availability is already a problem for the subscription television industry.  
Christian Murphy said in interview that FOXTEL is ‘pretty much at capacity now’ 
(interview, 5 August 2005).  Interviewees spoke about the difficulties associated with 
obtaining additional bandwidth for temporary projects and for new applications, 
including: 
We’ve been talking to FOXTEL and looking at ways in which we can involve 
interactivity.  The cost of getting applications made is a problem and the cost of the   270
bandwidth and the limited amount of additional bandwidth available to run interactive 
applications (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005).   
Bandwidth was a problem for us when we did Band in a Bubble, just to have that 
dedicated channel.  And I suppose that’s the one thing that is going to hold us back (Ben 
Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005).   
Deanne Weir said that AUSTAR also is ‘probably about full at the moment’ (interview, 
5 April 2005).  Home Box Office requires an entire transponder on the OPTUS C1 
satellite and the capacity requirements for the interactive news, sport and weather 
services that AUSTAR makes available is also extensive.  The new OPTUS D2 satellite, 
which is due to be launched in 2007 and is designed to deliver broadcasting services, 
may provide additional bandwidth for AUSTAR in the future (OPTUS 2006).   
7.3.2  Multi-media 
For most channel providers, the Internet has become an important extension of their 
television service.  Channels use their websites to inform potential viewers about 
programs, to build subscriber loyalty by providing content beyond the channels and to 
collect information about viewers.  For example, the movie channel providers’ websites 
include searchable movie databases as well as their program schedules.  LifeStyle 
Channel runs competitions from its website, and publishes recipes and other advice 
featured on its infotainment programs.  To access to many websites, subscribers must 
sign up as ‘members’, which allows channel providers to collect information about 
people using the website. 
As with other new media content, websites are of particular importance to channels with 
younger audiences.  Channel [V], for example, uses its subscriber forums to track fast-
moving trends among its viewers: 
The market is radically changed to what it was five years ago.  There are bands that no-
one’s heard of that are selling out the Hordern Pavilion, and who their entire 
communication with their audience is online.  Jack Johnson is a classic example of this. 
We went out on a tour and everyone requested Jack Johnson because the audience is 
online and they are way, way ahead of the people making the content.    
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That’s why the bulletin boards are really important to us.  We have boards for genres.  
That’s where we get ideas and things like that.  We all look at the threads.  We get the 
feedback, we get SMSes for all our shows.  When What You Want is on, it’s from 4 to 7, 
people are sending thousands of messages a day.  You see the threads and the strands and 
all that sort of stuff.  And the great revolution in music is, I think, not so much music sales 
have slowed in any way, it’s more that music sales to the four companies have slowed 
because the market is so diverse.  There are so many companies making money from 
selling thousands of copies, there are constant low level international tours coming 
through Australia.  For [V], you have to react really quickly.  They’re moving way faster 
than the media is.  As much as the media likes to be arrogant about it, the audience is 
really on top of things  (Ben Richardson, Channel [V], interview, 1 April 2005). 
Nickelodeon was the first Australian subscription television channel to make podcasts 
available on its website in 2005.  It produced a ten-part series based on its ‘Sarvo 
program – five episodes were about behind the scenes events and five were a radio 
serial.  Downloads were in the thousands.  Nickelodeon is currently producing podcasts 
supporting its local reality program, Camp Orange.  Katie Cordes sees the next goal as 
video podcasting, but recognises that as the cost of a portable video player would be 
beyond most children, Nickelodeon would most likely be developing videos for viewing 
on games consoles and mobile phones.  Opportunities for new media content 
development can make television program investment viable: 
Multimedia opens up opportunities for project development because it allows for a wider 
variety of investment and income streams (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 
November 2005).   
Mobile broadband services targeted at older and wealthier consumers are more likely to 
be viable in the immediate term.  Sky News Australia sees mobile technologies as an 
important development for how it will distribute its services in the future.  The channel 
is already supplying news content to Hutchison’s 3 and Vodafone’s 3G networks.  
According to Angelos Frangopoulos, ‘the future is about mobility’, but this does not 
mean a significant increase in content expenditure. 
I think a modern media organisation needs to be across all sorts of delivery platforms.   
[The cost of producing material for different platforms] comes down to being lean and   272
mean.  The fact that we’re a relatively lean business – we really do adopt technology 
really quickly.  [Content is] sliced and diced.  But there’s nothing new about that sort of 
thing (Angelos Frangopoulos, Sky News Australia, interview 3 June 2005),  
MTV Australia also sees a future in developing programming for mobile telephony 
services 
The MTV concept is that the brand is the powerful business asset and to spread that brand 
beyond subscription television.  So we would see a role in online.  We already have a 
website and there’s a lot of development internationally in terms of extending that 
presence online.  And secondly, with mobiles, particularly 3G, as those services are 
launched globally, and indeed before those services are launched globally, to really have 
the MTV brand and its key programming and elements available to anyone anywhere 
anytime (Chris Keely, MTV Australia, interview, 17 June 2005). 
7.4  Advertising 
Although advertising on subscription television in Australia is limited by regulation and 
by market forces, it is an important form of content for subscription television channels.  
Television programs do not run to fill perfect 30-minute time slots: even programs 
produced for advertisement-free public broadcasters allow for the broadcast of 
promotional interstitials and new bulletins.  In order to build a regular schedule, 
subscription television programmers must insert interstitials, consisting mainly of 
advertisements and promotions for programs shown across the service. 
Subscription television audiences are increasingly popular with advertisers.  Niche 
channels tend to attract audiences of a well-defined demographic that are easy to target.  
As a result, subscription television advertising revenues are growing, from $74 million 
in 2002 to more than $150 million in 2005 (CEASA 2005).  The growth in advertising 
on Australian subscription television is unlikely to encourage a shift towards a free-to-
air style service and a focus on mass-market audiences as described in Chapter 3.   The 
importance of niche audiences to the position of subscription services in the television 
market provides a counter to the attraction of greater advertising revenues.  Also,  
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regulation prevents subscription television services from generating advertising 
revenues any greater than their subscription earnings. 
Advertising is, however, becoming increasingly important for many Australian 
subscription channels and some channels’ business models are dependent on it.  For 
example, both Leisa Sadler of Nickelodeon and Tony Iffland of UKTV described in 
interview the importance of advertising to their channels: 
Advertising is important.  About a third of our revenue budget comes from advertising.  
And that is going to be increasingly important for channels when they negotiate deals.  
Because they got stung on quite a few content deals.  It’s going to be important for us to 
enable us to then do what we want to in local production (Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, 
interview, 24 November 2005). 
The market is too small.  Our advertising revenue is important - it sits at around 9 to 11 
per cent of total revenue.  I’d like to get it to about 15.  It’s a hard needle to move.  We 
need to be really careful, because people come to us to get something different and part of 
that difference is less commercial content.  We need advertising to make the business 
work (Tony Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005). 
Advertising is less important for the movie channels than for other channels as there is 
little opportunity for an advertiser to catch a viewer’s attention.  The channels run films 
without breaks, and most viewers tune in at the beginning of a film and then leave when 
the closing credits commence.  According to Tony Forrest, advertising accounts for less 
than one per cent of revenue for the Movie Network channels.  
On the other hand, channels with an international profile and channels that are 
distributed over large regions attract considerable advertising through ‘pan-regional’ 
deals that cover South-East Asia, India and Australasia.  Pan-regional clients often seek 
high-spending customers for high-value products.  According to Peta Watermeyer, 
National Geographic Channel’s pan-regional advertising clients include companies like 
Sony and Canon, airlines, banks and high-end car manufacturers.   274
Advertising on subscription television is a common bugbear among subscribers.  In an 
informal survey conducted by the Sydney Morning Herald’s David Dale, typical 
comments included: 
Very easy - get rid of the advertisements that were never supposed to be a part of it in the 
first place. My parents have pay TV and all I ever see is ads.  Not something I would be 
paying for. 
We thought there would be less ads on pay TV! Shows that never originally had ad breaks 
in them (like The Goodies, Doctor Who, One Foot in the Grave) have been filleted and 
stuffed with ads. 
The basic premise is that ads are the price you pay for getting FTA TV, therefore the 
converse is that if I’m paying for TV, it must NEVER EVER have commercial 
advertising (Dale 2005). 
The industry itself is well aware of the perception that it should not be carrying 
advertising.  Audience sensitivity to advertising means that subscription television 
broadcasters are careful which advertisers they allow on their channels.  For example, 
Leisa Sadler said in interview that Nickelodeon vets the type of advertiser and style of 
advertising that it broadcasts.  In selecting advertisers and advertisement that it 
considers suitable for broadcast on its channels, it is guided by ACMA regulations, the 
advertising bodies and the industry’s own code of practice. 
Digitisation has allowed FOXTEL to introduce interactive advertising, which allows 
advertisers to communicate directly with potential consumers.  FOXTEL’s Christian 
Murphy said in interview that the results from FOXTEL’s first series of interactive 
advertisements was ‘very, very promising’.  Advertisers have been willing to pay to 
have a dialogue with potential customers rather than just having their ad seen.  
FOXTEL has shown interactive advertisements for car manufacturers, banks and the 
feature film The War of the Worlds.  Interactive advertising may assist in boosting 
advertising revenues: 
We will get some incremental revenue from interactive advertising.  It will have to cover 
the cost of development (and advertisers will cover that), but it is not the panacea, the  
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holy grail for every one.  We have to do it, there will be a revenue stream from it (Tony 
Iffland, UKTV, interview, 3 February 2005).   
Two-way interactive content, including interactive advertising requires a 
communication channel from the set-top box back to the broadcaster.  AUSTAR’s 
satellite service does not have a phone line connected to its set-top boxes, so it is not 
able to support these services.   
7.5  Regulation 
In his 2003 polemic on the state of the Australian television industry, Jock Given 
blamed government regulation for stymieing the growth of subscription television: 
When [subscription television] did arrive, program classification restrictions and an 
expansive government anti-siphoning list prevented the operators screening the sexiest 
movies and the live and exclusive major sporting events which had been key subscription 
drivers elsewhere (Given 2003, p.192). 
The subscription television industry clearly concurs with Given.  Christian Murphy, for 
example, said in interview: 
You need to understand the environment in which we operate.  And that is, it’s a highly, 
highly regulated environment.  We were created by the government – or the regulatory 
framework was created by the government.  But there are significant constraints there 
which were put in place to protect the free-to-air networks – sport anti-siphoning being 
number one.  So, we have performed I think to date rather remarkably against some very, 
very significant competitive and regulatory brakes.  I think we’ve done a good job in that 
sense.  I think that is the main thing to understand, that we really are in a battle with the 
free-to-air networks for programming, eyeballs, for everything (Christian Murphy, 
FOXTEL, interview, 18 August 2005). 
Censorship and the drama expenditure rule probably do not limit the availability of local 
content to subscription audiences.  It is worth considering, however, that expenditure on 
local drama may be at the cost of expenditure on possible more hours of other locally-
produced genres.  Anti-siphoning, however, has the potential to limit the availability of   276
local content across all genres, as it has the effect of reducing demand for subscription 
television and therefore the total funds available for local content production. 
In line with the regulatory policy of the BSA, subscription television broadcasters have 
more discretion in scheduling programs with classifications higher than G.  Most 
channels, however, self-censor, and schedule more adult material later in the evening, 
for example: 
We’re largely self-regulatory in terms of a lot of content.  Most of the content is general 
classification.  We have a handful of titles where internally we take a discretionary view 
that it’s a little heavy the subject manner and will schedule it a little later or just put a 
warning at the head of each program (Peta Watermeyer, National Geographic, interview, 
12 October 2005). 
Although subscription television broadcast channels are prohibited from transmitting R-
rated content by the BSA, narrowcast channels are not so limited.  This has allowed the 
platforms to set up adult channel services, and it also allows other narrowcast channels 
to broadcast R-rated programming.  Jacquie Feeney spoke in interview about how 
program ratings affect how World Movies schedules its programming:  
Because we are defined as a narrowcaster we can show R-rated content.  We don’t 
actually go and source R films for the sake of being R.  But there are some amazing films 
that come out from time to time, like City of God, Y tu mamá también and they’re films that 
if you cut the R nature out of, you cut the heart out of the film.  And coming back to our 
purist, credible kind of brand, we show all our films uncut.  It’s an important part of our 
cinema positioning.   
We promote parental lock – the EPG has an automatic lock against R-rated film.  We 
have more complaints from people ringing up and saying, why can’t I get into this film.  
We don’t have day-part scheduling, we self censor – we treat R films the same way we 
treat MA, so after 9.30 at night.  There’s no code around this, it’s our own code, largely 
because we went from an environment where we were a la carte, and we could put out 
hand on our heart and say you paid for this service, you know what you’re getting.  We 
have to be respectful and mindful of the audience.  That said, the bulk of World Movies 
programming is M or MA and we cannot go to the point where we can guarantee a G 
schedule throughout the day or we would not have the films.  And it’s primarily the nature  
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of world content – Asian cinema is quite violent and European films are a little more sexy 
– it’s a broad brush generalisation.  So we’re dealing with cultural differences and what is 
acceptable in one culture is not always acceptable in another (Jacquie Feeney, World 
Movies, interview, 6 May 2005). 
Many interviewees affected by the drama expenditure rule expressed dissatisfaction that 
there was no acknowledgement of the amounts they spent on producing other types of 
programming or on training and development: 
It’s a lot more than the ten per cent.  That’s my biggest beef with the drama rule, it’s not 
that we don’t want to spend the ten per cent, it’s that we have to spend a lot more.  Those 
programs we talked about are magazine-style show and they don’t classify as drama 
(Leisa Sadler, Nickelodeon, interview, 24 November 2005). 
The ten per cent just shouldn’t be on drama.  We’ve been told to contribute to the 
Australian film industry, so we give all these people who make these shit movies a 
fabulous living.  Currently I’ve got four people here who started on our reception desk.  
They wait and as soon as someone leaves they put their hand up and move.  We’ve got 
people who were former trainees in the television industry and I’ve got more who have 
left and are working at Nickelodeon or Fuel or wherever.  And we get absolutely no 
recognition for that.  We don’t have to employ these people.  We’ve giving more chances 
to all of these people than we’ll ever give to these pricks (Tony Forrest, Movie Network, 
interview, 28 April 2005). 
This suggests a misunderstanding of the true purpose of the rule, which is to support 
production of a genre that is vulnerable to market failure, not to ensure minimum levels 
of expenditure on Australian content.  Interviewees, however, expressed satisfaction 
with the recent changes to the drama expenditure rule that will allow pre-production 
expenditures to count towards the requirement and any expenditure above the 10 per 
cent requirement to be carried forward to the following reporting year. 
Other criticisms of the drama expenditure rule included: 
•  The expenditure requirement is set based on expenditure including last year’s local 
drama expenditure, so the amount that has to be spent grows exponentially.   278
•  Setting quotas invites the organisation subject to the regulation to meet only the 
minimum necessary expenditure level. 
•  The level of feature film production is low enough that the movie channels have 
difficulty selecting films that meet their requirements. 
•  Similarly, Nickelodeon considers that its opportunities to invest in free-to-air children’s 
drama series are limited, as ‘the free-to-airs invest as little as they can [and] the quality 
is not there’. 
The drama expenditure requirement presents a dilemma particularly for UKTV, with its 
focus on British programming.  Tony Iffland said in interview that he accepts the rule as 
‘a tax to play in Australia’, but that it is difficult to find Australian drama programs that 
meet UKTV’s programming requirements.  Until 2005, UKTV simply invested in local 
productions in order to meet its Australian drama expenditure obligations.  UKTV’s 
first attempt to meet its obligations with an end product that was a good fit for the 
channel was the Australian/UK co-production Supernova (2005), which was broadcast 
on the channel in 2005.   
7.6  Summary 
The central aim of most subscription television platforms and channels is to provide 
compelling content that people will pay for.  The acquisition and scheduling of program 
material is of central importance to subscription television services.  Subscription 
television platforms do this on a macro scale, negotiating with channel providers to 
package their channels to form their service offering.  FOXTEL has a particularly 
influential role in selecting the channels that are available on subscription television 
services in Australia. 
Important factors taken into account in acquiring programs include publicity, potential 
to generate word-of-mouth, potential to generate loyalty and customer satisfaction and 
ratings.  Channels also acquire programming according to how they position themselves 
within the subscription television market.  Most channels specialise in a genre such as 
movies, documentaries, children’s programs or sports coverage.  Targeting too small a  
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niche can pose limitations in an environment where bandwidth availability is increasing 
and there are more channels and other entertainment offerings.  To ensure sustainability, 
some channels are trying to broaden their appeal beyond their core audience.  The 
ownership of a channel also influences where it obtains its programming.  The 
vertically-integrated nature of the Australian subscription television industry means that 
there are few truly independent channels who do not have output deals with a studio or 
producer owner.   
Subscription channels brand themselves as according to their chosen niche and then 
acquire content that fits their desired brand image.  Branding, however, can be irrelevant 
for strong programming that is in high demand by audiences.  Branding is of particular 
importance to channels on higher tiers that are sold in addition to the basic service.   
The Australian subscription television industry considers that local content plays an 
important role in attracting and retaining customers.  Local content provides an avenue 
for the development of a channel’s brand image, and it is a necessary ingredient to 
attract and retain subscribers, as people will only pay for a service that is relevant and of 
interest to them.  The predominance of foreign channel brands with foreign content on 
Australian subscription television underscores the need for a local image.   
Subscription television provides a new, and in many cases unanticipated, distribution 
window for local television productions, a perhaps unanticipated fulfilment of 
government’s promise that subscription television would present the Australian 
production industry with new opportunities through new demand for programming and 
through regulation (promise #6).  Most local programming broadcast on subscription 
television consists of repeats of programs produced for initial broadcast on free-to-air 
television.   
Original local content also plays an important role on subscription television, as the 
services must continually invest in new material to keep customers watching and 
subscribing, perhaps coming closer to the intentions of promise #6.  Original local 
content serves to enhance its overall service offering.  The industry itself argues that 
original local content is necessary to attract more subscribers to pay television.    280
Balancing a budget and meeting audience expectations are important factors 
constraining new local production for subscription television.   
The subscription television industry describes original local content production as a 
virtuous cycle.  As subscribers increase, revenue increases, more money goes to content 
providers, and so more money goes to developing content.  The ‘HBO model’ currently 
being adopted by drama and movie channels is based on the idea of the virtuous cycle.  
It assumes that subscribing will be more attractive if high-quality, locally-relevant 
programs are available exclusively on pay television services. 
The subscription television industry is at the forefront of producing convergent 
audiovisual content in Australia.  Subscription television channels were experimenting 
with convergent content before the digitisation of the FOXTEL platform.  
Experimentation with new media content is driven primarily by audience demand, 
suggesting that the subscription television industry is delivering on Government’s 
promise of a market-driven broadcasting industry (promise #1).  However, regardless of 
the enthusiasm of an audience for new media, or of how much it is taken for granted, a 
project can not succeed based on technology alone – content is still king.   
Although subscription television delivered by satellite launched as a digital service in 
Australia, it was not until FOXTEL digitised its cable network that content providers 
began developing content that utilised a digital platform.  Digitisation resulted in greater 
bandwidth capacity, which has allowed the introduction of new services, including new 
channels, interactive features, an electronic program guide (EPG) different aspect ratios 
and closed captioning.  FOXTEL considers that digitisation has ‘revolutionised’ its 
service. 
Digitisation has not resulted in large increases in programming costs, although the 
infrastructure and other technological investments have been considerable.  Content for 
new channels does, of course, come at an additional cost.  With no significant additional 
revenues expected from digitisation, short of additional take up, it is unlikely to lead to 
large increases in profit in the immediate future.  
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For most channel providers, the Internet has become an extension of their television 
service.  Channels use their websites to inform potential viewers about programs, to 
build subscriber loyalty by providing content beyond the channels and to collect 
information about viewers.  Channels are also experimenting with new media 
applications such as podcasting and broadcasting to mobile devices. 
Advertising has become an important form of content and revenue for subscription 
television channels.  Television programs do not run to fill perfect 30-minute time slots 
and services insert interstitials to build a regular program schedule.  Subscription 
television audiences are increasingly popular with advertisers and advertising is 
becoming an increasingly important source of revenue for many channels.  Advertising 
on subscription television is unpopular among subscribers, so subscription television 
broadcasters are careful which advertisers they allow on their channels.   
The Australian subscription television industry considers that it operates in a highly-
regulated environment, and that the constraints it operates within favour the commercial 
free-to-air broadcasters.  Censorship and the drama expenditure rule probably do not 
limit the availability of local content to subscription audiences.  It is worth considering, 
however, that expenditure on local drama may be at the cost of expenditure on possible 
more hours of other locally-produced genres.  Anti-siphoning, however, has the 
potential to limit the availability of local content across all genres, as it has the effect of 
reducing demand for subscription television and therefore the total funds available for 
local content production.   282 
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8.  Analysis of subscription television program 
diversity 
When Parliament was presented with the Broadcasting Services Bill in 1992, among the 
promises made by the Keating Government were that subscription television would 
introduce greater choice and diversity in programming and that subscription television 
would provide Australian program producers with new opportunities.   
To examine program diversity and local content on subscription television, this chapter 
uses and enhances data acquired from the television ratings agency, OzTAM.  The 
following sections describe the data and how it was extended to enable the analysis.  
The comparisons section compares the OzTAM data with aggregated program diversity 
compiled by the ABA in 2000.  The following chapter uses the enhanced OzTAM data 
set to examine demand for content on subscription television in Australia. 
8.1  Data sources 
OzTAM, the ratings agency co-owned by the major Australian commercial television 
networks, has been the source of ratings data for subscription television services since 
August 2003.  OzTAM publishes estimates of subscription television ratings for a 
national sample of 900 homes that subscribe to subscription television.  OzTAM 
extrapolates the sample estimates for a population of 4,982,000 individuals, or 
1,580,500 households. 
Samples of OzTAM data were acquired for September 2003, June 2004 and July 2005.  
Although obtaining data for the same calendar months would have been preferable, 
circumstances resulted in the variation in months.  September 2003 was the first month 
for which OzTAM made subscription television ratings data available.  In July 2004, I 
acquired the earliest and most recent available samples.  In 2005 I intended purchasing a 
data for June 2005.  However, OzTAM started publishing data for a number of new 
channels in late June, which I decided to include in the study, so acquired the dataset for   284
July 2005.  Note that, for the sake of brevity, in this thesis I occasionally refer to the 
monthly samples in terms of their year rather than their month and year. 
The data was provided on a per-program basis, and included: 
•  program name; 
•  episode name, if available; 
•  time and date of broadcast; 
•  channel; 
•  genre (not available for subscription television programs); and 
•  country of origin (not available for subscription television programs). 
Separate ratings reach and share results were provided for different demographic 
groups.  The channels for which OzTAM releases ratings data depends on negotiations 
between each channel and OzTAM.  If a channel subscribes to OzTAM’s ratings 
services, then the data can be purchased by third parties.  The channels for which ratings 
data was available increased during the study period, as the number of channels 
available on subscription television services increased with digitisation and as more 
channels choose to subscribe to OzTAM ratings services.  The channels included in the 
data sets are grouped by genre in Table 8.1.    
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Table 8.1  Subscription television channels included in the study
a,b 
    Sept 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Disney Channel  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Nickelodeon  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Children’s channels 
Nick Jr      ￿ 
Animal Planet    ￿  ￿ 
Discovery Channel  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
History Channel  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
How To Channel      ￿ 
LifeStyle Channel  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
LifeStyle Channel +2      ￿ 
Lifestyle Food      ￿ 
Factual program 
channels 
National Geographic   ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Arena  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Arena +2      ￿ 
Cartoon Network  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Comedy Channel  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Comedy Channel +2      ￿ 
E!      ￿ 
FOX Classics  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
FOX Classics +2      ￿ 
FOX8  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
FOX8 +2      ￿ 
Hallmark Channel  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
TV1  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
TV1 +2      ￿ 
UKTV  ￿  ￿  ￿ 




W  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Movie Extra  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Movie Greats  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Movie One  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Showtime  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Showtime 2      ￿ 
Movie channels 
Showtime Greats  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Channel V  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
max  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
MTV  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Music channels 
VH1      ￿ 
CNBC Australia  ￿  ￿  ￿  News channels 
Sky News  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
ESPN    ￿  ￿ 
FOX Footy  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
FOX Sports 1  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Sports channels 
FOX Sports 2  ￿  ￿  ￿ 
Note   a.  This table reflects the channels for which OzTAM publishes data in each of the 
study months, rather than the availability of channels on subscription television 
services. 
  b.  The relative reach and share for each of these channels are depicted in Figure 9.5. 
Source  OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   286
8.2  Method 
OzTAM provided the ratings and share data as electronic, comma-separated text files.  
To convert the data into a useful database file I needed to: 
•  separate the genre typologies, which were separated by hyphens; 
•  ensure that program names and there categories (where available) were uniform, as 
there was a lot of variation within the dataset; and 
•  calculate national estimates of free-to-air program ratings – although as it transpired, 
this was not possible with the OzTAM national subscription television sample. 
OzTAM collects and provides information (including genre and country of origin) about 
television programs broadcast by free-to-air television services.  It does not, however, 
release similar information about subscription television programs.  In order to carry out 
a more meaningful analysis of the data, I categorised the subscription television 
programs included in the OzTAM ratings samples by genre and country of origin.  I 
collected genre and country of origin data from different sources, matching the 
typologies used by OzTAM for free-to-air programs (see Appendix 1 for a list of 
OzTAM categories).  The OzTAM categories are detailed and straightforward, and 
appeared to meet the requirements of this project adequately: 
Market researchers have conducted formal studies to identify the content characteristics 
that seem to polarize people’s likes and dislikes.  What they have generally discovered is 
that common sense industry categories come as close to a viewer-defined typology as 
anything.  In simple terms, the people who like one soap opera do, in fact, tend to like 
other soap operas, and so on (Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000) 
Information sources used for sorting programs into such ‘common sense industry 
categories’ included the AFC’s production database, Encore production listings, 
imdb.com, subscription television channel websites, television program sales fair 
websites, newspaper articles and program reviews.  For programs shown on both pay 
and free-to-air television during the sample period, I copied the free-to-air genre and 
country categories.  For convenience, I allocated co-productions to the country in which  
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they were filmed, or had dominant cultural influence.
31  Programs were classified as 
Australian if they were produced within Australia.  All Australian documentaries, drama 
programs and feature films were checked on the AFC’s production database.  
Compilation programs, including music clip programs, were allocated to the country of 
compilation.   
A very small number of programs – less than 0.0001 per cent and insignificant in 
sample terms – were deleted from the sample because it was difficult to locate 
information to categorise them.  Ovation Channel was excluded from the study, even 
though ratings data was available, as it was very difficult for establish country of origin 
for many of its programs based on ratings and program information.  Ovation, for 
example, lists opera performances only by production name and does not include the 
name of the production company or artists. 
Free-to-air programs were also excluded from the samples.  Free-to-air television 
services – and in particular commercial television services – do not deliver programs on 
a national basis.  A commercial television service is licensed to broadcast to a 
geographically-defined area, and will not necessarily deliver the same programs at the 
same time as a similarly branded channel in another licence area.  At the time the data 
was purchased I was advised by OzTAM that I would not be able to compare 
subscription and free-to-air viewing on a national basis, not would I be able to acquire 
data that would allow me to compare viewing in one licence area.  Although this 
analysis would have benefited from comparisons with free-to-air program diversity, the 
analysis of the subscription television data is not compromised. 
Some possible ‘common sense categories’ that could have assisted in explaining 
significant variation in the data were not readily available, especially for the next 
chapter’s analysis on demand.  These included whether a program was being broadcast 
for the first time or it was a repeat, and a program’s production year – new, first-run 
programs could reasonably be expected to attract higher audiences (Anderson, 
Swimmer, and Suen 1997).   
                                                   
31 Generally, I allocated co-production to the country that provided the majority of the creative input, taking 
into account actors, director, screenwriters.   288
The categorising process was very time intensive.  Each sample required some months 
to complete.  Foreign documentary and infotainment programs and sports coverage 
programs were among the most difficult to categorise, as they are not included in 
readily accessible databases and generally needed to be traced back to their individual 
production companies and distributors. 
8.3  Subscription television programs by genre 
Not surprisingly, subscription television channels mostly offer the types of programs on 
which their brands are based (Figure 8.1).  That is, Discovery Channel mostly 
broadcasts documentaries, Sky News Australia mostly broadcasts news and current 
affairs, Showtime mostly broadcasts movies and the FOX Sports channels mostly 
broadcast sport. 
Some genres, however, transcend channel positioning, particularly those that are subject 
to changes in fashion.  Lifestyle, infotainment and reality television programs are 
currently offered by wide range of channels.  Documentary channels often offer 
infotainment programming – for example, in July 2005, Discovery Channel broadcast 
the travel shows American’s Top Ten Most Expensive Hotel Rooms and Fantastic 
Houseboats and National Geographic Channel broadcast the series Dogs With Jobs.  
Reality television also found a home on the documentary channels, with Discovery 
Channel broadcasting American Chopper and American Casino, and Animal Planet 
King of the Jungle.  The sports channels also offer infotainment programs.  ESPN, for 
example, broadcasts fishing and hunting programs.    
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Figure 8.1  Genre as a percentage of broadcast time by channel, July 2005 
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Figure 8.1 (cont.) 


































Source  OzTAM (2005b)  
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8.4  Local content 
New opportunities for local program production was one of Government’s expectations of an 
Australian subscription television industry, so the availability of local content to audiences is 
of particular interest to this thesis.  In order to estimate the amount of local content on 
subscription television, it was necessary to identify the country of production for each 
program in the OzTAM ratings samples.  The estimates of the hours and proportions of 
locally-produced programming broadcast on subscription television in each of the samples are 
listed by genre in Figure 8.2, Figure 8.3 and Table 8.3. 
Between 2003 and 2005, up to almost 20 per cent of subscription television broadcast hours 
were of local content (Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3).  Although these estimates of the average 
proportion of local content on subscription television appear stable, in terms of genre, channel 
and over time, proportions of local content may be highly variable.  For example, in July 
2005, local content ranged from 100 per cent of AFL games and swimming events, to three 
per cent of feature films.  The highest numbers of hours of local content in July 2005 were for 
light entertainment programs (2212 hours, 46.0 per cent of light entertainment broadcast 
hours), sports events (1212 hours, 47.8 per cent), infotainment / lifestyle programs (668 hours, 
18.3 per cent) and news and current affairs (523 hours, 34.4 per cent).  Note that, in 2005, 
overall broadcast hour estimates for both local and foreign content increased as ratings data 
became available for new channels.  
The genres with higher amounts of local programming in the study period were those that 
were either less expensive to produce relative to television drama and feature films, or were 
re-runs of programs made for free-to-air television.  The lowest proportions of local content 
were for genres that are costly to produce (Figure 8.2).  For example, in July 2005, 
subscription television channels broadcast 142 hours of Australian feature films and three 
hours of Australian telemovies.  It is, however, possible that more Australian drama, movies, 
children’s programs and documentaries are broadcast on subscription television than would 
have resulted from market forces alone.  Government subsidies, tax benefits, commercial 
television quotas and subscription television content regulation all support production of these 
relatively expensive genres, making more programs available for broadcast on subscription 
television than may have been possible without government intervention.     292 
Genres with significant variation in local content during the study period included: 
•  Children’s, and in particular preschooler programs, due to the launch of Nick Jr and its high 
levels of local content compared to the other children’s channels, Disney Channel and 
Nickelodeon. 
•  Infotainment programs, particularly the other, cooking and house and garden categories, with 
the introduction of LifeStyle Food and the ongoing popularity of the infotainment / lifestyle 
genre. 
•  Light entertainment programming, due to the inclusion of VH1 in the ratings data and 
channels not previously recorded as broadcasting light entertainment programming taking up 
the genre. 
•  Local mini-series broadcast hours doubled, despite overall falls in available mini-series. 
•  Local feature films appear to have increased overall, albeit with some fluctuations. 
•  Local sports events increased, due to increases in the number of hours of cricket, AFL and 
league coverage.  Different sports, however, vary seasonally and as the study months differ, 
these changes may be reflected in the ratings data. 
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Table 8.2  Total program broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription television, 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Genre type 1
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Children’s 
programs  55  89  275  2054  1968  2664  3  5  10 
Comedy  87  53  81  1547  1743  3297  6  3  3 
Cultural
a  1  2  0  1  5  0  100  33  n.a. 
Documentary  63  143  100  2033  2602  2656  3  6  4 
Drama  276  326  236  1950  1903  3682  14  17  6 
Information only  7  15  0  7  16  18  100  95  1 
Infotainment / 
lifestyle  222  328  680  1049  1294  3654  21  25  19 
Light 
entertainment  1334  1597  2207  3151  2969  4802  42  54  46 
Mini-series  3  5  7  176  109  53  2  5  13 
Movie: feature 
film  128  103  144  3591  3487  4894  4  3  3 
Movie: telemovie  2  13  7  746  832  921  0  2  1 
News / current 
affairs  507  502  523  1331  1493  1520  38  34  34 
Non-program 
material
c  4  0  0  4  1  0  100  0  n.a. 
Other program
d  0  0  0  1  0  0  0  n.a.  n.a. 
Other sports  55  165  175  152  230  296  36  72  59 
Reality television  6  14  129  233  380  936  2  4  14 
Special sports 
event  0  0  0  0  6  0  n.a.  0  n.a. 
Specials  26  0  24  2  50  40  1265  0  60 
Sports event  1026  847  1226  2057  2484  2549  50  34  48 
                   
Grand total  3801  4201  5814  20122  21568  31980  19  20  18 
Notes  a.  Cultural programs include arts magazine programs, ballet and dance, concerts and opera. 
  b.  In addition to infomercials, examples of ‘other information only’ programs during the study 
period included Parliamentary question time, broadcast on Sky News Australia. 
  c.  Examples of ‘non-program material’ during the study period included interstitials on 
Nickelodeon and filler programming on ESPN. 
  d.  Examples of ‘other programs’ during the study period were programs that could not be 
easily classified to other categories. 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   296
Table 8.3  Proportions of local and foreign programming by subscription television channel, 
September 2003, June 2004 and July 2005 (per cent) 
Channel  2003  2004  2005 
Animal Planet    12  4 
Arena  0  1  4 
Arena +2      4 
Cartoon Network  0  0  0 
Channel V  99  96  100 
CNBC Australia  1  1  0 
Comedy Channel  13  7  4 
Comedy Channel +2      4 
Discovery  3  8  6 
Disney Channel  1  5  6 
E!      0 
ESPN    0  2 
FOX Classics  2  1  0 
FOX Classics +2      0 
FOX Footy  100  100  100 
FOX Sports 1  33  34  50 
FOX Sports 2  25  12  45 
FOX8  3  1  2 
FOX8 +2      2 
Hallmark  34  45  32 
History Channel  3  4  4 
How to Channel      4 
Lifestyle  26  33  29 
Lifestyle +2      29 
Lifestyle FOOD      13 
max  33  98  96 
Movie Extra  0  2  8 
Movie Greats  2  0  1 
Movie One  3  2  1 
MTV  53  30  50 
National Geographic  3  4  5 
Nick Jr.      21 
Nickelodeon  4  5  7 
Showtime  6  4  6 
Showtime 2      6 
Showtime Greats  7  7  0 
Sky News  66  64  65 
TV1  0  0  1 
TV1 +2      1 
UKTV  3  3  0 
UKTV +2      0 
VH1      63 
W  4  6  6 
       
Grand total  19  20  18 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b) 
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8.4.1  Children’s programs 
The number of hours of locally-produced children’s programs broadcast by subscription 
television channels appears to have increased through the study period, from 55 hours in 
September 2003 to 275 hours in July 2005.  The proportion of Australian children’s 
programs also increased, from 3 per cent of children’s programming in 2003 to 10 per 
cent in 2005 (Table 8.4).  It should be noted that these estimates most likely 
underestimate the amount of locally-produced content on the children’s channels, as 
they do not take interstitials into account.  Locally-produced interstitials are an 
important feature of the children’s channels, and include hosting segments on Disney 
Channel and Nickelodeon and short ‘play along’ interstitials on Nick Jr. 
The increases in local content during the study period were primarily due to the 
inclusion of Nick Jr in the ratings data (Table 8.5).  Nick Jr appears to broadcast more 
hours of local content than the other children’s channels included in the study.  In July 
2005, 21 per cent of Nick Jr’s programming was Australian, compared with 6 per cent 
of Disney Channel’s broadcast hours and 7 per cent for Nickelodeon (Table 8.3).   
Although much of the local children’s programming broadcast on subscription 
television was originally produced for free-to-air broadcasters, original local children’s 
programming is an important part of the children’s channels’ brand profiles.  For 
example, Nickelodeon’s Nick Takes Over Your School and Camp Orange provide 
opportunities for local viewers to become involved with the channel beyond watching 
the television set.   298
Table 8.4  Children’s program broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Pre-school 
programs  7  33  157  82  84  37  9  40  42 
Children’s 
drama  8  15  40  227  207  280  3  7  14 
Children’s 
animated  13  4  30  1540  1475  1805  1  0  2 
Children’s other  21  37  23  30  37  24  68  100  97 
Children’s 
education  0  0  20  16  25  35  0  0  58 
Children’s 
game shows  7  0  5  7  0  5  100  n.a.  100 
Children’s 
comedy  0  0  0  154  140  139  0  0  0 
Total  55  89  275  2054  1968  2664  3  5  10 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b) 
Table 8.5  Locally-produced children’s programs broadcast on subscription television 
channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast 
channel  September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Cartoon Network  .com pick  .com pick  .com pick 














FOX Classics  The Saddle Club; 
L’il Horrors; 
Fun House 
   
FOX Footy  Auskick’n Around  Auskick’n Around  Auskick’n Around 
FOX8    The Saddle Club  The Saddle Club 
Nick Jr      Bambaloo; 
Hi-5; 
Cooking for Kids with 
Luis 
Nickelodeon  Nick Takes Over Your 
School; 

















Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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8.4.2  Comedy programs 
The main platform for Australian comedy programming on subscription television is 
FOXTEL’s Comedy Channel.  The proportion of local content on the Comedy Channel, 
however, appears to have decreased during the study period, from 13 per cent of all 
broadcast hours in September 2003 to 4 per cent in July 2005 (Table 8.3).  In July 2005, 
Comedy Channel broadcast its own productions, Stand up! and World Comedy Tour 
2004, as well as providing a subscription television window for Big Girl’s Blouse, Full 
Frontal and Skithouse (Table 8.7). 
Table 8.6  Comedy program broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Sketch comedy  53  18  58  131  65  348  40  28  17 
Other comedy  21  15  4  101  165  260  21  9  2 
Animated 
comedy  0  0  0  283  261  717  0  0.0  0 
Total  74  33  62  515  491  1325  14  7  5 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b) 
Table 8.7  Locally-produced comedy programs broadcasting on subscription television 
during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Comedy Channel, 
Comedy Channel +2 
Debate: TV is better 
than life; 
Just for Laughs; 
Just Kidding; 
Norman Gunston; 
Adventures of Lano & 
Woodley; 
Big Gig; 
Big Girl’s Blouse; 
Eric; 
Fast Forward; 
Flacco & Sandman; 
Full Frontal; 
Skithouse; 
The Comedy Company 
Headliners; Pam Ann 
Busy Busy Busy; 
Raw Comedy 2003; 
Adventures of Lano & 
Woodley; 




The Comedy Company 
Big Girl’s Blouse;  
Full Frontal;  
Skithouse;  
Stand Up!;  
World Comedy Tour 
2004 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   300
8.4.3  Documentaries 
Although the hours of local documentary programs on subscription television were 
variable during the study period, the proportion of documentaries that they represented 
remained fairly stable, at between 3 and 6 per cent of all documentary programs (Figure 
8.3 and Table 8.8). 
Seven subscription television channels broadcast locally-produced documentaries 
during the study period (Table 8.9).  The channels with the greatest numbers of 
Australian documentaries were the specialist documentary channels, Animal Planet, 
Discovery Channel, History Channel and National Geographic Channel.  The types 
documentary broadcast appear to be influenced by the programming directions of the 
channels.  Animal Planet, for example, broadcasts more entertaining documentaries 
such as The Crocodile Hunter, History Channel broadcasts documentaries about 
Australian history and society and National Geographic Channel broadcasts a range of 
environmental and societal documentaries. 
Table 8.8  Documentary broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre 
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Environment 
documentary  33  89  25  488  891  743  7  10  3 
Society 
documentary  8  11  18  379  434  412  2  2  4 
History 
documentary  14  18  17  619  649  620  2  3  3 
Arts 
documentary  2  4  17  26  94  75  6  4  22 
Other 
documentary  7  12  8  332  284  563  2  4  1 
Politics 
documentary  0  6  15  19  6  45  0  100  34 
Archaeology 
documentary  0  3  0  170  245  197  0  1  0 
Total  63  143  100  2033  2602  2656  3  6  4 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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Table 8.9  Locally-produced documentary programs broadcast on subscription television 
channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast 
channel  September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Animal Planet    Crocodile Hunter’s Croc 
Files; 
Dogs of Peace; 
Mad Mike & Mark; 
The Crocodile Hunter; 
The Crocodile Hunter 
Live 
The Crocodile Hunter 
Arena; Arena +2      The Making of Dirty 
Dancing on Stage 




Passion And Fury: The 
Emotions; 
Silhouettes Of The 
Desert; 






The End of Extinction 
History Channel  Hans Heysen; 
Our Century; 
The North South 
Connection; 
The Ties that Bind; 
When the War Came to 
Australia 
30 Years of Falcon - GT 
Legend; 
75 Years of Ford 
Australia; 
Ghosts of Port Arthur; 
Peach’s - The Explorers; 
Prime Ministers Five of 
a Kind; 
Temple of Mu; 
The Navigators; 




Labor in Power; 
Prime Ministers Five of 
a Kind 
When the War Came to 
Australia 
LifeStyle Channel  Auto Stories;  Bush Mechanics; 
In the Mind of the 
Architect; 
Rite of Passage; 
Rodeo Road 
 




Beetle Battles: Kwang 
Bang; 
Earth Pulse 
Hippos of the Zambezi 
Science Frontiers; 
The Dinosaur Dealers 
Beetle Battles: Kwang 
Bang; 
Bringing Home the 
Bears; 
Earth Pulse; 
From the Heart; 
Lionheart: T\the Jesse 
Martin Story; 
The Bilby Brothers 
Chicken; 
Diverted to Delhi: 
Earthpulse: 
From the Heart: 
Music and Murder 
Oztrek 
Sea of Snakes 
Taming the Tigers 
The Last Voices From 
Heaven 
Tsunami: One Place, 
Many Stories 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   302
8.4.4  Drama programs and sitcoms 
Locally-produced drama programs on Australian subscription television tended to be 
law and order series, drama serials, family-based dramas and sitcoms (Table 8.10).  
Australian subscription television channels are primarily dependent on programs 
produced for first broadcast on free-to-air television for local drama content (Table 
8.11).  The notable exception to this, Love My Way, was not broadcast during the study 
periods, although its precursor, Love Bytes, was replayed on the channel W in July 2005.  
Only one Australian sitcom, Always Greener, was recorded during the study period, 
reflecting low levels of sitcom production for free-to-air television in Australia in the 
recent past. 
Table 8.10  Drama and sitcom broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Drama serial  0  0  89  4  150  551  0  0  16 
Crime / law and 
order  129  124  58  515  765  1485  25  16  4 
Other drama 
series  0  0  43  216  12  87  0  0  50 
Family  66  68  19  97  116  180  68  59  11 
Sitcom  13  20  19  1032  1252  1972  1  2  1 
Medical  0  9  17  58  138  133  0  7  13 
Adult  0  34  10  6  67  197  0  51  5 
Action  74  91  0  280  303  146  26  30  0 
Adventure  0  0  0  61  60  78  0  0  0 
Animated  0  0  0  146  64  159  0  0  0 
Fantasy  0  0  0  81  65  108  0  0  0 
Horror  0  0  0  6  8  3  0  0  0 
Romance  0  0  0  4  26  33  0  0  0 
Science fiction  9  0  0  268  102  261  3  0  0 
Sport   0  0  0  43  3  112  0  0  0 
War  0  0  0  18  0  16  0  n.a.  0 
Western  0  0  0  149  25  133  0  0  0 
Total  290  356  255  2982  3154  5654  10  11  5 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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Table 8.11  Locally-produced drama programs and sitcoms broadcast on subscription 
television channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast 
channel  September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Arena, Arena +2      Fireflies 
FOX8  Farscape     














The Secret Life of Us; 
Water Rats; 
Young Lions 







The Secret Life of Us 
UKTV  Prisoner  Prisoner   
W      Love Bytes; 
MDA 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   304
8.4.5  Infotainment / lifestyle programs 
Infotainment / lifestyle programming is one of the program genres with some of the 
highest proportions of local content on subscription television (Table 8.12).  It is also a 
very popular form of programming, with 15 channels broadcasting local infotainment / 
lifestyle programs during the study period.  LifeStyle Channel and Lifestyle Food 
broadcast with more local infotainment / lifestyle programs that other channels, with 
more than one quarter of their broadcast hours being produced locally though the study 
periods (Table 8.3 and Table 8.13). 
Unlike drama programming, a significant proportion of Australian infotainment / 
lifestyle programs are produced specifically for subscription television broadcast.  
Examples include LifeStyle Channel’s series of programs featuring the chef Neil Perry, 
Home and Cooking for our Princess Mary, How To Channel’s Digital Snap and W’s 
The Little Things and The Bigger Things with Antonia Kidman.  These programs point 
to a significant difference between the diversity of programs, particularly in local 
content, offered on free-to-air television services.   
Table 8.12  Infotainment / lifestyle program broadcast hours for local and foreign content on 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Other 
infotainment  78  46  221  201  199  788  36  23  28 
Cooking  61  61  125  167  167  999  36  36  13 
House & 
garden  47  75  107  250  215  775  19  35  14 
Animals  0  68  92  49  248  300  0  27  31 
Health & 
medical  29  28  58  48  55  106  60  51  55 
Science & 
technology  5  1  35  77  80  250  6  1  14 
Travel  10  36  33  163  129  170  6  28  20 
Fashion  0  4  5  29  126  135  0  3  3 
Finance  0  11  5  66  75  131  0  14  4 
Total  222  328  680  1049  1294  3654  21  25  19 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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Table 8.13  Locally-produced infotainment / lifestyle programs broadcast on subscription 
television channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast 
channel  September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Animal Planet    Animal Doctor; 
Animal X 
Aussie Animal Rescue; 
Animal X 
Arena, Arena +2    Arena Style; 




Channel [V]  The Informer    [V] News 
CNBC Australia    Rivkin Report   
Discovery  Beyond 2000; 
Future Tense 
Beer: An Insiders Guide; 




One Step Beyond 
FOX8      Escape with ET 
How To Channel      Digital Snap 
LifeStyle 
Channel 
A Gondola on the 
Murray; 
Better Homes and 
Gardens; 
Earthwalkers; 
Elizabeth Chong’s Tiny 
Delights; 
Fish ‘n’ 4 Wheels; 
Fishing Western 
Australia; 
Five Star Cooking: Next 
Generation; 
Food Lover’s Guide to 
Australia; 
Food Source Neil Perry; 
Food Source Asia; 
Gardening Australia; 




Jim Brown’s Australia; 
Late Babies; 
Neil Perry Fresh & Fast; 
Rex Hunt Fishing 
Adventures; 
Yoga TV 
Better Homes and 
Gardens; 
Earthwalkers; 
Fish ‘n’ 4 Wheels; 






House Calls to the 
Rescue 
House Guests – Autumn; 
Huey’s Cooking 
Adventures; 
Jim Browns Australia; 
Kylie Kwong: Heart and 
Soul; 
Lifeforce; 
Mums the Word; 
Neil Perry Fresh & Fast; 
Rex Hunt Fishing 
Adventures; 
Rex Hunt: Broome; 
Rex Hunt: England; 
Rex Hunt: Out of Africa; 
Risky Business; 
Yoga TV 
Cooking for our Princess 
Mary; 






House Guests – Winter; 
Huey’s Cooking 
Adventures; 
Kylie Kwong: Cooking 
with Heart and Soul; 
Living Coffee; 
Neil Perry Fresh & Fast; 
Neil Perry Rockpool 
Sessions; 
Pilates TV; 




Sex, Guys & Videotape; 
Sports Fishing 
International 
Lifestyle Food      A Gondola on the 
Murray; 
Cooking for our Princess 
Mary; 






Surfing the Menu 
max      The Know 
Movie One  Cinemascope  
Hot Box Office 
Cinemascope; 
Hot Box Office 
Cinemascope; 
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Program broadcasting during  Broadcast 
channel  September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Showtime, 
Showtime 2 
    Showtime Movie News 
Sky News  Boat Show 2003     
W  The Little Things  Room for Improvement; 
The Great Outdoors; 
The Little Things 
The Bigger Things with 
Antonia Kidman; 
The Great Outdoors; 
The Little Things 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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8.4.6  Light entertainment 
Approximately one half of light entertainment programming on Australian subscription 
television is local content (Table 8.14).  This is predominantly due to the music clip 
programs on Channel [V], max and MTV which are compiled and programming within 
Australia.  Many music clips are, of course, not produced within Australia, so estimates 
of local content on music channel do exaggerate the amount of local content that they 
broadcast.  Excluding music clip programs from the light entertainment genre category 
results in proportional estimates of local content of 12 per cent in September 2003, 6 per 
cent in June 2004 and 10 per cent in July 2005. 
The music channels broadcast significant amounts of locally-produced programming in 
addition to music clip programs (Table 8.15).  For example, Channel [V] offers its own 
multi-media style programs, such as Confessional and Check Out, where viewers can 
send text messages and photographs that appear on screen.  The Max Sessions features 
local performances by musicians with international profiles. 
Table 8.14  Light entertainment broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Music clips  1172  1530  1949  1817  1852  2110  65  83  92 
Compilation 
program  2  18  95  118  146  862  2  12  11 
Variety  41  17  60  77  46  144  53  36  41 
Other light 
entertainment  27  8  41  185  99  283  15  8  14 
Music 
performance  37  10  26  78  22  101  48  47  26 
Game show  29  15  23  116  134  174  25  11  14 
Talk show  27  0  14  761  670  1128  4  0  1 
Total  1334  1597  2207  3151  2969  4802  42  54  46 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   308
Table 8.15  Locally-produced light entertainment programs broadcast on subscription 
television channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Arena, Arena +2    Access All Areas  Access All Areas; 




Behind the Barricades: 
Bits of the BDO 2001 
Delta Goodrem/Avril 
Lavigne Live at VHQ 
Destiny’s Child Special 










Green Day: Live @ 
Goat Island 
Heavy Shift 
Jabba’s Morning Glory; 




Soul Kitchen;  
The Gig; 






Club V Top 40 Songs; 
Eminem Weekend; 









[V] Artist of the Week; 
[V] Checkout; 
[V] Confessional; 
[V] Red Light Special; 
[V] Ripped; 
[V]’S Red Light Special; 
100% Music; 
7 Items or Less; 







Tone It Down; 





Comedy Channel  Gone But Not 
Forgotten; 




ESPN      ESPN’s A Question of 
Sport 
FOX Footy      AFL Lovematch 
FOX Classics    Hey Hey By Request   
FOX8, FOX8 +2  Mix of Nations; 
The Drum 
  AFL Lovematch  
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Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 









Live the Music; 
Living in the 80s; 




Max Top 10; 
Midnight Oil – Live at 
Goat Island; 




Top 200 Pub Rock 
Songs; 
Top 300 
Feel the Love 
Dedications; 
Inxs Good Times; 
Live the Music 
Love in ‘90s 
Loving 




Max Escape Weekend 
Max Loving 
Max Start; 
My Top 11 
Partymax  
Secrets & Songs of 
Desperate Housewives 
The Max Sessions 
Top 50 Countdown 
Top 50 of the ‘90s 
MTV  #1’s; 
AMP; 
Australian Top 30; 








Australian Top 30; 







Live at the Chapel; 
MTV Ask; 






TV1, TV1 +2    TV1’s Cash Trivia 
Challenge 
TV1’s Cash Trivia 
Challenge 
VH1      Breakfast Club; 
Inside Track; 
Inside Track Concert; 
Now Playing; 
Top 20 …; 
Vh1 Top 40 Classic 
‘80s Albums; 
Vh1 Top 40 Classic 
Floor Fillers; 
Vh1 Top 40 Classic 
Rock Anthems 
W  Beauty and the Beast  Zodiac Zone   
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   310
8.4.7  Mini-series 
The overall number of mini-series on subscription television appears to have fallen 
during the study period.  However the number of hours of locally-produced mini-series 
increased in each of the study months, although only one Australian mini-series was 
broadcast in each month (Table 8.16 and Table 8.17). 
Table 8.16  Mini-series broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Drama  0  5  7  12  25  31  0  20  23 
Crime  3  0  0  104  0  0  3  n.a.  n.a. 
Action  0  0  0  15  7  0  0  0  n.a. 
Adventure  0  0  0  10  0  8  0  n.a.  0 
Comedy  0  0  0  12  0  0  0  n.a.  n.a. 
Fantasy  0  0  0  6  0  0  0  n.a.  n.a. 
Mystery  0  0  0  12  0  0  0  n.a.  n.a. 
Romance  0  0  0  6  16  14  0  0  0 
Science fiction  0  0  0  0  5  0  n.a.  0  n.a. 
Thriller  0  0  0  5  0  0  0  n.a.  n.a. 
Western  0  0  0  0  56  0  n.a.  0  n.a. 
Total  3  5  7  176  109  53  2  5  13 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b) 
Table 8.17  Locally-produced mini-series broadcast on subscription television channels 
during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Hallmark    A Difficult Woman   
Movie Extra      Jessica 
W  Shadows of the Heart     
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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8.4.8  Feature films and telemovies 
Overall, about three per cent of feature films shown on subscription television and one 
per cent of telemovies are produced locally (Figure 8.3, Table 8.18 and Table 8.19).  
Most Australian films on subscription television are broadcast on the movie channels 
(Table 8.20).   
There is significant variation in the proportions of local films to all films broadcast 
among the movie channels.  Showtime shows the least amount of variation in local 
content through the study period, with a proportional low of 4 per cent in June 2004 and 
a high of 6 per cent in 2005.  Movie Extra showed the greatest variation, from zero in 
September 2003 to 8 per cent in July 2005 (Table 8.3). 
Table 8.18  Feature film broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Drama  34  32  54  761  657  1016  5  5  5 
Comedy  29  45  47  888  852  1185  3  5  4 
Romance  8  3  12  213  159  238  4  2  5 
Science fiction  0  0  10  104  126  128  0  0  8 
Family  0  3  8  213  193  211  0  2  4 
War  14  0  7  77  70  146  18  0  5 
Short film  1  1  3  1  2  4  100  24  71 
Adventure  10  11  2  131  113  105  7  10  2 
Mystery  6  0  1  24  46  58  23  0  2 
Action  12  0  0  191  353  423  6  0  0 
Thriller  4  0  0  288  302  583  1  0  0 
Crime  0  7  0  232  243  116  0  3  0 
Horror  1  0  0  141  153  184  1  0  0 
Western  0  0  0  97  117  173  0  0  0 
Animated  0  0  0  56  33  54  0  0  0 
Fantasy  0  2  0  59  27  59  0  6  0 
Musical  10  0  0  66  24  124  15  0  0 
Historical  0  0  0  30  9  75  0  0  0 
Film Noir  0  0  0  15  8  0  0  0  n.a. 
Adult  0  0  0  8  2  12  0  0  0 
Sport   0  0  0  0  0  2  n.a.  n.a.  0 
Total  128  103  144  3591  3487  4894  4  3  3 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   312
Table 8.19  Telemovie broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Comedy  0  0  7  40  76  57  0  0  12 
Drama  0  7  0  385  304  471  0  2  0 
Crime  2  6  0  79  54  44  2  11  0 
Thriller  0  0  0  0  79  130  n.a.  0  0 
Family  0  0  0  58  94  47  0  0  0 
Romance  0  0  0  42  70  45  0  0  0 
Mystery  0  0  0  25  48  28  0  0  0 
Science fiction  0  0  0  9  9  27  0  0  0 
Adventure  0  0  0  11  11  20  0  0  0 
Historical  0  0  0  0  7  18  n.a.  0  0 
Western  0  0  0  0  24  14  n.a.  0  0 
Fantasy  0  0  0  3  0  9  0  n.a.  0 
Action  0  0  0  23  41  7  0  0  0 
Horror  0  0  0  14  5  4  0  0  0 
War  0  0  0  0  7  0  n.a.  0  n.a. 
Animated  0  0  0  13  4  0  0  0  n.a. 
Short film  0  0  0  46  1  0  0  0  n.a. 
Total  2  13  7  746  832  921  1  2  1 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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Table 8.20  Locally-produced feature films and telemovies broadcast on subscription 
television channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Comedy Channel    The Pirate Movie   
Disney Channel      Hildegard 
Hallmark Channel    The Day of the Roses  Stiff; 
The Brush Off 
Movie Extra    Change of Heart; 
The Adventures of 
Priscilla, Queen of the 
Desert; 
The Heartbreak Kid 
Bad Boy Bubby; 
Black Robe; 
Doing Time for Patsy 
Cline; 
Hotel de Love; 




The Nostradamus Kid; 
Turtle Beach 
Movie Greats  Moulin Rouge; 
The Last of the 
Knucklemen 
  Blood Oath 
Movie One  Let’s Get Skase; 
Sensitive New Age 
Killer 


























The Honourable Wally 
Norman; 
Travelling Light 




Picnic at Hanging Rock; 
Talk; 






The Sugar Factory; 
Turkey Shoot 
A Woman’s Tale; 
Doing Time for Patsy 
Cline; 
Initiation; 
Lex and Rory; 
Love in Ambush; 
Lover Boy; 
Playing Beatie Bow; 
Stan and George’s New 
Life; 
Storm Boy; 
The Life of Harry Dare; 
The Overlanders; 
The Sugar Factory; 
The Sum of Us; 
The Well 
Spider & Rose 
UKTV      Sirens 
W  Halifax F.P.: Lies of the 
Mind 
Halifax F.P.: Hard 
Cops; 
Halifax F.P.: Lies of the 
Mind 
 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   314
8.4.9  News and current affairs 
The most important venue for local news and current affairs programming on 
subscription television is the channel Sky News Australia (Table 8.22).  In July 2005, 
65 per cent of Sky News Australia’s programming was produced in Australia (Table 
8.3).  As well as producing its own news bulletins and current affairs programs, Sky 
News Australia also broadcasts current affairs programs produced by its free-to-air 
television owners, Nine and Seven. 
Table 8.21  News and current affairs broadcast hours for local and foreign content on 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
News  350  333  258  584  589  471  60  57  55 
Current affairs  72  87  153  134  187  197  53  47  78 
Sports news  34  43  42  3  133  158  1129  32  26 






37  30  24  537  521  588  7  6  4 
Sports current 
affairs  0  0  7  34  25  66  0  0  10 
Current affairs 
special  0  0  0  0  6  2  n.a.  0  0 
Other news / 
current affairs  12  7  0  39  28  0  31  24  n.a. 
Total  507  502  523  1331  1493  1520  38  34  34 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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Table 8.22  Locally-produced news and current affairs programs broadcast on subscription 
television channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Channel [V]    50 Minutes   
CNBC Australia  CEO Australia     
ESPN      ESPN Headliners; 
Sportscenter 
(Headliners - Andrew 
Bogut) 
Fox Sports 1, Fox 
Sports 2 
Sports News  Sports News  Fox Sports News; 
MTV  The Week That Is  The Week That Is   
Sky News Australia  Sunday; 
A Current Affair; 
Australian Agenda; 
Australian News Week; 
Best of Today Tonight; 
Business Sunday; 
First Edition; 
Five Live News; 
Health News; 
In the First Person; 
Mitchell; 
News on the Hour; 
Slim Dusty State 
Funeral; 
Sky Business Report; 
Sky Business Week; 









A Current Affair; 
Australian Agenda; 
Australian News Week; 




Five Live News; 
Health News; 
In the First Person; 
Jim Bacon State 
Funeral – Live; 
John Howard Press 
Conference – Live; 
News on the Hour; 
Sky Business Report; 
Sky Business Week; 
Sky Evening News; 
Sky News; 
Sportsline; 
State Premiers’ Press 
Conference – Live; 
Sunday Sunrise; 







A Current Affair; 
Agenda; 
Best of A Current 
Affair; 
Best of Today Tonight; 
Business Sunday; 
Evening News; 
Evening News Hour; 
First Edition; 
Five Live; 
Live Coverage: London 
Terror Strike – Live; 
Midday News Hour; 
News Hour Australia; 
News Hour National; 
News on the Hour; 
Sky Business Report; 
Sky Business Week; 
Sportsline Australia; 
Today Tonight 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   316
8.4.10  Reality television programs 
Australian reality television programs were broadcast on subscription television during 
each month in the study period.  FOX8 and the music channels Channel [V] and max 
broadcast reality programs that were produced specifically for their channels. 
Table 8.23  Total program broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Reality series  4  10  129  146  173  467  3  6  28 
Other reality 
television  2  0  0  57  92  299  3  0  0 
Docu-soaps  0  4  0  30  115  170  0  4  0 
Total  6  14  129  233  380  936    4  14 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b) 
Table 8.24  Locally-produced reality television programs broadcast on subscription 
television channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Channel [V]  Australian Idol Extra    Australian Idol Extra; 
Fresh Meat – [V]’s Hunt 
for New Blood 
FOX8  Real TV with Craig 
Wing 
Real TV with Craig 
Wing 
 
Lifestyle, Lifestyle +2      Desperately Seeking 
Sheila 
Lifestyle Food      My Restaurant Rules 
max    Retronited   
W    Temptation Island 
Australia 
 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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8.4.11  Sports programs 
Although Figure 8.3 and Table 8.25 include sports events, I have not included a separate 
list sports event titles here, as the number of different titles is very large.  The 
proportion of locally-produced sports event coverage to coverage from other countries 
is variable, but could average as much as 50 per cent of broadcast time.  The sports 
attracting the most locally-produced coverage during the study period were the AFL, 
cricket, rugby league and swimming.  It is worth noting that the anti-siphoning rules 
likely reduce the number of hours of popular local sports events broadcast on 
subscription television. 
Broadcast hours of locally-produced sports discussion and documentary programs 
appear to have grown during the study period, in terms of broadcast hours and overall 
proportion of broadcast time, despite a drop in the number of program titles (Table 8.26 
and Table 8.27).  Some local program titles were broadcast throughout the study period, 
including FOX Footy’s Fox League Teams, Grumpy Old Men and On the Couch, and 
FOX Sports’ The Back Page and The Main Game.   318
Table 8.25  Sports event broadcast hours for local and foreign content on subscription 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Sub-genre
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
AFL  662  553  609  662  553  609  100  100  100 
Rugby league  167  189  202  203  209  226  83  91  89 
Cricket  4  16  158  56  33  166  7  48  95 
Tennis  2  0  73  99  350  86  2  0  85 
Rugby union  25  11  63  77  88  74  33  13  85 
Swimming (incl. 
diving)  6  0  62  29  0  62  20  n.a.  100 
Motor car 
sports  62  28  16  151  189  158  41  15  10 
Golf  16  13  14  253  202  265  6  6  5 
Lawn bowls  0  0  14  0  0  14  n.a.  n.a.  100 
Sailing  0  0  8  0  2  12  n.a.  0  67 
Other sports 
event  31  15  6  185  191  280  17  8  2 
Athletics  0  0  2  35  4  24  0  0  8 
Boxing  16  13  0  25  66  68  63  20  0 
Cycling  1  3  0  1  11  50  100  27  0 
Extreme sports  6  1  0  29  21  22  20  5  0 
Triathlon  0  1  0  2  13  0  0  7  n.a. 
Basketball  24  0  0  24  81  28  100  0  0 
Surfing  8  6  0  8  6  16  100  100  0 
Motor cycle 
sports  2  0  0  48  52  48  4  0  0 
Soccer  0  0  0  91  244  46  0  0  0 
Baseball  0  0  0  47  105  132  0  0  0 
Wrestling  0  0  0  52  32  106  0  0  0 
Horse racing  0  0  0  0  20  13  n.a.  0  0 
Gymnastics  0  0  0  0  12  30  n.a.  0  0 
Snow sports  0  0  0  8  0  7  0  n.a.  0 
Beach 
volleyball  0  0  0  5  2  7  0  0  0 
Field hockey  0  0  0  0  0  1  n.a.  n.a.  0 
Total  1026  847  1226  2057  2484  2549  50  34  48 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b) 
Table 8.26  Other sports program broadcast hours for local and foreign content on 





Proportion of local 
content 
(per cent)  Genre type 2
 
2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005  2003  2004  2005 
Other sports 
program  39  148  143  88  173  201  45  86  71 
Sports 
documentary  1  6  20  49  39  78  3  14  25 
Sports variety  14  12  12  14  18  17  100  66  73 
Total  55  165  175  152  230  296  36  72  59 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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Table 8.27  Locally-produced other sports programs broadcast on subscription television 
channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
ESPN      ESPN’s History of 
Cricket 
FOX Footy  Club Corner; 
Drop Kick; 
Fox League Teams; 
Grumpy Old Men; 
Living with Footballers; 
On the Couch; 
 
Ablett – One Special 
Season; 
Carey … A 
Retrospective; 
Fox League Teams; 
Grumpy Old Men; 
Living with Footballers; 
Men for All Seasons; 
On the Couch; 
Open Mike; 
White Line Fever 
Fox League Teams; 
Grumpy Old Men; 
On the Couch; 
The Gospel; 
White Line Fever 
FOX Sports 1, FOX 
Sports 2 
Out of the Rough; 
The Back Page; 
The Main Game; 
Sportsworld; 
Superstars & Legends; 
Wimbledon, the 
Australian Dynasty 
The Back Page; 
The Main Game 
Soccer: The State of 
the Game; 
The Back Page; 
The Main Game; 
The Tote Tuqiri Story 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   320
8.4.12  Other programs 
Other locally-produced programs on subscription television during the study period 
included Federal Parliament’s question time on Sky News Australia and special events.  
The high number of specials in September 2003 was due to the AFL award season 
coinciding with the study month. 
Table 8.28  Information programs on subscription television channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
CNBC Australia    Guthy-Renker Australia   
Sky News  Question Time  Question Time   
W      Select 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b) 
Table 8.29  Specials on subscription television channels during sample months 
Program broadcasting during  Broadcast channel 
September 2003  June 2004  July 2005 
Comedy Channel  For Holly Concert     
FOX Footy  2003 AFL All Australian 
Awards; 
2003 Brownlow Medal; 
2003 Sandover Medal;| 
Most Valuable Player 
Awards; 
National AFL Rising 
Star Award 
   
FOX8  Diva 2003 All that Jazz     
VH1      Aria Icons: Hall of 
Fame 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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8.5  Comparisons 
Testing whether subscription television has definitely provided its customers with 
greater choice and diversity is difficult, as readily-available program diversity data is 
not necessarily directly comparable.  Figure 8.4, however, is an attempt to do just this 
by averaging and extrapolating program diversity data published for commercial free-
to-air broadcasters by the ABA for 2000 (the most recent year available) and the 
OzTAM data used in this thesis.  Clearly, subscription television provides its viewers 
with access to more hours of programming over all genres, and more local content over 
most genres.  This suggests that the promises of increased choice and diversity and new 
opportunities for program producers have been realised.   322
Figure 8.4  Program diversity for an average 24 hours
a,b 





















































Note  a.  Different Y axis scales are used here for commercial and free-to-air television 
services. 
  b.  Genre groupings are based on the ABA groups.  Other includes children’s 
programs, reality television programs and specials. 
Source  Estimates based on ABA (2001c) and OzTAM (2004; 2005b)  
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8.6  Summary 
This chapter has used and extended OzTAM ratings data to explore whether the 
subscription television industry has achieved government’s promises that the 
subscription television industry would deliver further choice and diversity in 
programming (promise #2) and that Australian program producers would benefit from 
new demand for programming from the industry (promise #6).  Subscription television 
undoubtedly provides its customers with greater diversity in content than that available 
on free-to-air services, providing multiples of the broadcast hours offered by free-to-air 
services across the full range of program genres.  The industry has created new 
opportunities for program producers by providing a new distribution window, giving 
locally-produced programs an often un-envisaged shelf life, and by creating new 
content, by both commissioning independent producers and production activity within 
the industry itself. 
Between 2003 and 2005, up to almost 20 per cent of subscription television broadcast 
hours were of local content.  Although these estimates of the average proportion of local 
content on subscription television appear stable, in terms of genre, channel and over 
time, proportions of local content may be highly variable.  The genres with higher 
amounts of local programming in the study period were those that were either less 
expensive to produce relative to television drama and feature films, or were re-runs of 
programs made for free-to-air television.  The lowest proportions of local content were 
for genres that are costly to produce. 
It is not possible to definitely state whether the introduction of new channels during the 
study period (using the increase in bandwidth yielded by the digitisation of the 
FOXTEL platform) has had a significant effect on overall local content levels.  Most of 
the channels only available in the digital subscription packages are not yet included in 
the OzTAM ratings data.  Many of those channels for which OzTAM data is available 
are established channels that have been time shifted.  The local content proportions 
shown in Figure 8.3 suggest that new digital channels such as How To Channel may 
have relatively low levels of local content, however, the digital Nick Jr has more local 
content than the other children’s channels.   324
This anslysis suggests that the amount of programming specifically produced for 
subscription television audiences is increasing, especially in the infotainment / lifestyle, 
light entertainment, news and current affairs and sports genres.  The data set could be 
further enriched to provide estimates of the numbers of hours of unique subscription 
television programming, and to determine whether they increase as the industry takes up 
John Porter’s ‘virtual circle’.  
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9.  Demand for subscription television 
programming 
The policies that established subscription television industry in Australia were 
substantially supply led.  The regulatory framework was influenced primarily by the 
television industry, as well as by the bureaucrats and politicians responsible for drafting 
the BSA.  Subsequent changes to legislation have also been influenced mainly by the 
industry and regulators.  Little, if any, analysis has been undertaken on demand for 
subscription television services and programming outside the industry itself. 
Furthermore, publicly-available studies of demand for all types of broadcasting services 
are rare in Australia, despite Tony Iffland’s comment in interview that the television 
industry is one of the most over-researched in the world.  During the 1980s and early 
1990s, the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal conducted regular studies of demand for 
broadcasting services.  The Broadcasting Services Act does not require this role of the 
Australian Broadcasting Authority, and it only conducts audience research in areas 
where it is required to by regulation – violence on television, for example. 
Thus, although subscription television services commenced in Australia in 1995, there 
are no academic studies of its effect on television viewing or on the supply of programs 
to audiences.  This analysis aims to address this, by extending OzTAM ratings data to 
examine the types of programs that are offered to Australian audiences and what is 
watched.  Of particular interest is the question whether a program’s characteristics, 
including its country of production, have any significant effect on its ratings. 
9.1  Literature review 
Studies of demand for television services in Australia fall into three categories: 
•  industry market research, which is not readily available to the public or to 
researchers working outside the television industry; 
•  research undertaken to inform government policy reviews, which generally is 
readily available; and   326
•  independent, academic research. 
Broadcasters do not tend to release their own market research to the public.  The 
Australian subscription television industry is, to a very limited extent, an exception to 
this rule, with a regular session on research at its annual conference.  Information shared 
even at the ASTRA conference tends to be very limited, and highly general.  For 
example, discussion at the ASTRA 2005 conference about the drama programs Love 
Bytes and Love My Way was focused on the factors underlying the production of the 
programs, rather than audience reception.
32 
Demand studies are expensive.  They require significant resource commitments to plan, 
design, pilot and implement.  As a result, short cuts are common.  Regulators often 
assume how a change in broadcasting policy may affect a community; an approach that 
is at best expedient and at worst unscientific and paternalistic.  Examples of this type of 
approach include an early report on cable television services in Australia that did not 
attempt to assess demand for new television services, but instead pondered the 
‘sociological impact of the enhanced capability of networks provided for cable 
television’ (ABCB and APO 1974).   
Government regulation ‘aims to encourage the development of a broadcasting industry 
that is efficient, competitive and responsive to audience needs’ (Productivity 
Commission 2000).  In reality though, regulation of much of the broadcasting industry 
has degenerated into a system of trade offs, or quid pro quos (Productivity Commission 
2000).  An important example is the Australian content standard for commercial 
television licensees, which requires that, in return for preferential access to public 
spectrum and therefore audiences, commercial free-to-air broadcasters supply minimum 
amounts of locally-produced programming that may not otherwise be delivered to 
audiences.  Information about the Australian audience’s use of and preferences for local 
content would appear to be an important input in reviewing the Australian content 
standard.  However, ABA (and in the past ABT) reviews of local content on commercial 
television have been more concerned with how best to ensure a ‘distinctly Australian 
look’ than how audiences respond to local content compared to programs sourced 
                                                   
32 The Australian content session at the ASTRA 2005 conference included John Edwards, the producer of Love 
My Way, and Kim Vecera, FOXTEL’s Head of Drama and Special Projects.  
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overseas.  More recent ABA reviews of local content use a small amount of demand 
information – usually ratings for a select group of programs (for example, ABA 1995, 
2000a, 2000b, 2001c, 2002c, 2002d).   
Quantitative academic research on audience interest in television content is also not 
plentiful.  Papandrea (1996) provides a rare example of a quantitative assessment of 
demand for Australian television services.  He surveyed more than 2000 Australians to 
assess awareness of the benefits of the consumption of domestic television programs 
and whether the value placed on those benefits was commensurate with the cost of 
supply.  Papandrea found widespread acceptance of the community benefits derived 
from Australian films and television.  He also found that the mean annual value placed 
on local content by viewers, at $112, was somewhat less than the estimated cost of 
supply of $120.  About 55 per cent of survey respondents indicated that they would be 
willing to pay more for additional locally-produced programs. 
Canadian studies provide a useful source of comparisons with Australia.  Canada and 
Australia are both relatively small English-speaking countries that compete with the 
United States and, to a lesser extent, the United Kingdom, in producing television 
programming and selling it to domestic and overseas broadcasters.  Both countries have 
local television content quotas, subsidise the production of local programming and 
provide tax incentives to encourage local production. 
Anderson, Simmer and Suen (1997) used ratings data to examine demand for US 
programs broadcast in Canada.  They hypothesised that the lower production budgets 
available to Canadian programs leads to lower quality and thus lower audiences 
compared to similar US programs.  They considered that the best way to assess the 
effect of Canadian content quotas would be to examine a time series measuring 
responses to changes in the laws.  Such a series is not practically obtainable, however, 
as some form of content regulation was always in place, and adjustments to regulatory 
change can take some time.  Instead, Anderson et al perform a regression analysis of 
ratings data identify whether Canadian or US programs in particular genres are more 
popular with Canadian audiences.   
The US is home to a body of literature on television viewing choice models, that predict 
viewer response to the when and what programs are broadcast.  Modelling individuals’   328
choices of programs scheduled by US broadcast networks, Rust and Alpert (1984) 
found that viewers tend to stay with the one channel, and that preferences for genre tend 
to vary with viewer demographic.  Shachar and Emerson developed a model that 
allowed for unobserved differences between individual viewers and included the 
characteristics of a show’s cast.  They found that US networks should, and do, use 
counter-programming and homogeneous scheduling to maximise ratings (Shachar and 
Emerson 2000).  Australian commercial free-to-air broadcasters undertake similar 
programming strategies. 
9.2  Method 
This section uses the ratings datasets described in Chapter 8 to explore the 
characteristics of audience demand for programs on Australian subscription television.  
The ideal way to examine demand for any product is by conducting extensive surveys of 
consumer preferences as well as the actual choices they make.  Television viewing 
choices are already available as ratings data.  Ratings data is a cost-effective way of 
examining demand, and as subscription television ratings information has been 
available in Australia only since 2003, is relatively unexplored. 
Ratings can be compared for different parts of the Australian community, for different 
types of programs and for different channels.  Regression analysis, as was undertaken 
by Anderson et al (1997), can be used to assess the relative importance of different 
factors, such as country of origin or genre or channel, in influencing the size of a 
program’s audience. 
Ratings data does not come without limitations.  Rather than providing a measure of 
what people would like to watch most of all, ratings measure how many people choose 
to watch a particular program given a set of choices.  Aggregated ratings data, which 
was available to this study, also requires an assumption that all people with the same 
demographics have the same preferences.  Nevertheless, ratings data is likely to reflect 
underlying ideal preferences to at least some extent: 
Demand is proxied (imperfectly) by ratings and viewer share.  Because there is no per 
program price for cable or off-air programming (only an opportunity cost for the viewer), 
viewers make an all-or-nothing choice in this medium.  Viewers’ demand for US relative  
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to Canadian programming, as given by ratings, approximates the value to carriers of 
charging viewers for US signals, and the relative loss to US rights holders who are 
compensated according to signal supply, rather than demand (Anderson, Swimmer, and 
Suen 1997) 
9.3  Factors affecting program ratings 
The size and type of audience that a television program attracts is influenced by a 
number of different factors, not all of which are captured by ratings data.  Foremost, the 
characteristics of a television audience are determined by structural factors, including 
who is typically available to watch television at a given time during the day or week, or 
seasonal patterns that may influence the desirability of other leisure activities.  Second, 
individual preferences come into play, including taste and needs, the effectiveness of 
program promotions and advertising and the dynamics of groups that may watch 
television together.  Media factors also influence program ratings, including the 
availability of the television service and its content, the appeal of the service and its 
affordability and other technologies that may have achieved significant market 
penetration (Webster and Phalen 1996). 
This and the following section examine separate characteristics or dimensions of the 
OzTAM ratings data acquired during the course of this project that may reflect factors 
that influence a program’s eventual ratings.  These include viewing patterns over time, 
during the day, by channel, of particular program genres and by audience age group and 
gender.  Section 9.4 analyses the relative influence of these different characteristics on 
program ratings using generalised linear regression techniques.   
For the sake of brevity, this and the following section focus on ratings reach and share 
data for households and individuals, to identify factors that appear to have a significant 
influence on a program’s ratings share.  Reach is the total number of households or 
individuals watching a particular program or channel.  Share is the proportion of the 
total television viewing audience watching a specific program or channel.  Household 
ratings data can provide a good overview of viewing patterns as most television viewing 
and program choice is done by groups.  For example, parents watch Playschool with 
their young children, and children watch movies and news programs with other 
household members (Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000).  Household ratings data,   330
however, can also be more difficult to interpret than data for individuals, as some 
variation in the data is lost through averaging.   
9.3.1  Viewing over the study period 
Average reach data for subscription television programs decreased during the study 
period (Figure 9.1).  Figure 9.1 can be compared with Figure 6.3, although cautiously as 
they are based on different data sets.  The decrease shown in Figure 9.1 is counter to an 
increase in total reach of all channels during primetime shown in Figure 6.3.  This 
suggests that the increase in the number of channels available on Australian subscription 
television services during the study period and the associated increase in viewing 
choices may have resulted in a larger audience being spread more thinly across 
programs.    
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Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2004; 2005b)   332
9.3.2  Viewing during the day 
Subscription television does not experience as strong an increase in viewing during 
‘traditional’ prime-time periods as free-to-air television.  Nevertheless, the ratings data 
acquired for this thesis shows a clear increase in average reach for individuals through 
the day, peaking at around 8.00pm (Figure 9.2).  Average individual share peaks in the 
middle of the day, as subscription television captures a higher proportion of day-time 
viewers than other television services (Figure 9.3). 
More detailed information about viewing during the day can be obtained by splitting the 
data by days of the week (Figure 9.4).  Although there appears to be little variation in 
viewing during the working week, subscription television viewing is higher on 
weekends than during the week.  Identifying outliers and clusters in plots such as Figure 
9.4 is a useful way to explore extreme points in the data.  For example, the cluster of 
high-reach programs on Saturday mornings seen in the July 2005 household reach data 
represents episodes of The Simpsons.   The high-rating programs on Friday and 
Saturday evenings are all rugby league games.  The September 2003 and June 2004 data 
both show these same patterns.  The dominance of rugby league reflects the high level 
of interest that pay television subscribers have in watching rugby league games: for 
example, ACNielsen’s Panorama Multi-Media Survey for the year to March 2006 found 
that 43 per cent of people who subscribe are interested in rugby league (ACNielsen 
2006).   
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Figure 9.2  Average individual reach for subscription television programs by program start 























































































































Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Figure 9.3  Average individual share for subscription television programs by program start 



































































































































Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   334
Figure 9.4  Total household reach for subscription television programs by start time and 
day of the week, July 2005 
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Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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9.3.3  Viewing by channel 
Plotting household program ratings data by channel for July 2005 shows that, although 
the highest-rating subscription television programs were rugby league games on the Fox 
Sports channels, they were not, on average, the highest rating channels.  Instead, in July 
2005,  the channels with the highest average household shares were TV1, FOX8, 
LifeStyle Channel, Disney Channel and UKTV. 
The tiering of channels in subscription packages appears to affect viewer numbers.  
Channels on basic subscription tiers tend to attract higher viewing audiences than 
channels on higher tiers, including, the movie channels and many of the new digital 
channels.  For example, the Movie Network channels, which are available on FOXTEL 
only on its highest ‘platinum’ tier, rate lower than the Showtime channels. 
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Figure 9.5a   Boxplot
a of household ratings share by channel, July 2005 
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Figure 9.5b  Boxplot
a of household ratings share by channel, July 2005 














































Note:  a.  The black spot shows the mean, the box the 25th to 75th percentiles, the black line (whisker) the range within a standard span of the 
quartiles and the grey dots are outliers. 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   338
9.3.4  Viewing of particular genres 
Looking at program shares by genre also shows that the highest rating programs on 
subscription television in July 2004 were sports events (Figure 9.6).  On average, 
however, the programs with the highest household shares were: 
•  specials – for example, the announcement of the Olympic host city for 2012 on Sky 
News Australia; 
•  comedy – The Simpsons on FOX8 and Birds of Feather on UKTV; 
•  drama – Law & Order: SVU and Law & Order: Criminal Intent on TV1; and  
•  children’s programs – That’s so Raven, Disney’s Lilo and Stitch and Recess on the 
Disney Channel. 
Although the model used by Anderson, Swimmer and Suen (1997) combines country of 
origin and genre categories, their findings also suggest that comedy and drama 
programs are also popular genres in Canada. 
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Figure 9.6a  Boxplot of household program ratings share by genre, July 2005 
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Figure 9.8b  Boxplot of household program ratings reach by genre, July 2005 


















Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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9.3.5  Viewing of programs from particular countries 
In July 2005, average ratings for locally-produced programs did not differ markedly to 
those from the UK and USA (Figure 9.7).  The programs attracting the highest ratings 
estimates, however, tended to be those that were produced locally.  Overall, the 
programs with the highest ratings reach and shares on subscription television during this 
period were local rugby league games.  The most-watched programs from different 
countries included: 
•  Asia – Pokemon: Advanced on the Cartoon Network (with a maximum reach of 20,000 
households and corresponding share of 4.5 per cent) and Mew Mew Power on 
Nickelodeon (20,000 / 2.4 per cent); 
•  Australia – The 25 most popular programs on subscription television in July 2005 were 
local NRL competition games (with a maximum household reach of 187,000 and share 
of 17.5 per cent) and coverage of the 2005 Ashes Series (56,000 / 12.7 per cent);
33 
•  Canada – The three highest-rating Canadian titles on subscription television in July 
2005 were the children’s programs The Bankyardigans on Nick Jr (31,000 / 3.9 per 
cent) and The Cheetah Girls on Disney Channel (30,000 / 4.2 per cent), and Debbie 
Travis’ Facelift on LifeStyle Channel (27,000 / 5.2 per cent); 
•  Europe – Totally Spies on Nickelodeon (24,000 / 4.3 per cent); the feature film Hustle 
on Showtime (23,000 / 2.0 per cent) and Ethelbert the Tiger on Nick Jr (22,000 / 4.1 per 
cent); 
•  New Zealand – The highest rating New Zealand programs on subscription television in 
July 2005 were the Sky News Australia news and current affairs programs NZ News 
Week (34,000 / 5.4 per cent) ) and The Best of Holmes on (14,000 / 1.9 per cent), and 
The Lord of the Rings: Return of the King on Movie One (17,000 / 4.0 per cent); 
•  South Africa – The three most popular South African programs on subscription 
television in July 2005 were wildlife documentaries broadcast on National Geographic 
Channel: Kalahari Supercats (12,000 / 2.9 per cent), Living with Lions nel (10,000 / 1.2 
per cent) and Honey Badger: The Meanest Animal (9,000 / 1.0 per cent ); 
                                                   
33 No major international sports competitions occurred during the study period.   342
•  United Kingdom – Live8Live on FOX8 (81,000 / 11.7 per cent), coverage of the British 
Open Golf on Fox Sports 2 (70,000 / 6.7 per cent) and the sitcom Keeping up 
Appearances on UKTV (68,000 / 5.3 per cent); and 
•  USA –The Simpsons on FOX8 (98,000 / 15.8 per cent), the feature films The School of 
Rock on Showtime (88,000 / 7.6 per cent) and Law and Order: SVU on TV1 (87,000 / 
8.5 per cent).  
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Figure 9.7  Boxplot of household program ratings by country of origin, July 2005 
Share 

























Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   344
9.3.6  Viewing of local content 
In terms of average ratings for individuals, in July 2005, local programs tended to out-
rate foreign content on subscription television by a small amount: the overall average 
individual reach for Australian programs was 10,000, compared with 9,000 for 
programs from overseas.  The ratings results listed in the following sections show that 
there is a substantial overlap between the most popular Australian and foreign 
programs.  This suggests that for some program types, at least, country of origin is not 
as important a factor in viewers choosing to watch the program as genre.  For example, 
in July 2005, the more popular Australian programs included:  
•  children’s drama,  
•  animated comedy,  
•  sketch comedy,  
•  cooking programs,  
•  programs about fashion,  
•  fishing and hunting and house and garden infotainment programs,  
•  game shows,  
•  news, sports news and current affairs,  
•  reality television,  
•  boxing, cricket, motor car sports, and rugby league and rugby union games.   
More popular foreign programs included:  
•  cartoons (children’s animation),  
•  children’s education programs,  
•  pre-school programs,  
•  animated comedy,  
•  situation comedies,  
•  drama programs,  
•  cooking programs,   
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•  house and garden infotainment programs,  
•  rugby union games, soccer games, tennis and wrestling. 
Children’s programs 
In July 2005, average reach was higher for foreign-produced children’s programs than 
local programs, for all sub-genres except pre-school programs and children’s game 
shows.  Locally-produced children’s game shows achieved the highest average 
individual reach of 28,000 for local children’s programs over five hours of 
programming.  Local pre-school programs achieved the next highest reach of 13,000 
over a much higher 157 hours (Table 9.1).   
The three most popular children’s programs in July 2005 were all foreign cartoons: 
Disney Channel’s Kim Possible on (with a maximum individual reach of 70,000 and 
ratings share of 5.1 per cent, broadcast on a Saturday at 16:35), Disney’s Brandy and Mr 
Whiskers (67,000 / 7.6 per cent / Sun, 9:30) and Dora the Explorer on Nickelodeon 
(67,000 / 4.1 per cent / Mon, 17:30).
34  The most popular local children’s titles in the 
same period were Wicked Science on Disney Channel (61,000 / 7.3 per cent / Sat, 
11:30), Nickeloden’s Islandares (55,000 / 7.4 per cent / Fri, 14:00) and Hi-5 on Nick Jr 
(50,000 / 2.8 per cent / Thur, 18:00).   
Table 9.1  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign children’s programs 
on subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Children's 
gameshow  28  n.a.  28  17  n.a.  17  5  n.a.  5 
Pre-school 
program  13  10  11  8  6  6  157  220  376 
Children's 
other  12  49  13  7  24  7  23  1  24 
Children's 
education  11  17  12  7  11  7  20  15  35 
Children's 
drama  10  13  12  7  8  8  40  240  280 
Children's 
animated  7  13  12  5  8  8  30  1775  1805 
Children's 
comedy  n.a.  10  10  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  139  139 
All  11  12  12  7  8  8  275  2389  2664 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
                                                   
34 All ratings shares in this section refer to the maximum individual ratings reach and corresponding shares for 
programs broadcast on subscription television households recorded in the study period.   346
Table 9.2  Most popular children’s programs on subscription television, July 2005 
Program with highest individual 
reach  Sub-genre 
Title  Country 














Possible  USA  Disney 







USA  Disney 




McGuire  USA  Disney 
Channel  Sat, 12:00  61  7.4 
Children’s 
education 
Art Attack  United 
Kingdom 
Disney 
















Australia  Disney 
Channel  Sun, 17:50  49  2.5 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Comedy programs 
Foreign comedy programs appear, on average, more popular than local productions 
(Figure 9.3).  Sketch comedy, however, was the exception to this in July 2005, with 
local programs achieving similar average reach to imports with fewer hours of 
programming.  All of the most popular comedy sub-genre programs on subscription 
television in July 2005 were foreign productions (Table 9.3 and Table 9.4).  The most 
popular Australian comedy programs on subscription television in July 2005 were the 
stand-up program World Comedy Tour 2004 (23,000 / 2.1 per cent / Sat,16:00), Skithouse 
(19,000 / 0.9 per cent / Thurs, 20:30) and Big Girl’s Blouse (16,000 / 0.7 per cent / 
Thurs, 23:00) all on Comedy Channel.   
Table 9.3  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign comedy programs on 
subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Sketch 
comedy  6  6  6  4  4  4  58  290  348 
Other 
comedy  4  5  5  3  3  3  4  256  260 
Animated 
comedy  n.a.  19  19  n.a.  13  13  n.a.  717  717 
All  5  12  12  3  8  8  81  3215  3296 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Table 9.4  Most popular comedy programs on subscription television, July 2005 
Program with highest individual reach 
Sub-
genre  Title  Country of 












comedy  The Simpsons  USA  FOX8  Sun, 






Kingdom  UKTV  Mon, 
19:32  118  4.7 
Sketch 
comedy 
Whose Line is 
it Anyway?  USA  Comedy 
Channel 
Wed, 








Channel  Sat, 0:00  36  4.7 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   348
Documentary programs 
In July 2005, average reach for nearly all documentary sub-genres was higher for 
Australian productions than for imports (Table 9.5).  Exceptions were archaeology and 
politics documentaries  The most popular Australian documentaries on subscription 
television in July 2005 were Discovery Channel’s Revenge (33,000 / 1.8 per cent / Wed, 
21:30), National Geographic Channel’s Chicken (29,000 / 1.3 per cent / Sun, 18:30) and 
Discovery Channel’s Poisonous Women (20,000 / 1.1 per cent / Thurs, 21:30) and Greed 
(20,000 / 1.2 per cent / Tues, 21:30). 
Table 9.5  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign documentaries on 
subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Society 
documentary  12  7  8  8  5  5  18  395  413 
History 
documentary  10  6  6  7  4  5  17  603  620 
Other 
documentary  8  7  7  5  5  5  6  309  315 
Science & 
Technology  7  8  8  5  6  6  2  246  248 
Environment 
documentary  6  5  5  4  3  3  25  718  743 
Politics 
documentary  4  6  5  3  4  4  15  30  45 
Arts 
documentary  4  4  4  3  3  3  17  58  75 
Archaeology 
documentary  n.a.  6  6  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  197  197 
All  6  6  6  5  4  4  100  2556  2656 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
  349 
Table 9.6  Most popular documentaries on subscription television, July 2005 
Program with highest individual 
reach  Sub-genre 
Title  Country 





















Detectives  USA  Discovery 
Channel 
Wed, 
20:30  60  2.7 
History 
documentary  Revenge  Australia  Discovery 
Channel 
Wed, 















Australia  Arena  Wed, 

















Channel  Sat, 21:30  16  0.9 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   350
Drama series and sitcoms 
Drama programs show one of the largest differences in rating share between local and 
foreign productions on subscription television (Table 9.7).  The most popular drama 
programs on subscription television in July 2005 were the US crime / law and order 
dramas on TV1 and Law & Order: SVU (with a maximum individual reach of 153,000 
and share of 8.2 per cent / Sat, 21:30) and Law & Order: Criminal Intent (121,000 / 5.7 
per cent / Sat, 20:30).  The next most popular dramas were Dead Like Me on FOX8 
(83,000 / 3.8 per cent / Mon, 20:31) and Eastenders on UKTV (81,000 / 3.9 per cent / 
Mon, 18:30).  Australian dramas shown during the same period were significantly less 
popular than imports, with the highest household reach being achieved by Fireflies on 
Arena (29,000 / 1.7 per cent / Fri, 21:30), and Murder Call (28,000 / 1.2 per cent / Tues, 
19:30), SeaChange (22,000 / 1.3 per cent / Tues, 17:30), McLeod’s Daughters (19,000 / 
1.9 per cent / Thurs, 19:30), Blue Heelers (18,000 / 0.9 per cent / Sat, 19:30), and A 
Country Practice (18,000 / 1.7 per cent / Wed, 16:30), all on Hallmark,. 
Table 9.7  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign drama series and 
sitcoms on subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Crime / Law 
and order  7  11  11  5  8  8  58  1427  1485 
Family  5  10  9  3  7  6  19  161  180 
Adult  5  8  8  4  6  6  10  187  197 




4  13  9  3  8  5  43  44  87 
Serial  4  10  9  3  7  7  89  462  551 
Sitcom  3  12  12  2  8  8  19  1953  1972 
War  n.a.  12  12  n.a.  8  8  n.a.  16  16 
Horror  n.a.  12  12  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  3  3 
Science 
fiction  n.a.  10  10  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  261  261 
Animated  n.a.  10  10  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  159  159 
Western  n.a.  10  10  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  133  133 
Action  n.a.  8  8  n.a.  6  6  n.a.  146  146 
Adventure  n.a.  8  8  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  77  77 
Fantasy  n.a.  8  8  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  108  108 
Romance  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  33  33 
Thriller  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  112  112 
All  5  10  10  4  7  7  236  3446  3682 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Infotainment / lifestyle programs 
Infotainment and lifestyle programs are among some of the most popular programs on 
subscription television, and local productions are well represented among the most 
watched programs (Table 9.8 and Table 9.9).  The five most popular Australian 
infotainment and lifestyle programs on subscription television in July 2005 were the 
Australian-produced Mythbusters: Shark Special on Discovery Channel (63,000 / 2.7 per 
cent / Sun, 19:30), Huey’s Cooking Adventures on Lifestyle Channel (55,000 / 3.4 per 
cent / Tues, 17:37), Arena TV’s Arenatainment News (40,000 / 1.7 per cent / Wed, 
20:25), and Fishing Western Australia (40,000 / 5.5 per cent / Sat, 11:00) and Harry’s 
Practice (39,000 / 3.8 per cent / Mon, 16:25), both on LifeStyle Channel. 
Table 9.8  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign infotainment / lifestyle 
programs on subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Science & 
Technology  13  5  6  9  3  4  35  216  250 




8  7  7  5  5  5  128  553  682 
Animals  7  3  5  5  2  3  92  208  300 
Cooking  7  4  5  5  3  3  125  874  999 
Fishing & 
hunting  6  1  5  4  1  4  92  14  106 
House & 
garden  5  6  5  4  4  4  107  668  775 
Finance  5  1  1  4  1  1  6  126  131 
Fashion  4  5  5  2  4  4  4  130  135 
Health & 
medical  3  3  3  2  3  2  58  48  106 
All  7  5  5  5  3  4  680  2974  3654 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   352
Table 9.9  Most popular infotainment / lifestyle programs on subscription television, July 
2005 
Program with highest individual 
reach  Sub-genre 
Title  Country 

























Channel  Wed, 19:36  79  3.4 




















Australia  Discovery 
Channel  Sun, 19:30  63  2.7 
Travel  Uncovered: 
Greece  Australia  Arena TV  Sun, 22:15  41  3.1 
Animals  Harry’s 
Practice  Australia  LifeStyle 
Channel  Mon, 16:25  39  3.8 
Finance  Risking it All  United 
Kingdom 
LifeStyle 
Channel  Wed, 20:38  37  1.7 
Health and 
medical 
Sex Guys & 
Videotape  Australia  LifeStyle 
Channel  Sat, 23:00  21  2.1 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Light entertainment programs 
Popular light entertainment programs are sourced predominantly from the USA, with 
the exception of music clip programs, which tend to be compiled locally (Table 9.10).  
In July 2005, local game shows, talk shows and variety shows all rated better than 
imports, likely reflecting their greater relevance to Australian viewers.  The five most 
popular Australian light entertainment programs in July 2005 were TV1’s Cash Trivia 
Challenge (96,000 / 4.6 per cent / Sat, 20:30), AFL Lovematch on FOX Footy (29,000 / 
1.3 per cent / Wed, 20:30) Channel [V]’s Check Out (24,000 / 1.3 per cent / Sat, 18:30), 
[V] Confessional (21,000 / 2.4 per cent / Mon, 16:00) and [V] Red Light Special (21,000 / 
3.4 per cent / Tues, 13:00). 
Table 9.10  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign light entertainment 
programs on subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Game show  18  8  10  11  5  7  23  150  174 
Talk show  7  6  6  4  4  4  14  1115  1128 
Variety  5  3  3  3  2  2  60  85  144 
Compilation 
program  5  5  5  4  3  3  95  767  862 
Music 
peformance  4  9  7  3  5  4  26  75  101 
Music clips  3  3  3  2  2  2  1949  161  2110 
Other light 
entertainment  3  7  6  2  5  4  41  242  283 
All  4  6  5  3  4  4  2207  2594  4802 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Table 9.11  Most popular light entertainment programs on subscription television, July 2005 
Program with highest individual 
reach  Sub-genre 
Title  Country 












performance  Live8Live  United 









Believe It or 
Not 
USA  FOX8  Fri, 17:30  84  3.8 
Talk show  Maury Povich  USA  Arena  Tues, 16:30  54  5.0 
Other  Entertainment 
Daily  USA  TV1  Fri, 20:20  58  2.6 
Music clips  [V] Red Light 
Special  Australia  Channel 
[V]  Tues, 13:00  21  3.4 
Variety  TRL  Australia  MTV  Wed, 17:00  16  1.2 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   354
Mini-series 
Hallmark tends to broadcast more mini-series dramas that other channels, however, 
during July 2005, the most popular mini-series on subscription television was the 
locally-produced Jessica, on Movie Extra.  It attracted a maximum individual reach of 
25,000 and share of 1.2 per cent on a Thursday at 20:30.  The next most popular mini-
series was the foreign King Solomon’s Mines (13,000 / 0.8 per cent / Sat, 16:30). 
Table 9.12  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign mini-series on 
subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Drama  14  3  6  10  3  4  7  24  31 
Adventure  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  8  8 
Romance  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  14  14 
All  14  3  4  10  2  3  7  46  53 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
  355 
Feature films  
The ten most popular feature films on subscription television in July 2005 were all US 
productions (Table 9.14).  On average, Australian feature films shown on subscription 
television achieved audience reach results significantly lower than those of top-rating 
foreign films.  One factor influencing the ratings achieved by Australian films is the 
time at which the films were broadcast:  higher-rating films were broadcast during peak 
evening periods, while Australian films were more likely to be broadcast outside these 
times (Table 9.14 and Table 9.15). 
Half of the ten most popular films in July 2005 were broadcast on specialist movie 
channels.  This again suggests that a channel’s position within the subscription tiers is 
an important factor in determining the size of an audience for a particular program.  The 
more popular Australian films in July 2005 were distributed across the two specialist 
movie channel providers, and included a family film on Disney Channel, Hildegard. 
Table 9.13  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign feature films on 
subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Family  11  13  13  7  8  8  8  203  211 
Comedy  7  9  9  5  6  6  47  1143  1190 
Drama  6  5  5  4  4  4  54  962  1016 
Romance  6  8  8  5  6  6  12  226  238 
Science 
fiction  2  14  13  2  9  9  10  118  128 
War  2  9  8  2  7  6  7  139  146 
Adventure  2  16  16  2  11  11  2  103  105 
Short film  1  4  2  1  4  2  3  1  4 
Mystery  1  8  7  1  5  5  1  57  58 
Animated  n.a.  22  22  n.a.  12  12  n.a.  54  54 
Fantasy  n.a.  15  15  n.a.  10  10  n.a.  59  59 
Action  n.a.  13  13  n.a.  9  9  n.a.  423  423 
Western  n.a.  11  11  n.a.  8  8  n.a.  173  173 
Thriller  n.a.  8  8  n.a.  6  6  n.a.  583  583 
Adult  n.a.  8  8  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  12  12 
Horror  n.a.  6  6  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  184  184 
Musical  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  123  123 
Crime  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  116  116 
Sport  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  2  2 
Historical  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  2  2  n.a.  75  75 
All  6  9  9  4  6  6  144  4756  4900 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   356
Table 9.14  Ten most popular feature films on subscription television, July 2005 
Program with highest individual reach 
Title  Country of 











The School of Rock  USA  Showtime  Sun, 20:30  161  7.3 
50 First Dates  USA  Showtime  Sun, 20:30  124  5.6 
The Punisher  USA  Showtime  Sun, 20:30  116  6.0 
Brother Bear  USA  Disney 
Channel  Sun, 18:30  86  3.6 
The Missing  USA  Showtime  Sun, 20:30  86  4.5 
Rambo: First Blood  USA  TV1  Sun, 15:30  80  5.8 
Santa Clause 2  USA  Disney 
Channel  Sun, 18:30  72  3.1 
The Outlaw Josey 
Wales  USA  FOX Classics  Thurs, 20:30  71  3.7 
Rambo: First Blood 
Part II  USA  TV1  Sun, 15:30  67  5.5 
Scooby-Doo 2: 
Monsters Unleased  USA  Movie One  Sun 20:30  67  2.9 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Table 9.15  Ten most popular Australian feature films on subscription television, July 2005 
Program with highest individual reach 
Title  Country of 











Danny Deckchair  Australia  Showtime  Sun, 13:35  29  2.5 
Ned Kelly  Australia  Showtime  Mon, 20:30  23  1.1 
Hildegard  Australia  Disney 
Channel  Tues, 13:00  23  3.5 
Sirens  Australia  Movie Extra  Wed, 21:00  19  1.0 
Spotswood  Australia  Movie Extra  Sun, 22:20  18  1.8 
Fat Pizza  Australia  Movie One  Sat, 15:05  15  1.2 
Ned  Australia  Showtime 2  Wed, 13:55  15  2.5 
Love’s Brother  Australia  Showtime  Wed, 12:00  12  2.2 
The Inside Story  Australia  Showtime  Sun, 8:30  11  1.4 
The Hon. Wally 
Norman  Australia  Showtime  Fri, 17:30  9  0.6 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Telemovies 
The majority of telemovies shown on subscription television in July 2005 were dramas, 
with the most popular broadcast on W and Arena (Table 9.16 and Table 9.17).  The 
highest rating telemovie, and exception to the prevailing trend in telemovies during July 
2005, was a family movie on Disney Channel, The Cheetah Girls.  Eight of the ten most 
popular telemovies during this period was based on Danielle Steele novels.  Two 
Australian telemovies were broadcast on subscription television in July 2005: The 
Brush-Off (8,000 / 0.4 per cent / Fri, 20:30) and Stiff (3,000 / 0.1 per cent / Thurs, 
20:30), both on Hallmark.  
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Table 9.16  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign telemovies on 
subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Comedy  4  4  4  3  3  3  7  45  52 
Fantasy  n.a.  13  13  n.a.  9  9  n.a.  9  9 
Family  n.a.  12  12  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  47  47 
Action  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  7  7 
Mystery  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  28  28 
Drama  n.a.  6  6  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  471  471 
Thriller  n.a.  6  6  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  130  130 
Romance  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  45  45 
Adventure  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  20  20 
Crime  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  2  2  n.a.  44  44 
Science 
fiction  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  27  27 
Historical  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  18  18 
Horror  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  3  3 
Western  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  14  14 
All  4  6  6  3  4  4  7  908  915 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Table 9.17  Ten most popular telemovies on subscription television, July 2005 
Program with highest individual reach 
Title  Country of 











The Cheetah Girls  Canada  Disney 
Channel  Sun, 13:00  64  5.8 
The Shaggy Dog  USA  Disney 
Channel  Sat, 20:00  49  2.4 
Sweet Dreams  USA  Arena  Mon, 12:31  48  2.5 
Danielle Steel’s 
Kaleidoscope  USA  W  Sun, 12:00  36  3.5 
Dying to Belong  USA  Hallmark  Thurs 20:30  35  1.6 
Danielle Steel’s A 
Perfect Stranger  USA  W  Sun, 13:30  33  2.9 
Obsessed  USA  Arena  Tues, 21:32  33  2.2 
Danielle Steel’s 
Palomino  USA  W  Sun, 13:30  30  2.7 
Don’t Talk to 
Strangers  USA  Arena  Tues, 12:31  28  5.0 
The Silence of 
Adultery  Canada  Arena  Mon, 21:30  27  1.5 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   358
News and current affairs 
In July 2005, ratings for locally-produced news and current affairs programs were 
significantly higher than for similar imports, reflecting audience preferences for relevant 
news and other information.  FOX Sports News was the highest rating news and current 
affairs program on subscription television in July 2005, with the remaining highest-
rating programs appearing on Sky News Australia (Table 9.19).  It should be noted that 
seven of the highest-rating news and current affairs programs during this period were 
broadcast in the days immediately following the terrorist bombings in London, and so 
reflect heightened rather than average viewing patterns.   
Table 9.18  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign XXX programs on 
subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
News 
special  30  n.a.  30  24  n.a.  24  39  n.a.  39 
Sports 
news  27  4  14  19  3  10  42  117  158 
Current 




14  3  4  11  2  3  7  59  66 
News  13  13  13  9  10  10  258  212  471 
Financial 




n.a.  1  1  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  2  2 
All  15  5  10  11  4  7  523  997  1520 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Table 9.19  Ten highest-rating news and current affairs programs on subscription television, 
July 2005 
Program with highest individual reach 
Title  Country 











FOX Sports News  Australia  FOX Sports 2  Thurs, 
21:44  134  7.0 
London Terror Strike 
– Live  Australia  Sky News Aus  Thurs, 
18:30  62  4.1 
News on the Hour  Australia  Sky News Aus  Sat, 14:00  61  6.0 
Primetime Extended 
Edition  USA  Sky News Aus  Sat, 14:10  60  5.5 
First Edition  USA  Sky News Aus  Sat, 8:00  55  9.6 
Sky UK  United 
Kingdom  Sky News Aus  Sat, 8:30  52  7.6 
Best of A Current 
Affair  Australia  Sky News Aus  Sat, 13:30  51  5.3 




Kingdom  Sky News Aus  Sat, 16:30  48  3.5 
The Main Game  USA  FOX Sports 1  Thurs, 
19:30  43  2.1 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   360
Reality television programs 
Local reality television programs tended to rate lower than foreign reality programs 
during July 2005 (Table 9.20).  The most-watched reality television programs on 
subscription television in July 2005 were American ‘beauty contest’-style programs, car 
renovation programs and lifestyle programs (Table 9.21).  The most popular Australian 
reality television programs during the study period were Desperately Seeking Sheila on 
LifeStyle Channel post its run on SBS (with a maximum individual reach of 39,000 and 
share of 1.7 per cent / Wed, 20:30), Australian Idol Extra (23,000 / 2.0 per cent / Sat, 
16:30) and Fresh Meat (20,000 / 2.0 per cent / Sat, 16:00) on Channel [V]. 
Table 9.20  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign XXX programs on 
subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Reality 
series  4  13  10  3  8  6  129  337  467 




n.a.  10  10  n.a.  7  7  n.a.  299  299 
All  4  10  9  3  7  6  129  807  936 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Table 9.21  Ten highest-rating reality television programs on subscription television, July 
2005 
Program with highest individual reach 
Title  Country of 











American Chopper  USA  Discovery  Thurs, 19:30  135  6.3 
Rock Star: INXS  USA  FOX8  Wed, 20:30  99  4.3 
The Simple Life  USA  FOX8  Tues, 20:01  77  3.3 
The Swan  USA  FOX8  Tues, 20:30  69  3.1 
Cheaters  USA  FOX8  Fri, 21:31  65  3.4 





Channel  Sun, 21:00  62  2.7 





Channel  Mon, 20:00  50  2.0 
No Going Back – A 




Channel  Sun, 21:00  49  2.3 
Elimidate  USA  Arena  Tues, 17:15  48  3.5 
The Next Joe 
MIllionaire  USA  FOX8  Thurs, 21:30  46  2.4 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Sports programs 
Sports events attract larger audiences than any other type of program on subscription 
television, with coverage of local sporting events achieving the highest ratings during 
the study period (Table 9.22 and Table 9.23).  On average, locally-produced sports 
coverage attracted three times more viewers than imported sports coverage (Table 9.22).  
Of the top ten rating sports events on subscription television in July 2005, all were 
produced locally: eight were live coverage of NRL games and two were live coverage 
of The Ashes (Table 9.23).  The highest rating foreign sports event was the wrestling 
program WWE Raw (129,000 / 12. per cent / Wed, 15:33). 
Locally-produced sports documentary and variety programs and other sports programs 
also achieved larger audiences than similar foreign programs in July 2005, with the 
average audience for local programs being eight times higher than for imports (Table 
9.24).  With the exception of FOX Sports’ The Back Page, the most popular sports 
programs other than sports events on subscription television are the AFL-focussed 
variety and documentary programs on FOX Footy. 
The popularity of local sports events and associated programs on Australian 
subscription television is perhaps not surprising, given the general interest in local 
sports by pay television subscribers and people intending to subscribe to pay television.  
For example, in March 2006, ACNielsen found that 45 per cent of subscribers were 
interested in AFL, 45 per cent were interested in cricket, 43 per cent were interested in 
rugby league, 32 per cent were interested in soccer and 31 per cent were interested in 
rugby union (ACNielsen 2006).   362
Table 9.22  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign sports events on 
subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Cricket  62  3  51  42  3  34  158  8  166 
Rugby 
League  55  14  51  37  12  34  202  24  226 
Rugby 
union  26  9  23  17  7  15  63  11  74 
Golf  18  15  15  14  12  12  14  251  265 
Swimming  14    14  10    10  62    62 
AFL  13    13  8    8  611    611 




12  6  6  9  4  4  6  237  244 
Motor car 
sports  10  5  5  8  4  4  16  142  158 
Lawn bowls  7    7  5    5  14    14 
Athletics  5  4  4  5  3  3  2  22  24 
Sailing  2  8  4  1  5  2  8  4  12 
Baseball  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  132  132 
Basketball  n.a.  2  2  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  28  28 
Beach 
volleyball  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  7  7 
Boxing  n.a.  10  10  n.a.  6  6  n.a.  68  68 
Cycling  n.a.  14  14  n.a.  11  11  n.a.  50  50 
Extreme 
sports  n.a.  2  2  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  22  22 
Field 
hockey  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  1  1 
Fishing & 
hunting  n.a.  2  2  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  25  25 
Gymnastics  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  2  2  n.a.  30  30 
Horse 
racing  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  13  13 
Kickboxing  n.a.  13  13  n.a.  8  8  n.a.  11  11 
Motor cycle 
sports  n.a.  14  14  n.a.  9  9  n.a.  48  48 
Snow 
sports  n.a.  3  3  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  7  7 
Soccer  n.a.  5  5  n.a.  4  4  n.a.  46  46 
Surfing  n.a.  2  2  n.a.  1  1  n.a.  16  16 
Wrestling  n.a.  39  39  n.a.  26  26  n.a.  106  106 
All  27  9  17  18  7  11  1228  1322  2551 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Table 9.23  Most popular sports events on subscription television, July 2005 
Program with highest individual reach 
Title  Country of 











NRL: Roosters V 
Warriors  Australia  FOX Sports 1  Sat, 17:30  299  16.6 
NRL: Broncos V 
Raiders  Australia  FOX Sports 1  Sat, 19:30  298  15.0 
NRL: Knights V 
Storm  Australia  FOX Sports 1  Sat, 17:30  292  16.7 
NRL: West Tigers V 
Roosters  Australia  FOX Sports 1  Sun, 14:30  284  20.5 
The Ashes 2005  Australia  FOX Sports 2  Thurs, 19:00  262  11.8 
NRL: Rabbitohs V 
Sharks  Australia  FOX Sports 1  Sat, 17:30  256  13.4 
NRL: Bulldogs V 
Storm  Australia  FOX Sports 1  Sat, 17:30  254  13.1 
NRL: Cowboys V 
Rabbitohs  Australia  FOX Sports 1  Sat, 19:25  250  12.3 
The Ashes 2005  Australia  FOX Sports 2  Sat, 19:00  238  11.7 
NRL: Warriors V 
Raiders  Australia  FOX Sports 1  Sat, 17:29  225  12.3 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Table 9.24  Mean individual and household reach for local and foreign other sport programs 
on subscription television, July 2005 
Mean individual reach 
(‘000) 
Mean household reach 
(‘000)  Hours of programming  Sub-genre 
Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All  Local  Foreign  All 
Sports 
variety  36  1  21  23  1  14  12  5  17 
Other sports 
program  15  2  9  10  1  6  141  58  199 
Sports 
documentary  14  3  4  9  2  3  20  59  78 
All  16  2  8  11  2  5  173  121  294 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Table 9.25  Most popular other sports programs on subscription television, July 2005 
Program with highest individual reach 
Title  Country of 











The Back Page  Australia  FOX 
Sports 1  Mon, 19:30  96  3.9 
White Line Fever  Australia  FOX Footy  Tues 19:30  76  3.2 
On the Couch  Australia  FOX Footy  Mon, 20:30  73  3.1 
Grumpy Old Men  Australia  FOX Footy  Tues, 20:30  39  1.7 
See the Bombers 
Fly Up  Australia  FOX Footy  Wed, 21:00  38  1.8 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
9.3.7  Viewing by age group 
Reach and share for different age groups appear to have an inverse relationship: reach is 
highest for older age groups and share is highest for younger age groups (Table 9.26).    364
That is, although the total number of young viewers watching subscription television is 
lower than the total number of older viewers, subscription television captures a higher 
proportion of those younger viewers watching television.  Variation in both reach and share 
for younger viewers is high relative to their means compared to older viewers, and median 
values are zero, suggesting that children’s viewing is concentrated on fewer program types 
than that of older viewers.  This is supported further by Table 9.27, which shows that most 
viewing by younger age groups is of children’s programs and comedy programs, while 
older age groups view across all genres. 
Table 9.26  Summary ratings statistics by age group, July 2005 
Age group in years   
0 to 4  5 to 12  13 to 17  18 to 34  35 plus 
Reach (‘000) 
Mean  0.9  1.2  0.6  2.4  4.2 
Median  0.0  0.0  0.0  1.0  2.0 
Maximum  41.0  48.0  30.0  76.0  218.0 
Standard deviation  2.7  3.3  1.7  4.3  8.1 
Share (per cent) 
Mean  2.0  1.8  1.4  1.2  0.9 
Median  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.4  0.4 
Maximum  100.0  100.0  100.0  46.0  28.1 
Standard deviation  6.8  5.7  4.3  2.1  1.6 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Table 9.27  Mean reach by age group and genre (‘000), July 2005 
Age group in years  Genre 
0 to 4  5 to 12  13 to 17  18 to 34  35 plus 
Children’s programs  3.6  3.9  1.0  2.9  1.8 
Comedy programs
a  0.6  1.5  1.3  3.8  5.3 
Documentary  0.1  0.2  0.2  1.4  4.1 
Drama  0.4  0.6  0.4  2.1  6.1 
Infotainment / lifestyle  0.2  0.2  0.2  1.3  3.4 
Light entertainment  0.2  0.3  0.5  1.7  2.3 
Mini-series  0.0  0.3  0.2  0.6  3.3 
Movie: feature film  0.3  0.8  0.6  2.3  4.8 
Movie: telemovie  0.2  0.3  0.2  1.2  3.7 
News / current affairs  0.3  0.3  0.2  2.0  6.9 
Other sports  0.4  0.4  0.2  2.0  5.0 
Reality television  0.4  0.7  1.0  3.5  3.7 
Specials  0.3  0.3  0.6  2.7  5.6 
Sports event  0.5  1.0  0.8  4.1  10.8 
Note  a,  Comedy programs includes sitcoms in this table. 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
9.3.8  Viewing by gender 
Mean and median viewing for men and women is almost identical.  However, maximum 
values of reach and share for men are significantly higher than for women, suggesting 
that demand for popular programs among men is more intense than for popular  
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programs among women (Table 9.28).  This is supported by Table 9.29, which shows 
that for genres with higher average reach, average reach is generally lower for women 
than for men, and for genres with lower average reach, reach estimates are generally 
higher for women than for men. 
Table 9.28  Summary ratings statistics by age group, July 2005 
  Men  Women  Households  Individuals 
Reach (‘000)         
Mean  4.5  4.6  6.2  9.1 
Median  2.0  2.0  3.0  4.0 
Maximum  205.0  111.0  187.0  299.0 
Standard deviation  7.8  7.1  8.9  14.0 
Share (per cent)         
Mean  1.2  1.2  1.2  1.2 
Median  0.6  0.5  0.7  0.6 
Maximum  25.6  34.4  27.0  28.1 
Standard deviation  1.7  1.8  1.5  1.6 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Table 9.29  Mean reach by gender and genre (‘000), July 2005 
Genre  Men  Women  Households  Individuals 
Children’s programs  5.7  6.5  7.5  12.2 
Comedy programs
a  6.3  6.0  8.3  12.2 
Documentary  3.4  2.6  4.3  6.0 
Drama  3.8  5.8  7.0  9.6 
Infotainment / lifestyle  2.2  3.1  3.8  5.3 
Light entertainment  2.3  2.8  3.6  5.1 
Mini-series  1.6  2.4  3.1  4.0 
Movie: feature film  4.8  3.9  6.0  8.7 
Movie: telemovie  2.0  3.5  4.1  5.6 
News / current affairs  5.4  4.1  7.1  9.5 
Other sports  5.1  2.8  5.3  7.9 
Reality television  4.4  4.9  6.1  9.3 
Specials  5.0  4.3  5.7  9.4 
Sports event  11.1  5.6  11.4  16.7 
Note  a,  Comedy programs includes sitcoms in this table. 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   366
9.4  Regression analysis 
Although plots of ratings data against program characteristics do provide some insights into 
the demand for different types of television program, they do not indicate how a particular 
characteristic may influence demand relative to other characteristics.  Statistical regression 
techniques can be used to test whether there is a numerical relationship between a 
program’s audience size and share and its characteristics, and how important different 
characteristics are relative to each other in affecting demand.  Thus, it is possible to 
indentify those variables that are most likely to determine a program’s popularity.   
9.4.1  Analytical approach 
I have used generalised linear regression to test whether program characteristics 
significantly influence a program’s reach and share.  Looking at reach should provide 
information about what types of programming attract large and small audience numbers.  
Looking at share alone allows a focus on only those viewers who have chosen to watch 
television – hence, the decision to watch television does not need to be taken into account in 
the analysis. 
Unlike linear modelling techniques that are based on ordinary least squares and assume that 
data are distributed according to a normal distribution, generalised linear models allow for 
modelling where responses are distributed as one of the members of the exponential family 
rather than as a normal distribution.  Generalised linear modelling is appropriate for data 
that includes binary data (zero or one), Poisson responses (count data including the ratings 
reach data used here) or exponential responses (for example, time to failure) (Myers and 
Montgomery 1997).  Generally, logistic regression is used where the dependent variable is 
binary, that is, has a value of either zero or one.  A logistic model fits an S-shaped curve 
that gradually approaches its limits of zero and one.  Logistic regression can also be used 
where the dependent variable is a proportion or is limited to a range of between zero and 
one.
 35 
                                                   
35 The two forms of generalised linear model used here are logistic regression and Poisson regression. 
Logistic regression takes the log odds as the dependent variable which is modelled against the independent 
variables.  The equation that is modelled is of the form:  
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Categorical variables, such as a program’s genre or country of origin, can be included in a 
regression model as factors.  Each possible level of a factor is allocated a value of zero or 
one.  If, for example, the factor is colour, then the levels might be red, white and blue.  For 
the colour blue, red and white would be set to zero, and blue would be set to one.  It is not 
necessary to allocate 0s and 1s to every factor level – in this example, as the observation is 
neither red not white, it must be blue.  Statistics packages thus use one level as a constraint, 
effectively setting it to zero, and calculates coefficients for the remaining levels.  The 
parameter estimates for factors are just as much a function of the contrast settings as the 
underlying data.  They are best interpreted in relation to each other and the intercept 
estimates, rather than as absolute and independent numbers. 
9.4.2  Selecting the model 
In order to identify regression models that provided a reasonable explanation of variation 
within the ratings data sets, I tested six different model specifications that included the 
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where y = the dependent variable, which is no less than zero and no greater than one; 
xi = is the ith independent variable: 
βi = is the coefficient corresponding to the ith independent variable.  β0 is the constant, or intercept, term. 
Interpreting the modelled parameters is easier if the model is expressed as: 
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Logistic slope coefficients can be interpreted as the effect of a unit of change in the X variable on the predicted 
logits with the other variables in the model held constant. That is, how a one unit change in X effects the log of 
the odds when the other variables in the model held constant. 
Poisson regression models assumes that the number of occurrences of an event, y, has a Poisson distribution 
such that the probability of the event is given by: 











where µ = the mean of the Poisson distribution. 
Poisson regression treats µ as a linear function of the independent variables.  That is: 
( ) k k 1 x x β β β µ + + + = ... log 1 0    368
factors discussed in this and the previous chapter (Table 9.30).  The models rest on two 
assumptions: 
•  all viewers with the same demographic characteristics have the same 
preferences; and 
•  all programs with the same characteristics have similar appeal. 
To include the effect of an individual’s or a household’s preferences on a program’s 
audience, individual-level, rather than aggregated, ratings data would be required. 
Models 1, 2, 3 and 4 use the simpler, upper-level OzTAM program categories.  Models 5 
and 6 use the more detailed categories.  As would be expected, the more detailed 
categorisation accounts for more variation in the data than the simpler scheme.  The large 
number of categories in the more detailed system was so great that is was not possible to fit 
the model that contained an interaction between typology and country (model 7).  Model 7 
would likely have been the model of best fit, however, the small difference between the 
residual deviances for models 3 (no interaction term) and 4 (with interaction) suggests that 
any further reduction in the residual deviance may only have been small.  Although there 
were ample degrees of freedom to fit model 7 to the data, processing it was beyond the 
capabilities of my Pentium 4 / 512MB RAM computer. 
Models 3, 4 and 6 transform the Start Hour variable to its square root.  As shown by 
Figure 9.2, a program’s reach follows an approximate parabola when plotted against its 
start time.  Transforming the variable in this way improves the fit of the model somewhat, 
as evidenced by the difference in the residual deviances of models 1 and 3.  (Other 
transformation functions, including logarithms and squares, did not result in similar 
improvements in fit.) 
I also calculated coefficient correlation tables to determine whether the independent 
variables were correlated in any way.  The correlation estimates suggested there were no 
significant correlations within the data variables.  
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Table 9.30  Alternative regression specifications and deviances, reach of households 
watching subscription television programs, July 2005 
No.  Model structure 
1  Dependent variable ~ StartHr +Duration + Day + Channel + Genre.1 + Country 
2  Dependent variable ~ StartHr + Duration + Day + Channel + Genre.1 x Country 
3  Dependent variable ~ sqrt(StartHr) + Duration + Day + Channel + Genre.1 + Country 
4  Dependent variable ~ sqrt(StartHr) + Duration + Day + Channel + Genre.1 x Country 
5  Dependent variable ~ StartHr + Duration + Day + Channel + Genre.2 + Country 
6  Dependent variable ~ sqrt(StartHr) +Duration + Day + Channel + Genre.2 + Country 
7  Dependent variable ~ sqrt(StartHr) +Duration + Day + Channel + Genre.2 x Country 
Note  Rather than expressing each model in terms of log odds, a short hand expression is used 
here where the dependent variable is either reach or share (P = logit(p)).  ‘x’ indicates an 
interaction term.  Duration is program duration measured in hours, Genre.1 and Genre.2 
are the different levels of OzTAM program typology categories outlined in Appendix A. 
Table 9.31 and Table 9.32 summarise the results of fitting a Poisson regression to the 
household reach data and a logistic regression to the household share data for each of the 
six model structures.  The relative goodness-of-fit can be assessed by comparing the 
residual deviances the null deviance for each regression type.  A measure similar to the r
2 
used in ordinary least squares regression (but with nowhere near its statistical robustness) 
can be calculated by dividing the residual deviance by the null deviance.  I have included 
this approximation of r
2 to allow for a straightforward comparison of the relative fit of 
different models, however, it is best just to compare the residual deviances of different 
models in order to assess fit. 
Table 9.31  Results of fitting a Poisson regression model to reach of households watching 
subscription television programs, July 2005 










1  41198  349675  41128  177799  0.49 
2  41198  349675  41072  172143  0.51 
3  41198  349675  41128  170671  0.51 
4  41198  349675  41072  165219  0.53 
5  41198  349675  41027  163376  0.53 
6  41198  349675  41027  156960  0.55 
7  41198  349675  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   370
Table 9.32  Results of fitting a logistic regression model to share of households watching 
subscription television programs, July 2005 










1  41198  588  41128  366  0.38 
2  41198  588  41072  360  0.39 
3  41198  588  41128  367  0.38 
4  41198  588  41072  362  0.38 
5  41198  588  41027  345  0.41 
6  41198  588  41027  347  0.41 
7  41198  588  n.a.  n.a.  n.a. 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Model 6 and model 5 respectively provide the best fits for the household reach and share 
data.  Model 6 accounts for more than half of the variance of the household reach data, and 
model 5 accounts for something less that half of the variation in the share data.  The only 
difference between the two models is the transformation of the Start Hour variable, 
suggesting that household share does not increase during prime time to the same extent as 
reach.  Unexplained variance could be accounted for by a number of variable for which data 
was not available for this analysis, including structural factors such as availability to view 
and competing programming, and individual preferences including the attractiveness of 
programming ((Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000)).  Quality and budget are important 
determinants of a programs attractiveness to an audience (Sedgwick and Pokorny 1999) 
It is important to note that the data represents all programs on all channels for which July 
2005 ratings data was available – the sample is not random and can be considered a census 
of available data for the selected time period.  If the sample is accepted as a census, testing 
the statistical significance of the fit of each is not necessary.  If the data is considered to be 
a sample of 2005 ratings, confidence interval estimates would be difficult to calculate as the 
sample has not been randomly selected.  The data is thus best treated as a census of 
available data, although this is not ideal from a statistical perspective.  It should be therefore 
be borne in mind that the data set omits channels that do not subscribe to the OzTAM 
ratings service, and viewers that watch subscription television from commercial premises. 
As well as looking at residual deviances to assess the fit of each model, I calculated how 
much deviance in the data could be accounted for by each variable.  The following section 
includes analysis of deviance tables for the models of best fit for different demographic 
groups.  The results summarised in the following section show that, in July 2005, the  
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channel a program was shown on had the most significant effect on its eventual reach and 
share of all of the characteristics included in the regression models.
36  The next most 
significant determinants of audience size were the time at which a program started and its 
genre.  The other variables included in the models, including country of origin, explained 
only a very small amount of variation in the data.  
9.4.3  Interpreting the results 
The full list of parameters and their values for each model is lengthy.  Rather than including 
the parameters in the main body of this thesis, they are attached as Appendix B.  Analysis of 
deviance tables are presented to show the explanatory power of parameter estimates for 
each model for households and individuals. 
Households 
As stated above, the characteristic that most influences a subscription television 
program’s household ratings is the channel on which it is broadcast.  Channel accounts 
for more deviance in the household reach and share data than any other variable 
included in this analysis (Table 9.33 and Table 9.34).  The channels with programs most 
likely to have high household reach in July 2005 were TV1, FOX8, the LifeStyle 
Channel, and UKTV, in that order.  The channels attracting high average shares were 
similar: TV1, Sky News Australia,
37 FOX8 and LifeStyle Channel.  CNBC Australia 
was the channel least likely to attract a large audience.  As would be expected, these 
rankings reflect the overall household averages shown earlier in Figure 9.5. 
A program’s start time has the next most important on its eventual household audience 
reach, although it does not appear to have a significant influence on share.  As more people 
are available to view television, a program’s reach will typically increase.  Share, on the 
other hand, is less likely to be influenced by structural factors such as audience availability.  
Thus, programs broadcast later in the day and evening are more likely to achieve higher 
household reach than programs broadcast at other times (Appendix B). 
                                                   
36 The influence of the channel a program is shown on may be distorted by the ‘double jeopardy’ effect, which 
suggests that viewers of popular channels tend to be more loyal, and viewers of lower-rating channels tend to 
be disloyal or irregular viewers (Barwise and Ehrenberg 1988; Webster, Phalen, and Lichty 2000). 
37 The relative popularity of Sky News Australia in July 2005 may have been driven by interest in news 
programming following the London terrorist bombings.   372
Genre makes a small contribution to explaining variation in household reach and share 
ratings.  Although its effect is not significant compared with channel and start time, it is 
possible to identify which genres are more likely to attract higher household ratings.  
Genres with higher household reach appear to be those that have a broad appeal across 
individuals within a household – for example, a household with children is more likely to 
watch G-classified programs than those classified MA.  In July 2005, the sub-genres 
attracting higher reach results were specials, sport movies, cricket coverage and rugby 
league games.  Sub-genres attracting higher shares were children’s game shows, specials, 
and adult movies.
38,39  Sub-genres least likely to attract a large household audience were 
short films, surfing coverage and health and medical infotainment programs (Appendix B).  
Country of origin only accounts for a tiny proportion of the variation in the household share 
data.  In July 2005, programs from the US were slightly more likely to attract higher 
household shares than Australian programs.  Australian programs attract higher shares than 
programs for Canada, Europe, New Zealand and the United Kingdom.  It must be 
emphasised that these effects are not very significant in magnitude (Appendix B).   
Table 9.33  Analysis of deviance, model 6, reach of households watching subscription 
television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41198  349,675   
Square root of 
start hour  1  53,421  41197  296,254   
Duration  1  1,074  41196  295,180   
Day of week  6  1,478  41190  293,701   
Channel  40  118,815  41150  174,885   
Sub-genre  115  17,107  41035  157,778   
Country  8  817  41027  156,960  0.55 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
                                                   
38 Camp Orange and Islandares on Nickelodeon were the only children’s gameshows broadcast on subscription 
television during July 2005. 
39 The popularity of specials during the study period was due to interest in the announcement of the venue of 
the 2012 Olympics and coverage of the launch of the space shuttle.  
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Table 9.34  Analysis of deviance, model 5, share of households watching subscription 
television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41198  588.3   
Start Hour  1  1.9  41197  586.4   
Duration  1  1.1  41196  585.2   
Day of week  6  0.7  41190  584.4   
Channel  40  213.0  41150  371.3   
Sub-genre   115  24.0  41035  347.2   
Country  8  1.5  41027  345.7  0.41 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Individuals 
Like households, the most important determinant of a program’s individual reach and share 
is the channel on which the program is broadcast (Table 9.35 and Table 9.36).  Start time 
affects reach, and a program’s genre affects both its reach and share, although to a lesser 
extent than channel. 
The subscription television channels achieving highest average individual reach in July 
2005 included, in order, TV1, FOX8, LifeStyle Channel and UKTV.  Channels with highest 
average individual share were TV1, FOX8, Sky News Australia and Lifestyle Channel.  The 
least watched channel in the dataset was, on average, CNBC Australia.
40  Genres most 
likely to attract both higher individual reach and share in July 2005 included specials, 
cricket and rugby league coverage and children’s game shows.  Sub-genres with lower 
average individual ratings included short films and surfing coverage (Appendix B). 
Table 9.35  Analysis of deviance, model 6, reach of individuals watching subscription 
television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  563,864   
Square root of 
start hour  1  93,964  41,197  469,900   
Duration  1  891  41,196  469,009   
Day of week  6  3,572  41,190  465,436   
Channel  40  176,719  41,150  288,718   
Sub-genre   115  26,055  41,035  262,662   
Country  8  1,373  41,027  261,288  0.54 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
                                                   
40 It is worth noting that is highly unlikely that CNBC Australia is the least watched subscription television 
channel in Australia.  Channels with small audiences are less likely to subscribe to the OzTAM ratings service, 
and therefore ratings data is not available for them.  Also, CNBC Australia is distributed to commercial 
premises, which means that its true audience is larger than that estimated by OzTAM.   374
Table 9.36  Analysis of deviance, model 5, share of individuals watching subscription 
television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  646.0   
Start Hour  1  3.4  41,197  642.5   
Duration  1  0.1  41,196  642.3   
Day of week  6  0.8  41,190  641.5   
Channel  40  209.5  41,150  431.9   
Sub-genre  115  24.3  41,035  407.6   
Country  8  1.5  41,027  406.0  0.37 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Men 
In July 2005, channel, start time and genre are the most important determinant of a 
program’s reach with male viewers.  As with households, start time was not a significant 
predictor of share (Table 9.37 and Table 9.38). 
Greater numbers of men were more likely to watch FOX8, TV1, FOX Footy, LifeStyle 
Channel and UKTV, in that order.  FOX8, Sky News Australia, TV1, FOX Sports 1 and 
FOX Sports 2 were more likely to have higher average shares of the male audience.  Men 
were less likely to watch CNBC Australia and E!.  In terms of sub-genre, in July 2005, men 
were more likely to watch specials, and cricket and rugby league coverage.  Men were least 
like to watch mini-series.  Country of origin does not appear to have a significant influence 
on men’s viewing choices (Appendix B). 
Table 9.37  Analysis of deviance, model 6, reach of men watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  322,571   
Square root of 
start hour  1  45,647  41,197  276,923   
Duration  1  2,503  41,196  274,420   
Day of week  6  2,942  41,190  271,477   
Channel  40  100,579  41,150  170,898   
Sub-genre  115  17,913  41,035  152,984   
Country  8  797  41,027  152,187  0.53 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Table 9.38  Analysis of deviance, model 5, share of men watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  777.8   
Start Hour  1  2.6  41,197  775.1   
Duration  1  2.7  41,196  772.4   
Day of week  6  1.2  41,190  771.1   
Channel  40  240.7  41,150  530.4   
Sub-genre  115  36.6  41,035  493.8   
Country  8  1.9  41,027  491.9  0.37 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
Women 
Overall, women’s viewing determinants in July 2005 appear to be very similar to those of 
men.  Channel, start time and genre have the most significant effect on women’s reach, and 
channel and genre affect share (Table 9.39 and Table 9.40). 
Women’s choice of channels was slightly different to that of men.  Channels most likely to 
achieve high reach with female viewers in July 2005 were, in order: TV1, LifeStyle 
Channel, FOX8, UKTV and Disney Channel.  Channels attracting higher female shares 
were: TV1, LifeStyle Channel, FOX8, Sky News Australia and Disney Channel.  Women 
were least likely to watch CNBC Australia and ESPN (Appendix B). 
Sub-genres with high average women’s reach and share overlap with men’s most popular 
sub-genres.  In July 2005, women were more likely to watch specials, hockey, cricket and 
rugby league coverage and children’s gameshows.  Women were least likely to watch short 
films, historical films, basketball and gymnastics (Appendix B).  Again, country of origin 
does not appear to affect women’s average viewing patterns. 
Table 9.39  Analysis of deviance, model 6, reach of women watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  311,327   
Square root of 
start hour  1  48,701  41,197  262,626   
Duration  1  98  41,196  262,527   
Day of week  6  1,000  41,190  261,527   
Channel  40  90,464  41,150  171,062   
Sub-genre  115  10,783  41,035  160,279   
Country  8  760  41,027  159,518  0.49 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   376
Table 9.40  Analysis of deviance, model 5, share of women watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  768.9   
Start Hour  1  4.9  41,197  764.0   
Duration  1  0.9  41,196  763.1   
Day of week  6  1.3  41,190  761.7   
Channel  40  215.4  41,150  546.3   
Sub-genre  115  19.2  41,035  527.0   
Country  8  1.6  41,027  525.4  0.32 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
People aged 0 to 4 
Unlike other age groups, the viewing of children aged 0 to 4 is likely to be influenced by the 
duration of a program, as well as by channel and genre.  The importance of duration is 
probably related to the programs that are produced for young children, which are usually 
much shorter than the 30 minute minimum usually produced for older audiences.  Program 
start time is has a reasonably significant influence on reach, but not on share.  A program’s 
country of origin does not appear to have a significant influence on its reach or share of the 
0 to 4 audience (Table 9.41 and Table 9.42).   
Young children’s viewing appears to be influenced by their parents and siblings, as much as 
by the attraction of age-specific programming.  In July 2005, reach for 0 to 4 year olds was 
highest for the children’s channels Nick Jr and Disney Channel, followed by TV1, FOX8 
and Arena TV.  Share was also highest for Nick Jr and Disney Channel, followed by FOX8, 
TV1 and FOX Footy.  Sub-genres attracting higher reach with 0 to 4 year olds included 
specials, cricket and children’s game shows.  Those attracting higher shares were similar: 
specials, children’s game shows, sports including sailing and motor car sports and 
children’s education and preschooler programs (Appendix B). 
Table 9.41  Analysis of deviance, model 6, reach of people aged 0 to 4 watching subscription 
television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  143,363   
Square root of 
start hour  1  4,539  41,197  138,824   
Duration  1  14,021  41,196  124,803   
Day of week  6  265  41,190  124,538   
Channel  40  50,649  41,150  73,888   
Sub-genre  115  2,487  41,035  71,401   
Country  8  386  41,027  71,014  0.50 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Table 9.42  Analysis of deviance, model 5, share of people aged 0 to 4 watching subscription 
television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  3406.1   
Start Hour  1     6.2  41,197  3399.8   
Duration  1   181.2  41,196  3218.6   
Day of week  6     7.1  41,190  3211.5   
Channel  40  1103.5  41,150  2108.0   
Sub-genre  115    74.5  41,035  2033.4   
Country  8     3.3  41,027  2030.1  0.40 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
People aged 5 to 12 
Like children aged 0 to 4, 5 to 12 year old’s subscription television viewing appears to be 
influenced most significantly by channel, genre and program duration.  Unlike younger 
children, though, a program’s start time is more important, as children in this age group are 
less likely to be watching television during the middle of the day (Table 9.43 and Table 
9.44). 
In July 2005, children aged 5 to 12 were most likely to be watching FOX8, Disney Channel, 
TV1, Nickelodeon and Showtime, in that order.  The share of the 5 to 12 audience was 
likely to be highest for FOX8, Disney Channel, Nickelodeon, FOX Sports 2 and Sky News 
Australia.  Popular sub-genres in this age group included specials, children’s game shows, 
children’s education programs and other children’s programs (Appendix B). 
Table 9.43  Analysis of deviance, model 6, reach of people aged 5 to 12 watching 
subscription television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  176,311   
Square root of 
start hour  1  8,996  41,197  167,315   
Duration  1  5,293  41,196  162,021   
Day of week  6  1,169  41,190  160,852   
Channel  40  72,870  41,150  87,981   
Sub-genre  115  7,610  41,035  80,370   
Country  8  680  41,027  79,690  0.55 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   378
Table 9.44  Analysis of deviance, model 5, share of people aged 5 to 12 watching 
subscription television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  2861.4   
Start Hour  1     7.4  41,197  2853.9   
Duration  1    70.2  41,196  2783.7   
Day of week  6     0.9  41,190  2782.7   
Channel  40  1063.8  41,150  1718.9   
Sub-genre  115    99.9  41,035  1619.0   
Country  8     7.9  41,027  1611.0  0.44 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
People aged 13 to 17 
The most significant influences on the viewing patterns of 13 to 17 year olds in July 2005 
were channel and genre, with start time also affecting reach.  Again, country of origin does 
not appear to have a significant influence on program choices in this age group (Table 
9.45 and Table 9.46).   
General entertainment channels and music channels appear to be more popular with 
teenagers than children’s channels.  The channels attracting the highest average reach with 
13 to 17 year olds in July 2005 were FOX8, MTV, Showtime, TV1 and Nickelodeon.  
Channels with high average share were FOX Sports 1, FOX8, MTV and Channel [V].  
Nevertheless, children’s programs seem to be popular with this age group.  Sub-genres with 
high average reach included children’s game shows, cricket coverage, animated comedy 
(primarily The Simpsons on FOX8), wrestling and children’s drama programs, and genres 
achieving high shares included cricket coverage, children’s game shows, children’s drama, 
children’s animations and children’s education programs (Appendix B). 
Table 9.45  Analysis of deviance, model 6, reach of people aged 13 to 17 watching 
subscription television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  91,439   
Square root of 
start hour  1  7,972  41,197  83,467   
Duration  1  211  41,196  83,255   
Day of week  6  430  41,190  82,825   
Channel  40  25,322  41,150  57,502   
Sub-genre  115  4,573  41,035  52,929   
Country  8  415  41,027  52,513  0.43 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Table 9.46  Analysis of deviance, model 5, share of people aged 13 to 17 watching 
subscription television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  2067.5   
Start Hour  1    0.4  41,197  2067.1   
Duration  1    5.7  41,196  2061.3   
Day of week  6    1.3  41,190  2060.0   
Channel  40  496.7  41,150  1563.2   
Sub-genre  115   94.7  41,035  1468.5   
Country  8    7.3  41,027  1461.2  0.29 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
People aged 18 to 34 
Like other age groups, the most significant influences on subscription television viewing for 
18 to 34 year olds are channel and genre, with program start time also affecting reach.  
Country of origin does not appear to influence viewing in this age group (Table 9.47 
and Table 9.48). 
The most popular channels with this age group appear to be general entertainment channels 
and sports channels.  In July 2005, channels with high average reach of 18 to 34 year olds 
were FOX8, TV1, Arena TV, LifeStyle Channel and FOX Footy.  Channels attracting high 
average shares included FOX8, FOX Sports 2, TV1, FOX Sports 1 and LifeStyle Channel.  
Sub-genres with higher reach included specials, cricket coverage, children’s game shows, 
rugby league coverage and animated comedy.  In terms of share, the most popular genres 
were specials, children’s game shows, cricket coverage, animated comedy and animated 
drama (Appendix B). 
Table 9.47  Analysis of deviance, model 6, reach of people aged 18-34 watching subscription 
television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  198,781   
Square root of 
start hour  1  24,053  41,197  174,728   
Duration  1  30  41,196  174,698   
Day of week  6  538  41,190  174,159   
Channel  40  47,666  41,150  126,492   
Sub-genre  115  9,272  41,035  117,220   
Country  8  403  41,027  116,817  0.41 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)   380
Table 9.48  Analysis of deviance, model 5, share of people aged 18-34 watching subscription 
television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  1015.2   
Start Hour  1    1.3  41,197  1013.8   
Duration  1    0.1  41,196  1013.7   
Day of week  6    0.4  41,190  1013.2   
Channel  40  232.4  41,150   780.7   
Sub-genre  115   38.1  41,035   742.6   
Country  8    1.2  41,027   741.3  0.27 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
People aged 35 plus 
Like other age groups, subscription television viewing of people aged 35 plus appears to be 
influenced most greatly by channel and genre, with start time also influencing reach.  
Program duration is more important for this age group than for 18 to 34 year olds, with a 
higher parameter value, suggesting that this age group is less averse to watching longer 
programs (Table 9.49, Table 9.50 and Appendix B). 
General entertainment channels appear to be the most popular with people aged 35 plus.  
Channels most likely to attract higher numbers of this age group in July 2005 included TV1, 
LifeStyle Channel, UKTV, FOX Footy and FOX8.  Channels with higher shares of people 
aged 35 plus included TV1, Sky News Australia, LifeStyle Channel, UKTV and FOX 8.  
Sub-genres achieving higher reach results included specials, rugby league and cricket 
coverage and sports variety programs.  Genres with higher shares included cricket and 
rugby league coverage, specials, and children’s game shows. 
Table 9.49  Analysis of deviance, model 6, reach of people aged 35 plus watching 
subscription television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  334,985   
Square root of 
start hour  1  53,203  41,197  281,782   
Duration  1  9,885  41,196  271,896   
Day of week  6  2,200  41,190  269,696   
Channel  40  120,186  41,150  149,509   
Sub-genre  115  10,988  41,035  138,521   
Country  8  221  41,027  138,299  0.59 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b)  
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Table 9.50  Analysis of deviance, model 5, share of people aged 35 plus watching 
subscription television programs, July 2005 
  Degrees of 







Null      41,198  674.4   
Start Hour  1    5.6  41,197  668.8   
Duration  1   14.8  41,196  654.0   
Day of week  6    1.7  41,190  652.2   
Channel  40  235.6  41,150  416.6   
Sub-genre  115   18.8  41,035  397.7   
Country  8    0.4  41,027  397.3  0.41 
Source  Estimates based on OzTAM (2005b) 
9.5  Summary 
Although this chapter is not primarily concerned with testing whether the ‘promises of pay 
television’ have been met or broken, by attempting to gain insights into the nature of 
demand for programming on subscription television it reveals some information about the 
nature of program diversity on subscription television in Australia and opportunities for 
program producers. 
The analysis in this chapter reveals several trends in demand for subscription television 
services and programs broadcast on subscription television: 
•  Viewing of subscription television services increased significantly between June 2004 
and July 2005, with average program ratings share for households increasing by 435 per 
cent for individuals and by 161 per cent for households, likely reflecting increased take 
up of subscription television during this period. 
•  Subscription television services experience the prime time peak enjoyed by free-to-air 
services, but its audience growth occurs throughout the day, rather than being focussed 
in the late afternoon or early evening. 
•  The most popular programs on subscription television during the study period were 
local sports events.  During the sampled period, cricket and rugby league were the most-
watched sports. 
•  Although the most-watched programs on subscription television are sports programs, 
the most popular channels are general entertainment channels.  In July 2005, the 
channels with the highest average household shares were TV1, FOX8, LifeStyle 
Channel, Disney Channel and UKTV.   382
•  Bundling of channels into tiers appears to affect viewer numbers, with channels on 
basic subscription tiers tending to attract higher viewing audiences than channels on 
higher tiers. 
•  Although, on average, foreign programs on subscription television tended to achieve 
higher ratings than local content, locally-produced content is more popular than imports 
for a range of popular genres including children’s drama, pre-school programs, sketch 
comedy programs, infotainment / lifestyle programs, game shows, news and current 
affairs programs, reality television programs and sports events. 
•  Reach and share for different age groups appear to have an inverse relationship: 
although the total number of young viewers watching subscription television is lower 
than the total number of older viewers, subscription television captures a higher 
proportion of those younger viewers watching television.   
•  Although average viewing of programs on subscription television is almost identical for 
men and women, maximum values of reach and share for men are significantly higher 
than for women, suggested that demand for popular programs among men is more 
intense than for popular programs among women. 
Fitting generalised linear regression models to the July 2005 ratings data revealed further 
information: 
•  The channel a program is broadcast on probably has the most significant influence on 
the size of the audience it attracts.  Despite the plethora of channels on subscription 
television, viewing across demographic groups tends to be concentrated on a handful of 
channels: FOX8, TV1, Arena TV, LifeStyle Channel and the local sports channels.  
Younger audiences, however, are also likely to watch channels directed at their age 
groups, that is, the children’s channels and the music channels. 
•  A program’s start time has the next most significant influence on its ratings reach, but 
not on its share.  Start time is not particularly important, however, for explaining the 
viewing of 0 to 4 year olds, who are more likely to watch during the day than older 
children or adults. 
•  Genre is the third significant influence on reach and share, although it is not as 
important in explaining variation in viewing patterns as channel.  This suggests that 
viewers seek out programs that they are interested in watching, although they do tend to 
gravitate to the same handful of channels.    
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•  Different types of individuals in households appear to influence each other’s viewing 
patterns.  This is evidenced by the popularity of some children’s programs in adult age 
groups, and the high proportions of young children watching sports programs. 
•  A program’s country of origin is not a significant variable in explaining variation in 
viewing patterns. 
It does appear, therefore, that there is a significant audience for locally-produced 
programming broadcast on subscription television in Australia.  Audiences for local 
programs are not, on average, particularly different to those for imported programs, and in 
many cases local production out-rate similar productions from overseas.  Of course, local 
programming must first be supplied to audiences in order for it to attract a following, 
however, interest in local content on subscription television appears to assured, especially if 
the local is high profile, and it is broadcast on a channel that viewers are likely to watch. 
This analysis omits many program characteristics and audience factors.  Some 
characteristics identified as potentially useful for explaining deviance in the ratings data but 
could not be incorporated in the analysis included whether the program was a first or 
subsequent release and whether the program has been promoted and to what extent.  A 
possible variation on examining a program’s rating results for a particular program could 
usefully be made by looking at its cumulative ratings over a period of time.    384 
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10. Conclusion 
Like many individuals and groups, the media industries have a tendency to be somewhat 
self-absorbed.  Different organisations and different sectors in the media use their platforms 
to analyse and even to denigrate each other – an example is the coverage of Seven’s legal 
action against the subscription television industry.  The Australian subscription television 
industry has been a victim of this tendency from its outset.  The image of the subscription 
television industry portrayed by the print media and competing free-to-air broadcasters is at 
least partially responsible for the common impression that it has failed to provide a service 
that Australians are prepared to pay for (Dale 2005). 
This thesis has attempted to address the question of whether the Australian subscription 
television is ‘meeting its promise’ by identifying the expectations of government and the 
industry at its outset and determining whether it was likely that these promises could be met 
and whether they have been met.  In order to achieve this, I have undertaken a multi-
disciplinary approach incorporating microeconomic theory, a politico-historical analysis 
and quantitative analyses and interviews with the industry itself.  This conclusion 
summarises the findings of the thesis against each of the promises identified in chapter 2 
and makes an overall assessment of whether pay television has, indeed, met its promise. 
Promise #1: The subscription television industry will contribute to a competitive, market-
driven broadcasting industry. 
Subscription television services are well placed to be able to deliver a competitive, market-
driven service.  A subscription television service has a direct relationship with its 
subscribers.  Unlike advertiser-supported broadcasters, which attract viewers through 
product competition, subscription television services compete for viewers through both 
product and price competition – subscribers can choose to pay, or not to pay, for different 
channel bundles and they can select programs from a wider range of channels.   
The market-based allocation of the original satellite licences met with the expectations of 
promise #1, although interference by the Minister and the manipulation of the auction 
outcome both biased the final outcome.  In the long run, however, the high prices paid for 
the licences were not sustainable, and led to the financial collapse of the satellite service, 
Galaxy.  Galaxy has also paid unrealistically high prices for programming to exclude its 
competitors, which also contributed to its downfall.    386
The application of telecommunications competition policy to the subscription television 
industry, ironically, breached promise #1.  In 1995 and 1997, the ACCC prevented Australis 
Media from merging with FOXTEL, on the grounds that a merged Australis/FOXTEL 
would be in a position to marginalise OPTUS Vision and weaken OPTUS’s position as a 
competitor to Telstra.  Market forces, however, prevailed when Australis Media collapsed, 
allowing FOXTEL to pick up its customers and equipment at little cost.  Neverthess, the 
ACCC has played an important role in allowing the subscription television industry to 
restructure, establishing FOXTEL as the main content supplier in the subscription television 
market.  In November 2002, the ACCC approved the Content Sharing Agreement allowing 
all subscription television platforms to offer customers all subscription television channels 
available in Australia.  The CSA also opened the path for the digitisation of Telstra’s hybrid 
fibre cable network. 
Some subscription television regulations operate counter to the promise of a market-driven 
industry.  The anti-siphoning rules prevent competition for the acquisition of the Australian 
broadcast rights for most popular sporting events, which has flow-on effects that constrain 
the uptake of subscription television.  The regulation of advertising, limiting subscription 
television services from earning revenues from advertising greater than subscription 
revenues, is also counter to promise #1.  Subscription television services can reasonably be 
expected to self-regulate advertising, as customers’ expectation that a pay service will 
broadcast less advertising than commercial free-to-air television would place a market-
based constraint on the amount and type of advertising that subscription television channels 
include in their services.   
The subscription television industry’s willingness to be at the forefront of producing 
convergent audiovisual content in Australia is a further example of it being willing to meet 
customer expectations: subscription television channels were broadcasting convergent 
content before the digitisation of the FOXTEL platform.  Experimentation with new media 
content is driven primarily by audience demand – channels interviewed in the course of this 
project said that it attracts and retains viewers, and that it some cases it is expected by 
viewers.  However, regardless of the enthusiasm of an audience for new media, or of how 
much it is taken for granted, a project can not succeed based on technology alone – content 
is still king.   
ASSESSMENT – PROMISE MET, JUST.  Government clearly failed to deliver on this 
promise, by interfering in the satellite and MDS auctions and by preventing industry  
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consolidation under the auspices of competition policy.  Market forces, however, have 
prevailed as regulating an industry into a financially unsustainable position cannot be 
successful. 
Promise #2: The subscription television industry will deliver further choice and diversity in 
programming and ownership of broadcasting services in Australia. 
The introduction of a new media player seemed assured when Australis won the A and B 
satellite licences in addition to its MDS network.  Australis allowed further new 
broadcasters into the Australian market, when it sold the rights to deliver the Galaxy service 
in regional areas via MDS to the US companies Continental Century and UIH, which 
eventually became AUSTAR.  By 2005, the only ‘new’ media players among the Australian 
subscription television platforms were AUSTAR, the major telecommunications carriers 
and the re-sellers.   
Much of the increase in diversity and quality of programming promised by Government 
through the introduction of subscription television has been derived through the opportunity 
for international broadcasters to establish themselves in Australia, as well as the 
development of locally-produced channels.  Many subscription television channels 
available in Australia are international brands that were not available in Australia prior to 
the introduction of subscription television, or were only available in the form of some 
selected programming.   
Subscription television services can be expected to deliver a greater degree of program 
diversity than free-to-air services without regulatory intervention.  Microeconomics 
suggests that although both subscription television and advertiser-supported television are 
biased against minority interests, niche tastes and expensive programs, these biases are less 
pronounced with subscription television.  This points to the likelihood that subscription 
television services are well placed to deliver greater choice and diversity.  There is a risk, 
however, that higher diversity will lead to a fall in quality as audiences fragment, unless 
customer satisfaction and within-industry cross-subsidisation can justify investments in 
high-quality niche content.   
ASSESSMENT – PROMISE MET.  Although the evolution of the subscription television 
platforms has mainly resulted in the consolidation of existing media and communications 
organisations, the industry has seen the introduction and establishment of new and 
international channel brands in Australia.  The many channels and broadcast hours possible   388
on cable and satellite television services have ensured that subscription television is 
delivering choice and diversity in programming that was not previously possible in 
Australia. 
Promise #3: Content regulation will be relevant to the pervasiveness and influence of the 
broadcasting service. 
The BSA imposes a self-regulatory regime where responsibility for responding to 
complaints and matters of community concern rests with the broadcaster, in the first 
instance.  Commercial, community and subscription radio and television services are all 
required to develop their own codes of practice to cover matters of community concern.  
This approach is in accordance with both promise #1 of a market-driven broadcast industry 
and promise #3 that content regulation be relevant to the influence of the service, as the 
codes are periodically renegotiated to take into account changes in the broadcasting market 
and changes in community concerns. 
The direct relationship between subscription television services and their viewers in turn 
affects their regulation.  Subscription television services are more likely to use privately-
owned communications infrastructure, and are not required to meet public interest quid pro 
quos in return for using scarce publicly-owned radiofrequency spectrum.  In addition, as 
their audience is so thinly spread over multiple channels, subscription television services are 
less likely to have power and influence over it than free-to-air channels over their mass 
audiences.  Due to their direct relationship with their audience, subscription television 
services are less vulnerable to market failure in programming provision and are more likely 
to broadcast programs highly valued by their customers than commercial free-to-air 
services.  Therefore, it would appear appropriate that subscription television services would 
attract a less intrusive level of regulation. 
Subscription television services are subject to three content-related rules under the BSA 
relating to censorship, local content and anti-siphoning.  Subscription television 
narrowcasting services are permitted to transmit R-rated content.  The BSA, however, 
prevents subscription broadcasting services from broadcasting such content without 
Parliamentary approval. 
In line with promise #3, subscription television services are not required to meet minimum 
content quotas.  However, to protect a genre particularly vulnerable to market failure, 
subscription television drama channels are required to ensure that at least 10 per cent of  
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total program expenditure is directed to new eligible Australian drama production.  It is 
worth noting that, proportionally, this is a similar level of expenditure as that of the 
commercial television licensees, which are required to broadcast minimum levels of local 
content, although direct comparisons are difficult due to regulatory and reporting 
differences.  It is debatable whether this means that subscription television drama channels 
carry a similar regulatory burden to commercial free-to-air broadcasters, as the overall level 
of subscription television expenditure is significantly lower.  The drama expenditure rule 
has contributed up to approximately $20 million to the Australian feature film and 
television drama program production industry in any given year, although it appears that 
required expenditures may be settling to slightly lower levels as channels negotiate more 
favourable program supply contracts. 
The anti-siphoning rules are intended to counter concern that the coverage of popular 
sporting events would migrate from free-to-air to subscription television.  The anti-
siphoning rules give priority to free-to-air television broadcasters in acquiring the broadcast 
rights of ‘events of national importance and cultural significance’ by preventing 
subscription television broadcasters from acquiring the rights to cover such events before 
the free-to-air broadcasters have had an opportunity to obtain the broadcast rights.  The rule 
thus works to protect the interests of free-to-air broadcasters as well as those of viewers, 
thereby serving promise #8.  The anti-siphoning rules, however, work against promise #1, a 
competitive, market-driven industry, as they prevent competition for the acquisition of the 
Australian broadcast rights for most popular sporting events. 
ASSESSMENT – PROMISE MET, BUT…  Regulation of subscription television services 
is undoubtedly less extensive that that faced by commercial free-to-air services.  It is 
possible, however, that the effects of some of the regulations affecting subscription 
television broadcasters is unnecessarily onerous.  The anti-siphoning rules, for example, 
certainly limit the ability of the subscription television services to supply the type of service 
that would be most highly valued by customers, and therefore suppress the market for 
subscription television. 
Promise #4: The ABC will be granted a subscription television satellite licence and it will be 
able to develop subscription television services as it finds appropriate. 
In December 1994, the Federal Government allocated the two-channel satellite licence, 
Licence C, to a commercial subsidiary the ABC.  The ABC did not have sufficient funding 
to set up a subscription television service on its own, and entered a partnership, AIM, with   390
Fairfax, Cox Communications, Turner International and Nickelodeon to produce a 24-hour 
news service and a children’s channel.  AIM was unable to find a customer for its channels.  
Both FOXTEL and OPTUS Vision claimed the price was too high, but it also likely that 
News Corp and PBL were unwilling to give their competitor Fairfax a place in the 
subscription television market.  Currently, the ABC retransmits its standard and digital 
television services and radio services on AUSTAR and FOXTEL cable and satellite 
services. 
ASSESSMENT – PROMISE MET.  But with little end result in terms of service provision. 
Promise #5: The SBS will be able to develop subscription television services as it finds 
appropriate. 
In January 1995, SBS set up a joint venture, PAN TV, with Kerry Stokes’ Australian 
Capital Equity and Australian Provincial Newspapers Holdings through its subsidiary 
Multilingual Subscriber Television Services.  The joint venture offers two channels, World 
Movies and World News.  World Movies leverages SBS’s library of foreign films and its 
subtitling.  The World News channel features foreign language news programming.  SBS is 
retransmitted on AUSTAR, FOXTEL and OPTUS TV.  
ASSESSMENT – PROMISE MET.   
Promise #6: Australian program producers will benefit from the new demand for programming 
from the subscription television sector and, more specifically, a requirement will be 
introduced that drama channels spend at least 10 per cent of program expenditure on new 
local drama production. 
Subscription television services can be expected to deliver a greater degree of program 
diversity than free-to-air services, as they supply multiple channels directed at niche 
audiences.  Increases in programming choices and diversity may also naturally lead to the 
new opportunities for local program producers described in promise #6.   
Subscription television provides a new, and in many cases unanticipated, distribution 
window for local television productions, a perhaps unanticipated fulfilment of government’s 
promise that subscription television would present the Australian production industry with 
new opportunities.  Most local programming broadcast on subscription television consists 
of repeats of programs produced for initial broadcast on free-to-air television.   
Original local content also plays an important role on subscription television, as the services 
must continually invest in new material to keep customers watching and subscribing,  
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perhaps coming closer to the intentions of promise #6.  Original local content serves to 
enhance its overall service offering.  The industry itself argues that original local content is 
necessary to attract more subscribers to pay television.  Balancing a budget and meeting 
audience expectations are important factors constraining new local production for 
subscription television.   
The BSA requires that subscription television drama channels to direct at least 10 per cent 
of their total program expenditure towards new eligible Australian drama programs.  The 
contribution of the subscription television industry as a result of the expenditure rule has 
been significant.  The rule has resulted in the subscription television industry contributing 
as much as $19.9 million to the production of feature films and television drama programs – 
equivalent to about a third of what is available from government funding agencies  
Between 2003 and 2005, up to almost 20 per cent of subscription television broadcast hours 
were of local content.  Although these estimates of the average proportion of local content 
on subscription television appear stable, in terms of genre, channel and over time, 
proportions of local content may be highly variable.  The genres with higher amounts of 
local programming in the study period were those that were either less expensive to produce 
relative to television drama and feature films, or were re-runs of programs made for free-to-
air television.  The lowest proportions of local content were for genres that are costly to 
produce. 
Demand for locally-produced programming broadcast on subscription television is at least 
as high as that for imported programs.  Of course, local programming must first be supplied 
to audiences in order for it to attract a following, however, interest in local content on 
subscription television appears to assured, especially if the local is high profile, and it is 
broadcast on a channel that viewers are likely to watch. 
ASSESSMENT – PROMISE MET.  Drama channels contribute as much as $20 million per 
year to new Australian drama productions, in addition to non-drama production.  
Promise #7: Australian electronics manufacturers will benefit from requirements that satellite 
licensees be required to source their equipment locally. 
The Government intended that the BSA deliver a new market to Australian electronics 
manufacturers.  Any industry development plans were to be enforced through imposing 
requirements as a licence condition via section 100(4) of the BSA.  Without the Minister 
approving a licence condition, there were no conditions binding licensees to acquire   392
equipment from Australian manufacturers.  Little action was taken to achieve this promise, 
as the focus of the satellite licence allocation shifted from industry development ideals to 
price-based allocation mechanisms, in accordance with the market-driven broadcasting 
industry of promise #1. 
ASSESSMENT – PROMISE BROKEN.  Industry policy was abandoned as the 
communications department put greater emphasis on market-based pricing and less on the 
old ‘beauty contest’ approach to licence allocation. 
Promise #8: The interests of free-to-air television services will be protected. 
The most outstanding example of the extent to which the commercial free-to-air television 
licensees have been protected from competition from the subscription sector is the anti-
siphoning rule.  Spectrum management policies preventing multi-casting also work to 
protect the commercial free-to-air licensees from competition, as they delay the 
fragmentation of the mass audience that underpins their business. 
ASSESSMENT – PROMISE MET.   
Promise #9: Third parties will have access to subscription television infrastructure. 
The ACCC has primary responsibility for the enforcement of competition policy in 
Australia and for enforcing the industry-specific competition policies that apply to 
telecommunications services, such as the telecommunications access regime.  The access 
regime underpins promise #9 that third parties will have access to subscription television 
infrastructure.  It aims to ensure access to carriage services is available on reasonable terms 
and conditions and includes necessary ancillary services such as interconnection, billing 
information and access to customer equipment with the aim of promoting any-to-any 
connectivity, diversity and competition in carriage and content services.  Currently, 
FOXTEL allows third-party channels on its platform in accordance with prices set out in a 
rate card. 
In 1997, the ACCC deemed broadcasting access services to be ‘declared’ (that is, they must 
comply with Parts XIB and XIC of the Trade Practices Act), and, in 1999, declared analog 
subscription television platforms after concluding that it would be in the long-term interests 
of end users.  This meant that Telstra and OPTUS were now required to give other analog 
pay television operators access to their cable networks.  Following the declaration, the  
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Seven Network and TARBS notified the ACCC of access disputes with Telstra, resulting in 
a long-running dispute that lead to the demise of both Seven’s C7 business and TARBS.. 
During the negotiations surrounding the CSA, Telstra and FOXTEL undertook to provide 
access to the declared analog pay television service.  They also committed to digitise the 
Telstra cable network provided the government passed legislation that allows exemptions to 
be granted from requirements to provide access to a telecommunications service to third 
parties before the service is ‘declared’.  They would provide access to the networks to third 
parties on terms approved by the ACCC.  They undertook to commence supplying retail 
digital cable and satellite services within 12 months of a decision to exempt the digital cable 
pay television carriage service.  FOXTEL currently allows access to its subscription 
television infrastructure at prices set by a rate card. 
ASSESSMENT – PROMISE MET, ULTIMATELY.  However, initially the promise was 
broken almost immediately when, in 1995, the then Communications Minister, Michael 
Lee, agreed to requests from Telstra and OPTUS Vision to exempt them from an open 
access regime, and allow them to run private pay television networks at least until July 
1997.   
And overall… 
Overall, this thesis has found that the Australian subscription television industry has ‘met its 
promise’.  Although, at ten years old, it is only just beginning to generate profits, the 
industry has achieved the outcomes expected of it by the government that decided to 
establish it.   
Government, on the other hand, has a less favourable record, having interfered with the 
development of the industry through the application of existing policies, introducing new 
and, to all appearances, unnecessarily onerous regulations and by abandoning one of its own 
promises.   394 
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Appendix A OzTAM typology categories 
 
Genre  Sub-genre  Code 
Children’s animated  AF 
Children’s comedy  AH 
Children’s documentary  AD 
Children’s drama  AC 
Children’s education  AD 
Children’s other  AA 
Children’s program 
Pre-school program  AB 
Animated comedy  BD 
Other comedy  BA 
Situation comedy  BB 
Comedy 
Sketch Comedy   BC 
Arts magazine  CB 
Ballet/Dance  CC 
Concerts  CD 
Opera  CE 
Cultural 
Other cultural  CA 
Archaeology documentary  DC 
Arts documentary  DD 
Environment documentary  DE 
Health & medical  DB 
History documentary  DF 
Other documentary  DB 
Politics documentary  DH 
Science & Technology  DB 
Documentary 
Society documentary  DG 
Action  EB 
Adult  EC 
Adventure  ED 
Crime / Law and order  EG 
Drama serial  EU 
Family  EI 
Fantasy  EH 
Historical  EJ 
Horror  EK 
Medical  EL 
Other drama series  EA 
Romance  EO 
Science Fiction  EP 
Thriller  ER 
Drama 
Western  ET 
Infomercials  FC 
Other information only  FA 
Information only 
Education  FB 
Animals  GB 
Cooking  GC 
Fashion  GD 
Finance  GE 
Fishing & hunting  GA 
Health & medical  GF 
House & garden  GG 
Other infotainment / lifestyle  GA 
Science & technology  GI 
Infotainment / lifestyle 
Travel  GH 
Compilation program  HB 
Game show  HC 
Music clips  HD 
Music performance  HE 
Other light entertainment  HA 
Talk show  HF 
Light entertainment 
Variety  HG   396
Genre  Sub-genre  Code 
Action  IB 
Drama  IH 
Historical  IL 
Romance  IQ 
Science Fiction  IR 
Mini-series 
Western  IW 
Action  JB 
Adult  JC 
Adventure  JD 
Animated  JE 
Comedy  JF 
Crime / Law and order  JG 
Drama  JH 
Family  JI 
Fantasy  JJ 
Film noir  JK 
Historical  JL 
Horror  JM 
Musical  JN 
Mystery  JO 
Romance  JQ 
Romantic comedy  JA 
Science fiction  JR 
Short film  JS 
Thriller  JU 
War  JV 
Movie: feature film 
Western  JW 
Action  JB 
Adventure  JD 
Animated  JF 
Comedy  JF 
Crime / Law and order  JG 
Drama  JH 
Family  JI 
Historical  JL 
Horror  JM 
Musical  JN 
Mystery  JO 
Romance  JQ 
Science fiction  JR 
Short film  JS 
Thriller  JU 
War  JV 
Movie: telemovie 
Western  JW 
News / current affairs  Current affairs  KC 
  Current affairs special  KD 
  Financial, market or business information bulletin  KE 
  News  KH 
  Other news / current affairs  KA 
  Sports current affairs  KM 
  Sports news  KN 
Non-program material  Other non-program material  SA 
  Break  SB 
Religious programs  Religious programs  MA 
Other sports  Australian rules football  QA 
  Baseball  QA 
  Basketball  QA 
  Cricket  QA 
  Extreme sports  QA 
  Golf  QA 
  Horse racing  QA 
  Motor car sports  QA 
  Other sports program  QA 
  Rugby League  QA 
  Rugby Union  QA 
  Sailing  QA  
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Genre  Sub-genre  Code 
  Soccer  QA 
  Sports documentary  QB 
  Sports variety  QC 
  Surfing  QA 
  Tennis  QA 
Reality television  Docu-soap  LB 
  Other reality television  LA 
  Reality series  LC 
Special sports event  Other special sports event  PA 
  Commonwealth Games  PB 
  Goodwill Games  PC 
  Olympic Games  PD 
  Paralympic Games  PE 
  Winter Olympics  PF 
Award show  NB 
Other special  NA 
Specials 
Special day events  NC 
Sports event  Athletics  OB 
  Australian rules football  OC 
  Baseball  OD 
  Basketball  OE 
  Beach volleyball  OF 
  Boxing  OG 
  Cricket  OH 
  Cycling  OI 
  Extreme sports  OJ 
  Field hockey  OK 
  Fishing & hunting  OA 
  Golf  OL 
  Gymnastics  OM 
  Horse racing  ON 
  Iron man / iron woman  OO 
  Kickboxing  OA 
  Lawn bowls  OP 
  Motor car sports  OQ 
  Motor cycle sports  OR 
  Netball  OS 
  Other sports event  OA 
  Rugby league  OT 
  Rugby union  OU 
  Sailing  OV 
  Soccer  OW 
  Snow sports  OX 
  Surfing  OY 
  Swimming  OZ 
  Tennis  Oa 
  Ten pin bowling  Ob 
  Triathlon  Oc 
  Wrestling  Od 
Source  OzTAM 2004   398 
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Appendix B Regression parameters 
The following tables list the regression parameters, their coefficient values and analysis of 
variance tables for the models discussed in section 9.4.3.  Refer to Appendix A for a list of 
the country codes used in these tables. 
Households 
Reach of households watching subscription television programs, July 
2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = TotHhs ~ sqrt(StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode 
+ Country, family = poisson( 
  link = log), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, control = list(epsilon = 
0.0001, maxit = 50, 
  trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
       Min        1Q     Median        3Q      Max  
 -8.017009 -1.599283 -0.4912768 0.8308552 15.85835 
 
Coefficients: 
                           Value  Std. Error      t value  
         (Intercept) -0.58106719 0.070042337   -8.2959424 
       sqrt(StartHr)  0.44376358 0.002147640  206.6284394 
          DurationHr  0.19195410 0.004791044   40.0651952 
           DayMonday  0.04000048 0.007579158    5.2776950 
         DaySaturday  0.20148476 0.007010953   28.7385685 
           DaySunday  0.12829079 0.007112612   18.0370865 
         DayThursday -0.01185944 0.007656111   -1.5490161 
          DayTuesday  0.02468602 0.007627560    3.2364241 
         DayWednesda  0.02989980 0.007647871    3.9095580 
        ChannelArena  0.74554034 0.032250825   23.1169383 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.52638225 0.036681533  -14.3500615 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.82904200 0.087146749  -20.9880692 
ChannelCartoon Netwo -0.03186381 0.035098775   -0.9078326 
    ChannelChannel V  0.13567934 0.037137958    3.6533872 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.34264168 0.033267698  -10.2995306 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.71451243 0.029858975   23.9295701 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.70873545 0.035594048   19.9116281 
           ChannelE! -0.86834346 0.040594750  -21.3905362 
         ChannelESPN -1.04042557 0.054983826  -18.9223929 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.31383473 0.033437721    9.3856494 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.94049286 0.054741991   17.1804651 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.83314971 0.051680539   16.1211500 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.83017871 0.052336019   15.8624733 
         ChannelFOX8  1.38510986 0.032135612   43.1020223 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.21925885 0.033653363    6.5152136 
     ChannelHallmark -0.13521088 0.039989950   -3.3811215 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.39742358 0.037833553   10.5045270 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.68972563 0.037610731  -18.3385328 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.30431667 0.029953863   43.5441886 
 ChannelLifestyle +2 -0.01301457 0.033272951   -0.3911458 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.61688687 0.038801257  -15.8986312 
          ChannelMTV  0.40495077 0.033061059   12.2485722 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.07615902 0.041339313   -1.8422904 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.45916944 0.044801749  -10.2489178   400
    ChannelMovie One  0.21069857 0.039253880    5.3675859 
ChannelNational Geog  0.56800875 0.029697078   19.1267556 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.27489155 0.035992317    7.6375063 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.46827681 0.035794620   13.0823236 
     ChannelShowtime  0.80550938 0.036393241   22.1334884 
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.33526431 0.038259741    8.7628483 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.31543778 0.039297358    8.0269464 
     ChannelSky News  0.83119339 0.066914907   12.4216475 
          ChannelTV1  1.56844322 0.032464696   48.3122719 
       ChannelTV1 +2 -0.06275622 0.035228727   -1.7813934 
         ChannelUKTV  1.17934403 0.033321940   35.3924178 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.48962824 0.038282559  -12.7898515 
          ChannelVH1 -0.55610176 0.043280064  -12.8489125 
            ChannelW  0.70348228 0.033354530   21.0910568 
          Channelmax -0.46957215 0.050202987   -9.3534704 
          TypeCodeAB  0.47697315 0.059707605    7.9884824 
          TypeCodeAC  0.35349766 0.059477665    5.9433682 
          TypeCodeAD  0.63235860 0.062318869   10.1471450 
          TypeCodeAF  0.57839100 0.057867456    9.9950999 
          TypeCodeAG  1.26417304 0.095179401   13.2820026 
          TypeCodeAH  0.19025744 0.061837923    3.0767113 
          TypeCodeBA  0.17467330 0.064598924    2.7039661 
          TypeCodeBB  0.20062815 0.058668745    3.4196769 
                  Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeBC  0.143587914 0.06222781   2.30745565 
TypeCodeBD  0.876261348 0.05843628  14.99515868 
TypeCodeDB -0.084033195 0.06411913  -1.31057917 
TypeCodeDC -0.174251326 0.06918511  -2.51862483 
TypeCodeDD -0.317891802 0.09233518  -3.44280246 
TypeCodeDE -0.196795047 0.06489601  -3.03246752 
TypeCodeDF -0.105112804 0.06641161  -1.58274752 
TypeCodeDG -0.098432893 0.06368126  -1.54571198 
TypeCodeDH -0.408012284 0.10201313  -3.99960551 
TypeCodeEA -0.113745649 0.07367121  -1.54396346 
TypeCodeEB -0.215554001 0.06561567  -3.28509957 
TypeCodeEC -0.213755892 0.06337455  -3.37289776 
TypeCodeED  0.074647775 0.07733845   0.96520904 
TypeCodeEF  0.573576846 0.06226014   9.21258492 
TypeCodeEG  0.184337996 0.05911780   3.11814733 
TypeCodeEH -0.241102037 0.07091659  -3.39979755 
TypeCodeEI  0.085606295 0.06502140   1.31658650 
TypeCodeEK -0.709455647 0.19786850  -3.58549052 
TypeCodeEL -0.370467357 0.06922750  -5.35144802 
TypeCodeEO -0.517809932 0.10079632  -5.13719077 
TypeCodeEP -0.142910333 0.06191562  -2.30814652 
TypeCodeER -0.784139246 0.07607930 -10.30686785 
TypeCodeES -0.338634889 0.13842422  -2.44635579 
TypeCodeET -0.106418365 0.06806504  -1.56348049 
TypeCodeEU  0.312908938 0.06002294   5.21315608 
TypeCodeFC -0.299481515 0.29611298  -1.01137584 
TypeCodeGA -0.005657433 0.05992323  -0.09441136 
TypeCodeGB -0.186583235 0.06488789  -2.87547099 
TypeCodeGC  0.099032233 0.06204933   1.59602417 
TypeCodeGD  0.291361334 0.06810997   4.27780736 
TypeCodeGE -0.330561652 0.10354424  -3.19246781 
TypeCodeGF -0.810046892 0.07721980 -10.49014526 
TypeCodeGG -0.020110818 0.06165382  -0.32618931 
TypeCodeGH -0.310079329 0.06725088  -4.61078489 
TypeCodeGI  0.017249543 0.06671060   0.25857273 
TypeCodeHA -0.100454638 0.06169303  -1.62829791 
TypeCodeHB  0.081145939 0.06143347   1.32087514 
TypeCodeHC  0.123815605 0.06027189   2.05428450 
TypeCodeHD -0.235344090 0.06319939  -3.72383486 
TypeCodeHE -0.314729007 0.08106504  -3.88242567 
TypeCodeHF  0.079657817 0.05963706   1.33571007 
TypeCodeHG -0.595709460 0.07590555  -7.84803538 
TypeCodeID -0.064189313 0.27471431  -0.23365843 
TypeCodeIH  0.441655104 0.12581248   3.51042353 
TypeCodeIQ -0.270752152 0.27409501  -0.98780400 
TypeCodeJB  0.410573493 0.06340934   6.47496899 
TypeCodeJC  0.616412229 0.13978591   4.40968793 
TypeCodeJD  0.463390175 0.07212955   6.42441536  
  401 
TypeCodeJE  0.483412111 0.07341116   6.58499493 
TypeCodeJF  0.054018712 0.06146465   0.87885823 
TypeCodeJG -0.195255628 0.08352016  -2.33782622 
TypeCodeJH -0.125813987 0.06188337  -2.03308220 
TypeCodeJI  0.234554060 0.06485190   3.61676480 
TypeCodeJJ  0.145389414 0.08306544   1.75029978 
TypeCodeJL -0.669571409 0.10762245  -6.22148464 
TypeCodeJM -0.022784721 0.07483084  -0.30448302 
TypeCodeJN -0.404900352 0.08913304  -4.54265141 
 
                        Value Std. Error      t value  
      TypeCodeJO  0.057095209 0.09063120   0.62997298 
      TypeCodeJQ  0.140045337 0.06805559   2.05780814 
      TypeCodeJR  0.230781867 0.07095916   3.25231970 
      TypeCodeJS -0.997960342 0.32182943  -3.10089831 
      TypeCodeJT  1.426841161 0.50424985   2.82963130 
      TypeCodeJU  0.150063135 0.06261698   2.39652462 
      TypeCodeJV  0.248729647 0.07544898   3.29666011 
      TypeCodeJW  0.283566539 0.06906547   4.10576420 
      TypeCodeKC  0.326358169 0.08190319   3.98468185 
      TypeCodeKD -0.205112773 0.58568782  -0.35020836 
      TypeCodeKE -0.323613962 0.08912199  -3.63113480 
      TypeCodeKH  0.254345807 0.07975074   3.18925969 
      TypeCodeKJ  0.537631748 0.10304566   5.21741303 
      TypeCodeKM  0.047962387 0.08170052   0.58705117 
      TypeCodeKN  0.659824656 0.06894082   9.57088496 
      TypeCodeLA  0.080112243 0.06202890   1.29153087 
      TypeCodeLB -0.186869625 0.06504080  -2.87311394 
      TypeCodeLC  0.057796117 0.06043438   0.95634494 
      TypeCodeNA  0.905231020 0.14797512   6.11745409 
      TypeCodeNB -0.622062637 0.14425761  -4.31216516 
      TypeCodeNC  1.712261369 0.31187924   5.49014210 
      TypeCodeOA -0.005385617 0.06904845  -0.07799764 
      TypeCodeOB -0.227167450 0.13917288  -1.63226811 
      TypeCodeOC -0.164104665 0.06124301  -2.67956567 
      TypeCodeOD -0.409775444 0.10459474  -3.91774436 
      TypeCodeOE -0.130437435 0.18954837  -0.68814853 
      TypeCodeOF -0.450979633 0.27592091  -1.63445257 
      TypeCodeOG  0.385703932 0.09497996   4.06089801 
      TypeCodeOH  1.344631401 0.06931882  19.39778264 
      TypeCodeOI  0.360510791 0.07809965   4.61603579 
      TypeCodeOJ  0.066782661 0.16402009   0.40716146 
      TypeCodeOK -0.346827488 0.41387867  -0.83799314 
      TypeCodeOL  0.305142878 0.07016308   4.34905194 
      TypeCodeOM -0.795052177 0.20429553  -3.89167686 
      TypeCodeON -0.226296588 0.29413626  -0.76935970 
      TypeCodeOP -0.264443784 0.18351617  -1.44098358 
      TypeCodeOQ -0.103218705 0.08104273  -1.27363311 
      TypeCodeOR  0.137409685 0.09210034   1.49195632 
      TypeCodeOT  1.328738326 0.06657534  19.95841522 
      TypeCodeOU  0.590495321 0.07394806   7.98527132 
      TypeCodeOV -0.628941571 0.17822105  -3.52899704 
      TypeCodeOW  0.195580678 0.10108845   1.93474801 
      TypeCodeOX -0.683317727 0.45224078  -1.51095999 
      TypeCodeOY -0.822175413 0.19072766  -4.31072977 
      TypeCodeOZ  0.245349236 0.08600212   2.85282791 
     TypeCodeO_A -0.297735768 0.09306176  -3.19933508 
     TypeCodeO_D  0.717910794 0.06309049  11.37906459 
      TypeCodeQA -0.020474919 0.06199765  -0.33025314 
      TypeCodeQB -0.534537251 0.07193407  -7.43093269 
      TypeCodeQC  0.907570344 0.08759111  10.36144406 
CountryAustralia -0.068749358 0.02401521  -2.86274249 
   CountryCanada -0.238117901 0.02560303  -9.30038053 
   CountryEurope -0.299029658 0.03015291  -9.91710739 
CountryNew Zeala -0.276532381 0.04889841  -5.65524280 
CountryOther ove -0.118437888 0.10078700  -1.17513066 
CountrySouth Afr  0.139808493 0.08033209   1.74038154 
      CountryUSA  0.044974321 0.02233538   2.01359096 
                      Value Std. Error   t value  
CountryUnited Ki -0.0592455 0.02357044 -2.513551 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1 )   402
 
    Null Deviance: 349675.5 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 156960.6 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 4  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
               Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
         NULL                  41198   349675.5 
sqrt(StartHr)   1  53421.0     41197   296254.5 
   DurationHr   1   1074.5     41196   295179.9 
          Day   6   1478.6     41190   293701.3 
      Channel  40 118815.8     41150   174885.5 
     TypeCode 115  17107.4     41035   157778.1 
      Country   8    817.5     41027   156960.6 
Share of households watching subscription television programs, July 
2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = ShrHhs ~ (StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode + 
Country, family = binomial( 
  link = logit), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, control = list(epsilon 
= 0.0001, maxit = 50, 
  trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
       Min          1Q      Median         3Q       Max  
 -0.446654 -0.07539434 -0.02272398 0.03748116 0.7155403 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error     t value  
         (Intercept) -5.420103720 1.912330834 -2.83429186 
             StartHr -0.009217953 0.006818265 -1.35194986 
          DurationHr  0.173116988 0.103253390  1.67662280 
           DayMonday  0.070503366 0.172314131  0.40915603 
         DaySaturday  0.141748035 0.162112103  0.87438281 
           DaySunday  0.035093012 0.166265795  0.21106573 
         DayThursday  0.052413298 0.172770383  0.30336969 
          DayTuesday  0.073310159 0.172382772  0.42527544 
         DayWednesda  0.093821155 0.171946430  0.54564177 
        ChannelArena  0.672311516 0.720891388  0.93261138 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.379234820 0.801968308 -0.47288006 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.764562822 2.005293971 -0.87995219 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  0.008132396 0.784223080  0.01037000 
    ChannelChannel V  0.135177605 0.842193384  0.16050661 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.322791080 0.746782917 -0.43224219 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.717915642 0.659786353  1.08810320 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.713614669 0.791518022  0.90157728 
           ChannelE! -0.649656636 0.872013516 -0.74500753 
         ChannelESPN -0.878490147 1.178275782 -0.74557261 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.182429900 0.750345942  0.24312772 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.878025534 1.311262790  0.66960303 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.991407879 1.129274247  0.87791595 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  1.057675058 1.128748668  0.93703327 
         ChannelFOX8  1.354625244 0.719872784  1.88175644 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.331665036 0.749292910  0.44263736 
     ChannelHallmark -0.219493651 0.893980151 -0.24552408 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.372709362 0.813503274  0.45815349 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.574723530 0.828204184 -0.69393942  
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    ChannelLifestyle  1.304057234 0.664679726  1.96193322 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.101385132 0.733760706  0.13817193 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.347933834 0.855253056 -0.40681975 
          ChannelMTV  0.332019669 0.755830176  0.43927813 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.091821298 0.908192706 -0.10110332 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.558436182 0.997191109 -0.56000919 
    ChannelMovie One  0.079079548 0.882653202  0.08959300 
ChannelNational Geog  0.514463912 0.660342526  0.77908645 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.252632019 0.799048468  0.31616608 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.459999892 0.795881220  0.57797556 
     ChannelShowtime  0.651247268 0.820440795  0.79377729 
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.312713464 0.849988624  0.36790312 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.141821215 0.883850119  0.16045844 
     ChannelSky News  1.367439058 1.537016917  0.88967079 
          ChannelTV1  1.538620831 0.726780875  2.11703539 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.040808538 0.780424948  0.05229015 
         ChannelUKTV  0.949508524 0.752226378  1.26226433 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.564767907 0.864266028 -0.65346535 
          ChannelVH1 -0.577671254 0.995834039 -0.58008788 
            ChannelW  0.686205357 0.736589307  0.93159832 
          Channelmax -0.496700871 1.170301440 -0.42442131 
          TypeCodeAB  0.829497024 1.727388396  0.48020296 
          TypeCodeAC  0.531898931 1.727731429  0.30785973 
          TypeCodeAD  0.943172551 1.769761460  0.53293767 
          TypeCodeAF  0.863205919 1.696979691  0.50867192 
          TypeCodeAG  1.599678329 2.449145038  0.65315786 
          TypeCodeAH  0.168045880 1.795488760  0.09359339 
          TypeCodeBA  0.524585544 1.819612093  0.28829526 
          TypeCodeBB  0.430423529 1.706733207  0.25219145 
                  Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeBC  0.557569949   1.771960  0.314662872 
TypeCodeBD  0.989248270   1.703313  0.580778756 
TypeCodeDB  0.308956530   1.796285  0.171997501 
TypeCodeDC  0.262269219   1.867625  0.140429278 
TypeCodeDD  0.161820614   2.245157  0.072075427 
TypeCodeDE  0.077013168   1.814181  0.042450659 
TypeCodeDF  0.292925981   1.827112  0.160321880 
TypeCodeDG  0.288945265   1.791675  0.161271037 
TypeCodeDH  0.113825730   2.414204  0.047148356 
TypeCodeEA  0.022545989   2.164694  0.010415325 
TypeCodeEB  0.253825580   1.790276  0.141780134 
TypeCodeEC  0.185534356   1.800022  0.103073370 
TypeCodeED  0.394515566   2.008335  0.196439087 
TypeCodeEF  0.801208625   1.780655  0.449951730 
TypeCodeEG  0.576393651   1.712443  0.336591483 
TypeCodeEH  0.407373688   1.829579  0.222659776 
TypeCodeEI  0.392308198   1.843687  0.212784563 
TypeCodeEK -0.535563346   6.045592 -0.088587415 
TypeCodeEL -0.097824715   1.910776 -0.051196336 
TypeCodeEO -0.223186825   2.674344 -0.083454804 
TypeCodeEP  0.469689924   1.739901  0.269952065 
TypeCodeER -0.174664464   1.879618 -0.092925534 
TypeCodeES  0.038451680   4.103749  0.009369891 
TypeCodeET  0.181648073   1.914062  0.094901892 
TypeCodeEU  0.496291478   1.732010  0.286540831 
TypeCodeFC -0.670894237   8.289894 -0.080929168 
TypeCodeGA  0.311105875   1.728998  0.179934225 
TypeCodeGB  0.053743367   1.808387  0.029718949 
TypeCodeGC  0.193624993   1.768533  0.109483378 
TypeCodeGD  0.318316488   1.880220  0.169297502 
TypeCodeGE -0.247065246   2.587351 -0.095489654 
TypeCodeGF -0.280341111   1.941903 -0.144364112 
TypeCodeGG  0.101387059   1.761320  0.057563111 
TypeCodeGH  0.040537800   1.858180  0.021815866 
TypeCodeGI  0.268977697   1.854503  0.145040327 
TypeCodeHA  0.225634850   1.755825  0.128506464 
TypeCodeHB  0.304022569   1.760850  0.172656674 
TypeCodeHC  0.257492696   1.749583  0.147173752 
TypeCodeHD  0.006763059   1.791903  0.003774232 
TypeCodeHE  0.049247905   2.190454  0.022482966 
TypeCodeHF  0.414754953   1.717230  0.241525506 
TypeCodeHG  0.076988973   1.983191  0.038820758   404
TypeCodeID  0.514012532   5.662706  0.090771541 
TypeCodeIH  0.569945081   3.010016  0.189349540 
TypeCodeIQ  0.598026496   3.571367  0.167450289 
TypeCodeJB  0.889099131   1.791038  0.496415435 
TypeCodeJC  1.166623841   2.598200  0.449012349 
TypeCodeJD  0.753648851   2.001033  0.376629888 
TypeCodeJE  0.578525035   2.108458  0.274383017 
TypeCodeJF  0.426350898   1.759677  0.242289239 
TypeCodeJG  0.344851021   2.030824  0.169808414 
TypeCodeJH  0.288767802   1.757909  0.164267755 
TypeCodeJI  0.384979059   1.863534  0.206585498 
TypeCodeJJ  0.339844799   2.355391  0.144283788 
TypeCodeJL -0.185065158   2.511327 -0.073692192 
TypeCodeJM  0.625907309   1.901138  0.329227676 
TypeCodeJN  0.146046576   2.237880  0.065261138 
                       Value Std. Error      t value  
      TypeCodeJO  0.59017003  2.2249570  0.265250083 
      TypeCodeJQ  0.45507799  1.8813278  0.241891914 
      TypeCodeJR  0.65626665  1.9247934  0.340954331 
      TypeCodeJS -0.57836888  6.4544038 -0.089608412 
      TypeCodeJT  0.93879612  8.1733687  0.114860365 
      TypeCodeJU  0.53717902  1.7719705  0.303153478 
      TypeCodeJV  0.59190728  2.0431765  0.289699533 
      TypeCodeJW  0.63770127  1.9107422  0.333745323 
      TypeCodeKC  0.19928724  2.1488457  0.092741531 
      TypeCodeKD -0.06391829 17.5033739 -0.003651769 
      TypeCodeKE -0.11886662  2.3095448 -0.051467552 
      TypeCodeKH  0.06837671  2.1144000  0.032338588 
      TypeCodeKJ  0.41317144  2.5853669  0.159811527 
      TypeCodeKM  0.14412476  2.0898450  0.068964332 
      TypeCodeKN  0.55190013  1.9242177  0.286817924 
      TypeCodeLA  0.36108468  1.7756631  0.203352018 
      TypeCodeLB  0.18782522  1.8213553  0.103123878 
      TypeCodeLC  0.35325726  1.7426332  0.202714641 
      TypeCodeNA  1.42297320  3.1039737  0.458435975 
      TypeCodeNB  0.05432587  3.0151781  0.018017465 
      TypeCodeNC  0.67517123  5.3622952  0.125910866 
      TypeCodeOA  0.27978419  1.8407011  0.151998715 
      TypeCodeOB -0.15081558  2.9637886 -0.050886078 
      TypeCodeOC  0.05080165  1.7101555  0.029705866 
      TypeCodeOD -0.06217846  2.2713579 -0.027375017 
      TypeCodeOE -0.15617380  4.7500425 -0.032878400 
      TypeCodeOF -0.02863520  4.6765481 -0.006123149 
      TypeCodeOG  0.67524122  2.3801012  0.283702737 
      TypeCodeOH  1.56702010  1.8575335  0.843602615 
      TypeCodeOI  0.35980678  2.0592147  0.174730097 
      TypeCodeOJ  0.08306786  4.1364269  0.020082033 
      TypeCodeOK  0.96495658  4.5995642  0.209793044 
      TypeCodeOL  0.50484891  1.8685216  0.270186293 
      TypeCodeOM -0.55165476  3.5070809 -0.157297414 
      TypeCodeON -0.04423974  5.7937690 -0.007635745 
      TypeCodeOP  0.16718055  3.2705851  0.051116404 
      TypeCodeOQ -0.05067139  2.0935577 -0.024203485 
      TypeCodeOR  0.13124462  2.3678905  0.055426812 
      TypeCodeOT  1.12529685  1.8323098  0.614141145 
      TypeCodeOU  0.64721221  1.9703546  0.328474996 
      TypeCodeOV  0.23038781  2.6647750  0.086456759 
      TypeCodeOW  0.11977781  2.6502848  0.045194317 
      TypeCodeOX -0.43024443 12.9453747 -0.033235378 
      TypeCodeOY -0.85115698  4.4215385 -0.192502449 
      TypeCodeOZ  0.06814428  2.2449842  0.030354013 
     TypeCodeO_A -0.38182612  2.3558352 -0.162076753 
     TypeCodeO_D  0.89803173  1.8199226  0.493445013 
      TypeCodeQA  0.03699572  1.7538731  0.021093724 
      TypeCodeQB -0.01383528  1.8369649 -0.007531598 
      TypeCodeQC  0.46392622  2.6402935  0.175710095 
CountryAustralia -0.03064862  0.5837737 -0.052500867 
   CountryCanada -0.21878409  0.6101006 -0.358603321 
   CountryEurope -0.16588440  0.7091494 -0.233920234 
CountryNew Zeala -0.25905544  1.0895145 -0.237771455 
CountryOther ove  0.17507315  2.0451243  0.085605141 
CountrySouth Afr  0.33526009  1.6502285  0.203159793  
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      CountryUSA  0.07404674  0.5497168  0.134699801 
                      Value Std. Error     t value  
CountryUnited Ki -0.0344144  0.5732436 -0.06003451 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Binomial family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 588.3185 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 345.7059 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 8  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
            Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
      NULL                  41198   588.3185 
   StartHr   1   1.9161     41197   586.4024 
DurationHr   1   1.1760     41196   585.2264 
       Day   6   0.7456     41190   584.4808 
   Channel  40 213.0836     41150   371.3972 
  TypeCode 115  24.0988     41035   347.2984 
   Country   8   1.5925     41027   345.7059 
Individuals 
Reach of individuals watching subscription television programs, July 
2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = TotInd ~ sqrt(StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode 
+ Country, family = poisson(link = log), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
       Min        1Q     Median        3Q      Max  
 -10.04665 -1.997799 -0.7371325 0.9453913 21.55095 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error      t value  
         (Intercept) -0.322875179 0.055240188   -5.8449327 
       sqrt(StartHr)  0.492982053 0.001817610  271.2254092 
          DurationHr  0.201439557 0.004002433   50.3292709 
           DayMonday  0.033051005 0.006284577    5.2590657 
         DaySaturday  0.225899101 0.005768262   39.1624184 
           DaySunday  0.172063641 0.005823044   29.5487472 
         DayThursday -0.031216223 0.006369613   -4.9008038 
          DayTuesday  0.006437316 0.006343654    1.0147647 
         DayWednesda  0.032939578 0.006325893    5.2071034 
        ChannelArena  0.744422217 0.026854949   27.7201132 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.575463968 0.030620482  -18.7934326 
ChannelCNBC Australi -2.027620052 0.074252703  -27.3070200 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  0.005416051 0.029109701    0.1860566 
    ChannelChannel V  0.023499604 0.030988831    0.7583250 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.373545631 0.027699064  -13.4858575 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.644191570 0.025064101   25.7017622 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.827247825 0.029495690   28.0463969 
           ChannelE! -1.038740440 0.034608612  -30.0139299 
         ChannelESPN -1.058444333 0.044943047  -23.5507914   406
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.281121827 0.027870344   10.0867727 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.931081006 0.044690588   20.8339395 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.692796449 0.042762376   16.2010747 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.698226909 0.043318181   16.1185650 
         ChannelFOX8  1.383819790 0.026743923   51.7433351 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.230154886 0.027952155    8.2338870 
     ChannelHallmark -0.163163204 0.033423487   -4.8816930 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.253150379 0.032243718    7.8511534 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.726160051 0.031340188  -23.1702522 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.200629381 0.025157553   47.7244095 
 ChannelLifestyle +2 -0.104178024 0.027957143   -3.7263473 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.747035758 0.032740382  -22.8169528 
          ChannelMTV  0.318200410 0.027570261   11.5414364 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.089984818 0.034555938   -2.6040334 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.496801887 0.037604962  -13.2110728 
    ChannelMovie One  0.203978597 0.032654960    6.2464813 
ChannelNational Geog  0.499564689 0.025009925   19.9746574 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.470908616 0.029780366   15.8127208 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.504086809 0.029727555   16.9568875 
     ChannelShowtime  0.796239124 0.030365576   26.2217689 
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.320660039 0.031945783   10.0376327 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.30167634 0.03282376   9.1907929 
     ChannelSky News  0.54087644 0.05691129   9.5038513 
          ChannelTV1  1.49710145 0.02707664  55.2912581 
       ChannelTV1 +2 -0.08903187 0.02928231  -3.0404664 
         ChannelUKTV  1.11858405 0.02783789  40.1820708 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.49958879 0.03193654 -15.6431730 
          ChannelVH1 -0.69358136 0.03626374 -19.1260295 
            ChannelW  0.60282382 0.02798542  21.5406410 
          Channelmax -0.64515244 0.04244203 -15.2007920 
          TypeCodeAB  0.35280480 0.04566598   7.7257694 
          TypeCodeAC  0.25166274 0.04559331   5.5197290 
          TypeCodeAD  0.47651710 0.04779359   9.9703130 
          TypeCodeAF  0.45972404 0.04428764  10.3804132 
          TypeCodeAG  1.20319567 0.07453971  16.1416728 
          TypeCodeAH  0.06923436 0.04764327   1.4531823 
          TypeCodeBA  0.15560861 0.05007276   3.1076501 
          TypeCodeBB  0.13558608 0.04509939   3.0063841 
          TypeCodeBC  0.11511583 0.04808044   2.3942341 
          TypeCodeBD  0.77517688 0.04486875  17.2765422 
          TypeCodeDB -0.17107592 0.05011562  -3.4136247 
          TypeCodeDC -0.27520476 0.05493141  -5.0099703 
          TypeCodeDD -0.52466136 0.07671700  -6.8389187 
          TypeCodeDE -0.30716819 0.05081923  -6.0443302 
          TypeCodeDF -0.19963868 0.05236920  -3.8121391 
          TypeCodeDG -0.18327029 0.04968060  -3.6889710 
          TypeCodeDH -0.43403102 0.08373808  -5.1831980 
          TypeCodeEA -0.10715836 0.05657616  -1.8940549 
          TypeCodeEB -0.41248222 0.05187968  -7.9507476 
          TypeCodeEC -0.36280607 0.04970689  -7.2989087 
          TypeCodeED  0.01477557 0.06120633   0.2414059 
          TypeCodeEF  0.47508905 0.04805235   9.8869065 
          TypeCodeEG  0.05796406 0.04554933   1.2725555 
          TypeCodeEH -0.26207050 0.05584216  -4.6930579 
          TypeCodeEI -0.02987330 0.05084980  -0.5874813 
          TypeCodeEK -0.75236813 0.15417171  -4.8800661 
          TypeCodeEL -0.50598930 0.05484661  -9.2255341 
          TypeCodeEO -0.85302567 0.08956768  -9.5238107 
          TypeCodeEP -0.21942728 0.04798513  -4.5728184 
          TypeCodeER -0.97487236 0.06160614 -15.8242719 
          TypeCodeES -0.46201216 0.11337476  -4.0750882 
                   Value Std. Error       t value  
TypeCodeET -0.2659130014 0.05385607  -4.937475173 
TypeCodeEU  0.1450076245 0.04645783   3.121274320 
TypeCodeFC -0.5252831766 0.27177460  -1.932789806 
TypeCodeGA -0.0601004200 0.04621533  -1.300443423 
TypeCodeGB -0.2973924993 0.05096151  -5.835630053 
TypeCodeGC  0.0524224629 0.04819938   1.087616921 
TypeCodeGD  0.2417875554 0.05382165   4.492384662 
TypeCodeGE -0.3741666244 0.08485782  -4.409336048 
TypeCodeGF -0.9775448551 0.06356742 -15.378079178  
  407 
TypeCodeGG -0.1146117562 0.04786991  -2.394233675 
TypeCodeGH -0.3938081748 0.05295490  -7.436670853 
TypeCodeGI -0.0218834947 0.05216434  -0.419510606 
TypeCodeHA -0.1710102969 0.04784552  -3.574217454 
TypeCodeHB  0.0292648599 0.04749972   0.616105986 
TypeCodeHC  0.0745937279 0.04648906   1.604543593 
TypeCodeHD -0.2573703938 0.04916216  -5.235132088 
TypeCodeHE -0.2745433125 0.06249394  -4.393119200 
TypeCodeHF -0.0616049992 0.04607479  -1.337065295 
TypeCodeHG -0.7262110629 0.06054781 -11.994010330 
TypeCodeID -0.2535774957 0.23462768  -1.080765474 
TypeCodeIH  0.2825886941 0.10573293   2.672664824 
TypeCodeIQ -0.7193373997 0.28099829  -2.559935135 
TypeCodeJB  0.2587183761 0.04941433   5.235695498 
TypeCodeJC  0.3223734934 0.12506776   2.577590590 
TypeCodeJD  0.3506807218 0.05681956   6.171830606 
TypeCodeJE  0.5075448317 0.05546390   9.150904832 
TypeCodeJF -0.0487901257 0.04756189  -1.025824011 
TypeCodeJG -0.2938298719 0.06686688  -4.394251223 
TypeCodeJH -0.3111221859 0.04814865  -6.461701780 
TypeCodeJI  0.1883446567 0.04972554   3.787684752 
TypeCodeJJ  0.0003704355 0.06649912   0.005570532 
TypeCodeJL -0.9368096177 0.09259432 -10.117354975 
TypeCodeJM -0.1537300721 0.05965717  -2.576891697 
TypeCodeJN -0.5446288690 0.07200209  -7.564070515 
TypeCodeJO -0.0339642308 0.07241323  -0.469033532 
TypeCodeJQ -0.0395832911 0.05383523  -0.735267413 
TypeCodeJR  0.1394855957 0.05577695   2.500775046 
TypeCodeJS -1.4485736246 0.31948890  -4.534034263 
TypeCodeJT  1.0976422583 0.50260501   2.183906338 
TypeCodeJU -0.0177339513 0.04878723  -0.363495761 
                  Value Std. Error     t value  
 TypeCodeJV  0.02947208 0.06121052   0.4814872 
 TypeCodeJW  0.10370596 0.05480946   1.8921180 
 TypeCodeKC  0.41043172 0.06717509   6.1098800 
 TypeCodeKD -0.05810024 0.45452496  -0.1278263 
 TypeCodeKE -0.23186159 0.07333351  -3.1617412 
 TypeCodeKH  0.32120825 0.06526414   4.9216655 
 TypeCodeKJ  0.54016152 0.08685072   6.2194250 
 TypeCodeKM -0.04871927 0.06660603  -0.7314543 
 TypeCodeKN  0.65588114 0.05443914  12.0479695 
 TypeCodeLA  0.07179561 0.04799102   1.4960218 
 TypeCodeLB -0.25511152 0.05091125  -5.0109067 
 TypeCodeLC  0.04102219 0.04654424   0.8813591 
 TypeCodeNA  1.13337498 0.11912929   9.5138228 
 TypeCodeNB -0.53457868 0.10949223  -4.8823437 
 TypeCodeNC  2.18201358 0.24455619   8.9223406 
 TypeCodeOA -0.01153327 0.05421355  -0.2127378 
 TypeCodeOB -0.46502619 0.12764012  -3.6432604 
 TypeCodeOC -0.22890927 0.04782129  -4.7867646 
 TypeCodeOD -0.45568012 0.08629891  -5.2802536 
 TypeCodeOE -0.42883128 0.16886881  -2.5394344 
 TypeCodeOF -0.70382553 0.26374644  -2.6685689 
 TypeCodeOG  0.41399785 0.07528080   5.4993815 
 TypeCodeOH  1.34126264 0.05487861  24.4405376 
 TypeCodeOI  0.30699497 0.06330025   4.8498227 
 TypeCodeOJ -0.14599943 0.14057871  -1.0385600 
 TypeCodeOK -0.13890952 0.32069814  -0.4331473 
 TypeCodeOL  0.17298030 0.05623078   3.0762565 
 TypeCodeOM -0.76114527 0.17086314  -4.4547073 
 TypeCodeON -0.07061280 0.21226413  -0.3326648 
 TypeCodeOP -0.26187632 0.15464775  -1.6933730 
 TypeCodeOQ -0.18834698 0.06587279  -2.8592533 
 TypeCodeOR  0.14897448 0.07419817   2.0077918 
 TypeCodeOT  1.34611672 0.05251339  25.6337830 
 TypeCodeOU  0.61301143 0.05865079  10.4518874 
 TypeCodeOV -0.51586510 0.14349377  -3.5950347 
 TypeCodeOW  0.12752818 0.08343419   1.5284882 
 TypeCodeOX -0.54729056 0.32081839  -1.7059202 
 TypeCodeOY -0.95385004 0.16582735  -5.7520670 
 TypeCodeOZ  0.18697406 0.07022054   2.6626690 
TypeCodeO_A -0.38749247 0.07678150  -5.0466904   408
                       Value Std. Error    t value  
     TypeCodeO_D  0.58497046 0.04895109  11.950101 
      TypeCodeQA -0.08288292 0.04846181  -1.710273 
      TypeCodeQB -0.61849625 0.05792150 -10.678180 
      TypeCodeQC  0.95223393 0.06968430  13.664971 
CountryAustralia -0.02117012 0.01986013  -1.065961 
   CountryCanada -0.21344341 0.02107392 -10.128322 
   CountryEurope -0.27984707 0.02455879 -11.394986 
CountryNew Zeala -0.21209825 0.04076837  -5.202520 
CountryOther ove -0.22247463 0.09080585  -2.450003 
CountrySouth Afr  0.12215038 0.06930097   1.762607 
      CountryUSA  0.08634890 0.01846807   4.675578 
CountryUnited Ki -0.02700963 0.01949204  -1.385675 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 563864.7 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 261288.3 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 4  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
               Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
         NULL                  41198   563864.7 
sqrt(StartHr)   1  93964.2     41197   469900.5 
   DurationHr   1    891.6     41196   469009.0 
          Day   6   3572.0     41190   465436.9 
      Channel  40 176719.0     41150   288718.0 
     TypeCode 115  26055.8     41035   262662.2 
      Country   8   1373.8     41027   261288.3 
Share of individuals watching subscription television programs, July 
2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = ShrInd ~ StartHr + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode + 
Country, family = binomial(link = logit), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
        Min          1Q      Median         3Q       Max  
 -0.4532501 -0.07978378 -0.02862437 0.03535918 0.7689209 
 
Coefficients: 
                             Value  Std. Error       t value  
         (Intercept) -5.3706634898 1.893483634 -2.8363928761 
             StartHr -0.0126144184 0.006908446 -1.8259415358 
          DurationHr  0.1777830941 0.105277097  1.6887157762 
           DayMonday  0.0910705893 0.174080853  0.5231510964 
         DaySaturday  0.1412064937 0.164454233  0.8586370282 
           DaySunday  0.0374690627 0.168534979  0.2223221734 
         DayThursday  0.0664154349 0.174864613  0.3798106066 
          DayTuesday  0.0730291062 0.175031450  0.4172341964 
         DayWednesda  0.1188965665 0.173481889  0.6853543447 
        ChannelArena  0.6149692359 0.737951053  0.8333469188 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.4553953660 0.824254289 -0.5524937779 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.9496484589 2.159840219 -0.9026818011 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  0.0325969505 0.797555545  0.0408710725 
    ChannelChannel V  0.1062009832 0.855011420  0.1242100173  
  409 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.3513401612 0.763431034 -0.4602120500 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.6127141407 0.681166311  0.8995074052 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.7913418086 0.803268754  0.9851519869 
           ChannelE! -0.7747931580 0.905602907 -0.8555550695 
         ChannelESPN -0.8347200655 1.175854854 -0.7098835903 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.0750672934 0.770311839  0.0974505253 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.8009732456 1.342947669  0.5964292312 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.8675469921 1.147110630  0.7562888613 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.9423929007 1.144896655  0.8231248614 
         ChannelFOX8  1.3028506327 0.736683177  1.7685358828 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.3165073046 0.765117223  0.4136716507 
     ChannelHallmark -0.3316011232 0.924515652 -0.3586755103 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.2857527309 0.844736763  0.3382742926 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.6127894676 0.846842219 -0.7236170494 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.1556796038 0.682775419  1.6926204006 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.0248776086 0.752172360  0.0330743457 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.4213811026 0.881446253 -0.4780564911 
          ChannelMTV  0.2836690989 0.772324314  0.3672927213 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.1662146376 0.932083386 -0.1783259310 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.6830512661 1.033485266 -0.6609201781 
    ChannelMovie One -0.0004613187 0.904390130 -0.0005100882 
ChannelNational Geog  0.4551974734 0.680467412  0.6689482342 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.4275741804 0.808131661  0.5290897524 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.4927868877 0.808218629  0.6097197841 
     ChannelShowtime  0.5431229105 0.844076222  0.6434524467 
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.2006326544 0.876092261  0.2290085912 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.07110831  0.9052827  0.07854818 
     ChannelSky News  1.25039392  1.6168379  0.77335762 
          ChannelTV1  1.44533620  0.7445920  1.94111173 
       ChannelTV1 +2 -0.03202279  0.8003912 -0.04000892 
         ChannelUKTV  0.84988833  0.7729202  1.09958096 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.61108602  0.8887150 -0.68760626 
          ChannelVH1 -0.71984508  1.0288593 -0.69965356 
            ChannelW  0.61539065  0.7542220  0.81592774 
          Channelmax -0.67100439  1.2155019 -0.55203896 
          TypeCodeAB  0.81679136  1.6887205  0.48367468 
          TypeCodeAC  0.48120452  1.6932306  0.28419314 
          TypeCodeAD  0.87724405  1.7280370  0.50765350 
          TypeCodeAF  0.83323181  1.6637778  0.50080713 
          TypeCodeAG  1.65426895  2.3312039  0.70962002 
          TypeCodeAH  0.04926569  1.7658007  0.02789992 
          TypeCodeBA  0.51900481  1.7880838  0.29025754 
          TypeCodeBB  0.37602535  1.6764817  0.22429434 
          TypeCodeBC  0.48212774  1.7464872  0.27605570 
          TypeCodeBD  0.90999477  1.6719155  0.54428276 
 
          TypeCodeDB  0.23694625  1.7756074  0.13344518 
          TypeCodeDC  0.16087492  1.8567480  0.08664338 
          TypeCodeDD -0.02575063  2.3207236 -0.01109595 
          TypeCodeDE -0.03527892  1.7942904 -0.01966177 
          TypeCodeDF  0.18213065  1.8125214  0.10048469 
          TypeCodeDG  0.21405561  1.7715733  0.12082797 
          TypeCodeDH  0.13852609  2.3954593  0.05782861 
          TypeCodeEA -0.01882316  2.1582805 -0.00872137 
          TypeCodeEB  0.14661178  1.7673384  0.08295626 
          TypeCodeEC  0.03594210  1.7871515  0.02011139 
          TypeCodeED  0.33274810  1.9977477  0.16656162 
          TypeCodeEF  0.76235608  1.7466600  0.43646506 
          TypeCodeEG  0.48995199  1.6831544  0.29109152 
          TypeCodeEH  0.41257868  1.8010257  0.22907984 
          TypeCodeEI  0.36170906  1.8223441  0.19848560 
          TypeCodeEK -0.42482390  5.7025713 -0.07449690 
          TypeCodeEL -0.21618031  1.9071492 -0.11335260 
          TypeCodeEO -0.42003871  2.8290883 -0.14847140 
          TypeCodeEP  0.34238875  1.7142514  0.19973077 
          TypeCodeER -0.25041965  1.8563985 -0.13489542 
          TypeCodeES -0.12103450  4.4394753 -0.02726324 
                  Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeET  0.088617495   1.912559  0.046334523 
TypeCodeEU  0.317309803   1.707450  0.185838469 
TypeCodeFC -0.895587589   9.229826 -0.097031908   410
TypeCodeGA  0.276254146   1.700568  0.162448150 
TypeCodeGB -0.005037498   1.786938 -0.002819067 
TypeCodeGC  0.136312526   1.745869  0.078077172 
TypeCodeGD  0.264350960   1.868224  0.141498513 
TypeCodeGE -0.529886847   2.813503 -0.188337023 
TypeCodeGF -0.360899838   1.940808 -0.185953392 
TypeCodeGG  0.002409954   1.738592  0.001386152 
TypeCodeGH -0.075386356   1.852920 -0.040685154 
TypeCodeGI  0.227580408   1.836768  0.123902660 
TypeCodeHA  0.201508343   1.726711  0.116700684 
TypeCodeHB  0.217399618   1.735514  0.125265286 
TypeCodeHC  0.134546310   1.729283  0.077804689 
TypeCodeHD -0.009413961   1.764408 -0.005335479 
TypeCodeHE  0.086239392   2.151588  0.040081744 
TypeCodeHF  0.330620060   1.687797  0.195888526 
TypeCodeHG -0.018750571   1.982243 -0.009459272 
TypeCodeID  0.387790669   6.062879  0.063961468 
TypeCodeIH  0.647526024   2.936207  0.220531495 
TypeCodeIQ  0.224730702   4.116879  0.054587634 
TypeCodeJB  0.817519680   1.769302  0.462057817 
TypeCodeJC  0.904563312   2.785869  0.324697038 
TypeCodeJD  0.737724841   1.985599  0.371537664 
TypeCodeJE  0.652245560   2.033837  0.320697002 
TypeCodeJF  0.377068796   1.733642  0.217500914 
TypeCodeJG  0.432802020   1.984444  0.218097346 
TypeCodeJH  0.223430398   1.732087  0.128994917 
TypeCodeJI  0.380905559   1.827194  0.208464774 
TypeCodeJJ  0.264601127   2.393989  0.110527292 
TypeCodeJL -0.429193179   2.675571 -0.160411831 
TypeCodeJM  0.671846794   1.869236  0.359423293 
TypeCodeJN  0.061951211   2.268992  0.027303410 
TypeCodeJO  0.724629286   2.152934  0.336577621 
TypeCodeJQ  0.358539914   1.872932  0.191432390 
TypeCodeJR  0.627557818   1.907687  0.328962612 
TypeCodeJS -0.876482240   7.463660 -0.117433299 
TypeCodeJT  0.587729568   9.356870  0.062812626 
TypeCodeJU  0.423133070   1.750167  0.241767246 
                   Value Std. Error       t value  
 TypeCodeJV  0.419824448   2.082303  0.2016154855 
 TypeCodeJW  0.505166988   1.915524  0.2637225630 
 TypeCodeKC  0.207988036   2.182614  0.0952930932 
 TypeCodeKD  0.086709300  17.518060  0.0049497091 
 TypeCodeKE -0.140379168   2.367225 -0.0593011585 
 TypeCodeKH  0.020325076   2.149105  0.0094574602 
 TypeCodeKJ  0.252160228   2.679616  0.0941031246 
 TypeCodeKM  0.067850490   2.094188  0.0323994189 
 TypeCodeKN  0.431277181   1.926472  0.2238689214 
 TypeCodeLA  0.335479786   1.750443  0.1916542184 
 TypeCodeLB  0.108438140   1.805407  0.0600629870 
 TypeCodeLC  0.306318081   1.714409  0.1786727171 
 TypeCodeNA  1.718100210   2.965224  0.5794166487 
 TypeCodeNB  0.014384253   3.038343  0.0047342424 
 TypeCodeNC  0.907725177   4.951917  0.1833078413 
 TypeCodeOA  0.305723856   1.813205  0.1686096356 
 TypeCodeOB -0.427829162   3.245580 -0.1318190050 
 TypeCodeOC  0.059751232   1.690047  0.0353547847 
 TypeCodeOD -0.064288990   2.253694 -0.0285260474 
 TypeCodeOE -0.538903626   5.286634 -0.1019370028 
 TypeCodeOF -0.072802321   4.778351 -0.0152358671 
 TypeCodeOG  0.704735067   2.343828  0.3006770110 
 TypeCodeOH  1.554157268   1.839565  0.8448503280 
 TypeCodeOI  0.289121499   2.071667  0.1395598096 
 TypeCodeOJ -0.038789846   4.168329 -0.0093058512 
 TypeCodeOK  1.103358955   4.356643  0.2532589619 
 TypeCodeOL  0.387812522   1.861253  0.2083609376 
 TypeCodeOM -0.375022305   3.277236 -0.1144324855 
 TypeCodeON  0.163879119   5.005965  0.0327367660 
 TypeCodeOP  0.172005813   3.276384  0.0524986735 
 TypeCodeOQ -0.090859495   2.086072 -0.0435553066 
 TypeCodeOR  0.076474491   2.388597  0.0320164893 
 TypeCodeOT  1.058552080   1.817907  0.5822916944 
 TypeCodeOU  0.623981819   1.961608  0.3180970252  
  411 
 TypeCodeOV  0.469420975   2.504740  0.1874130471 
 TypeCodeOW  0.004758741   2.724286  0.0017467849 
 TypeCodeOX -0.519823822  12.941050 -0.0401685969 
 TypeCodeOY -0.979267045   4.641506 -0.2109804648 
 TypeCodeOZ -0.001422667   2.265038 -0.0006280984 
TypeCodeO_A -0.409181971   2.361768 -0.1732524034 
                       Value Std. Error     t value  
     TypeCodeO_D  0.84293223  1.7942365  0.46979997 
      TypeCodeQA -0.07199253  1.7441836 -0.04127578 
      TypeCodeQB -0.01680630  1.8102476 -0.00928398 
      TypeCodeQC  0.32406291  2.7535489  0.11768918 
CountryAustralia  0.03310935  0.5925356  0.05587739 
   CountryCanada -0.16345018  0.6148324 -0.26584511 
   CountryEurope -0.09579551  0.7049147 -0.13589660 
CountryNew Zeala -0.17656196  1.0887708 -0.16216633 
CountryOther ove  0.04666247  2.3162015  0.02014612 
CountrySouth Afr  0.32230945  1.7421152  0.18501041 
      CountryUSA  0.12632439  0.5583756  0.22623553 
CountryUnited Ki  0.01506554  0.5822057  0.02587666 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Binomial family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 646.0043 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 406.054 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 8  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
            Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
      NULL                  41198   646.0043 
   StartHr   1   3.4592     41197   642.5451 
DurationHr   1   0.1715     41196   642.3736 
       Day   6   0.8195     41190   641.5540 
   Channel  40 209.5574     41150   431.9966 
  TypeCode 115  24.3667     41035   407.6300 
   Country   8   1.5759     41027   406.0540 
Men 
Reach of men watching subscription television programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = TotMen ~ sqrt(StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode 
+ Country, family = poisson(link = log), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
       Min        1Q     Median        3Q     Max  
 -7.537929 -1.577342 -0.6918772 0.7122094 17.0351 
 
Coefficients: 
                           Value  Std. Error     t value  
         (Intercept) -1.06221545 0.079312808  -13.392735 
       sqrt(StartHr)  0.48379082 0.002587371  186.981632 
          DurationHr  0.20215963 0.005286201   38.242897 
           DayMonday  0.07108210 0.009098279    7.812697 
         DaySaturday  0.29538496 0.008259360   35.763662 
           DaySunday  0.24518000 0.008334189   29.418579   412
         DayThursday  0.01877308 0.009186861    2.043471 
          DayTuesday  0.04997277 0.009194729    5.434936 
         DayWednesda  0.06935474 0.009182947    7.552557 
        ChannelArena  0.55485470 0.038981132   14.233930 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.75829834 0.045674316  -16.602292 
ChannelCNBC Australi -2.45672368 0.115316754  -21.304135 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  0.14951513 0.040910323    3.654704 
    ChannelChannel V  0.05813948 0.043761746    1.328546 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.16739611 0.039141206   -4.276723 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.88204393 0.034833880   25.321438 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.65097214 0.041748850   15.592577 
           ChannelE! -1.38474278 0.054766768  -25.284362 
         ChannelESPN -0.81438426 0.059544844  -13.676823 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.25850909 0.040077111    6.450292 
    ChannelFOX Footy  1.06240925 0.060602497   17.530783 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.93401591 0.057246597   16.315658 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.93176040 0.057876935   16.098994 
         ChannelFOX8  1.51346100 0.038109407   39.713581 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.31513475 0.039711185    7.935667 
     ChannelHallmark -0.49730996 0.052025916   -9.558889 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.55491066 0.043592865   12.729392 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.97734192 0.047720339  -20.480616 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.09334834 0.036490773   29.962323 
 ChannelLifestyle +2 -0.26675123 0.041699150   -6.397042 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.87554660 0.049963069  -17.523876 
          ChannelMTV  0.37060639 0.039203653    9.453364 
  ChannelMovie Extra  0.05055332 0.048400914    1.044470 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.38153546 0.052400258   -7.281175 
    ChannelMovie One  0.31704739 0.045968705    6.897027 
ChannelNational Geog  0.78618189 0.034344449   22.891091 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.28104394 0.042069446    6.680476 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.33542954 0.042024122    7.981833 
     ChannelShowtime  0.91930034 0.043030950   21.363701 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.40276036 0.04523572   8.9035907 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.45178193 0.04596431   9.8289721 
     ChannelSky News  0.60749694 0.07706792   7.8826174 
          ChannelTV1  1.44690507 0.03889782  37.1975925 
       ChannelTV1 +2 -0.20669528 0.04263769  -4.8477126 
         ChannelUKTV  1.07456258 0.04037101  26.6171805 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.71176805 0.04901273 -14.5221045 
          ChannelVH1 -0.69925723 0.05151904 -13.5727912 
            ChannelW  0.13044150 0.04206726   3.1007846 
          Channelmax -0.64584516 0.05975203 -10.8087565 
          TypeCodeAB  0.54572630 0.06737051   8.1003734 
          TypeCodeAC  0.28979307 0.06754885   4.2901258 
          TypeCodeAD  0.58625224 0.07083150   8.2767169 
          TypeCodeAF  0.69249811 0.06527864  10.6083413 
          TypeCodeAG  1.13976182 0.11926746   9.5563523 
          TypeCodeAH  0.19295950 0.07070175   2.7292041 
          TypeCodeBA  0.32279036 0.07168989   4.5025927 
          TypeCodeBB  0.20179193 0.06608445   3.0535464 
          TypeCodeBC  0.32639446 0.06939619   4.7033485 
          TypeCodeBD  0.94099656 0.06567710  14.3276204 
          TypeCodeDB -0.09121851 0.07222838  -1.2629179 
          TypeCodeDC -0.23686051 0.07809355  -3.0330356 
          TypeCodeDD -0.35745536 0.10597012  -3.3731712 
          TypeCodeDE -0.22571167 0.07343786  -3.0735057 
          TypeCodeDF -0.18696427 0.07517439  -2.4870741 
          TypeCodeDG -0.19364155 0.07244184  -2.6730623 
          TypeCodeDH -0.43047253 0.11314062  -3.8047567 
          TypeCodeEA  0.02421176 0.08238786   0.2938753 
          TypeCodeEB -0.43233426 0.07574549  -5.7077229 
          TypeCodeEC -0.50150807 0.07643302  -6.5614056 
          TypeCodeED -0.10269623 0.09203681  -1.1158169 
          TypeCodeEF  0.65977453 0.06927321   9.5242380 
          TypeCodeEG -0.03089648 0.06701091  -0.4610664 
          TypeCodeEH -0.21087014 0.08494460  -2.4824432 
          TypeCodeEI -0.23151897 0.07805258  -2.9661926 
          TypeCodeEK -0.52662737 0.20017094  -2.6308882 
          TypeCodeEL -0.74376184 0.08524578  -8.7249114 
          TypeCodeEO -1.57308465 0.20011782  -7.8607923  
  413 
          TypeCodeEP  0.05892187 0.06941544   0.8488294 
                 Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeER -0.98786831 0.08920930 -11.0736019 
TypeCodeES -0.14120227 0.15410025  -0.9163013 
TypeCodeET -0.06188740 0.07732234  -0.8003818 
TypeCodeEU -0.06669395 0.06899315  -0.9666749 
TypeCodeFC -1.28632476 0.70815892  -1.8164352 
TypeCodeGA  0.07287567 0.06769999   1.0764503 
TypeCodeGB -0.34363081 0.07519866  -4.5696402 
TypeCodeGC  0.02398812 0.07130348   0.3364229 
TypeCodeGD -0.04920404 0.08665403  -0.5678217 
TypeCodeGE -0.38730765 0.13430053  -2.8838877 
TypeCodeGF -1.07706119 0.09580685 -11.2420065 
TypeCodeGG -0.20243191 0.07088189  -2.8559045 
TypeCodeGH -0.14126037 0.07606047  -1.8572114 
TypeCodeGI  0.21775091 0.07445166   2.9247287 
TypeCodeHA -0.04817715 0.07028172  -0.6854863 
TypeCodeHB  0.16155119 0.06922794   2.3336126 
TypeCodeHC  0.16926929 0.06787946   2.4936747 
TypeCodeHD -0.15655151 0.07131838  -2.1951074 
TypeCodeHE -0.29450977 0.09164739  -3.2135098 
TypeCodeHF -0.12149519 0.06786942  -1.7901316 
TypeCodeHG -0.51787556 0.08769690  -5.9052892 
TypeCodeID  0.13197831 0.34150977   0.3864554 
TypeCodeIH  0.43373538 0.15761296   2.7519018 
TypeCodeIQ -5.40839006 3.10721060  -1.7405933 
TypeCodeJB  0.51304876 0.07123930   7.2017662 
TypeCodeJC  0.82761599 0.14690861   5.6335431 
TypeCodeJD  0.59415155 0.08006521   7.4208458 
TypeCodeJE  0.62687662 0.08183580   7.6601761 
TypeCodeJF  0.05211709 0.06944425   0.7504883 
TypeCodeJG -0.05377904 0.09297743  -0.5784096 
TypeCodeJH -0.31442135 0.07074629  -4.4443510 
TypeCodeJI  0.21583315 0.07383420   2.9232138 
TypeCodeJJ  0.21216107 0.09159264   2.3163550 
TypeCodeJL -0.82442792 0.13209540  -6.2411555 
TypeCodeJM -0.01726394 0.08430701  -0.2047747 
TypeCodeJN -0.60706739 0.10868358  -5.5856404 
TypeCodeJO  0.02091258 0.10498106   0.1992033 
TypeCodeJQ -0.02067924 0.07862180  -0.2630217 
TypeCodeJR  0.37936101 0.07867846   4.8216626 
                  Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeJS -0.971373920 0.35985845  -2.69932227 
TypeCodeJT  1.065828354 0.71095239   1.49915575 
TypeCodeJU  0.120749720 0.07103971   1.69974967 
TypeCodeJV  0.377622038 0.08402411   4.49421061 
TypeCodeJW  0.475736429 0.07703112   6.17589882 
TypeCodeKC  0.532561339 0.09255722   5.75386032 
TypeCodeKD  0.665294664 0.59080988   1.12607235 
TypeCodeKE -0.074995048 0.10257460  -0.73112686 
TypeCodeKH  0.430600800 0.09004807   4.78189932 
TypeCodeKJ  0.534104355 0.12162199   4.39151122 
TypeCodeKM  0.237258612 0.08664718   2.73821511 
TypeCodeKN  0.810133378 0.07488243  10.81873781 
TypeCodeLA  0.174968809 0.06992738   2.50215036 
TypeCodeLB -0.214473120 0.07503036  -2.85848432 
TypeCodeLC  0.035480026 0.06820358   0.52020768 
TypeCodeNA  1.415814867 0.15699978   9.01794171 
TypeCodeNB -0.668703052 0.16152451  -4.13994786 
TypeCodeNC  2.323017604 0.32878824   7.06539143 
TypeCodeOA  0.148187149 0.07514245   1.97208304 
TypeCodeOB -0.188041342 0.15345436  -1.22538939 
TypeCodeOC -0.060131669 0.06700697  -0.89739419 
TypeCodeOD -0.215452696 0.10920643  -1.97289391 
TypeCodeOE -0.149145888 0.19978622  -0.74652741 
TypeCodeOF -0.622895855 0.34156627  -1.82364569 
TypeCodeOG  0.570081354 0.09910369   5.75237254 
TypeCodeOH  1.493428693 0.07530306  19.83224377 
TypeCodeOI  0.542319387 0.08432252   6.43148951 
TypeCodeOJ  0.232631391 0.15824633   1.47005872 
TypeCodeOK -0.254908051 0.45298173  -0.56273362 
TypeCodeOL  0.439507868 0.07640103   5.75264287   414
TypeCodeOM -0.573605403 0.20998274  -2.73167879 
TypeCodeON  0.216664434 0.25449152   0.85136209 
TypeCodeOP -0.284745234 0.20528440  -1.38707680 
TypeCodeOQ -0.005649908 0.08732852  -0.06469717 
TypeCodeOR  0.338466951 0.09713694   3.48443071 
TypeCodeOT  1.475523866 0.07261205  20.32064670 
TypeCodeOU  0.745670598 0.07930276   9.40283231 
TypeCodeOV -0.405262107 0.18191866  -2.22771045 
TypeCodeOW  0.415812186 0.10546100   3.94280540 
                        Value Std. Error     t value  
      TypeCodeOX -0.674181710 0.45312171  -1.4878601 
      TypeCodeOY -0.665702342 0.19555088  -3.4042411 
      TypeCodeOZ  0.185346628 0.09489701   1.9531346 
     TypeCodeO_A -0.374781069 0.10287165  -3.6431908 
     TypeCodeO_D  0.860974790 0.06998626  12.3020554 
      TypeCodeQA  0.110979302 0.06771782   1.6388492 
      TypeCodeQB -0.227473468 0.08012368  -2.8390292 
      TypeCodeQC  1.157934841 0.09052837  12.7908505 
CountryAustralia -0.064634720 0.02578691  -2.5064934 
   CountryCanada -0.348566322 0.02788504 -12.5001210 
   CountryEurope -0.364009991 0.03305505 -11.0122367 
CountryNew Zeala -0.371726676 0.05732625  -6.4844063 
CountryOther ove -0.303506379 0.12139698  -2.5001146 
CountrySouth Afr  0.074985459 0.09364147   0.8007719 
      CountryUSA -0.009201906 0.02356117  -0.3905538 
CountryUnited Ki -0.150755110 0.02522489  -5.9764438 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 322571.2 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 152187.1 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 4  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
               Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
         NULL                  41198   322571.2 
sqrt(StartHr)   1  45647.3     41197   276923.9 
   DurationHr   1   2503.8     41196   274420.1 
          Day   6   2942.6     41190   271477.5 
      Channel  40 100579.4     41150   170898.0 
     TypeCode 115  17913.4     41035   152984.6 
      Country   8    797.6     41027   152187.1 
Share of men watching subscription television programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = ShrMen ~ StartHr + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode + 
Country, family = binomial(link = logit), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
        Min         1Q      Median         3Q       Max  
 -0.4666036 -0.0860824 -0.03629181 0.03338282 0.8905009 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error      t value  
         (Intercept) -5.378726869 1.937246674 -2.776480115 
             StartHr -0.011877711 0.006937979 -1.711984280 
          DurationHr  0.180664153 0.100077974  1.805233912 
           DayMonday  0.113211450 0.174324428  0.649429636  
  415 
         DaySaturday  0.095336978 0.166437799  0.572808455 
           DaySunday -0.011535636 0.170864015 -0.067513547 
         DayThursday  0.102150580 0.174663923  0.584840752 
          DayTuesday  0.139273536 0.173748814  0.801579778 
         DayWednesda  0.155118096 0.173455979  0.894279329 
        ChannelArena  0.391226449 0.760879475  0.514176636 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.722363881 0.878295348 -0.822461240 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.952327304 2.124296671 -0.919046445 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  0.163703958 0.793694401  0.206255654 
    ChannelChannel V  0.201008987 0.847299053  0.237234996 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.105433824 0.763029863 -0.138177847 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.762375158 0.671156157  1.135913230 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.624322900 0.804658471  0.775885574 
           ChannelE! -1.128236555 0.996037272 -1.132725236 
         ChannelESPN -0.560852804 1.103364537 -0.508311428 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.004563669 0.785995435  0.005806228 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.927478071 1.262296011  0.734754814 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  1.109803723 1.088151191  1.019898459 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  1.141603434 1.089248946  1.048064759 
         ChannelFOX8  1.420606630 0.743865707  1.909762227 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.359718649 0.771499696  0.466258964 
     ChannelHallmark -0.796119855 1.038121245 -0.766885235 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.598545531 0.802609248  0.745749607 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.974520132 0.924587686 -1.054005095 
    ChannelLifestyle  0.989358975 0.702288648  1.408764014 
 ChannelLifestyle +2 -0.137690113 0.788824702 -0.174550965 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.450809352 0.949142217 -0.474965020 
          ChannelMTV  0.354728879 0.775553931  0.457387765 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.040186044 0.920195195 -0.043671217 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.639981004 1.019314686 -0.627854197 
    ChannelMovie One  0.072344540 0.899579217  0.080420422 
ChannelNational Geog  0.759643359 0.656383213  1.157316860 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.211774636 0.808837554  0.261825920 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.342689914 0.808691366  0.423758592 
     ChannelShowtime  0.659672949 0.844429539  0.781205440 
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.283619538 0.874169430  0.324444585 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.19930894  0.8952101  0.22263929 
     ChannelSky News  1.41279456  1.5033483  0.93976528 
          ChannelTV1  1.36513410  0.7585014  1.79977790 
       ChannelTV1 +2 -0.21126429  0.8270858 -0.25543215 
         ChannelUKTV  0.77988164  0.7961412  0.97957700 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.84404836  0.9651566 -0.87451958 
          ChannelVH1 -0.67157064  1.0171349 -0.66025717 
            ChannelW  0.09693143  0.7976024  0.12152850 
          Channelmax -0.70843321  1.2177761 -0.58174338 
          TypeCodeAB  1.08223490  1.7645167  0.61333219 
          TypeCodeAC  0.54196441  1.7739226  0.30551750 
          TypeCodeAD  1.06846838  1.8081831  0.59090718 
          TypeCodeAF  1.09754114  1.7389123  0.63116531 
          TypeCodeAG  1.70750918  2.4799687  0.68852046 
          TypeCodeAH  0.17956559  1.8527768  0.09691701 
          TypeCodeBA  0.62848873  1.8359559  0.34232234 
          TypeCodeBB  0.48204309  1.7467664  0.27596310 
          TypeCodeBC  0.67039593  1.8004902  0.37234078 
          TypeCodeBD  1.11269408  1.7413878  0.63896972 
          TypeCodeDB  0.34443724  1.8320055  0.18801104 
          TypeCodeDC  0.24278454  1.8987732  0.12786390 
          TypeCodeDD  0.09934593  2.3496052  0.04228197 
          TypeCodeDE  0.05497001  1.8529615  0.02966603 
          TypeCodeDF  0.26654104  1.8644655  0.14295842 
          TypeCodeDG  0.20299239  1.8410470  0.11025921 
          TypeCodeDH  0.07205441  2.3805227  0.03026831 
          TypeCodeEA  0.04408759  2.2811002  0.01932734 
          TypeCodeEB  0.22348531  1.8316141  0.12201550 
          TypeCodeEC -0.02091177  1.9082787 -0.01095845 
          TypeCodeED  0.22406900  2.1201961  0.10568315 
          TypeCodeEF  1.03874836  1.7970548  0.57802822 
          TypeCodeEG  0.43739834  1.7573898  0.24889091 
          TypeCodeEH  0.63336327  1.8782532  0.33720868 
          TypeCodeEI  0.25656598  1.9549192  0.13124122 
          TypeCodeEK -0.35133313  5.5120239 -0.06373941   416
          TypeCodeEL -0.38025362  2.0514202 -0.18536116 
          TypeCodeEO -0.91757523  4.1861725 -0.21919193 
          TypeCodeEP  0.57918350  1.7796328  0.32545113 
          TypeCodeER -0.23683818  1.9201308 -0.12334481 
          TypeCodeES  0.16863077  4.4683980  0.03773853 
                 Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeET  0.36387129   1.957144  0.185919494 
TypeCodeEU  0.10943574   1.793750  0.061009487 
TypeCodeFC -1.68311813  12.043447 -0.139753854 
TypeCodeGA  0.42201268   1.770906  0.238303238 
TypeCodeGB -0.01237539   1.865390 -0.006634213 
TypeCodeGC  0.05756437   1.832878  0.031406544 
TypeCodeGD  0.17568306   2.038058  0.086201220 
TypeCodeGE -0.73797910   3.230010 -0.228475795 
TypeCodeGF -0.38671445   2.044169 -0.189179286 
TypeCodeGG -0.03231181   1.823653 -0.017718186 
TypeCodeGH  0.20768383   1.906558  0.108931311 
TypeCodeGI  0.52084321   1.880976  0.276900523 
TypeCodeHA  0.33487874   1.803469  0.185685922 
TypeCodeHB  0.36056862   1.802224  0.200068687 
TypeCodeHC  0.29206122   1.793795  0.162817512 
TypeCodeHD  0.11521054   1.823545  0.063179433 
TypeCodeHE  0.10734100   2.236478  0.047995556 
TypeCodeHF  0.29296701   1.761455  0.166320989 
TypeCodeHG  0.09783006   2.075274  0.047140796 
TypeCodeID  0.08701050   9.334310  0.009321579 
TypeCodeIH  0.93743152   3.118565  0.300597096 
TypeCodeIQ -2.27916483  13.955764 -0.163313512 
TypeCodeJB  1.10445906   1.824970  0.605192844 
TypeCodeJC  1.37541986   2.537703  0.541993978 
TypeCodeJD  1.00518472   2.010150  0.500054609 
TypeCodeJE  0.77230030   2.126092  0.363248724 
TypeCodeJF  0.55149812   1.799981  0.306391092 
TypeCodeJG  0.66595088   2.019077  0.329829373 
TypeCodeJH  0.31145054   1.804531  0.172593631 
TypeCodeJI  0.46909070   1.909258  0.245692696 
TypeCodeJJ  0.52011533   2.326324  0.223578181 
TypeCodeJL -0.07923531   2.558580 -0.030968473 
TypeCodeJM  0.88941759   1.908049  0.466139875 
TypeCodeJN  0.14662939   2.356474  0.062224075 
TypeCodeJO  0.93148157   2.171398  0.428977762 
TypeCodeJQ  0.47218950   1.933943  0.244158917 
TypeCodeJR  0.92481051   1.934534  0.478053409 
TypeCodeJS -0.36555345   5.882073 -0.062147039 
TypeCodeJT  0.71702770   8.709295  0.082329021 
TypeCodeJU  0.61120013   1.816187  0.336529362 
                  Value Std. Error      t value  
 TypeCodeJV  0.82874977   2.055215  0.403242429 
 TypeCodeJW  0.96974145   1.931454  0.502078457 
 TypeCodeKC  0.26029884   2.141376  0.121556831 
 TypeCodeKD  0.26037873  17.519594  0.014862144 
 TypeCodeKE -0.12132991   2.331868 -0.052031210 
 TypeCodeKH  0.09109328   2.109618  0.043179988 
 TypeCodeKJ  0.20379134   2.638355  0.077241806 
 TypeCodeKM  0.30025401   2.026558  0.148159568 
 TypeCodeKN  0.59531025   1.910299  0.311631961 
 TypeCodeLA  0.42307377   1.818778  0.232614295 
 TypeCodeLB  0.09030018   1.896041  0.047625644 
 TypeCodeLC  0.31098085   1.785888  0.174132289 
 TypeCodeNA  1.96970761   2.775751  0.709612526 
 TypeCodeNB -0.29317587   3.400908 -0.086205170 
 TypeCodeNC  0.79698870   4.971727  0.160304209 
 TypeCodeOA  0.36599916   1.839021  0.199018520 
 TypeCodeOB -0.27972056   2.986338 -0.093666753 
 TypeCodeOC  0.24222928   1.711916  0.141495975 
 TypeCodeOD  0.11030392   2.161475  0.051031773 
 TypeCodeOE -0.03758098   4.063903 -0.009247508 
 TypeCodeOF -0.43970422   5.354058 -0.082125410 
 TypeCodeOG  0.86231256   2.243557  0.384350564 
 TypeCodeOH  1.72650320   1.848223  0.934142469 
 TypeCodeOI  0.53019013   2.017571  0.262786393 
 TypeCodeOJ  0.26643247   3.496481  0.076200174  
  417 
 TypeCodeOK -0.20762659   7.176871 -0.028929958 
 TypeCodeOL  0.64979130   1.857936  0.349738177 
 TypeCodeOM -0.18323400   2.962024 -0.061861085 
 TypeCodeON  0.42573337   4.253744  0.100084385 
 TypeCodeOP  0.26991107   3.039401  0.088804022 
 TypeCodeOQ  0.11191800   2.028298  0.055178276 
 TypeCodeOR  0.28818110   2.260296  0.127497061 
 TypeCodeOT  1.24528572   1.827266  0.681502283 
 TypeCodeOU  0.78798567   1.941687  0.405825312 
 TypeCodeOV  0.72442972   2.329664  0.310958860 
 TypeCodeOW  0.31024981   2.485653  0.124816234 
 TypeCodeOX -0.64512639  12.942243 -0.049846568 
 TypeCodeOY -0.72613274   4.005364 -0.181290081 
 TypeCodeOZ  0.11111870   2.188916  0.050764266 
TypeCodeO_A -0.34769387   2.302943 -0.150978040 
                        Value Std. Error     t value  
     TypeCodeO_D  1.200641113  1.8324112  0.65522472 
      TypeCodeQA  0.136886887  1.7551881  0.07798987 
      TypeCodeQB  0.331866449  1.8573548  0.17867693 
      TypeCodeQC  0.533776466  2.4994102  0.21356097 
CountryAustralia -0.073915165  0.5259255 -0.14054304 
   CountryCanada -0.334473349  0.5529200 -0.60492177 
   CountryEurope -0.201093629  0.6445494 -0.31199101 
CountryNew Zeala -0.336546991  1.0667135 -0.31549894 
CountryOther ove -0.068486426  2.1450352 -0.03192788 
CountrySouth Afr  0.268952465  1.6361690  0.16437939 
      CountryUSA -0.005969398  0.4865737 -0.01226823 
CountryUnited Ki -0.138868934  0.5144480 -0.26993773 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Binomial family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 777.8197 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 491.934 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 8  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
            Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
      NULL                  41198   777.8197 
   StartHr   1   2.6311     41197   775.1886 
DurationHr   1   2.7605     41196   772.4281 
       Day   6   1.2285     41190   771.1995 
   Channel  40 240.7326     41150   530.4669 
  TypeCode 115  36.6156     41035   493.8513 
   Country   8   1.9173     41027   491.9340 
Women 
Reach of women watching subscription television programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = TotWomen ~ sqrt(StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + 
TypeCode + Country, family = poisson(link = log), data = X2005, na.action = 
na.exclude, control = list(epsilon =  
  0.0001, maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
       Min        1Q     Median        3Q      Max  
 -7.325186 -1.642658 -0.7043311 0.7411755 13.34428   418
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error      t value  
         (Intercept) -1.043661155 0.077628518  -13.4443009 
       sqrt(StartHr)  0.505021363 0.002561250  197.1777299 
          DurationHr  0.202205212 0.006152772   32.8640822 
           DayMonday -0.002731761 0.008709481   -0.3136537 
         DaySaturday  0.161644977 0.008085103   19.9929395 
           DaySunday  0.104119256 0.008165489   12.7511351 
         DayThursday -0.076136877 0.008850420   -8.6026283 
          DayTuesday -0.033735491 0.008779162   -3.8426778 
         DayWednesda  0.000556853 0.008740227    0.0637115 
        ChannelArena  0.888159369 0.037441018   23.7215603 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.455008206 0.041917056  -10.8549658 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.773485083 0.103390424  -17.1532819 
ChannelCartoon Netwo -0.173601138 0.042015444   -4.1318411 
    ChannelChannel V -0.020880734 0.044174632   -0.4726861 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.628978742 0.039716341  -15.8367748 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.364919340 0.036712894    9.9398139 
ChannelDisney Channe  1.030076283 0.042144843   24.4413363 
           ChannelE! -0.842356961 0.046104119  -18.2707528 
         ChannelESPN -1.453288637 0.071311060  -20.3795685 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.309307986 0.039044886    7.9218565 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.742912138 0.067801558   10.9571544 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.295836566 0.066685086    4.4363228 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.321330184 0.067715141    4.7453225 
         ChannelFOX8  1.259463155 0.037799780   33.3193250 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.164986318 0.039600243    4.1662956 
     ChannelHallmark  0.067815616 0.044817696    1.5131437 
ChannelHistory Chann -0.128191010 0.048666692   -2.6340605 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.547239032 0.042373714  -12.9145874 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.285782845 0.035068553   36.6648387 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.012444574 0.038250494    0.3253441 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.685305792 0.044124199  -15.5312912 
          ChannelMTV  0.267231596 0.039002854    6.8515909 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.248046791 0.049940702   -4.9668263 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.621973839 0.054551387  -11.4016137 
    ChannelMovie One  0.085186695 0.046827524    1.8191586 
ChannelNational Geog  0.146585377 0.037329162    3.9268327 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.692237569 0.042638501   16.2350352 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.701737192 0.042526263   16.5012663 
     ChannelShowtime  0.671964351 0.043219379   15.5477559 
                            Value Std. Error     t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.249103623 0.04540084   5.4867624 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.126206002 0.04755297   2.6540090 
     ChannelSky News  0.480729741 0.08653092   5.5555836 
          ChannelTV1  1.551219084 0.03797283  40.8507635 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.006653787 0.04065497   0.1636648 
         ChannelUKTV  1.172187420 0.03880195  30.2094993 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.369403874 0.04319068  -8.5528609 
          ChannelVH1 -0.716938366 0.05158779 -13.8974422 
            ChannelW  0.867055421 0.03858716  22.4700492 
          Channelmax -0.664412021 0.06097648 -10.8962013 
          TypeCodeAB  0.118340013 0.06145077   1.9257694 
          TypeCodeAC  0.140581899 0.06117853   2.2978959 
          TypeCodeAD  0.316201299 0.06411086   4.9321017 
          TypeCodeAF  0.192043800 0.05960659   3.2218552 
          TypeCodeAG  1.167398638 0.09551088  12.2226768 
          TypeCodeAH -0.103737529 0.06386513  -1.6243219 
          TypeCodeBA -0.034801619 0.07063908  -0.4926681 
          TypeCodeBB  0.058092003 0.06141326   0.9459195 
          TypeCodeBC -0.150386341 0.06701366  -2.2441147 
          TypeCodeBD  0.576813275 0.06117723   9.4285619 
          TypeCodeDB -0.249922040 0.06995983  -3.5723649 
          TypeCodeDC -0.301768785 0.07818434  -3.8597087 
          TypeCodeDD -0.688421666 0.11127069  -6.1869093 
          TypeCodeDE -0.399294093 0.07045261  -5.6675560 
          TypeCodeDF -0.186764303 0.07326735  -2.5490794 
          TypeCodeDG -0.171386167 0.06806115  -2.5181204 
          TypeCodeDH -0.398957462 0.12630287  -3.1587364 
          TypeCodeEA -0.227552188 0.07757960  -2.9331445 
          TypeCodeEB -0.395464711 0.07086067  -5.5808776  
  419 
          TypeCodeEC -0.328992158 0.06630500  -4.9617999 
          TypeCodeED  0.094471132 0.08187525   1.1538424 
          TypeCodeEF  0.254867976 0.06725031   3.7898411 
          TypeCodeEG  0.080085927 0.06191088   1.2935678 
          TypeCodeEH -0.318406653 0.07432890  -4.2837529 
          TypeCodeEI  0.051652627 0.06770867   0.7628657 
          TypeCodeEK -0.983796155 0.23747416  -4.1427504 
          TypeCodeEL -0.390274815 0.07247761  -5.3847636 
          TypeCodeEO -0.651322608 0.10548826  -6.1743609 
          TypeCodeEP -0.531881830 0.06649508  -7.9988145 
                 Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeER -0.98049840 0.08507517 -11.5250826 
TypeCodeES -0.76440589 0.16645251  -4.5923363 
TypeCodeET -0.49180452 0.07531183  -6.5302424 
TypeCodeEU  0.23125212 0.06286595   3.6784958 
TypeCodeFC -0.44593132 0.32305399  -1.3803616 
TypeCodeGA -0.17766857 0.06298931  -2.8206148 
TypeCodeGB -0.26572291 0.06915788  -3.8422649 
TypeCodeGC  0.05100871 0.06531066   0.7810167 
TypeCodeGD  0.34538590 0.07063519   4.8897142 
TypeCodeGE -0.34620469 0.11012093  -3.1438591 
TypeCodeGF -0.91745698 0.08534432 -10.7500649 
TypeCodeGG -0.09190069 0.06488903  -1.4162746 
TypeCodeGH -0.64105184 0.07406251  -8.6555509 
TypeCodeGI -0.32856572 0.07421991  -4.4269212 
TypeCodeHA -0.27985061 0.06506761  -4.3009205 
TypeCodeHB -0.10462298 0.06509525  -1.6072292 
TypeCodeHC -0.01622904 0.06357265  -0.2552834 
TypeCodeHD -0.37776425 0.06782128  -5.5699962 
TypeCodeHE -0.29539424 0.08578461  -3.4434408 
TypeCodeHF -0.03845571 0.06257697  -0.6145346 
TypeCodeHG -0.91812805 0.08356069 -10.9875594 
TypeCodeID -0.54013337 0.32306488  -1.6719037 
TypeCodeIH  0.14535274 0.14235573   1.0210530 
TypeCodeIQ -0.36745124 0.28448805  -1.2916228 
TypeCodeJB -0.06275882 0.06912471  -0.9079071 
TypeCodeJC -0.61780385 0.26254486  -2.3531363 
TypeCodeJD  0.05251524 0.08197835   0.6405989 
TypeCodeJE  0.34622265 0.07496953   4.6181782 
TypeCodeJF -0.15995343 0.06504897  -2.4589694 
TypeCodeJG -0.57329947 0.09767235  -5.8696186 
TypeCodeJH -0.31753905 0.06547651  -4.8496639 
TypeCodeJI  0.10974824 0.06676776   1.6437312 
TypeCodeJJ -0.26090874 0.09859688  -2.6462169 
TypeCodeJL -1.11940458 0.13301668  -8.4155201 
TypeCodeJM -0.30808143 0.08514790  -3.6181919 
TypeCodeJN -0.50854487 0.09583980  -5.3061972 
TypeCodeJO -0.07409377 0.09944038  -0.7451075 
TypeCodeJQ -0.07342451 0.07372017  -0.9959895 
TypeCodeJR -0.13868492 0.08016337  -1.7300286 
                 Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeJS -2.37376208 0.70970668  -3.3447087 
TypeCodeJT  0.46253599 1.00251489   0.4613757 
TypeCodeJU -0.16132325 0.06696390  -2.4091077 
TypeCodeJV -0.38690674 0.09166380  -4.2209329 
TypeCodeJW -0.35457143 0.07984159  -4.4409363 
TypeCodeKC  0.27725311 0.09975847   2.7792437 
TypeCodeKD -0.64963214 0.71579658  -0.9075653 
TypeCodeKE -0.42818791 0.10708057  -3.9987451 
TypeCodeKH  0.19912672 0.09690752   2.0548119 
TypeCodeKJ  0.52915955 0.12619637   4.1931439 
TypeCodeKM -0.51146752 0.11539481  -4.4323268 
TypeCodeKN  0.50464469 0.08237988   6.1258248 
TypeCodeLA -0.03288716 0.06577380  -0.5000039 
TypeCodeLB -0.31586478 0.06918237  -4.5656831 
TypeCodeLC  0.03535886 0.06339712   0.5577360 
TypeCodeNA  0.75765522 0.18856270   4.0180547 
TypeCodeNB -0.38384119 0.14935377  -2.5700135 
TypeCodeNC  1.89931673 0.39016025   4.8680426 
TypeCodeOA -0.14665297 0.07999369  -1.8333068 
TypeCodeOB -0.90588574 0.24664101  -3.6728917 
TypeCodeOC -0.41715224 0.07043981  -5.9221088   420
TypeCodeOD -0.79939455 0.15253731  -5.2406493 
TypeCodeOE -1.18649994 0.38582195  -3.0752526 
TypeCodeOF -0.67350516 0.41568806  -1.6202177 
TypeCodeOG  0.30164135 0.12013695   2.5108125 
TypeCodeOH  1.18913406 0.08334035  14.2684074 
TypeCodeOI  0.06926299 0.10102707   0.6855884 
TypeCodeOJ -0.99453086 0.34232169  -2.9052523 
TypeCodeOK  0.13428409 0.45359363   0.2960449 
TypeCodeOL -0.15874720 0.08756409  -1.8129259 
TypeCodeOM -1.03065382 0.31120822  -3.3117821 
TypeCodeON -0.43462469 0.40410897  -1.0755136 
TypeCodeOP -0.15803374 0.24172449  -0.6537763 
TypeCodeOQ -0.39176392 0.10598693  -3.6963416 
TypeCodeOR -0.07301656 0.12187200  -0.5991250 
TypeCodeOT  1.24893416 0.07883348  15.8426880 
TypeCodeOU  0.51305828 0.09087790   5.6455780 
TypeCodeOV -0.60090824 0.24113241  -2.4920260 
TypeCodeOW -0.22985004 0.14631854  -1.5708880 
                       Value Std. Error     t value  
      TypeCodeOX -0.49652468 0.50661821  -0.9800766 
      TypeCodeOY -1.28059225 0.30947265  -4.1379819 
      TypeCodeOZ  0.30497143 0.10671776   2.8577382 
     TypeCodeO_A -0.27615199 0.11722038  -2.3558360 
     TypeCodeO_D  0.19250337 0.06969193   2.7622047 
      TypeCodeQA -0.29540206 0.07186271  -4.1106448 
      TypeCodeQB -0.98306628 0.08530902 -11.5235911 
      TypeCodeQC  0.68967862 0.11705526   5.8919062 
CountryAustralia  0.07856521 0.03176455   2.4733615 
   CountryCanada -0.03684432 0.03311727  -1.1125410 
   CountryEurope -0.14059328 0.03762506  -3.7366927 
CountryNew Zeala -0.01531608 0.05918030  -0.2588037 
CountryOther ove -0.05637321 0.13579124  -0.4151461 
CountrySouth Afr  0.21091300 0.10413888   2.0253050 
      CountryUSA  0.23909574 0.03007185   7.9508149 
CountryUnited Ki  0.14645799 0.03129370   4.6801105 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 311327.5 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 159518.1 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 4  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
               Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
         NULL                  41198   311327.5 
sqrt(StartHr)   1 48701.00     41197   262626.5 
   DurationHr   1    98.71     41196   262527.8 
          Day   6  1000.09     41190   261527.7 
      Channel  40 90464.85     41150   171062.8 
     TypeCode 115 10783.84     41035   160279.0 
      Country   8   760.87     41027   159518.1 
Share of women watching subscription television programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = ShrWomen ~ StartHr + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode + 
Country, family = binomial(link = logit), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals:  
  421 
        Min          1Q      Median         3Q       Max  
 -0.4227882 -0.09433281 -0.03664165 0.03571557 0.7890167 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error     t value  
         (Intercept) -5.474556854 1.877844137 -2.91534145 
             StartHr -0.014231503 0.006865859 -2.07279271 
          DurationHr  0.176038386 0.111923947  1.57283933 
           DayMonday  0.079310369 0.173366981  0.45747102 
         DaySaturday  0.187466244 0.162363089  1.15461122 
           DaySunday  0.092755439 0.165934140  0.55898948 
         DayThursday  0.036099624 0.174776828  0.20654697 
          DayTuesday  0.013816766 0.176051545  0.07848137 
         DayWednesda  0.087220522 0.173279226  0.50335244 
        ChannelArena  0.801015531 0.720970213  1.11102445 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.242186565 0.788642840 -0.30709283 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.922549010 2.227520273 -0.86308934 
ChannelCartoon Netwo -0.091814231 0.808242704 -0.11359735 
    ChannelChannel V  0.037092262 0.862445327  0.04300825 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.634941422 0.771828538 -0.82264569 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.494110756 0.691257164  0.71480020 
ChannelDisney Channe  1.025765411 0.805575386  1.27333261 
           ChannelE! -0.496765065 0.847563111 -0.58610982 
         ChannelESPN -1.267024312 1.297645716 -0.97640234 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.172004310 0.756686216  0.22731260 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.597542809 1.474748331  0.40518290 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.453747751 1.235630555  0.36721959 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.652207116 1.221763437  0.53382439 
         ChannelFOX8  1.206411155 0.731080283  1.65017602 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.331666980 0.758626156  0.43719423 
     ChannelHallmark -0.009258444 0.866804617 -0.01068112 
ChannelHistory Chann -0.123096954 0.905007054 -0.13601767 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.322912263 0.798190125 -0.40455557 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.313133167 0.667930682  1.96597222 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.168418699 0.725773089  0.23205421 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.341905173 0.832689702 -0.41060334 
          ChannelMTV  0.215877258 0.769795481  0.28043456 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.337844060 0.958711103 -0.35239402 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.713220047 1.050834777 -0.67871759 
    ChannelMovie One -0.086963764 0.917015188 -0.09483350 
ChannelNational Geog  0.097509756 0.716216462  0.13614565 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.678621315 0.811878773  0.83586533 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.701413048 0.811637575  0.86419489 
     ChannelShowtime  0.383569735 0.853354580  0.44948459 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.10521082  0.8852856  0.11884393 
ChannelShowtime Grea -0.08081048  0.9274643 -0.08713056 
     ChannelSky News  1.09321313  1.7747040  0.61599745 
          ChannelTV1  1.54090946  0.7326035  2.10333336 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.15123281  0.7790750  0.19411843 
         ChannelUKTV  0.93732163  0.7551841  1.24118303 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.42119637  0.8429006 -0.49969873 
          ChannelVH1 -0.73258195  1.0347878 -0.70795380 
            ChannelW  0.95487946  0.7310658  1.30614699 
          Channelmax -0.61393690  1.2129265 -0.50616165 
          TypeCodeAB  0.54953061  1.6219311  0.33881255 
          TypeCodeAC  0.37695583  1.6226698  0.23230594 
          TypeCodeAD  0.67181024  1.6570008  0.40543748 
          TypeCodeAF  0.56122673  1.5976775  0.35127660 
          TypeCodeAG  1.51898159  2.2286352  0.68157478 
          TypeCodeAH -0.11758099  1.6906475 -0.06954790 
          TypeCodeBA  0.41386367  1.7674274  0.23416163 
          TypeCodeBB  0.28957232  1.6202679  0.17871879 
          TypeCodeBC  0.29096083  1.7130173  0.16985283 
          TypeCodeBD  0.69941661  1.6161871  0.43275719 
          TypeCodeDB  0.17124948  1.7352077  0.09869106 
          TypeCodeDC  0.11289983  1.8348051  0.06153233 
          TypeCodeDD -0.09785119  2.2980778 -0.04257958 
          TypeCodeDE -0.08664539  1.7484671 -0.04955506 
          TypeCodeDF  0.12948490  1.7773993  0.07285076 
          TypeCodeDG  0.30248903  1.7103759  0.17685529 
          TypeCodeDH  0.33483007  2.4150820  0.13864129   422
          TypeCodeEA -0.03884605  2.0510110 -0.01893995 
          TypeCodeEB  0.09181760  1.7144998  0.05355358 
          TypeCodeEC  0.02195664  1.7085228  0.01285124 
          TypeCodeED  0.42341304  1.8991371  0.22295022 
          TypeCodeEF  0.43359242  1.7252515  0.25132128 
          TypeCodeEG  0.50243066  1.6250105  0.30918611 
          TypeCodeEH  0.22861654  1.7398876  0.13139730 
          TypeCodeEI  0.38983168  1.7356929  0.22459715 
          TypeCodeEK -0.39458637  5.6851704 -0.06940625 
          TypeCodeEL -0.11165032  1.8044949 -0.06187345 
          TypeCodeEO -0.22279558  2.3477875 -0.09489597 
          TypeCodeEP  0.08587271  1.6644582  0.05159199 
                  Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeER -0.263337703   1.805921 -0.145819041 
TypeCodeES -0.426401527   4.515453 -0.094431611 
TypeCodeET -0.146322388   1.882963 -0.077708585 
TypeCodeEU  0.404810871   1.643803  0.246264796 
TypeCodeFC -0.495138832   7.615120 -0.065020489 
TypeCodeGA  0.178036026   1.644174  0.108282967 
TypeCodeGB  0.026143192   1.722375  0.015178575 
TypeCodeGC  0.178954510   1.679371  0.106560443 
TypeCodeGD  0.302080199   1.763461  0.171299578 
TypeCodeGE -0.393841635   2.535728 -0.155316988 
TypeCodeGF -0.299289976   1.851189 -0.161674438 
TypeCodeGG  0.012034432   1.673624  0.007190643 
TypeCodeGH -0.336718818   1.817242 -0.185291150 
TypeCodeGI -0.077516556   1.814617 -0.042717854 
TypeCodeHA  0.129674332   1.664526  0.077904647 
TypeCodeHB  0.112111136   1.681202  0.066685115 
TypeCodeHC  0.017535625   1.679589  0.010440426 
TypeCodeHD -0.120228470   1.719162 -0.069934353 
TypeCodeHE  0.106883267   2.066769  0.051715137 
TypeCodeHF  0.370566729   1.629661  0.227388880 
TypeCodeHG -0.089763328   1.903006 -0.047169219 
TypeCodeID  0.356910050   5.037702  0.070847796 
TypeCodeIH  0.536769239   2.710359  0.198043615 
TypeCodeIQ  0.469435026   3.206131  0.146417919 
TypeCodeJB  0.511414208   1.737551  0.294330432 
TypeCodeJC -0.058044583   3.887033 -0.014932875 
TypeCodeJD  0.502159231   1.985564  0.252905030 
TypeCodeJE  0.520202416   1.952689  0.266403146 
TypeCodeJF  0.242315119   1.681749  0.144085169 
TypeCodeJG  0.236447335   1.968702  0.120103160 
TypeCodeJH  0.176660814   1.674134  0.105523669 
TypeCodeJI  0.288916332   1.756960  0.164440995 
TypeCodeJJ  0.016378187   2.545081  0.006435232 
TypeCodeJL -0.822119371   2.910675 -0.282449759 
TypeCodeJM  0.437599947   1.865003  0.234637715 
TypeCodeJN -0.002207922   2.193545 -0.001006554 
TypeCodeJO  0.525038090   2.165034  0.242508040 
TypeCodeJQ  0.300580256   1.824524  0.164744457 
TypeCodeJR  0.287650267   1.926779  0.149290721 
                  Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeJS -1.793036000  11.860672 -0.151174909 
TypeCodeJT  0.507427708  10.202595  0.049735161 
TypeCodeJU  0.276307887   1.698585  0.162669438 
TypeCodeJV -0.082602088   2.203720 -0.037483020 
TypeCodeJW -0.052223943   1.960566 -0.026637171 
TypeCodeKC  0.177041822   2.282686  0.077558539 
TypeCodeKD -0.447102402  20.180181 -0.022155519 
TypeCodeKE -0.177908437   2.457850 -0.072383766 
TypeCodeKH -0.009485691   2.247655 -0.004220261 
TypeCodeKJ  0.346148161   2.766535  0.125119758 
TypeCodeKM -0.145170463   2.290846 -0.063369812 
TypeCodeKN  0.325709159   2.018944  0.161326484 
TypeCodeLA  0.297775635   1.693580  0.175826124 
TypeCodeLB  0.146201749   1.732726  0.084376721 
TypeCodeLC  0.313413623   1.656425  0.189210900 
TypeCodeNA  1.386236908   3.330881  0.416177268 
TypeCodeNB  0.479758666   2.659025  0.180426535 
TypeCodeNC  1.043004122   4.960196  0.210274788 
TypeCodeOA  0.389533881   1.809414  0.215281840  
  423 
TypeCodeOB -0.473571061   3.650896 -0.129713654 
TypeCodeOC -0.089451483   1.742618 -0.051331651 
TypeCodeOD -0.086207556   2.424263 -0.035560313 
TypeCodeOE -1.229056732   7.880428 -0.155963191 
TypeCodeOF  0.558908867   4.125758  0.135468165 
TypeCodeOG  0.643503987   2.561157  0.251255216 
TypeCodeOH  1.361850956   1.885386  0.722319295 
TypeCodeOI  0.077910602   2.229896  0.034939123 
TypeCodeOJ -0.661498059   6.219445 -0.106359659 
TypeCodeOK  2.203480460   3.335031  0.660707730 
TypeCodeOL  0.063169587   1.943277  0.032506734 
TypeCodeOM -0.732838674   4.195501 -0.174672518 
TypeCodeON -0.006900377   6.229776 -0.001107645 
TypeCodeOP  0.121867515   3.737738  0.032604618 
TypeCodeOQ -0.281420377   2.260958 -0.124469553 
TypeCodeOR -0.065971329   2.650150 -0.024893436 
TypeCodeOT  0.946300097   1.861696  0.508299932 
TypeCodeOU  0.492110315   2.057942  0.239127425 
TypeCodeOV  0.106356208   3.011951  0.035311406 
TypeCodeOW -0.262618478   3.217575 -0.081620007 
                       Value Std. Error      t value  
      TypeCodeOX -0.37238160 14.0682022 -0.026469736 
      TypeCodeOY -1.19232662  5.7719896 -0.206571166 
      TypeCodeOZ  0.01374106  2.4047345  0.005714171 
     TypeCodeO_A -0.35342452  2.4797230 -0.142525804 
     TypeCodeO_D  0.40170361  1.7953083  0.223751885 
      TypeCodeQA -0.25801165  1.8149037 -0.142162724 
      TypeCodeQB -0.23965260  1.7721156 -0.135235312 
      TypeCodeQC  0.13318061  3.3334870  0.039952341 
CountryAustralia  0.21597635  0.6937928  0.311298058 
   CountryCanada  0.06579999  0.7117077  0.092453667 
   CountryEurope  0.07267092  0.7983132  0.091030588 
CountryNew Zeala  0.06530564  1.1286811  0.057860138 
CountryOther ove  0.19864886  2.5673407  0.077375340 
CountrySouth Afr  0.37609582  1.9150122  0.196393431 
      CountryUSA  0.33279340  0.6654537  0.500099972 
CountryUnited Ki  0.24553174  0.6847622  0.358564950 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Binomial family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 768.9949 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 525.4411 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 8  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
            Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
      NULL                  41198   768.9949 
   StartHr   1   4.9043     41197   764.0906 
DurationHr   1   0.9873     41196   763.1033 
       Day   6   1.3780     41190   761.7253 
   Channel  40 215.4155     41150   546.3098 
  TypeCode 115  19.2163     41035   527.0935 
   Country   8   1.6524     41027   525.4411   424
People aged 0 to 4 
Reach of people aged 0 to 4 watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = TotPpl0.4 ~ sqrt(StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + 
TypeCode + Country, family = poisson(link = log), data = X2005, na.action = 
na.exclude, control = list(epsilon =  
  0.0001, maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
       Min         1Q     Median         3Q      Max  
 -4.801999 -0.8138529 -0.5025117 -0.2846448 8.340891 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error     t value  
         (Intercept) -3.460901196 0.236911734 -14.6083993 
       sqrt(StartHr)  0.326012895 0.005423812  60.1077111 
          DurationHr  0.198731477 0.021570211   9.2132373 
           DayMonday  0.043830633 0.019796139   2.2141001 
         DaySaturday  0.098353130 0.018617889   5.2827219 
           DaySunday -0.003213226 0.019012068  -0.1690098 
         DayThursday  0.036047769 0.019844692   1.8164942 
          DayTuesday -0.146392278 0.020930814  -6.9941033 
         DayWednesda  0.158014924 0.019263610   8.2027680 
        ChannelArena  2.113154225 0.182776587  11.5614054 
     ChannelArena +2  0.499524842 0.198058297   2.5221102 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.254804073 0.509384132  -2.4633749 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  1.968746079 0.186276348  10.5689536 
    ChannelChannel V  1.536031270 0.191530983   8.0197535 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.049110412 0.191890683  -0.2559291 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.858625234 0.182972572   4.6926445 
ChannelDisney Channe  2.684605472 0.186729516  14.3769744 
           ChannelE! -0.655203696 0.241911817  -2.7084402 
         ChannelESPN -0.203752205 0.261235040  -0.7799574 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.925044792 0.190208395   4.8633226 
    ChannelFOX Footy  2.029059330 0.239032530   8.4886326 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  1.292688775 0.256476492   5.0401842 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.989874363 0.264312398   3.7450924 
         ChannelFOX8  2.405305178 0.183636066  13.0982178 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  1.242617249 0.187143120   6.6399302 
     ChannelHallmark -0.195761059 0.250205358  -0.7824015 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.723712884 0.233648177   3.0974472 
ChannelHow to Channe  0.796300151 0.193294597   4.1196193 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.746428136 0.179622961   9.7227444 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.489986274 0.193538877   2.5317201 
ChannelLifestyle FOO  0.374021622 0.206384259   1.8122585 
          ChannelMTV  1.510649250 0.183985615   8.2106922 
  ChannelMovie Extra  0.674997846 0.221096103   3.0529613 
 ChannelMovie Greats  0.082832747 0.240901120   0.3438454 
    ChannelMovie One  0.819770948 0.211137738   3.8826358 
ChannelNational Geog  1.075366398 0.178393013   6.0280746 
     ChannelNick Jr.  3.200561883 0.186509561  17.1603100 
  ChannelNickelodeon  1.985861407 0.187228208  10.6066357 
     ChannelShowtime  1.188284987 0.207134692   5.7367743 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.74527227  0.2166614   3.4398011 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.53859735  0.2250412   2.3933282 
     ChannelSky News  1.24081431  0.3407706   3.6412012 
          ChannelTV1  2.70136279  0.1847359  14.6228376 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.81674027  0.1944814   4.1995814 
         ChannelUKTV  1.56121357  0.1909316   8.1768221 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.30507088  0.2287930  -1.3333923 
          ChannelVH1  0.49930644  0.2126630   2.3478759 
            ChannelW  1.61571847  0.1887709   8.5591517 
          Channelmax  0.26371733  0.2423633   1.0881074  
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          TypeCodeAB  0.51517589  0.1387839   3.7120735 
          TypeCodeAC -0.08255721  0.1421288  -0.5808621 
          TypeCodeAD  0.51671249  0.1405420   3.6765704 
          TypeCodeAF  0.54746782  0.1381605   3.9625487 
          TypeCodeAG  1.03457713  0.2215024   4.6707259 
          TypeCodeAH -0.54915092  0.1529100  -3.5913331 
          TypeCodeBA -0.45081011  0.1937791  -2.3264130 
          TypeCodeBB -0.52986257  0.1456724  -3.6373576 
          TypeCodeBC -0.99966448  0.2001928  -4.9935099 
          TypeCodeBD  0.34611648  0.1411814   2.4515728 
          TypeCodeDB -0.97546044  0.2067556  -4.7179399 
          TypeCodeDC -1.09839785  0.2619269  -4.1935287 
          TypeCodeDD -1.77040347  0.4710330  -3.7585554 
          TypeCodeDE -0.89048675  0.2121573  -4.1972940 
          TypeCodeDF -1.25353594  0.2424047  -5.1712527 
          TypeCodeDG -1.26972559  0.2109230  -6.0198548 
          TypeCodeDH -2.04862808  0.7419469  -2.7611520 
          TypeCodeEA -0.75653440  0.2288461  -3.3058652 
          TypeCodeEB -0.79411194  0.1772252  -4.4808080 
          TypeCodeEC -0.91094320  0.1813869  -5.0220994 
          TypeCodeED  0.07389824  0.2129536   0.3470157 
          TypeCodeEF  0.50775454  0.1448702   3.5048925 
          TypeCodeEG -0.75638889  0.1506626  -5.0204153 
          TypeCodeEH -0.67523776  0.1961584  -3.4423092 
          TypeCodeEI -0.70655481  0.1931158  -3.6587110 
          TypeCodeEK -7.40908876  8.6444929  -0.8570877 
          TypeCodeEL -1.16830357  0.2243949  -5.2064625 
          TypeCodeEO -6.30114273  3.0069923  -2.0954968 
          TypeCodeEP -0.88026494  0.1636468  -5.3790543 
                 Value Std. Error    t value  
TypeCodeER -2.83213231  0.3805343 -7.4425161 
TypeCodeES -6.08047767  5.5200817 -1.1015195 
TypeCodeET -2.08043936  0.3234155 -6.4327129 
TypeCodeEU -0.79364467  0.1624127 -4.8865937 
TypeCodeFC -3.51504986  2.9799330 -1.1795734 
TypeCodeGA -0.70295660  0.1546974 -4.5440757 
TypeCodeGB -1.14347941  0.2136802 -5.3513587 
TypeCodeGC -0.53278874  0.1749122 -3.0460354 
TypeCodeGD -0.20794520  0.2134211 -0.9743424 
TypeCodeGE -2.08883877  0.7117811 -2.9346647 
TypeCodeGF -1.32557637  0.2769299 -4.7866855 
TypeCodeGG -0.84134427  0.1704221 -4.9368274 
TypeCodeGH -1.03922526  0.2107118 -4.9319752 
TypeCodeGI -0.73383680  0.2120319 -3.4609734 
TypeCodeHA -1.03909081  0.1691990 -6.1412359 
TypeCodeHB -0.89317346  0.1671437 -5.3437449 
TypeCodeHC -0.67794845  0.1622190 -4.1792173 
TypeCodeHD -0.80267242  0.1677401 -4.7852161 
TypeCodeHE -1.17880749  0.2876818 -4.0976090 
TypeCodeHF -0.78043834  0.1527900 -5.1079136 
TypeCodeHG -1.83489176  0.2672959 -6.8646459 
TypeCodeID -4.93427586  8.7700396 -0.5626287 
TypeCodeIH -1.33601805  1.0137893 -1.3178459 
TypeCodeIQ -4.34275295  5.1369516 -0.8453950 
TypeCodeJB -0.42775148  0.1901829 -2.2491584 
TypeCodeJC -1.02806702  1.0140011 -1.0138717 
TypeCodeJD  0.26769853  0.2202954  1.2151801 
TypeCodeJE  0.80393375  0.1609708  4.9942831 
TypeCodeJF -0.43322473  0.1649170 -2.6269252 
TypeCodeJG -2.12247937  0.5209174 -4.0745027 
TypeCodeJH -1.21854909  0.1785819 -6.8234730 
TypeCodeJI -0.04120615  0.1576325 -0.2614065 
TypeCodeJJ -0.23873693  0.3072423 -0.7770314 
TypeCodeJL -3.20691541  0.9973134 -3.2155543 
TypeCodeJM -0.97270254  0.2963153 -3.2826604 
TypeCodeJN -0.96376848  0.3383937 -2.8480690 
TypeCodeJO -0.82540604  0.4086449 -2.0198615 
TypeCodeJQ -0.82413262  0.2373854 -3.4717078 
TypeCodeJR -0.42299303  0.2422048 -1.7464273 
                  Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeJS -5.774765962  7.1866198 -0.803544108 
TypeCodeJT -5.024876433 18.0823851 -0.277887923   426
TypeCodeJU -1.270707171  0.1993284 -6.374942211 
TypeCodeJV -1.025222805  0.3389342 -3.024843297 
TypeCodeJW -1.196744855  0.2933431 -4.079675678 
TypeCodeKC -0.245413851  0.3265140 -0.751618192 
TypeCodeKD -4.072397396  9.0393079 -0.450520930 
TypeCodeKE -1.169394565  0.4049392 -2.887827520 
TypeCodeKH -0.387050958  0.3144263 -1.230975176 
TypeCodeKJ -0.724520020  0.5233508 -1.384387058 
TypeCodeKM -2.042039899  0.5354801 -3.813474684 
TypeCodeKN  0.073283837  0.2336477  0.313650970 
TypeCodeLA -0.396883350  0.1678913 -2.363930298 
TypeCodeLB -0.549128890  0.1816768 -3.022558509 
TypeCodeLC -0.475239559  0.1545670 -3.074651249 
TypeCodeNA -0.003859483  0.7710305 -0.005005617 
TypeCodeNB -1.354209102  0.5951255 -2.275501680 
TypeCodeNC  2.378793475  0.7721416  3.080773635 
TypeCodeOA -0.627974706  0.2199365 -2.855254613 
TypeCodeOB -5.319786630  3.6084020 -1.474277703 
TypeCodeOC -0.856655995  0.1722269 -4.973997655 
TypeCodeOD -0.929742578  0.4074476 -2.281870367 
TypeCodeOE -4.890768227  3.3978014 -1.439392030 
TypeCodeOF -5.595322844  8.8143698 -0.634795561 
TypeCodeOG -1.025553658  0.5382161 -1.905468199 
TypeCodeOH  0.425601429  0.2498347  1.703531969 
TypeCodeOI -0.372401254  0.3194513 -1.165752780 
TypeCodeOJ -4.638340842  3.1033923 -1.494603462 
TypeCodeOK  1.651263099  0.6141436  2.688724561 
TypeCodeOL -1.295755417  0.2952386 -4.388841613 
TypeCodeOM -1.363919057  1.0226514 -1.333708750 
TypeCodeON  0.120537102  0.7395102  0.162995866 
TypeCodeOP -6.051296180  6.7204790 -0.900426321 
TypeCodeOQ -0.795958405  0.3270182 -2.433988264 
TypeCodeOR -0.391143970  0.4134584 -0.946029789 
TypeCodeOT  0.838049659  0.2172333  3.857832147 
TypeCodeOU  0.272166815  0.2651970  1.026281488 
TypeCodeOV -0.575063247  0.6129577 -0.938177659 
TypeCodeOW -0.374421207  0.4262176 -0.878474272 
                      Value Std. Error    t value  
      TypeCodeOX -5.3483341 9.04179703 -0.5915123 
      TypeCodeOY -5.1251764 3.21750094 -1.5929060 
      TypeCodeOZ -0.8845733 0.43304968 -2.0426600 
     TypeCodeO_A -1.6936333 0.54534464 -3.1056202 
     TypeCodeO_D  0.1178705 0.16838683  0.6999985 
      TypeCodeQA -0.3141053 0.16960716 -1.8519579 
      TypeCodeQB -1.6345166 0.26473567 -6.1741457 
      TypeCodeQC  0.6492514 0.31532288  2.0590052 
CountryAustralia  0.2914413 0.05856348  4.9765034 
   CountryCanada  0.1473752 0.05849572  2.5194192 
   CountryEurope -0.1899311 0.06434908 -2.9515751 
CountryNew Zeala -0.2132571 0.21621118 -0.9863369 
CountryOther ove  0.0863510 0.58490472  0.1476326 
CountrySouth Afr -0.7624343 0.71126537 -1.0719407 
      CountryUSA  0.3687778 0.05402553  6.8259913 
CountryUnited Ki  0.2324819 0.05710066  4.0714395 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 143363.9 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 71014.13 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 5  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
               Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev   
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         NULL                  41198   143363.9 
sqrt(StartHr)   1  4539.65     41197   138824.3 
   DurationHr   1 14021.08     41196   124803.2 
          Day   6   265.21     41190   124538.0 
      Channel  40 50649.66     41150    73888.3 
     TypeCode 115  2487.32     41035    71401.0 
      Country   8   386.90     41027    71014.1 
Share of people aged 0 to 4 watching subscription television programs, 
July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = Shr0.4 ~ StartHr + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode + 
Country, family = binomial(link = logit), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
        Min         1Q      Median          3Q      Max  
 -0.8757309 -0.1292519 -0.07938905 -0.03755445 3.035275 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error      t value  
         (Intercept) -6.278511632 1.687311597 -3.721014923 
             StartHr -0.018855042 0.005604778 -3.364101536 
          DurationHr  0.162041649 0.106516616  1.521280480 
           DayMonday  0.083008256 0.141779274  0.585475253 
         DaySaturday  0.160574737 0.132963400  1.207661190 
           DaySunday  0.174584113 0.131874284  1.323867758 
         DayThursday  0.010081344 0.143994594  0.070011963 
          DayTuesday -0.084675880 0.145503699 -0.581950015 
         DayWednesda  0.177925208 0.138265824  1.286834330 
        ChannelArena  1.495646912 1.127801285  1.326161738 
     ChannelArena +2  0.105877284 1.220896860  0.086720908 
ChannelCNBC Australi -2.612514264 3.103537292 -0.841786007 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  1.875988709 1.148000736  1.634135459 
    ChannelChannel V  1.161671550 1.169128938  0.993621415 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.659742329 1.208395925 -0.545965371 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.238240779 1.156034051  0.206084569 
ChannelDisney Channe  2.329011613 1.151728551  2.022187962 
           ChannelE! -1.230233799 1.529495985 -0.804339345 
         ChannelESPN  0.117269195 1.449053323  0.080928143 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.328447572 1.180867191  0.278140992 
    ChannelFOX Footy  1.887777346 1.550701686  1.217369765 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  1.152122002 1.493199641  0.771579346 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.837019785 1.508426738  0.554895882 
         ChannelFOX8  2.200891055 1.128835914  1.949699710 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.921189168 1.155337117  0.797333657 
     ChannelHallmark -1.216820264 1.651067580 -0.736989981 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.513925355 1.367570019  0.375794546 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.086817400 1.229543340 -0.070609467 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.300356736 1.100129639  1.182003184 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.393431277 1.153201676  0.341164330 
ChannelLifestyle FOO  0.186185541 1.286698854  0.144700169 
          ChannelMTV  0.881825604 1.144488750  0.770497399 
  ChannelMovie Extra  0.430525198 1.266609875  0.339903554 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.899510287 1.529920706 -0.587945691 
    ChannelMovie One -0.003607068 1.310757453 -0.002751896 
ChannelNational Geog  1.191672952 1.067595667  1.116221233 
     ChannelNick Jr.  2.786682450 1.149751021  2.423726877 
  ChannelNickelodeon  1.787857117 1.154486147  1.548617211 
     ChannelShowtime -0.016340490 1.321304385 -0.012366938 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2 -0.19965916   1.353288 -0.14753632 
ChannelShowtime Grea -0.48757010   1.416514 -0.34420431 
     ChannelSky News  0.36754019   2.281026  0.16112931 
          ChannelTV1  2.03124027   1.142552  1.77780929 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.72813799   1.181378  0.61634644   428
         ChannelUKTV  0.55836143   1.202104  0.46448682 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -1.25096649   1.493986 -0.83733494 
          ChannelVH1 -0.51114486   1.367282 -0.37384011 
            ChannelW  0.95670919   1.168847  0.81850699 
          Channelmax  0.24187246   1.339601  0.18055561 
          TypeCodeAB  1.12643306   1.197235  0.94086208 
          TypeCodeAC  0.12896065   1.220133  0.10569391 
          TypeCodeAD  1.16784379   1.206583  0.96789342 
          TypeCodeAF  0.99385278   1.192396  0.83349249 
          TypeCodeAG  1.47062966   1.734856  0.84769534 
          TypeCodeAH -0.27773359   1.287062 -0.21578887 
          TypeCodeBA  0.91369544   1.417874  0.64441217 
          TypeCodeBB  0.11542185   1.226643  0.09409573 
          TypeCodeBC  0.34951135   1.448399  0.24130873 
          TypeCodeBD  0.73262969   1.203973  0.60851014 
          TypeCodeDB -0.29647134   1.488592 -0.19916225 
          TypeCodeDC -0.39331192   1.702787 -0.23098129 
          TypeCodeDD -0.67111030   2.763026 -0.24288964 
          TypeCodeDE -0.73877673   1.584090 -0.46637293 
          TypeCodeDF -0.53072372   1.636293 -0.32434510 
          TypeCodeDG  0.03499778   1.432758  0.02442687 
          TypeCodeDH -1.37765298   4.488968 -0.30689750 
          TypeCodeEA -0.07343513   1.867660 -0.03931933 
          TypeCodeEB -0.48045862   1.414278 -0.33972001 
          TypeCodeEC  0.14941482   1.415318  0.10556980 
          TypeCodeED -0.04760272   1.764986 -0.02697059 
          TypeCodeEF  0.93609632   1.228109  0.76222575 
          TypeCodeEG  0.24869607   1.244410  0.19985060 
          TypeCodeEH -0.16919279   1.570456 -0.10773480 
          TypeCodeEI -0.13333094   1.582274 -0.08426542 
          TypeCodeEK -4.06192867  23.669115 -0.17161304 
          TypeCodeEL -0.52157696   1.695187 -0.30768114 
          TypeCodeEO -3.01229854   8.477741 -0.35531852 
          TypeCodeEP  0.20490331   1.274794  0.16073446 
                 Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeER -2.32068438   2.406631 -0.964287697 
TypeCodeES -1.70640081  12.152602 -0.140414446 
TypeCodeET -1.27651730   2.500660 -0.510472072 
TypeCodeEU -0.40377159   1.349224 -0.299262113 
TypeCodeFC -1.35439792  12.124957 -0.111703316 
TypeCodeGA  0.07426460   1.265606  0.058679101 
TypeCodeGB -0.70368211   1.573831 -0.447114130 
TypeCodeGC -0.27131692   1.370168 -0.198017310 
TypeCodeGD  0.53874302   1.511637  0.356396990 
TypeCodeGE -1.42110521   3.716535 -0.382373680 
TypeCodeGF -0.47633043   1.763181 -0.270154058 
TypeCodeGG -0.18984006   1.341878 -0.141473420 
TypeCodeGH -0.35360727   1.598954 -0.221149129 
TypeCodeGI  0.48166222   1.488957  0.323489707 
TypeCodeHA -0.27452571   1.352383 -0.202994124 
TypeCodeHB -0.27498408   1.348034 -0.203989016 
TypeCodeHC -0.33853978   1.368945 -0.247299746 
TypeCodeHD  0.28997881   1.312102  0.221003203 
TypeCodeHE  0.01371789   1.769337  0.007753124 
TypeCodeHF -0.34977792   1.270722 -0.275259303 
TypeCodeHG -0.40035733   1.725063 -0.232082704 
TypeCodeID  0.80682300  11.319172  0.071279329 
TypeCodeIH -1.12415486   8.479943 -0.132566327 
TypeCodeIQ -2.45697962  19.177095 -0.128120532 
TypeCodeJB  0.79259323   1.430947  0.553894149 
TypeCodeJC  0.55674730   4.449438  0.125127550 
TypeCodeJD  1.76552258   1.567511  1.126322373 
TypeCodeJE  1.26973075   1.385198  0.916641761 
TypeCodeJF  0.71005227   1.313630  0.540526997 
TypeCodeJG -1.10414487   3.229408 -0.341903229 
TypeCodeJH  0.25077661   1.330328  0.188507298 
TypeCodeJI  0.57983170   1.319373  0.439475050 
TypeCodeJJ  0.88392190   2.399652  0.368354238 
TypeCodeJL -2.73446857   6.596562 -0.414529354 
TypeCodeJM  0.28141395   1.913977  0.147030970 
TypeCodeJN -0.20727098   2.564470 -0.080824108 
TypeCodeJO  0.09947044   2.798436  0.035545010  
  429 
TypeCodeJQ  0.68249915   1.537126  0.444009993 
TypeCodeJR  0.46441337   1.835123  0.253069354 
                 Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeJS -3.33314327  24.660888 -0.135159092 
TypeCodeJT -4.33206785  60.446655 -0.071667620 
TypeCodeJU -0.14626628   1.440112 -0.101565922 
TypeCodeJV -0.33352714   2.496646 -0.133590062 
TypeCodeJW  0.05044795   1.882190  0.026802802 
TypeCodeKC  1.36526992   2.318341  0.588899411 
TypeCodeKD -0.70310514  30.374697 -0.023147725 
TypeCodeKE  0.55991718   2.758748  0.202960615 
TypeCodeKH  1.33216750   2.277284  0.584980734 
TypeCodeKJ  0.78354097   3.283194  0.238652024 
TypeCodeKM -0.43947694   2.112222 -0.208063801 
TypeCodeKN  0.57479473   1.586263  0.362357669 
TypeCodeLA  0.54486902   1.324982  0.411227443 
TypeCodeLB  0.31766106   1.394893  0.227731471 
TypeCodeLC  0.55773312   1.257740  0.443440571 
TypeCodeNA  4.75370048   2.571272  1.848773907 
TypeCodeNB -0.04221698   2.819094 -0.014975374 
TypeCodeNC  4.71694972   3.090164  1.526439828 
TypeCodeOA  0.25687883   1.451340  0.176994201 
TypeCodeOB -2.86026209   9.728908 -0.293996210 
TypeCodeOC  0.22071044   1.267247  0.174165304 
TypeCodeOD  0.15021714   1.997881  0.075188252 
TypeCodeOE -1.65954882   7.207158 -0.230263976 
TypeCodeOF -3.64117566  23.989234 -0.151783742 
TypeCodeOG -0.99969555   3.970223 -0.251798353 
TypeCodeOH  1.94345582   1.509469  1.287509813 
TypeCodeOI  0.03562003   2.024653  0.017593154 
TypeCodeOJ -2.59905635   9.007726 -0.288536333 
TypeCodeOK  0.67006670   5.373951  0.124687904 
TypeCodeOL -0.82636479   1.872236 -0.441378576 
TypeCodeOM  1.34139054   1.953919  0.686512885 
TypeCodeON -0.76876114   5.920011 -0.129858061 
TypeCodeOP -4.66784312  22.862925 -0.204166491 
TypeCodeOQ  1.20624023   1.539479  0.783537738 
TypeCodeOR  0.00408868   2.361195  0.001731614 
TypeCodeOT  0.96679043   1.507681  0.641243256 
TypeCodeOU  0.31791405   1.876367  0.169430617 
TypeCodeOV  1.39457180   1.972980  0.706835239 
TypeCodeOW -0.45911552   3.007038 -0.152680322 
                       Value Std. Error     t value  
      TypeCodeOX -3.61313967 30.2455051 -0.11946038 
      TypeCodeOY -3.57704677 11.2489308 -0.31798994 
      TypeCodeOZ -0.89965870  3.2689775 -0.27521104 
     TypeCodeO_A -1.54688009  3.7048334 -0.41753027 
     TypeCodeO_D  0.41645848  1.3985405  0.29778079 
      TypeCodeQA -0.04285916  1.3194794 -0.03248187 
      TypeCodeQB -0.73388865  1.6823173 -0.43623677 
      TypeCodeQC  0.24638020  2.8138656  0.08755933 
CountryAustralia  0.52971257  0.4400538  1.20374504 
   CountryCanada  0.42895651  0.4414911  0.97160851 
   CountryEurope  0.62626398  0.4639063  1.34997951 
CountryNew Zeala  0.14628916  1.1328716  0.12913128 
CountryOther ove  0.18301984  3.7375342  0.04896807 
CountrySouth Afr -0.18223611  4.0631874 -0.04485053 
      CountryUSA  0.53403804  0.4116523  1.29730372 
CountryUnited Ki  0.60883903  0.4308817  1.41300730 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Binomial family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 3406.125 on 39626 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 2030.12 on 39455 degrees of freedom 
1577 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 8  
 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 




Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
            Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
      NULL                  39626   3406.125 
   StartHr   1    6.264     39625   3399.861 
DurationHr   1  181.224     39624   3218.638 
       Day   6    7.111     39618   3211.527 
   Channel  40 1103.521     39578   2108.006 
  TypeCode 115   74.554     39463   2033.452 
   Country   8    3.332     39455   2030.120 
People aged 5 to 12 
Reach of people aged 5 to 12 watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = TotPpl5.12 ~ sqrt(StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + 
TypeCode + Country, family = poisson(link = log), data = X2005, na.action = 
na.exclude, control = list(epsilon =  
  0.0001, maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
      Min         1Q     Median         3Q      Max  
 -6.01912 -0.9321431 -0.5565149 -0.2642004 9.045115 
 
Coefficients: 
                           Value  Std. Error     t value  
         (Intercept) -1.62519294 0.137417379 -11.8266914 
       sqrt(StartHr)  0.44379655 0.005029984  88.2302045 
          DurationHr  0.19906748 0.017715706  11.2367796 
           DayMonday  0.02950401 0.016830066   1.7530539 
         DaySaturday  0.16611804 0.015388866  10.7946899 
           DaySunday  0.07582650 0.015567702   4.8707572 
         DayThursday -0.14905116 0.017695574  -8.4230758 
          DayTuesday -0.14360015 0.017727920  -8.1002256 
         DayWednesda -0.12459292 0.017645227  -7.0609986 
        ChannelArena  0.97323095 0.116864288   8.3278730 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.59940794 0.143236315  -4.1847484 
ChannelCNBC Australi -0.99006713 0.271037394  -3.6528802 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  1.41861644 0.113383607  12.5116538 
    ChannelChannel V  0.80308308 0.125973371   6.3750226 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.09084200 0.115839930  -0.7842028 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.92271626 0.107389165   8.5922660 
ChannelDisney Channe  2.24764309 0.113512983  19.8007578 
           ChannelE! -1.94680934 0.206328017  -9.4355065 
         ChannelESPN -0.72874313 0.194900161  -3.7390587 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.53325221 0.118504661   4.4998417 
    ChannelFOX Footy  1.01863431 0.161485819   6.3078871 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.91981204 0.187007115   4.9185938 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.71249575 0.192816560   3.6952000 
         ChannelFOX8  2.58442422 0.111760833  23.1245969 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  1.26106288 0.113570074  11.1038308 
     ChannelHallmark  0.08526196 0.148117866   0.5756359 
ChannelHistory Chann -0.08731626 0.159846267  -0.5462515 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.66148985 0.141603207  -4.6714327 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.01070692 0.113041984   8.9409871 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.10788552 0.125554342   0.8592735 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.19828977 0.149515151  -1.3262186 
          ChannelMTV  1.39647085 0.112025299  12.4656740 
  ChannelMovie Extra  0.39414087 0.140040055   2.8144867 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.60858692 0.170804658  -3.5630581 
    ChannelMovie One  0.90152862 0.128216060   7.0313236  
  431 
ChannelNational Geog  0.65896682 0.108906512   6.0507568 
     ChannelNick Jr.  1.09911074 0.114208476   9.6237230 
  ChannelNickelodeon  1.88369512 0.113678936  16.5703092 
     ChannelShowtime  1.56684221 0.124292181  12.6061205 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  1.17006456 0.12781604   9.1542861 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.24359309 0.14700049   1.6570903 
     ChannelSky News  0.75522725 0.26499005   2.8500212 
          ChannelTV1  1.96119985 0.11508690  17.0410348 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.54371500 0.12244436   4.4405066 
         ChannelUKTV  1.28169244 0.12095839  10.5961431 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.05839057 0.14080351  -0.4146954 
          ChannelVH1 -0.18940451 0.14590243  -1.2981587 
            ChannelW  0.35173848 0.12888917   2.7289995 
          Channelmax -0.85120447 0.21659126  -3.9300038 
          TypeCodeAB -0.51778759 0.07295295  -7.0975550 
          TypeCodeAC -0.22191425 0.06997164  -3.1714886 
          TypeCodeAD  0.06037391 0.07538083   0.8009187 
          TypeCodeAF -0.20374423 0.06862911  -2.9687727 
          TypeCodeAG  0.82929635 0.11070719   7.4908987 
          TypeCodeAH -0.44657407 0.07372363  -6.0574073 
          TypeCodeBA -1.64620158 0.12072061 -13.6364585 
          TypeCodeBB -1.49907119 0.07694721 -19.4818130 
          TypeCodeBC -1.41979731 0.10320547 -13.7569962 
          TypeCodeBD -0.18712586 0.07199437  -2.5991736 
          TypeCodeDB -1.76698565 0.12480841 -14.1575850 
          TypeCodeDC -1.69580637 0.16090732 -10.5390259 
          TypeCodeDD -2.16682906 0.27890658  -7.7690138 
          TypeCodeDE -1.56869374 0.12271663 -12.7830576 
          TypeCodeDF -1.96041932 0.15684859 -12.4988007 
          TypeCodeDG -2.26280925 0.13930088 -16.2440418 
          TypeCodeDH -1.95489495 0.40330029  -4.8472441 
          TypeCodeEA -2.10360204 0.16438787 -12.7965767 
          TypeCodeEB -2.29566465 0.11235692 -20.4318931 
          TypeCodeEC -2.55565241 0.15437684 -16.5546366 
          TypeCodeED -1.58086805 0.15393528 -10.2696928 
          TypeCodeEF -0.41485368 0.07648564  -5.4239421 
          TypeCodeEG -1.95173690 0.08552951 -22.8194557 
          TypeCodeEH -1.83690986 0.15915554 -11.5416016 
          TypeCodeEI -1.35584828 0.11412459 -11.8804219 
          TypeCodeEK -3.31675475 0.71093514  -4.6653409 
          TypeCodeEL -2.72479285 0.17707274 -15.3879861 
          TypeCodeEO -2.64036408 0.45432603  -5.8116065 
          TypeCodeEP -2.15288135 0.10181661 -21.1446976 
                Value Std. Error    t value  
TypeCodeER -3.4897187 0.19933981 -17.506381 
TypeCodeES -7.8808914 5.78183380  -1.363044 
TypeCodeET -2.5419146 0.17201121 -14.777610 
TypeCodeEU -1.5820641 0.09230904 -17.138778 
TypeCodeFC -5.3858541 3.31626815  -1.624071 
TypeCodeGA -1.6985536 0.09425343 -18.021133 
TypeCodeGB -1.5641260 0.13277928 -11.779895 
TypeCodeGC -1.5764979 0.12255312 -12.863792 
TypeCodeGD -1.3800298 0.19606060  -7.038792 
TypeCodeGE -2.0316166 0.34403813  -5.905208 
TypeCodeGF -3.0855179 0.30242334 -10.202645 
TypeCodeGG -1.7520279 0.11606322 -15.095462 
TypeCodeGH -2.1358318 0.16408976 -13.016241 
TypeCodeGI -1.1374431 0.13066397  -8.705102 
TypeCodeHA -1.7589474 0.09845733 -17.865073 
TypeCodeHB -1.2803124 0.08995648 -14.232575 
TypeCodeHC -1.3651177 0.09479919 -14.400098 
TypeCodeHD -1.9099312 0.10429509 -18.312763 
TypeCodeHE -1.9196174 0.17821820 -10.771164 
TypeCodeHF -1.9641616 0.08953683 -21.936911 
TypeCodeHG -2.5070496 0.19874194 -12.614597 
TypeCodeID -1.8534207 1.00783800  -1.839007 
TypeCodeIH -1.0816537 0.39134065  -2.763970 
TypeCodeIQ -1.2924048 0.71798182  -1.800052 
TypeCodeJB -1.4779812 0.11204928 -13.190456 
TypeCodeJC -7.6031186 5.29546809  -1.435778 
TypeCodeJD -0.7794569 0.13303660  -5.858966   432
TypeCodeJE -0.1181326 0.09059192  -1.304008 
TypeCodeJF -1.3116733 0.09190795 -14.271597 
TypeCodeJG -2.7505118 0.31304619  -8.786281 
TypeCodeJH -2.2969713 0.10927926 -21.019280 
TypeCodeJI -0.3167751 0.08127672  -3.897488 
TypeCodeJJ -1.2682939 0.16739445  -7.576679 
TypeCodeJL -3.0393161 0.41645425  -7.298079 
TypeCodeJM -1.9800248 0.18390797 -10.766390 
TypeCodeJN -1.5119116 0.18945647  -7.980259 
TypeCodeJO -1.8917297 0.29026897  -6.517161 
TypeCodeJQ -1.6953591 0.13825302 -12.262727 
TypeCodeJR -1.6286562 0.16191099 -10.058960 
                  Value  Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeJS -2.172139737  0.71177737  -3.05171229 
TypeCodeJT -6.032605705 18.08172116  -0.33363006 
TypeCodeJU -2.262223099  0.12443963 -18.17928175 
TypeCodeJV -2.092241775  0.23903823  -8.75274944 
TypeCodeJW -2.686850393  0.24998689 -10.74796524 
TypeCodeKC -1.479151717  0.27101772  -5.45776750 
TypeCodeKD -6.461706094  9.04352810  -0.71451164 
TypeCodeKE -2.003623890  0.27486871  -7.28938505 
TypeCodeKH -1.472375474  0.25653070  -5.73956838 
TypeCodeKJ -2.113900713  0.52016010  -4.06394245 
TypeCodeKM -1.765712778  0.25927999  -6.81006197 
TypeCodeKN -1.228617924  0.18568923  -6.61652775 
TypeCodeLA -1.324969738  0.09568172 -13.84767830 
TypeCodeLB -1.908845371  0.12092858 -15.78489920 
TypeCodeLC -1.777361086  0.08799596 -20.19821138 
TypeCodeNA -1.110089102  0.74980695  -1.48049988 
TypeCodeNB -3.032569599  0.58217393  -5.20904395 
TypeCodeNC  1.290702326  0.75093997   1.71878229 
TypeCodeOA -2.415390636  0.18158659 -13.30159157 
TypeCodeOB -1.831438485  0.52360338  -3.49775906 
TypeCodeOC -1.178361724  0.12966919  -9.08744601 
TypeCodeOD -2.233340220  0.36777926  -6.07250175 
TypeCodeOE -6.187329627  3.33288338  -1.85644948 
TypeCodeOF -7.319389534  8.64838903  -0.84632982 
TypeCodeOG -2.353888434  0.47248993  -4.98188059 
TypeCodeOH -0.369841773  0.18965695  -1.95005655 
TypeCodeOI -1.395489255  0.25596700  -5.45183260 
TypeCodeOJ -1.870508888  0.60199944  -3.10716054 
TypeCodeOK -7.062772480 12.31439211  -0.57353805 
TypeCodeOL -1.952529906  0.21316744  -9.15960673 
TypeCodeOM -2.939941425  1.01394915  -2.89949593 
TypeCodeON -1.158847367  0.72727313  -1.59341425 
TypeCodeOP -7.292250181  6.70921727  -1.08690029 
TypeCodeOQ -1.618257189  0.23875929  -6.77777686 
TypeCodeOR -1.968965905  0.35770502  -5.50444023 
TypeCodeOT -0.006888899  0.16623333  -0.04144114 
TypeCodeOU -1.192480644  0.22692813  -5.25488251 
TypeCodeOV -2.206409606  0.72443576  -3.04569396 
TypeCodeOW -1.812318252  0.40687422  -4.45424694 
                       Value Std. Error     t value  
      TypeCodeOX -6.93185190 9.03532511  -0.7671945 
      TypeCodeOY -3.26982744 1.00572144  -3.2512257 
      TypeCodeOZ -1.60856669 0.32107476  -5.0099443 
     TypeCodeO_A -2.71931209 0.44124345  -6.1628384 
     TypeCodeO_D -0.47742029 0.08494749  -5.6201812 
      TypeCodeQA -1.34132622 0.13972043  -9.6000725 
      TypeCodeQB -2.10292039 0.21763305  -9.6626888 
      TypeCodeQC -0.18394276 0.23823714  -0.7720994 
CountryAustralia -0.24828781 0.03986114  -6.2288178 
   CountryCanada -0.47045683 0.04038885 -11.6481855 
   CountryEurope -0.26844760 0.05115838  -5.2473827 
CountryNew Zeala -0.84460944 0.14708026  -5.7425070 
CountryOther ove -0.69673451 0.41229203  -1.6899054 
CountrySouth Afr -0.63923053 0.38333492  -1.6675510 
      CountryUSA  0.04481181 0.03207353   1.3971583 
CountryUnited Ki -0.28099130 0.03830897  -7.3348700 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1 ) 
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    Null Deviance: 176311.8 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 79690.07 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 5  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
               Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
         NULL                  41198   176311.8 
sqrt(StartHr)   1  8996.43     41197   167315.4 
   DurationHr   1  5293.63     41196   162021.8 
          Day   6  1169.76     41190   160852.0 
      Channel  40 72870.95     41150    87981.1 
     TypeCode 115  7610.36     41035    80370.7 
      Country   8   680.66     41027    79690.1 
Share of people aged 5 to 12 watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = Shr5.12 ~ StartHr + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode + 
Country, family = binomial(link = logit), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
        Min        1Q      Median          3Q      Max  
 -0.5836661 -0.119157 -0.07306298 -0.02444776 2.951458 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error     t value  
         (Intercept) -4.688904914 1.295786167 -3.61857923 
             StartHr -0.013404426 0.005867109 -2.28467294 
          DurationHr  0.129424166 0.113274205  1.14257404 
           DayMonday  0.049915186 0.143205844  0.34855551 
         DaySaturday  0.052991313 0.134630137  0.39360661 
           DaySunday -0.035544712 0.136209964 -0.26095530 
         DayThursday -0.007626144 0.144209217 -0.05288250 
          DayTuesday  0.024369077 0.144819177  0.16827245 
         DayWednesda  0.083570253 0.140900756  0.59311430 
        ChannelArena  0.499124447 1.031941696  0.48367505 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.582767465 1.180449458 -0.49368269 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.086755315 2.350218392 -0.46240610 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  1.656436665 0.988041909  1.67648421 
    ChannelChannel V  0.944421567 1.044268838  0.90438547 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.219943064 1.017142802 -0.21623617 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.690403208 0.934070194  0.73913418 
ChannelDisney Channe  2.407352831 0.989523579  2.43284029 
           ChannelE! -1.649297176 1.433387304 -1.15062912 
         ChannelESPN  1.292040716 1.153455187  1.12014817 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.196006277 1.038339412  0.18876899 
    ChannelFOX Footy  1.471849238 1.356030005  1.08541052 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  1.651424304 1.284411222  1.28574422 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  1.947754402 1.261411878  1.54410660 
         ChannelFOX8  2.479955653 0.975979594  2.54099129 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  1.162794824 0.992095866  1.17205894 
     ChannelHallmark -0.340692682 1.245845055 -0.27346313 
ChannelHistory Chann -0.512690605 1.308183191 -0.39191041 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.798268622 1.173092203 -0.68048242 
    ChannelLifestyle  0.801133518 0.982818492  0.81513883 
 ChannelLifestyle +2 -0.131151947 1.076237066 -0.12186158   434
ChannelLifestyle FOO  0.060504776 1.219279638  0.04962338 
          ChannelMTV  1.323386457 0.979833107  1.35062435 
  ChannelMovie Extra  0.331280585 1.131855169  0.29268814 
 ChannelMovie Greats -1.023978953 1.414517209 -0.72390703 
    ChannelMovie One  0.196423558 1.142774908  0.17188298 
ChannelNational Geog  1.103429910 0.891655788  1.23750659 
     ChannelNick Jr.  1.045808628 0.994232188  1.05187565 
  ChannelNickelodeon  1.886505963 0.990710050  1.90419585 
     ChannelShowtime  1.120599967 1.078909463  1.03864134 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.52671657  1.1240431  0.46859107 
ChannelShowtime Grea -0.30877784  1.2491286 -0.24719460 
     ChannelSky News  1.66047367  2.0857669  0.79609743 
          ChannelTV1  1.47929756  1.0116854  1.46221109 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.56743354  1.0518376  0.53946876 
         ChannelUKTV  0.75699691  1.0655545  0.71042536 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.59136967  1.2513204 -0.47259653 
          ChannelVH1 -0.22655587  1.2108749 -0.18710097 
            ChannelW  0.17637295  1.0741292  0.16420088 
          Channelmax -0.93285280  1.7133914 -0.54444815 
          TypeCodeAB  0.07448456  0.8170742  0.09116010 
          TypeCodeAC  0.05493311  0.8053573  0.06820962 
          TypeCodeAD  0.34872744  0.8384685  0.41591000 
          TypeCodeAF  0.25683149  0.7945115  0.32325710 
          TypeCodeAG  1.40404612  1.1240156  1.24913396 
          TypeCodeAH -0.46715663  0.8439853 -0.55351273 
          TypeCodeBA -0.70431191  1.0939180 -0.64384344 
          TypeCodeBB -1.04797837  0.8469893 -1.23729821 
          TypeCodeBC -0.69686075  1.0251396 -0.67977156 
          TypeCodeBD  0.14808455  0.8102607  0.18276161 
          TypeCodeDB -0.99736156  1.1256496 -0.88603196 
          TypeCodeDC -1.28348535  1.3701504 -0.93674776 
          TypeCodeDD -1.19211716  2.1280350 -0.56019621 
          TypeCodeDE -1.40230754  1.1797660 -1.18863193 
          TypeCodeDF -1.26160430  1.3316646 -0.94738894 
          TypeCodeDG -1.62608993  1.2271544 -1.32508993 
          TypeCodeDH -1.12172662  3.2783145 -0.34216565 
          TypeCodeEA -1.12621802  1.4399790 -0.78210723 
          TypeCodeEB -1.56431678  1.0203847 -1.53306576 
          TypeCodeEC -1.20892399  1.1828725 -1.02202396 
          TypeCodeED -1.52928431  1.5867998 -0.96375381 
          TypeCodeEF -0.06971717  0.8429825 -0.08270299 
          TypeCodeEG -1.01176266  0.8852837 -1.14286832 
          TypeCodeEH -1.71589493  1.6187666 -1.06000145 
          TypeCodeEI -0.58195165  1.1357115 -0.51241154 
          TypeCodeEK -2.78996958  7.3235881 -0.38095665 
          TypeCodeEL -1.46741194  1.2646967 -1.16028759 
          TypeCodeEO -2.05496863  4.6216481 -0.44463979 
          TypeCodeEP -1.20113748  0.9441907 -1.27213448 
                 Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeER -2.04829326  1.1670205 -1.75514761 
TypeCodeES -3.26643432 14.0290154 -0.23283418 
TypeCodeET -1.56419673  1.5870352 -0.98560934 
TypeCodeEU -1.46876795  0.9830566 -1.49408272 
TypeCodeFC -3.54052235 13.2937030 -0.26633078 
TypeCodeGA -0.90128896  0.9223098 -0.97720850 
TypeCodeGB -1.51574406  1.2755599 -1.18829702 
TypeCodeGC -1.12251569  1.1214479 -1.00095219 
TypeCodeGD  0.01652817  1.2421342  0.01330626 
TypeCodeGE -1.94939791  3.2676000 -0.59658401 
TypeCodeGF -2.27168367  1.9658099 -1.15559680 
TypeCodeGG -1.05126932  1.0687993 -0.98359843 
TypeCodeGH -1.75603080  1.5156160 -1.15862516 
TypeCodeGI -0.50230644  1.1902824 -0.42200611 
TypeCodeHA -1.21224733  0.9908583 -1.22343162 
TypeCodeHB -0.98244000  0.9672632 -1.01569046 
TypeCodeHC -1.38407502  1.0590268 -1.30693109 
TypeCodeHD -1.14062821  0.9755699 -1.16919170 
TypeCodeHE -0.60711301  1.3388634 -0.45345404 
TypeCodeHF -1.38304104  0.9062268 -1.52615329 
TypeCodeHG -1.57930849  1.6291910 -0.96938205 
TypeCodeID -1.52726945 11.2189010 -0.13613361  
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TypeCodeIH  0.94840731  1.7744093  0.53449184 
TypeCodeIQ -1.46075192  6.3012593 -0.23181905 
TypeCodeJB -0.37652352  1.0691448 -0.35217260 
TypeCodeJC -1.84511441  4.9258918 -0.37457469 
TypeCodeJD  0.28799181  1.2644460  0.22776125 
TypeCodeJE  0.11768166  1.0385462  0.11331384 
TypeCodeJF -0.39227566  0.9482681 -0.41367591 
TypeCodeJG -2.05426145  2.5379119 -0.80942977 
TypeCodeJH -0.94493090  0.9924122 -0.95215570 
TypeCodeJI  0.01541051  0.9058061  0.01701303 
TypeCodeJJ -0.49680342  1.7697567 -0.28071849 
TypeCodeJL -1.61766670  2.6548146 -0.60933321 
TypeCodeJM -0.72974627  1.3616843 -0.53591443 
TypeCodeJN -0.97976644  1.9470632 -0.50320218 
TypeCodeJO  0.84094048  1.2993849  0.64718352 
TypeCodeJQ -0.57284315  1.2015421 -0.47675662 
TypeCodeJR -0.76107842  1.4664388 -0.51899774 
                 Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeJS -2.04862283  7.5189797 -0.27246022 
TypeCodeJT -5.35506124 60.4399832 -0.08860130 
TypeCodeJU -1.26231732  1.1256805 -1.12138153 
TypeCodeJV -0.73781341  1.7142545 -0.43039900 
TypeCodeJW -1.84189543  2.2202953 -0.82957229 
TypeCodeKC -0.91524514  2.0895668 -0.43800711 
TypeCodeKD -3.43726555 30.3011028 -0.11343698 
TypeCodeKE -1.71771888  2.2919617 -0.74945356 
TypeCodeKH -1.15854367  2.0538088 -0.56409520 
TypeCodeKJ -2.18821983  3.9213464 -0.55802768 
TypeCodeKM -1.74839664  1.4333457 -1.21980111 
TypeCodeKN -1.78837383  1.3381404 -1.33646203 
TypeCodeLA -0.78827302  0.9804408 -0.80399855 
TypeCodeLB -1.12538390  1.1112274 -1.01273953 
TypeCodeLC -1.08904300  0.9123678 -1.19364465 
TypeCodeNA  1.08064256  2.6811259  0.40305550 
TypeCodeNB -1.90371958  2.9814848 -0.63851393 
TypeCodeNC  1.81063075  3.0042751  0.60268474 
TypeCodeOA -2.19574924  1.2611364 -1.74108782 
TypeCodeOB -2.67107030  3.5958389 -0.74282257 
TypeCodeOC -0.64039214  0.9999891 -0.64039910 
TypeCodeOD -2.30534302  1.9839963 -1.16196943 
TypeCodeOE -5.47409306 10.6062733 -0.51611842 
TypeCodeOF -2.58808218  6.3273778 -0.40902918 
TypeCodeOG -3.13889374  3.7219011 -0.84335763 
TypeCodeOH -0.03257619  1.1913474 -0.02734399 
TypeCodeOI -2.47432602  2.2357912 -1.10668923 
TypeCodeOJ -3.15138701  4.6467410 -0.67819296 
TypeCodeOK -6.54229135 42.6535965 -0.15338194 
TypeCodeOL -2.24082618  1.4864864 -1.50746493 
TypeCodeOM -3.36724763  5.2000998 -0.64753519 
TypeCodeON -3.51665330  7.1846822 -0.48946539 
TypeCodeOP -3.39846918  7.9769166 -0.42603795 
TypeCodeOQ -0.84414197  1.2016926 -0.70246082 
TypeCodeOR -2.45346647  2.5590417 -0.95874424 
TypeCodeOT -0.68537971  1.2140678 -0.56453164 
TypeCodeOU -1.04456306  1.4224255 -0.73435345 
TypeCodeOV  0.25590378  1.4987843  0.17074090 
TypeCodeOW -3.21980759  3.7971530 -0.84795308 
                         Value Std. Error      t value  
      TypeCodeOX -5.9512630750 30.2232161 -0.196910317 
      TypeCodeOY -4.7889077898  8.9322330 -0.536137805 
      TypeCodeOZ -2.1765939130  2.2759844 -0.956330759 
     TypeCodeO_A -2.9467292547  2.9048797 -1.014406623 
     TypeCodeO_D  0.0007632684  0.9351040  0.000816239 
      TypeCodeQA -2.1903576229  1.2538690 -1.746879168 
      TypeCodeQB -1.4841809502  1.3787743 -1.076449566 
      TypeCodeQC -1.7135747607  2.7304227 -0.627585880 
CountryAustralia  0.0294208295  0.3541015  0.083085855 
   CountryCanada -0.2622788390  0.3592986 -0.729974494 
   CountryEurope  0.2068689722  0.4298875  0.481216489 
CountryNew Zeala -0.4315138233  0.8538971 -0.505346378 
CountryOther ove -0.9079019366  3.8770993 -0.234170409 
CountrySouth Afr -0.7484717501  3.4854328 -0.214742846   436
      CountryUSA  0.2140241054  0.3051888  0.701284344 
CountryUnited Ki  0.0504105556  0.3437991  0.146627955 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Binomial family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 2861.422 on 40365 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 1611.066 on 40194 degrees of freedom 
838 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 8  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
            Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
      NULL                  40365   2861.422 
   StartHr   1    7.456     40364   2853.966 
DurationHr   1   70.219     40363   2783.747 
       Day   6    0.956     40357   2782.791 
   Channel  40 1063.843     40317   1718.948 
  TypeCode 115   99.945     40202   1619.003 
   Country   8    7.937     40194   1611.066 
People aged 13 to 17 
Reach of people aged 13 to 17 watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = TotPpl13.17 ~ sqrt(StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + 
TypeCode + Country, family = poisson(link = log), data = X2005, na.action = 
na.exclude, control = list(epsilon =  
  0.0001, maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
       Min         1Q     Median        3Q      Max  
 -3.434838 -0.8527456 -0.5285963 -0.242606 7.820929 
 
Coefficients: 
                           Value  Std. Error      t value  
         (Intercept) -3.47216081 0.228415383 -15.20108136 
       sqrt(StartHr)  0.54791810 0.007361055  74.43472010 
          DurationHr  0.20519734 0.019059689  10.76603810 
           DayMonday  0.04878017 0.023286744   2.09476121 
         DaySaturday  0.08776617 0.021920041   4.00392356 
           DaySunday  0.12289535 0.021405034   5.74142282 
         DayThursday -0.08461480 0.024036579  -3.52025118 
          DayTuesday -0.03770694 0.023840260  -1.58164952 
         DayWednesda -0.14065089 0.024629371  -5.71069767 
        ChannelArena  1.08339120 0.131621627   8.23110325 
     ChannelArena +2  0.50066067 0.136148227   3.67732056 
ChannelCNBC Australi -2.75819039 0.552976680  -4.98789640 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  0.32215814 0.133793349   2.40787861 
    ChannelChannel V  1.77980098 0.134065632  13.27559456 
ChannelComedy Channe  0.81397173 0.128487784   6.33501258 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.94712853 0.127964635   7.40148662 
ChannelDisney Channe  1.50812897 0.134276635  11.23150704 
           ChannelE! -0.43243812 0.154008670  -2.80788163 
         ChannelESPN  0.04296586 0.199941678   0.21489195 
 ChannelFOX Classics -0.05276877 0.136926314  -0.38538076  
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    ChannelFOX Footy  0.72163543 0.228402681   3.15948758 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  1.20124105 0.207384402   5.79234040 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  1.10634146 0.212346735   5.21007049 
         ChannelFOX8  2.33617162 0.128002493  18.25098538 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  1.23380077 0.129721574   9.51114558 
     ChannelHallmark -0.78178215 0.197729955  -3.95378711 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.00465621 0.181953135   0.02559016 
ChannelHow to Channe -1.12993926 0.182129451  -6.20404474 
    ChannelLifestyle  0.97628545 0.132417580   7.37277822 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.22243989 0.144370093   1.54076154 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.21140858 0.181348442  -1.16575902 
          ChannelMTV  1.84690549 0.126388883  14.61287934 
  ChannelMovie Extra  0.28560215 0.161433170   1.76916644 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.46241241 0.186511411  -2.47927142 
    ChannelMovie One  1.03681513 0.146163157   7.09354638 
ChannelNational Geog  0.64083830 0.130975309   4.89281762 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.19311931 0.138335047   1.39602591 
  ChannelNickelodeon  1.40920621 0.134486909  10.47838950 
     ChannelShowtime  1.82892997 0.139848979  13.07789290 
                            Value Std. Error       t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  1.339380965  0.1435287   9.331799064 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.621777268  0.1560647   3.984098342 
     ChannelSky News -0.126552911  0.4462841  -0.283570273 
          ChannelTV1  1.730027759  0.1303279  13.274427682 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.335374230  0.1365437   2.456168469 
         ChannelUKTV  0.623082780  0.1415200   4.402788503 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.314548573  0.1595090  -1.971980159 
          ChannelVH1  0.209067191  0.1467916   1.424244736 
            ChannelW  0.541764871  0.1389108   3.900090691 
          Channelmax -0.191255452  0.1809133  -1.057166339 
          TypeCodeAB  0.112504917  0.1849784   0.608205818 
          TypeCodeAC  0.916297548  0.1756679   5.216078407 
          TypeCodeAD  0.802117869  0.1906063   4.208244457 
          TypeCodeAF  0.614974872  0.1738208   3.537982412 
          TypeCodeAG  1.708142212  0.2305989   7.407418476 
          TypeCodeAH  0.446416858  0.1804572   2.473809533 
          TypeCodeBA  0.218536579  0.1871771   1.167538872 
          TypeCodeBB  0.303741984  0.1785576   1.701086522 
          TypeCodeBC  0.367888198  0.1835786   2.003982028 
          TypeCodeBD  1.174328983  0.1770515   6.632696100 
          TypeCodeDB -0.466858074  0.2064576  -2.261278339 
          TypeCodeDC -0.203054145  0.2331182  -0.871035248 
          TypeCodeDD -1.127255698  0.3788396  -2.975548357 
          TypeCodeDE -0.474817150  0.2083441  -2.279004980 
          TypeCodeDF -0.642517461  0.2314170  -2.776448959 
          TypeCodeDG -0.442112723  0.2055352  -2.151031474 
          TypeCodeDH -1.747539368  0.7400059  -2.361520992 
          TypeCodeEA -0.511656026  0.2280626  -2.243488915 
          TypeCodeEB -0.284416408  0.1928323  -1.474941410 
          TypeCodeEC -0.186583566  0.2021845  -0.922838126 
          TypeCodeED  0.253887679  0.2314342   1.097018619 
          TypeCodeEF  0.573140627  0.1878771   3.050614042 
          TypeCodeEG  0.001485167  0.1822955   0.008147031 
          TypeCodeEH -0.100933819  0.2304045  -0.438072224 
          TypeCodeEI -0.144767065  0.2103656  -0.688168874 
          TypeCodeEK -7.628660635  8.6244696  -0.884536784 
          TypeCodeEL -0.819385789  0.2324149  -3.525530978 
          TypeCodeEO -2.475969151  1.0143942  -2.440835190 
          TypeCodeEP -0.541161654  0.1934334  -2.797663590 
                  Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeER -1.483444899  0.2433121 -6.09688210 
TypeCodeES -0.506490293  0.7288562 -0.69491109 
TypeCodeET -1.247021326  0.2500180 -4.98772653 
TypeCodeEU -0.363165085  0.1924956 -1.88661516 
TypeCodeFC  0.316090034  1.0162252  0.31104329 
TypeCodeGA -0.354311181  0.1839767 -1.92584829 
TypeCodeGB -0.454483278  0.2196844 -2.06880041 
TypeCodeGC -0.518966839  0.2110709 -2.45873175 
TypeCodeGD -0.144669769  0.2457282 -0.58873888 
TypeCodeGE -3.567036066  1.2436487 -2.86820225 
TypeCodeGF -1.560353974  0.3421122 -4.56094157 
TypeCodeGG -0.613698701  0.2056059 -2.98482997   438
TypeCodeGH -0.677591515  0.2291100 -2.95749441 
TypeCodeGI  0.315892696  0.2136557  1.47851261 
TypeCodeHA -0.127216366  0.1861031 -0.68358002 
TypeCodeHB  0.005791395  0.1830818  0.03163282 
TypeCodeHC  0.166528794  0.1853872  0.89827579 
TypeCodeHD -0.248867051  0.1845034 -1.34884802 
TypeCodeHE -0.337123357  0.2319112 -1.45367454 
TypeCodeHF -0.328200741  0.1824453 -1.79889974 
TypeCodeHG -0.118573343  0.2036531 -0.58223209 
TypeCodeID -4.698453823  8.5914925 -0.54687283 
TypeCodeIH  0.997201293  0.4265002  2.33810296 
TypeCodeIQ -3.660820457  5.0920022 -0.71893536 
TypeCodeJB  0.005945628  0.1973405  0.03012877 
TypeCodeJC  0.102253695  0.4212219  0.24275493 
TypeCodeJD  0.199759163  0.2224461  0.89801159 
TypeCodeJE  0.588372885  0.2092614  2.81166437 
TypeCodeJF  0.069671995  0.1879514  0.37069146 
TypeCodeJG -0.825423730  0.3040452 -2.71480624 
TypeCodeJH -0.897254826  0.1967077 -4.56136006 
TypeCodeJI  0.513971993  0.1891396  2.71742177 
TypeCodeJJ -0.118372510  0.2409442 -0.49128606 
TypeCodeJL -1.301403002  0.4199753 -3.09876079 
TypeCodeJM -0.464874063  0.2425579 -1.91654911 
TypeCodeJN -0.316602186  0.2983484 -1.06118279 
TypeCodeJO -0.553289939  0.3538385 -1.56367918 
TypeCodeJQ  0.100308269  0.2052630  0.48868164 
TypeCodeJR -0.111203377  0.2269008 -0.49009692 
                Value Std. Error    t value  
TypeCodeJS -6.4017046  6.9229492 -0.9247077 
TypeCodeJT -4.0035788 18.0825353 -0.2214058 
TypeCodeJU -0.4148544  0.1988946 -2.0857999 
TypeCodeJV -0.4034191  0.2941798 -1.3713349 
TypeCodeJW -0.3190550  0.2657641 -1.2005195 
TypeCodeKC  0.1178395  0.4835946  0.2436742 
TypeCodeKD -3.1878489  9.0541825 -0.3520858 
TypeCodeKE -0.9857460  0.5574834 -1.7682068 
TypeCodeKH  0.0536275  0.4664491  0.1149697 
TypeCodeKJ -0.6419841  0.8481032 -0.7569646 
TypeCodeKM -0.8232076  0.3107988 -2.6486836 
TypeCodeKN -0.1288056  0.2467290 -0.5220529 
TypeCodeLA  0.3274398  0.1843749  1.7759451 
TypeCodeLB -0.1608855  0.1931052 -0.8331495 
TypeCodeLC -0.2896848  0.1830087 -1.5829020 
TypeCodeNA -4.9781272 10.2023454 -0.4879395 
TypeCodeNB -0.1153623  0.3279914 -0.3517235 
TypeCodeNC -3.5062702 18.0872181 -0.1938535 
TypeCodeOA -0.7931822  0.2370270 -3.3463796 
TypeCodeOB -0.2182647  0.4655343 -0.4688477 
TypeCodeOC -0.1049454  0.2366165 -0.4435254 
TypeCodeOD -0.1754226  0.3046777 -0.5757645 
TypeCodeOE -0.3699143  0.5004537 -0.7391580 
TypeCodeOF -5.9490769  8.7317969 -0.6813119 
TypeCodeOG -0.1219753  0.3330150 -0.3662756 
TypeCodeOH  0.3267344  0.2575593  1.2685792 
TypeCodeOI -0.3333899  0.3200613 -1.0416439 
TypeCodeOJ -0.4140666  0.4663629 -0.8878634 
TypeCodeOK  1.4733473  0.6248798  2.3578094 
TypeCodeOL -0.4976963  0.2618589 -1.9006281 
TypeCodeOM -1.5291203  1.0289348 -1.4861197 
TypeCodeON -0.9836723  1.0246632 -0.9599957 
TypeCodeOP -1.2332262  1.0255352 -1.2025196 
TypeCodeOQ -1.2134169  0.3396213 -3.5728530 
TypeCodeOR -1.4091034  0.5074342 -2.7769182 
TypeCodeOT  0.7471216  0.2351793  3.1768173 
TypeCodeOU  0.1215018  0.2732613  0.4446358 
TypeCodeOV -1.5524238  1.0252087 -1.5142515 
TypeCodeOW -1.1889856  0.5457865 -2.1784813 
                       Value Std. Error     t value  
      TypeCodeOX -6.26592489 9.03101855  -0.6938226 
      TypeCodeOY -1.08358196 0.61703818  -1.7561020 
      TypeCodeOZ -1.92150113 0.61943905  -3.1020019 
     TypeCodeO_A -0.23487504 0.31664778  -0.7417549  
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     TypeCodeO_D  1.00225104 0.18432522   5.4374059 
      TypeCodeQA -0.53039433 0.23793249  -2.2291799 
      TypeCodeQB -1.78512014 0.39653459  -4.5018018 
      TypeCodeQC -0.74012229 0.46384557  -1.5956222 
CountryAustralia -0.32291761 0.07010576  -4.6061492 
   CountryCanada -0.76292290 0.07554584 -10.0988079 
   CountryEurope -0.48907344 0.09624863  -5.0813547 
CountryNew Zeala -0.65315274 0.19711396  -3.3135793 
CountryOther ove -0.79312818 0.38700868  -2.0493808 
CountrySouth Afr -0.15533058 0.36554339  -0.4249306 
      CountryUSA -0.07492768 0.06229605  -1.2027676 
CountryUnited Ki -0.47732081 0.06949879  -6.8680444 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 91439.58 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 52513.38 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 5  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
               Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
         NULL                  41198   91439.58 
sqrt(StartHr)   1  7972.10     41197   83467.49 
   DurationHr   1   211.68     41196   83255.80 
          Day   6   430.29     41190   82825.51 
      Channel  40 25322.86     41150   57502.65 
     TypeCode 115  4573.59     41035   52929.06 
      Country   8   415.68     41027   52513.38 
Share of people aged 13 to 17 watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = Shr13.17 ~ StartHr + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode + 
Country, family = binomial(link = logit), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
        Min         1Q      Median          3Q      Max  
 -0.6505613 -0.1285601 -0.08819892 -0.02848915 3.079248 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error     t value  
         (Intercept) -5.122358016 1.765814151 -2.90084776 
             StartHr -0.008472113 0.006672294 -1.26974517 
          DurationHr  0.117673279 0.114984712  1.02338195 
           DayMonday  0.048713153 0.162323016  0.30010010 
         DaySaturday  0.079450356 0.153243863  0.51845701 
           DaySunday -0.038032727 0.154756270 -0.24575888 
         DayThursday  0.028089632 0.163524518  0.17177627 
          DayTuesday  0.089508422 0.160636288  0.55721172 
         DayWednesda -0.033689741 0.166571748 -0.20225363 
        ChannelArena  0.545359467 0.873453411  0.62437156 
     ChannelArena +2  0.079528440 0.900485964  0.08831725 
ChannelCNBC Australi -2.117697129 2.925282200 -0.72392917 
ChannelCartoon Netwo  0.199188840 0.873986248  0.22790844 
    ChannelChannel V  1.340104062 0.870343407  1.53974173 
ChannelComedy Channe  0.670247397 0.845337762  0.79287526   440
    ChannelDiscovery  0.739092139 0.842945539  0.87679702 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.855868854 0.878807674  0.97389779 
           ChannelE! -0.392405323 0.967000173 -0.40579654 
         ChannelESPN  0.377577672 1.167510030  0.32340422 
 ChannelFOX Classics -0.405029109 0.898600987 -0.45073299 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.781942058 1.485969166  0.52621688 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  1.375790894 1.246496059  1.10372663 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  2.046319986 1.216155158  1.68261424 
         ChannelFOX8  1.972131575 0.844097481  2.33637894 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.912126863 0.855958507  1.06562042 
     ChannelHallmark -1.244435592 1.352292580 -0.92024138 
ChannelHistory Chann -0.050756557 1.120151894 -0.04531221 
ChannelHow to Channe -1.555085951 1.240170706 -1.25392895 
    ChannelLifestyle  0.594706354 0.882490447  0.67389551 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.416919606 0.898753023  0.46388674 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.132429390 1.226317342 -0.10798949 
          ChannelMTV  1.706404632 0.831320371  2.05264383 
  ChannelMovie Extra  0.085295746 1.045711154  0.08156721 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.826094308 1.236461139 -0.66811182 
    ChannelMovie One  0.450944331 0.996486831  0.45253416 
ChannelNational Geog  0.504848466 0.867279773  0.58210566 
     ChannelNick Jr. -0.475592776 0.905879466 -0.52500669 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.905983345 0.876848408  1.03322688 
     ChannelShowtime  1.086481442 0.953092993  1.13995324 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.92724622  0.9638375  0.96203589 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.31944222  1.0378871  0.30778128 
     ChannelSky News  0.59300123  2.6014268  0.22795230 
          ChannelTV1  1.27411153  0.8616983  1.47860510 
       ChannelTV1 +2 -0.13952975  0.9133873 -0.15276078 
         ChannelUKTV  0.14905423  0.9459996  0.15756268 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.93501230  1.0987463 -0.85098106 
          ChannelVH1  0.20452826  0.9253068  0.22103832 
            ChannelW  0.12886328  0.9120247  0.14129362 
          Channelmax -0.33282690  1.1342695 -0.29342842 
          TypeCodeAB  0.56059621  1.5444248  0.36298058 
          TypeCodeAC  1.16584301  1.4965137  0.77903932 
          TypeCodeAD  1.01938109  1.5804440  0.64499664 
          TypeCodeAF  1.06002981  1.4848865  0.71387935 
          TypeCodeAG  1.91227560  1.8952708  1.00897224 
          TypeCodeAH  0.47708288  1.5453114  0.30872928 
          TypeCodeBA  0.31089219  1.5536999  0.20009796 
          TypeCodeBB  0.58691909  1.5003700  0.39118290 
          TypeCodeBC  0.53436684  1.5298126  0.34930215 
          TypeCodeBD  1.30470157  1.4932816  0.87371438 
          TypeCodeDB -0.35896034  1.6470647 -0.21793943 
          TypeCodeDC  0.43716281  1.6899658  0.25868145 
          TypeCodeDD -0.56261367  2.4530910 -0.22934888 
          TypeCodeDE -0.59743394  1.6748660 -0.35670551 
          TypeCodeDF -0.46095189  1.7484450 -0.26363534 
          TypeCodeDG -0.05874325  1.6324291 -0.03598518 
          TypeCodeDH -2.21907794  5.7847295 -0.38360963 
          TypeCodeEA -0.55999762  2.0925739 -0.26761187 
          TypeCodeEB  0.10521616  1.5619293  0.06736294 
          TypeCodeEC  0.35427746  1.6273019  0.21770850 
          TypeCodeED  0.89502898  1.7247076  0.51894536 
          TypeCodeEF  0.64661401  1.5593633  0.41466540 
          TypeCodeEG  0.29496132  1.5205022  0.19398940 
          TypeCodeEH  0.12963336  1.7622308  0.07356208 
          TypeCodeEI  0.24542427  1.7089867  0.14360806 
          TypeCodeEK -3.51877641 17.3264700 -0.20308675 
          TypeCodeEL -0.51708051  1.7949600 -0.28807356 
          TypeCodeEO -1.80215591  6.0571732 -0.29752425 
          TypeCodeEP -0.41175867  1.5837506 -0.25998958 
                 Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeER -1.34456493   1.811967 -0.74204734 
TypeCodeES -0.07974874   6.398380 -0.01246390 
TypeCodeET -0.75709262   1.965512 -0.38518859 
TypeCodeEU -0.22455006   1.576059 -0.14247567 
TypeCodeFC -0.75864089   9.466769 -0.08013726 
TypeCodeGA -0.13530020   1.531606 -0.08833877 
TypeCodeGB -0.59789896   1.719914 -0.34763296  
  441 
TypeCodeGC -0.87804942   1.705623 -0.51479700 
TypeCodeGD -0.14447946   1.838552 -0.07858328 
TypeCodeGE -2.08181558   4.627852 -0.44984494 
TypeCodeGF -0.74598523   1.910619 -0.39044173 
TypeCodeGG -0.43005233   1.633376 -0.26329047 
TypeCodeGH -0.77870103   1.865671 -0.41738397 
TypeCodeGI  0.35235748   1.699484  0.20733199 
TypeCodeHA -0.10735570   1.553564 -0.06910284 
TypeCodeHB  0.24385095   1.527638  0.15962616 
TypeCodeHC -0.11007209   1.569067 -0.07015132 
TypeCodeHD  0.17286913   1.527970  0.11313646 
TypeCodeHE  0.01788553   1.816541  0.00984593 
TypeCodeHF -0.02473014   1.515318 -0.01632010 
TypeCodeHG  0.49164024   1.600395  0.30719935 
TypeCodeID -2.99810185  30.264464 -0.09906344 
TypeCodeIH  0.90072876   3.230983  0.27877852 
TypeCodeIQ -2.97605634  17.534845 -0.16972242 
TypeCodeJB  0.40399895   1.622280  0.24903155 
TypeCodeJC  0.37492667   2.577842  0.14544208 
TypeCodeJD  0.55965267   1.824419  0.30675671 
TypeCodeJE  0.93073902   1.771278  0.52546195 
TypeCodeJF  0.48658365   1.564787  0.31095847 
TypeCodeJG -0.84330075   2.339701 -0.36043104 
TypeCodeJH -0.50267040   1.602902 -0.31360017 
TypeCodeJI  0.64088979   1.623743  0.39469892 
TypeCodeJJ  0.13131985   2.057515  0.06382448 
TypeCodeJL -1.69216770   3.953167 -0.42805365 
TypeCodeJM -0.12540931   1.803862 -0.06952269 
TypeCodeJN  0.38525001   2.037608  0.18906973 
TypeCodeJO  0.48866506   2.070105  0.23605813 
TypeCodeJQ  0.41088211   1.678311  0.24481879 
TypeCodeJR -0.05800559   1.855258 -0.03126551 
                 Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeJS -4.97492065  24.703580 -0.20138460 
TypeCodeJT -1.33676311  22.379068 -0.05973274 
TypeCodeJU -0.05317424   1.616943 -0.03288566 
TypeCodeJV -0.06695836   2.251894 -0.02973424 
TypeCodeJW -0.38887278   2.256904 -0.17230366 
TypeCodeKC -0.60920454   2.990961 -0.20368187 
TypeCodeKD -1.86876741  30.375893 -0.06152140 
TypeCodeKE -1.53886577   3.382884 -0.45489753 
TypeCodeKH -0.81857904   2.907945 -0.28149742 
TypeCodeKJ -1.04240400   5.173043 -0.20150694 
TypeCodeKM -1.04957496   2.028114 -0.51751274 
TypeCodeKN -0.62731452   1.825941 -0.34355680 
TypeCodeLA  0.46829158   1.538062  0.30446853 
TypeCodeLB -0.12862530   1.596144 -0.08058501 
TypeCodeLC  0.04174797   1.529248  0.02729966 
TypeCodeNA -1.43175899  18.343569 -0.07805237 
TypeCodeNB  0.66335060   1.978544  0.33527214 
TypeCodeNC -4.84994543  60.498884 -0.08016587 
TypeCodeOA -1.34700928   1.814569 -0.74233032 
TypeCodeOB -0.06491903   2.242991 -0.02894307 
TypeCodeOC -0.52454626   1.661746 -0.31565971 
TypeCodeOD  0.32594452   1.805637  0.18051497 
TypeCodeOE -0.22309935   2.839206 -0.07857809 
TypeCodeOF -4.83956396  23.936527 -0.20218321 
TypeCodeOG -0.84449940   2.613165 -0.32317113 
TypeCodeOH -0.18104598   1.782817 -0.10155049 
TypeCodeOI -0.96502999   2.149624 -0.44892966 
TypeCodeOJ -0.31024785   2.792221 -0.11111149 
TypeCodeOK  2.79805798   2.324072  1.20394644 
TypeCodeOL -0.58212485   1.773076 -0.32831347 
TypeCodeOM -3.04862116   7.425794 -0.41054482 
TypeCodeON -1.45056386   6.273770 -0.23121086 
TypeCodeOP -2.21790047   6.314150 -0.35125877 
TypeCodeOQ -1.75958690   2.287394 -0.76925397 
TypeCodeOR -1.27630842   2.611604 -0.48870665 
TypeCodeOT  0.09692937   1.717017  0.05645221 
TypeCodeOU -1.09563853   2.068101 -0.52978009 
TypeCodeOV -3.62368312   9.566529 -0.37878767 
TypeCodeOW -1.95562978   3.969316 -0.49268689   442
                         Value Std. Error      t value  
      TypeCodeOX -2.8463927873 20.0745471 -0.141791133 
      TypeCodeOY -2.6591161039  6.4832672 -0.410150629 
      TypeCodeOZ -1.9754500647  2.8996896 -0.681262594 
     TypeCodeO_A -1.3702374552  2.3733080 -0.577353407 
     TypeCodeO_D  1.2323520390  1.5538583  0.793091654 
      TypeCodeQA -1.0154683772  1.7381063 -0.584238373 
      TypeCodeQB -0.3122632569  1.7442531 -0.179024055 
      TypeCodeQC -1.7581692854  4.4954889 -0.391096345 
CountryAustralia -0.1503881877  0.4854090 -0.309817472 
   CountryCanada -0.5710780761  0.5052744 -1.130233523 
   CountryEurope -0.2793144882  0.6502810 -0.429528888 
CountryNew Zeala -0.2424649029  0.9702080 -0.249910229 
CountryOther ove -0.6273892038  2.6346475 -0.238130225 
CountrySouth Afr -0.4069542499  2.9712599 -0.136963534 
      CountryUSA  0.0009214967  0.4389640  0.002099253 
CountryUnited Ki -0.3804154632  0.4838391 -0.786243741 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Binomial family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 2067.542 on 40098 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 1461.206 on 39927 degrees of freedom 
1105 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 8  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
            Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
      NULL                  40098   2067.542 
   StartHr   1   0.4178     40097   2067.124 
DurationHr   1   5.7361     40096   2061.388 
       Day   6   1.3350     40090   2060.053 
   Channel  40 496.7619     40050   1563.291 
  TypeCode 115  94.7062     39935   1468.585 
   Country   8   7.3790     39927   1461.206 
People aged 18 to 34 
Reach of people aged 18 to 34 watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = TotPpl18.34 ~ sqrt(StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + 
TypeCode + Country, family = poisson(link = log), data = X2005, na.action = 
na.exclude, control = list(epsilon =  
  0.0001, maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
       Min       1Q     Median        3Q      Max  
 -5.745551 -1.45436 -0.7918922 0.5304635 12.53027 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error       t value  
         (Intercept) -1.929637179 0.114721308  -16.82021601 
       sqrt(StartHr)  0.469440763 0.003528362  133.04778412 
          DurationHr  0.178061523 0.007877048   22.60510941 
           DayMonday  0.055166043 0.012205106    4.51991506 
         DaySaturday  0.143521553 0.011445592   12.53946116  
  443 
           DaySunday  0.160875182 0.011334962   14.19282905 
         DayThursday  0.010831773 0.012268617    0.88288460 
          DayTuesday  0.020659203 0.012312185    1.67794772 
         DayWednesda  0.086198721 0.012166743    7.08478205 
        ChannelArena  1.069402953 0.052914187   20.21013658 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.251181089 0.058469104   -4.29596266 
ChannelCNBC Australi -3.270227040 0.211809175  -15.43949658 
ChannelCartoon Netwo -0.003351211 0.057314103   -0.05847096 
    ChannelChannel V  0.563352098 0.057887273    9.73188185 
ChannelComedy Channe  0.004023052 0.053779539    0.07480637 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.744503692 0.050626049   14.70594115 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.688387392 0.058958315   11.67583218 
           ChannelE! -0.713898025 0.064445449  -11.07755524 
         ChannelESPN -0.659958281 0.084429809   -7.81665016 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.002962095 0.056152647    0.05275077 
    ChannelFOX Footy  1.047609614 0.088585659   11.82595048 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.773008420 0.083334553    9.27596522 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.941764519 0.084117563   11.19581310 
         ChannelFOX8  1.691772794 0.052668993   32.12084941 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.590914638 0.054253063   10.89182079 
     ChannelHallmark -0.228620353 0.068080943   -3.35806678 
ChannelHistory Chann -0.208827291 0.070922450   -2.94444555 
ChannelHow to Channe -1.085295266 0.066908861  -16.22050140 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.057656925 0.051181335   20.66489525 
 ChannelLifestyle +2 -0.021250329 0.055765734   -0.38106427 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.661896312 0.066130878  -10.00888440 
          ChannelMTV  0.727971597 0.053139495   13.69925700 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.050137965 0.069038226   -0.72623484 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.683347024 0.079446644   -8.60133280 
    ChannelMovie One  0.246349953 0.065302760    3.77242787 
ChannelNational Geog  0.553584895 0.051125038   10.82805844 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.585769144 0.059059451    9.91829649 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.683418176 0.058887239   11.60553942 
     ChannelShowtime  0.954990722 0.060036551   15.90682185 
                            Value Std. Error      t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.664355587 0.06158437  10.78772990 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.486169102 0.06421503   7.57095555 
     ChannelSky News  0.194978029 0.13000886   1.49972879 
          ChannelTV1  1.336517984 0.05384018  24.82380450 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.042910310 0.05726190   0.74936933 
         ChannelUKTV  0.512185360 0.05739616   8.92368738 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.678469578 0.06639336 -10.21893754 
          ChannelVH1 -0.192731476 0.06418738  -3.00263831 
            ChannelW  0.688742307 0.05559031  12.38961163 
          Channelmax -0.244958638 0.07430342  -3.29673429 
          TypeCodeAB  0.484014727 0.09641001   5.02037833 
          TypeCodeAC  0.287633865 0.09695859   2.96656400 
          TypeCodeAD  0.558992287 0.10094740   5.53746114 
          TypeCodeAF  0.623026007 0.09370298   6.64894528 
          TypeCodeAG  1.434416667 0.14298563  10.03189388 
          TypeCodeAH  0.127468219 0.10137319   1.25741552 
          TypeCodeBA  0.603180323 0.10054676   5.99900327 
          TypeCodeBB  0.510122131 0.09498143   5.37075648 
          TypeCodeBC  0.587267856 0.09898318   5.93300640 
          TypeCodeBD  1.158075089 0.09447653  12.25780775 
          TypeCodeDB  0.092957336 0.10385534   0.89506554 
          TypeCodeDC -0.016185367 0.11387730  -0.14212989 
          TypeCodeDD -0.142101289 0.14551631  -0.97653167 
          TypeCodeDE -0.137978562 0.10564268  -1.30608727 
          TypeCodeDF -0.034402926 0.11048088  -0.31139258 
          TypeCodeDG  0.131212228 0.10285244   1.27573281 
          TypeCodeDH -0.108451276 0.18936963  -0.57269624 
          TypeCodeEA  0.409828485 0.10874582   3.76868275 
          TypeCodeEB -0.083485360 0.10405658  -0.80230734 
          TypeCodeEC  0.155870595 0.10231686   1.52341069 
          TypeCodeED  0.007335124 0.13160278   0.05573685 
          TypeCodeEF  0.857422051 0.09998174   8.57578645 
          TypeCodeEG  0.144568566 0.09639112   1.49981202 
          TypeCodeEH  0.052615138 0.11537846   0.45602220 
          TypeCodeEI  0.309394781 0.10522338   2.94036147 
          TypeCodeEK -0.188360160 0.23334872  -0.80720459 
          TypeCodeEL -0.338910375 0.11534763  -2.93816517   444
          TypeCodeEO -0.544480841 0.19634553  -2.77307481 
          TypeCodeEP  0.148332257 0.09985051   1.48554323 
                 Value Std. Error    t value  
TypeCodeER -0.50587318 0.11450962 -4.4177351 
TypeCodeES  0.10146468 0.26828492  0.3781975 
TypeCodeET -0.09415771 0.11357277 -0.8290518 
TypeCodeEU  0.30195317 0.09847494  3.0662947 
TypeCodeFC -1.26518904 0.94987329 -1.3319556 
TypeCodeGA  0.14439677 0.09662919  1.4943390 
TypeCodeGB -0.10130143 0.10654759 -0.9507622 
TypeCodeGC  0.28738922 0.10106932  2.8434861 
TypeCodeGD  0.60332163 0.10954506  5.5075200 
TypeCodeGE -0.14579569 0.19408136 -0.7512091 
TypeCodeGF -0.47817430 0.12373615 -3.8644674 
TypeCodeGG  0.24342228 0.10008987  2.4320371 
TypeCodeGH -0.05309176 0.10745277 -0.4940939 
TypeCodeGI  0.52701407 0.10650330  4.9483358 
TypeCodeHA  0.16000963 0.09888073  1.6182084 
TypeCodeHB  0.21677024 0.09822873  2.2067906 
TypeCodeHC  0.24099508 0.09786169  2.4626090 
TypeCodeHD  0.08735311 0.09942982  0.8785404 
TypeCodeHE  0.25823214 0.11775058  2.1930433 
TypeCodeHF  0.22546500 0.09630036  2.3412686 
TypeCodeHG -0.49657389 0.11772979 -4.2179118 
TypeCodeID -0.72611255 0.71490243 -1.0156806 
TypeCodeIH  0.13430122 0.25607425  0.5244620 
TypeCodeIQ -5.89371686 5.13762379 -1.1471679 
TypeCodeJB  0.60550843 0.10264902  5.8988236 
TypeCodeJC  0.24789776 0.26879408  0.9222590 
TypeCodeJD  0.55202034 0.11732930  4.7048805 
TypeCodeJE  0.43268056 0.12697600  3.4075774 
TypeCodeJF  0.29349101 0.09973731  2.9426400 
TypeCodeJG  0.02262816 0.13287589  0.1702955 
TypeCodeJH -0.07311402 0.10060515 -0.7267423 
TypeCodeJI  0.41677049 0.10544487  3.9524967 
TypeCodeJJ  0.25812587 0.13153720  1.9623792 
TypeCodeJL -0.90795142 0.20653580 -4.3960970 
TypeCodeJM  0.25540865 0.11830342  2.1589287 
TypeCodeJN -0.35497406 0.16127536 -2.2010434 
TypeCodeJO -0.04435534 0.15921390 -0.2785896 
TypeCodeJQ  0.14185647 0.11164663  1.2705844 
TypeCodeJR  0.57198606 0.11211955  5.1015728 
                  Value  Std. Error       t value  
TypeCodeJS -1.014026321  0.50949390  -1.990261929 
TypeCodeJT -5.570862362 18.08165950  -0.308094639 
TypeCodeJU  0.089573258  0.10287924   0.870664077 
TypeCodeJV -0.001729769  0.14153719  -0.012221307 
TypeCodeJW  0.080757668  0.12519514   0.645054351 
TypeCodeKC  0.802857295  0.15229207   5.271826032 
TypeCodeKD -4.112812923  9.04299270  -0.454806617 
TypeCodeKE  0.401455590  0.16595276   2.419095649 
TypeCodeKH  0.704128202  0.14823916   4.749947419 
TypeCodeKJ  1.023130059  0.19379857   5.279347918 
TypeCodeKM  0.205981159  0.12952233   1.590313822 
TypeCodeKN  0.779573796  0.11172963   6.977323607 
TypeCodeLA  0.565488877  0.09866196   5.731579857 
TypeCodeLB  0.333924832  0.10214313   3.269185373 
TypeCodeLC  0.409755942  0.09668498   4.238051633 
TypeCodeNA  1.713779269  0.25153474   6.813290667 
TypeCodeNB -0.400271304  0.20801289  -1.924261993 
TypeCodeNC  3.281987233  0.38316770   8.565406932 
TypeCodeOA  0.186717275  0.10972090   1.701747520 
TypeCodeOB -0.496121312  0.26438392  -1.876518469 
TypeCodeOC -0.077206462  0.09972486  -0.774194720 
TypeCodeOD -0.240312747  0.16750488  -1.434661206 
TypeCodeOE -0.178813087  0.28831522  -0.620199947 
TypeCodeOF -0.584284595  0.51212571  -1.140900720 
TypeCodeOG  0.326568646  0.16016550   2.038945019 
TypeCodeOH  1.501018550  0.11194806  13.408169530 
TypeCodeOI  0.450222034  0.12915783   3.485828435 
TypeCodeOJ  0.711234178  0.19713150   3.607917435 
TypeCodeOK -0.324311051  0.71566484  -0.453160518  
  445 
TypeCodeOL -0.111507978  0.11969976  -0.931563930 
TypeCodeOM -0.666453084  0.33531503  -1.987543126 
TypeCodeON -1.888037990  1.00555390  -1.877609936 
TypeCodeOP -1.932167815  0.71496992  -2.702446308 
TypeCodeOQ -0.187502142  0.13575062  -1.381224910 
TypeCodeOR  0.214672671  0.15137851   1.418118537 
TypeCodeOT  1.393746005  0.10818230  12.883309440 
TypeCodeOU  0.728642458  0.11973213   6.085605159 
TypeCodeOV -0.001660700  0.24216729  -0.006857656 
TypeCodeOW  0.344668081  0.16419349   2.099157983 
                        Value Std. Error     t value  
      TypeCodeOX -0.852295829 0.71541306 -1.19133389 
      TypeCodeOY -0.236495407 0.25186526 -0.93897589 
      TypeCodeOZ -0.332571035 0.16562039 -2.00803191 
     TypeCodeO_A -0.756069505 0.17907681 -4.22204039 
     TypeCodeO_D  0.793727482 0.10092856  7.86425050 
      TypeCodeQA -0.002696851 0.10098805 -0.02670465 
      TypeCodeQB -0.459749984 0.11901750 -3.86287725 
      TypeCodeQC  1.021540185 0.14268487  7.15941515 
CountryAustralia  0.070596378 0.04056665  1.74025655 
   CountryCanada -0.174435322 0.04282501 -4.07321109 
   CountryEurope -0.187052251 0.04963257 -3.76873988 
CountryNew Zeala -0.055050953 0.08300886 -0.66319371 
CountryOther ove -0.226870300 0.18559228 -1.22241238 
CountrySouth Afr  0.045611910 0.15025310  0.30356719 
      CountryUSA  0.143187732 0.03797869  3.77021200 
CountryUnited Ki -0.028961288 0.04002699 -0.72354393 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 198781.6 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 116817 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 5  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
               Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
         NULL                  41198   198781.6 
sqrt(StartHr)   1 24053.28     41197   174728.3 
   DurationHr   1    30.01     41196   174698.3 
          Day   6   538.79     41190   174159.5 
      Channel  40 47666.64     41150   126492.9 
     TypeCode 115  9272.31     41035   117220.6 
      Country   8   403.55     41027   116817.0 
Share of people aged 18 to 34 watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = Shr18.34 ~ StartHr + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode + 
Country, family = binomial(link = logit), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
        Min        1Q      Median         3Q      Max  
 -0.4835557 -0.111324 -0.05993462 0.03406116 1.568417 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error      t value    446
         (Intercept) -5.463665855 1.916768388 -2.850456992 
             StartHr -0.010244734 0.006767049 -1.513914592 
          DurationHr  0.157100787 0.103432673  1.518870030 
           DayMonday  0.070962108 0.167767522  0.422978814 
         DaySaturday  0.003607393 0.162447937  0.022206459 
           DaySunday -0.005813466 0.162585074 -0.035756453 
         DayThursday  0.039046032 0.168507013  0.231717549 
          DayTuesday  0.060276454 0.168225448  0.358307585 
         DayWednesda  0.103109249 0.166882113  0.617856800 
        ChannelArena  0.844299485 0.725160568  1.164293154 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.194743060 0.790413026 -0.246381390 
ChannelCNBC Australi -2.768069462 2.488028357 -1.112555431 
ChannelCartoon Netwo -0.179999637 0.784827722 -0.229349234 
    ChannelChannel V  0.582335866 0.790676364  0.736503445 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.019849415 0.737008151 -0.026932423 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.662390532 0.689440135  0.960765842 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.673582821 0.794341313  0.847976569 
           ChannelE! -0.560223273 0.855943314 -0.654509784 
         ChannelESPN -0.520361330 1.097662309 -0.474063221 
 ChannelFOX Classics -0.341001727 0.781193795 -0.436513614 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.874402109 1.272521819  0.687141152 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.986665391 1.089348484  0.905738986 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  1.313461095 1.075280678  1.221505345 
         ChannelFOX8  1.525706871 0.722072150  2.112956262 
      ChannelFOX8 +2  0.569830406 0.741460581  0.768524208 
     ChannelHallmark -0.551047164 0.965639129 -0.570655380 
ChannelHistory Chann -0.060081836 0.911900081 -0.065886425 
ChannelHow to Channe -1.022084966 0.903783010 -1.130896416 
    ChannelLifestyle  0.903522665 0.695239030  1.299585648 
 ChannelLifestyle +2  0.020735485 0.750243400  0.027638344 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.534450195 0.903359608 -0.591625074 
          ChannelMTV  0.676120647 0.734146193  0.920961866 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.194717899 0.942772194 -0.206537592 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.968979765 1.123548724 -0.862427899 
    ChannelMovie One  0.007448919 0.909028406  0.008194374 
ChannelNational Geog  0.545202691 0.689447406  0.790782133 
     ChannelNick Jr.  0.515252062 0.793641384  0.649225295 
  ChannelNickelodeon  0.595943952 0.794201953  0.750368278 
     ChannelShowtime  0.738063478 0.832196092  0.886886498 
                           Value Std. Error      t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.50380497  0.8508249  0.592137051 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.24474009  0.8897970  0.275051588 
     ChannelSky News  0.86052091  1.7407950  0.494326393 
          ChannelTV1  1.23361229  0.7375672  1.672542145 
       ChannelTV1 +2  0.03222440  0.7820217  0.041206530 
         ChannelUKTV  0.23295688  0.7979215  0.291954626 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -1.01710232  0.9515925 -1.068842273 
          ChannelVH1 -0.25389491  0.8971580 -0.282999096 
            ChannelW  0.50788173  0.7514973  0.675826451 
          Channelmax -0.16579209  1.0178159 -0.162890052 
          TypeCodeAB  0.94597326  1.7181701  0.550570201 
          TypeCodeAC  0.42686883  1.7312091  0.246572664 
          TypeCodeAD  0.99070858  1.7563770  0.564063729 
          TypeCodeAF  1.00405364  1.6953367  0.592244392 
          TypeCodeAG  1.72646784  2.3042293  0.749260441 
          TypeCodeAH  0.23771312  1.7984401  0.132177388 
          TypeCodeBA  0.83613901  1.7694336  0.472546134 
          TypeCodeBB  0.73704312  1.7043700  0.432443144 
          TypeCodeBC  0.68915852  1.7606426  0.391424419 
          TypeCodeBD  1.30392297  1.6998051  0.767101477 
          TypeCodeDB  0.30782080  1.7994985  0.171059212 
          TypeCodeDC  0.30605733  1.8789099  0.162890900 
          TypeCodeDD  0.22738573  2.2607757  0.100578637 
          TypeCodeDE -0.01486116  1.8202344 -0.008164423 
          TypeCodeDF  0.20417996  1.8542532  0.110114387 
          TypeCodeDG  0.37672941  1.7923328  0.210189439 
          TypeCodeDH  0.62219607  2.3972213  0.259548870 
          TypeCodeEA  0.33849798  2.0543736  0.164769439 
          TypeCodeEB  0.34074495  1.7783916  0.191602884 
          TypeCodeEC  0.59764020  1.7913260  0.333630066 
          TypeCodeED  0.09640050  2.1797149  0.044226196 
          TypeCodeEF  1.16918512  1.7693018  0.660817232  
  447 
          TypeCodeEG  0.48518282  1.7172926  0.282527750 
          TypeCodeEH  0.68553512  1.8350224  0.373584052 
          TypeCodeEI  0.68692582  1.8458827  0.372139476 
          TypeCodeEK  0.13511856  4.2843578  0.031537646 
          TypeCodeEL -0.14049222  1.9667546 -0.071433528 
          TypeCodeEO  0.23698331  2.6651690  0.088918679 
          TypeCodeEP  0.57059490  1.7402183  0.327886974 
                 Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeER -0.01233469   1.838224 -0.006710111 
TypeCodeES  0.35273485   5.192921  0.067926098 
TypeCodeET  0.13189443   1.980009  0.066613032 
TypeCodeEU  0.43981041   1.743643  0.252236481 
TypeCodeFC -0.65797093  10.287257 -0.063959800 
TypeCodeGA  0.40464541   1.724058  0.234705211 
TypeCodeGB  0.12622230   1.818441  0.069412356 
TypeCodeGC  0.34012068   1.776633  0.191441129 
TypeCodeGD  0.51241760   1.882339  0.272223860 
TypeCodeGE -0.56097880   3.222022 -0.174107684 
TypeCodeGF -0.01901211   1.935062 -0.009825063 
TypeCodeGG  0.30671445   1.765433  0.173733257 
TypeCodeGH  0.20518520   1.854057  0.110668213 
TypeCodeGI  0.70814757   1.835049  0.385901270 
TypeCodeHA  0.53026775   1.740307  0.304697874 
TypeCodeHB  0.35780014   1.746023  0.204922953 
TypeCodeHC  0.23873090   1.760933  0.135570683 
TypeCodeHD  0.25689918   1.754981  0.146382877 
TypeCodeHE  0.45396009   2.033562  0.223233972 
TypeCodeHF  0.49677998   1.713650  0.289895748 
TypeCodeHG -0.09356061   1.983616 -0.047166686 
TypeCodeID -0.50596708  11.308826 -0.044740901 
TypeCodeIH  1.16142660   2.819157  0.411976608 
TypeCodeIQ -3.48713045  17.531262 -0.198909262 
TypeCodeJB  1.03714327   1.791529  0.578915093 
TypeCodeJC  0.43825345   3.212683  0.136413530 
TypeCodeJD  0.84162881   2.018766  0.416902677 
TypeCodeJE  0.58198787   2.194213  0.265237643 
TypeCodeJF  0.61507164   1.762612  0.348954563 
TypeCodeJG  0.66443347   1.982439  0.335159687 
TypeCodeJH  0.30837616   1.761641  0.175050465 
TypeCodeJI  0.56821704   1.864428  0.304767510 
TypeCodeJJ  0.52360114   2.272792  0.230377911 
TypeCodeJL -0.65416034   3.136474 -0.208565515 
TypeCodeJM  0.85287945   1.881307  0.453344062 
TypeCodeJN -0.08027135   2.647141 -0.030323790 
TypeCodeJO  0.58615564   2.292864  0.255643467 
TypeCodeJQ  0.35996378   1.911524  0.188312483 
TypeCodeJR  0.92817972   1.896390  0.489445485 
                  Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeJS -1.393692959   8.933317 -0.156010690 
TypeCodeJT -3.988884324  60.458730 -0.065976978 
TypeCodeJU  0.337645397   1.793331  0.188278337 
TypeCodeJV  0.313255110   2.333156  0.134262416 
TypeCodeJW  0.471302729   2.091807  0.225308940 
TypeCodeKC  0.504613611   2.318117  0.217682517 
TypeCodeKD -0.918038803  30.353939 -0.030244471 
TypeCodeKE  0.245791018   2.523922  0.097384559 
TypeCodeKH  0.344755162   2.279455  0.151244550 
TypeCodeKJ  0.597078721   2.878734  0.207410204 
TypeCodeKM  0.290577121   2.008719  0.144657928 
TypeCodeKN  0.470612457   1.918308  0.245326903 
TypeCodeLA  0.737314628   1.755455  0.420013487 
TypeCodeLB  0.558563470   1.794258  0.311306150 
TypeCodeLC  0.593837309   1.729883  0.343281865 
TypeCodeNA  2.478724583   2.943123  0.842208965 
TypeCodeNB  0.012714540   2.926385  0.004344793 
TypeCodeNC  1.789088474   4.485570  0.398854241 
TypeCodeOA  0.293317973   1.822460  0.160946206 
TypeCodeOB -1.049597385   3.867572 -0.271384084 
TypeCodeOC  0.097982316   1.716335  0.057088123 
TypeCodeOD  0.069076733   2.200183  0.031395898 
TypeCodeOE -0.131790852   4.241600 -0.031071024 
TypeCodeOF  0.433623618   3.634177  0.119318234   448
TypeCodeOG  0.360164812   2.510620  0.143456495 
TypeCodeOH  1.493186867   1.837016  0.812832740 
TypeCodeOI  0.357757136   2.032961  0.175978339 
TypeCodeOJ  0.702647656   3.034184  0.231577136 
TypeCodeOK  0.229359523   5.765146  0.039783819 
TypeCodeOL -0.085947408   1.912254 -0.044945596 
TypeCodeOM -0.009828923   2.799048 -0.003511524 
TypeCodeON -1.172822126   8.294938 -0.141390097 
TypeCodeOP -1.179094735   5.378455 -0.219225529 
TypeCodeOQ  0.027777021   2.028322  0.013694579 
TypeCodeOR -0.061104094   2.361731 -0.025872587 
TypeCodeOT  0.945730543   1.827095  0.517614425 
TypeCodeOU  0.685663710   1.931114  0.355061203 
TypeCodeOV  0.974789497   2.226251  0.437861421 
TypeCodeOW  0.139153280   2.583631  0.053859579 
                        Value Std. Error      t value  
      TypeCodeOX -0.673495004 12.9401513 -0.052046919 
      TypeCodeOY -0.404487444  3.6696596 -0.110224786 
      TypeCodeOZ -0.704849240  2.5521754 -0.276175856 
     TypeCodeO_A -1.142537643  2.7572569 -0.414374752 
     TypeCodeO_D  1.028223352  1.8013933  0.570793376 
      TypeCodeQA -0.006910594  1.7610708 -0.003924087 
      TypeCodeQB  0.435013563  1.7901541  0.243003421 
      TypeCodeQC  0.294205559  2.7408128  0.107342451 
CountryAustralia  0.042963552  0.5881563  0.073047851 
   CountryCanada -0.140210378  0.6047679 -0.231841647 
   CountryEurope -0.062421424  0.6871203 -0.090844964 
CountryNew Zeala -0.039001492  1.0775087 -0.036195989 
CountryOther ove -0.089416893  2.4275127 -0.036834778 
CountrySouth Afr  0.516782403  1.6445918  0.314231410 
      CountryUSA  0.082149995  0.5556961  0.147832604 
CountryUnited Ki -0.060929956  0.5796054 -0.105123169 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Binomial family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 1015.209 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 741.3337 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 8  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
            Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
      NULL                  41198   1015.209 
   StartHr   1   1.3851     41197   1013.824 
DurationHr   1   0.1158     41196   1013.708 
       Day   6   0.4826     41190   1013.225 
   Channel  40 232.4260     41150    780.799 
  TypeCode 115  38.1890     41035    742.610 
   Country   8   1.2763     41027    741.334 
People aged 35 plus 
Reach of people aged 35 plus watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
  
  449 
Call: glm(formula = TotPpl35. ~ sqrt(StartHr) + DurationHr + Day + Channel + 
TypeCode + Country, family = poisson(link = log), data = X2005, na.action = 
na.exclude, control = list(epsilon =  
  0.0001, maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
       Min        1Q     Median        3Q      Max  
 -8.776155 -1.494052 -0.6824449 0.6619082 18.19449 
 
Coefficients: 
                            Value  Std. Error      t value  
         (Intercept) -1.945930210 0.107433079  -18.1129521 
       sqrt(StartHr)  0.550595535 0.002711720  203.0429451 
          DurationHr  0.207398079 0.005126691   40.4545701 
           DayMonday  0.009065397 0.009331806    0.9714515 
         DaySaturday  0.320794761 0.008417913   38.1085845 
           DaySunday  0.231210907 0.008614414   26.8400043 
         DayThursday -0.046813819 0.009422797   -4.9681445 
          DayTuesday  0.057500729 0.009247692    6.2178464 
         DayWednesda  0.044621255 0.009315710    4.7898933 
        ChannelArena  0.512431528 0.034497603   14.8541196 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.900435001 0.040795285  -22.0720359 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.898119578 0.090864283  -20.8896115 
ChannelCartoon Netwo -0.683250494 0.044556307  -15.3345405 
    ChannelChannel V -1.029664935 0.048002277  -21.4503354 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.759742876 0.037462620  -20.2800253 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.601359667 0.031410372   19.1452579 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.093227835 0.045016402    2.0709748 
           ChannelE! -1.246592508 0.046123968  -27.0270006 
         ChannelESPN -1.325714490 0.060231761  -22.0102228 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.443082594 0.035623151   12.4380517 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.978270620 0.059915291   16.3275619 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.627353161 0.056191301   11.1645958 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.591659314 0.056851493   10.4071025 
         ChannelFOX8  0.854019951 0.035260563   24.2202584 
      ChannelFOX8 +2 -0.260625872 0.038347447   -6.7964334 
     ChannelHallmark -0.083295483 0.041879558   -1.9889294 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.433228705 0.039052108   11.0936062 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.609761949 0.038733174  -15.7426279 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.279614739 0.031383350   40.7736824 
 ChannelLifestyle +2 -0.169023352 0.035102747   -4.8151033 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.876888349 0.041013755  -21.3803481 
          ChannelMTV -0.730871499 0.041208519  -17.7359322 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.112400083 0.044369955   -2.5332476 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.388584572 0.047159682   -8.2397623 
    ChannelMovie One  0.138413609 0.042487996    3.2577109 
ChannelNational Geog  0.502771999 0.030872463   16.2854516 
     ChannelNick Jr. -0.483965390 0.047213535  -10.2505647 
  ChannelNickelodeon -0.191866010 0.046098304   -4.1621056 
     ChannelShowtime  0.628483857 0.039349438   15.9718636 
                           Value Std. Error     t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2  0.01712642 0.04246353   0.4033206 
ChannelShowtime Grea  0.26452211 0.04221505   6.2660622 
     ChannelSky News  0.58488912 0.07033938   8.3152437 
          ChannelTV1  1.52228769 0.03481578  43.7240786 
       ChannelTV1 +2 -0.22025527 0.03808146  -5.7837929 
         ChannelUKTV  1.25553903 0.03566375  35.2049125 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.48821349 0.04022546 -12.1369262 
          ChannelVH1 -1.36999464 0.05749844 -23.8266415 
            ChannelW  0.58801969 0.03566593  16.4868736 
          Channelmax -0.89432853 0.06250536 -14.3080286 
          TypeCodeAB  0.57928754 0.10087074   5.7428701 
          TypeCodeAC  0.51050896 0.09917154   5.1477364 
          TypeCodeAD  0.71547095 0.10727682   6.6693897 
          TypeCodeAF  0.65625297 0.09608229   6.8301139 
          TypeCodeAG  1.29720975 0.18673670   6.9467317 
          TypeCodeAH  0.54987135 0.10198448   5.3917162 
          TypeCodeBA  0.92378532 0.10262321   9.0017192 
          TypeCodeBB  0.97139734 0.09537326  10.1852173 
          TypeCodeBC  0.81891173 0.09877833   8.2903987 
          TypeCodeBD  1.08624609 0.09589917  11.3269602 
          TypeCodeDB  0.75753977 0.09943738   7.6182592 
          TypeCodeDC  0.59999756 0.10313294   5.8177101   450
          TypeCodeDD  0.34225043 0.12553160   2.7264085 
          TypeCodeDE  0.59647878 0.10002948   5.9630300 
          TypeCodeDF  0.72979841 0.10094528   7.2296435 
          TypeCodeDG  0.72922537 0.09898155   7.3672861 
          TypeCodeDH  0.54802885 0.12366025   4.4317300 
          TypeCodeEA  0.69081733 0.10833443   6.3767107 
          TypeCodeEB  0.50934328 0.10398807   4.8980936 
          TypeCodeEC  0.43213725 0.09911219   4.3600816 
          TypeCodeED  0.89143124 0.11015655   8.0924033 
          TypeCodeEF  0.77354277 0.10508309   7.3612488 
          TypeCodeEG  1.03884207 0.09559585  10.8670212 
          TypeCodeEH  0.60424110 0.10442461   5.7863861 
          TypeCodeEI  0.82114623 0.10013783   8.2001599 
          TypeCodeEK  0.36492202 0.23368184   1.5616191 
          TypeCodeEL  0.50518611 0.10271024   4.9185564 
          TypeCodeEO  0.11988050 0.12859500   0.9322330 
          TypeCodeEP  0.68523785 0.09785254   7.0027597 
                 Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeER  0.15623878 0.11394763   1.3711455 
TypeCodeES  0.38650044 0.14947597   2.5857028 
TypeCodeET  0.79033807 0.10147425   7.7885576 
TypeCodeEU  1.13950071 0.09624993  11.8389767 
TypeCodeFC  0.48924190 0.31725311   1.5421185 
TypeCodeGA  0.86395055 0.09631992   8.9695939 
TypeCodeGB  0.65854450 0.09981726   6.5975012 
TypeCodeGC  0.96524709 0.09767934   9.8817937 
TypeCodeGD  1.07987532 0.10241005  10.5446229 
TypeCodeGE  0.54774100 0.12665524   4.3246611 
TypeCodeGF -0.17121608 0.11188371  -1.5303039 
TypeCodeGG  0.75256930 0.09751938   7.7171256 
TypeCodeGH  0.49374493 0.10184476   4.8480150 
TypeCodeGI  0.64698067 0.10165712   6.3643422 
TypeCodeHA  0.71761681 0.09810340   7.3149021 
TypeCodeHB  0.99598742 0.09824511  10.1377809 
TypeCodeHC  0.95600862 0.09595268   9.9633339 
TypeCodeHD  0.53045152 0.10320492   5.1397891 
TypeCodeHE  0.45068980 0.11766545   3.8302645 
TypeCodeHF  0.90323151 0.09629245   9.3800862 
TypeCodeHG  0.09962007 0.11394581   0.8742758 
TypeCodeID  0.83022337 0.26868423   3.0899594 
TypeCodeIH  1.37148250 0.14283042   9.6021737 
TypeCodeIQ  0.51926235 0.31626080   1.6418802 
TypeCodeJB  1.12811747 0.09895744  11.4000270 
TypeCodeJC  1.58089973 0.16870407   9.3708451 
TypeCodeJD  1.18051934 0.10607452  11.1291509 
TypeCodeJE  0.94665099 0.11474796   8.2498284 
TypeCodeJF  0.69477348 0.09754564   7.1225481 
TypeCodeJG  0.67043359 0.11373250   5.8948285 
TypeCodeJH  0.64865458 0.09776303   6.6349678 
TypeCodeJI  0.67900540 0.10339817   6.5668993 
TypeCodeJJ  0.80881949 0.11780509   6.8657431 
TypeCodeJL  0.12146998 0.13453594   0.9028813 
TypeCodeJM  0.76456222 0.10797387   7.0809932 
TypeCodeJN  0.23864154 0.11838513   2.0158067 
TypeCodeJO  0.95172557 0.11691179   8.1405436 
TypeCodeJQ  0.82296137 0.10296634   7.9925284 
TypeCodeJR  0.96305986 0.10475884   9.1931133 
                 Value Std. Error     t value  
TypeCodeJS -0.50877200 0.45730658  -1.1125403 
TypeCodeJT  2.68783722 0.50997830   5.2704933 
TypeCodeJU  0.97972324 0.09804117   9.9929776 
TypeCodeJV  1.02387537 0.10623517   9.6378189 
TypeCodeJW  1.11099142 0.10152702  10.9428153 
TypeCodeKC  1.37196053 0.11102497  12.3572250 
TypeCodeKD  1.08780962 0.46429439   2.3429308 
TypeCodeKE  0.64116664 0.11674360   5.4920926 
TypeCodeKH  1.26713084 0.10940673  11.5818364 
TypeCodeKJ  1.55973692 0.12776795  12.2075752 
TypeCodeKM  0.95228392 0.11299901   8.4273648 
TypeCodeKN  1.65408551 0.10160221  16.2800159 
TypeCodeLA  0.70392534 0.09911535   7.1020823 
TypeCodeLB  0.35137743 0.10261813   3.4241261  
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TypeCodeLC  0.94058894 0.09710049   9.6867583 
TypeCodeNA  2.00168560 0.16118054  12.4189033 
TypeCodeNB  0.46183453 0.16872075   2.7372717 
TypeCodeNC  2.72739924 0.39353320   6.9305442 
TypeCodeOA  1.05428853 0.10226106  10.3097749 
TypeCodeOB  0.54751959 0.17495370   3.1295114 
TypeCodeOC  0.55085088 0.09360656   5.8847469 
TypeCodeOD  0.35013126 0.14022346   2.4969520 
TypeCodeOE  0.35010717 0.26282630   1.3320857 
TypeCodeOF  0.37381974 0.30645356   1.2198251 
TypeCodeOG  1.61485281 0.11742050  13.7527328 
TypeCodeOH  2.36301087 0.10196834  23.1739665 
TypeCodeOI  1.27054586 0.10875445  11.6827027 
TypeCodeOJ -0.06676401 0.29540752  -0.2260065 
TypeCodeOK -0.43653345 0.71435173  -0.6110904 
TypeCodeOL  1.32769081 0.10248922  12.9544439 
TypeCodeOM  0.04913117 0.23225511   0.2115397 
TypeCodeON  1.17062355 0.26074520   4.4895305 
TypeCodeOP  1.11292531 0.18049597   6.1659287 
TypeCodeOQ  0.84172903 0.11122962   7.5674902 
TypeCodeOR  1.03651549 0.11930865   8.6876813 
TypeCodeOT  2.37109772 0.09999282  23.7126802 
TypeCodeOU  1.57517152 0.10496419  15.0067522 
TypeCodeOV  0.34377514 0.20452701   1.6808300 
TypeCodeOW  1.10522500 0.12737037   8.6772536 
                       Value Std. Error     t value  
      TypeCodeOX  0.50986398 0.42078454   1.2116985 
      TypeCodeOY -0.26627121 0.25504516  -1.0440159 
      TypeCodeOZ  1.40403862 0.11241583  12.4896878 
     TypeCodeO_A  0.76236487 0.11883714   6.4152073 
     TypeCodeO_D  1.22199337 0.10196588  11.9843366 
      TypeCodeQA  0.75187104 0.09444728   7.9607487 
      TypeCodeQB  0.36717119 0.10324037   3.5564692 
      TypeCodeQC  1.93448638 0.11518979  16.7939056 
CountryAustralia  0.02337655 0.03748245   0.6236666 
   CountryCanada -0.10526501 0.04026682  -2.6141872 
   CountryEurope -0.08343283 0.04497005  -1.8552978 
CountryNew Zeala -0.15035653 0.05809912  -2.5879315 
CountryOther ove -0.10228551 0.11577877  -0.8834565 
CountrySouth Afr  0.28838492 0.08674883   3.3243667 
      CountryUSA  0.09120495 0.03613630   2.5239151 
CountryUnited Ki  0.09308585 0.03695640   2.5188018 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Poisson family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 334985.6 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 138299.5 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 4  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
               Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
         NULL                  41198   334985.6 
sqrt(StartHr)   1  53203.4     41197   281782.3 
   DurationHr   1   9885.6     41196   271896.7 
          Day   6   2200.6     41190   269696.1 
      Channel  40 120186.1     41150   149509.9 
     TypeCode 115  10988.9     41035   138521.0 
      Country   8    221.6     41027   138299.5   452
Share of people aged 35 plus watching subscription television 
programs, July 2005 
  *** Generalized Linear Model *** 
 
Call: glm(formula = Shr35. ~ StartHr + DurationHr + Day + Channel + TypeCode + 
Country, family = binomial(link = logit), data = X2005, na.action = na.exclude, 
control = list(epsilon = 0.0001, 
  maxit = 50, trace = F)) 
Deviance Residuals: 
        Min          1Q      Median         3Q       Max  
 -0.4658517 -0.08342752 -0.03484748 0.02819238 0.8834782 
 
Coefficients: 
                           Value  Std. Error     t value  
         (Intercept) -6.05363948 2.771793944 -2.18401498 
             StartHr -0.01672452 0.007598614 -2.20099577 
          DurationHr  0.20117495 0.103417664  1.94526682 
           DayMonday  0.12497661 0.196369713  0.63643525 
         DaySaturday  0.26233668 0.183074059  1.43295388 
           DaySunday  0.11704114 0.189992188  0.61603133 
         DayThursday  0.10524130 0.196623141  0.53524372 
          DayTuesday  0.13859525 0.195661010  0.70834371 
         DayWednesda  0.16159715 0.195161712  0.82801668 
        ChannelArena  0.41514888 0.711202115  0.58372841 
     ChannelArena +2 -0.69393057 0.811444237 -0.85517962 
ChannelCNBC Australi -1.83725936 2.017720597 -0.91056183 
ChannelCartoon Netwo -0.71146546 0.920523632 -0.77289212 
    ChannelChannel V -0.93482786 1.029949296 -0.90764454 
ChannelComedy Channe -0.77215203 0.774026556 -0.99757822 
    ChannelDiscovery  0.58073436 0.638697184  0.90924834 
ChannelDisney Channe  0.07463117 0.911929620  0.08183874 
           ChannelE! -0.89020569 0.887197081 -1.00339114 
         ChannelESPN -1.22598079 1.216043681 -1.00817167 
 ChannelFOX Classics  0.26335276 0.737671017  0.35700571 
    ChannelFOX Footy  0.74758780 1.397787027  0.53483670 
 ChannelFOX Sports 1  0.64188577 1.167865455  0.54962304 
 ChannelFOX Sports 2  0.62794572 1.169632606  0.53687433 
         ChannelFOX8  0.81828213 0.730599666  1.12001438 
      ChannelFOX8 +2 -0.09962054 0.778989527 -0.12788431 
     ChannelHallmark -0.21657544 0.868184554 -0.24945784 
ChannelHistory Chann  0.40552883 0.775851013  0.52268905 
ChannelHow to Channe -0.44969604 0.780115092 -0.57644833 
    ChannelLifestyle  1.26632704 0.637850531  1.98530373 
 ChannelLifestyle +2 -0.03094964 0.713020896 -0.04340636 
ChannelLifestyle FOO -0.44840432 0.824365888 -0.54393847 
          ChannelMTV -0.83465231 0.914178500 -0.91300803 
  ChannelMovie Extra -0.22728066 0.907563228 -0.25042956 
 ChannelMovie Greats -0.53115066 0.966660632 -0.54946963 
    ChannelMovie One -0.01480400 0.876409301 -0.01689165 
ChannelNational Geog  0.37455507 0.637107243  0.58789957 
     ChannelNick Jr. -0.50728565 0.949246231 -0.53440892 
  ChannelNickelodeon -0.30954849 0.936489198 -0.33054144 
     ChannelShowtime  0.37392455 0.823803828  0.45389999 
                           Value Std. Error      t value  
   ChannelShowtime 2 -0.09557361  0.8735439 -0.109409042 
ChannelShowtime Grea -0.00430810  0.8790367 -0.004900934 
     ChannelSky News  1.40147050  1.5302029  0.915872326 
          ChannelTV1  1.51354419  0.7188792  2.105422146 
       ChannelTV1 +2 -0.10460279  0.7792186 -0.134240619 
         ChannelUKTV  1.03652733  0.7424558  1.396079581 
      ChannelUKTV +2 -0.50208098  0.8386266 -0.598694289 
          ChannelVH1 -1.32211608  1.2495606 -1.058064795 
            ChannelW  0.66763940  0.7205029  0.926629664 
          Channelmax -1.08655949  1.4474195 -0.750687314 
          TypeCodeAB  0.83269448  2.6434605  0.315001678 
          TypeCodeAC  0.53446133  2.6304248  0.203184415 
          TypeCodeAD  0.75265973  2.7568551  0.273013890 
          TypeCodeAF  0.86023884  2.5740214  0.334200344  
  453 
          TypeCodeAG  1.67640882  4.0950567  0.409373772 
          TypeCodeAH  0.34642321  2.7195522  0.127382448 
          TypeCodeBA  1.16597060  2.6779671  0.435393923 
          TypeCodeBB  0.98115345  2.5591106  0.383396262 
          TypeCodeBC  1.15416189  2.6142291  0.441492258 
          TypeCodeBD  0.96529264  2.5696222  0.375655470 
          TypeCodeDB  0.98256980  2.6217602  0.374774854 
          TypeCodeDC  0.85314248  2.6715440  0.319344354 
          TypeCodeDD  0.63534276  3.0122294  0.210921109 
          TypeCodeDE  0.73969962  2.6313416  0.281111211 
          TypeCodeDF  0.96972551  2.6401057  0.367305566 
          TypeCodeDG  0.93564034  2.6180597  0.357379294 
          TypeCodeDH  0.92608218  2.9608977  0.312770750 
          TypeCodeEA  0.58963182  2.9644142  0.198903317 
          TypeCodeEB  0.92257746  2.6315519  0.350583035 
          TypeCodeEC  0.54158188  2.6360674  0.205450697 
          TypeCodeED  1.07737109  2.7496528  0.391820769 
          TypeCodeEF  0.86534996  2.7393723  0.315893526 
          TypeCodeEG  1.23697352  2.5610141  0.483001447 
          TypeCodeEH  0.98381050  2.6371238  0.373061925 
          TypeCodeEI  1.04646846  2.6443659  0.395735118 
          TypeCodeEK  0.33483138  6.9662660  0.048064685 
          TypeCodeEL  0.51208206  2.7027993  0.189463591 
          TypeCodeEO  0.16552256  3.3316709  0.049681544 
          TypeCodeEP  0.99517734  2.5849882  0.384983315 
                 Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeER  0.62926176   2.703328  0.232773037 
TypeCodeES  0.45501856   4.464178  0.101926606 
TypeCodeET  0.91440842   2.685853  0.340453650 
TypeCodeEU  1.13348996   2.574773  0.440229160 
TypeCodeFC -0.06581939   8.485998 -0.007756235 
TypeCodeGA  1.00949550   2.574481  0.392116158 
TypeCodeGB  0.77038040   2.621592  0.293859808 
TypeCodeGC  0.83435355   2.599441  0.320974269 
TypeCodeGD  0.92307372   2.675942  0.344952787 
TypeCodeGE  0.29612918   3.199319  0.092560060 
TypeCodeGF  0.27177504   2.727511  0.099642151 
TypeCodeGG  0.63561438   2.596149  0.244829723 
TypeCodeGH  0.61328506   2.667051  0.229948787 
TypeCodeGI  0.63912454   2.676843  0.238760601 
TypeCodeHA  0.82877666   2.596976  0.319131457 
TypeCodeHB  0.97114999   2.610045  0.372081680 
TypeCodeHC  0.90554349   2.579931  0.350995266 
TypeCodeHD  0.52007929   2.699353  0.192668138 
TypeCodeHE  0.60140806   3.051786  0.197067574 
TypeCodeHF  1.10151603   2.566204  0.429239482 
TypeCodeHG  0.85813300   2.798619  0.306627252 
TypeCodeID  1.04626876   5.780200  0.181009087 
TypeCodeIH  1.38629221   3.322137  0.417289317 
TypeCodeIQ  1.27766442   3.792426  0.336898933 
TypeCodeJB  1.45911839   2.619849  0.556947410 
TypeCodeJC  1.90001174   3.259342  0.582943294 
TypeCodeJD  1.30328659   2.778158  0.469119036 
TypeCodeJE  0.89869730   3.024324  0.297156465 
TypeCodeJF  0.90076966   2.598035  0.346711904 
TypeCodeJG  1.09477057   2.760360  0.396604276 
TypeCodeJH  0.92889394   2.593017  0.358228986 
TypeCodeJI  0.66507285   2.737585  0.242941438 
TypeCodeJJ  0.83004262   3.158769  0.262774082 
TypeCodeJL  0.35061382   3.163203  0.110841387 
TypeCodeJM  1.39862161   2.680392  0.521797446 
TypeCodeJN  0.67417988   2.917828  0.231055395 
TypeCodeJO  1.37974690   2.871450  0.480505221 
TypeCodeJQ  0.96475749   2.695857  0.357866742 
TypeCodeJR  1.27022339   2.715258  0.467809437 
                Value Std. Error      t value  
TypeCodeJS  0.1797242   6.965690  0.025801349 
TypeCodeJT  1.7547675   7.455186  0.235375403 
TypeCodeJU  1.2032144   2.600582  0.462671187 
TypeCodeJV  1.1482503   2.775333  0.413734214 
TypeCodeJW  1.2068051   2.682120  0.449944482 
TypeCodeKC  0.8485677   2.834453  0.299376207   454
TypeCodeKD  0.8479846  15.708644  0.053982036 
TypeCodeKE  0.6000860   2.949288  0.203468077 
TypeCodeKH  0.6884297   2.812650  0.244761930 
TypeCodeKJ  0.9333305   3.147412  0.296539059 
TypeCodeKM  0.8794322   2.848287  0.308758294 
TypeCodeKN  1.3279071   2.706059  0.490716215 
TypeCodeLA  0.7790747   2.632586  0.295935158 
TypeCodeLB  0.6384618   2.671492  0.238990704 
TypeCodeLC  0.9639045   2.593561  0.371652980 
TypeCodeNA  1.9432396   3.608150  0.538569499 
TypeCodeNB  0.4807291   4.097786  0.117314350 
TypeCodeNC  0.7977468   6.264609  0.127341849 
TypeCodeOA  1.2806752   2.626273  0.487639765 
TypeCodeOB  0.5120957   3.658645  0.139968668 
TypeCodeOC  0.6382814   2.470025  0.258410919 
TypeCodeOD  0.5520614   3.018137  0.182914624 
TypeCodeOE  0.1354806   6.253267  0.021665577 
TypeCodeOF  0.5026157   5.533034  0.090839071 
TypeCodeOG  1.8277459   2.931602  0.623463240 
TypeCodeOH  2.4087564   2.646375  0.910209860 
TypeCodeOI  1.3175968   2.777931  0.474308751 
TypeCodeOJ  0.0134588   6.336524  0.002124003 
TypeCodeOK  0.6733876   7.587389  0.088750900 
TypeCodeOL  1.4739908   2.646029  0.557057701 
TypeCodeOM -0.0490854   4.236115 -0.011587361 
TypeCodeON  1.4568485   4.784532  0.304491360 
TypeCodeOP  1.4326576   3.411048  0.420005093 
TypeCodeOQ  0.6859717   2.838157  0.241696156 
TypeCodeOR  0.9420647   3.036052  0.310292714 
TypeCodeOT  2.0036391   2.626616  0.762821451 
TypeCodeOU  1.4753596   2.728515  0.540718833 
TypeCodeOV  0.8785997   3.366400  0.260990904 
TypeCodeOW  0.9950741   3.239774  0.307143046 
                       Value Std. Error     t value  
      TypeCodeOX  0.62174997 12.1949108  0.05098438 
      TypeCodeOY -0.21498529  5.1566446 -0.04169093 
      TypeCodeOZ  1.10998224  2.8745486  0.38614141 
     TypeCodeO_A  0.74262681  2.9132076  0.25491723 
     TypeCodeO_D  1.21836317  2.7078444  0.44993840 
      TypeCodeQA  0.65064254  2.5219401  0.25799286 
      TypeCodeQB  0.51085884  2.6388625  0.19359055 
      TypeCodeQC  1.26099296  3.2793228  0.38452846 
CountryAustralia  0.11703597  0.8672278  0.13495412 
   CountryCanada  0.02866760  0.9068996  0.03161056 
   CountryEurope  0.05960696  1.0076599  0.05915385 
CountryNew Zeala -0.07204591  1.2795885 -0.05630397 
CountryOther ove  0.11499643  2.3847216  0.04822216 
CountrySouth Afr  0.29688453  1.8125204  0.16379652 
      CountryUSA  0.19143587  0.8422210  0.22729887 
CountryUnited Ki  0.11183734  0.8561877  0.13062246 
 
(Dispersion Parameter for Binomial family taken to be 1 ) 
 
    Null Deviance: 674.4495 on 41198 degrees of freedom 
 
Residual Deviance: 397.3317 on 41027 degrees of freedom 
5 observations deleted due to missing values  
 
Number of Fisher Scoring Iterations: 8  
 






Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
            Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev  
      NULL                  41198   674.4495 
   StartHr   1   5.6197     41197   668.8298 
DurationHr   1  14.8168     41196   654.0130 
       Day   6   1.7402     41190   652.2728  
  455 
   Channel  40 235.6672     41150   416.6056 
  TypeCode 115  18.8394     41035   397.7662 
   Country   8   0.4345     41027   397.3317   456 
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